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[Apply for Grant Application - Retroactive - Health Resources Services Administration - Ryan 
White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant Program - $15,945,695] 
 

Resolution retroactively authorizing the Department of Public Health to submit an 

application to continue to receive funding for the Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency 

Relief Grant Program grant from the Health Resources Services Administration; and 

requesting $15,945,695 in HIV Emergency Relief Program funding for the San Francisco 

Eligible Metropolitan Area for the period of March 1, 2024, through February 28, 2025. 

 

WHEREAS, San Francisco Administrative Code, Section 10.170., requires Board 

review of proposed annual or otherwise recurring grant applications of $5,000,000 or more 

prior to their submission; and 

WHEREAS, San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) is currently a recipient 

of the “Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant Program” grant in the amount of 

approximately $15,962,602 from the Health Resources Services Administration (HRSA) for 

Fiscal Year 2023; and 

WHEREAS, For this round of funding, DPH was instructed by HRSA to submit an 

application request in the amount of $15,945,695; and 

WHEREAS, DPH uses these funds to cover a multitude of health services to HIV 

positive persons residing in the three counties within the San Francisco Eligible Metropolitan 

Areas; and 

WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 265-05 requires that City Departments submit applications 

for approval at least 60 days prior to the grant deadline for review and approval; and 

WHEREAS, HRSA released the application guidance on September 1, 2023, with a 

due date of October 2, 2023, allowing 31 business days for the entire process; and 
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WHEREAS, In the interest of timeliness, DPH is making this request for approval by 

submitting its most recent draft of the grant application, also including supporting documents 

as required, all of which are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File 

No. 231168, which is hereby declared to be part of the Resolution as if set forth fully herein; 

now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors hereby approves DPH’s application 

submission to HRSA for the “Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant Program 

(Ryan White Programs, Part A)” grant for the funding period of March 1, 2024, through 

February 28, 2025, to be submitted no later than October 2, 2023. 
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RECOMMENDED:         

           

                               

/s/__________________   

Dr. Grant Colfax  

Director of Health       

 



SF Department of Public Health
SF Health Network

SFBOS Budget and Finance Committee
December 6, 2023

SF DPH HIV Health Services
John Aynsley



• HIV Health Services 
serves as the grantee 
for Ryan White 
Programs Parts A, B, C, 
Ending the HIV 
Epidemic as well 
as Getting To Zero.

• Serve safety net low 
income and severe 
need populations
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Ward 86 provides integrated primary and 
specialty care for our Network’s patients 
living with HIV and those at risk of HIV 
acquisition.

Ward 86 HIV/AIDS Long Term [Survivors] 
(HALT) is a collaboration between Ward 86 
Positive Care Program, UCSF Alliance Health 
Project, and San Francisco AIDS Foundation, 
located at ZSFG and Mid Market
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Gender Identity

Cis Men Cis Women Trans Women

Race/Ethnicity

White

Black/African American

Latino/a/x

Asian

Other

Age

0-24 25-44 45-64 65+

$2,415,845
Annual HHS Funding for 

the HALT

600
Annual HALT Clients 

Served



Proposed Contract Amendment

• DPH agrees with BLA recommendations

• DPH requests approval of proposed resolution



The Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program provides a 
comprehensive system of HIV primary medical care, 
essential support services, and medications for low-income 
people living with HIV who are uninsured and underserved. 

Part A
Medical and support services to Eligible Metropolitan Areas 
(EMAs) and Transitional Grant Areas (TGAs) - counties/cities 
that are the most severely affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
Part B
Funds for states and territories to improve the quality, 
availability, and organization of HIV health care and support 
services. 
Part C
Funds for local community-based organizations to provide 
comprehensive primary health care and support services in an 
outpatient setting for people living with HIV through Early 
Intervention Services program grants.
Part D
Funds for local, community-based organizations to provide 
outpatient, ambulatory, family-centered primary and specialty 
medical care for women, infants, children and youth living 
with HIV.
Part F
Funds support clinician training, technical assistance, and the 
development of innovative models of care to improve health 
outcomes and reduce HIV transmission. 

https://hab.hrsa.gov/about-ryan-white-hivaids-program/part-a-grants-emerging-metro-transitional-areas
https://hab.hrsa.gov/about-ryan-white-hivaids-program/part-b-grants-states-territories
https://hab.hrsa.gov/about-ryan-white-hivaids-program/part-c-early-intervention-services-and-capacity-development-program-grants
https://hab.hrsa.gov/about-ryan-white-hivaids-program/part-d-services-women-infants-children-and-youth


$37.5M    

$15.2M

2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2023

60%
REDUCTION 
IN FUNDING

PART A FUNDS ARE SHARED BETWEEN 3 COUNTIES, WITH SAN 
FRANCISCO RECEIVING 85% OF THE GRANT AWARD

MARIN 

4%

SAN MATEO

11%

SAN FRANCISCO

85%

HIV HEALTH SERVICES has seen a steady reduction in HIV 
funding since 2000 when it was $37.5 M to 2023 where it 
is $15,186,377
• Funding reductions in prior years was reinstated with 

City & County General Fund since 2012.
• HHS used HRSA HAB Ending the HIV Epidemic funding 

to avoid any program reductions



Proposed Grant Application

• This item is retroactive because DPH had 31 days to submit the 
application and therefore was unable to get Board approval before the 
application deadline.

• DPH requests approval of proposed resolution

Thank you!
Any questions?
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APPROACHING ZERO IN A TIME OF CRISIS: 
SAN FRANCISCO EMA FY 2022 RYAN WHITE PART A 

COMPETING CONTINUATION APPLICATION NARRATIVE 
 
▪ INTRODUCTION 
 
 The San Francisco Eligible Metropolitan Area (EMA) requests a total $15,590,728 in Fiscal 
Year 2022 Ryan White Part A Formula and Supplemental funding to continue to respond to the 
ongoing local crisis of HIV infection; maintain and enhance the local comprehensive model 
continuum of HIV care; and develop and implement innovative, effective, and collaborative 
models for identifying, linking, and retaining persons in HIV care. In alignment with both local 
and national HIV goals and initiatives, and with coordinated integration with both new and 
emerging funding streams, our programmatic mission is to achieve the maximum possible level 
of viral load suppression across all locally impacted populations and neighborhoods, with the 
primary goal of making the San Francisco EMA the first metropolitan region in the United 
States to effectively eliminate new infections and halt HIV disease progression. Requested 
Part A funding will ensure an integrated, comprehensive, and culturally competent system of 
care focused on reducing inequities and disparities in HIV care access and outcomes while 
working toward full health justice and equity in regard to accessing prevention, medical care, 
and support services for all residents in the region. The FY 2022 Part A Service Plan described in 
this application supports an integrated continuum of intensive health and supportive services 
for complex, severe need, and multiply diagnosed populations which are structured to support 
and further self-management through personal empowerment of persons living with HIV 
(PLWH), despite the impacts and challenges of the COVID-19  pandemic. The Plan also 
highlights the San Francisco EMA’s continually expanding integration of HIV care services with 
HIV, hepatitis, and sexually transmitted infection (STI) outreach, testing, linkage, and care 
retention services, while incorporating the perspectives and input of consumers, providers, and 
planners from across the region. The FY 2022 Part A application presents an effective strategy 
to preserve and advance a tradition of HIV service excellence in the San Francisco EMA while 
continuing to serve as a national model for eliminating new HIV infections through regional 
viral suppression.  
 
▪ NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
 
A. Demonstrated Need 
 
1. Epidemiologic Overview 
 
 Overview of the Geographic Region: Located along the western edge of the San Francisco 
Bay in Northern California, the San Francisco Eligible Metropolitan Area (EMA) is a unique, 
diverse, and highly complex region. Encompassing three contiguous counties - Marin County to 
the north, San Francisco County in the center and San Mateo County to the south - the EMA 
has a total land area of 1,016 square miles, an area roughly the size of Rhode Island. In 
geographic terms, the EMA is very narrow, stretching more than 75 miles from its northern to 
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southern end, but less than 20 miles at its widest point from east to west. This complicates 
transportation and service access in the region, especially for those in Marin and San Mateo 
Counties. In San Mateo County, the Santa Cruz mountain range marks the western boundary of 
the San Andreas Fault bisects the region from north to south, creating challenges for those 
attempting to move between the county’s eastern and western sides. The San Francisco (SF) 
EMA is also unusual because of the dramatic difference in the size of its member counties. 
While Marin and San Mateo Counties have a land area of 520 and 449 square miles, 
respectively, San Francisco County has a land area of only 46.7 square miles, making it by far 
the smallest county in California geographically, and the sixth smallest county in the US in 
terms of land area. San Francisco is also one of only three major cities in the US (the others are 
Denver and Washington, DC) in which the city’s borders are identical to those of the county in 
which it is located. The unification of city and county governments under a single mayor and 
Board of Supervisors allows for a streamlined service planning and delivery process. 
 According to the US Census, as of July 1, 2019 - the most recent date for which estimates 
are available - the total population of the San Francisco EMA is 1,906,948.1 This includes a 
population of 261,627 in Marin County, 889,360 in San Francisco County, and 776,252 in San 
Mateo County, with widely varying population densities within the three regions. While the 
density of Marin County is 485 persons per square mile, the density of San Francisco County is 
17,179 persons per square mile - the highest population density of any county in the nation 
outside of New York City. While San Mateo County lies between these two extremes, its density 
of 1,602 persons per square mile is still more than ten times lower than its neighboring county 
to the north. These differences necessitate varying approaches to providing HIV care within the 
EMA.  
 The geographic diversity of the San Francisco EMA mirrors the diversity of the people who 
call the area home. Nearly three out of every five of the EMA’s residents (59.1%) are persons of 
color, including Asian/Pacific Islanders (29.8%), Latinxs (18.9%), and Black / African Americans 
(4.1%). In San Francisco, persons of color make up 59.8% of the total population, with Asian 
residents alone making up over one-third (36.0%) of the City's total population. The nation’s 
largest population of Chinese Americans lives in the City of San Francisco and is joined by a 
diverse group of Asian immigrants, including large numbers of Japanese, Vietnamese, Laotian, 
and Cambodian residents. A large number of Latinx immigrants also reside in the EMA, 
including natives of Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua. EMA-wide, 31.6% of 
residents were born outside the US and 42.1% of residents speak a language other than English 
at home, with over 100 separate Asian languages and dialects spoken in SF. Only half of the 
high school students in the City of San Francisco were born in the United States, and almost 
one-quarter have been in the country six years or less. A total of over 20,000 new immigrants 
join the EMA's population each year, in addition to at least 75,000 permanent and semi-
permanent undocumented residents. 
 
a. Summary of the Local HIV Epidemic: Please see HIV Demographic Table in  

Attachment 3 
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b. Socioeconomic Characteristics of Persons Affected by HIV: 
 
 i. Demographic Data: More than 35 years into the HIV epidemic, the three counties of the 
San Francisco region continue to be severely impacted by HIV – an ongoing crisis that has 
exacted an enormous human and financial toll on our region.  As of December 31, 2020, well 
over 42,000 cumulative cases of HIV had been diagnosed in the region, and over 25,000 
persons have died as a result of the local HIV epidemic. As of the end of 2020, a total of 14,666 
known, HIV-aware persons were currently living with HIV in the region's three counties, 
representing 10.1% of Californians living with HIV (n=137,785 as of 12/31/19) and 1.2% of all 
persons living with HIV in the US (n=1,189,700 as of 12/31/19). 2 The SF EMA’s region-wide HIV 
infection rate of 769.1 cases per 100,000 persons also means that roughly 1 in every 130 
residents of the San Francisco region is now living with HIV. This figure of 14,666 living HIV 
cases represents the most up-to-date data provided from the State of California, and is based 
strictly on the number of persons living with HIV who have a current address in the San 
Francisco EMA. Several thousand more living cases of HIV have been diagnosed in the San 
Francisco EMA, but are not included in our proposal in order to be as accurate as possible 
regarding the current state of local HIV care needs. Additionally, many persons travel to the City 
of San Francisco to seek HIV care each month, but are also not included in our estimate of the 
local HIV care burden. 
 At the epicenter of the continuing HIV crisis lies the City and County of San Francisco, the 
city hardest-hit during the initial years of the AIDS epidemic and an area still hugely impacted 
by HIV. Today, the City of San Francisco continues to have the nation’s highest per capita 
prevalence of cumulative AIDS cases,3 and HIV remains a leading cause of death in the city 
among all age groups, as it has been for nearly two decades.4 As of the end of 2020, a total of 
12,242 San Franciscans were living with diagnosed HIV infection who had a confirmed current 
address in the city, representing 83.5% of all persons living with HIV in the three-county region, 
for a staggering citywide prevalence of 1,376.5 cases of HIV per 100,000. At the same, the CDC 
reports a total of 15,811 persons who 
had received a diagnosis of HIV while 
living in the city as of the end of 2020, 
resulting in a per capita HIV incidence of 
1,777.8 per 100,000. 
 In 2018, the City of San Francisco 
recently achieved an important 
milestone: for the first time since the 
start of the epidemic, fewer than 200 
new HIV cases were diagnosed in the 
city (n=197), a figure that was 
surpassed in 2019 with only 166 new 
HIV cases reported. This year, the 
number has fallen even lower, to a 
total of only 131 new HIV cases 
identified in 2020. This represents a 
decrease of 57.7% from the 227 new 
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Figure 1. New Annual HIV Infections in the 
City of San Francisco - 2009 -2020
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HIV cases diagnosed in 2017 and a 
startling 360.3% reduction from the 472 
new HIV cases diagnosed in the city in 
2009. The record-breaking decline in new 
HIV diagnoses speaks to the city’s 
integrated, systemwide strategy resulting 
from its plan to become the first city in 
the nation to achieve a goal of zero new 
HIV infections. 
 Race / Ethnicity: Reflecting the ethnic 
diversity of our region, the local HIV 
caseload is distributed among a wide 
range of ethnic groups. Because the local 
HIV epidemic had its first broad impact on 
white men who have sex with men 
(MSM), the slight majority of persons 
living with HIV continue to be white 
(50.6%). Another 12.7% of cases are 
among Black / African Americans; 24.9% 
are among Latinx individuals; and 7.6% 
are among Asian / Pacific Islanders (see 

Figure 2). A total of 7,250 persons of color were living with HIV infection in the three-county 
region as of December 31, 2020, 
representing 49.3% of all persons living 
with HIV. Black / African Americans are 
significantly over-represented in terms of 
HIV infection, making up 12.7% of all 
persons living with HIV while comprising 
only 4.1% of the area’s population. This 
disproportion is even greater among 
women with HIV, a group in which Black / 
African American women make up 37.2% 
of all PLWH while comprising 4.0% of the 
region’s total female population. 
Additionally, among the region’s hard-hit 
transgender population, persons of color 
make up 82.1% of all trans PLWH, 
including a population that is 31.4% Black 
/ African American, 35.8% Latina, and 
10.2% Asian / Pacific Islander. 
 Transmission Categories: The most 
important distinguishing characteristic of 
the HIV epidemic in the San Francisco 
region is that HIV remains primarily a 

Figure 2. Persons Living with HIV in the 
San Francisco EMA by Ethnicity as of 

December 31, 2020

African American (12.7%)

Latinx (24.9%)

Asian / Pacific Islander (7.6%)

White (50.6%)

Other (4.2%)

Figure 3. Persons Living with HIV in San 
Francisco EMA by Transmission Category 

as of December 31, 2020

MSM (70.3%)

IDU (6.0%)

MSM / IDU (11.8%)

Non-IDU Heterosexuals (7.2%)

Transgender WSM (1.7%)

Transgender WSM / IDU (1.1%)

Other / Unknown (1.9%)
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disease of men who have sex with men (MSM). In other regions of the US, the proportionate 
impact of HIV on MSM has declined over time as populations such as women, injection drug 
users, and heterosexual men have been increasingly affected by the epidemic. While these 
groups have been impacted in our region as well, their representation as a proportion of total 
PLWH has remained relatively low. Through December 31, 2020, fully 82.7% of persons living 
with HIV in our region were MSM (12,451), including 10,657 men infected with HIV through 
MSM contact only (70.8% of all PLWH) and 1,794 MSM who also injected drugs (11.9% of all 
PLWH) (see Figure 3). This actually represents a slight increase from a decade ago, in 2008, 
when MSM made up 82.3% of all PLWH. By comparison, only 44.5% of all PLWH in New York 
City as of June 30, 2019 were listed as infected through MSM contact – roughly half the MSM 
infection burden of the San Francisco EMA.5 Factors underlying this difference include the high 
proportion of gay and bisexual men living in the region; the large number of local long-term 
MSM HIV survivors; growing rates of STD infection among MSM, resulting in large part from 
expanding PrEP use; and relatively high local drug use rates, including an ongoing 
methamphetamine use crisis. Other significant local transmission categories include 
heterosexual persons who inject drugs (PWID) (6.3% of PLWH) and non-PIWD heterosexuals 
(6.8%). The proportion of heterosexual HIV cases in the San Francisco EMA is believed to be 
the lowest of any EMA in the US. Additionally, 1.7% of all PLWH in the San Francisco EMA are 
transgender women who have sex with men (WSM) while another 1.1% are transgender WSM 
who inject drugs. 
  Gender: Reflecting the high prevalence of HIV among men who have sex with men, the 
vast majority of persons living with HIV in the San Francisco region (90.1%) are cis men (see 
Figure 4). Only 6.9% of PLWH in the region are cis women, over 71% of whom are women of 
color. Among Black / African Americans living with HIV, fully 15.2% are women. The three-
county San Francisco region has historically contained what is by far the lowest percentage of 
women, infants, children, and youth (WICY) living with HIV of any region or jurisdiction in the 
nation. By contrast, because of their high 
representation within the San Francisco 
population, transgender persons also 
make up a significant percentage of 
PLWH, with at least 440 transgender 
individuals - the vast majority of them 
male-to-female – living with HIV as of 
December 31, 2020, representing 2.6% of 
the region's PLWH caseload. It is believed 
that many transgender persons move to 
San Francisco seeking a more tolerant 
environment, increased social support, 
and greater access to culturally 
responsive trans health and social 
services. 
 Current Age: The vast and growing 
majority of persons living with HIV in the 
San Francisco region are age 50 and 

Figure 4. Persons Living with HIV in San 
Francisco EMA by Gender as of December 

31, 2020

Female (6.9%) Male (90.1%) Transgender (3.0%)
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above. This is attributable to the 
long history of the epidemic in 
our region - resulting in a large 
proportion of long-term survivors 
- and to the region's hard-fought 
success in bringing persons with 
HIV into care and maintaining 
their health over time. As of 
December 31, 2020, nearly 2 out 
of every 3 persons living with HIV 
in the SF EMA (63.5%) is age 50 or 
older, including 5,752 PLWH 
between the ages of 50 and 59; 
1,984 PLWH between the ages of 
60 and 64; and 2,580 PLWH who 
are age 65 or older (see Figure 5). 
In the city of San Francisco alone, 
persons 50 and older make up 
70.9% of all persons living with 

HIV. Between December 2009 and December 2020, the number of persons 50 and over living 
with HIV increased by 44.8% within the region while the number of PLWH 65 and older 
increased by 91.2% over the last 48 months alone. Figure 6 on the following page provides a 
demographic overview of the 50 and older HIV population as of the end of 2019 - a population 
that includes 601 women, 180 transgender persons, and over 1,000 men and women with HIV 
age 70 or higher, including 117 PLWH age 80 or above. This growing aging population creates 
significant challenges for the local HIV service system, including the need to coordinate and 
integrate HIV and geriatric care and to plan for long-term impacts of HIV drug  
therapies.  
 In terms of other age groups, persons between the ages of 25 and 49 make up 35.6% of all 
PLWH in the region (n=5,226) while young adults ages 13 - 24 make up less than 1.0% of all 
PLWH in the region (n=122). However, young people ages 13 - 24 made up 12.0% of all new HIV 
cases identified in calendar year 2020 (n=16), pointing to a continued growing HIV incidence 
within this population, although the overall number of new infections in the region continues to 
decrease. The population of young PLWH also includes a significantly higher percentage of 
persons of color, who make up 82.5% of young people with HIV ages 13 - 24 while making up 
48.1% of the overall PLWH population. The same is true for cis women, who make up 16.1% of 
youth PLWH as compared to only 6.7% of all PLWH in the EMA. Only 2 children aged 12 or 
under are living with HIV in the region, and no new HIV cases have been diagnosed among this 
group since 2005. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Persons Living with HIV in San Francisco 
EMA by Current Age, December 31, 2020

12 Years & Younger
(0.0%)

13 - 24 Years (0.9%)

25 - 49 Years
(35.6%)

50 - 59 Years
(32.4%)

60 - 64 Years
(13.5%)

65 Years & Above
(17.6%)
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ii) Socioeconomic Data:  
 
  Poverty: The problem 
of poverty presents a 
daunting challenge to the 
HIV care system.  According 
to the US Census, the 
average percentage of 
persons living at or below 
federal poverty level stands 
at 12.6% for the entire San 
Francisco region. Using this 
data, SF DPH projects that 
at least 720,826 individuals 
in the San Francisco region 
are living at or below 300% 
of Federal Poverty Level for 
a family of three ($65,160). 
This translates to at least 
37.8% of the EMA’s 
population lacking 
resources to cover all but 
the most basic expenses. 
However, at the time of 
this writing, this percentage 
is believed to be much 
higher and growing rapidly 
as a result of the severe 
economic impacts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
Additionally, because of the high cost of living in the San Francisco Bay Area, persons at 300% of 
poverty or below have a much more difficult time surviving in our area than those living at 
these income levels in other parts of the U.S. Analyzing 2020–2021 data from the San Francisco 
AIDS Regional Information  
and Evaluation System (ARIES), the SF region’s client-level data system, it is estimated that at 
least 58.4% of all persons living with HIV in the San Francisco region (n=8,575) are living at or 
below 300% of the 2020 Federal Poverty Level (FPL) including persons in impoverished 
households, while 98.6% of Part A-funded clients live at or below 400% of poverty.6 ARIES data 
from 2020-2021 also reveals that 68.5% of active Ryan White Part A clients in the San Francisco 
region are currently living at or below 138% of FPL while another 21.8% are living between 
139% and 250% of FPL. HIV-infected persons in poverty clearly have a higher need for 
subsidized medical and supportive services, accounting for at least $352 million in Part A and 
non-Part A HIV-related expenditures in the San Francisco region each year7. 

Figure 6. San Francisco EMA FY 2021 Part A Application 50 and 
Older HIV Epidemiology Table 

Persons 50 and Older 
Persons Living with 
HIV as of 12/31/19 

Race/Ethnicity        Black / African American   1,189 12.7% 

Latinx   1,709 18.3% 

Asian / Pacific Islander   498 5.3% 

White (not Hispanic)   5,636 60.4% 

Other / Multiethnic / Unknown   305 3.3% 

Gender                                           Female    601 6.4% 

Male   8,556 91.6% 

Transgender  / Other Gender Identification 180 1.9% 

Age as of 12/31/19                    50 - 59 Years 4,987 53.4% 

60 - 69 Years   3,294 35.3% 

70 - 79 Years   939 10.1% 

80 Years and Above 117 1.3% 

Transmission Category 

Male-to-male sexual contact (MSM) 

    

6,615 70.8% 

Injection drug use (IDU) 679 7.3% 

MSM and IDU 1,177 12.6% 

Heterosexual contact 575 6.2% 

TWSM 79 0.8% 

TWSM-PWID 92 1.0% 

Unknown risk 94 1.0% 

Other 26 0.3% 

TOTAL 9,337 100% 
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 The problem of poverty is greatly amplified by the growing disparity between rich and 
poor in San Francisco which has become a critical issue over the past decade as a continuing 
influx of young professionals from the Silicon Valley to the south has prompted rapid 
gentrification and the upheaval of many formerly low and middle-income neighborhoods. 
According to the Brookings Institution, the San Francisco metropolitan area has the 3rd highest 
level of household income inequality of any region in the US in (after Bridgeport, CT and New 
York, NY) while the City of San Francisco itself has the 5th highest level of income inequality of 
all cities in the US.8 The Public Policy Institute of California reports that San Francisco Bay Area 
has the widest level of income disparity of any region in the state, with residents in the 90th  
percentile of incomes earned $384,000 per year as compared to $32,000 for those in the 
bottom 10th percentile, meaning that the richest Bay Area residents earned more than 10 times 
that of its poorest residents. 9 
 Housing and Homelessness: Housing is an indispensable factor in ensuring good health 
outcomes for persons with HIV. Without adequate, stable housing it is highly challenging for 
individuals to access primary care; maintain combination therapy; and preserve overall health 
and wellness. These issues are more critical for persons with co-morbidities such as substance 
addiction and/or mental illness, since maintaining sobriety and medication adherence is much 
more difficult without stable housing. 
Homelessness is also a critical risk factor for 
HIV, with one study reporting HIV risk factors 
among 69% of homeless persons.10  
 Because of the prohibitively high cost of 
housing in the San Francisco region and the 
shortage of affordable rental units, the 
problem of homelessness has reached crisis 
proportions, creating formidable challenges for 
organizations seeking to serve HIV-infected 
populations. According to the National Low 
Income Housing Coalition’s Out of Reach 2020 
report, Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo 
Counties – the three counties that make up 
the San Francisco region – are tied with one 
another as the three least affordable counties 
in the nation in terms of the minimum hourly 
wage needed to rent an average two-bedroom 
apartment, which currently stands at $68.33 
per hour (see Figure 7).11 This means that an 
individual must make more than $68 an hour 
to afford a 2-bedroom apartment, and 
represents an increase of nearly 45% in the last 48 months alone. Meanwhile, according to the 
2021 HUD Fair Market Rent Documentation System, San Francisco has the highest HUD-
established Fair Market Rental rate in the nation at $2,350 for a studio apartment and $3,553 
for a 2-bedroom apartment, which represents the amount needed to “pay the gross rent of 
privately owned, decent, and safe rental housing of a modest nature”.12  

Figure 7. 
Top 10 Least Affordable Counties in the U.S. in 

Terms of Housing Costs, 2021 

County 

Hourly Wage to 
Rent a 2-Bdrm. 

Apt. at HUD Fair 
Market Rents 

San Francisco County, CA $ 68.33 

Marin County, CA $ 68.33 

San Mateo County, CA $ 68.33 

Santa Clara County, CA $ 58.67 

Santa Cruz County, CA $ 58.10 

Alameda County, CA $ 45.83 

Contra Costa County, CA $ 45.83 

Santa Barbara County, CA $ 45.65 

Orange County, CA $ 44.83 

San Diego County, CA $ 40.85 
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 At the same time, 
despite aggressive 
efforts that had shown 
progress, San Francisco 
saw a 16.8% jump in the 
number of homeless 
residents over the past 
two years, from 6,858 
homeless persons in 
2017 to 8,011 homeless 
persons in 2019, 
according to the most 
recent Point in Time 
Homeless Count, even 
as youth and veteran 
homelessness 
decreased by 10.1% and 
14.3%, respectively.13 
This trend is reflective 

of other homelessness increases in major cities across the nation. Additionally, more than 59% 
of single parents in SF also live below the California Self-Sufficiency Standard (SSS), a measure 
that incorporates the cost of basic needs for California’s working families.14 An analysis of 2020-
2021 ARIES data revealed that less than 70% of Ryan White Part A clients were stably housed 
during the year (68.1%), with 22.3% living in temporary housing and 5.5% living in unstable 
housing, including in shelters and on the street. 
 Insurance Coverage: The advent of health care reform through the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) has resulted in significant, positive change in regard to the number and proportion of 
low-income persons with HIV in our region who benefit from affordable and more accessible 
health insurance coverage. According to the Public Policy Institute of California, approximately 
93.0% of Californians now have some form of health insurance, up from 82.5% in 2013.15 
However, this still means that about 2.8 million Californians lacked health insurance in 2018, 
with approximately two-thirds (65%) of those insured being Latinx persons.16 Nevertheless, 
significant insurance gaps remain in our region. Analysis of local ARIES data revealed that 29.4% 
of all persons enrolled in Ryan White Part A services in the three-county region during the 
2020-2021 fiscal year were uninsured at some point during the year, including persons without 
Medicaid or Medicare.  
 Additionally, significant disparities exist in regard to type of health insurance coverage 
among newly diagnosed persons with HIV. For example, while 72% of whites and 74% of Black / 
African Americans newly diagnosed with HIV in 2020 had insurance at the time of diagnosis, 
only 64% of Latinx and 61% of Asian / Pacific Islanders had health insurance at the time of 
diagnosis.17 Additionally, the type of insurance varied greatly among populations. For example, 
while 41% of whites had private insurance at the time of HIV diagnosis in 2020 - up from 29% in 
2016 - only 11% of Black / African Americans and 16% of Latinx persons had private insurance 
at diagnosis. Conversely, while 43% of whites, 48% of Black / African Americans, and 49% of 

Cover of Annual Out of Reach Report Featuring San Francisco Civic Center 
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Latinx persons had some form of public insurance at the time of diagnosis, only 27% of Asian / 
Pacific Islanders had public insurance at the time of initial HIV diagnosis.18  
 The issue of persons losing their private disability insurance is growing in importance as 
the population of PLWH 50 years and older increases and as these individuals are more likely to 
rely on private disability insurance than their younger counterparts. In October of 2014, the San 
Francisco Board of Supervisors, Budget and Legislative Analyst Office released a Policy Analysis 
Report on PLWH who age off Long Term Disability Insurance. The report reviewed data from 
several sources to estimate the number of PLWH who have private disability insurance and will 
reach retirement age and Social Security eligibility in the next 15 years.  The report found that 
over 1,200 PLWH over 50 years old rely on private disability insurance, which terminates at age 
65. The overall effect of the drop in income that will occur as people lose their private disability 
insurance is difficult to predict conclusively. However, evidence does suggest that for many 
PLWH, the lost income would make it impossible to afford San Francisco’s current median rent.    
 Burden of HIV in the Service Area: It is important to note that the City of San Francisco 
continues to have the largest per capita concentration of persons living with HIV of any 
metropolitan region in the United States. As noted above, as of the end of 2020, a total of 
12,242 San Franciscans were living with diagnosed HIV, representing 83.5% of all persons living 
with HIV in the EMA. This means that 1 in every 73 San Francisco residents is now living with 
HIV disease - an astonishing concentration of HIV infection in a city with just under 890,000 
residents. The incidence of 1,376.5 persons living with HIV per 100,000 in San Francisco County 
is three times that of Los Angeles County in Southern California (459.8 per 100,000).19  
 
c. New HIV Infections:   
 
 i. Trends in New HIV Infections: As a result of the SF EMA’s integrated and 
comprehensive collaborative efforts to expand HIV awareness and testing and link and retain 
persons with HIV in care, new HIV infections in our region continue to decline across all age 
groups, while the disparities gap for new infections among Black / African Americans and 
Latinx populations is also beginning to close. The total of 211 new cases of HIV infection 
diagnosed in the SF EMA in calendar year 2020 is the fewest number of regional new infections 
in the history of the HIV epidemic, while the 131 new HIV cases diagnosed in the city of San 
Francisco represents a 42.3% reduction from the 227 new HIV cases diagnosed in 2017 and a 
72.3% reduction from the 472 new HIV cases diagnosed in the city in 2009. Between 2011 and 
2020, the number of newly identified HIV infections among whites in San Francisco declined by 
83.3%, from 222 to 37 new cases, while the number of newly identified cases among Black / 
African Americans declined by 57.8%, from 64 in 2011 to 27 in 2020. The number of new HIV 
diagnoses among Latinx individuals in SF also dropped from 86 in 2011 to 49 in 2020, a 
reduction of 43.0%. Per capita rates of new HIV diagnoses among SF women also dropped over 
the past decade, with new HIV diagnoses among Black / African American women dropping 
from 65 new infections 2011 to 22 infections in 2020. Similarly, new HIV infections among 
Latinx women decreased from 15 new infections in 2011 to only 5 new HIV infections in 2020. 
 Despite these heartening reductions, however, it is critical to note that communities of 
color continue to have by far the highest incidence of new HIV infections in the San Francisco 
EMA, and that rates of new infections among these groups continue to outpace their 
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representation in the overall PLWH population. Rates of new HIV infection in the San Francisco 
EMA in 2020 stood at 23.03 per 100,000 among Black / African Americans and 23.32 per 
100,000 among Latinx persons, as compared to a rate of only 7.54 per 100,000 among whites. 
And while 24.9% of all PLWH in the EMA as of the end of 2020 were Latinx, fully 39.8% of all 
new EMA HIV diagnoses in 2020 occurred within this population. At the same time, while Asian 
/ Pacific Islanders made up 7.6% of all PLWH at the end of 2020, they accounted for 12.3% of all 
new 2020 HIV diagnoses. Similar increases are also occurring among women, who made up 
6.9% of all PLWH at the end of 2020 but comprised 10.4% of all new HIV diagnoses in 2020. 
Similar increases occurred among transgender persons, who accounted for 3.0% of all PLWH at 
the end of 2020 but 4.3% of all new HIV cases identified in 2020. Alarmingly, while young 
people between the ages of 13 and 24 make up only 0.9% of PLWH in the EMA, they made up 
13.8% of all new HIV diagnoses in 2020. 
 The San Francisco EMA’s overall success in reducing the number of new HIV infections 
stems from a variety of factors, including ongoing Ryan White funding; San Francisco’s 
longstanding model of comprehensive and integrated HIV outreach, testing, linkage, and care 
services; our region’s strong commitment to supporting comprehensive HIV services; 
California’s early embrace of the Affordable Care Act (ACA); and the efforts of the SF Getting to 
Zero Consortium, (www.gettingtozerosf) a multi-sector initiative involving community-based 
organizations, providers, researchers, health department and government officials, consumers, 
and activists, which has been working since 2014 toward the goals of zero new HIV infections, 
zero HIV-associated deaths, and zero HIV stigma and discrimination. The local Getting to Zero 
Consortium has resulted in San Francisco serving in some ways a national laboratory for testing 
whether focused HIV initiative across the care continuum can eventually reduce and eliminate 
HIV as a public health threat. Additional successes of these efforts include the following: 
  
▪ Overall, 94% of people living with HIV in San Francisco are estimated to be aware of their 

infection.  
▪ In 2020, 95% of persons newly diagnosed with HIV in San Francisco were linked to care 

within one month of diagnosis. 
▪ In 2020, 77% of newly diagnosed persons with HIV in San Francisco achieved viral 

suppression within six months of diagnosis and fully 78% of persons newly diagnosed with 
HIV achieved viral suppression within six months of diagnosis while 84% achieved viral 
suppression within 12 months of diagnosis. 

▪ In 2020, only 6.6% of new HIV diagnoses were among persons who inject drugs (PWID) due 
to the success of extensive syringe access programs in San Francisco.  
 

 ii. Increasing Need for HIV Services: While the successes of the San Francisco approach to 
HIV prevention, identification, and care are both significant and heartening, it is critical to note 
that a large share of the model’s success is attributable to the significant federal resources for 
both prevention and care, including efforts to more rapidly identify and link persons with HIV to 
care and to retain them in care and on medication regimens on a long-term basis. This includes 
expanded Medicaid reimbursement through ACA and the continuing support for HIV care 
through Ryan White Part A and other programs, which enable persons with HIV to achieve long-
term viral suppression and reduce the rate of new HIV infections in our region. At the same 
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time, the total number of persons living with HIV in the EMA continues to grow, and the 
increasing number of persons 50 and older with HIV puts additional demands on the system to 
meet more complex HIV-related aging needs of long-term survivors. To sustain the success of 
the San Francisco approach to eliminating HIV, and to allow the region to continue to serve as a 
national laboratory for HIV case reductions, these federal resources will continue to be of the 
utmost importance.  Any reduction in federal support for health, HIV, and related services has 
the potential to rapidly undo the progress we have made and back to coping with a public 
health emergency in which funds are inadequate to stop a new surge of HIV infection and HIV-
related morbidity and mortality. 
 
2. HIV Care Continuum 
 
 The chart on the following pages depicts the HIV care continuum for the San Francisco 
EMA for calendar year 2020. As noted on the table, the EMA has achieved significant success in 
linking and retaining persons in care and in achieving viral suppression across the region. A total 
of 76.3% of all persons with a confirmed HIV diagnosis currently living in the EMA are engaged 
in care, defined as at least 1 CD4, viral load, or HIV genotype test during calendar year 2020, 
while 70.0% had achieved viral load suppression at the time of the most recent viral load test, 
defined as less than 200 copies per ml. Additionally, 50.73% of SF EMA PLWH were retained in 
care in 2020, based on a definition of at least 2 reportable HIV-related lab tests at least 3 
months apart in a calendar year – a significant achievement given the numerous barriers to 
care retention and adherence that were presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. The percentage 
of persons retained in care also reflects a new standard in which individuals who have been 
durably virologically suppressed and on stable ARV regimens for an extended period of time 
attend annual medical visits as opposed to bi-annual visits. The significantly higher percentage 
of persons with durable viral suppression compared to the number of persons with 2 or more 
medical visits in a year may speak to the success of this overall approach, although more 
information is needed to verify this. 
 Despite the region’s success in achieving a high level of care engagement and viral load 
suppression, significant disparities in HIV continuum outcomes continue to exist, particularly in 
regard to ethnicity. As noted in the comparison chart that follows the overall HIV continuum 
table, while 72% of white PLWH achieved viral suppression in 2020, only 65% of Black / African 
American PLWH and 67% of Latinx PLWH were virally suppressed in the same year. These and 
other disparities are aggressively addressed both in our proposed FY 2022 - FY 2024 EIIHA Plan 
and in our proposed FY 2022 Part A care retention strategies, which include population-specific 
initiatives to better ensure long-term retention and medication adherence, including the 
significant expansion of support for medical case management to provide focused retention 
support to populations facing complex life challenges. Interestingly, Black / African Americans 
achieved by far the highest levels of HIV care retention in 2020, defined as at least 2 HIV-
related lab test per year, with a retention rate of 57%, while Latinx PLWH had a care retention 
level of 51% and whites had a level of 49%. This higher level of care retention reflects the 
success of our EMA on prioritizing care retention and medication adherence for our region’s 
most disproportionately impacted populations. 
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3. Unmet Need 
 
 Please see Unmet Need Framework in Attachment 4, as well as the narrative below. 
 
a. Method Utilized:  
 
 For the FY 2022 Part A application, the San Francisco EMA utilized the required method 
for data reporting, and did not utilize the enhanced method. This choice does not reflect any 
data system or other limitations in our region, but rather the extreme shortage of staff time 
available within the San Francisco epidemiology unit due to assignments related to the COVID-
19 pandemic.  
 
b. Unmet Needs Estimates: 
 
 Based on the unmet need data prepared using the required data reporting method, the 
San Francisco EMA estimates that: a) 20.0% of new 2020 HIV diagnoses occurred among 
persons who were diagnosed with an AIDS-defining condition within three months or less 
following their initial diagnosis; b) 23.8% of all HIV-aware PLWH had not documented CD4 or 
viral load test in calendar year 2020; and c) 30.1% of HIV-aware PLWH were not virally 
suppressed at the time of their most recent viral load test in calendar year 2020. 
 
4. Co-Occurring Conditions 
 
 Please see Co-Occurring Conditions Table in Attachment 5 as well as narrative below. 
 
 Sexually Transmitted Infections 
(STIs): The San Francisco EMA as a whole - 
and the city of San Francisco in particular - 
are in the midst of a growing and 
unprecedented epidemic of sexually 
transmitted infections. While this epidemic 
reflects a larger, ongoing epidemic affecting 
the entire State of California, it is having 
particularly acute consequences for our 
region, and speaks to our need to redouble 
our efforts to continue to reach and test 
persons at high risk for HIV. In terms of 
syphilis, for example, the SF Jurisdiction 
continues to confront a major epidemic that 
has been escalating for the past two 
decades, rising more than 550% since 2000. 
In calendar year 2018 – the last date for 
which data is available due to delays related 
to the COVID-19 pandemic - a total of 635 
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new primary and secondary syphilis cases 
were diagnosed in the three-county San 
Francisco region, representing a 177% 
increase over the 229 cases reported in 
2007.20  The combined SF jurisdiction-
wide syphilis rate of 32.1 per 100,000 in 
2018 is significantly higher than the 
California statewide rate of 19.1 per 
100,000. Within the City of San Francisco 
alone, a total of 544 new syphilis cases 
were reported in 2017 for an extremely 
high citywide incidence rate of 61.3 cases 
per 100,000, a rate more than three 
times higher than the statewide rate and 
more than seven times higher than the 
national syphilis rate of 8.7 cases per 
100,000 in 2017 (see Figure 8). San 
Francisco County has by far the largest 
syphilis infection rate of any of 
California’s 59 counties, 41.8% higher 
than the rate of the second highest 
county, San Joaquin County (35.7 per 
100,000) and nearly three times that of Los Angeles County (23.0 per 100,000). The region is 
also experiencing a significant gonorrhea epidemic. A total of 6,823 new gonorrhea cases were 
identified in the San Francisco EMA in 2018, for a Jurisdiction-wide incidence of 359.4 cases per 
100,000 – a rate 44.5% higher than the 2018 California rate of 199.4 cases per 100,000 (see 
Figure 9).21 The number of new gonorrhea cases in the City of San Francisco increased by 200% 

between 2010 and 2018 
alone, growing from 1,927 
reported cases in 2010 to 
5,894 cases in 2017. The 
City of San Francisco's 2018 
gonorrhea incidence of 
656.4 cases per 100,000 is 
more than four times the 
national rate of 145.8 cases 
per 100,000 and more than 
three times higher than the 
State of California as a 
whole (199.4). This is again 
by far the highest rate of 
any county in California, 
with the next highest 
county – Lake County – 
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having a case rate of 262.4 per 100,000, significantly less than half the gonorrhea rate of San 
Francisco. 

The region’s Chlamydia epidemic also continues to grow, with rates rising significantly. A 
total of 13,423 new cases of Chlamydia were diagnosed in the three-county region Jurisdiction 
in 2018, representing a 131% increase over the 5,816 cases diagnosed in 2005 (see Figure 10).22 
The 2018 Jurisdiction-wide Chlamydia incidence rate stood at 680.5 per 100,000, while the rate 
for the City of San Francisco was 1,070.9 cases per 100,000 - again, by far the highest 
Chlamydia incidence rate of any county in California. By comparison, the 2018 incidence for 
California was 538.0 cases per 100,000, while the national rate was 497.3. 
 The cost of treating STIs adds significantly to the cost of HIV care in the San 
Francisco Jurisdiction. According to a study which estimated the direct medical cost of STIs 
among American youth, the total annual cost of the 9 million new STI cases occurring among 
15-24-year-olds totaled $6.5 billion in the US, at a per capita cost of $7,220 per person. Lissovoy 
and colleagues estimated US national medical expenditures for congenital syphilis for the first 
year following diagnosis at between $6.2 million and $47 million for 4,400 cases, or as high as 
$10,682 per case.23 A study published in the American Journal of Public Health estimated that a 
total of 545 new cases of HIV infection among Black / African Americans could be attributed to 
the facilitative effects of infectious syphilis, at a cost of about $113 million, or a per capita cost 
of $20,730.24 Such studies suggest that the total cost of treating new STIs in our region may be 
as high as $13.9 million per year, including an estimated $1.95 million to treat STIs among 
persons with HIV and another $7.5 million in potential annual costs resulting from the need to 
treat persons infected with HIV as a result of transmission facilitated through other STIs. 
 Tuberculosis (TB): Tuberculosis is an additional critical health factor linked to HIV, 
particularly among recent immigrants and 
the homeless. The magnitude of the local TB 
crisis is comparable to those of syphilis and 
gonorrhea, with a combined total of 179 new 
cases of TB diagnosed in the three-county 
region in 2019, representing an area-wide 
incidence of 9.3 cases per 100,000. In San 
Francisco, the incidence is even higher, at 
11.8 cases per 100,000, although this is a 
decrease from the rate of 13.2 per 100,000 
in 2018. San Francisco County’s 2019 TB rate 
ranked second out of California’s 58 
counties, while San Mateo County ranked 
fifth. San Francisco’s TB incidence rate is 
more than double the statewide rate of 5.3 
cases per 100,000 and nearly four times 
higher than the national rate of 2.8 cases per 
100,000 (see Figure 11).27 Treatment for 
multi-drug resistant tuberculosis is 
particularly expensive, with one study 
indicating that the cost averaged $89,594 per 
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person for those who survived, and as much as $717,555 for patients who died. 
Hepatitis C: The hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the nation’s most common blood-borne 

infection, a major cause of liver cancer, and the leading cause of liver transplants in the US. In 
the United States as a whole, HCV prevalence is approximately five times greater than HIV 
prevalence, and approximately 25% of HIV-positive individuals are co-infected with HCV 
infection.23 Community-based antibody screening among high–risk populations in San Francisco 
has yielded a HCV antibody positivity rate of 5.4%, while HCV antibody screening in San 
Francisco jails has yielded an antibody positivity rate of 10%. Surveillance data also indicates 
tremendous disparities in HCV prevalence in San Francisco. While Black / African Americans 
represent 6.6% of San Francisco’s general population, they account for at least one-third of San 
Francisco’s HCV cases and 23.5% of the population of people who are co-infected with HIV and 
HCV. The San Francisco Department of Public Health also estimates that as many as 90% of all 
chronic injection drug users over the age of 30 have HCV.  Despite the tremendous disease 
burden of HCV, there has historically been a dearth of federal, state, and local funding for HCV 
surveillance, prevention, and care activities. 
 At the same time, however, significant advances have been made in hepatitis C treatment 
over the past several years with new treatments that have successful cure rates of over 90% in 
persons living with HCV. While these treatments are extremely costly, the San Francisco region 
has taken the initiative to comprehensively treat all HCV-infected individuals in an attempt to 
end hepatitis C among persons living with HIV by the end of 2019 - a direct objective 
contained in this document’s Action Plan. The End Hep C SF initiative is built on three distinct 
pillars: 1) Citywide community-based HCV testing for highly impacted populations paired with 
augmented HCV surveillance infrastructure to track the HCV epidemic and progress towards 
elimination; 2) Linkage to care and treatment access for all people living with HCV; and 3) 
Prevention of new HCV infections and reinfection in those cured of HCV. The initiative will be 
specifically applied to persons living with HIV in concert with the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health and local HIV clinics and care sites. The City is excited by the prospect of heading a 
model program to dramatically extend HIV lifespan and health by striving to eliminate Hep C 
among persons with HIV over the next three years.  
 Additional Co-Factors: The high prevalence of mental illness and mental health issues in 
the San Francisco EMA complicates the task of delivering effective services and retaining 
persons with HIV in care. The San Francisco Department of Public Health Behavioral Health 
Section’s most recent report noted that 12,000 seriously emotionally disturbed children and 
youth and 32,000 seriously mentally ill adults live in San Francisco, and that up to 37% of San 
Francisco's homeless population suffers from some form of mental illness.24 In part because of 
the Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco also has one of the nation's highest rates of both adult 
and teen suicide completion, and the rate of suicide per capita in San Francisco is twice as high 
as the city’s homicide rate.25 When coupled with the second highest incidence of homelessness 
in the US, these statistics reflect the high incidence of multiply diagnosed clients in the EMA. 
Among persons with severe mental illness, the research literature documents a broad range of 
HIV seroprevalence rates, from 4% to as high as 23%.26 Mental illness, depression, and 
dementia are also increasingly common among HIV-diagnosed populations, with 31% of HIV 
clients at one San Francisco clinic having concomitant mental illness, and 80% of clients at 
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another clinic having a major psychiatric condition. One recent study found a 37% prevalence of 
depression in HIV-infected men in San Francisco.27  
 Substance use also plays a central role in the dynamics of the HIV epidemic, creating 
challenges for providers while posing a critical barrier to care for HIV-infected individuals. The 
EMA is in the throes of a major substance abuse epidemic which is fueling the spread not only 
of HIV but of co-morbidities such as sexually transmitted infections, hepatitis C, mental illness, 
and homelessness – conditions that challenge the care system’s ability to bring in and retain 
PLWH in care. According to the most recent report by the California Office of Statewide Health 
Planning and Development, an average of 8.5 hospitalizations per 10,000 occurred in San 
Francisco, well above the average statewide rate of 6.6 per 10,000.28 At the same time, the rate 
for drug-induced deaths in San Francisco stood at 24.8 per 100,000, more than double the 
statewide rate of 10.8 per 100,000.29 Drugs and drug-related poisonings are also the leading 
cause of injury deaths among San Franciscans, with an average of three San Franciscans dying 
each week of a drug-related overdose or poisoning.30 In terms of HIV, the most alarming 
current threat involves the local epidemic of methamphetamine (speed or crystal). Health 
experts currently estimate that up to 40% of gay men in San Francisco have tried 
methamphetamine,31 and recreational crystal use has been linked to 30% of San Francisco's 
new HIV infections in recent years.32  
 
5. Complexities of Providing Care 
 
a. Reduction in Part A Formula Funding:  
 
 i. Impact: For the seventh consecutive year, the San Francisco EMA experienced a 
reduction in Part A formula funding, with formula funds decreasing by $109,986 from FY 
2020-21 to FY 2021-22, a reduction of 1.18% in the formula award. Coupled with a reduction in 
Part A supplemental funding of $282,834, the SF EMA experienced a combined reduction of 
$392,820 in Part A funding between the previous and current Ryan White fiscal years. The 
Planning Council utilized pre-established contingency plans which applied this reduction to 
proportional cuts in Part A support services. 
 
 ii. Response: While no severe service reductions took place in the SF EMA as a result of 
Part A funding reductions, these annual reductions continue to place tremendous strain on the 
local system of HIV care, necessitating the shifting of greater financial burdens onto the medical 
and social service community. Local medical providers are forced to subsidize greater and 
greater shares of unreimbursed indigent care costs, while the number of clients who are able to 
access many key services must be carefully monitored. The economic impacts of the COVID-19 
epidemic have also had serious repercussions for low-income persons with HIV in the SF EMA 
by eliminating discretionary funding that in past years might have been used to help backfill 
some lost Part A funding. While our region’s success in reducing the rate of new HIV infections 
is able to alleviate some of the pressures from funding reductions, the economic effects of the 
COVID-19 crisis are only beginning to be felt and are expected to have devastating impacts 
lasting well into and through the next Ryan White fiscal year. 
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b. Locally Available Health Care Coverage Options:  
 
 i. Coverage Options in the Jurisdiction and Their Impact on Health Care Service Access 
and Outcomes: The most important complementary funding stream to support HIV care for 
low-income populations is the Medicaid system, or Medi-Cal, as the system is known in 
California. Medi-Cal is an indispensable link in the chain of support for persons with low-
incomes and HIV in the San Francisco EMA, and it has become an even more fundamental 
component with the advent of expanded ACA coverage. According to the data supplied for this 
application by the California Department of Health Services Research and Analytic Studies 
Division, between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018, Medi-Cal fee-for service reimbursements for 
persons with HIV in the San Francisco EMA totaled $80,695,334, an increase of 35% over the 
$60,909,907 in Medi-Call fee-for-services in the SF EMA between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 
2015, attesting to our success in bringing larger and larger numbers of low-income persons with 
HIV into the Medicaid system. Fully 45.2% of FY 2017-2018 HIV Medi-Cal expenditures 
($36,440,088) supported the cost of HIV-related medications, which represents a significant 
reduction from the 75.8% of Medi-Cal expenditures that went to prescription drug costs in 
2014-2015. Meanwhile, 13.6% of Medi-Cal HIV funds supported long-term care in 2017-2018 
($10,973,237), up from 10.1% in 2014-2015; 5.4% supported hospital inpatient care 
($4,326,653) and 2.9% ($2,343,693) supported the cost of HIV care at clinics. The San Francisco 
Planning Council examines changes in Medi-Cal data and takes this information into 
consideration in making its annual allocation of Part A primary medical care funding.  
 In addition to expanding Medicaid enrollment through LIHP, California was one of the very 
first states to develop a state-based health insurance exchange authorized by the ACA, which 
was conditionally approved to operate by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in 
2011. The exchange, named Covered California, is essentially a virtual marketplace that allows 
citizens and legally recognized immigrants who do not have access to affordable employment-
based coverage and are not eligible for Medicaid or other public coverage to purchase 
subsidized health insurance if they earn up to 400% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). Covered 
California health plans are also available to small employers through the Small Business Health 
Options Program (SHOP). In early 2013, the California Simulation of Insurance Markets (CalSIM) 
model predicted that at least 840,000 individuals with family incomes below 400% FPL would 
purchase insurance offered through Covered California and receive income-based premium tax 
credits to subsidize the out-of-pocket cost of coverage in 2014.33 The vast majority of these 
individual are eligible for premium tax credits expected to range from 36% to 54% of enrollees 
in 2014.34 In fact, during the historic first open-enrollment period from November 15, 2013 
through April 15, 2014, more than 1.3 million Californians chose health insurance through 
Covered California for coverage in 2014, while millions of additional Californians learned that 
they qualified for free or low-cost health coverage through Medicaid. Covered California today 
provides a critical bridge to affordable care for many persons with HIV in the San Francisco EMA 
whose incomes do not qualify them for expanded Medicaid coverage. 
 San Francisco residents have also had a longer-standing option of enrolling in the San 
Francisco Health Plan, a licensed community health plan created by the City and County of San 
Francisco that provides affordable health care coverage to over 100,000 low and moderate-
income families. Created in 1994, the San Francisco Health Plan’s mission is to provide high 
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quality medical care to the largest number of low-income San Francisco residents possible, 
while supporting San Francisco’s public and community-minded doctors, clinics, and hospitals. 
Health Plan members have access to a full spectrum of medical services including preventive 
care, specialty care, hospitalization, prescription drugs, and family planning services, and 
members choose from over 2,600 primary care providers and specialists, 9 hospitals and over 
200 pharmacies – all in neighborhoods close to where they live and work.  
 San Francisco also operates Healthy San Francisco, a program designed to make health 
care services available and affordable to uninsured San Francisco residents. Operated by the 
San Francisco Department of Public Health, Healthy San Francisco is available to all San 
Francisco residents regardless of immigration status, employment status, or pre-existing 
medical conditions and currently provides health coverage to over 50,000 uninsured San 
Francisco residents. To be eligible for Healthy San Francisco, enrollees must be a San Francisco 
resident and have income at or below 400% of FPL. Depending on income, enrollees pay 
modest fees for health coverage. The City and County are currently working with the State of 
California to finalize an effective integration between the two programs that ensures that 
persons with HIV wishing to transfer from Healthy San Francisco to Covered California are able 
to retain their current provider or that they have effective options for receiving high-quality HIV 
specialist care from culturally appropriate providers.  
 The San Francisco EMA also relies on insurance co-payment options available through the 
California Office of AIDS Health Insurance Premium Payment Program (OA-HIPP), which pays 
health insurance premiums for individuals with health insurance who are at risk of losing it and 
for individuals currently without health insurance who would like to purchase it. Since the 
implementation of the Affordable Care Act, the OA-HIPP has experienced a 63% increase in the 
number of clients served by the program.35 As of June 2014, the last date for which statistics 
are available, a total of 913 OA-HIPP clients were being subsidized for health insurance 
provided through Covered California while another 1,095 were being subsidized for insurance 
outside the ACA system. Because of this support, neither San Francisco nor San Mateo County is 
currently providing co-payments for individuals newly covered through ACA. Marin County 
funds a small number of annual co-payments on aa short-term basis to prevent individuals from 
losing their insurance.  
 
c. Factors Limiting Access to Health Care / Service Gaps 
 
 While initial ACA implementation involved several significant barriers to immediate health 
care access, these barriers have largely vanished as agencies have become more adept at 
rapidly enrolling and retaining clients in insurance and as systems have adapted to 
accommodate new insurance options and requirements. Initially, for example, patients 
experienced significant delays due to being required to first change their medical home away 
from their existing HIV clinical site and then needing to subsequently re-designate that site as 
their specialty care provision center. Now, however, medical homes immediately assign new 
patients back to their HIV provider without a referral process. The expanding options afforded 
through ACA have increased the number of low-income persons with HIV in the SF EMA who 
are able to effectively access high-quality HIV care and support services whenever needed.  

http://www.sfdph.org/
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 On the whole, Part A funding in the San Francisco EMA is able to address many of the 
direct care and support needs of low-income persons with HIV, including services for uninsured 
individuals, while providing wraparound services that address shortfalls in Medicaid and other 
plan coverages. These resources are complemented by a range of public and private funds, 
including funds generated through the local Getting to Zero initiative. In regard to care services, 
additional funding for mental health services, substance abuse treatment, and particularly 
housing would have a tremendous impact on retaining HIV-infected populations in care.
 Despite regional successes in reducing the number of persons who are not covered by 
insurance, some barriers to ongoing, universal health care coverage continue to exist. Many 
homeless and highly impoverished persons with HIV entering care are either not currently 
covered by insurance or have had their coverage lapse in the recent past, a factor that accounts 
for the relatively large percentages of Part A clients who state that they had have no insurance 
at some point during the previous Ryan White fiscal year. The vast majority of these individuals 
are rapidly enrolled in Medicaid or other insurance programs upon presenting for care at HIV 
service sites. The same issue applies to incarcerated persons, who frequently lose their 
coverage while in prison or jail, and who must be re-enrolled and re-qualified following their 
release. In some cases, individuals who are enrolled in the San Francisco Health Plan are listed 
as having no insurance because the Plan is not technically a health insurance plan. For the most 
part, however, SF EMA HIV providers have become highly adept at both enrolling and re-
certifying persons with HIV in appropriate insurance and benefits plans, and ensure that the 
vast majority of persons living with HIV in our region have access to high-quality care and 
support services on an ongoing basis. 
 
B. Early Identification of Individuals with HIV/AIDS (EIIHA) 

 
“I love the San Francisco model. If it keeps doing what it is doing, I have a strong feeling that 
they will be successful at ending the epidemic as we know it. Not every last case - we’ll never 
get there - but the overall epidemic. And then there’s no excuse for everyone not doing it.” 

- Dr. Anthony S. Fauci,  
Director, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 

New York Times, October 5, 201536 
 
1. Planned FY 2022 - FY 2024 EIIHA Activities 
 
a. Primary Activities To Be Undertaken:  
 
 The FY 2022 - FY 2024 EIIHA Plan will encompass three broad, high-impact prevention 
(HIP) activity areas that mirror those of preceding EIIHA plans and that build on the significant 
progress the SF EMA has made through its Getting to Zero (GTZ) initiative. The first area 
involves identifying individuals who are unaware of their HIV status. The EMA will continue to 
maintain: a) high-volume, community-based targeted HIV testing for MSM, persons who inject 
drugs/use drugs (PWID/UD), and transgender women, particularly persons experiencing 
homelessness within these populations, incorporating the latest testing technologies as 
appropriate, including high-quality rapid testing and acute RNA pooled screening and rapid 4th 
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generation combination antibody / antigen (Ab/Ag) tests at sites that do not have access to 
pooled RNA testing; b) integrated HIV/STI/Hep C testing wherever feasible and appropriate, 
incorporating chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, hepatitis B and C, and tuberculosis testing; c) 
routine testing of partners of HIV-positive individuals; d) routine opt-out screening in clinical 
settings; e) routine perinatal screening; and f) accessible, high quality laboratory-based HIV 
testing and case reporting. At the same time, over the next three years, the SF EMA will cast a 
wider net to: a) address disparities in new infections among Black / African American and Latinx 
populations and b) find cases in low incidence populations such as women. These efforts will 
include: a) implementing culturally specific community engagement and mobilization within 
communities of color; b) further normalizing and de-stigmatizing HIV, Hep C and STI testing to 
reach beyond those who traditionally test by continuing to expand medically based HIV opt-out 
testing with 3rd party reimbursement; c) exploring opportunities to expand integrated 
approaches to sexual health services in novel settings such as HIV/STI screening and pre-
exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) delivery at pharmacies; and d) focusing on mobile services and 
tele-health in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 The second key activity area involves ensuring that HIV-positive individuals are 
successfully linked to essential medical and social services based on individual need. Specific 
activities to be undertaken through the Plan will continue to be tailored to meet the needs of 
its three identified target population groups, with a particular emphasis on continuing to 
implement the city-wide Linkage Integration Navigation Comprehensive Services (LINCS) 
program for both newly identified and re-linked individuals who have been out of care. Created 
in 2015, LINCS is a highly effective program designed to increase the number of HIV-infected 
individuals who are effectively linked to and anchored in care. The LINCS Team provides a 
comprehensive range of services based on individual client needs and circumstances, 
incorporating linkage to HIV medical care, social services, partner services, and retention 
services under a single umbrella. LINCS employs an integrated team of 15 full-time staff. Eight 
staff provide HIV and syphilis partner services and linkage to care to newly diagnosed patients, 
and 7 staff provide HIV care navigation to patients who are identified as out of care by 
healthcare providers or through HIV surveillance data.  LINCS Team members are directly 
paired with newly identified HIV-positive individuals and remain paired in a supportive 
relationship for up to three months following initial HIV diagnosis. This ensures that: 1) linkage 
to care is made within 30 days for everyone testing positive in San Francisco; and 2) all newly-
diagnosed individuals are offered comprehensive and immediate linkage and partner services.  
 The third key activity aims to promote and facilitate ever-widening utilization of pre-
exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) throughout the EMA, and in particular, to address disparities in 
PrEP uptake in relation to under-utilizing populations such as Black / African Americans, Latinx 
populations, and transgender women. DPH is leveraging multiple funding sources to implement 
a multi-pronged approach that includes: 1) community, clinic, and pharmacy-based PrEP 
programs; 2) training of HIV test counselors to provide a gateway to PrEP; 3) social marketing; 
4) mobile PrEP; and 4) public health detailing. San Francisco has vigorously embraced PrEP as an 
effective approach to reducing new infections among high-risk individuals in the EMA and has 
become known as the premier hub of PrEP use worldwide. In fact, San Francisco was originally 
chosen as one of two US sites for the global iPrEx study of once-daily Truvada use for gay men, 
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and established the nation’s first PrEP demonstration project, which has since evolved into an 
ongoing program.37 Key elements of San Francisco’s PrEP strategy include the following: 
 
▪ Reducing the interval from when a person wants to begin PrEP to receiving his or her first 

PrEP dose by increasing access to same-day PrEP; 
▪ Facilitating connections between PrEP programs to ensure no one is on a waiting list;  
▪ Utilizing California’s PrEP Drug Assistance Program (PrEP DAP) when it becomes available; 
▪ Increasing collaboration with the city’s school district, its CDC Division of Adolescent and 

School Health (DASH)-funded program, and local colleges and universities to open 
additional access points for young MSM and trans female students; 

▪ Incorporating post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) into all PrEP discussions, so that clients who 
choose not to start PrEP know how to access PEP; 

▪ Closely monitoring PrEP access for young MSM, trans women, and PWID/UD, who have 
particular challenges related to insurance and stability, making adjustments in our 
strategies as needed; 

▪ Continuing to learn from communities about their unique barriers and support and work 
with community members to develop and disseminate culturally appropriate messaging to 
address misinformation and remove roadblocks to PrEP access;  

▪ Strengthening panel management systems for PrEP programs at City Clinic (San Francisco’s 
municipal STI clinic), the SFHN and CBOs to identify patients on PrEP who are lost to follow-
up or have discontinued PrEP due to changes in insurance status, so there is no interruption 
in PrEP; 

▪ Scaling up a pharmacist-delivered PrEP program at a community-based pharmacy in the 
Mission district serving Latinx clients; 

▪ Ensuring that PrEP services and materials are available in Spanish and Portuguese;  
▪ Integrating PrEP education for PLWH into Ryan White services and other services for PLWH, 

including PrEP referrals for their partners;  
▪ Offering PrEP-related provider education and clinic capacity building opportunities; 
▪ Providing PrEP starter pack and education during release from the SF County Jail;  
▪ Expanding access through incentivized, mobile PrEP and through the PrEP program at SF 

City Clinic;  
▪ Strengthening our collaboration with Alameda County to develop a regional PrEP approach; 

and 
▪ Expanding harm reduction services at housing sites.  

 
 The SF EMA aims to achieve an HIV prevention and care continuum in which no one is at 
risk for HIV, and everyone who is living with HIV knows their status, is linked to and retained 
in care, and is virally suppressed (see Figure 12). The EIIHA Plan contributes to improving 
health outcomes in the following ways: 
 
▪ Reducing at risk and HIV-infected populations by improving awareness and uptake of PrEP, 

with a particular focus on Black / African American and Latinx MSM, young MSM, and trans 
women; 
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Figure 12: San Francisco Jurisdiction Holistic Health Framework for HIV Prevention and Care 
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▪ Increasing awareness of HIV status through increasing access to routine HIV testing and 
community-based rapid testing to detect acute infections. SFDPH continues to promote 
frequent testing (every 3 to 6 months for the three high prevalence populations - MSM, 
PWID, and transwomen) and test counselors are trained to deliver this messaging during 
testing encounters. It is worth noting that the City of San Francisco has the highest rates of 
HIV status awareness in the nation with only 6% not aware of their infection, and with a 
sero-unaware rate of only 3% among MSM; 

▪ Increasing opt-out HIV testing and PrEP uptake at Zuckerberg San Francisco General 
Hospital through a Clinical Champion and an Academic Detailer. The Clinical Champion is 
identifying HIV prevention champions across a range of inpatient clinical services (Internal 
Medicine, Family and Community Medicine, OB-Gyn, Surgery, Emergency Department, 
Urgent Care, Infectious Disease, Addiction Care team, etc.) and departments (Nursing, 
Pharmacy, Social Work, etc.) and convening an inpatient HIV prevention working group. The 
working group works to disseminate education, build provider capacity, collaborate on 
advocacy, and coordinate expansion of prevention interventions across services. 

▪ Improving HIV care linkage and retention rates through continued implementation of the 
LINCS program as well as expanded case management services; 

▪ Increasing viral suppression as a direct result of improvements along the rest of the 
continuum; and  

▪ Continuing to conduct Data to Care (DTC) activities as a joint initiative between HIV 
surveillance and the LINCS program, with a special focus on Black / African American and 
Latinx MSM and trans women. 
 

 Additionally, the San Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH) conducts a medical 
chart review of every person living with HIV in San Francisco every 12 months to document 
and update variables not collected at the time of initial diagnosis, including vitals status, use of 
additional therapeutic and prophylactic treatments, subsequent opportunistic illnesses, most 
recent address, and additional CD4 and viral load results. This process also allows us to track 
and maintain a current address for all PLWH, which is a key component to the success of the 
DTC and LINCS programs. Address information is geocoded to the census tract level, enabling 
HIV surveillance to produce maps shared in our annual epidemiology report and to our 
prevention partners that show, for example, the geographic distribution of all PLWH, newly 
diagnosed cases and their viral suppression and linkage to care rates, as well as testing rates by 
age and zip code.  
 
b. Major Collaborations:  
 
 HIV Health Services, which is housed in the ambulatory section of the San Francisco 
Health Division, works in close partnership with the three Branches in the Population Health 
Division - Community Health Equity & Promotion (CHEP), Disease Prevention & Control (DPC), 
and Applied Research, Community Health Epidemiology & Surveillance (ARCHES) to plan 
services, design interventions, and share data and emerging findings. CHEP oversees 
community-based prevention and testing services; DPC oversees the LINCS program and 
operates City Clinic (the municipal STD clinic which offers HIV testing, PrEP, and HIV early care); 
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and ARCHES maintains the SF spectrum of engagement data as well as facilitating data to care 
and data to PrEP strategies. In addition, the DPH Primary Care Division is a close partner, 
providing routine HIV testing, care to people living with HIV, and PrEP access and navigation 
services. 
 Through a strong working relationship, these three partner entities are able to closely 
coordinate prevention and care planning and interventions with the goal of maximizing 
available resources and ensuring a seamless testing system in the EMA. The collaboration also 
ensures non-duplication and non-supplantation of Ryan White Program funding. The 
collaboration is augmented by strong working relationships involving virtually all providers of 
HIV-specific prevention and care services in the EMA, as well as agencies serving high-
prevalence populations at risk for HIV infection.  
 The EIIHA Plan is supported by two additional key collaborators – 1) the HIV Community 
Planning Council (HCPC), our region’s merged HIV prevention and care community planning 
group, which includes HIV prevention and care service providers from all three counties as well 
as prevention and care consumers, and 2) the Getting to Zero (GTZ) Consortium, a multi-sector 
independent consortium of public and private sector agencies, service providers, consumers, 
and planners operating under the principles of collective impact. Modeled after the UNAIDS 
goals, the consortium aims to achieve zero new infections, zero HIV-related deaths, and zero 
stigma. This “getting to zero” vision has become the guiding framework for the City and County 
of San Francisco (SF) as a whole. In this spirit, the HCPC and the GTZ coalition work with DPH to 
establish and implement priorities to improve outcomes along the HIV prevention, care, and 
treatment continuum.  
 To address syndemics and overlapping vulnerabilities, SF has also developed an Ending 
the HIV/HCV/STI Epidemics (EtE) Plan (https://www.sfdph.org/dph/files/CHEP/SF-ETE-
Plan.pdf). The plan was submitted to the CDC in December 2020 with a letter of concurrence 
from HCPC. IT was reviewed by the EHE federal partners and SF received positive feedback on 
the plan. The plan outlines strategies to address ongoing disparities and emphasizes community 
engagement by enabling the expansion of services to people living with HIV and/or vulnerable 
to HIV, HCV, and STIs. The approach includes status-neutral services with the goal of eliminating 
eligibility silos for prevention and care in order to turn the curve on HIV/HCV/STIs. The plan also 
centers racial equity with a focus on Black / African American and Latinx communities. 
Additional priority populations addressed by the plan include trans women; people 
experiencing homelessness; people who use drugs; and people who have experienced 
incarceration. The plan uses a harm reduction framework that seeks to eliminate stigma and 
discrimination and honor lived experiences and human dignity.   

 CHEP and HHS are coordinating SF’s ETE planning and implementation and have 
established an internal SFDPH ETE Leadership Group that provides oversight and grant 
management for the CDC and HRSA EHE funding. We established a solid stakeholder group and 
Steering Committee as part of PS19-1906 that we continue to engage as we implement 
services. We have restructured the ETE Steering Community to be more community-led, and it 
will provide strategic direction on specific topics including racial equity, community 
engagement, workforce development, and status neutral services. We provide regular updates 
to and collaborate with the HIV Community Planning Council (HCPC), SF Getting to Zero (GTZ), 
the Black / African American Health Initiative (BAAHI), End Hep C SF (EHCSF), HIV/AIDS Provider 

http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/collective_impact
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Network (HAPN), HIV Frontline Organizing Group (FOG), the Office of Transgender Initiatives, 
and the Drug User Health Initiative (DUHI). The ETE Leadership Group and Steering Committee 
will guide the ETE implementation for the next 5-10 years.  
 Although not required by HRSA, in San Francisco the HCPC coordinates Part B services in 
conjunction with Part A services to maximize the impact of these two funding streams. This 
service planning process is in turn coordinated with all relevant County units, including the 
Community Health Equity and Promotion and the Disease Prevention and Control Branches, in 
order to enhance regional efforts to identify and link to care persons with HIV who are unaware 
of their positive status. At the same time, representatives of agencies receiving funds through 
Ryan White Parts C, D, and F play an active role on the Planning Council to ensure integration 
and coordination of EIIHA activities with other Ryan White-funded services.  
 
c. Anticipated Outcomes of the Regional EIIHA Strategy:  
 
 The FY 2022 - FY 2024 San Francisco EMA EIIHA Plan has three primary goals: 1) to 
increase the percentage of individuals in Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo counties who are 
aware of their HIV status; 2) to increase the percent of HIV-positive individuals in our region 
who are effectively engaged in HIV care; and 3) to reduce disparities in PrEP uptake, HIV 
infection, HIV testing, and successful and sustained linkage to care. SF EMA’s EIIHA plan also 
includes approaches designed to reach the specific communities and individuals who are most 
vulnerable to HIV infection before they become infected. If GTZ is successful, the need for an 
early intervention plan should greatly diminish, because new infections will be virtually 
eliminated.  
 The local EIIHA Plan directly incorporates the four key pillars, or strategies, highlighted in 
both the updated 10-year national HIV strategy entitled Ending the HIV Epidemic: A Plan for 
America, published in February 2020, and in the new Ryan White-funded Ending the HIV 
Epidemic funding opportunity recently published by HRSA. These pillars consist of the following: 
 
▪ Pillar One: Diagnose all people with HIV as early as possible; 
▪ Pillar Two: Treat people with HIV rapidly and effectively to reach sustained viral 

suppression; 
▪ Pillar Three: Prevent new HIV transmission by using proven interventions, including pre-

exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) and syringe services programs (SSPs); and 
▪ Pillar Four: Respond quickly to potential HIV outbreaks to get needed prevention and 

treatment services to people who need them. 
 
 Specific outcomes of the SF EMA EIIHA strategy are also codified as key objectives in both 
the updated 10-year strategy and the new Ending the HIV Epidemic funding opportunity. These 
include: a) reducing the number of new HIV infections in the US by 75 percent within the next 
five years; and b) reducing the number of new HIV infections in the US by 90 percent within 10 
years, for an estimated total of 250,000 HIV infections averted over that time.   
 The FY 2022 - FY 2024 San Francisco EIIHA plan will reach many individuals who are 
disconnected from the system in order to bring them into HIV prevention, testing, linkage, and 
care services. Routine HIV testing, targeted community outreach, expanded case management 
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services, and PrEP services specific to underserved communities will help to reduce disparities 
among groups such as MSM of color, people who use drugs, Black / African American women, 
uninsured and economically impoverished populations, people experiencing homelessness, 
people with a history of incarceration, and young MSM – all populations that have experienced 
historical HIV access and treatment disparities along with high rates of late HIV testing. The San 
Francisco EMA will utilize its EIIHA plan and matrix to focus on increasing awareness of HIV 
status and promoting treatment utilization among underserved populations as a way to 
continue to address HIV-related health disparities. 
 
2. Legal Barriers and Solutions 
 
 Major current HIV-specific legal issues and accomplishments in California include the 
following: 
 
▪ On September 26th, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom signed into law AB 2218, 

groundbreaking new legislation which establishes a Transgender Wellness and Equity Fund 
within the California Department of Public Health for the purposes of funding holistic health 
services for transgender, gender non-conforming, and intersex (TGI) people across 
California, in part to address HIV-related disparities. 

▪ In June 2019, US Senator Kamala D. Harris (D-CA) introduced the PrEP Access and Coverage 
Act in the US Congress, legislation that would dramatically expand Americans’ access to pre-
exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) medications; 

▪ On September 13, 2019, California passed Senate Bill 159, which authorizes pharmacists to 
furnish PrEP, or pre-exposure prophylaxis, and post-exposure prophylaxis, or PEP, to 
patients without a physician’s prescription; 

▪ California Assembly Bill 362, most recently amended on April 23, 2019, authorizes the City 
and County of San Francisco (SF) to approve entities within their jurisdiction to establish and 
operate overdose prevention programs (OPP) for persons 18 years of age or older who 
satisfy the following specific requirements. 
 
➢ Availability of a hygienic space supervised by health care professionals where people 

who use drugs can consume pre-obtained drugs;  
➢ Provision of sterile consumption supplies, collection of used hypodermic needles and 

syringes, and provision of secure hypodermic needle and syringe disposal services; 
➢ Administration of first aid, if needed, monitoring of participants for potential overdose, 

and provision of treatment as necessary to prevent fatal overdose; 
➢ Provision of access or referrals to substance use disorder treatment services, medical 

services, mental health services, and social services; 
➢ Education of participants on the risks of contracting human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV) and viral hepatitis; and  
➢ Provision of overdose prevention education and access to or referrals to obtain 

naloxone, including proper disposal of hypodermic needles and syringes. 
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▪ California Senate Bill 233, signed into law by Governor Gavin Newsom on July 30, 2019, 
prohibits the arrest of persons in the sex trade who are reporting sexual assault, domestic 
violence, and other violent crimes, or who are in possession of condoms.  

▪ Current California law requires that every patient who has blood drawn at a primary care 
clinic, and who has consented to the test, be offered an HIV test that is consistent with the 
United States Preventive Services Task Force recommendations for screening for HIV 
infection. A bill passed in September 2016 created a pilot project, administered by the State 
Department of Public Health, to assess and make recommendations regarding the 
effectiveness of the routine offering of an HIV test in the emergency department of a 
hospital. 

▪ On October 6, 2017, Governor Brown signed into law landmark legislation to reform 
outdated laws that had unfairly criminalized and stigmatized people living with HIV. Senate 
Bill 239 updated California criminal law to approach transmission of HIV in the same way as 
transmission of other serious communicable diseases. It also brought California statutes up 
to date with the current understanding of HIV prevention, treatment, and transmission. The 
bill fulfilled a key goal of the National HIV/AIDS Strategy and is consistent with guidance 
from the U.S. Department of Justice and with California’s “Getting to Zero” HIV transmission 
reduction strategy.  

▪ At the current time, local health jurisdictions in California do not have access to data on 
prescribed PrEP medications for persons at risk for HIV. This makes it difficult to ascertain 
both the scope of PrEP treatment in our region, and the specific demographics of PrEP 
populations, which would in turn allow us to identify and address PrEP utilization 
disparities. The San Francisco EMA is supporting efforts to give access to PrEP prescription 
data for persons not currently infected with HIV, a shift that is made more likely with the 
advent of PrEP Assistance Programs (PrEP-AP) which help support the cost of PrEP 
medications for qualifying individuals. 

 
C. Subpopulations of Focus 
 
1. Identification of Subpopulations of Focus:  
 
 For the upcoming FY 2022 - FY 2024 Part A project period, the following three 
subpopulations of focus have been chosen to serve as the key target groups around which both 
Part A services and related EIIHA interventions will be focused over the next three fiscal years: 
 
 
 
 
 
 The San Francisco EMA’s subpopulations have been selected on the basis of three key 
factors. First, from an epidemiological standpoint, these three subpopulations together 
encompass at least 90.9% of all persons currently living with HIV in the San Francisco EMA. 
MSM alone – including MSM who inject drugs – make up 82.1% of all persons living with HIV 
cases in the region as of December 31, 2020, while non-MSM PWID make up another 6.0% of 

1. Males Who Have Sex with Males (MSM)  
2. People Who Inject Drugs (PWID) 

3. Trans Females Who Have Sex with Males (TFSM) 
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all local PLWH (see HIV/AIDS Demographic Table in Attachment 3). Meanwhile, transgender 
females who have sex with males make up at least 2.8% of all PLWH in the EMA, including 1.1% 
who have a history of injection drug use. Second, the subpopulations represent the three 
groups most highly prioritized in the EMA’s 2017-2021 Integrated HIV Prevention and Care Plan, 
a product of intense study and collaborative planning. And third, the selected subpopulations 
contain the highest rates of new HIV diagnoses as reported through HIV testing data, 
comprising 79.6% of all newly diagnosed persons with HIV for the period January 1 - December 
30, 2020.  
 
2. Use of Unmet Need Framework Data in Informing Subpopulation of Focus Selection:  
 
 Data from the unmet need framework confirm the significant work the San Francisco EMA 
still has to do in addressing gaps and shortfalls in early HIV testing, adherence to medical care, 
and regional viral suppression. Fully 23% of all non-MSM persons who inject drugs who were 
newly diagnosed with HIV in 2020, for example, were identified as late HIV testers (n=13), as 
compared to an overall rate of 20% within the EMA. Similarly, 23% of all newly identified MSM 
/ IDU cases were late testers in 2020 (n=13). By comparison, only 9% of newly diagnosed PWID 
and 4% of newly diagnosed MSM / PWID were identified as late testers in 2016, only five years 
ago. Similarly, over 90% of persons who did not have at least one CD4 or viral load test in 2020 
or who did not achieve viral load suppression were members of the subpopulations of focus.  
 
3. EIIHA Activities to Address Needs of Subpopulations of Focus: 
 
 The San Francisco EMA will continue to employ a broad range of strategies to expand 
awareness of, provide access to, and increase utilization of HIV testing and care services in the 
service region for members of the subpopulations of focus who are currently unaware of their 
HIV status and for persons with HIV who have dropped out of or become lost to care. These 
activities will be closely coordinated with activities conducted by the HIV prevention units in the 
three EMA counties as outlined in the integrated jurisdictional HIV Prevention Plans. All 
activities will also be coordinated to promote HIV prevention and care integration in the region. 
 Among many recent strategies introduced in our region, San Francisco has originated the 
highly influential and impactful Rapid Antiretroviral Program Initiative for New Diagnosis 
(RAPID) initiative, a program that began at Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital 3 years 
ago and has now expanded to HIV clinics citywide and has been adopted by other jurisdictions 
and metropolitan areas in the US. RAPID is a comprehensive initiative designed to help clients 
overcome the financial and social barriers to undergoing testing for HIV and being linked to 
care.38 RAPID seeks to reduce the time between diagnosis, linkage to a primary care provider, 
antiretroviral initiation, and viral suppression. Through RAPID, five-day “treatment packs” are 
dispensed to new clients entering the clinic on the same day they have received an HIV 
diagnosis, while a full set of labs are drawn and the patient meets with a social worker to 
ensure coverage for the continuance of the ART medications. RAPID not only promotes patient 
health through early engagement in treatment, but plays a significant role in preventing new 
infections by reducing infectivity when patients are experiencing acute HIV syndrome, during 
which they are at greatest risk to pass the virus on to others. The RAPID program is able to 
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provide immediate medication linkage for clients linked at HIV testing sites throughout San 
Francisco, and has been extremely effective in helping the city meet its long-term testing and 
treatment goals. 
 Also at San Francisco General Hospital, a new medical program was introduced in early 
2019 called POP-UP (Positive-health Onsite Program for Unstably-housed Populations), 
designed to provide flexible, comprehensive, and patient-centered care specifically designed to 
reduce health disparities among homeless and unstably housed individuals living with HIV in 
San Francisco. The program addresses the severe disparities in HIV health outcomes between 
housed and unhoused populations, including the findings in 2018 that in San Francisco, 75% of 
housed persons were virally suppressed while only 33% of homeless individuals were virally 
suppressed, and that homeless persons accounted for 14% of new HIV diagnoses despite 
making up less than 1% of the city’s population. The POP-UP clinic sees HIV patients who are 
homeless or unstably housed who are not virally suppressed, and who come to the clinic for 
urgent care or health care needs on a non-appointment, drop-in basis. The program builds on 
our growing awareness that many patients with HIV who are unstably housed often do not 
keep regularly scheduled medical appointments, but often do visit the Zuckerberg San 
Francisco General Hospital Urgent Care Clinic when their own time permits. The POP-UP Clinic 
team consists of physicians, nurses, and a social worker who actively work together to provide 
care and coordination for this population. To create a low barrier to access care, POP-UP is 
open five days a week, Monday through Friday in the afternoon. No appointments are 
necessary and patients in this program may visit the clinic at any time without advance notice 
and receive care. POP-UP provides incentives for linkage and retention in care, enhanced 
patient outreach, and referral for emergency and permanent HIV housing. Based on its strong 
initial success, the POP-UP program is expected to be significantly expanded through funding to 
be proposed in the upcoming Ending the HIV Epidemic funding opportunity.  
 
▪ METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Planning Responsibilities 
 
1. Letter of Assurance from Planning Council Chairs:  
 
 Please see Planning Council letter in Attachment 6. 
 
2. Resource Inventory: 
 
a) Coordination of Services and Funding Streams: 
 
 i. Jurisdictional HIV Resources Inventory: Please see table in Attachment 7. 
 
 Narrative Resource Inventory Description: The San Francisco HIV Health Services 
Planning Council and the SF Department of Public Health work together to ensure that Ryan 
White Part A funds are coordinated across all applicable funding streams in the region and that 
they address identified service gaps at all levels of client care and support. The Planning Council 
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reviews annual service category summaries that include a detailed listing of all Ryan White and 
non-Ryan White funding sources for each category, including sources such as ADAP, Medicaid 
and Medicare support, public entitlement programs, private insurance and HMO support, 
Veterans Administration programs, City and County funds, HOPWA and SAMHSA grants, and 
State mental health funds. The Grantee also ensures that services are coordinated to maximize 
accessibility of services, while seeking every possible alternate source of funding apart from 
Part A to support HIV care.  
 The San Francisco EMA is also dedicated to ensuring the integration and coordination of 
all sources of Ryan White funding in the region. The Health Services Planning Council prioritizes 
the use of Ryan White funds for services that are not adequately funded through other 
reimbursement streams to ensure that Part A funds are the funding source of last resort. During 
each year's priority setting and allocation process, the Grantee produces detailed fact sheets on 
each service category that include a listing of all other funding streams available for that 
category, including Parts B, C, D, and F programs, ADAP, and MAI funding. The Planning Council 
also assists in the planning for Part B-funded services. The Planning Council works with other 
local planning groups such as the Long-Term Care Coordinating Council to coordinate services 
and eliminate duplication.  
 
▪ WORK PLAN 

 
A. HIV Continuum Table and Narrative 
 
1. HIV Care Continuum Table: Please see table in Attachment 8. 
 
2. HIV Care Continuum Narrative: 
 
a. Continuum of Care Changes from CY 2017 to CY 2019:      
 
 The HIV care continuum table has continued to reflect the San Francisco EMA’s 
commitment to steady, incremental improvements across all stages of the HIV care 
continuum. The EMA continues to project annual increases of at least 1% across all continuum 
categories based on the most recent year’s baseline continuum data. The continuum of care 
framework embodies an approach to comprehensive care which has an increasingly important 
impact on integrated HIV prevention and care service planning in the San Francisco region. The 
continuum of care sets clear benchmarks to track our progress toward key HIV outcomes in the 
region, and allows us to compare our own regional outcomes to outcomes in other health 
jurisdictions. At the same time, analysis of continuum-related disparities shows us where we 
are falling short in terms of reaching and serving specific HIV-affected subpopulations and 
serves as a guide to allow us to more effectively allocate resources to eliminate disparities and 
achieve health equity. The Planning Council reviews the region’s most recent continuum of care 
data during its annual prioritization and allocation process - along with a corresponding 
disparities analysis - to ensure that its funding strategies will continue to have the greatest 
impact on all aspects of the continuum, with the ultimate goal of achieving viral suppression 
among the greatest possible number of PLWH in our region. 
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 At the same time, the continuum reflects and enhances a merged vision of HIV 
prevention and care which is embodied by our region’s recent merger of our former HIV care 
and prevention planning councils into a single merged planning body - the San Francisco HIV 
Community Planning Council. The Council’s philosophy and approach builds from the concept 
of treatment as prevention in order to address HIV as a holistic health issue. This approach 
sees HIV prevention, care, and treatment as being inextricably intertwined, and prioritizes the 
needs of people regardless of HIV status. This creates a context that allows affected 
communities to come together around a common vision and set of priorities, including ensuring 
access to health care and other services; providing a continuum of HIV prevention, care and 
treatment services using a holistic approach; and ultimately, as a result, “getting to zero” - 
meaning zero new infections, zero AIDS-related deaths, and zero stigma – may be within our 
reach for the first time in the history of the epidemic. 
 
B. Funding for Core and Support Services 
 
1. Service Category Plan: 
 
a) Service Category Plan Table: Please see table in Attachment 9. 
 
b) MAI and Overall Service Category Plan Narrative:   
 
 i. How General and MAI Services Address the Needs of Subpopulations of Focus: The FY 
2022 Part A Plan requests a total of $15,590,728 Formula and Supplemental funding to allow 
the SF EMA region to continue to meet escalating client needs in an effective and strategic 
manner. This represents a 3.3% reduction from the $16,126,350 requested by the EMA for the 
2020 Ryan White fiscal year. Direct service allocations make up 88.5% of this request, for a total 
of $13,791,511. Another $381,878 supports EMA-wide quality management activities, while 
$1,417,339 supports administrative costs for the recipient agency, including San Francisco 
Planning Council expenses. Reflecting HIV caseload proportions in the EMA’s three counties, 
approximately 9.2% of the FY 2022 direct service request is expected to support HIV client 
services in San Mateo County, while another 3.5% is expected to support direct HIV services in 
Marin County. The remaining service allocation supports persons living with HIV in the City and 
County of San Francisco. 
 The large majority of proposed FY 2022 service expenditures – 62.0% of total requested 
service dollars ($8,543,387) - supports the provision of direct care services in HRSA-identified 
core service categories (see Figure 13 on following page) . As noted above, over 90% of these 
services will directly seek to meet the needs and address HIV continuum of care outcome 
disparities for members of our project’s three identified subpopulations. Of this year’s total 
direct service request, a total of $2,806,099 is requested for outpatient / ambulatory health 
services (including $499,443 in Part A MAI funds), an amount representing 20.4% of the total 
core services request. This category includes support for ambulatory care services delivered in 
community and institutional settings as well as the seven regional Centers of Excellence that 
build upon and enhance San Francisco’s highly successful integrated services approach to care. 
Additional HRSA core categories for which significant funding is requested in the FY 2022 Plan   
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Figure 13. San Francisco EMA Summary of FY 2022 Ryan White Part A Grant Request 

Allocations Categories Amount Percent 

1. Core Medical Services Subtotal $ 8,543,387 61.95 % 

 a. Outpatient /Ambulatory Health Services: 
▪ MAI Request: 
▪ Non-MAI Request: 

 
$ 414,442 
$ 597,674 

 
3.01 % 
4.33 % 

b. AIDS Drug Assistance Program (ADAP) Treatments   

c. Oral Health Care $ 830,193 6.02 % 

d. Early Intervention Services  $ 115,224 0.84 % 

e. Health Insurance Premium & Cost Sharing Assistance  $ 54,950 0.40 % 

f. Home Health Care  $ 275,378 2.00 % 

g. Home and Community-based Health Services   

h. Hospice Services $ 823,592 5.97 % 

 i. Mental Health Services: $ 1,445,906 10.48% 

j. Medical Nutrition Therapy   

    k. Medical Case Management (including Treatment Adherence): 
▪ MAI Request: 
▪ Non-MAI Request: 

 
$ 207,890 

$ 3,475,534 
1.51 % 

25.20 % 

l. Substance Abuse Services – Outpatient  
▪ MAI Request: 
▪ Non-MAI Request: 

 
 $ 87,969 
$ 214,725 

0.64% 
1.56% 

m. AIDS Drug Assistance Program Treatments   

2. Support Services Subtotal $ 5,248,124 38.05 % 

a. Non-Medical Case Management Services $ 2,019,435 14.63 % 

b. Child Care Services   

c. Emergency Financial Assistance $ 1,157,816 8.40 % 

d. Food Bank/Home-Delivered Meals $ 257,584 1.87 % 

e. Health Education/Risk Reduction   

f. Housing Services $ 730,984 5.30 % 

g. Linguistics Services   

h. Medical Transportation $ 9,817 0.07% 

i. Outreach Services $ 277,964 2.02 % 

j. Psychosocial Support Services $ 498,966 3.62% 

q. Other Professional Services (Legal)  $ 295,558 2.14 % 

3. Total Service Dollars $ 13,791,511 100.0 % 

4. Clinical Quality Management Activities $ 381,878  

5. Grantee Administration $ 1,417,339  

6. Total Allocations  $ 15,590,728  
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include: a) Medical Case Management which links and coordinates assistance from multiple 
agencies and caregivers in order to ensure access and promote retention in care and adherence 
to medical treatment ($2,192,045, including $289,780 in requested MAI funds); b) Mental 
Health Services, including Crisis and Outpatient Mental Health Services ($1,445,906); c) Oral 
Health Care to address dental manifestations of HIV and preserve client health ($820,193); d) 
Hospice Services supporting room, board, nursing care, counseling, physician services, and 
palliative care for clients in terminal stages of illness ($823,592); and e) Home Health Care to 
meet direct medical treatment needs outside of inpatient and clinical settings ($275,378). 
 
 ii. How MAI Services Address Key Needs Within the Subpopulations of Focus: The San 
Francisco EMA will utilize Part A MAI funds specifically to support services for low-income 
HIV-infected Latinx populations. While some service dollars incidentally support other 
populations of color with HIV, local MAI funds are almost exclusively focused on ensuring 
culturally and linguistically appropriate services to this large and rapidly growing PLWH 
population. Latinxs are the fastest growing group of HIV-infected persons in the EMA by 
ethnicity, making up 39.8% of all new HIV diagnoses in CY 2020 alone, despite comprising 
18.9% of the EMA’s population. Between 2011 and 2019, the number of Latinx PLWH in the SF 
EMA grew by 60.7%, from 15.5% to 24.9% of total PLWH. According to the Pew Research 
Center, 29% of Hispanics in California lack any form of health insurance and 25% of Hispanics 17 
and under live below the Federal Poverty Line.39 Latinx populations also comprised by far the 
largest proportion of late HIV testers identified in 2020, at 39.2% (60 of 153 total late testers), 
as compared to whites, who made up 28.8% of late testers, and Black / African Americans, who 
made up 19.0% of 2020 late testers. Additionally, at the end of 2020, Latinx PLWH made up 
26.7% of all MSM PLWH, 24.9% of PWID PLWH, and 20% of all transgender women living with 
HIV in San Francisco. 
 The primary manner in which MAI funds ensure quality care access for communities of 
color is through funding of the Mission Center of Excellence that has been established in the 
heavily Latinx Mission district by Mission Neighborhood Health Center. The Center provides 
culturally competent, integrated, bilingual/bi-cultural medical and health services to 
community members living with HIV, with an emphasis on Spanish-speaking Latinx clients. In 
addition to supporting the cost of direct medical/ambulatory health services through a staff of 
five bilingual/bicultural professionals, MAI funding helps support the cost of medical case 
management, mental health counseling, and substance abuse services. MAI-funded peer and 
treatment advocates also help clients make informed decisions about medications, and work 
with them to identify and remove barriers to adherence.  
 Minority AIDS Initiative funds have had a major impact on the San Francisco EMA, 
allowing us to identify, reach, and bring into care a significant number of highly disadvantaged 
persons of color, in turn reducing service disparities and improving health outcomes across the 
region. FY 2020-2021 Part A MAI funding enabled the EMA to provide critical medical, case 
management, and primary services to over 320 impoverished clients of color, many of whom 
are transgender persons. MAI funding has enabled the San Francisco system of care to be well-
positioned to address the growing care needs of disproportionately impacted Latinx 
populations, including Latinx MSM. 
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c) Unmet Need 
 
 i. Interventions to Improve Outcomes for Individuals with Unmet Need in Relation to 
Unmet Need Categories: While Section C.3 above describes a number of core activities that 
have a direct impact on the health and care engagement of Latinx PLWH, SFDPH is continually  
implementing new initiatives designed to improve HIV care continuum outcomes as they relate 
to communities of color in the SF EMA. For example, San Francisco has recently implemented 
an innovative series of mini-grants for community-based organizations that have deep 
connections to the populations of focus. These mini-grants fund innovative approaches to 
harnessing and amplifying community voices in influencing HIV prevention and care efforts. The 
second round of grants began in August 2020, and fund the following six organizations for these 
Community Advisory Processes (CAPs):  
 
▪ SF Community Health Center: “Leading from Within for Trans Women,” an employment 

readiness program for trans women that provides proper training and clear benchmarks for 
growth.  

▪ SF Community Health Center: “Leading from Within for People Experiencing Homelessness 
and Housing Instability,” a workforce development program for Community Experts (CEs) to 
gain more experience and knowledge that can assist them in building community with other 
PEHHI (past or present) and growing personal and professional skills.  

▪ AIDS Project of The East Bay: “The Messenger Matters for Black / African-American 
Communities,” a community advisory board to identify next generation Black LGBTQ 
community leaders and cultivate their professional development and public health 
knowledge and skills through a variety of interactive workshops and innovative activities.  

▪ Code Tenderloin: “Empowering Black Youth to Redefine Sexual Health in San Francisco,” a 7 
month paid internship promoting sexual health education for Black youth ages 13-24  

▪ MPact Fijate Bien: Community-based participatory action research for Latinx communities 
that includes training for community members to participate in a “secret client” pilot.  

▪ GM Consulting: Building capacity of a promotoras/promotores model and providing 
workforce development opportunities for Latinx communities.  

o WISE Health: “Equity Design Workshops” to engage health professional students, 
community health workers, case managers and professional individuals working within San 
Francisco’s communities of color.  

 
 San Francisco also continues to implement Project OPT-IN (Outreach, Prevention & 
Treatment Initiative), specifically designed to reduce HIV-related disparities and health 
inequities across the spectrum of prevention, care, and treatment for people experiencing 
homelessness who are living with and at risk for HIV. The vision of Project OPT-IN is to create a 
network of homeless services that meets the needs of people living with or at risk for HIV, 
providing them with all the resources and support needed to stay HIV-negative or virally 
suppressed. Among other innovations, Project OPT-IN conducts homeless health outreach both 
at the individual level and through inter-agency partnerships, identifies new or out of care 
persons experiencing homelessness who are living with or at risk for HIV, and collaborates with 
medical and social service providers to link and anchor these individuals in care. Project OPT-IN 
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will improve HIV-related outcomes across the care continuum by providing services to address 
critical gaps in HIV prevention and care services for the target populations, while 
simultaneously working to transform systems and practices, thus reducing the long-term need 
for such services. San Francisco is also working toward becoming one of the first cities in the US 
to implement an overdose prevention consumption site under the leadership of the city’s 
mayor, London Breed. The site will provide a space for persons to inject drugs safely without 
fear of arrest, while accessing HIV testing and other supportive and treatment services. As 
noted above, San Francisco has also funded the development of the Micro-Elimination Plan to 
treat and eliminate Hep C among residents with HIV.     
 
 ii. Relationship to Existing Local Plans: The 2017-2021 San Francisco EMA Integrated HIV 
Prevention and Care Plan embraces a health equity approach to HIV prevention, care, and 
treatment as its focus going forward. The Plan includes numerous potential strategies to be 
considered by the merged Planning Council in addressing disparities, including: 
 
▪ Implementing a pilot mentoring program for young gay men and trans females that 

supports the development and maintenance of personal strategies for supporting sexual 
health; 

▪ Developing and implementing a standard HIV curriculum for substance use and mental 
health providers, including culturally competent approaches for screening for HIV risk, 
along with referral and linkage resources; 

▪ Developing and disseminating PrEP Standards of Care through the San Francisco 
Department of Public Health, including standards on administering, tracking, and managing 
PrEP;  

▪ Implementing DPH transgender-specific sex and gender guidelines that adhere to specific 
data collection principles including the following: 1) Naming should be self-identified; 2) 
Transgender and sexual orientation data should be coded with caution and care when 
working with minors in consideration of the fact that health data are legally accessible by 
guardians; 3) information should be up-to-date; 4) Naming should allow for both 
consistency and relevance and compliance and comparability; 

▪ Exploring the creation of new program approaches to reduce HIV and hepatitis C infection 
among persons who inject drugs, including approaches that incorporate a harm reduction 
perspective;  

▪ Developing and implementing new models for integrating geriatric specialists into the HIV 
clinic setting; 

▪ Recognizing the growing shortage of physicians who are skilled in both HIV and geriatric 
care and advocate for the recruitment and training of specialists in these dual areas to 
address aging among HIV populations; and 

▪ Creating a new level of specialized training and certification to create case management 
staff who are expert in the distinct system of services that exists for persons 50 and older. 

 
▪ RESOLUTION OF CHALLENGES 

 
 Please see table beginning on the following page.
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Challenges & 
Barriers 

Proposed Resolutions Intended Outcomes Current Status 

▪ Continually 
evolving impacts 
of the COVID-19 
pandemic, 
including 
decreased State 
and County 
funding for HIV 
services 

▪ Continue to track impacts of the COVID-
19 pandemic in regard to state and 
county income and budgeting and on the 
lives and health of low-income persons 
living with HIV 

▪ Conduct ongoing contingency planning to 
deal effectively with both potential 
budget cuts and with increased client 
demand for services based on reduced 
income and unemployment 

▪ Respond effectively to changes 
in the HIV care and support 
system with minimal disruption 
for clients 

▪ Maintain the highest possible 
level of ongoing client service 
and support by prioritizing 
service and support needs 
throughout the EMA and 
shifting resources as needed  

▪ At the present time, the COVID-19 crisis 
has already resulted in the inability of 
EMA County governments to support 
any reduced or de-funded Part A 
services, leading to significant shifting of 
resources in the current FY 2021 Part A 
funding request 

▪ The SF Planning Council continues to 
monitor the situation and conduct 
contingency planning to deal with a 
range of potential future scenarios 

▪ Rapidly aging 
population of 
persons 50 and 
older with HIV 

▪ Continue to develop models of enhanced 
geriatric assessment and care in HIV 
clinical settings 

▪ Expand linkages between geriatric and 
HIV service communities 

▪ Expand consumer involvement in 
designing and implementing effective 
support programs for older PLWH 

▪ Explore opportunities to meet the unique 
psychosocial and behavioral support 
needs of aging, long-term survivors of 
HIV. 

▪ Improved health outcomes of 
older PLWH 

▪ Enhanced long-term retention 
of older adults with HIV in care 

▪ Improved access to community 
aging services and resources for 
older PLWH 

▪ SF recently completed the Silver Project, 
a demonstration project to incorporate 
expanded aging assessment and 
geriatric consultation in HIV clinical 
settings 

▪ Ryan White funds have helped support 
the creation of an aging specialty clinic 
at Zuckerberg SF General Hospital 

▪ Ryan White Part D funds have been 
requested to launch the nation’s first 
specialty clinic for older women with 
HIV at SF General Hospital 

▪ Continued high 
impact of HIV 
among homeless 
populations 

▪ In February 2017, the SF Planning 
Council’s Community Engagement 
Committee formed a Homeless and 
Unstably Housed Needs Assessment 
Work Group to identify needs of 
homeless persons with HIV 

▪ In September 2017, the Work Group 
presented findings of a Homeless and HIV 

▪ Earlier identification and linkage 
to care of homeless persons 
with HIV 

▪ Expanded long-term retention 
in care to enhance viral 
suppression outcomes 

▪ Improved access to safe and 
affordable housing with 

▪ SF recently completed a five-year HRSA 
SPNS grant to develop and test a new 
integrated system of HIV care and 
support for homeless PLWH 

▪ SF identified funding to continue key 
aspects of the multi-service clinical 
model developed through the SPNS 
grant 
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Challenges & 
Barriers 

Proposed Resolutions Intended Outcomes Current Status 

needs assessment involving input from 
74 unstably housed PLWH 

▪ SFDPH incorporates training and TA on 
enhanced identification and service to 
homeless PLWH in ongoing subcontractor 
support activities 

behavioral support services to 
preserve health and wellness 

▪ Provision of multiple services in 
accessible, culturally 
appropriate settings 
 

▪ The SF Planning Council incorporated 
recommendations from the Homeless 
and Unstably Housed Needs Assessment 
Work Group in the FY 2019 prioritization 
and allocation process 

▪ Need to ensure 
long-term care 
retention and 
medication 
adherence for 
persons with 
complex needs 

▪ Continue to utilize medical and non-
medical case management staff to assess 
client needs and identify and address 
barriers to care 

▪ Develop new methods for pro-actively 
identifying and working with clients who 
are at risk of falling out of care 

▪ Explore new methods for expanded 
involvement of consumers and peers in 
clinic-based client retention support roles 

▪ Ensure ongoing, long-term 
medication and adherence and 
care retention to preserve and 
expand high levels of viral 
suppression and continue 
progress toward reduced HIV 
cases 

▪ Address long-term medication 
fatigue, particularly among 
high-risk populations such as 
young people, transgender 
persons, homeless persons, 
active substance users, and 
persons with mental illness 

▪ SFDPH supports subcontracted agencies 
in developing new methodologies for 
pro-actively identifying and supporting 
clients at risk of dropping out of care, 
including targeting long-term clients 
who are not virally suppressed 

▪ The SF Planning Council prioritizes Part 
A funding to support long-term care 
retention and medication adherence 
activities. 

▪ SF assigned local General Funds to 
create and support a mobile 
engagement-based Integrated Case 
Management program to provide a 
higher level of support for high acuity 
clients to retain retention in care. 

▪ Need to better 
track pre-
exposure 
prophylaxis 
(PrEP) use in 
order to identify 
and address PrEP 
disparities 

▪ Develop expanded methodologies to 
track PrEP utilization within public and 
non-publicly funded medical and clinical 
settings, including demographic 
information on PrEP users 

▪ Involve consumers in planning effective 
PrEP education, outreach, and linkage 
activities to reach underserved 
subpopulations 

▪ Better knowledge of which 
subpopulations are and are not 
using PrEP in order to 
effectively target PrEP outreach, 
education, and resources 

▪ Better knowledge of effective 
ways to recruit subpopulations 
that are under-utilizing PrEP 

▪ Access to region-wide data on 
utilization of PrEP medications 

▪ SFDPH continues to reach out to public 
and non-publicly funded clinical 
providers throughout the EMA to obtain 
a better picture of the number and 
characteristics of persons enrolled in 
PrEP in the region 

▪ The SF EMA continues to support new 
State regulations that will allow access 
to data on PrEP pharmaceuticals for HIV-
negative persons  
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Challenges & 
Barriers 

Proposed Resolutions Intended Outcomes Current Status 

▪ Continue to advocate for new State 
regulations that allow reporting of PrEP 
medication prescriptions for HIV-negative 
persons 

▪ Need to better 
enhance HIV 
identification and 
tracking systems 
in San Mateo and 
Marin Counties 

▪ Provide support through SFDPH for 
enhanced case finding efforts in San 
Mateo and Marin Counties, including 
better identification of high-risk areas 
and populations 

▪ Provide support through SFDPH for 
enhanced epidemiological tracking 
systems to better monitor outcomes and 
outcome disparities in the two counties 

▪ Improved HIV prevention and 
outreach in San Mateo and 
Marin Counties 

▪ Improved HIV case data in the 
two counties 

▪ Enhanced integration of HIV 
data across the EMA, resulting 
in production of a reliable EMA-
wide Care Continuum chart 

▪ The five-year Integrated HIV Prevention 
& Care Plan incorporates specific, five-
year targets for supporting San Mateo 
and Marin Counties in enhancing case 
finding and tracking systems 

▪ Monitoring of the Plan by the SF 
Planning Council incorporates tracking 
of systems enhancement in the two 
counties throughout the life of the Plan 
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▪ EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT CAPACITY 
 
A. Clinical Quality Management (CQM) 
 
1. Overview of CQM Program and Recent Changes:  
 
 The San Francisco EMA maintains a well-established quality management infrastructure 
that enables consistent analysis and problem solving of issues related to client care and to lack 
of equity in regard to HIV care outcomes. The Director of HIV Health Services, Bill Blum, 
oversees the creation, implementation, and evaluation of continuous quality improvement 
(CQI) activities that are in turn supervised and managed by the Center for Quality 
Improvement and Innovation. The SF DPH HIV Health Services Continuous Quality 
Improvement Committee, comprised of members with diverse perspectives on quality of care, 
is responsible for selecting and implementing a targeted and specific CQI effort for Ryan White 
Part A funded providers annually and updating the local Quality Management Plan. The 
Committee also prioritizes and implements new QI projects; provides continuous QI and topical 
training; responds to providers’ needs by utilizing the Center for Quality Improvement and 
Innovation’s (CQII) Quality Indicator measures and tools; and updates performance indicators 
to satisfy quality measures. The chart below briefly outlines responsibilities of staff and 
committees involved in the EMA’s quality improvement efforts (see Figure 14): 
 

Figure 14. 
Chart of Responsibilities for SF EMA Clinical Quality Management Program 

Individual / Entity Role / Responsibilities 

▪ HHS Director 
▪ Provides oversight; approves overall plan; reviews and tracks 

implementation of work plan. 

▪ HHS Assistant 
Director 

▪ Coordinates with CQI committee to develop goals, design and 
implement work plans; directly supervises HHS CQI staff. 

▪ Quality Improvement 
Coordinator 

▪ Coordinates operations of CQI; assists in overall QI development; 
generates analyses and reports; oversees day-to-day 
development of program; shares QI performance reports with 
providers and the local HIV Community Planning Council; attends 
planning meetings; reviews existing literature related to quality 
development and improvement; coordinates capacity building 
activities.  

▪ HHS ARIES Team 

▪ Monitors HHS ARIES Database; monitors client and service level 
data compliance standards; assists in designing CQI plans; advises 
on performance indicators; creates reports from raw data; 
analyzes and reports on CQI results; trains and updates provider 
users as needed to run CQI reports and interpret data. 
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Figure 14. 
Chart of Responsibilities for SF EMA Clinical Quality Management Program 

Individual / Entity Role / Responsibilities 

▪ San Mateo and Marin 
Co. QI 
Representatives 

▪ Oversees all Quality Management activities in their counties and 
respective providers. 

 
 To effectively track and address local HIV-related care and outcomes disparities, the San 
Francisco EMA utilizes the HRSA HAB performance measures tracked through ARIES to monitor 
several critical aspects of care throughout each contract year, including primary care health QI 
outcomes and client services data. Reports on the various performance measures are 
generated on a routine basis and delineate both the aggregate data for the EMA and agency-
specific data for the Centers of Excellence and other core medical services programs. This data 
allows the EMA to assess tracking of health outcomes and evaluate system-wide or agency-
specific issues in both client care and data collection. System-wide issues are discussed with the 
Director and Assistant Director of HIV Health Services, the Quality Improvement Coordinator, 
data collection specialists at HIV Health Services, and providers at the bi-monthly CQI Provider 
Meetings and Centers of Excellence meetings. Each of these meetings serve as a forum for 
discussing care-related issues and performance measures and are attended by the QM 
consulting staff. Additionally, ARIES-generated QI data are utilized to measure program 
performance objectives standardized across several service categories such as 
Ambulatory/Outpatient Health Services, Medical Case Management, Mental Health Services, 
Hospice, and others. 
 As noted above, key coordination and oversight of the local QM process is carried out by 
the Quality Improvement Coordinator, who has responsibility for planning and implementation 
of activities related to the EMA’s quality management program, which is focused on achieving 
health equity across all HIV subpopulations. Additional consultants conduct a variety of 
activities such as developing training curricula for new standards of care and leading and 
presenting trainings in trauma-informed care, standards of care and other relevant topics. To 
track indicators, HIV Health Services establishes benchmarks with each agency at the beginning 
of each contract period and provides training and technical assistance to ensure that agencies 
understand and are able to meet ARIES data reporting requirements. HHS has also 
disseminated an ARIES Procedural Guidelines for Client Outcome Objectives Reportage to all 
primary care and medical case management service providers. HIV Health Services aggregates 
agency data to track progress toward stated indicators and discusses variations with agencies 
when they are identified. HHS also works with agencies to collaboratively develop remedial 
responses to ensure adherence to quality standards.  
 The San Francisco EMA’s well-established Quality Management infrastructure enables 
consistent analysis and problem-solving of issues related to client care. The Director of HIV 
Health Services oversees the creation, implementation, and evaluation of QI activities that are 
in turn supervised and managed on a day-to-day basis by the HIV Health Services Assistant 
Director, with support from the Administrative Analyst, the HHS Quality Improvement 
Coordinator, and the ARIES Site Manager. Under these individuals’ supervision, and in 
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collaboration with providers, quality components are developed and implemented in 
collaboration with other services and administrative staff from the selected programs. 
Additionally, consultants with a wide range of diverse skills and expertise may support the QM 
program through the provision of services such as training, technical assistance, program 
evaluation, and administrative support.  
 Since the end of Ryan White 2018-19 Fiscal Year, HHS has been implementing a CQI 
initiative specifically focused on improving viral load suppression among Black / African 
American clients and eliminating this health disparity. The HHS CQI Committee has convened 
monthly meetings of a broader CQI Committee made up of HHS-funded Primary Care, CoE, and 
Medical Case Management providers to focus on both their individual efforts to address health 
equity related to African-American viral load suppression (VLS), and to discuss system-wide 
efforts to work jointly toward implementation of such measures. In total, 11 different programs 
send key staff to the “Improving African-American Viral Load Suppression Equity” Committee 
which meets every other month. As of September 2021, clinical data collected by the 
committee indicated that six programs involved in this CQI activity  have eliminated this 
disparity and only two programs have a need to increase VLS among only one of their African-
American clients in order to achieve equity within their program. In total, the committee has 
established a targeted goal of 12 African-American clients across 3 programs achieving VLS in 
order to reach and maintain health equity for this CQI measure. 
 HIV Health Services also distributes an annual training needs assessment survey to Part 
A-funded agencies to identify training needs and prioritize quality management projects and 
improvement areas within the regional Ryan White system in relation to HIV disparities. In 
addition to the training needs survey, continual agency monitoring also provides an opportunity 
for HHS to identify areas for quality management improvement among providers. Through 
established processes, HHS staff alert the Quality Improvement Coordinator whenever a 
problem or issue is identified, and an agency assessment is quickly initiated. Based on this 
assessment, a technical assistance plan is developed and implemented in collaboration with 
the agency to provide skills-building and support for improving client care. Regular assessments 
of subcontractor agencies include a review of the current and previous year’s RSR data 
completeness report; a review of the agency’s data flow processes; identification of key staff 
who collect data; where collected data are stored; how programming is created so that data 
can be mapped and imported into ARIES; and who reviews ARIES data quality. Data elements 
and/or indicators that fall short of compliance standards are specifically examined for all QI 
projects. HHS encourages the utilization of Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle models for quality 
improvement projects at individual agencies. In June of 2017, HHS utilized a trainer from the 
National Quality Center to conduct a training for Ryan White Part A funders on strategies for 
improving their CQI activities at their individual programs. In the summer of 2019, HIV Health 
and the providers with whom they were working on a year-long Ryan White Part B CQI were 
awarded the 2019 Center for Quality Improvement and Innovation (CQII) Leadership in 
Quality Award by the California State Office of AIDS for their work to improve retention in care 
and viral load suppression in conjunction with a food/delivered meals community provider by 
working to identify food clients not engaged in care and not virally suppressed and utilizing a 
PDSA process to create an effective warm-hand off structure to link these clients to medical 
case management and primary care. 
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 For agency-specific issues, the EMA has established a written protocol for accessing 
Technical Assistance through the Quality Management Program. As agency-specific issues arise, 
they are discussed with the Director and Assistant Director of HIV Health Services, the DPH 
Business Office of the Contract Compliance Manager, and the Quality Management Consultant. 
Typically, a written technical assistance plan is developed – such as a chart review or staff 
training – and implemented with one of the Quality Management TA consultants and the 
agency. Progress is updated with the Business Office of the Contract Compliance Manager, 
Contract Development Manager, and the Technical Assistance Manager. If required, a report, 
including any further recommendations, is submitted to the HIV Health Services Assistant 
Director and Director, as well as the agency, at the completion of the technical assistance 
period. 
 Annual agency site visit monitoring provides another opportunity for monitoring and 
evaluating the Quality Management Plan. Client satisfaction and staff training for Standards of 
Care and Best Practices are monitored by and discussed among the Director and Assistant 
Director of HIV Health Services, the DPH Business Office, Contract Compliance, and HIV Health 
Services and any issues are identified for technical assistance. Provider meetings and training 
evaluations from provider trainings and workshops can also serve as useful mechanisms for 
evaluating and updating the Quality Management Plan.  
 
2. How CQM Data Is Used to Improve or Change Service Delivery:  
 
 Current indicators as well as program performance objectives are reviewed by the CQI 
Committee to ensure specificity, relativity, accuracy, and traceability to the needs of clients and 
to identify and help develop strategies to address HIV-related health disparities, especially in 
regard to Viral Load Suppression, engagement in care and percent of clients prescribed ART. 
Data analysis is initially prepared by HHS staff with input from the other EMA county staff for 
verification of findings. Data reviews also take place during HHS provider meetings. Data 
analysis continually incorporates comparison with epidemiologic and care continuum data to 
identify progress toward reducing disparities, and to plan responses to disparity issues. 
Meanwhile, HHS staff provide ongoing updates and information on quality management 
activities to the San Francisco HIV Community Planning Council. The HIV Health Services QI 
Coordinator provides regular formal progress reports to the Council on the status of the quality 
management program and the client-level data system. HHS prepares an annual EMA CQI 
presentation which consists of a description of all indicators, including national and local 
threshold performance goals; a graphic depiction for each which illustrates aggregate results by 
county; an analysis of data findings; a statement of whether or not performance goals were 
met; and reasons if not met and next steps for quality improvement. In addition, a ten-year 
trend chart of the QM indicators is shared on at least an annual basis with the Council. 
 Based in part on quality management data received, the San Francisco Planning Council 
has reaffirmed the continuing focus of the EMA’s Centers of Excellence on persons with severe 
need and special populations from communities that typically experience health disparities. 
Recent refinements made by the Planning Council based on the use of data include: a) 
expanding the EMA’s definition of special populations to include PLWH age 60 and older; b) 
integrating existing Early Intervention Programs into the CoE model; and c) for the purposes of 
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the CoE, specifying the inclusion of individuals living in neighborhoods in which health 
disparities and HIV are co-prevalent including the Tenderloin, the Mission, South of Market, and 
the Southeast Corridor of San Francisco. 
 Recent trainings have been conducted on the following topics: a) Trauma-Informed Care 
Within a Motivational Interviewing Frame: This training identifies the principles of trauma-
informed care and compares them to the principles of Motivational Interviewing and 
demonstrates how to use complex reflections to deepen and shape trauma-informed 
conversations. b) A Trauma-Informed Approach: Examining Trauma, Power and Oppression: 
this training reviews foundational language, definitions, and concepts related to a trauma-
informed approach, power, and oppression; explores a trauma-informed approach through a 
power and oppression lens; teaches the basic tools to better support clients through a trauma-
informed and oppression-sensitive lens; and identifies the impacts of trauma and oppression on 
client & staff interactions. c) Tools for Conflict Resolution, De-escalation, and Support – 
Working with Clients Who Have Experienced Poverty, Violence and Other Traumas: This 
training gives an overview of the basics in communication skills necessary to avert and manage 
crisis situations, assessing the consequences of adrenalin on behavior and looking at the 
interaction of trauma and oppression on clients’ lives and behaviors. d) Emotional Exhaustion 
with HIV, Wellness and Stress Management: This training identifies the causes, symptoms, and 
consequences of HIV Burnout while presenting tools and options for its prevention. e) 
Unearthing Implicit Bias, Working Effectively with Diverse Populations: This training offers 
practical skills to identify implicit bias in providers’ interactions with clients and colleagues, and 
offers steps to support and repair relationships. f) Effectively Supporting Safe Inclusive Spaces 
for LGBTQ Clients and Colleagues: This workshop presents participants with the basic concepts, 
vocabulary, and skills necessary to provide the best support for intersex, transgender, and other 
sex/gender non-conforming clients and colleagues. g) Racism and White Privilege: Navigating 
Difficult Personal Conversations on Racial Inequity: This workshop deepens providers’ 
understanding of the impacts of racism and reviews how cultural competency and racial 
identity education can support positive change. h) Understanding and Interrupting the Cycle of 
Oppression: This training introduces providers to the cycle of oppression and presents ways to 
dismantle the cycle by examining and understanding stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, and 
social power. i) HIV Nursing Network Conference:  HIV Health Services and the AIDS Education 
and Training Center provide this training annually for nursing staff in the EMA. Topics covered 
include HIV 101; Updates on HIV Prevention; Mental Health, Homelessness & HIV; 
Pharmacology Update; Intersection of STDs and PrEP; Managing Chronic Pain; Best Practices in 
Linkage and Retention; and a panel discussion with consumers across the continuum of care. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION 
 
A. Grant Administration 
 
1. Program Organization: 
 
a) Administration of Part A Funds:  
 
 The grantee agency for Ryan White Part A funds in the San Francisco EMA is the City and 
County of San Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH). Ultimate authority for the 
administration and expenditure of Part A funds lies with the city’s Mayor, London Breed, and 
with the city’s 11-member Board of Supervisors, which acts as both county governing board 
and city council for San Francisco. This authority is shared with Grant Colfax, MD for SFDPH 
who now serves as Director of Public Health for the City and County of San Francisco (see 
Organizational Chart in Attachment 10). Dr. Colfax previously served as Director of National 
AIDS Policy under President Obama. The administrative unit overseeing the Part A grant is HIV 
Health Services (HHS), an organizational unit of the San Francisco Department of Public Health, 
Primary Care division, overseen by Roland Pickens, who serves as Director of the San Francisco 
Health Network for the City and County of San Francisco. The Director of HIV Health Services is 
Bill Blum, LCSW, who has served in this capacity for 11½ years and who also serves as Director 
of Programs for Primary Care in DPH. A staff of 9 SFDPH employees (8.8 FTE) – RWPA funding 
2.73 of these FTE at HHS – is responsible for directing, coordinating, and monitoring the 
distribution and expenditure of Part A funds throughout the EMA, working a combined total of 
5.47 FTE with Part A funding. Additionally, a combined total of 1.76 FTE of staff time is 
dedicated to Business and Finance Services; 0.33 FTE to Surveillance/Epidemiology; and 0.65 
FTE to the Contracts Administration section (see attached Budget Justification for description of 
individual staff roles and percentages).  
 San Francisco HIV Health Services works in close partnership with the San Francisco HIV 
Community Planning Council, a unified prevention and care community planning body with a 
maximum of 50 seats that meets monthly to oversee the prioritization, allocation, and effective 
utilization of Ryan White Part A funds. The HIV Community Planning Council represents the 
merged body of the former SF EMA HIV Health Services Planning Council and the SF HIV 
Prevention Planning Council. This group – whose initial meeting took place in June 2016 – has 
purview over the entire continuum of HIV prevention and care services in our region, from 
outreach and testing to linkage and retention, along with all Part A-funded HIV core and 
support services. At the time of this writing, the Council’s work is coordinated by three 
Community Co-Chairs, Irma Parada, David Gonzalez, and Mike Shriver, and two Governmental 
Co-Chairs, Thomas Knoble, and Kevin Hutchcroft. Community Co-Chairs are elected annually 
for staggered terms and serve two-year terms, also serving on the Council’s 15-member 
Steering Committee, which meets on a monthly basis with HIV Health Services staff to 
coordinate key Council activities and decision-making. Three additional standing committees 
support the work of the Council: Council Affairs, Community Engagement, and Membership. 
Administrative support for the San Francisco HIV Health Services Planning Council is provided 
through a subcontract to Shanti Project, a non-profit service organization. The Director of 
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Planning Council Support, Mark Molnar, is a former long-term member of the SF HIV Planning 
Council and previously served as Co-Chair. Since the onset of the COVID pandemic the HIV 
Community Planning Council has adapted to hold all general body and committee meetings 
virtually via Zoom. 
 The two additional counties that make up the San Francisco EMA have responsibility for 
administering and distributing Part A funds through their counties’ respective health 
departments. In San Mateo County, Part A and Part B funds are coordinated through the San 
Mateo County Health Department’s Director, Louise Rogers. Responsibility for Part A fund 
administration lies with Matt Geltmaker, who serves as Director of the San Mateo County 
STD/HIV Program and is responsible for oversight of all Ryan White Part A, Part B, MAI, CDC, 
HIV prevention, and HOPWA funds as well as subcontractor oversight. In Marin County, Parts A 
and B funds are administered through County of Marin Health and Human Services, whose 
Director is Benita McLarin. She shares responsibility for Part A funds with Ken Shapiro, Chief 
Operating Officer. The Marin County HIV/AIDS Program has direct responsibility for Part A 
fund management and coordination. Direct oversight of Marin County Part A funds is provided 
by Cicily Emerson, Community Health and Prevention Services Manager for the County. An 
EMA-wide Organizational Chart outlining the above relationships is included in Attachment 10 
of this application. 
 
b) Administration by a Contractor or Fiscal Agent: 
 
 N/A - The San Francisco EMA does not utilize a contractor or fiscal agent to administer 
Ryan White Part A funds. 
 
2. Grant Recipient Accountability: 
 
a) Monitoring: 
 
 i. Program Monitoring and Findings: The San Francisco Department of Public Health is the 
local government agency responsible for the administration of Part A funds. SFDPH oversees all 
public health services for the City and County of San Francisco as well as contracts with 
community providers using processes required by local ordinances. MAI, carry-forward, 
additional Ryan White funds, and local General funds are placed in separate budget appendices, 
and have specific and separate invoices. Service solicitations delineate fiscal monitoring and 
reporting expectations for contracted services and all proposals must adequately describe each 
agency’s ability to perform accountability-related activities. This includes the production of 
specific, measurable goals and objectives; documentation of the agency’s prior experience in 
providing services to target populations; and language capacity. Oversight also includes 
verification that contractors fully monitor third party reimbursements and document that 
clients have been screened for and enrolled in all eligible benefits and/or insurance programs 
so that Ryan White Program funds are only used as the funding source of last resort.  
 For the 2021-2022 Fiscal Year (3/1/21 - 2/28/22), the San Francisco Department of Public 
Health is utilizing Ryan White Part A funding to support a total of 37 separate programs. These 
37 programs are being operated by 20 different community-based organizations 
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(subrecipients), including local non-profits; the University of California San Francisco; and four 
programs administered by the local county health department. Typically, SFDPH Business Office 
Contract Compliance staff would conduct on-site monitoring visits to all of these programs each 
year and would conduct programmatic and fiscal monitoring visits to all programs in FY 2021 as 
well. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and as allowed by HRSA, no in-person site visits 
have been conducted either last year or this year. However, remote desk audits to review 
performance data, evaluate program performance objectives, and assess level of contract 
deliverables are still being conducted. Monitoring Reports have been written to evaluate those 
performance indicators in these and other areas which can be verified remotely. San Francisco's 
Citywide Nonprofit Monitoring and Capacity-Building Program, which conducts in-depth fiscal 
and compliance monitoring of all nonprofit contractors funded by two or more City 
departments, were also put on hold this fiscal year due to the pandemic. 
 For both the past and current Ryan White Part A fiscal year, there were no major 
monitoring findings that required corrective actions. In the past, the three most commonly 
identified items identified in the program and fiscal monitoring process have included: a) 
guidance for improving client satisfaction survey distribution and returns; b) helping providers 
appropriately utilize client data to demonstrate compliance with QI related performance 
objectives; and c) working with providers who may have difficulty in achieving deliverable 
targets for units of service or clients being served. Often, these issues stem from new staff at 
the provider level who require more detailed training and guidance. The HHS Assistant Director 
convenes a meeting with the providers and appropriate HHS staff to administer the TA to 
develop the skills in these and other area of needed improvement. Occasionally, program and 
client changes over time may require that HHS work with a provider to develop alternative 
performance objectives, or perhaps lower the threshold of their target goals. Discussions and 
negotiations on adjusting target goals, units of service, and/or unduplicated clients are very 
rare, but they do occur, especially when new additional modalities of service are introduced 
into an existing program.  
 If other specific programmatic concerns are identified at a Part A-funded agency, 
information is immediately sought from staff of the contracted agency. Contractors may be 
asked to explain why deliverables are low, why a high staff turnover rate exists, or what actions 
have been taken to resolve a specific consumer grievance. A recommendation to address the 
issue is then collaboratively developed, usually accompanied by specific deliverables and target 
dates for redressing the issue, such as developing a modified work plan within 30 days or 
completing a process of staff training within 60 days. Providers are required to formally report 
on their progress in addressing such recommendations in a written action plan to be submitted 
within an established deadline, as well as during the following year’s monitoring process. 
Grantee staff follow up on areas of concern after reports have been received. TA is provided for 
contracting agencies in areas such as staff training and orientation, adoption and replication of 
best practices, and/or collaboration. Agencies with ongoing problems are referred to the Fiscal 
Compliance Unit’s Contract Oversight Committee which works to develop a corrective action 
plan for the agency to maintain ongoing funding and good standing. As noted above, there are 
currently no RWPA-funded programs involved in a Departmental Corrective Action Plan. 
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 ii. Compliance with Single Audit Requirement: All HHS Part A-funded Contractors (100%) 
are required to provide an Audit report for the last fiscal year in compliance with Subpart F of 
the Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for HHS 
Awards (45 CFR part 75). All 16 contractors have complied with this requirement. 
 
 iii. Improper Findings and Actions: There were no problems reported from subrecipient 
single audit or program-specific audit reports.  
 
b) Third Party Reimbursement: 
 
 i. Ensuring Monitoring of Third Party Reimbursement: The San Francisco Department of 
Health is committed to maximizing third party reimbursement across the EMA to ensure that 
Part A funds are always used as the funding source of last resort. This is not only to comply 
with Ryan White Act requirements, but because the fiscal crises local and state systems are 
facing in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic compels the region to further maximize its 
reimbursement streams. To this end, all three SF EMA counties have taken steps to ensure that 
all available reimbursement sources in the region are fully utilized, including: a) continually 
educating providers on the availability of third-party reimbursement streams; b) expanding the 
capacity of local organizations to bill for services, including assistance in obtaining licensure and 
certification and developing electronic billing systems; c) training agencies to conduct eligibility 
screening and enrollment for clients, including training to help clients manage their own 
benefits and eligibility; and d) providing regularly updated information on emerging 
developments in reimbursements, rates, and requirements. The EMA has also taken steps to 
verify – during the site visits and monitoring process – that Part A contractors are fully 
maximizing reimbursement streams, and that rigorous protocols are followed to ensure that 
Part A funds are only used after all other funding sources have been exhausted. The generalized 
formula used by HIV service providers to determine client benefits eligibility is to lead each 
client through an intake/registration procedure in which standardized questions are asked 
pertaining to factors such as HIV status, residence, age, employment status, income, insurance, 
health status, and other factors to determine if third party insurance and Medicaid coverage 
are an option. Providers are then required to assist clients in obtaining all benefits for which 
they may be eligible, including referring them to agencies that provide benefits assistance. All 
HIV Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and contracts contain highlighted language stressing that 
Ryan White funds will be used only for services that are not reimbursed through any other 
source of revenue, and new contracting agencies receive training to familiarize them with other 
appropriate payment sources for specific services and programs.  
 
 ii. Documenting Client Screening for Eligibility and to Ensure that Ryan White is the 
Payer of Last Resort: Service providers are monitored to ensure compliance with Ryan White 
Program policy and guidelines pertinent to third-party reimbursement. Contracted service 
providers must provide a description of their screening practices for determining client 
eligibility for receipt of services, as well as a roster of all third-party payer sources they utilize. 
Local health department policies in all three EMA counties mandate that if a client is found 
eligible for coverage from a payer source other than Ryan White – such as Medicaid, Medicare, 
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or private insurance – then that source must be billed before seeking reimbursement from 
Ryan White. In these cases, payment received is considered as payment in full, and balance-
billing to Ryan White is not permitted. Technical assistance is provided where needed to 
ensure that agencies modify and improve their eligibility standards or attain greater 
competency in maximizing third-party billing procedures. 
 
 iii. Tracking Program Income and Rebates: HIV Health Services and the SFDPH Office of 
Contract Development and Technical Assistance require all agencies funded through Ryan 
White Programs to provide a complete budget summary of all program funding sources and 
incomes as well as program expenditures. All programs must demonstrate that their total 
program funding equals total program expenditures for each fiscal year in the budget. 
 
c) Fiscal Oversight: 
 
 i. Process Used by Program and Fiscal Staff to Coordinate Activities and Ensure 
Adequate Reporting, Tracking, and Reconciliation of Program Expenditures: The staff of the 
City and County of San Francisco Controller's Office monitors federal funds awarded to 
nonprofit organizations. For nonprofit organizations receiving $750,000 or more in federal 
funds, the Controller’s Office reviews audited financial statements and single audit reports for 
compliance with the Single Audit Act and OMB Circular A-133. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2021, the 
Controller will review single audit reports for a total of 31 SFDPH HIV Health Services-funded 
organizations including all 16 Part A-funded community-based organizations. The Controller 
found that all of these organizations had appropriate and timely processes and practices in 
place in 2020.  
 San Francisco EMA programmatic monitoring, contract development, oversight, 
compliance, and monitoring functions are overseen by the Department of Public Health’s new 
Community Programs Business Office, created in an effort to consolidate services and 
maximize efficiencies. The centralized Business Office is staffed by 17 program managers from 
all SFDPH systems of care and consists of two sections: 1) the Business Office of Contracts 
Compliance Unit (BOCC) and 2) the Contract Development and Technical Assistance Unit 
(CDTA). The Contract Compliance Unit provides annual program review; conducts controller’s 
fiscal and compliance review for SFDPH contracts; performs fiscal audits; oversees provider 
certification and licensing (PPN and Civil Service); performs site certification reviews; and, if 
indicated, oversees corrective action plan development and oversight. The Unit also ensures 
that contracted Part A programs: a) are effectively managed; b) meet their contract 
deliverables; c) serve their target populations in professional and culturally competent ways, 
including adhering to published standards of care; and d) maximize external resources to 
ensure that Ryan White dollars are always used as the funding source of last resort. 
Additionally, all EMA member counties employ strategies to clarify provider responsibilities, 
track contractor performance, monitor service quality, and ensure maximum reimbursements. 
All BOCC and CDTA staff have been trained by HHS, which maintains regular and ongoing 
communication to inform them of all HRSA/HAB requirements and updates. HHS staff 
participate in all site visits with BOCC and review monitoring reports before they are finalized. 
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 Responsibility for fiscal monitoring and oversight of the Ryan White Part A grant lies with 
a six-member team at the San Francisco Department of Public Health Grants, Accounts Payable 
and Procurement unit. The team is supervised by the Deputy Financial Officer, Jenny Louie, 
who supervises and directs staff in the fiscal grants unit and payables section and supervises 
and directs all fiscal requirements for Federal, State and private grants for the Population 
Health and Prevention Division (PHP). This includes setting up grant accounting for new grants; 
reviewing and monitoring grant revenues, expenditures, and positions; analyzing revenues and 
expenditures; preparing fiscal reports; reconciling grant accounts; and closing out completed 
grants. Staff of the Office review all Ryan White contractor and subcontractor programmatic 
budgets and reconcile expenditures in accordance with standard accounting practices. They 
also approve each grant fund encumbrance in accordance with availability of grant funding. 
 
 ii. Process to Separately Track Formula, Supplemental, MAI, and Carry Over Funds, 
Including Data Systems Utilized: HIV Health Services maintains a system for tracking all funding 
by funding source, including formula and supplemental funds. Additional tracking systems are 
used by the SFDPH Contracts Unit, the DPH Business Office Contract Development & Technical 
Assistance Unit and the Budget/Fiscal Unit staff assigned to work with HHS. A bi-weekly budget 
meeting attended by staff from all four units ensures accurate tracking across programs. For FY 
2019, all Part A funds were put into contracts; therefore, the EMA had no unobligated dollars. In 
FY 2018, HIV Health Services also conducted both a service category and a program level analysis 
based on past and current fiscal performance to assign and track formula and supplemental funds. 
Formula dollars were prioritized to fund core services and supplemental dollars were targeted to 
fund support services. 
 
 iii. Receipt and Payment of Vouchers / Invoices from Subcontractors: HHS contractors 
submit monthly invoices to the SFDPH Business Office Fiscal Invoice Section for review and 
submission for reimbursement. The Fiscal Invoice staff has two invoice analysts who review 
invoices for accuracy and performance and – upon approval – forward them to the Accounts 
Payable Contracts and Reconciliation section for payment. The invoice analysts review invoice 
line items to control for over-invoicing and also ensure that submitted invoices match final or 
modified contract budget details. The invoice analysts also check the level of contract 
deliverables (both contract units and unduplicated client targets) quarterly and calculate if the 
program performance is within the 85% range required at these “milestone” reviews. Programs 
not performing within 85% of “milestone” marks have their invoices held without payment 
while their invoices are sent to the CDTA Program Manager and the HHS Administrator for 
review and consultation. The program is then contacted, and the source of the 
underperformance is discussed. If deemed necessary, the program is requested to submit a 
written explanation and a course of action to correct the issue and work toward getting caught 
up on contract deliverables. Once approved by the HHS Administrator or Director, the invoice 
analysts then move forward with processing for payment. Once the AIDS Office Fiscal Analysts 
review and process for payment, the Accounts Payable – Contracts and Reconciliation section 
performs their final review and forwards invoices to the Controller’s Office for payment. 
Payments are either sent by check via U.S. Mail or deposited electronically into the contractors’ 
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bank account by SF’s Auto Clearinghouse Payment Processing for those contractors who 
establish this mechanism with the City. Payments are processed once weekly. 
 
B. Maintenance of Effort 
  
 Please see Maintenance of Effort report in Attachment 12. 
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Attachment 1. Staffing Plan and Job Descriptions 

Position Title FTE on 
Project Name of Incumbent Brief Summary of Position Responsibilities / Rationale 

Director of HIV Health 
Services .40 William S. Blum Charged with primary oversight for the administration of services and day-to-

day operations of HIV Health Services and the Ryan White Part A grant. 

Director of Contractual 
Development & Technical 

Assistance 
.20 Michelle Long Charged with oversight of contract development, modifications, and renewals 

of all Ryan White Part A grant. 

Manager of Community-
Based Organization 

Contracting 
.50 Dean Goodwin 

Supervise two Contracts Office units that focus primarily on non-profit, 
community-based organizations. In addition to supervising these two units, this 
position serves as the point person for contractual planning and interactions 
with Community-Based Organization (CBO) provider agencies who require 
guidance initiating the contracting process, among other coordination, process 
improvement, and supervisor activities.. 

Health Program 
Coordinator III 1.00 Francine Austin, Melissa Ta Charged with contract development, programmatic oversight and monitoring of 

Part A MAI programs. 

Health Program 
Coordinator III .15 TBD 

Serving as HIV Health Services Program Manager, the Health Program 
Coordinator III is responsible the review and approval of HIV Health Services, 
provides TA to agencies on contracting and HRSA requirements, liaisons with 
local Planning Council .05 GF, .80 RWPB        
.  

Health Program 
Coordinator II .63 Maria Lacayo 

Manages the HHS QM training program which provides many QM/QI/ and 
capacity development related trainings annually for our RWPA funded 
providers.  Researches and recruits trainers and consultants for the 
trainings. Develops contracts and monitors payment mechanism. Works 
with trainers to develop training materials and identifies training goals. 
Creates pre-test and post-test evaluations for attendees. Provides analysis 
of these trainings to HHS leadership and our local Planning Council. Creates, 
distributes and analyzes annual survey to HHS HIV System of Care on 
QM/QI/CD Training questions and topics of interest. (1.00 RWPA CQM) 



Position Title FTE on 
Project Name of Incumbent Brief Summary of Position Responsibilities / Rationale 

Assistant Director of HIV 
Health Services .50 Beth Neary 

Responsible for the overall oversight, planning, evaluation and quality 
management for HHS as the grantee for the San Francisco HIV System of Care in 
coordination with our Ryan White mandated HIV Community Planning Council. 
Leads HHS Internal CQI Committee and works directly with funded CBOs on CQI 
initiatives. Directs Health Care Analyst for Qualtiy Management on writing of 
HHS QM/QI Plan and all QM/QI presentations. Reviews program QI data with 
HHS Internal CQI Committee to suggest CQI activites for discussion at HHS CBO 
CQI bimonthly review meetings.  Meets with system of care providers and SMEs 
with HHS Director to discuss future CQI needs/ interests. (.50 RWPA CQM & .50 
GF) 

Health Care Analyst .50 John Aynsley 

Participates in HHS Internal CQI Committee and works directly with funded 
CBOs on CQI initiatives. Integrally involved in data oversight and importing 
functions related to services and ARIES reporting, Provides CQI analysis and 
presentations to local HIV Community Planning Council. 

Health Program 
Coordinator II .20 Flor Aleman 

Serves as ARIES Manager to train users and provide oversight of quality and 
accuracy of ARIES data for HRSA reporting, including usage for HHS CQI 
purposes. Participates in HHS Internal CQI Committee and works directly with 
funded CBOs on CQI initiatives.  

Principal Administrative 
Analyst .30 Nora Macias 

Supervises Contracts Unit staff and assures contract development compliance 
to ensure timely payment of funded providers. Works with HIV Health Services 
to produce and assess RFPs. 

Sr. Administrative Analyst .15 Yao Quan Zhu Processes HIV service contracts and ensures compliance with government 
regulations. 

Administrative Analyst .20 William Gaitan Processes HIV service contracts and ensures compliance with government 
regulations. 



FY 2023 San Francisco, California Eligible Metropolitan Area
Program Organizational Chart

Part A Grantee Agency:
City & County of San Francisco Department of 

Public Health
London Breed, Mayor

Grant Colfax, MD, Director of Public Health
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Roland Pickens, Director of SF Health Network

Claire Horton, MD, Chief Medical Officer, SF 
Health Network

Hali Hammer, MD, Director of Ambulatory 
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San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors

San Mateo County Health 
Louise Rogers, Chief of Health
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San Mateo County STD/HIV 
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Committee

Membership 
Committee

Community 
Engagement 
Committee
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participation through Planning 

Council Membership Committee 
and meeting attendance, town 
hall meetings, and consumer 
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Attachment 2. Maintenance of Effort Documentation 
 
1) Maintenance of Effort Table – See table below 
 

SF EMA MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT  Actual  Anticipated  

REPORTING CATEGORIES FY 2022-23 FY 2023-24 

CORE MEDICAL SERVICES 

AMBULATORY / OUTPATIENT MEDICAL CARE 

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for ambulatory services from 
local General Funds spent on program expenses over and above costs of 
direct core medical service and support services to Ryan White eligible 
clients not otherwise funded by separate program agreements and/or 
outside revenue. (UCSF COE – AA, CCHAMP, Women’s, CMHC, TWUHC-
CHN, UCSF-OPMH) 

$6,500,148  $6,565,149   

 

▪  San Mateo County Primary Medical Care: Total charges for 
ambulatory services from local General Funds spent on program 
expenses over and above costs of direct core medical service and 
support services to Ryan White eligible clients not otherwise funded by 
separate program agreements and/or outside revenue. 

$166,558  $168,224   

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES  

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for mental health services 
from local General Funds spent on a program expenses over and above 
costs of mental health services to Ryan White eligible clients not 
otherwise funded by separate program agreements and/or outside 
revenue. (SVABHS & UCSF Outpatient) 

   $1,422,021     $1,436,241   

▪  San Mateo County: Total charges for mental health services from 
local General Funds spent on a program expenses over and above costs 
of mental health services to Ryan White eligible clients not otherwise 
funded by separate program agreements and/or outside revenue. 

$254,463  $257,008   

MEDICAL CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES  

▪  Marin County: Total charges for medical case management 
services from local General Funds spent on a program expenses over 
and above costs of medical case management services to Ryan White 
eligible clients not otherwise funded by separate program agreements 
and/or outside revenue. 

$86,120  $86,981   

 HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES  

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for home health care 
services from local General Funds spent on a program expenses over 
and above costs of home health care services to Ryan White eligible 
clients not otherwise funded by separate program agreements and/or 
outside revenue. (Health at Home & Westside) 

  $302,382    $305,406   



 HOME & COMMUNITY BASED HEALTH SERVICES  

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for home & community-
based health services from local General Funds spent on a program 
expenses over and above costs of home health care services to Ryan 
White eligible clients not otherwise funded by separate program 
agreements and/or outside revenue. (Westside) 

   $358,173  $361,755   

SUPPORT SERVICES  

RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for residential substance 
abuse services from local General Funds spent on a program expenses 
over and above costs of residential substance abuse services to Ryan 
White eligible clients not otherwise funded by separate program 
agreements and/or outside revenue. *This service category is not 
currently tracked by HIV status and as a result we are no longer 
including this in San Francisco’s Maintenance of Effort due to reporting 
challenges 

$0* $0*  

NON-MEDICAL CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES  

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for referral for Non-Medical 
Case Management (Benefits Counseling and Referrals) from local 
General Funds spent on a program expenses over and above costs of 
health care and supportive services to Ryan White eligible clients not 
otherwise funded by separate program agreements and/or outside 
revenue.  (SFAF – Benefits Counseling) 

   $297,750   $300,727  
 

 
▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for non-medical case 

management (benefits counseling) services from local General Funds 
spent on a program expenses over and above costs of medical case 
management services to Ryan White eligible clients not otherwise 
funded by separate program agreements and/or outside revenue. (PRC 
work order) 

  $267,423   $270,097   

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for non-medical case 
management (employment training and readiness services) services 
from local General Funds spent on a program expenses over and above 
costs of mental health services to Ryan White eligible clients not 
otherwise funded by separate program agreements and/or outside 
revenue. (PRC) 

$383,723  $387,560   

   

▪  San Francisco County: Total charges for housing services from 
local General Funds spent on a program expenses over and above costs 
of housing services to Ryan White eligible clients not otherwise funded 
by separate program agreements and/or outside revenue.   (CYO Peter 
Claver + Assisted Housing + SFAF Rental Subsidies)  

 $5,863,981   $5,922,621  

 

 
TOTAL MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT $15,902,741  $16,061,769   



 

 
2) Description of Process to Determine Reported Expenditures 
 
 The San Francisco Office of AIDS Administration utilizes a diverse range of expense fields 
to track and monitor maintenance of effort expenditures, as described in the table above. This 
includes expenditures for core and non-core Part A services and expenditures that incorporate 
all three counties of the San Francisco EMA. Utilizing a cross-service approach provides a 
reliable indicator of continuing support for HIV/AIDS services throughout the region. 
 
3) Waiver 
 
 A waiver was not requested for the Maintenance of Effort section in the previous Ryan 
White Part A fiscal year. 



OMB Number: 0906-0065 

Expiration Date 09/30/2024 

HRSA Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program (RWHAP)   
Core Medical Services Waiver Request Attestation Form 
This form is to be completed by the Chief Elected Official, Chief Executive Officer, or a designee of either. 

Please initial to attest to meeting each requirement after reading and understanding the explanation. 

Name of recipient _________________________________________________________________ 

RWHAP Part A recipient RWHAP Part B recipient            RWHAP Part C recipient  

Initial request                            Renewal request 

Year of request ___________________________ 

REQUIREMENT EXPLANATION 
No ADAP waiting lists By initialing here and signing this document, you attest there are no 

AIDS Drug Assistance Program (ADAP) waiting lists in the 
service area. 

Availability of, and 
accessibility to core 
medical services to 
all eligible 
individuals 

By initialing here and signing this document, you attest to the 
availability of and access to core medical services for all HRSA RWHAP 
eligible individuals in the service area within 30 days. Such access is 
without regard to funding source, and without the need to spend on 
these services, at least 75 percent of funds remaining from your 
RWHAP award after reserving statutory permissible amounts for 
administrative and clinical quality management. You also 
agree to provide HRSA HAB supportive evidence of meeting 
this requirement upon request.  

Evidence of a public 
process 

By initialing here and signing this document, you attest to having had a 
public process during which input related to the availability of core 
medical services and the decision to request this waiver was sought 
from impacted communities, including clients and RWHAP 
funded core medical services providers. You also agree to 
provide supportive evidence of such process to HRSA HAB 
upon request. 

_________________________________________ _______________________________ 
SIGNATURE OF CHIEF ELECTED OFFICIAL OR CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (OR DESIGNEE)  

______________________________ ________________________ 
PRINT NAME 

________________________________ ______________________ 
TITLE 

________________________________ ______________________ 
DATE

Public Burden Statement:  An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a 
currently valid OMB control number.  The OMB control number for this project is 0906-0065 and is valid until 09/30/2024. Public reporting burden for this  
collection of information is estimated to average 4 hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, and 
completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information,  
including suggestions for reducing this burden, to HRSA Reports Clearance Officer, 5600 Fishers Lane, Room 14N39, Rockville, Maryland, 20857.          

X

X

2024-25

Grant Colfax, MD

Director of Health, San Francisco Department of Public Health

September 27, 2023

DocuSign Envelope ID: FAF809DD-66FE-4270-858B-625A38811EE7

9/29/2023 | 10:47:12 PDT

San Francisco Department of Public Health



Appendix A 

FY 2024 AGREEMENTS AND COMPLIANCE ASSURANCES 

Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program 

Part A HIV Emergency Relief Grant Program 
 
 
I, the Chief Elected Official of the San Francisco, California Eligible Metropolitan Area (hereinafter 
referred to as the EMA/TGA) assure that: 

 
 

Pursuant to Section 2602(a)(2)4, 5 

The EMA/TGA will establish a mechanism to allocate funds and a Planning Council that 
comports with section 2602(b). 

 

Pursuant to Section 2602(a)(2)(B) 

The EMA/TGA has entered into intergovernmental agreements with the Chief Elected Officials 
of the political subdivisions in the EMA/TGA that provide HIV-related health services and for 
which the number of AIDS cases in the last 5 years constitutes not less than 10 percent of the 
cases reported for the EMA/TGA. 

 

Pursuant to Section 2602(b)(4) 

The EMA/TGA Planning Council will determine the size and demographics of the population of 
people with HIV, as well as the size and demographics of the estimated population of people with 
HIV who are unaware of their HIV status; determine the needs of such population, and develop a 
comprehensive plan for the organization and delivery of health and support services. The plan 
must include a strategy with discrete goals, a timetable, and appropriate funding, for identifying 
people with HIV who do not know their HIV status, making such individuals aware of their HIV 
status, and enabling such individuals to use the health and support services. The strategy should 
particularly address disparities in access and services among affected subpopulations and 
historically underserved communities. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2603(c) 

The EMA/TGA will comply with statutory requirements regarding the timeframe for obligation and 
expenditure of funds, and will comply with any cancellation of unobligated funds. 

 
 

4 All statutory references are to the Public Health Service Act, unless otherwise specified. 
5 TGAs are exempted from the requirement related to Planning Councils, but must provide a process for obtaining 
community input as described in section 2609(d)(1)(A) of the PHS Act. TGAs that have currently operating Planning 
Councils are strongly encouraged to maintain that structure. 



Pursuant to Section 2603(d) 

The EMA/TGA will make expenditures in compliance with priorities established by the Planning 
Council/Planning Body. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2604(a) 

The EMA/TGA will expend funds according to priorities established by the Planning 
Council/Planning Body, and for core medical services, support services, and administrative 
expenses only. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2604(c) 

The EMA/TGA will expend not less than 75 percent of service dollars for core medical services, 
unless waived by the Secretary. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2604(f) 

The EMA/TGA will, for each of such populations in the eligible area expend, from the grants 
made for the area under Section 2601(a) for a FY, not less than the percentage constituted by the 
ratio of the population involved (infants, children, youth, or women in such area) with HIV/AIDS 
to the general population in such area of people with HIV, unless a waiver from this provision is 
obtained. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2604(g) 

The EMA/TGA has complied with requirements regarding the Medicaid status of providers, 
unless waived by the Secretary. 

 

Pursuant to Section 2604(h)(2), Section 2604(h)(3), Section 2604(h)(4) 

The EMA/TGA will expend no more than 10 percent of the grant on administrative costs 
(including Planning Council or planning body expenses), and in accordance with the legislative 
definition of administrative activities, and the allocation of funds to subrecipients will not exceed 
an aggregate amount of 10 percent of such funds for administrative purposes. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2604(h)(5) 

The EMA/TGA will establish a CQM Program that meets HRSA requirements, and that funding 
for this program shall not exceed the lesser of five percent of program funds or $3 million. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2604(i) 

The EMA/TGA will not use grant funds for construction or to make cash payments to recipients. 
 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a) 

With regard to the use of funds, 



a. funds received under Part A of Title XXVI of the Act will be used to supplement, not 
supplant, state funds made available in the year for which the grant is awarded to provide 
HIV related services to individuals with HIV disease; 

b. during the period of performance, political subdivisions within the EMA/TGA will 
maintain at least their prior FY’s level of expenditures for HIV related services for 
individuals with HIV disease; 

c. political subdivisions within the EMA/TGA will not use funds received under Part A in 
maintaining the level of expenditures for HIV related services as required in the above 
paragraph; and 

d. documentation of this MOE will be retained. 
 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(3) 

The EMA/TGA will maintain appropriate referral relationships with entities considered key 
points of access to the health care system for the purpose of facilitating EIS for individuals 
diagnosed with HIV infection. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(5) 

The EMA/TGA will participate in an established HIV community based continuum of care, if 
such continuum exists within the EMA/TGA. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(6) 

Part A funds will not be used to pay for any item or service that can reasonably be expected to be 
paid under any state compensation program, insurance policy, or any Federal or state health 
benefits program (except for programs related to the Indian Health Service) or by an entity that 
provides health services on a prepaid basis. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(7)(A) 

Part A funded HIV primary medical care and support services will be provided, to the maximum 
extent possible, without regard to a) the ability of the individual to pay for such services or b) the 
current or past health conditions of the individuals to be served. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(7)(B) 

Part A funded HIV primary medical care and support will be provided in settings that are 
accessible to low-income individuals with HIV disease. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(7)(C) 

A program of outreach services will be provided to low-income individuals with HIV disease to 
inform them of the HIV primary medical care and support services. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(8) 



The EMA/TGA has participated in the Statewide Coordinated Statement of Need (SCSN) process 
initiated by the state, and the services provided under the EMA/TGA comprehensive plan are 
consistent with the SCSN. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(9) 

The EMA/TGA has procedures in place to ensure that services are provided by appropriate 
entities. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(a)(10) 

The EMA/TGA will submit audits every 2 years to the lead state agency under Part B of Title 
XXVI of the PHS Act. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2605(e) 

The EMA/TGA will comply with the statutory requirements regarding imposition of charges for 
services. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2681(d) 

Services funded will be integrated with other such services, programs will be coordinated with 
other available programs (including Medicaid), and that the continuity of care and prevention 
services of individuals with HIV is enhanced. 

 
Pursuant to Section 2684 

No funds shall be used to fund AIDS programs, or to develop materials, designed to directly 
promote or encourage intravenous drug use or sexual activity, whether homosexual or 
heterosexual. 

 
 
Signature  Date  









Requesting 11 budgets is unreasonable and confusing. If we are going forward with this, more explanation needs to be provided because it doesn't make sense to me. . 

INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE THE LINE ITEM BUDGET WORKBOOK

BUDGET SUMMARY INSTRUCTIONS:
ONLY ENTER WHOLE DOLLAR AMOUNTS (NO CENTS).  
1. Enter the recipient's program name as indicated in the header of the Budget Summary.

2.  Formulas embedded into the worksheet will calculate the object class categories, direct and indirect costs, by funding type (Part A and MAI). The cells containing formulas are shaded in grey. Enter program 
income, as applicable, as a whole dollar amount rounded down to the nearest whole dollar (i.e., $10,000.99 should be listed as $10,000). 

3. Verify the award amounts in cells B24, B25, and B26 according to the limits described in the Non-Competing Continuation (NCC) Program Report. Formulas embedded into the worksheet will auto calculate for 
compliance with the CQM and administration limits. 

4. Manually enter the HIV Services Allocation Percentages for core medical services and support services. If the core medical services allocations are less than 75% then a core medical services waiver must be 
submitted with the Non-Competing Continuation Progress Report. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RWHAP PART A (i.e., Administrative, PC/PB Support, CQM, and CQM Contractual) AND MAI (i.e., Administrative, CQM, and CQM Contractual) LINE ITEM 
BUDGETS:
ONLY ENTER WHOLE DOLLAR AMOUNTS (NO CENTS). Note: the total amounts for the line items included in the personnel and fringe benefit object class categories autocalculate and round down to the nearest whole dollar 
amount. The total amount for line items listed for the remaining object class categories should be entered as whole dollar amounts only; as applicable, round down these total amounts to the nearest whole dollar (i.e., 
$10,000.99 should be listed as $10,000). 
    
1. Enter the recipient's program name in each of the headers of the Line Item Budget.

2. Personnel Section:
 a) Insert the salary, full-time equivalent (FTE), name, position title, and total salary paid by the Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program (RWHAP) Part A grant. For all employees who are less than one FTE 

on the award, provide the complete salary distribution of all funding sources. 
      For example: 
  Salary: $100,000
  FTE: for 50%, enter 0.50
  Name, Position: Jack Johnson, Program Director
  Budget Impact Justification - Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for balance of FTE (e.g., 50% in-kind general funds)
  Amount: $50,000

 b) Taking into account the rounding preference method on Personnel calculations, if the Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding line sum is different from the SF-424A then make an adjustment in 
the Rounding Input Adjustment line. The Personnel Total line must match the SF-424A.

 Note: Funds from the grant cannot be used to pay the base salary of an individual (exclusive of fringe) at a rate in excess of $212,100. The Personnel Total cell (i.e., the grey colored cell) will 
calculate the total amount budgeted to personnel costs. You may add rows to accommodate additional personnel. HRSA expects the staff person responsible for management of the RWHAP Part   
A  grant (i.e., the Project Director or Program Coordinator) have at least 0.5 FTE allocated to the Part A program (this can be a combination of budgeted grant funds and/or other sources) to 
ensure sufficient oversight and monitoring of all grant activities conducted by recipients and subrecipients. The 0.5 FTE must be recipient staff and not delegated to contract staff or a fiscal 
intermediary. Please see SF-424 Application Guide for additional guidance related to salaries and salary limitations. 

3. Fringe Benefits Section:
 a) Indicate the fringe benefit rate (percentage) and the applicable total "personnel" amount allocated to the RWHAP Part A grant subject to the rate. Fringe benefits should be directly 

proportional to that portion of personnel costs that are allocated for the project. 
 
 b) Taking into account the rounding preference method on Fringe calculations, if the Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding line sum is different from the SF-424A then make an adjustment in
 the Rounding Input Adjustment line. The Fringe Benefit Total line must match the SF-424A.

 Note: The Fringe Benefit Total cell (i.e., the grey colored cell) will calculate the total amount budgeted to fringe benefits. You may add rows to accommodate additional fringe benefit rates. 
Please see SF-424 Application Guide for additional guidance related to fringe benefits.  

 
4. Travel Section:
 a) List travel costs according to local and long distance travel:
  i) For local travel, the mileage rate, number of miles, reason for travel and staff member/clients completing the travel should be outlined. 
  ii) For long distance travel expenses may include airfare, lodging, parking, per diem, etc. for each person participating in meetings, site visits and other proposed trainings or 
  workshops. List the names of the traveler(s) if possible, describe the purpose of the travel, and provide number of trips involved, the destinations, and the number of  
  travelers for whom funds are requested.  (Show the breakdown of cost)
 Note: The Local Travel Sub-Total, the Long Distance Travel Sub-Total, and the Travel Total cells (i.e., the grey colored cells) will calculate the subtotal amount budgeted to local, long 

distance travel, and the overall travel total. You may add rows to accommodate additional travel. Please see SF-424 Application Guide for additional guidance related to travel.  

5. Equipment Section:
 a) List equipment and equipment costs and provide justification for the need of the equipment to carry out the program's goals Extensive justification and a detailed status of current 

                          



 a) ist equipment and equipment costs and provide justification for the need of the equipment to carry out the program s goals xtensive justification and a detailed status of current 
equipment must be provided when requesting funds for the purchase of items that meet the definition of equipment (a unit cost  of $5,000 or more). 

 Note: The Equipment Total cell (i.e., the grey colored cell) will calculate the total amount budgeted to equipment costs. Please see SF-424 Application Guide for additional guidance related to 
equipment.  

6. Supplies Section:
 a) Itemize the supply costs that the program will use to implement the proposed project. 
 Note: The Supplies Total cell (i.e., the grey colored cell) will calculate the total amount allocated to supply costs. You may add rows to accommodate more supplies.  Please see SF-424 

Application Guide for additional guidance related to supplies.   

7. Contractual Section:
 a) Itemize each non-HIV services contract. Please note that your budget justification should provide a clear explanation as to the purpose of each contract, how the costs were estimated, and the 

specific contract deliverables. 
 Note: The Contracts Total cell (i.e., the grey colored cell) will calculate the total amount budgeted to contract costs. You may add rows to accommodate additional contracts. Provide a clear 

explanation as to the purpose of each contract/subaward, how the costs were estimated, and the specific contract/subaward deliverables. Please see SF-424 Application Guide for additional 
guidance related to contracts.   

8. Other Section: 
 a) Include all costs that do not fit into any other category and provide an explanation of each cost in this category.  (Show the breakdown of cost, if appropriate.) 
 Note: The Other Total cell (i.e., the grey colored cell) will calculate the total amount allocated to other costs. You may add rows  to accommodate additional other costs. Please see SF-424 

Application Guide for additional guidance related to other.  

9. Total Direct Cost Section:
 a) This is the total cost that can be identified specifically with a particular final cost objective, such as a Federal award, or other internally or externally funded activity, or that can be 

directly assigned to such activities relatively easily with a high degree of accuracy. For the RWHAP Part A,  this is the combined total of sections 1-8 above. 
 Note: This section requires no input from the recipient, as the direct cost total will automatically calculate based on information entered into section 1-8. 

10. Total Indirect Cost Section:
 a) Indirect Costs are those costs incurred for common or joint objectives, which cannot be readily and specifically identified with a particular project or program but are necessary to the 

operations of the organization, e.g., the cost for operating and maintaining a facilities, depreciation and administration salaries. If there are indirect costs included in the FY 2024 budget for the 
first time in the three year period of performance, or if the indirect cost rate agreement for existing indirect costs has expired or will expire during FY 2024, submit a current indirect cost rate 
agreement or related-documentation. 

 b) Please specify the type of indirect rate (provisional, predetermined, final or fixed) that will be in effect during the funding period, indirect rate, estimated amount of the base to which the rate 
is applied and the total indirect expense.



Help

Formatting Tips
1. Object Class Categories of the line item budgets contain hidden rows
2. Column A identifies the location where rows have been hidden
3. Keep unused rows hidden to avoid creating additional pages in your application
4. Formulas are included in the workbook, use caution if you add or delete rows
5. Hide the Instructions and Help worksheets (tabs), as well as any worksheets not in used to avoid 

creating additional pages in your application

Unhiding Rows
1. Identify where additional rows have been hidden in the worksheet
2. Select the row labeled "Unhide rows” and the row directly below
3. While both rows are highlighted, right click, and select "Unhide"
4. For additional help refer to the PowerPoint presentation 

Hiding Rows
1. Identify the excess rows that you want to hide in the worksheet
2. Select all consecutive rows you want to hide  
3. While the rows are highlighted, right click and select "Hide"  

4. For additional help refer to the PowerPoint presentation 

Hiding Worksheet (tabs)
1. Identify the worksheet tab you want to hide
2. Right click on the worksheet tab and select "Hide"
3. For additional help refer to the PowerPoint presentation 

Unhiding Worksheets (tabs)
1. Right-click on any worksheet tab, which opens a context menu. 
2. Click "Unhide" to open the Dialog Box, which displays all the hidden worksheets.
3. Click on the worksheet to be unhidden
4. Click "OK" to unhide the selected worksheet 
5. For additional help refer to the PowerPoint presentation 

Resources
See PowerPoint presentation for tutorial on how to hide and unhide rows and worksheets.



Total

Object Class Categories Administration CQM HIV Services Administration  CQM HIV Services

a. Personnel  $                  398,811  $                  230,303  $                              -  $                    56,317  $                              -  $                              - 685,431$                   
b. Fringe Benefits 159,523$                   92,119$                     -$                              22,525$                     -$                              -$                              274,167$                   
c. Travel 8,640$                       -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              8,640$                       
d. Equipment -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              
e. Supplies 5,000$                       -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              5,000$                       
f. Contractual 707,291$                   81,104$                     13,416,473$              -$                              -$                              709,582$                   14,914,450$              
g. Other 27,898$                     20,000$                     -$                              -$                              -$                              -$                              47,898$                     

Direct Charges 1,307,162$                423,526$                   13,416,473$              78,842$                     -$                              709,582$                   15,935,585$              
Indirect Charges -$                              10,110$                     -$                              -$                              10,110$                     
TOTALS 1,307,162$                433,636$                   13,416,473$              78,842$                     -$                              709,582$                   15,945,695$              
Program Income -$                              

FY 2024 Funding Ceiling:

Part A and MAI Within Limit
Core Medical 

Services Support Services

Part A Funding 15,157,271$              55% 33%
MAI Funding 788,424$                   
Total: 15,945,695$              Part A and MAI Within Limit

Manually Enter 
HIV Services Allocation Percentages

 RWHAP PART A BUDGET SUMMARY 

Part A Minority AIDS Initiative (MAI)

RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA
FISCAL YEAR: 2024

Administrative Budget 10%

CQM Budget 5%



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE.]
 Amount 

 $       212,100 0.20
Michelle Long, 
Director of CDTA

Charged with primary oversight of contract development, modifications, and renewals of 
all Ryan White Part A grants.  .78 FTE GF  $               42,420 

 $       175,970 0.50 

Dean Goodwin, 
Manager of 
Community-Based 
Organization 
Contracting

Supervise two Contracts Office units that focus primarily on non-profit, community-based 
organizations. In addition to supervising these two units, this position serves as the point 
person for contractual planning and interactions with Community-Based Organization 
(CBO) provider agencies who require guidance initiating the contracting process, among 
other coordination, process improvement, and supervisor activities..  $               87,985 

 $       183,629 0.40 
Bill Blum, Director of 
HIV Health Services

Charged with primary oversight for the administration of services and day to day 
operations of HIV Health Services and the Ryan White Part A grant.    .60 FTE GF                                                                                              $               73,451 

 $       133,952 0.60 
Melissa Ta, 
Compliance Program 

Provides oversight of contractor performance and compliance for Ryan White Part A 
grants.  .40 GF  $               80,371 

 $       140,669 0.15 TBD, HPC III

Serving as HIV Health Services Program Manager, the Health Program Coordinator III is 
responsible the review and approval of HIV Health Services, provides TA to agencies on 
contracting and HRSA requirements, liaisons with local Planning Council .05 GF, .80 
RWPB                                            $               21,100 

 $       163,551 0.30 
Nora Macias, Contracts 
Manager

Supervises Contracts Unit staff and assures contract development compliance to ensure 
timely payment of funded providers. Works with HIV Health Services to produce and 
assess RFPs..70 FTE GF                                                                           $               49,065 

 $       134,529 0.15 
Yao Quan Zhu, Sr 
Contract Analyst

Processes contracts and assures compliance with local, state and federal regulations.  .85 
FTE GF                                                                            $               20,179 

 $       121,204 0.20 
William Gaitan, 
Contract Analyst

Processes contracts and assures compliance with local, state and federal regulations.   .80 
FTE GF                                                                        $               24,240 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $             398,811 

 $             398,811 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

14.63%  $               58,346 
7.65%  $               30,509 

12.00%  $               47,857 
1.50%  $                 5,982 
4.22%  $               16,829 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $             159,523 

 $             159,523 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs. 

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 $                         - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

5 staff (Blum, Neary, An    (Domestic airfare$600 + lodge $257 X 4 days + transportation $100/person) X 5 staff) X  $                 8,640 

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Local Travel Sub-Total

   

    Long Distance 

                                                                     Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate.]

Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

PART A ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA

FISCAL YEAR: 2024

Personnel Total

Personnel 

                                                                                        Fringe Benefits

Insurance(Medical/Life)
Social Security

Fringe Benefit Total

Type of Travel

Retirement

                                                                                               Travel
                                                                                                Local

RWPA Grantee Meeting

Workers Compensation
Others (Disability, Unemployment, Medicare, Life Insurance, and Supp. Ret.)



PART A ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
 $                 8,640 
 $                 8,640 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of 

costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

88.09/mos X 4.73 FTE X 12 months  $                 5,000 

 $                 5,000 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Hours of Planning 
Council and Consumer 
Advocacy Services

Planning Council Support + HIV Consumer Advocacy
 $             364,102 

Hours of Planning 
Council and Consumer 
Advocacy Services

Planning Council Support + HIV Consumer Advocacy
 $             104,403 

Hours of staff support HHS Progam/Fiscal Admin  $             238,786 
 $             707,291 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

1.966/sq ft x 250 x 4.73 fte x 12 mos  $               27,898 

 $               27,898 

 $          1,307,162 

Type of 
Indirect Cost
[Select  from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
[Insert rate 

below]

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

 $          1,307,162 

Other Costs Total

Total Direct Cost

                                                                                 Indirect Cost

Part A Administrative Total

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Contractual

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note :  Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.] Show breakdown of costs.

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)]

Contracts Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]

Insert Base

Equipment Total

Supplies Total

List of Contract

ALRP

List of  Supplies 

Shanti

List of Equipment 

List of Other

Rent

General Office Supplies, Pen, pencil, paper, binders, 

HR360



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE.]
 Amount 

 $         82,500 1.00 
Jordan D,  Program 
Director

Responsible for the direction and executive oversight of all HHSPC Support tasks, 
functions as an alternative liaison between the HHSPC and stakeholders, government 
entitites, and community bodies  $               82,500 

 $         68,500 1.00 
Perez, K, Program 
Manager 1

Oversight & implementation of all trainings & orientations; supervises annual needs 
assessment & community outreach listening activites (COLA).  Maintaning compliance 
with CA State protocols; liasion with Mayor's Office.  $               68,500 

 $       124,985 0.37 

Molnar M, 
Planner/Senior Director 
of Volunteer and 
Community Support 
Services

Development of annual HCPC work plan; grantee evaluation; provides training to council 
on HRSA mandates; oversees resource allocatoin and service category prioritizatoin 
process and protocols  $               46,244 

 « Unhide rows 
 $         56,316 0.82 

Crown D, Program 
Coordinator 

Notetaking & minutes at Council meetings; maintenance of recordings & website; 
coordinates requests for  information; facilitates focus group meetings.  $               46,179 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $             243,423 

 $             243,423  

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

7.65%  $               18,622 
 « Unhide rows 9.00%  $               21,908 

1.50%  $                 3,651 
1.00%  $                 2,434 

 $               46,615 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Employee travel related to council meetings; Muni Pass and Shared Ride Services (1 FTE 
x 50)

 $                      50 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                      50 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 
 $                      50 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals].

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Costs for office supplies, printing and copying, council meeting related supplies (250 x 
3.19 FTE)  $                    798 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                    798 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 
 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Total Annual Rent: $8,670 for Polk St. location x 3.19 FTE  $               27,657 
General Liability ($426.07 x 3.19 FTE ).  $                 1,359 
Leased equipment ($130.19 x 3.19 FTE)  $                    415 
IT and web-based services ($2654.50 x 3.19 FTE)  $                 8,468 
Survey Monkey, Software + other Licenses (62.5* 3 FTE)  $                    188 
Phone/internet ($110.00 x 3.19 FTE x 12 mo)  $                 4,211 
1 Leadership Training at approximately $855  $                    855 

 $               43,153 

 $             334,038 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

Fixed 9%                   30,063 

 $             364,102 

PART A PLANNING COUNCIL/PLANNING BODY BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: Shanti Planning Council

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Total

    Fringe Benefits

 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 
 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 

                                                                      Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate.]
Social Security
Medical 
Dental
Unemployment Insurance

Fringe Benefit Total

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Travel
Local

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)] Show breakdown of costs.

Pens, Paper, folder, etc

List of Supplies

Equipment Total

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note : Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.] Show breakdown of costs.

Other Costs Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category.] Show breakdown of costs.

Rent
Insurance
Rental of Equipment
IT support/shredding

Total Direct Cost

 Indirect Cost

Part A Planning Council/Planning Body Total

Insert Base

 $                                                                                                                                                                    334,038 

List of Equipment 

Supplies Total

Contractual

List of Contracts 

Web Based Services
Communications
Training

List of Other

Contracts Total



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE.]
 Amount 

 $         70,911                1.00 
Stephen Spano, HCAP 

Attorney 

Conduct outreach activities, provide advocacy, and offer mediation services; provide 
technical assistance to providers; prepare quarterly reports on consumer issues and their  
resolution  $               70,911 

 $       118,326 0.02 Bill Hirch, ED

Supervise HCAP Attorney; oversee agency collaborations and attorney-client relations; 
conduct program evaluation activities; oversee compliance with contract objectives and 
requirements including ARIES data implementation. Conduct Client Services meetings at 
which client services staff discuss trends, cases and client feedback.  $                 2,122 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 

 « Unhide rows  $                         - 
 $               73,033 

 $               73,033 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

7.65%  $                 5,587 
 « Unhide rows 8.26%  $                 6,029 

0.50% Dental  $                    364 
0.40%  $                    291 
0.75%  $                    547 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $               13,365 

 $               13,365 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals].

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

4% of supplies, allocated by shared cost based on FTE ($23,500 X 4%)  $                    940 
 « Unhide rows 4% of postage cost, allocated by shared cost based on FTE ($5,000 X 4%)  $                    200 

 $                 1,140 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Hours of IT Consultant 
Services

IT and database consultation costs, allocated by shared cost based on FTE ($15,000 X 
4%)  $                    600 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                    600 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

4% of office space, allocated by shared cost based on FTE  ($99,717 X 4%)  $                 3,989 
4% of phone costs, allocated by shared cost based on FTE  ($32,342 X 4%)  $                 1,294 

 « Unhide rows 4% of insurance premium, allocated by shared cost based on FTE ($7,617 X 4%)  $                    305 
$1,694 per attorney FTE  $                 1,690 
4% of equipment rental and repair, allocated by shared cost based on FTE ($9,200 X 4%)  $                    368 

 $                 7,645 

 $               95,783 

PART A PLANNING COUNCIL/PLANNING BODY BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: AIDS Legal Referral Panel

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 
 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 

Personnel Total

    Fringe Benefits
                                                                      Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate.]
Social Security
Medical

Unemployment Insurance

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Fringe Benefit Total

Travel
Local

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)] Show breakdown of costs.

List of Equipment 

Equipment Total

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note : Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.] Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Office Supplies 
Postage

Supplies Total

Contractual

List of Contracts 

IT Consultants - Karen Nylus 
& Moshe Artz

Contracts Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category.] Show breakdown of costs.

List of Other

Rent
Telephone
General Liability Insurance

 Indirect Cost

Professional Liability Insurance
Equipment Rental/Repair

Worker Compensation Insurance

Other Costs Total

Total Direct Cost



Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

Fixed 9%                     8,620 

 $             104,403 

Insert Base

 $                                                                                                                                                                      95,783 

Part A Planning Council/Planning Body Total



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE.] Only include duties that are allocable to the CQM budget. 
 Amount 

 $        72,957               1.00 Nina Davis
Assists with general QM duties, providers general office manager functions for HHS 
section & coordinates calenders of HHS Assist Director and Director  $              72,957 

 $        86,451 1.00 Deanna Chan

Analyzes and processes HHS and HPS contract invoices, including quality analysis to 
evaluate level of UOS and UDC services provdied based on contract target goals, 
performs other basic budgetary tasks  $              86,451 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 « Unhide rows  $                       - 
 $            159,408 

 $            159,408 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

8.02%  $              12,788 
 « Unhide rows 14.94%  $              23,820 

1.05%  $                1,672 
2.31%  $                3,678 
4.82%  $                7,688 
5.03%  $                8,024 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $              57,670 

 $              57,670 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

 Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

 $            217,078 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

Fixed 10%  $              21,708 

PART A ADMIN BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: HR360
FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Personnel Total

Fringe Benefits
                                                                     Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate.]
Social Security
Medical
Dental
Unemployment Insurance
Paid Time off
Retirement

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Fringe Benefit Total

Travel
Local

Local Travel Sub-Total

Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.).] Show breakdown of costs.

List of Equipment 

Equipment Total

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note : Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.] Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Supplies Total

Contractual

List of Contracts 

Contracts Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Other

 Indirect Cost

Insert Base

 $                                                                                                                                                             217,078 

Part A Clinical Quality Management Total

Other Costs Total

Total Direct Cost



 $            238,786 



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE.] Only include duties that are allocable to the CQM budget. 
 Amount 

 $      163,551 0.50 

Beth Neary, Acting 
Assistant Director of 
HIV Health Services

Responsible for the overall oversight, planning, evaluation and quality management for HHS as the 
grantee for the San Francisco HIV System of Care in coordination with our Ryan White mandated HIV 
Community Planning Council. Leads HHS Internal CQI Committee and works directly with funded 
CBOs on CQI initiatives. Directs Health Care Analyst for Qualtiy Management on writing of HHS 
QM/QI Plan and all QM/QI presentations. Reviews program QI data with HHS Internal CQI 
Committee to suggest CQI activites for discussion at HHS CBO CQI bimonthly review meetings.  
Meets with system of care providers and SMEs with HHS Director to discuss future CQI needs/ 
interests. (.50 RWPA CQM & .50 GF)  $              81,776 

 $      123,294 0.50 
John Aynsley, Health 

Care Analyst

Participates in HHS Internal CQI Committee and works directly with funded CBOs on CQI initiatives. 
Integrally involved in data oversight and importing functions related to services and ARIES reporting, 
Provides CQI analysis and presentations to local HIV Community Planning Council. Produces all HHS 
written QM/QI plans. Ensures proper importation from DPH EMRs to ARIES database for accuracy of 
data related to QI of health for both annual program evaluations as part of the program monitoring 
cycle and for the aggregate analysis HHS continually reviews and frequently produces and reports to 
our local Planning Council, Health Commission, local SF Board of Supervisors. (.50 RWPA CQM & .50 
GF)  $              61,647 

 $      108,599 0.20 Maria Lacayo, HWIII

Serves as ARIES Manager to train users, provide oversight of quality and accuracy of ARIES data for 
HRSA reporting as well as for usage for HHS CQI purposes. Participates in HHS Internal CQI 
Committee and works directly with funded CBOs on CQI initiatives.  Ensures proper program 
identifications and designs (set-ups) in ARIES for DPH EMRs to import client level data into ARIES 
database to have accurate and correctly sorted data related to QI of health for both annual program 
evaluations as part of the program monitoring cycle. This is necessary for aggregate analysis HHS 
continually reviews as part of our ongoing CQI work and frequently produces and reports to our 
local Planning Council, Health Commission, local SF Board of Supervisors. Also trains ARIES users on 
proper usage and report generation in ARIES which includes who to run and utilize program data and 
how to utilize this data for CQI related program level work. (.50 RWPA CQM & .50 GF)  $              21,720 

 $      103,429 0.63 

TBD, Program 
Manager & ADAP 
Coordinator

Manages the HHS QM training program which provides many QM/QI/ and capacity 
development related trainings annually for our RWPA funded providers.  Researches 
and recruits trainers and consultants for the trainings. Develops contracts and monitors 
payment mechanism. Works with trainers to develop training materials and identifies 
training goals. Creates pre-test and post-test evaluations for attendees. Provides analysis 
of these trainings to HHS leadership and our local Planning Council. Creates, distributes 
and analyzes annual survey to HHS HIV System of Care on QM/QI/CD Training 
questions and topics of interest. (1.00 RWPA CQM)  $              65,160 

 « Unhide rows  $                       - 
 $            230,303 

 $            230,303 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

14.63%  $              33,693 
 « Unhide rows 7.65%  $              17,618 

12.00%  $              27,636 
1.50%  $                3,454 
4.22%  $                9,718 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $              92,119 

 $              92,119 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

 Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals.]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated.] Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note : Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.] Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Supplies Total

Equipment Total

Contractual

Travel
Local

List of Contracts 

Local Travel Sub-Total

Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Fringe Benefit Total

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

                                                                     Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate.]
Insurance(Medical/Life)
Social Security
Retirement
Workers Compensation
Others (Disability, Unemployment, Medicare, Life Insurance, and Supp. Ret.)

PART A CLINICAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Total

Fringe Benefits

Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

List of Equipment 

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.).] Show breakdown of costs.



Hours spent on 
Programs and Imports 
QI level data from all 
SFDPH clinics and 
SFGH programs into 
ARIES.

Consultant provides data extraction from Epic EMR for transfer to required ARIES 
database for clinical quality management/improvement efforts and reporting of 
aggregate clinic date for the annual HRSA HAB Program Services Report (RSR). 
Current focus is on viral suppression tracking for specific demographic groups (Black 
and African-American; Unstably Housed); focus can change annually.  $              39,817 

HIV QI MD 
Consultant

John Szumowski, MD, Associate Clinical Director of Ward 86 has committed to be 
available about .10 FTE of his time to join HHS Internal CQI Committee meetings and 
broader HHS Community CQI Meetings, in our work toward our SF CQI goals. He 
meets with HHS leadership to discuss CQI questions and to discuss issues related to 
provider level details of EPIC (the EMR used by DPH) that might be useful when 
reviewing current and emerging CQI efforts. He also meets often with HHS funded 
clinical staff to review their CQI goals and panel management practices.                                                  
85.00 per hour billed, not to exceed 24,041 annually  $              41,287 

 « Unhide rows 

 $              81,104 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Heart of City Farmers Market ( $5/card x 4,000)  $              20,000 

 « Unhide rows 

 $              20,000 

 $            423,526 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

Fixed 10%  $              10,110 

 $            433,636 
Part A Clinical Quality Management Total

Insert Base

 $                                                                                                                                                             101,104 

Other Costs Total

Total Direct Cost

 Indirect Cost

Contracts Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Other

Client Incentives Vouchers

HR360

SFGH/ UCSF Ward 86



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE]
 Amount 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 

 « Unhide rows  $                         - 
 $                         - 

 $                         - 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

 $                         - 
 « Unhide rows  $                         - 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 
 $                         - 

 $                         - 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 
 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]Show breakdown of 

costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) Mai

Outpatient/ 
Ambulatory Heatlh 
Encounters

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             840,612 Core CORE 8,076,114 709,582 8,785,696 

Oral Health Encounters
All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             830,193 Core Award 15,945,695 55.10%

Hours of EIS services
All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             115,224 Core

Health Insurance 
Assistance grants

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $               54,950 Core

Home Health Care 
visits

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             275,378 Core

Hours of Professional 
and Paraprofessional 
services

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             823,592 Core

Psychiatric Encounters, 
Hours of Individual 
and Group Outpatient 
Mental Health Hours.

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $          1,445,906 Core

Hours of Outpatient 
Substance Use Services

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             214,725 Core

Hours of Medical Case 
Management

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $          3,475,534 Core

Hours of Non-Medical 
Case Management

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $          2,019,435  Support 5,340,359 5,340,359 33.5%

Emergency Financial 
Assistance grants

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $          1,250,141  Support Award 15,945,695 

Meals or Bags of 
Groceries

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             257,584  Support 

List of Contracts

Outpatient/Ambulatory Health 
Services

Supplies Total

Contractual

Emergency Financial 
Assistance

Equipment Total

Travel
Local

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Fringe Benefit Total
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding

                                                                                 Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate]

PART A HIV SERVICES BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Total

Fringe Benefits

 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 
 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 

List of Equipment

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)]

List of Supplies

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note:  Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.]Show breakdown of costs.

Non-Medical Case 
Management

Food

Oral Health Care

EIS

Health Insurance Assistance

Home Health Care

Hospice

Mental Health

Substance Abuse Services 
(outpatient)

Medical Case Management



Days of Housing
All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             730,894  Support 

 « Unhide rows 
Miles of Medical 
Transportation

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $                 9,817  Support 

Hours of Outreach
All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             277,964  Support 

Hours of Individual or 
Group Psycho-social 
Services

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             498,966  Support 

Hours of Legal 
Services.

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals and 
priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last year's 
expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $             295,558  Support 

 $        13,416,473 13,416,473 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                         - 

 $        13,416,473 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

 $        13,416,473 

Other Costs Total

Housing

Medical Transportation

Contracts Total

Outreach

Psycho-Social Support

Other Professional Services

Part A HIV Services Total

Insert Base

Total Direct Cost

 Indirect Cost

List of Other

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]Show breakdown of costs.



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE]
 Amount 

 $      140,794 0.40 
TBD, CDTA Program 

Manager
Provides programmatic oversight and monitoring of case management and integrated 
services program.   .60 FTE GF      $              56,317 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 « Unhide rows  $                       - 
 $              56,317 

 $              56,317 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

14.63%  $                8,239 
 « Unhide rows 7.65%  $                4,308 

12.00%  $                6,758 
1.50%  $                   844 
4.22%  $                2,376 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $              22,525 

 $              22,525 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

 $              78,842 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

 $              78,842 

MAI ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Total

Fringe Benefits

 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 
 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 

                                                                     Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate]
Insurance(Medical/Life)
Social Security
Retirement
Workers Compensation
Others (Disability, Unemployment, Medicare, Life Insurance, and Supp. Ret.)

Fringe Benefit Total

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Travel
Local

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)]Show breakdown of costs.

Equipment Total

Supplies Total

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note:  Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Contractual

List of Contracts

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Other

Contracts Total

Other Costs Total

Total Direct Cost

 Indirect Cost

MAI Administrative Total

Insert Base 

List of Equipment



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE] Only include duties that are allocable to the CQM budget. 
 Amount 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 « Unhide rows  $                       - 
 $                       - 

 $                       - 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

 $                       - 
 « Unhide rows  $                       - 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 $                       - 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

 $                       - 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

 $                       - 

MAI CLINICAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT BUDGET 
RECIPIENT:

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Total

Fringe Benefits

 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 
 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 

                                                                        Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate]

Travel
Local

Fringe Benefit Total
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Contracts Total

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Equipment

Equipment Total

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note:  Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Supplies Total

Contractual

 Indirect Cost

Other Costs Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]

List of Other

Total Direct Cost

List of Contracts 

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding

MAI Clinical Quality Management Total

Insert Base



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE] Only include duties that are allocable to the CQM budget. 
 Amount 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 « Unhide rows  $                       - 
 $                       - 

 $                       - 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

 $                       - 
 « Unhide rows  $                       - 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 $                       - 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

 $                       - 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

 $                       - 

MAI CLINICAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT CONTRACTUAL BUDGET 

RECIPIENT:
FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 
 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 

Personnel Total

Fringe Benefits
                                                                        Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate]

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Fringe Benefit Total

Travel
Local

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Equipment

Equipment Total

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note:  Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Supplies Total

Contractual

List of Contracts 

Contracts Total

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]

List of Other

 Indirect Cost

Insert Base

MAI Clinical Quality Management Total

Note: complete this budget sheet if the jurisdiction contracts with a third party to provide CQM for the program.

Other Costs Total

Total Direct Cost



Salary
[Insert total 

annual 
salary]

FTE 
[Insert as 
decimal]

Name, Position
[Insert name, position 

title]

Budget Impact Justification
[Description of duties, impact on program goals and outcomes, payment source for 

balance of FTE]
 Amount 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 « Unhide rows  $                       - 
 $                       - 

 $                       - 

Percentage
[Insert as  %]  Amount 

 $                       - 
 « Unhide rows  $                       - 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 
 $                       - 

 $                       - 

 

Mileage Rate Number of 
Miles

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Name, Position of 
Traveler(s)

Travel Expenses/Budget Impact Justification 
[Lodging, parking, per diem, etc., and the impact of the travel on program 

objectives/goals]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 
 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Description of need to carry out the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

Deliverables
Budget Impact Justification

[Description of how the contract impacts the program's objectives/goals and how the 
costs were estimated]Show breakdown of costs.

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

Outpatient/ 
Ambulatory Health 
Services Encounters

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals 
and priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last 
year's expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $            413,723 

Hours of Medical Case 
Management

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals 
and priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last 
year's expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $            207,890 

 « Unhide rows 
Hours of Outpatient 
Substance Use Services

All items are currently part of the broad System of HIV Care and align with the  goals 
and priorities of the local HIV Planning Council, costs were estimated based on last 
year's expenditures and actual service deliverabels by each service category.  $              87,969 

 $            709,582  CORE 

Budget Impact Justification 
[Impact on the program's objectives/goals]

 Amount (round 
down to nearest 
whole number) 

 « Unhide rows 

 $                       - 

 $            709,582 

Type of 
Indirect Cost

[Select from 
dropdown list]

 Rate
(Insert rate 

below)

 Total
[Insert Indirect] 

 $            709,582 

MAI HIV SERVICES BUDGET 
RECIPIENT: San Francisco EMA

FISCAL YEAR: 2024
Personnel 

Personnel Total

  Fringe Benefits

 Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A 
 Personnel Sub-Total with Rounding 

                                                                      Components
                                              [List components that comprise the fringe benefit rate]

Travel
Local

Fringe Benefit Total
Rounding Input Adjustment to Match SF-424A

Fringe Benefit Sub-Total with Rounding

Local Travel Sub-Total
Long Distance 

Type of Travel

Supplies 
[Supplies is defined as property with a unit cost under $5,000. Note:  Items such as laptops, tablets, and desktop computers are classified as a 

supply if the value is under the $5,000 threshold.]Show breakdown of costs.

Outpatient/Ambulatory 
Health Services

Substance Abuse Services 
(Outpatient)

 Medical Case Management

Supplies Total

MAI HIV Services Total

Insert Base 

Other Costs Total

List of Equipment

Long Distance Travel Sub-Total
Travel Total

Equipment
[Equipment is defined as a unit cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of 1 or more years. (If your agency uses a different definition, please 

defer to your agency's definition.)]Show breakdown of costs.

List of Supplies

Equipment Total

Contractual

List of Contracts

Total Direct Cost

 Indirect Cost

List of Other

Other 
[List all costs that do not fit into any other category]Show breakdown of costs.

Contracts Total
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6/15/2023
0

25

0

32%

yes

yes
2 years. Members may be renewed.

Name                                                                                 
                                   (use an * to self‐identify)

PC Position Agency Affilation Gender Race/Ethnicity Membership Category  Member since? Non‐aligned (1 for 
yes; 0 for No)

Term(s)

Charles Adams PLWHA Representative  Male White

Affected Communities, 
including PLWH and 
historically underserved 
subpopulations

2015 1 4

Cesar Cadabes PLWHA Representative  UCSF Male Asian CBOs serving affected populatio 2016 0 3

Ed Chitty PLWHA Representative  Male White

Affected Communities, 
including PLWH and 
historically underserved 
subpopulations

2016 0 3

Ms. Billie Cooper PLWHA Representative  TransgendeBlack or African American

Affected Communities, 
including PLWH and 
historically underserved 
subpopulations

2006 1 8

Zachary Davenport Member Alliance Health Project Male White Mental Health Provider 2022 0 1

Elaine Flores Member Female Hispanic or Latino
Non‐elected community 
leaders

2015 1 4

Matt Geltmaker Member San Mateo DPH Male White Local Public Health Agencies 2009 0 7

David Gonzalez Chair Kaiser Male Hispanic or Latino
Hospital planning agencies or 
other healthcare planning 
agencies

2016 0 3

Paul Harkin Member Healthright 360 Male White Substance Abuse Providers  2016 0 3
Ronaldo Hernandez PLWHA Representative  Male Asian Affected Communities, includin 2012 1 5
R. Lee Jewell PLWHA Representative  Male White Affected Communities, includin 2008 1 7
Juba Kalamka Member St. James Infirmary Male Black or African American CBOs serving affected populatio 2019 0 1
Chris Kent Member CA State Office on AIDS Male White State Part B  Agency & State Me 2021 0 1

Thomas Knoble Chair
SFDPH CHEP (Community Health 
Equity & Promotion)

Male Hispanic or Latino Local Public Health Agencies 2018 0 2

Nga Le Member Marin DPH Female Asian Local Public Health Agencies 2022 0 1

T.J. Lee‐Miyaki PLWHA Representative  Positive Resource Center Male White

Affected Communities, 
including PLWH and 
historically underserved 
subpopulations

2014 1 4

Helen Lin Member UCSF Female Asian Healthcare providers, including 2019 0 1
Derrick Mapp Member Shanti Project Male Black or African American CBOs serving affected populatio 2020 0 1
Irma Parada Chair Jail Health Services Female Hispanic or Latino Representatives of/or formerly‐ 2017 0 3

Gwen Smith Member
SFDPH ‐ Southeast Medical 
Center

Female Black or African American Hospital planning agencies or o 2016 0 3

John Paul Soto Member Lutheran Social Services Male Hispanic or Latino Social Service Provider ‐ housin 2003 0 10
Guilherme Sttellet Member UCSF Alliance Health Project Male Hispanic or Latino Mental Health Provider 2023 0 1

Richard Sullivan PLWHA Representative  Male White

Affected Communities, 
including PLWH and 
historically underserved 
subpopulations

2020 1 1

Laura Thomas Member San Francisco AIDS Foundation Female White CBOs serving affected populatio 2016 0 3

Manuel Vasquez Member
Mayor's Office on Housing & 
Community Development

Male Hispanic or Latino Social Service Provider ‐ other 2022 0 1

FY 2023 Part A Planning Council/Planning Body Membership Roster 
 Date the form was completed?    

What is the minimum authorized/prescribed number of PC/PB members according to PC/PB  bylaws?
How many  individuals are currently serving PC/PB members?
What is the number of vacancies, if any? 
What percentage of PC/PB members are unaligned clients?
Do at least two members of the PC/PB publicly disclose their HIV status?
Per the most current PC/PB bylaws are there term limits? 
If there are term limits, what are they?

2016 PC Reflectiveness and Roster



Total

Comments: If you are not in compliance with the membership requirements of RWHAP Legislation, provide a detailed and succinct narrative documenting efforts and plans to fill the category vacancy:  Currently 
actively recruiting non‐aligned consumers, especially from communities of color and youth. 

2016 PC Reflectiveness and Roster
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SENDING E-MAIL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS REGARDING 
PROPOSED LEGISLATION 
 
As of Sept. 20, 2000, all legislation and attachments to be introduced to the Board of 
Supervisors are to be sent to the Board as attachment(s) to an e-mail message.  
Please use the e-mail format between the double underlines below these messages.  You must 
use it EXACTLY as shown (i.e., complete the fields, copy the entire area between the double 
underlines, start a new message in cc:Mail, and then paste the copy into the message area).  
NOTE:  all typeface is in Courier 12 pt so that, when copied/pasted, it will translate correctly in 
cc:Mail area, line up correctly, etc.  Do not convert to any other typeface.  Do not change tabs or 
spacing.  Do NOT copy the double underlines. 
ADDITIONAL VITAL NOTE:  New Proposed Legislation MUST be e-mailed to BOS Legislation 
no later than 9:00 a.m. Wednesday in order to be included in the regular Board Agenda at the 
following week's regular Board meeting or for referral to Committee. 
Remember to add the attachment(s) to the cc:Mail before you send it to BOS Legislation. 
 

 
CITY & COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO  DEPARTMENT NAME: Public Health 
 
   BOARD OF SUPERVISOR LEGISLATION 
 
To:    BOS Legislation 
 
Date:   Wednesday, November 8, 2023 
 
RE:      New Proposed Resolution from Department of Health 
  
Attached is proposed legislation concerning Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency 
Relief Grant Program (Ryan White Programs, Part A) Grant.  This proposed legislation 
will be introduced by the Mayor or his designee shortly. 
 
The attachments are listed below. 
 
Attachment 
# 1 File Name: Resolution authorizing the Department of Public Health to submit an 
application to continue to receive funding for the Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency 
Relief Grant Program grant from the Health Resources Services Administration, 
requesting $15,945,695 in HIV Emergency Relief Program funding for the San 
Francisco Eligible Metropolitan Area for the period of March 1, 2024, through February 
28, 2025. 
 

Description: Grant Application - Health Resources Services Administration - 
Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant Program - $15,945,695 

 
 
 
 



  

  

1. Application Project Narrative 
2. BOS Accept and Expend – FY24-25 Board Letter 
3. Staffing and SF HIV Health Services RWPA Org Chart 
4. Board Email 
5. Board Resolution 
6. Board Letter 
7. FY 2024 Part A SF Planning Council Letter 
8. FY 2024 NCC Budget 
9. SF4242A 
10. Maintenance of Effort 
11. Mayors Office Cover Memo 
12. NCC Progress Report- Submission Confirmation 
13. Staffing and SF HIV Health Services RWPA Org Chart 
14. SFDPH - HHS - Part A - 75% Waiver – 2023 - Signed 
15. SFDPH - HHS - Part A – Agreements & Assurances - 2023 - Signed 
16. FY23 Allocation Report 

 
Contacts: 
 
Name: Gregory Wong      Phone: 554-2521 
 



City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Health 
 

 

London N. Breed 
Mayor 

Office of Policy and Planning 

 

 

(415) 255-3555 1380 Howard Street,  
4th Floor 

San Francisco, CA  94102 

 

 
TO: Susanna Conine-Nakano , Liaison to the Board of Supervisors 

FROM: Gregory Wong 
Grants Analyst 

DATE: Wednesday, November 8, 2023 

SUBJECT: Grant Application Accept and Expend 

 
 
Attached, please find the original and 2 copies of the following Accept and Expends: 
 

 Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant Program application - 
$15,945,695 
 
Please Note:  This Accept and Expend packet is for the approval of the Ryan White 
Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant Program application.  This is a grant application 
for to continue to receive funding for the Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief 
Grant Program (Ryan White Programs, Part A) grant from the Health Resources 
Services Administration, requesting $15,945,695 in HIV emergency relief program 
funding for the San Francisco Eligible Metropolitan Area for the period of March 1, 
2024, through February 28, 2025. 

 
Please contact me at 415-554-2521 or via email at greg.wong@sfdph.org should you have 
any questions or concerns. 

 

Thank You, 

 

Gregory Wong 

mailto:greg.wong@sfdph.org


 

San Francisco Department of Public Health 
Grant Colfax, MD 
Director of Health 

 
 
 

City and County of San Francisco 
London N. Breed 

      Mayor 
 

 

SFDPH │101 Grove Street, Room 110, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Memorandum 

 

To:   Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors 
 
From:   San Francisco Department of Public Health 
 
Date:  Wednesday, November 8, 2023 
 
Re:  Accept and Expend Grant Application - Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief  

          Grant Program 
 
 
This Resolution seeks authorization for the Department of Public Health to retroactively submit an 
application to accept and expend funds in the amount of $15,945,695 from the Health Resources Services 
Administration (HRSA).  
 
Ordinance No. 265-05 requires City Departments to submit applications for approval at least 60 days prior 
to the grant deadline for review and approval. However, we humbly request retroactive authorization for 
this grant application as HRSA released the application guidance on September 1, 2023, with a submission 
deadline of October 2, 2023. This allowed only 31 days for the entire process. The application documents 
and budget were prepared and due to time constraints, we were unable to submit the application for 
approval to the Board of Supervisors prior to the submission due date.  
 
Please contact Greg Wong, grants analyst, at greg.wong@sfdph.org for any questions about this request for 
retroactive authorization. 
 

 

 

mailto:greg.wong@sfdph.org


City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Health 
 

London N. Breed, Mayor 
 

Grant Colfax, MD 
Director of Health 

 

 

 25 Van Ness Ave San Francisco, CA 94102 
 

 

October 4 ,2023 
 
Angela Cavillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
Board of Supervisors 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA   94102-4689 
 
RE: Resolution authorizing the San Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH) to 
apply for the Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program Part A HIV Emergency Relief Grant Program. 
 
Dear Ms. Cavillo: 
 
Attached please find an original and four copies of a proposed resolution for the approval of the 
Board of Supervisors, which authorizes the San Francisco Department of Public Health 
(SFDPH) to submit an application for the Ryan White Act HIV/AIDS Emergency Relief Grant 
Program (Ryan White Programs, Part A) to the Health Resources Services Administration 
(HRSA).  This application is required to receive continued funding for the period of March 1, 
2024 to February 28, 2025.  This application represents approximately $15,945,695 in funding 
for the San Francisco Eligible Metropolitan Area (EMA).  The San Francisco EMA includes the 
City and County of San Francisco, Marin County and San Mateo County.  The funding supports 
a multitude of health services to HIV positive persons residing in these three counties. 
 
This resolution is required by Ordinance No. 265-05, which amends Section 10-170 of the 
Administrative Code to require Board of Supervisors review of recurring grant applications of 
$5,000,000 or more prior to their submission.  SFDPH received from HRSA the application 
guidance on September 1, 2023.  The application deadline is October 2, 2023. 
 
I hope that the Board will support this resolution.  If you have any questions regarding the 
County Plan or this resolution, please contact Beth Neary, HIV Health Services Assistant 
Director at 628-206-7675. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Grant Colfax, MD 
Director of Health 
 
Enclosures 
 
cc: Bill Blum, Director of Program SFDPH Primary Care & Director of HIV Health Services 
 Beth Neary, HIV Health Services Assistant Director 

Sajid Shaikh, Sr Admin Analyst, Community Programs Business Office

DocuSign Envelope ID: 46D3DC2F-32FB-498E-A26C-CD816578B983

Greg Wagner, COO for



City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Health 
 

London N. Breed, Mayor 
 

Grant Colfax, MD 
Director of Health 

 

 

 25 Van Ness Ave San Francisco, CA 94102 
 

 
Ryan White HIV Emergency Relief Grant Program 

(CARE Part A) 

 

 

Funding Criteria 

The San Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH) is currently a recipient of the Ryan White HIV/AIDS HIV 

Emergency Relief Grant Program (Ryan White Programs, Part A) in the amount of $15,945,695 from the Health 

Resources Services Administration (HRSA).   The Part A grant is awarded to the San Francisco Eligible 

Metropolitan Area which is comprised of the City and County of San Francisco, Marin County, and San Mateo 

County.   
 

Eligible Metropolitan Areas (EMA) include communities with populations of 500,000 or more that have reported to 

the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention a total of more than 2,000 cases of AIDS in the most recent five 

calendar years.   

 

Department’s Most Recent Draft of Grant Applications Materials 

Please see Attachment A for the SFDPH’s most recent draft of application materials.  SFDPH’s most recent 

application was submitted to HRSA on October 2, 2023 for the funding period of March 1, 2024 to February 28, 

2025. 

 

Anticipated Funding Categories 

The Part A funds are awarded to SFDPH on an annual basis to cover a multitude of health services to HIV positive 

persons residing in the three counties within the San Francisco EMA.   

 

Please see Attachment B for an example of the FY 23-24 Planned Service Mode Allocations for the San Francisco 

EMA.  The service modes are defined by HRSA.  The San Francisco HIV Health Services Planning Council, a 

citizen advisory board, is responsible for determining the priorities and the allocation of funds within each HRSA 

service mode for the San Francisco EMA.   

 

Comments from Relevant Citizen Advisory Board 

The San Francisco HIV Community Planning Council, a citizen advisory board, is responsible for determining the 

priorities and the allocation of CARE Part A funds.  A list of the members of the HIV Community Planning Council 

is included in Attachment C.     
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From: Conine-Nakano, Susanna (MYR)
To: BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Cc: Paulino, Tom (MYR); Le, David (MYR); Nickolopoulos, Sheila (MYR)
Subject: Mayor -- Resolution - -Throughline Apartments
Date: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 4:02:17 PM
Attachments: Mayor -- Resolution - -Throughline Apartments.zip

Hello Clerks,
 
Attached for introduction to the Board of Supervisors is a resolution approving and authorizing the
execution of a Loan Agreement with CCDC Throughline L.L.C., a California limited liability
corporation, in an aggregate total amount not to exceed $26,286,000 for a minimum term of 55
years for a portion of the loan amount and maximum terms of 40 years for other portions of the
loan amount based on the requirements of the funding sources, to finance the acquisition and
rehabilitation of three existing 100% affordable multifamily rental housing projects for low income
households, known as “Throughline Apartments” consisting of 88 rental units and four commercial
spaces in three buildings located at 777 Broadway, 1525 Grant Avenue, and 1207 Mason Street; and
adopting findings that the Loan Agreement is consistent with the General Plan, and the eight priority
policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Sincerely,
Susanna
 
Susanna Conine-Nakano
Office of Mayor London N. Breed
City & County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 200
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-554-6147
 

mailto:susanna.conine-nakano@sfgov.org
mailto:bos.legislation@sfgov.org
mailto:tom.paulino@sfgov.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1d40e673c13c40249120f1cc5217f035-David Le
mailto:sheila.nickolopoulos@sfgov.org
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[Loan Agreement – 777 Broadway Street, 1525 Grant Avenue, and 1207 Mason Street - Not to Exceed $23,339,000 – CCDC Throughline, L.L.C.]
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Mayor Breed


BOARD OF SUPERVISORS		Page 5


[bookmark: Text2]Resolution approving and authorizing the execution of a Loan Agreement with CCDC Throughline L.L.C., a California limited liability corporation, in an aggregate total amount not to exceed $26,286,000 for a minimum term of 55 years for a portion of the loan amount and maximum terms of 40 years for other portions of the loan amount based on the requirements of the funding sources, to finance the acquisition and rehabilitation of three existing 100% affordable multifamily rental housing projects for low income households, known as “Throughline Apartments” consisting of 88 rental units and four commercial spaces in three buildings located at 777 Broadway, 1525 Grant Avenue, and 1207 Mason Street; and adopting findings that the Loan Agreement is consistent with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.





WHEREAS, The City and County of San Francisco, acting through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development (“MOHCD”), administers a variety of housing programs that provide financing for the development of new housing and the rehabilitation of single- and multi-family housing for low- and moderate-income households in San Francisco; and


WHEREAS, The City and County of San Francisco is authorized under a contract with the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") pursuant to Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. §§ 5301 et seq.), to distribute Community Development Block Grant ("CDBG") funds for the specific and special purpose of increasing the housing stock in the City for low- and very low-income persons; and 


WHEREAS, In November 2012, the voters of the City approved Proposition C, which established a Housing Trust Fund to provide funds for the creation, acquisition, and rehabilitation of rental and ownership housing affordable to households earning up to 120% of the area median income, including, without limitation, the acquisition of land for such purpose (the “HTF Funds”). Under Section 16.110 et seq. of the San Francisco City Charter, the City is authorized to provide funds from the Housing Trust Fund for the development of affordable housing; and


WHEREAS, Among its programs, MOHCD administers the Preservation and Seismic Safety Program (“PASS Program”), which provides low-cost and long-term financing for the acquisition, rehabilitation, and preservation of multi-family housing as well as seismic retrofits. The PASS Program plays a critical role in advancing the City’s anti-eviction and preservation strategies by providing access to a nimble source of financing not currently available on the conventional market; and 


WHEREAS, MOHCD enters into loan agreements with affordable housing developers and operators; administers loan agreements; reviews annual audits and monitoring reports; monitors compliance with affordable housing requirements in accordance with capital funding regulatory agreements; and if necessary, takes appropriate action to enforce compliance; and


[bookmark: _GoBack]WHEREAS, CCDC Throughline L.L.C., (or an affiliate thereof or successor thereto) (the “Borrower”) desires to acquire and rehabilitate 88 units of affordable residential rental housing and four commercial spaces located at 777 Broadway (“Bayside”), 1525 Grant Avenue (“Tower”), and 1207 Mason Street (“Consorcia”), San Francisco, California 94133-108 (the “Project”); and


WHEREAS, the Project is found to be categorically exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) as all three buildings are categorized as Historic Resources, with no preservation designation under The Planning Department’s Preservation Bulletin No. 16, which outlines the CEQA review process for Historic Resources and limits the Planning Department’s review of the Project to the exterior façade, and is consistent, on balance, with the General Plan, and with the Eight Priority Policies of Planning Code Section 101.1 , and made findings in connection therewith (the "General Plan Consistency Determination"), a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. ____ and is incorporated into this Resolution by reference; and


WHEREAS, On October 15, 2021, the Citywide Affordable Housing Loan Committee, consisting of MOHCD, Department of Homeless and Supportive Housing, the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, and the Controller’s Office of Public Finance, recommended approval to the Mayor of a loan for the Project in an amount not to exceed $26,286,000; and


WHEREAS, The City and County of San Francisco previously provided several loans for acquisition and rehabilitation of the Project, and MOHCD and Borrower have agreed to consolidate such existing loans to the Project in an amount up to $6,125,000; and 


WHEREAS, On October 15, 2021, the Citywide Affordable Housing Loan Committee, consisting of MOHCD, Department of Homeless and Supportive Housing, the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, and the Controller’s Office of Public Finance agreed to forgive the accrued interest on the existing loans to the Project in an amount up to $2,399,000; and 


WHEREAS, The Borrower has requested a senior permanent loan in an amount up to $8,499,000 of PASS Program funds and $14,840,000 in HTF-CDBG funds for costs of rehabilitation and acquisition, for a total aggregate loan for the Project not to exceed $26,286,000; and 


WHEREAS, To leverage equity from an allocation of low-income housing tax credits, issuance of tax exempt bonds, and other funding sources in order for the Sponsor to construct the Project, MOHCD desires to provide a loan in the amount not to exceed $26,286,000 to the Sponsor pursuant to a Loan Agreement (“Agreement”) in substantially the form on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. _____, and in such final form as approved by the Director of MOHCD and the City Attorney; and


WHEREAS, The material terms of the Agreement include: (i) a minimum term of 55 years for a portion of the loan amount; 40 years for the portion of the loan amount based on the requirements of the PASS Program funding sources; (ii) interest rates shall be set at distinct rates for portions of the funds as follows: up to the Applicable Federal Rate, compounded annually, for the existing consolidated loan, and PASS Program interest rates of up to 3.87289%, 0.95763%, and 0.95763%; (iii) annual repayment of a portion of the loan through residual receipts Project; (iv) the Project shall be restricted for (a) the Seventy Fifth (75th)  anniversary of the date the Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County, even if the Loan is repaid or otherwise satisfied or the Deed of Trust is reconveyed or (b) the end of the Life of the Project; provided, however, that if the Life of the Project is less than 75 years due to casualty, then the end date of the Life of the Project controls, as affordable housing to low-income households with annual maximum rent and income established by MOHCD; (v) the loan shall be secured by a deed of trust recorded against the Sponsor’s interest in the Project; now, therefore, be it 


RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors hereby finds that Project is consistent with the General Plan, and the Eight Priority Policies of Planning Code Section 101.1 or the same reasons as set forth in the General Plan Consistency Determination; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors hereby approves the Agreement and authorizes the Mayor and the Director of MOHCD or his designee to enter into any amendments or modifications to the Agreement (including, without limitation, preparation and attachment or, or changes to, any of all of the exhibits and ancillary agreements) and any other documents or instruments necessary in connection therewith that the Acting Director determines, in consultation with the City Attorney, are in the best interest of the City, do not materially increase the obligations or liabilities for the City or materially diminish the benefits of the City, are necessary or advisable to effectuate the purposes and intent of this Resolution and are in compliance with all applicable laws, including the City Charter; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors hereby authorizes and delegates to the Mayor and Director of MOHCD, and his designee, the authority to undertake any actions necessary to protect the City’s financial security in the Project and enforce the affordable housing restrictions, which may include, curing the default under a senior loan; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That all actions authorized and directed by this Resolution and heretofore taken are hereby ratified, approved and confirmed by this Board of Supervisors; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That within thirty (30) days of the Agreement being fully executed by all parties, MOHCD shall provide the final Agreement to the Clerk of the Board for inclusion into the official file.





RECOMMENDED:





/s/ Eric D. Shaw


Eric D. Shaw


Director, Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development
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Conine-Nakano, Susanna (MYR)



From: Le, David (MYR)
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 10:01 PM
To: Conine-Nakano, Susanna (MYR); Nickolopoulos, Sheila (MYR)
Subject: Fw: Throughline Apartments - Resolution OK



Please see below. 
 
Thanks. 
‐‐ 
David Le (he/him/his) | Multifamily Lending Project Manager 
San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development 
One South Van Ness Ave, 5th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
Email: david.le@sfgov.org | Phone: (415) 707-5523 | Mobile: (415) 294-0162 
  
Due to the shelter in place order I am working remotely until further notice. The best way to reach me is by email or mobile. 



From: Shaw, Eric (MYR) <eric.shaw@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 7:50 PM 
To: Le, David (MYR) <david.le@sfgov.org>; Ely, Lydia (MYR) <lydia.ely@sfgov.org> 
Cc: Lee, Jonah (MYR) <jonah.lee@sfgov.org>; Gotthelf, Felicia (MYR) <felicia.gotthelf@sfgov.org>; GEWERTZ, HEIDI (CAT) 
<Heidi.Gewertz@sfcityatty.org> 
Subject: RE: Throughline Apartments ‐ Resolution OK  
  
I approve 
  



From: Le, David (MYR)  
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 5:41 PM 
To: Shaw, Eric (MYR) <eric.shaw@sfgov.org>; Ely, Lydia (MYR) <lydia.ely@sfgov.org> 
Cc: Lee, Jonah (MYR) <jonah.lee@sfgov.org>; Gotthelf, Felicia (MYR) <felicia.gotthelf@sfgov.org>; GEWERTZ, HEIDI (CAT) 
<Heidi.Gewertz@sfcityatty.org> 
Subject: Throughline Apartments ‐ Resolution OK 
  
Hi Eric: 
  
I apologize for the late email, but I am trying to submit the attached resolution for the Throughline Project to our legislative 
folks so that the item can make it to the Feb 9, 2022 Budget and Finance Committee. Can you provide your approval? 
Heidi from the City Attorney's office has already reviewed the resolution and OK'd it. 
  
Let me know if you have questions. 
  
Thanks. 



‐‐ 
David Le (he/him/his) | Multifamily Lending Project Manager 
San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development 
One South Van Ness Ave, 5th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
Email: david.le@sfgov.org | Phone: (415) 707-5523 | Mobile: (415) 294-0162 
  
Due to the shelter in place order I am working remotely until further notice. The best way to reach me is by email or mobile. 
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Citywide Affordable Housing Loan Committee 



San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development 
Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing 



Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure 
Controller’s Office of Public Finance 



 
 



Throughline Apartments 
$14,840,000 Gap Loan, 



Up to $8,499,000 of Preservation and Seismic Safety 
Program (PASS) Mortgage, and  



$2,398,821 in Debt Forgiveness Request 
 
 
 



Evaluation of Request for: Permanent Financing & Debt Forgiveness 
Loan Committee Date: October 15, 2021 
Prepared By: 
MOHCD Asset Manager: 



Joyce Slen, Project Manager 
Scott Madden 



Sources and Amounts of New 
Funds Recommended:  



$14,040,000 – Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
$  8,899,000 - PASS (Series 2020C) 
$22,939,000 - Total 



Sources and Amounts of 
Previous City Funds 
Committed: 



$   330,898 – CHRP Loan (1981)  
$   645,286 – CDBG (1983)  
$   829,387 – CDBG Site Acquisition (1989)  
$   101,423 – CDBG (2004) 
$5,309,976– Total (w/outstanding balance & accrued interest as 
of 10/15/21) 
$   800,000 – Housing Trust Fund (HTF) (2020) 
$   814,548- Total (w/accrued interest as of 10/15/21) 
 
$6,124,525 - Total 



NOFA/PROGRAM/RFP:   Housing Opportunity/Emergency Preservation 
Applicant/Sponsor(s) Name: Chinatown Community Development Center (Chinatown CDC) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 



Sponsor Information: 
Project Name: Throughline Apartments Sponsor(s): Chinatown CDC 
Project Address (w/ cross 
St): 



777 Broadway 
(Broadway & Cordelia 
St) 
1204 Mason St. (Mason 
& Washington St) 
1525-1529 Grant Ave 
(Grant Ave & Union St) 



Ultimate Borrower Entity: CCDC Throughline, 
LLC  



Project Summary: 
 
Chinatown Community Development Center (Chinatown CDC) requests up to $2,398,821 in existing MOHCD 
debt forgiveness and gap financing of up to $22,339,000, which includes $14,840,000 in CDBG and HTF 
funds and a residential mortgage under the Preservation and Seismic Safety Loan Program (PASS) (“PASS 
Loan”) of up to $8,499,000 for the acquisition and rehabilitation of three buildings in the Chinatown, Nob Hill, 
and North Beach neighborhoods: Bayside Elderly Housing at 777 Broadway, Consorcia Apartments at 1204 
Mason Street, and Tower Hotel, a Single Occupancy Room (SRO) Hotel, at 1525-1529 Grant Avenue (the 
“Throughline Apartments” or the “Project”). In total, Throughline Apartments is 88 existing affordable units in 
3 buildings (including three manager’s units) and four commercial spaces. Bayside Elderly Housing 
(“Bayside”) serves low-income seniors and is funded under the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban 
Development (HUD) 202 program, with a Project Based Rental Assistance (PBRA) contract administered by 
the California Affordable Housing Initiatives, Inc. (CAHI); Consorcia Apartments (“Consorcia”) serves low-
income families with an average rent of 23% Area Median Income (“MOHCD AMI”); and Tower Hotel 
(“Tower”) serves low- to very low-income individuals with an average rent of 13% MOHCD AMI, respectively.  
 
The Project responds to the San Francisco Consolidated Plan, which furthers the objectives of the 
Strategies for a Sustainable Chinatown, and achieves MOHCD’s racial equity goals by advancing 
opportunities and improving programmatic outcomes for low-income residents while expanding 
development opportunity for Black, Brown, Indigenous and other people of color (BIPOC) led community 
based organizations like Chinatown CDC. Scope of work includes mandatory seismic retrofits for Consorcia 
and Tower, exterior repairs, building system improvements to fire and life safety, building code, and energy 
efficiency upgrades, and overall common area and unit improvements. 
 
MOHCD’s $14.84MM gap loan will be loaned to CCDC Throughline, LLC to acquire the Throughline 
Apartments from Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation (subsidiary of CCDC) and Chinatown CDC (the 
“Sellers”), with an appraised sales price of $20.8MM. The Sellers will then disburse seller proceeds back to 
CCDC Throughline, LLC in two grant agreements to finance the critical rehab of the three buildings. 
Leveraging debt with the substantial cash flow from Bayside’s Section 8 PBRA contract, the Sponsor will hold 
a 40-year PASS mortgage as part of the Project’s financing. Additional permanent financing sources include 
a Federal Appropriations Grant (“Federal Appropriations Grant”), a MOHCD gap loan, project reserves, 
Hamlin Hotel excess proceeds, existing MOHCD and Sponsor debt, and a PASS mortgage. The Sponsor’s 
target acquisition date is March 15, 2022, with an April 1, 2022 construction start and construction completion 
in July 2023. 
 



 
  





https://sustainablechinatown.org/wp-content/uploads/Strategies-for-a-Sustainable-Chinatown_WEB.pdf
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Project Description: 



 



  



Construction 
Type: 



Three buildings are all Type V (wood-
framed)   



Project Type: Rehabilitation 



Number of 
Stories: 



Bayside: 3-story over 1-story concrete 
masonry unit (CMU) over  Ping Yuen North 
public housing garage building 
Consorcia: 4-story with partial basement 
Tower: 3-story with 1-story partial basement 
 



Lot Size (acres or sf): Total Lot: 19,933 sf 



Bayside: 11,245 sf   
Consorcia: 4,738 sf 
Tower: 3,950 sf 



Number of 
Units: 



88 units 



Bayside: 31 
Consorcia: 24  
Tower: 33 



Architect: Saida + Sullivan Design 
Partners (SSDP) 



Total 
Residential 
Area: 



37,110 sf 



Bayside: 18,325 sf 
Consorcia: 11,255 sf 
Tower: 7,530 sf 



General Contractor:  BBI Construction 



Total 
Commercial 
Area: 



8,205 sf 



Consorcia: 2,945 sf 
Tower: 5,260 sf 



Property Manager:  Chinatown CDC 



Total 
Building 
Area: 



45,315 sf 



Bayside:  18,325 sf 
Consorcia:  14,200 sf 
Tower:  12,790 sf 



Supervisor and 
District: 



Supervisor Peskin (D3) 



Land Owner: Bayside:  Chinatown CDC (air rights from the 
San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA)) 
Consorcia: Chinatown CDC 
Tower: Chinatown CDC 



  



Total 
Development 
Cost (TDC): 



$30,941,548 Total Acquisition 
Cost:  



$20,819,568 sales price is 
part of separate acquisition 
transaction 



TDC/unit: $351,609 TDC less land (total 
acquisition) cost /unit: 



$351,609 



Loan 
Amount 
Requested: 



Gap - $14,840,000 



PASS - $8,499,000 



Total - $23,339,000 



Request Amount / 
unit: 



Gap - $168,636 



PASS - $96,580 



HOME 
Funds? 



No Parking? No 
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PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 



1) HUD Contract Rents – Bayside’s HUD Section 8 subsidy reduced by $500/unit/month based off HUD’s third 
party Rent Comparability Study (RCS) conducted during the pandemic— from $2,731/unit/month in June 2020 to 
$2,231/unit/month in November 2020. After further discussion and appeal, HUD allowed the Sponsor to request a 
new RCS within a 5-year period to increase contract rents, when the market is expected to improve. The Sponsor 
has consulted with an appraiser regarding the current market rent to submit an updated RSC to HUD before 
closing. The proforma assumes HUD will approve higher contract rents at $2,400/unit/month from an updated 
RCS. There is significant financial risk to the Project should HUD deny the Sponsor’s RCS during closing. This 
will consequently force the Sponsor to use lower contract rents at $2,231/unit/month to leverage a smaller 
mortgage--creating a larger financing gap in the Project. See Section 7.5 Income Restrictions for All Sources and 
Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



2) Cross-collateral Financing & Extremely Low Rents – Both Consorcia and Tower are unsubsidized buildings 
with an average rent below 25% AMI. The Project’s financing structure relies heavily on cross-collateralizing 
Bayside’s asset to secure the future loans on the Project. Because of the large discrepancies between current 
rents and maximum allowed rents at Consorcia and Tower, the buildings lack sufficient reserves to pay for long 
term maintenance costs. As a loan condition, the Sponsor will continue to apply tiered rent increases to the 
Project without harming already over-burdened tenants and will provide a marketing plan outlining the Sponsor’s 
plan to lease up 9 vacant SRO units at Tower at the maximum allowed rents. See Section 4.8 Marketing & 
Occupancy Preferences, Section 7.6 MOHCD Restrictions, and Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



3) GMP Contract – The Sponsor has not received final bid numbers and budgeted only a 11.3% hard cost 
contingency— lower than MOHCD’s standard 15% for rehabs. Given the age of the buildings, staff is concerned 
the Sponsor may encounter unforeseen conditions during construction and will not have sufficient funds to 
complete the repairs. As a loan condition, the Sponsor must submit the final GMP contract prior to execution for 
MOHCD’s review and approval. If the $333K transfer tax is deemed not applicable to the acquisition, the Sponsor 
must reallocate those funds to increase the Project’s 11.3% hard cost contingency to be closer to MOHCD’s 15% 
standard for rehabs. See Section 4.2 Proposed Rehab Scope, Section 6.4.1 Permanent Sources Evaluation 
Narrative, and Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



4) HUD & SFHA Approvals – The real estate transfer of Throughline Apartments to the Project’s new ownership 
entity, requires various HUD and SFHA approvals prior to construction closing. HUD preapproved Chinatown 
CDC to prepay the existing HUD 202 mortgage at Bayside and to use the building’s reserves and residual receipt 
reserves to finance Bayside’s portion of the rehab. And as discussed as the Project’s first principal development 
issue-- there is significant financial risk to the Project should HUD deny the Sponsor’s request to increase 
contract rents—creating a financing gap in the Project. Chinatown CDC will continue to work with HUD and SFHA 
to seek necessary Project approvals prior to closing. As loan conditions, the Sponsor will allow MOHCD the 
opportunity to comment on the Project’s HUD and SFHA documents prior to execution; and will provide bi-weekly 
progress updates to MOHCD on the HUD and SFHA approvals leading up to closing. See Section 4.1 Site 
Control, Section 7.5 Income Restrictions for All Sources, and Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



 
5) Commercial & Residential Relocation – There is $1.93MM in the development budget for relocation. Prior to 



closing, the Sponsor will need to conduct residential interviews and identify appropriate relocation units in the 
market for residential relocation. For the commercial spaces at Consorcia, Chinatown CDC will need to negotiate 
with the commercial tenants on whether they’ll proceed with temporary off-site relocation or temporary business 
closures. As a loan condition, the Sponsor will need to provide a relocation plan, detailed budget, and schedule to 
MOHCD for review and approval. Chinatown CDC will also need to provide bi-weekly progress updates on 
SFHA’s approval on the relocation plan. See Section 4.9 Relocation and Section 9.2 Recommended Loan 
Conditions. 



 
6) Affordable Housing Program (AHP) – In effort to reduce MOHCD’s gap loan and pay for potential cost overruns, 



Chinatown CDC will apply for the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco (FHLBSF) Affordable Housing 
Program (AHP) for $880,000 in March 2022. Awarded projects in the 2020 AHP round received a minimum score 
of 72.68 points. The Project will likely be competitive with a self-score of 76.65 points. As a loan condition, 
Chinatown CDC will apply for AHP financing in 2022 and if not awarded, will apply again during construction in 
2023. See Section 6.4.1 Permanent Sources Evaluation Narrative and Section 9.2 Recommended Loan 
Conditions. 
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ACQUISTION SOURCES AND USES SUMMARY 



Step 1 Forgive Existing Debt (MOHCD) 
  $5,344,898 Total Existing MOHCD Debt (principal & interest) 



This Request -$2,398,821.37 Forgive Interest on 1989 MOHCD-CDBG Loan 



This Request $2,946,077 Existing Debt Assigned (MOHCD) 



  $309,523 Existing Debt Assigned (CCDC) 



  $3,255,600 Remaining Existing Debt - Assign to Buyer (LLC) 



Step 2 Acquisition Sources (Buyer - CCDC Throughline, LLC) 



This Request $14,840,000 MOHCD funds $14.84MM CDBG-HTF Acquisition Loan at 55 
yrs. @ 3% interest, with residual receipt payment 



  $2,946,077 Existing Debt Assigned (MOHCD) 



  $309,523 Existing Debt Assigned (CCDC) 



  $2,723,968 LLC purchases Bayside reserves 



  $20,819,568 Sales Price 



Step 3 Uses of Funds to Seller (Bayside & Chinatown CDC) 
  $987,209 Repay remaining balance on HUD 202 Mortgage 
  $333,000 Transfer taxes 
  $2,723,968 Existing Project Reserves (Bayside) 
  $2,946,077 Existing Debt Assigned (MOHCD) 
  $309,523 Existing Debt Assigned (CCDC) 
  $13,519,791 Due to Seller* 
  $20,819,568 Total Funds to Seller 



Step 4 Source of Cash Funds for Rehab 
  $13,519,791 Grant from Seller to LLC at 0% interest* 
  $2,723,968 Existing Project Reserves (Bayside) 
  $2,500,000 Federal Appropriations Grant 



This Request $5,175,891 PASS - Market Rate Loan 
This Request $2,855,664 PASS - Below Market Rate Loan 
This Request $467,445 PASS - Deferred Loan 



  $27,242,759 Total 
*$13,519,791 reflects amount due to seller after paying off HUD 202 mortgage and transfer taxes from the $14.48MM 
MOHCD-CDBG-HTF for acquisition. 
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PERMANENT SOURCES AND USES SUMMARY 



Permanent Sources Amount Terms Status 
MOHCD - PASS Loan $8,031,555  40 yrs. @ 2.742% This Request 



MOHCD - PASS Deferred Loan $467,445  40 yrs. @ 0.95763% This Request 
Accrued Def Interest - PASS Deferred 



Loan $317   This Request 



MOHCD-CDBG-HTF Gap* $13,519,791 55 yrs. @ 3% / Res 
Rec This Request 



MOHCD - 1981 CDBG Loan** $733,877 55 yrs. @ AFR Existing 
MOHCD - 1983 CDBG-CHRP Loan** $1,038,158 55 yrs. @ AFR Existing 



MOHCD - 1989 CDBG Acquisition 
Loan** $1,162,705 55 yrs. @ AFR Existing 



MOHCD - 2004 CDBG Loan** $11,338 55 yrs. @ AFR Existing 
Chinatown CDC - 1985 Tower Loan $309,523 55 yrs. @ AFR Existing 



Federal Appropriations Grant $2,500,000   Committed 
Bayside Project Reserve $2,723,968   Committed 



GP Capital – Hamlin Hotel Funds $600,000   Committed 
GP Capital - Property Reserves for 



Predev Expenses prior to 12/31/2019 $125,391   Committed 



Total $31,224,067     
    



Uses Amount Per Unit Per SF 
Acquisition $0 $0 $0 
Hard Costs $22,753,459 $258,562 $456 
Soft Costs $7,582,658 $86,621 $153 
Reserves $387,950 $4,409 $8 



Developer Fee $500,000 $5,682 $10 
Total $31,224,067 $354,819 $626 



*$13,519,791 reflects amount due to seller after paying off HUD 202 mortgage and transfer taxes from the $14.48MM 
MOHCD-CDBG-HTF for acquisition. 
**Total Recast Debt at 3/15/2022 Closing 



1. BACKGROUND 
1.1. Project History Leading to This Request. 



The Department of Building Inspections (DBI) created the Mandatory Soft Story Retrofit Program 
(MSSP) in 2013. The program is to ensure the safety and resilience of San Francisco’s housing stock 
through the retrofit of older, wood-framed, multi-storied buildings that include housing over a non-
housing ground floor space that has less stability or weakened ability for lateral load resistance that 
creates a soft-story condition. DBI determined 1204 Mason (Consorcia) and 1525-1529 Grant Avenue 
(Tower) as Tier 4 priorities in the MSSP. Tier 4 priorities are required to submit the building’s permit 
application for the seismic retrofit work by September 15, 2018, with the work completed by September 
15, 2020—now extended to October and November 2023 for Consorcia and Tower. Furthermore, both 
buildings must comply with Ordinance No. 51-16, requiring buildings with ground floor commercial to 
have primary entrances accessible for people with disabilities. The Ordinance is implemented through 
DBI’s Accessible Business Entrance Program. Neither building has sufficient reserves to fund the 
seismic retrofit or the accessible entryway work that is required. 
 
In March 2018, Chinatown CDC proposed to MOHCD the syndication of three properties in their 
portfolio (Bayside, Consorcia, and Tower) as one scattered site development project called the 
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Throughline Apartments. Geographically, the properties create a line that runs from North Beach, 
through Chinatown, and into Nob Hill, with a quarter mile between each. 



 
The scattered site acquisition rehabilitation project will achieve: 
o some economies of scale by bundling three project rehabilitations into one project-- saving in 



administrative, financing, and legal costs; 
o the payoff of the remaining HUD 202 mortgage (with an 8.375% interest rate) at Bayside; 
o the leveraging of the significant cash flow at Bayside to refinance and replace the 202 mortgage 



with a PASS loan (blended interest rate of 2.742%); and  
o the financing to perform the required soft story and accessible entryway work, in addition to the 



much-needed in-unit and common area rehabilitation scope for the three buildings. 
Property 
Name 



Property Description Property Needs 



777 Broadway 
Bayside 
Elderly 
Housing 



31-unit senior HUD 202 building (studios) built in 1990 by Chinatown 
CDC, on the air rights above the surface parking lot for Ping Yuen 
North, a previously owned San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) 
public housing building-- now owned and managed by Chinatown 
CDC through the Rental Assistance Demonstration Program (RAD). 



$7MM rehab 
 Accessibility improvements 
 Energy Efficiency 
Upgrades 



1204 Mason 
Consorcia 
Apartments 



24-unit (studios and 1BR units) building with three ground floor 
commercial spaces and a partial basement that was built in 1909. A 
substantial rehabilitation was completed in 1982 after Chinatown 
CDC acquired the property.  



$8.7MM rehab 
 Seismic retrofit 
 Accessibility improvements 
 Fire & life safety code 
upgrades 



1525-1529 
Grant Avenue 
Tower Hotel 



33-unit SRO building with communal bathrooms and kitchens, a 
ground floor commercial space, and a partial basement that was 
built in 1911. The last major rehab was completed in 1985 after 
Chinatown CDC acquired the property. 



$6.6MM rehab 
 Seismic retrofit 
 Accessibility improvements 
 Fire & life safety code 
upgrades 



 
Chinatown CDC has spent over $125K in Project Reserves prior to December 31, 2019 on 
predevelopment costs, which serves as a source to the Project. The following milestones have been 
met from March 2018 to September 2021: 
• September 2018 – Submitted Consorcia and Tower soft-story drawings to DBI by the September 



15, 2018 deadline.  
• April 2019 – Engaged California Housing Partnership (CHPC) for financial consulting. 
• July 2019 – Selected Saida + Sullivan Design Partners (SSDP) as Project Architect, EDesignC as 



Project mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) Engineer & Steelhead as Project Waterproofing 
consultant. 



• August 2019 – Engaged Klein & Hornig as legal counsel based in Washington DC to help with HUD 
Section 202 prepayment. 



• September 2019 – Selected Peralta Energy as the Energy consultant. 
• October 2019 – SSDP completed 100% Schematic Drawing (SD) set. 
• November 2019 – Selected BBI Construction as General Contractor. 
• December 2019 – BBI Construction provided preliminary pricing on SD set & selected James G 



Palmer Appraisals to conduct appraisal reports. 
• January 2020 – Selected Rincon Consultants to conduct Phase I for Bayside. 
• February 2020 – Secured HUD approval on prepayment of the existing Section 202 mortgage; 



James G Palmer prepared draft appraisal report; and Steelhead provided Leakage study report for 
Consorcia & Tower. 



• March 2020 – Rincon provided draft Phase II report for Bayside, performed radon testing and 
provided soil vapor test results for Bayside, per HUD requirement. Selected ACC Environmental to 
draft Phase I report for Consorcia & Tower. 
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• April 2020 – BBI Construction provided revised preliminary pricing on SD set. 
• May 2020  



o Procured permit expeditor, Jules Mancilla; 
o Engaged Gubb & Barshay as legal counsel for Throughline syndication, including HUD and 



SFHA related matters; 
o Selected Newport Realty Advisors to prepare Market Study; 
o Selected Simpson Gumpertz & Heger to perform PML analysis; and 
o ACCE provided Phase I reports for Consorcia & Tower. 



• September-December 2020- - Applied to CDLAC-TCAC with an unsuccessful application. 
• January-February 2021- Per the new CDLAC/TCAC regulations, Throughline only qualifies under 



the “Other Affordable Pool” and CDLAC has only allocated $21M for the entire pool for 2021. There 
is not enough Private Activity Bond volume cap for Throughline to re-apply to CDLAC (Project 
needs more than $28M of tax-exempt bonds). 



• March-June 2021 – Applied and awarded for $2.5MM in federal appropriation funds. 
• July-September 2021- Since Throughline is no longer viable as a LIHTC project, the Sponsor 



looked at other financing scenarios along with five other properties in CCDC’s portfolio that require 
extensive rehab (Golden Gate Apartments, Larkin Pine, Notre Dame, Swiss American, and Namiki) 
(the “8 Priority Projects”) with their financial consultant, CHPC, for potential financial restructuring. 
Chinatown CDC’s Deputy Director of Portfolio, Housing Development and Asset Management staff 
have been meeting on a monthly basis to strategize financing to rehab the 8 Priority Projects. The 
Sponsor met with MOHCD to review the portfolio wide rehabilitation plan and identified a finance 
structure for Throughline using CDBG funds for an April 2021 construction start date. 



 
This request to Loan Committee is for the following approvals: 
• Up to $2,398,821 in existing MOHCD debt forgiveness; 
• $14,840,000 in MOHCD gap funding for acquisition; and 
• Up to $8,499,000 in PASS mortgage financing, which will be drawn down the start of construction. 
 
MOHCD’s existing debt on the Throughline Apartments will not be repaid at construction closing (total 
outstanding principal balance and accrued interest to close), but will be consolidated into a single 
subordinate loan, which will include the new $14.84MM gap loan and $8.5MM PASS mortgage 
contemplated in this request. CCDC Throughline LLC will be assigned MOHCD’s existing debt, along 
with the $800K predevelopment loan to Throughline, L.P., with the final MOHCD loan to be 
restructured and conformed to an extended loan term of 55 years. See Section 6.4 Permanent 
Financing for more information. 
   



1.2. Applicable NOFA/RFQ/RFP. (See Attachment E for Threshold Eligibility Requirements and Ranking 
Criteria) 
Housing Opportunity/Emergency Preservation. 
 



1.3. Borrower/Grantee Profile. (See Attachment B for Borrower Org Chart; See Attachment C for Developer 
Resume and Attachment D for Asset Management Analysis)   



1.3.1. Borrower.  
CCDC Throughline LLC (the “LLC”) will be the ultimate borrower for the predevelopment loan, 
MOHCD CDBG-HTF loan, and PASS loan. The sole managing member of CCDC Throughline 
LLC is Chinatown Community Development Center, Inc. a California nonprofit public benefit 
corporation. Throughline L.P. is the borrower of the MOHCD predevelopment loan, which will be 
assigned to CCDC Throughline LLC at loan closing. 
 
The LLC will purchase the three Throughline Projects: Bayside, Consorcia, Tower, from Bayside 
Elderly Housing Corporation and Chinatown CDC. See Section 4.1 Site Control for more 
information. 
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1.3.2. Demographics of Board of Directors, Staff and People Served.   
Chinatown CDC’s Board of Directors consists of 23 individuals with a breadth of experience 
including affordable housing development, supportive housing, real estate, law, and accounting. 
The Sponsor’s Board of Directors is over 80% people of color with a close 50/50 split between 
male and female representation. Further, the Housing Development Division is a racially diverse 
team with over 70% people of color, including the Director of Housing Development.  
 



1.3.3. Racial Equity Vision.  
Chinatown CDC is a BIPOC-led organization with a 44-year history of advocacy on behalf of 
low-income residents in Chinatown. Understanding all organizations have room to grow in 
addressing institutionalized racism, Chinatown CDC has approached this with intention, by 
modifying organizational policies and procedures to lower barriers of entry to housing, becoming 
trauma-informed in its services provision, being intentional about hiring bilingual staff that 
reflects the communities they serve, providing opportunities for BIPOC residents to engage with 
the neighborhood planning process, and working to heal historic divides between Asian 
Americans and other BIPOC and White communities. 
 
At the building level, Chinatown CDC’s racial equity strategy promotes access to quality and 
stable housing, social and economic mobility, education, health, and housing assistance to 
support intergenerational wealth building in BIPOC communities. Chinatown CDC uses a 
Community Building and Engagement (CB&E) model of resident service provision, which posits 
that being socially connected and active in one’s community not only enhances one’s quality of 
life but is a housing retention strategy, as it reduces feelings like isolation that can lead to 
behavioral issues. The CB&E model prioritizes residents’ experiences, ideas, and skills in the 
creation of programming. 



1.3.4. Relevant Experience. 
Chinatown CDC began developing affordable housing over four decades ago and has built and 
rehabilitated 36 properties across San Francisco. Totaling 3,194 units, this portfolio includes 
874 units for seniors and 314 units are designated as supportive housing. Another 576 are 
former public housing units with deeply supportive service provision. About half of Chinatown 
CDC’s buildings are Type I construction, and an additional five buildings are either Type III/I or 
Type V/I.  
 
The Sponsor has extensive experience in substantial rehabs. Starting in 2015, the Sponsor took 
over ownership of all 526 public housing units in Chinatown (including 92 apartments for 
seniors) through the HUD RAD program and completed $150MM in renovations. In 2017, 
Chinatown CDC launched its Small Sites and SRO Programs to acquire and complete critical 
life-safety repairs in Chinatown buildings with vulnerable residents at risk of eviction. The 
Sponsor has since preserved 130 units, primarily serving seniors, as permanent affordable 
housing. 



 
1.3.5. Project Management Capacity.  



Bo Han, Project Manager at Chinatown CDC, is managing Throughline Apartments at 45% of 
her time. Bo is supported by Christina Mirani, recently promoted to Project Manager, spending 
40% of her time towards the project.  



 
1.3.6. Past Performance.  



1.3.6.1. City audits/performance plans.  
Chinatown CDC holds at least 15 contracts/grants with the City-- from tenant counseling 
(eviction prevention counseling), rental housing counseling (BMR rental housing 
counseling), and case management for SRO families to CCDC Youth Leadership, 
Campaign Academy, and Service connections for the API community. The organization 
has performed exceptionally well programmatically in MOHCD contract/grants. 
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In FY 19-20, Chinatown CDC received a waiver to submit an audit report, since there 
were no previous findings and were fiscally healthy in Fiscal Year 18-19 and 17-18. The 
organization was not chosen for discretionary fiscal monitoring this past year.  



 
1.3.6.2. Marketing/lease-up/operations. 



Chinatown CDC’s approach to leasing their own buildings focuses on outreach to Black 
and Latin-X community members-- including partnering with Cathy Davis, San 
Francisco’s expert in outreach to Certificate of Preference (COP) holders, and helping 
tenants secure rental subsidies to meet income requirements. The results of the 
Sponsor’s latest lease-ups prove the success of these strategies: at 1296 Shotwell, over 
60% of tenants selected via lottery were priority populations: 3 COP holders, 14 
displaced tenants, and 28 neighborhood residents. The Sponsor attracts more COP 
holders at buildings in preferred neighborhoods, including 8 at Mary Helen Rogers 
Senior Community in the Western Addition. MOHCD marketing staff reported that in 
recent lease ups, the Sponsor ‘s lease up performance has improved due to stable 
property management staffing.  
 
As a loan condition, Sponsor must provide initial draft marketing plan within 8 months of 
anticipated TCO, outlining the affirmative steps they will take to market the project to the 
City’s preference program participants, including COP Holders, Displaced Tenants, and 
Neighborhood Residents, as well as how the marketing is consistent with the Mayor’s 
Racial Equity statement and promotion of positive outcomes for African American San 
Franciscans. See Section 4.1.1 Marketing/lease-up/operations for more information. 
 
Out of all the units Chinatown CDC manages in the Real Estate Owned (REO) schedule, 
the breakdown by race includes: 61% Asian, 12% White, 10.5% Black, 9% other, 6% 
declined to report, 1% Native American, and 0.5% Pacific Islander. There has been only 
one recorded eviction in the year 2021 to date.  



 
2. SITE (See Attachment E for Site map with amenities) 



Site Description 
Zoning: 1204 Mason - RC-3 – Residential-Commercial, Medium Density 



777 Broadway – RM-4 – Residential-Mixed, High Density  
1525-1529 Grant Ave – NCD-North Beach Neighborhood Commercial 



Maximum units allowed 
by current zoning (N/A 
if rehab): 



N/A 



Number of units added 
or removed (rehab 
only, if applicable): 



0 



Seismic (if applicable): Seismic Zone 4; Probably Maximum Losses (PML) analysis for Consorcia & Tower 
conducted in May 2020. Scenario Expected Loss (SEL) of 15% for Consorcia, and 11% for 
Tower. 



Soil type: Soil type D (Clay loam, silty clay loam, sandy clay, silty clay or clay) for Consorcia; Soil type 
B/C (silty loam/sandy clay loam) for Tower.  



Environmental Review: Rincon Consultants (“Rincon”) completed a Phase I report for Bayside on February 7, 2020, 
following with a draft Phase II report on March 5, 2020. The report indicates that one 
Potential Recognized Environmental Condition (REC) is the historical use of adjacent and 
nearby properties as laundromats/cleaners. Rincon recommended a subsurface soil vapor 
assessment at Bayside and collected samples from three borings 5-feet below ground 
surface. Results showed no detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), so Rincon 
recommended no additional assessment is required at Bayside.  
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A Phase I report for Consorcia and Tower was completed by ACC Environment in May 
2020, recommending a Phase II study due to the presence of previous cleaners on/nearby 
the sites. Phase II report was completed in September 2020, followed by Air Sampling 
report two weeks later per recommendation. ACCE report showed no harmful detection of 
VOCs, and no additional assessment is required at Consorcia or Tower. 



Adjacent uses (North): Bank, Retail 
Adjacent uses (South): Grocery market, Residential, Retail 
Adjacent uses (East): Restaurant, Residential, Retail 
Adjacent uses (West): Affordable housing, Museum, Retail 
Neighborhood 
Amenities within 0.5 
miles: 



Chinese Hospital- 845 Jackson St, 
Presbyterian Church-Chinatown – 925 Stockton St 
Saint Peter and Paul Church- 666 Filbert St 
Trader Joe’s – 401 Bay St 
Long Hua’s Grocery Store – 906 Stockton St 
Mel’s Groceries Inc. – 1037 Stockton St 
Chinatown Branch Library- 1135 Powell St  
North Beach Branch Library – 850 Columbus Ave  
City College of San Francisco, Chinatown/North Beach Branch - 808 Kearny St 
Garfield Elementary School-420 Filbert St 
Jean Parker Elementary School- 840 Broadway  
Francisco Middle School – 2190 Powell St  
Jamie Food Co- 1135 Stockton St, #2 
Man Sung Co – 1116 Grant Ave  
Kin Tat Co- 1248 Stockton St  
Charming Sun Market Inc. – 49 Walter U Lum Pl. 
C&Z Grocery- 1002A Jackson St 
Kiki Supermarket- 1165 Powell St  
May Sun Market- 1101 Grant Ave  
Wing Sun Co- 1201 Stockton St 
Lien Hing Supermarket- 1121 Stockton St 
Sun Kau Shing Co- 1352 Stockton St 
J &L Vegi Supermarket- 1221 Stockton St 
Powell Grocery- 1301 Powell St 
Golden Mountain Market- 844 Jackson St  
Pang Kee Bargain Market- 1308 Stockton St  
S&S Grocery- 1461 Grant Ave 
Grant & Green Market- 1401 Grant Ave 
ABC Supermarket Inc. – 641 Broadway 
V J Grocery – 1199 Clay St 
Safeway- 350 Bay St 
Sheng Hing Market Inc. – 1107 Stockton St 
J&W Market- 723 Pine St 
Old Saint Mary’s Cathedral – 660 California St 
Chinese United Methodist Church- 920 Washington St 
Buddha’s Universal Church- 720 Washington St 
Chinese Independent Baptist Church – 981 Washington St 
Hop Hing Market -1211 Stockton St 
Tian Market Inc. -1117 Stockton St 
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Public Transportation 
within 0.5 miles: 



Cable Car lines: Powell/Hyde & Powell/Mason (Stops on Washington/Mason, 
Jackson/Mason). Public transportation routes around Throughline Apartments: 12, 10, 1, 8, 
30, 45, 41, 8AX, 8BX (map below) 



 
Article 34: The Project is existing affordable housing and obtained Article 34 approval in July 2020. 
Article 38: The three properties are within the Article 38 Air Pollution Exposure Zone. However, each 



property is less than 25,000 sf and is not required to apply for Article 38 exemption. 
Accessibility: Bayside is the only building with an elevator and best to accommodate adaptable/accessible 



features where possible. There will be 6 mobility and 3 communication units at Bayside. 
Due to physical and cost constraints, there will not be any accessibility improvements at 
Consorcia and Tower because the residential areas are accessed through the second floor 
via stairs only. 



Green Building: All three buildings will meet GreenPoint Rating.  
Recycled Water: Exempt 
Storm Water 
Management: 



Not applicable - the Project scope of work does not include any landscaping. 



 
2.1. Description.  



Throughline Apartments are existing occupied affordable housing with a total of 4 commercial spaces. 
2.2. Zoning.  



All three buildings are in medium to high density residential-commercial zoning districts, with no 
proposed change in use. 



2.3. Probable Maximum Loss (PML).  
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger conducted a PML study in May 2020 for Consorcia and Tower only. 
Bayside will not have any seismic improvements. The study assessed the buildings’ seismic risk of 
15% SEL for Consorcia and 11% for Tower.   
Consorcia will require the installation of grade beams, bracing, and shear walls in the commercial 
ground floor. Relocation of commercial residents is required. Tower will require three shear walls to be 
installed in the basement, involving a complete reconfiguration of Chinatown CDC’s Main Office space 
and temporary relocation of the organization’s headquarters. See Section 4.2 Proposed Rehab Scope 
for more information. 



2.4. Local/Federal Environmental Review.  
All three buildings are categorized as Historic Resources, with no preservation designation under the 
Planning Department’s Preservation Bulletin No. 16, which outlines the CEQA review process for 
Historic Resources. Bulletin No. 16 limits the Planning Department’s review of the Project to the 
exterior façade—particularly window replacement standards at Bayside and Tower. Since Bayside is 
an affordable housing project and was built in 1990, the Planning Department approves the installation 
of vinyl windows instead of the required historic window specifications. However, to match the historic 
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design of Tower Hotel that was built in 1911, wood-framed windows will be installed in front of the 
building, while wood-clad windows are acceptable at the rear of the building at Tower Hotel.  
In preparation for federal funding to finance the Project (CDBG & Federal Appropriations Grant), the 
Sponsor has prepared an Environmental Review for Tower Hotel and Consorcia with MOHCD 
Environmental Compliance Manager for NEPA clearance. HUD’s approval on the NEPA clearance are 
expected to be complete by January 2022. As part of environmental assessment, lead & asbestos 
survey was conducted at Tower Hotel and noted no asbestos was detected, except traces of lead paint 
detected in various walls and surfaces on the building.  
Based off Chapter 15 of HUD’s Section 8 Renewal Policy Guide, Chinatown CDC verified Bayside is 
categorically excluded from NEPA review for these reasons: Bayside’s unit density has not changed 
more than 20%; Bayside does not involve land use from residential to non-residential; and the 
estimated cost of the rehab is less than 75% of the total estimated cost of replacement after 
rehabilitation. Nonetheless, a Phase I, Phase II, and radon report were completed for Bayside as part 
of HUD’s Section 202 prepayment approval/review. HUD deemed the findings of these reports 
acceptable, allowing Chinatown CDC to pay off the existing HUD mortgage as part of the Project 
refinancing. 



2.5. Environmental Issues.    



• Phase I/II Site Assessment Status and Results. 
A Phase I report and Phase II report were completed by Rincon for Bayside in February and March 
2020. A soil vapor assessment was conducted and determined there were no VOCs on site. Rincon 
states that no additional assessment is recommended for the property. 
Phase I reports were completed for Consorcia and Tower in May 2020. Due to the previous 
presence of a laundromat, cleaners and garage near the properties, Phase II reports and air 
samplings were also completed for Consorcia and Tower in September 2020. 



• Potential/Known Hazards. 
Bayside Radon test results stated that all lab results were below the United States Environmental 
Protective Agency (EPA) “action level” for radon of 4.0 pico Curies per liter (pCi/L).  
In regard to asbestos, the federal government banned most spray-applied asbestos product in 
1973, following a full ban in 1989. Lead-containing paints were also banned a few years later in 
1978. Since Consorcia and Tower were built in 1909 and 1911, respectively, Chinatown CDC 
expects to find both asbestos and lead on the buildings. ACC Environmental Consultants conducted 
asbestos & lead surveys at all three properties and found no asbestos at Tower and waiting for 
results for Consorcia. Individual units and allowances for abatement will be incorporated into the 
final GMP contract.  



2.6. Adjacent uses and neighborhood amenities. 
Many residents living in the Throughline Apartments are primarily monolingual (Cantonese speaking), 
first generation immigrant seniors, individuals, and families. The three buildings are located in densely 
built out neighborhoods, which are amongst the most service-rich and transit-accessible in San 
Francisco, providing both access to job and recreation opportunities to English and Cantonese 
speakers. 



2.7. Green Building. 
The Project aims to improve overall energy efficiency by 20% and all three buildings will obtain 
GreenPoint Rating. Green features in the rehab project scope are as follows: 
Bayside 
o Installing Solar Thermal hot water system or Photo Voltaic system 
o Replacing existing lights with LED lights in common areas, units and exterior security lights 
o Installing smart temperature controller for hot water tanks 
o Replacing existing windows with efficient dual pane vinyl windows 



Consorcia 
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o Installing Solar Thermal hot water system 
o Replacing existing lights with LED lights in common areas and in units 
o Installing smart temperature controller for hot water tanks 



Tower  
o Replacing existing windows with efficient dual pane windows 
o Replacing existing lights with LED lights in common areas and in units 
o Replacing a water heater with a new high efficiency condensing type  



 
Green features will offer residents a healthy living environment, extend the useful life of building 
systems, and promote sustainable operations. 



 
3. COMMUNITY SUPPORT 



3.1. Prior Outreach. 
Throughout 2019, Chinatown CDC informed residents at the three buildings of the rehab project: 
o Bayside residents have met multiple times with on-site Property Management staff to provide 



feedback on the scope of work and discuss overall Project updates. 
o Consorcia and Tower residents expressed concerns around relocating off-site during the 



renovation. Chinatown CDC informed residents that relocation costs would be covered by the 
Project budget and their living units and the overall building will substantially improve. With this 
information, residents are generally in support of the Project.  



3.2. Future Outreach.  
Chinatown CDC’s Property Management and Resident Services teams will conduct monthly outreach 
meetings to both residential, commercial tenants, and key neighborhood stakeholders starting this 
December, leading up to construction in April 2022. Future community outreach will include: 
o Conducting at least three resident meetings throughout the predevelopment and construction period 



(November 2021 to July 2023) to provide information and solicit feedback on the upcoming 
renovations and relocation plans; 



o Creating and distributing bilingual Chinese and English informational materials and surveys; and 
o Establishing a community contact at each building for neighborhood input regarding the proposed 



rehab work and schedule. 
 



As a loan condition, MOHCD staff will require Chinatown CDC to prepare a community outreach plan 
covering the start of the Project through construction completion. The plan should describe the team’s 
overall community and resident relocation outreach strategy, identify key community stakeholders, and 
include an overall outreach timeline. 



3.3. Proposition I. 
Neighborhood notification under Prop I is not required. 
 



4. DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
4.1. Site Control. 



Chinatown CDC owns the land and improvements at Consorcia and Tower. Chinatown CDC’s 
subsidiary company-- Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation, a California nonprofit public benefit 
corporation, is the owner entity of the Bayside improvements, and an air rights parcel. SFHA owns the 
Ping Yuen North (PYN) ground floor parking lot located at 777 Broadway, where Chinatown CDC is also 
the owner and manager of the PYN affordable housing complex. In 1988, Bayside Elderly Housing 
Corporation entered into a 75-year air rights lease with SFHA, for an annual rent equal to 1.4% of the 
effective gross income from Bayside so long as the percentage increase in rent does not exceed 4% 
annually. Moreover, a non-exclusive easement agreement was recorded against the land between SFHA 
and Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation, allowing Chinatown CDC to access the structural supports of the 
PYN parking lot for long-term structural maintenance of the Bayside improvements. Since the easement 
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runs with the land and is binding on all successors and assigns, no consent or limitations on transfers of 
the easement to the LLC are needed.  
Acquisition 
Chinatown CDC created the entity CCDC Throughline LLC (the “LLC”) for the ownership of the 
Throughline Apartments. Prior to loan closing, the LLC can apply to become a “title holding company” 
under California R&T 23701(h) to avoid CA LLC tax and LLC fees.  
The flow chart below describes the real estate transaction to finance the rehab Project: 
1) MOHCD will loan CDBG-HTF funds to the LLC (the Buyer) to purchase the land and improvements at 



Consorcia and Tower from Chinatown CDC and the improvements from Bayside Elderly Housing 
Corporation (Sellers).  



2) The Sellers will receive Buyer proceeds and with those proceeds, fund two grant agreements with the 
LLC to finance Project repairs. 



 
As a loan condition, MOHCD will review and approve each grant disbursement request made by Chinatown 
CDC and Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation to the LLC for the Project. This requirement should be 
outlined in the grant agreements to the LLC. MOHCD will require any excess funds from the Project to 
repay MOHCD’s loan.  
The sales price is based off a brief update from a September 2020 appraisal. The Sponsor will obtain an 
updated appraisal prior to the acquisition.  



$13,500,000  Improvement Value - Bayside 
$2,000,000  Improvement Value - Consorcia 
$2,500,000  Improvement Value - Tower 



$18,000,000  Appraised Improvements 
$0  Land Value - Bayside 



$34,400  Land Value - Consorcia 
$61,200  Land Value - Tower 
$95,600  Appraised Land Value 



$2,723,968  Existing Bayside Project Reserves 
$20,819,568  Total Appraised Value 



 
Before the acquisition, MOHCD will forgive $2,398,821.37 (as part of this request) in accrued interest 
on MOHCD’s 1989 Bayside loan in order to reduce the sales price; and allow MOHCD’s CDBG-HTF 
acquisition loan to provide at least $13,519,791 in seller proceeds to finance the rehab.  
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An estimated seller-buyer settlement statement is below. Should the final appraised value come in lower 
than stated above, MOHCD will require the Sponsor to forgive a portion of the existing $309,523 Chinatown 
CDC 1985 Tower loan to ensure there are sufficient seller grant funds for the rehab. Furthermore, the 
Sponsor’s attorney is evaluating if the estimated $333K in transfer tax is applicable to the Project-- 
given the transfer of ownership is between two non-profit entities. If the transfer tax is deemed not 
applicable to the acquisition, the Sponsor will allocate the $333K to increase the Project’s 11.3% hard 
cost contingency to be closer to MOHCD’s 15% standard for rehabs. 



Buyer - CCDC Throughline, LLC  Seller - Bayside & Chinatown CDC 
  Debits Credits    Debits Credits 



Sales Price $20,819,568    Sales Price   $20,819,568 
Existing Project 
Reserves   $2,723,968  Repay HUD 202 Loan $987,209   
Existing Debt Assigned 
(MOHCD)   $2,946,077  Transfer tax $333,000   
Existing Debt Assigned 
(CCDC)   $309,523   



Existing Project Reserves 
(Bayside) $2,723,968   



MOHCD-CDBG-HTF 
Loan   $14,840,000  



Debt Assigned to Buyer 
(MOHCD) $2,946,077   



Total $20,819,568 $20,819,568  
Debt Assigned to Buyer 
(CCDC) $309,523    



    Due to Seller $13,519,791   



    Total $20,819,568 $20,819,568 
 



HUD & SFHA Approvals 
Prior to closing, the following SFHA and HUD approvals are required.  
o SFHA’s approval to assign the leasehold interest in the air rights lease from Bayside Elderly Housing 



Corporation to the LLC. 
o SFHA’s approval of the assignment of an amendment to the air rights lease to the LLC, for an 



estimated annual residual rent of $13,543 (with a 2% annual escalation). This will be negotiated 
through the Option to Lease and Purchase Agreement. 



o SFHA’s approval of updated financing plan/ to replace the initial anticipated LIHTC financing with the 
MOHCD CDBG-HTF Loan (seller grant to Bayside) and assign the Bayside Option to Lease and 
Purchase Agreement to the LLC. The Sponsor has already submitted this request. The Option to 
Lease will need to be approved by the SFHA Commission. 



o HUD’s approval on the Mark-up to Market contract renewal as part of the HAP Contract Assignment 
and Assumption approval process as it will need to be included in the application to HUD as a 
supporting exhibit and occur prior to the transfer of Bayside to the LLC.  



o HUD’s approval to transfer the existing HAP contract from Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation to the 
LLC, which will occur when Bayside is transferred to the LLC. 



o HUD’s approval of the LLC’s purchase and sales agreement of Bayside, which will occur after the 
Mark-up to Market contract renewal approval.  



o SFHA’s approval of the relocation plan, which will need to be approved by the SFHA Commission. 
o HUD’s approval to reconvey the recorded deed of trust on HUD 202 mortgage at Bayside as part of the 



acquisition. 



The various HUD and SFHA approvals represent a layer of complexity to the Project’s real estate 
transaction. As a condition of the loan, the Sponsor will allow MOHCD the opportunity to comment on 
the Project’s HUD and SFHA documents prior to execution. These documents include, but are not 
limited to the Purchase Agreement, air rights lease amendment, and assignment of the air rights lease 
amendment. Staff will also require the Sponsor to provide bi-weekly progress updates on HUD and 
SFHA approvals leading up to closing. 
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Once the Project converts to permanent financing, MOHCD will be in first-lien position with a 40-year 
PASS mortgage that requires permanent affordability, and second lien with its gap loan secured on all 
three properties for an additional 55 years, to preserve long-term affordability.  
4.1.1. Proposed Property Ownership Structure. 



After the acquisition, CCDC Throughline LLC will be the ultimate owner of the Bayside 
improvements and land and improvements at Consorcia and Tower. The sole managing member 
of CCDC Throughline LLC is Chinatown Community Development Center, Inc. a California 
nonprofit public benefit corporation.    
 



4.2 Proposed Rehab Scope. 
The scope of the rehab project will address the major needs listed in the Project’s Need Assessments 
(PNAs), which include improvements to the buildings’ structural integrity, accessibility, energy 
efficiencies, fire and life safety, and common areas. Unit improvements will also enhance the living 
conditions for Throughline residents, who are among the most vulnerable populations in San Francisco. 
The scope of work below remains the same to when the Project assumed LIHTC financing; with the 
caveat there’s sufficient funds in the construction budget to cover the entire scope. When the rehab is 
complete in August 2023, the Sponsor will conduct PNAs for all three properties. From there, 
Chinatown CDC will know when the Project needs to be recapitalized for the next rehab project.  
 
Bayside 



o Accessibility Upgrades: to leasing office, mailboxes, the elevator, and laundry room, and 
directional signage to include braille 



o Green features: installation of LED lights, solar thermal hot water system, or photo voltaic 
system,  and smart controls on existing boilers 



o Exterior Repairs: repair stucco, stair handrails and fencing, replace vinyl windows, replace 
damaged louver and downspouts, and structural support for solar thermal system 



o Building Systems: fire and life safety upgrades, replacement of trash chute, installation of 
bathroom exhaust fans, and potentially installation of City Fiber 



o Common Area & Office: replace community room cabinets, counters, door hardware, appliances, 
and fixtures to be ADA compliant, and trash room improvements 



o Unit Improvements: fresh paint, replacement of flooring, kitchen cabinets, countertops, 
refrigerators, ADA-compliant ranges, bathroom sinks, vanities, and plumbing fixtures with low 
flow fixtures, refurbishment or replacement of bathtubs, and bathroom reconfiguration per 
Mayor’s Office of Disability (MOD) requirements including grab bars in bathrooms for senior 
residents 



o Pest control, lead and asbestos abatement if required 
Consorcia   



o Accessibility Upgrades: to commercial business entrance 
o Seismic retrofit 
o Green features: installation of solar thermal, LED lights, water meter/submeter in commercial 



café, smart temperature controller for hot water tanks  
o Exterior Repairs: of roof, structural support for solar thermal system 
o Building Systems: fire and life safety upgrades, replacement of bathroom exhaust fans, corroded 



plumbing pipes, and potentially installation of City Fiber 
o Common Area Repairs: replace flooring, paint ceilings and walls, and trash room improvements 
o Unit repairs: fresh paint, ceiling fans, replacement of plumbing, sinks, bathtubs, fridges, kitchen 



counters and cabinets 
o Lead and asbestos abatement if required 



Tower 
o Accessibility Upgrades: to commercial business entrance 
o Seismic retrofit 
o Green features: installation LED lights, replacement of one boiler with new high efficiency 



condensing boiler. 
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o Exterior Upgrades: replacement of wood windows on upper levels with dual paned windows and 
waterproofing of basement 



o Building Systems: fire and life safety upgrades 
o Communal kitchens, bathroom, and common area repairs: replacement of faucet and kitchen 



fixtures, bathroom exhaust fans, plumbing, door, and handrails. 
o SRO Unit repairs: fresh paint, replacement of flooring, sinks, and plumbing 
o Lead and asbestos abatement if required 



 
MOHCD staff will monitor construction costs closely as existing conditions are further discovered 
throughout the predevelopment period. As a condition of the loan, Chinatown CDC will continue to work 
with the MOHCD Construction Representative in order to value engineer items, reduce allowances, 
resolve outstanding design elements as they relate to MOD/accessibility, allowances, exclusions, 
construction contingencies, cost breakdown/back-up, and financing assumptions to establish the 
Project’s final Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP). 
Below is the percentage breakdown by building of the total hard cost in the development budget:  



Bayside 31%  $7,055,875  
Consorcia 39%  $8,763,667  



Tower 29%  $6,651,398  
  Total  $22,470,940  



The Project’s general contractor, BBI Construction, is carrying a 5% contingency and Chinatown CDC 
is carrying an 11.3% hard cost contingency—not MOHCD’s 15% standard for rehabs. The Project is 
also not carrying a bid contingency and is scheduled to go out to bid this October 2021. Staff is 
concerned the Sponsor may encounter unforeseen conditions during exploratory demo/construction 
and will not have sufficient funds to make repairs. As a loan condition, the Sponsor must submit the 
final GMP contract prior to execution for MOHCD’s review and approval. If the budgeted $333K transfer 
tax is deemed not applicable to the acquisition, the Sponsor must reallocate those funds to increase the 
Project’s 11.3% hard cost contingency to be closer to MOHCD’s 15% standard for rehabs. 



4.3 Construction Supervisor/Construction Representative’s Evaluation. 
In June 2020, Chinatown CDC had revised the narrative scope of work for the three buildings and had 
confirmed at that time that the preliminary construction cost estimate provided by the General 
Contractor, BBI Construction, reflected those scope changes.  Unfortunately, material and labor costs 
have escalated over the past fifteen months and BBI Construction will need to update their construction 
cost estimates. The Project will go out to bid with its permit set in October 2021, with bids due by the 
end of the year, and a GMP contract negotiated and signed by March 2022. If the updated construction 
costs are substantially higher, further review/value-engineering will be needed. The Project will have a 
17-month construction period of April 2022 to August 2023. 
Tower’s ground floor and basement is occupied by Chinatown CDC’s offices with residents at the upper 
stories. Consorcia has ground floor commercial tenants and upper floor residents. Chinatown CDC will 
sequence the scattered site renovation by starting work at Consorcia from April to August 2022, Tower 
from September 2022 to January 2023, and then Bayside from February to July 2023. 
Once the construction cost estimates have been updated, MOHCD’s construction representative will 
conduct a job site walk-through to verify the appropriateness of the revised scope of work for each 
building and whether other required work will be needed. 
For the City’s Mandatory Soft Story Program, both the Tower and the Consorcia had submitted building 
permit applications on September 14, 2018 and these seismic-related-only permits were approved and 
issued by DBI.  Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, DBI had previously established soft-story construction 
completion deadlines for all Tier IV buildings, like the Tower Hotel and Consorcia, of September 15, 
2021.  The issued DBI permits allow for a completion date of October 25, 2023 for the Tower Hotel and 
November 8, 2023 for Consorcia. 
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The Throughline buildings also submitted separate DBI renovation building permits in late September 
and October 2020 to renovate kitchens, bathrooms and upgrades to the exterior as well as building 
systems. DBI approved and issued a building permit for Bayside on August 17, 2021. Consorcia’s 
renovation permit was issued on September 28, 2021.  The Tower Hotel’s renovation permit has a few 
outstanding plan-check comments/stations, with final review expected by mid-October.  



4.4 Commercial Space. 



• Space Description.  
Throughline Apartments has four commercial spaces and a cellphone tower lease generating 
commercial income to the Project: 



 
Location Commercial Space sf Lease term Lease 



Structure 
Monthly Rent / 



$ sf 



1204 Mason  
Consorcia 



Apartments 



Gallery Café 1,335 sf 
Lease expired 4/2020 – in 



negotiation due to the 
pandemic & pending rehab. 



Gross Lease $3,000 / 
$2.25sf 



Fashion 
Launderette 



(Laundromat) 
760 sf Month-to-month  Gross Lease $2,060 / $2.71 



sf 



Nicos Chinese 
Health Coalition  
(nonprofit office) 



850 sf Month-to-month Gross Lease $1,300 / $0.64 
sf 



Cellphone Tower 
Lease N/A 



5-yr lease to extend 
automatically in 2021 w/ 3% 



increase 



3 more 5-yr 
extensions $1,236 



1525-1529 Grant 
Avenue  



Tower Hotel 



Chinatown CDC 
Main Office  
(3 offices) 



5,260 sf Month-to-month NNN $7,255 / $3.94 
sf 



The four commercial tenants will be required to relocate during the renovation and will not be 
required to pay rent during construction. Chinatown CDC is working directly with commercial 
tenants at Consorcia on a relocation plan. At Tower, Chinatown CDC’s Main Office has plans to 
relocate to other CCDC owned properties during construction. 
 
The Project is dependent on commercial revenue, comprising 14% of the annual Project income. 
Chinatown CDC is assessing the Consorcia commercial lease structures for the rehabilitation, 
which must comply with MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines and approved by MOHCD.  
 



• Commercial Leasing Plan.  
The Sponsor’s plan for leasing the 4 commercial spaces at Throughline Apartments is to maintain 
all the current tenants.  
 
1) Gallery Café (Consorcia): The tenant requested to exercise their lease option for another five 



years, commencing in May 2020. Per the terms of their lease, fair market value is no greater 
than $4,200 ($3.14sf) with 3.5% annually thereafter. The tenant paid $3,000/month starting in 
May 2020.   



2) Fashion Launderette (Consorcia): The tenant is currently on a Month-to-Month (MTM) paid in 
full and has confirmed with OPC, the Project’s relocation consultant, the desire to return to the 
property after the construction is complete. The Sponsor and tenant will mutually agree on 
concessions for temporary closure of business before construction starts.  



3) NICOS Chinese Health Coalition (Consorcia): The tenant is currently on a MTM, paid in full. 
NICOS toured another Chinatown CDC property at 945 Clay and is interested in it as a 
temporary business location initially and potentially permanently expanding and maintaining two 
office locations, one at 937 Clay and the one at Consorcia Apts.  
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4) Chinatown CDC (Tower): Chinatown CDC is the only tenant at 1525 Grant Avenue. The 
commercial space will be significantly altered by the retrofit and the associated accessibility 
upgrades, which will subsequently lose 500 sf on the ground floor. Rent reduction will not be 
applied to the commercial tenant, Chinatown CDC, who intends to return to Tower, as its 
proximity to Chinatown makes it an important location for the organization. Relocation of 
Chinatown CDC’s main office is scheduled to start July 2022 and return April 2023. 



 
Chinatown CDC is assessing the commercial lease structure for the rehab, which must be in 
compliance with MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines and approved by MOHCD. Their 
leasing strategy advances racial equity goals by supporting community-serving commercial spaces 
that serve the Chinatown and Nob Hill neighborhood. As a loan condition, MOHCD Asset 
Management must review the commercial space leases prior to execution. 
 



• Commercial Operating Pro Forma.  
The Project is dependent on the commercial revenue, comprising 14% of the annual Project 
income. $178,260 of commercial revenue is expected to be generated in 2023, of which 
approximately half is from Chinatown CDC’s leased office space for its administrative staff. Since 
commercial revenue is more certain, the Sponsor reduced the vacancy loss to 20%. The Sponsor 
confirmed commercial tenants will not pay rent during construction, which will not affect the PASS 
debt service payment in Year 1 of operations.  



 
Currently, none of the leases at Consorcia have provisions for charging the commercial tenants 
pass through expense such as property tax and insurance. Once the commercial spaces are back 
online and the economy has recovered to an extent, Chinatown CDC will update the lease to 
include these provisions. The Sponsor estimates charging $4,026 for property tax based on non-
exempt charges on Consorcia’s tax bill and $4,611 in property insurance (calculated by psf cost), 
totaling $8,637. 



 
• Tenant Improvement (TI) Build Out.  



Per MOHCD’s Commercial Space Underwriting Guidelines the eligible uses of MOHCD funds for 
Community Serving Commercial Uses would apply to the 5,260 sf of nonprofit office spaces at 1525 
Grant Avenue, Tower Hotel and at one of the 3 commercial spaces at Consorcia, where a small 
nonprofit office space of 850 sf is located. Chinatown CDC’s current assumption is based on a 
warm shell plus cold shell finishes for the office to return the space “as is”. Costs for tenant 
improvements are not include in the development budget-- any work beyond the warm shell will be 
covered by each commercial tenants’ reserves. 
 
As a loan condition, the Sponsor must submit a commercial leasing plan describing the proposed 
legal structure of the Project’s commercial component, the Project’s desired use of commercial 
cash flow, and the Sponsor’s plan to fill commercial vacancies and loss of commercial revenue. 
 



4.5 Service Space. 
Well utilized common spaces at Bayside and Tower provide wellness and educational programs led by 
partnership organizations that are paid through the operation budget. Consorcia does not have a 
common space area, so instead, Chinatown CDC’s Resident Services team organizes outdoor outing 
opportunities and informs residents of available service programs. 
Chinatown CDC’s Resident Services team coordinates activities and facilitates programs held by 
partner organizations. See Section 8 - Supportive Services for the list of residential activities held at the 
Throughline Apartments.   



4.6 Communications Wiring and Internet Access.  
MOHCD Communications Wiring Standards is under internal review to be released soon. Costs 
permitting, the Project scope of work includes potentially installing City Fiber at Consorcia and Tower. 





https://sfmohcd.org/sites/default/files/Documents/MOH/MOHCD%20Commercial%20Underwriting%20Guidelines%20FINAL%20approved%20by%20LC%20020218.pdf
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The Sponsor will work with the MOHCD Construction Representative to determine the appropriate 
communications wiring scope that meets MOHCD’s standards. 
 



4.7 Marketing, Occupancy, and Lease-Up 
Bayside Section 8 PBRA units will be leased through Bayside’s current waiting list. Units not subsidized 
by PBRAs at Consorcia and Tower are not currently leased through MOHCD’s DAHLIA system, but 
through a waiting list. There are no vacancies at Consorcia and the 9 vacant SRO units at Tower have 
been kept vacant to reduce crowding in the SRO building during COVID-19. After completion of the 
renovation in 2023, the Sponsor will bring back all relocated residents from the 3 buildings and proceed 
with leasing up the 9 vacant SRO units at Tower through MOHCD’s DAHLIA system. 
As a loan condition, MOHCD will require future vacancies to be marketed to the general public and 
offered to qualified households through MOHCD’s DAHLIA lottery system using the following 
preferences:  



1) Certificate of Preference (COP) holders; 
2) Displaced Tenant Preference Certificate holders (DTHP); and  
3) Those who live or work in San Francisco.   



The Sponsor must provide initial draft marketing plan within 8 months of anticipated TCO, prior to 
lease-up of the 9 vacant SRO units. The plan should outline Chinatown CDC’s plan to lease up vacant 
units at the maximum allowed rent; and the affirmative steps they will take to market the Project to the 
City’s preference program participants, including COP Holders and Displaced Tenants, as well as how 
the marketing is consistent with the Mayor’s Racial Equity statement and promotion of positive 
outcomes for African American San Franciscans. 



4.8 Relocation. 
The Project is estimating a 17-month construction schedule, with three phases of relocation. Residents 
will be required to relocate off-site for at least 5 to 6 months.  
Chinatown CDC plans to continue working with a relocation consultant Overland, Pacific & Culter, LLC 
(OPC) for commercial relocation, and seek additional support from their in-house relocation specialists 
for residential relocation, Commercial Property Management consultant (Ventura Partners), and on-site 
Property Management staff that will comprise the Project’s relocation team. Starting in October 2021 up 
till April 2022, the team will conduct resident interviews, assist residents in transferring their utility 
accounts, facilitate reasonable accommodations, and finalize the relocation plan, budget, and schedule, 
to ensure compliance with the Uniform Relocation Act (URA). Prior to closing, SFHA will need to 
approve the federally approved relocation plan. 
There is $1.93MM in the development budget for relocation, which includes $1.28MM for residential 
relocation, $457K for commercial relocation, and $195K of relocation consultant fees. The preliminary 
relocation budget is based off Chinatown CDC’s recent project requiring off-site relocation at the Hamlin 
Hotel. The budget considers the cost for security deposits, family and friend stipends, reasonable 
accommodation for grab bars (specifically for seniors at Bayside), and leasing market rate and vacant 
units within the Sponsor’s portfolio.  
Residential Relocation 
Chinatown CDC will sequence the scattered site renovation by starting work and relocation at 
Consorcia from April to September 2022, then Tower from October 2022 to February 2023, and lastly 
Bayside from March to July 2023. The Sponsor’s in house relocation team will begin interviews with 
residents on their relocation needs from October 2021 to April 2022. It is the Sponsor’s intention to use 
the same 24 market-rate units (with a one-year lease) to relocate residents from all three buildings. 
Twenty four Consorcia residents will first be relocated, then the 24 Tower residents (since there are 9 
vacancies at Tower), and last, the 31 Bayside seniors. For the additional 7 relocation units needed for 
Bayside seniors, the Sponsor will sign month-to-month leases.  
Commercial Relocation 
Relocation concessions and moving expenses are included in the development budget for all three 
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commercial tenants at Consorcia, along with temporary relocation for Chinatown CDC’s main office at 
Tower. In the next few months, the Sponsor will negotiate with the three Consorcia commercial tenants 
on their expected return date (estimated early 2023) after the seismic renovation is complete. 
Ultimately, the commercials tenants will have two options for relocation – either temporary closure of 
their business or temporary off-site relocation. It is highly likely that the businesses will choose to 
temporarily close, and in that case, the Sponsor will negotiate and pay the business owner a payment 
that may address several components of a temporary closure such as business interruption or lost 
revenues, moving and storage expenditures, and reestablishment expense. The tenants will not owe 
rent during the period of temporary closure, which is assumed in the commercial proforma. 
 
Although the Sponsor’s plan is to have the commercial tenants continue to stay after the renovation, 
per the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act (“URA”) and California 
Relocation Assistance Law and Guidelines, the tenants will be provided with a 90-day notice prior to 
relocation and will be provided with the options of Temporary Closure, Temporary Relocation, and 
Permanent Relocation with the advisory assistance.  
 
As a loan condition, the Sponsor will provide a relocation plan, detailed budget, and schedule to 
MOHCD for review and approval. Chinatown CDC will also need to provide bi-weekly progress updates 
on SFHA’s approval of the relocation plan. 
 



5. DEVELOPMENT TEAM  
Development Team 



Consultant Type Name SBE/LBE Outstanding 
Procurement 



Issues 
Architect Saida + Sullivan Design 



Partners 
Y N 



General Contractor  BBI Construction N N 
Owner’s Rep/Construction Manager TBD TBD TBD 



Financial Consultant California Housing 
Partnership Corporation 



N N 



Energy Consultant Peralta Energy  N N 
MEP Consultant EDesignC N N 



Waterproofing/Leak Study Steelhead Engineers, Inc. Y N 
Environmental (Bayside) Rincon Consultants, Inc. N N 



Environmental (Consorcia & Tower) ACC Environmental 
Consultants, Inc. 



N N 



Structural Engineer SMW & Associates, Inc.  Y (needs 
recertification) 



N 



PML Analysis Engineer Simpson Gumpertz & Heger N N 
Permit Expediting Jules Mancilla, Inc. N N 



Legal  Gubb & Barshay, LLP N N 
HUD Legal  Klein & Hornig, LLP N N 



ALTA Survey Luk & Associates Y Y 
 



5.1. Procurement Plan.  
As a City requirement, Chinatown CDC engaged Contract Management Division (CMD) in the 
Project’s consultant procurement process. In June 2020, CMD established a 20% Local Business 
Enterprise (LBE) goal for the Project’s design and engineering portion. 
 
SSDP as the architect, is the main consultant with the SBE/LBE status, and their contract comprises 
over 20% of the overall design/engineering fee. SMW & Associates is certified as a Minority-Owned SF 
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LBE, but the certification has expired. As of September 2021, SMW & Associates is still awaiting a 
response from CMD on the firm’s recertification. 
 
Due to challenges with the Project’s Construction Manager this past year, the Sponsor terminated the 
Construction Manager contract. In September 2021, Chinatown CDC received CMD approval to hire a 
new Construction Manager without issuing a Request for Qualifications, in preparation for the 
Sponsor’s GMP negotiations and construction start next year. 
 



6. FINANCING PLAN (See Attachment F for Cost Comparison of City Investment in Other Housing 
Developments; See Attachment G and H for Sources and Uses)  
6.1. Prior MOHCD/OCII Funding: 



Since 1981, the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) provided various loans and grants to the 
Throughline Apartments.  
Consorcia (1981) was Chinatown Community Housing Corporation’s (CCHC) (now known as 
Chinatown CDC) first affordable housing acquisition in March 1981. To finance the building’s 
rehabilitation, the City loaned $206,790 in funds to CCHC, at 6.0% simple interest for a 30-year term, 
and deferred repayment. This loan later was subordinated to the California Department of Housing & 
Community Development (HCD)’s Deferred Rehabilitation Program Loan (DRPL) of $100,000 in July 
1982 and the property’s first mortgage lender. In April 1999, the City’s loan was amended to include 
$124,108 in accrued interest, totaling the outstanding principal loan balance to $330,898. The loan 
matured on 11/17/2011, so no interest has accrued beyond this date. 
Five years later in December 2004, CCSF made a second loan to Chinatown CDC in the amount of 
$101,423 in at 3.0% simple interest for a 55-year term, and residual receipts repayment. Chinatown 
CDC paid off HCD’s $100,000 DRPL loan in May 2018, moving the City’s 1981 loan of $330,898 and 
2004 loan of $101,423 to first and second-lien position. As of October 2021, the outstanding principal 
balance of the 2004 CDBG loan is $10,625 with $579 of accrued interest. 
Tower (1983) was acquired by CCHC in August 1983. Through the San Francisco Community 
Housing Rehabilitation Program (CHRP), the City loaned $340,000 in funds to finance the 
rehabilitation of the property in August 1983 at 6.0% simple interest for a 30-year term, and deferred 
repayment. The City loaned another $22,709 in March 1984 and $40,477 in March 1985, increasing 
the principal balance of the City’s loan to $403,186. To complete the rehab project in 1985, CCHC 
made a $309,523 loan to the property and sits in second-lien position. 
In April 1999, the original 1983 loan agreement and promissory note was amended to reflect the 
principal balance of $403,186 and consolidated accrued interest of $242,100, totaling the principal 
balance of CCSF’s loan to $645,286. The loan matured on 3/15/2005, so no interest has accrued 
beyond this date. 
Bayside (1989) In September 1989, the City loaned $829,387 to Chinatown CDC to develop and 
construct Bayside at 10% simple interest for a 50-year term, and deferred repayment.  
Existing HUD Financing:  
In 1989, HUD loaned $1,644,800 at 8.375% interest rate for a 40-year term and monthly mortgage 
payment of $12,046 to Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation. The principal balance of $987,209 will be 
paid off at construction closing through the LLC’s purchase of the Project. HUD’s deed of trust on the 
202 mortgage will be reconveyed at closing. 
Throughline (2020) In September 2020, MOHCD loaned $800,000 (in Housing Trust Funds) at 3% 
interest rate for a 57-year term to the Sponsor as predevelopment loan funds. There is $14,548.25 of 
accrued interest as of 10/15/21. The principal and accrued interest will be assigned from Throughline, 
L.P. to CCDC Throughline, LLC and rolled into MOHCD’s final gap loan to the Project. 
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MOHCD’s existing debt as of October 15, 2021, to the Project are as follows: 



Property 
Loan  Loan  Loan 



Amount 
Interest 



Rate 
Maturity 



Date 
Repayment 



Terms 



Outstanding 
Principal 



Balance (A) 



Accrued 
Interest as of 
10/15/21 (B) 



(Total of A+B)  Type / 
Program Date 



Consorcia CDBG* 11/16/1981 $330,898  6.00% 11/17/2011 Deferred 
payment $330,898.00 $402,978.61 $733,876.61 



Tower CDBG- 
CHRP* 8/15/1983 $645,286  6.00% 3/15/2005 Deferred 



payment $645,286.00 $392,871.63 $1,038,157.63 



Bayside CDBG 
Acquisition 9/25/1989 $829,387  10.00% 9/25/1939 Deferred 



payment $829,387.00 $2,697,350.83 $3,526,737.83 



Consorcia CDBG 12/9/2004 $101,423  3.00% 12/9/2054 Residual 
Receipts $10,625.33 $579.08 $11,204.41 



Throughline HTF 9/11/2020 $800,000  3.00% 9/11/2077 Residual 
Receipts $800,000.00 $14,548.25 $814,548.25 



Total     $2,706,994        $2,616,196.33 $3,508,328.40 $6,124,524.73 
*The 1981 CDBG loan for Consorcia and the 1983 CDBG loan for Tower have matured. No interest accrued beyond the 
maturity dates. 



Before the acquisition, MOHCD will forgive $2,398,821.37 (as part of this request) in accrued interest 
on MOHCD’s 1989 Bayside loan in order to reduce the sales price; and allow MOHCD’s acquisition 
loan to provide at least $13,519,791 in seller proceeds to finance the rehab. 
MOHCD’s total existing debt (total outstanding principal balance and accrued interest to close) will not 
be repaid at construction closing and will be consolidated into a single subordinate loan, including the 
new $14.84MM gap loan and PASS loan contemplated in this request. MOHCD’s loan will be 
restructured and conform to an extended loan term of 55 years. See Section 6.4.1. Permanent 
Sources Evaluation Narrative for more details. 



6.2. Disbursement Status.  
In June 2020, Loan Committee approved the $800,000 predevelopment loan to Throughline, L.P. Loan 
Committee approved the Project to incur costs dating back to January 1, 2019, so long as these costs 
are deemed acceptable and correspond to predevelopment budget. As of Draw #6 (approved August 
2021), $643,568 has been drawn with $156,432 remaining.  
As part of the acquisition, MOHCD’s $800K predevelopment loan will be assigned to the ultimate 
borrower of this loan request – CCDC Throughline, LLC, and included in the final MOHCD gap loan 
amount. 



6.3. Fulfillment of Loan Conditions. Below is the status of Loan Conditions since this Project was last at 
Loan Committee on June 19, 2020 for the Project’s preliminary gap and PASS financing: 
By September 15, 2020: 
• Sponsor will assess ways to improve the Project’s CDLAC self-score to ensure a competitive 



application. 
• Status: Complete. 



• Sponsor to provide an alternative funding schedule, in the event the Project does not receive a 
CDLAC/TCAC award in December 2020. 



• Status: Complete. Sponsor applied for federal appropriation funds. 
• Sponsor will secure an extension from DBI on performing the seismic retrofit at Consorcia 



Apartments and Tower Hotel.  
• Status: Complete. 



• Sponsor to provide a community outreach plan for the period of January 2019 through construction 
completion. The plan should outline COVID-19 related health measures to conduct community 
outreach, identify key community stakeholders, description of the relocation team’s community and 
resident relocation outreach strategy, and overall outreach timeline.  



• Status: In Process. This will be a condition upon MOHCD’s execution of the loan 
documents. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 
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Prior to Gap Loan Request: 
• Sponsor will work with MOHCD construction team to refine rehabilitation scope as the 



predevelopment period progresses. 
• Status: In process. This will be a condition upon MOHCD’s execution of the loan 



documents. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 
• Sponsor to submit a relocation plan including COVID-19 related measures, schedule and budget 



for MOHCD review and approval. 
• Status: In Process. This will be a condition upon MOHCD’s execution of the loan 



documents. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 
• Sponsor to submit a commercial leasing plan describing the proposed legal structure of the 



Project’s commercial component, the Project’s desired use of commercial cash flow, and the 
Sponsor’s plan to fill commercial vacancies and loss of commercial revenue due to the COVID-19 
small business impacts. 



• Status: In Process. This will be a condition upon MOHCD’s execution of the loan 
documents. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



• Sponsor must provide MOHCD financial analysis with more conservative underwriting 
assumptions, without increasing MOHCD’s maximum gap commitment.  



• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing, so tax-credit 
underwriting standards are not applicable to the Project. 



• Sponsor must provide the equity investor Request for Proposal (RFP) for MOHCD review and 
approval before finalizing and releasing the RFP. 



• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing. 
• Sponsor must provide all lender and investor RFP responses prior to selections for MOHCD review 



and approval. 
• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing. 



• Sponsor must notify MOHCD of the developer’s lender and investor selection for MOHCD review 
and approval. 



• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing. 
• Sponsor must provide true debt test. 



• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing. 
• Sponsor must provide raw financial data from the developer or financial consultant prior to the 



selected lender and investors for MOHCD review and approval. 
• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing. 



 
Prior to Closing: 
• Sponsor must provide MOHCD the opportunity to comment on HUD and SFHA documents. 



• Status: In Process. Option to Lease Agreement with SFHA is in place, but this condition 
will be remain. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



• Sponsor must provide MOHCD the opportunity to comment on the final commercial leases with the 
LLC. 



• Status: In Process. This will be a condition upon MOHCD’s execution of the loan 
documents. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



• Sponsor must obtain a TCAC waiver to reduce the 10% mobility requirement to 5% per building. 
• Status: N/A. The Project is not pursuing tax-credit and bond financing. 



• Sponsor must apply to AHP in March 2021 and again in March 2022 if initial application is 
unsuccessful. 



• Status: In Process. This will be a condition upon MOHCD’s execution of the loan 
documents. See Section 9.2 Recommended Loan Conditions. 



 
Post-closing: 
• Sponsor to provide marketing plan and budget to MOHCD 6 months prior to lease-up of newly 



vacant units. 
• Status: In Process. This will stay as a post-closing condition. See Section 9.2 
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Recommended Loan Conditions. 
• Sponsor must continue to apply tiered rent increases to the Project without harming over-burdened 



tenants. 
• Status: In Process. This will stay as a post-closing condition. See Section 9.2 



Recommended Loan Conditions. 
 



6.4. Permanent Financing 
HUD’s Debt Service Requirement 
In November 2019 the Sponsor requested HUD’s pre-approval to pay off the HUD 202 mortgage and 
the scattered site financing structure. Bayside’s annual debt service at the time was $144,552 
($4,663/unit). As a condition to the new mortgage under Throughline Apartments, HUD required the 
Sponsor to reduce per unit debt service below the current $4,663/unit. The $8.49MM PASS mortgage 
contemplated in this request reflects an annual per unit debt service of $3,658-- $1,005 less than 
$4,663. This requirement consequently reduces the permanent mortgage the Sponsor can borrow by 
approximately $450K.  



6.4.1. Permanent Sources Evaluation Narrative:  
The Borrower proposes to use the following sources to permanently finance the Project.  



 
1) MOHCD - PASS Permanent Loan ($8,031,555) – The Project estimates a permanent 



mortgage of $8,499,000 or $96,580/unit, at a blended interest rate of 2.742%, for a 40-
year term. The source is MOHCD’s Preservation and Seismic Safety Loan Program 
(“PASS”), a taxable general obligation bond funded program that provides senior loans 
for the acquisition, improvement, and rehabilitation of at-risk multifamily buildings. The 
Project’s PASS loan (2020 Series C) will be fully secured by a first-lien position against 
the fee interest on all three properties and any improvements financed with PASS Loan 
proceeds. Below is the breakdown of the PASS loan amount. 



Description Amount Term 
PASS - Market Rate Loan $5,175,891  40 yrs. @ 3.87289%% 



PASS - Below Market Rate Loan $2,855,664  40 yrs. @ 0.95763% 
PASS - Deferred Loan $467,445  40 yrs. @ 0.95763% 



Total $8,499,000  40 years @ 2.742% blended 
 



The principal and interest on the PASS loan will be charged at closing and funds will be 
drawn down during construction. Operating income from the Project’s cash flow during 
construction will repay both principal and interest during construction – therefore the 
Project’s permanent sources and uses does not include cost for construction loan 
interest. 



2) PASS Deferred Loan ($467,445) – The $467,445 PASS Deferred Loan will require a 
balloon payment at the 40-year maturity date and serves as a source to the Project.  



3) Accrued Deferred Interest on PASS Deferred Loan ($317) – Of the $467,445 PASS 
Deferred Loan, $318 of deferred interest accrued and serves as a source and a use to 
the Project. 



4) MOHCD-CDBG-HTF Gap Loan ($13,519,791) – MOHCD will loan $14,840,000 to the 
LLC to acquire the Throughline Apartments to pay off Bayside’s HUD 202 mortgage of 
$987,209 and $333,000 in transfer taxes. The remaining difference of $13,519,791 will be 
seller grant funds to the LLC to finance the rehab.  
MOHCD’s $14.84MM gap loan contemplated in this request will be a 3.0% interest rate 
with a 55-year term, with residual receipts repayment. Included in this amount is 
MOHCD’s $800K predevelopment funds loaned to the Project, with $21,524 of accrued 
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interest (to close on 3/15/22) that will be restructured as part of MOHCD’s final gap loan.  
In effort to reduce MOHCD’s gap loan, Chinatown CDC will apply for the Federal Home 
Loan Bank of San Francisco (FHLB-SF) Affordable Housing Program (AHP) for $880,000 
in March 2022. The Sponsor did not apply for AHP in 2021 because the Project was still 
determining a finance plan without tax-credits and bonds. Awarded projects in the 2020 
AHP round, received a minimum score of 72.68 points. The Project may be competitive 
with a self-score of 76.65 points. This is based on the deep affordability and timing to 
submit the application to maximize project readiness points. As a loan condition, 
Chinatown CDC will apply for AHP financing in 2022 and if not awarded, will apply again 
during construction in 2023.  



 
5) MOHCD-CHRP Loan/MOHCD-CDBG Loan/MOHCD-Site Acquisition Loan 



($2,946,077) – Before the acquisition, MOHCD will forgive $2,398,821.37 (as part of this 
request) in accrued interest on MOHCD’s 1989 Bayside loan in order to reduce the sales 
price; and allow MOHCD’s acquisition loan to provide at least $13,519,791 in seller 
proceeds to finance the rehab. 
See table below for the amount of MOHCD’s existing loans that will be forgiven prior to 
acquisition and the remaining debt to be consolidated into one loan (along with the new 
gap financing) for a 55-year term. The interest rate will be lowered to the applicable 
federal rate (AFR) of currently 1.73%.  



Property Loan Type 
/ Program 



Original Loan 
Amount  



Outstanding 
Principal 



Balance (A) 



Interest 
Rate 



Repayment 
Terms 



Accrued 
Interest to 



Close 3/15/22 
(B) 



Debt 
Forgiveness 



Prior to 
Acquisition 



(C) 



Total of 
A+B+C 



Consorcia 1981 
CDBG* $330,898.00 $330,898.00 6.00% Deferred 



payment $402,978.61 $0.00 $733,876.61 



Tower 
1983 



CDBG 
CHRP* 



$645,286.00 $645,286.00 6.00% Deferred 
payment $392,871.63 $0.00 $1,038,157.63 



Bayside 
1989 



CDBG 
Acquisition 



$829,387.00 $829,387.00 10.00% Deferred 
payment $2,732,139.01 -



$2,398,821.37 $1,162,704.64 



Consorcia 2004 
CDBG $101,423.00 $10,625.33 6.00% Residual 



Receipts $712.78 $0.00 $11,338.12 



Total   $1,906,994.00 $1,816,196.33     $3,528,702.03 $2,398,821.37 $2,946,077.00 
*The 1981 CDBG loan for Consorcia and the 1983 CDBG loan for Tower have matured. No interest accrued beyond the maturity dates. 



 
MOHCD’s total loan to the Project at closing will be broken down by the following: 



Amount Source Term 
$5,175,891  PASS - Market Rate Loan 40 yrs. @ 3.87289%% 
$2,855,664  PASS - Below Market Rate Loan 40 yrs. @ 0.95763% 



$467,445  PASS - Deferred Loan 40 yrs. @ 0.95763% 



$14,840,000 
MOHCD CDBG-HTF Acquisition 
Loan 55 yrs. @ 3% / Res Rec 



$733,876 1981 CDBG 55 yrs. @ AFR / Res Rec 
$1,038,157 1983 CDBG CHRP 55 yrs. @ AFR / Res Rec 
$1,162,704 1989 CDBG Acquisition 55 yrs. @ AFR / Res Rec 



$11,338 2004 CDBG 55 yrs. @ AFR / Res Rec 



$26,285,077 
Total Amount in MOHCD Loan 
Agreement   
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6) Chinatown CDC 1985 Tower Loan ($309,523) – Chinatown CDC’s 1985 loan to 
Tower of $309,523 will serve as a source and use to the Project. At construction 
closing, the loan will be extended another 55 years at AFR (currently 1.73%). 



7) Federal Appropriations Grant ($2,500,000) – In January 2022 federal appropriation 
funds are expected to be available to Chinatown CDC to rehab the Tower Hotel through 
Nancy Pelosi’s Office - https://pelosi.house.gov/community-projects-funding. The funds, 
when approved, will be come as a HUD-Economic Development Initiative Grant directly 
to Chinatown CDC; and drawn down by the end of December 2022 as a grant. 



8) GP Capital - Bayside Project Reserves ($2,723,968) – The Project’s existing reserves 
will serve as a source to the Project. In March 2020, HUD approved Chinatown CDC to 
use Bayside’s replacement reserves and residual receipts reserve, totaling 
approximately $2.7MM to pay solely for the rehab work at Bayside.  



9) GP Capital – Hamlin Hotel Funds ($600,000) – In 2019, there were $600,000 in 
excess rent proceeds from the new Section 8 subsidies the Sponsor received from the 
transfer of the Hamlin Hotel to the RAD program (RAD 2.0). MOHCD will require the 
Sponsor to use these funds as a source to the Project. 



10) GP Capital – Project Reserves for Predev Expenses prior to 12/31/2019 ($125,391) 
Before January 1, 2020, the Sponsor used existing replacement reserves to pay for 
early predevelopment costs like architectural design fees for the seismic retrofit and tax-
credit and HUD counsel for feasibility analysis. 



 Chinatown CDC will draw down funds in the following order: 
1) MOHCD’s CDBG-HTF Loan for acquisition  
2) Chinatown CDC and Bayside Grants to the LLC (seller grant) 
3) Federal Appropriations Grant – Tower Hotel 
4) MOHCD PASS Loan 
5) GP Capital – Bayside Project Reserves 
6) GP Capital – Hamlin Hotel Funds 



 
6.4.2. CDLAC Tax-Exempt Bond Application: 



N/A.  
 



6.4.3. Commercial Space Sources and Uses Narrative 
The Sponsor is unable to provide a separate commercial space sources and uses because the 
renovation cost for the commercial space overlaps with the soft story retrofit. The development 
budget includes repairs for a warm shell plus cold shell finishes for the office; any work beyond 
that would be covered by each organization’s reserves. Tenant improvement costs are not 
included in the development budget.  
 



6.4.4. Permanent Uses Evaluation:  
 



Development Budget 
Underwriting Standard Meets 



Standard? 
(Y/N) 



Notes 



Hard Cost per unit is within standards 
 



 
Y 



 
$352,063/unit 



 
Construction Hard Cost Contingency 
is at least 5% (new construction) or 



15% (rehab) 



 
N 
 



Hard Cost Contingency is 11.3%, lower than 
MOHCD’s 15% standard for rehabs.  



 





https://pelosi.house.gov/community-projects-funding
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The Sponsor is requesting a waiver on the Project’s 
hard cost contingency; and will submit the final GMP 
contract prior to execution for MOHCD’s review. If the 
$333K in transfer tax is deemed not applicable to the 
acquisition, the Sponsor must reallocate those funds 
to hard cost contingency to cover any cost overruns. 



 
Architecture and Engineering Fees 



are within standards 
 



Y 
 



Total Architectural & Design fees is 
$895,000, which is within underwriting guidelines 



 
Construction Management Fees are 



within standards 
 



Y 
 



$90,000 total for a 12-month predevelopment and 17-
month construction period.  



 
Developer Fee is within standards, 
see also disbursement chart below 



 



 
N 
 



Total Dev Fee is $500,000. See Section 6.4.5 below 
for waiver request. 



 
Consultant and legal fees are 



reasonable 
 



Y 
 



$105,000 for consultants and $65,000 for legal fees 
is reasonable. 



Entitlement fees are accurately 
estimated 



 
Y 
 



$220,000 for entitlement / permit fees is accurate for 
this size project. 



Construction Loan interest is 
appropriately sized 



 
Y 
 



$0 in construction loan interest, as net operating 
income from cash flow during construction will pay 



the principal and interest for the PASS loan. 
 



Soft Cost Contingency is 10% per 
standards 



 
N 



Soft Cost Contingency is 2.2%. Relocation line item 
includes its own contingency. 



 
Chinatown CDC is requesting a waiver on its soft cost 
contingency; and will apply for AHP financing in 2022 



and if not awarded, will apply again during 
construction in 2023 to reduce MOHCD’s gap loan 



and cover any cost overruns. 
 



Capitalized Operating Reserves are a 
minimum of 3 months 



 
Y 
 



Capitalized Operating Reserve is $299,950 equals to 
3 months. 



Capitalized Replacement Reserves 
are a minimum of $1,000 per unit 



(Rehab only) 



 
Y 
 



$88,000 or $1,000/unit for 88 units. 



 
6.4.5. Developer Fee Evaluation:  



Per MOHCD’s Policy on Development Fees For Non-Tax Credit Projects, the maximum 
allowable developer fee (the “Maximum Fee”) for projects in which all units are newly affordable 
units shall not exceed the lesser of one-half of the maximum developer fee that would be 
allowed by the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee (CTCAC) for the project if it were 
financed with 9% Low Income Housing Tax Credits as may be modified by the CTCAC (max. 
$2.2MM cash-out) or 7.5% of the total development costs (approx. 2MM), regardless of the 
source of the fee. Maximum Fee is $1.1MM. 
 





https://sfmohcd.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/4880-Non-Tax%20Credit%20Developer%20Fee%20Policy.pdf
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The maximum allowable developer fee for re-capitalizing existing affordable housing projects 
shall not exceed 25% of the Maximum fee ($275k), with no at-risk fee allowed unless newly 
affordable units are being added to the existing affordable building. Since the Throughline 
Apartments is technically three rehab projects under one financing structure, MOHCD staff 
recommends waiving this policy and allow the Sponsor to collect $500K in developer fee.  



Total Developer Fee: $500,000   
Project Management Fee Paid to Date: $75,000   
Amount of Remaining Project Management Fee: $425,000   
Amount of Fee at Risk (the "At Risk Fee"): $0   
Amount of Commercial Space Developer Fee (the 
“Commercial Fee”): $0 



  
Amount of Fee Deferred (the "Deferred Fee"): $0   
Amount of General Partner Equity Contribution (the “GP 
Equity”): $0 



  



Milestones for Disbursement of that portion of Developer Fee 
remaining and payable for Project Management  



Amount Paid at 
Milestone 



Percentage 
Project 



Management Fee 
Predevelopment Loan Closing (Paid) $75,000 15% 
Construction close $0 0% 
Permanent Conversion $0 0% 
Milestones for Disbursement of that portion of Developer Fee 
defined as At Risk Fee   Percentage At 



Risk Fee 
        100% lease up and draft cost certification $0 0% 
        Permanent conversion $425,000 85% 
Project close-out $0 0% 
Milestones for Disbursement of that portion of Developer Fee 
defined as Commercial Fee $0 



0% 
 
7. PROJECT OPERATIONS (See Attachment I and J for Operating Budget and Proforma) 



 
7.1 Annual Operating Budget. 



Chinatown CDC’s operating budget is based off 2021 actuals and mostly compliant with MOHCD 
policies, except for the Project’s vacancy assumptions. The current operating expense (“OpEx”) 
breakdown shows the Project’s OpEx per unit per annum (“PUPA”), ranging from $8K-$10K – 
significantly lower than comparable projects with escalated OpEx PUPA for year 2023, which range 
from $12.5K - $14.5K. The Sponsor is seeking a waiver on the Project’s PUPA in order to leverage as 
much debt permitted by HUD to finance Project repairs. 



Building Percentage Breakdown Total OpEx PUPA 
Bayside 38.00% $309,952 $9,998 



Consorcia 29% $236,542 $9,856 
Tower 33.00% $269,168 $8,157 



  Total Operating Expenses $815,662   



Residential & Commercial Vacancy Assumptions 
Both Bayside & Consorcia have been fully occupied and rarely see any vacancies, unless when 
someone passes away. For Tower, the Sponsor has kept the 9 out of 33 units vacant in preparation for 
the major rehab and to prevent crowding during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and 2021. After 
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completion of renovation in 2023, the Sponsor will lease the 9 vacant units through MOHCD’s DAHLIA 
system. 



The commercial operating proforma assumes the blended 20% vacancy rate in lieu of the industry 
standard of 50% vacancy rate. Since Chinatown CDC’s Main Office is the major source of commercial 
revenue to the Project, the Sponsor is confident in the steady income source.  



7.2 Annual Operating Expenses Evaluation. 



Operating Proforma 
Underwriting Standard Meets 



Standard? 
(Y/N) 



Notes 



Debt Service Coverage Ratio is 
minimum 1.1:1 in Year 1 and stays 



above 1:1 through Year 17 
 



 
Y 



 
DSCR is 1.272 at Year 1 and 1.144 at Year 17.   



Vacancy meets TCAC Standards  
Y 
 



 
Vacancy is 5% 



Annual Income Growth is increased at 
2.5% per year or 1% for LOSP tenant 



rents 



 
N 
 



Income escalation factor is 2.0%. 
Escalation assumptions are consistent with 



Project’s CHPC proforma. 
 



Annual Operating Expenses are 
increased at 3.5% per year 



 
N 
 



Expenses escalation factor is 3.0% Escalation 
assumptions are consistent with Project’s CHPC 



proforma. 
 



Base year operating expenses per 
unit are reasonable per comparables 



 
N 
 



Total Operating Expenses are $9,269 PUPA, 
including services and replacement reserve 



payments. See previous Section 7.1. 
 



Property Management Fee is at 
allowable HUD Maximum 



 
Y 
 



Total Property Management Fee is $72,405 (or 
$832 PUPA) + $7,446 Commercial Management 



fee, totals $79,851 (or $918 PUPA). 
 



Property Management staffing level is 
reasonable per comparables 



 
Y 
 



See above staffing chart, which includes a total 
of 3.0 FTE staff. 



 
Asset Management (AM) and 



Partnership Management (PM) Fees 
meet standards 



 
Y 
 



Reflects a 2023 operating start with an annual 
AM Fee of $22,670/yr. and no PM Fee collected 



since the Project is a non-tax credit project. 
 



Replacement Reserve Deposits meet 
or exceed TCAC minimum standards 



 
Y 
 



Replacement Reserves are $52,600 or $600 
PUPA for 88 units. 



 
Limited Partnership Asset 



Management Fee (LP AMF) meets 
standards 



 
N/A 



 



Project is a non-tax credit project.  



 



 



 





https://www.hud.gov/states/shared/working/west/mf/feesch
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7.3 Staffing Summary. 
The operating budget for all 3 sites includes a staffing plan as follows: 



Title 
FTE allocated to 



Project 
Exp allocated 
to Project 



Office Salaries     
Assistant Property Manager 1.0 $42,715 



Subtotal 1.0 $42,715 
      



Manager Salaries     
Property Manager 1.0 $61,250 



Subtotal 1.0 $61,250 
      



Maintenance     
Technician 1.0 $65,000 



Subtotal 1.0 $65,000 
      



Total FTEs and Expenses 3.0 $168,965 
 



7.4 Capital Needs Assessment & Replacement Reserve Analysis. 
The development budget includes $299,933 in capitalized operating reserves for 3 months and $88,000 
($1,000/unit) in capitalized replacement reserves—both of which meet MOHCD’s Underwriting 
Guidelines. An annual replacement reserve deposit of $52,800 or $600 PUPA is included in the 
operating budget.   



7.5 Income Restrictions for All Sources. 
Current Income Restrictions 
The Project serves 88 households including three unrestricted manager units. Tower Hotel includes a 
mix of SROs restricted to 80% to 140% AMI (per the low- and moderate-income definitions under the 
CDBG program1). Consorcia Apartments is comprised of studios and one-bedrooms to accommodate 
individuals, couples, and families, restricted at 80% HUD AMI. Bayside Elderly Housing has 30 studios 
restricted to 50% HUD AMI for seniors receiving Project Based Rental Assistance with Section 8. 
Existing MOHCD-CDBG loans on the Projects reflect the maximum income restrictions in the table. 



Property Unit Type 
Current 
Number 
of Units 



Avg 
Sq. Ft 



Avg 
Current 



Rent 
Max. % AMI 



Rent or 
Operating 
Subsidies 



Tower SRO 32 115 $398  80% to 140%   
Bayside studio 30 375 $891  80% PBRA 



Consorcia studio 17 375 $428  80%   
Consorcia 1BR 6 500 $553  80%   
Bayside Studio 1 500 $0  Manager’s Unit   



Consorcia 1BR 1 500 $0  Manager’s Unit   
  Total Units 87         



                                                           
1https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment/rulesandregs/memoranda/lmidef84 
 





https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment/rulesandregs/memoranda/lmidef84
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Consorcia Income Restrictions  
In the 2018 Annual Monitoring Report (AMR), the Sponsor stated there is now a large discrepancy 
between current rents and maximum allowed rents. Rents had been set at the State of California, 
Housing & Community Development’s (HCD) required limit of 40% TCAC AMI. Chinatown CDC paid off 
the HCD loan in 2018 and the rent restrictions sunset. The maximum rent now goes to the next most 
restricted level as required by the MOHCD regulatory agreement which sets rents at 30% of 80% AMI. 
The average rent is at 23% AMI. 
Chinatown CDC plans to increase revenue at the Consorcia by charging the maximum allowed rents to 
incoming tenants. However, there is very little turnover at the Consorcia. The last time a unit was 
vacated was in 2015 and currently, there are no vacancies. Chinatown CDC will use tiered rent 
increases to move the building toward the correct levels without harming already over-burdened 
tenants.  
Tower Income Restrictions 
Similar to Consorcia, there is a large discrepancy between charged rents and maximum allowed rents 
at Tower. The current average rent at Tower is at 13% AMI. The 1983 CHRP-CDBG loan to Tower, 
Section 8.15 states, “51% of the units [are] to be restricted to HUD low-income (18 units at 80% AMI) 
and the remaining units [are] to be moderate-income (15 units up to 140% AMI).” This is per the low- 
and moderate-income definitions under the CDBG program.2 
 
As a loan condition, Chinatown CDC will continue to apply tiered rent increases to the Project without 
harming existing over-burdened tenants and will require a marketing plan outlining the Sponsor’s plan to 
lease up vacant units at the maximum allowed rents.  
Bayside Section 8 PBRA Contract Rents 
Bayside’s Section 8 PBRA contract is directly with HUD and administered through the California 
Affordable Housing Initiatives, Inc. (CAHI). In order to increase contract rents, the Sponsor needs 
HUD’s approval of a Rent Comparability Study (RCS) as part of their renewal of HUD’s Mark-up-to-
Market Program HAP under Option 1B for at least a 20-year term. In November 2020, HUD issued a 
third party RCS, which showed Bayside’s HUD Section 8 subsidies $500/unit/month less than the 
$2,731/unit/month contract rent in June 2020 at $2,231/unit/month. The Sponsor submitted a “directive 
waiver” request per HUD Section 8 renewal guide to postpone the use of new RCS for 3 years until the 
local economy is able to recover from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. HUD denied the request 
in February 2021. After further discussions with HUD’s regional office and headquarters, HUD allowed 
the Sponsor to request a new RCS within the 5-year period, when the market is expected to improve. 
Chinatown CDC will need to submit a new RCS prior to closing or do the Operating Cost Adjustment 
Factor (OCAF) 120 days prior to the Housing Assistance Payments (HAP) contract date of 12/6/2021.  
 
The Sponsor has consulted with an appraiser regarding the current market rent to submit an updated 
RSC to HUD before closing. The proforma assumes HUD will approve higher contract rents from 
$2,231/unit/month to $2,400/unit/month from an updated RCS. There is significant financial risk to the 
Project’s financing should HUD deny the Sponsor’s RCS before closing. This will consequently force 
the Sponsor to use lower contract rents (from November 2020) to leverage a smaller mortgage--
creating a larger financing gap in the Project. 



Required HUD Approvals 
o Approval of the repayment of the existing HUD 202 loan (approved on 3/5/20) 
o New Use Agreement as condition of prepaying the HUD 202 (approved on 3/5/20) 
o Renewal of Mark-up-to-Market Program HAP under Option 1B for at least a 20-year term 
o Approval of the Rent Comparability Study required for the Market-up to Market renewal application 
o Approval to assign the HAP contract to the LLC 
o Approval of the LLC executing the Purchase Agreement to acquire the Throughline Apartments  



                                                           
2Ibid 
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o Approval of the LLC to enter into the 20-year Housing Assistance Payments Contract (HAP 
contract). For HUD to approve the renewal and assign the HAP contract to the LLC, Chinatown 
CDC will need to submit a rent comparability study to HUD.  



As a loan condition, Chinatown CDC will provide MOHCD the opportunity to review all HUD documents 
prior to execution. 



7.6 MOHCD Restrictions.  
Proposed MOHCD Income Restrictions 
MOHCD staff propose updating the income restrictions as reflected in MOHCD’s September 2020 
predevelopment loan and approved by MOHCD asset management. 
 



Unit Number No. of 
Units 



Unit 
Size 



Maximum Income Level 



Bayside 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 201, 202, 
203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 301, 302, 



303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310 



30 Studio 30% of Median Income 



Tower 
2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 



22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 



32 SRO 50% of Median Income 



Consorcia 
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25 



17 Studio 60% of Median Income 



Consorcia 
2, 8, 10, 17, 20, 26 



6 1BR 60% of Median Income 



Bayside - Manager’s Unit 1 Studio N/A 
Consorcia – Manager’s Unit 1 1BR N/A 



Tower – Manager’s Unit 1 SRO N/A 
 88   



 
Property No. of Units Maximum Income Level 
Bayside 30 30% of Median Income 
Tower 32 50% of Median Income 



Consorcia 23 60% of Median Income 
Manager’s Units 3 N/A 



 88  
 
8. SUPPORT SERVICES 



8.1. Services Plan. 
Chinatown CDC has developed its resident services program specifically to address resident health 
and wellness and the needs of immigrants, such as translation and interpretation. This includes 
assisting residents navigate paperwork and access to public benefits, and providing information on and 
referrals to local resources. In addition, the team works to build resident leadership by providing 
opportunities for residents to plan and implement community programs for residents and participate in 
advocacy efforts, including the ability preserve affordable housing. 
 
Chinatown CDC’s Resident Services team spends 25 hours a week (0.60 FTE) coordinating and 
facilitating the residential programs and activities at the Throughline Apartments. Services may include: 
o Social activities: bingo, arts and crafts, annual summer field trips, cultural, and holiday celebrations. 
o Education activities: residents' rights and responsibilities, independent living, home safety, disaster 



preparedness, financial management, health and wellness, greening (recycling, composting, water 
conservation, and energy conservation), voter education, resident relationships, cultural 
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competency, stress talk, and on-going inter-generational programming with Chinatown youth 
through Adopt A Senior Building program. Case management, information and referrals, benefits 
assistance and advocacy, money management, financial literacy and counseling. 



o Resident meetings with site staff to share/discuss concerns and receive updates on management 
operations.  



o Health and wellness activities: annual health fairs, health workshops, home delivery groceries, and 
the food bank. 



Staff assigned to Throughline residents coordinate with various partner organizations like the 
Chinatown YMCA, San Francisco State University’s School of Nursing, San Francisco Friends Who 
Care, Self-Help for the Elderly, On Lok Lifeways, San Francisco Marin Food Bank, and Glide to provide 
services listed above.  



8.2. Services Budget. 
The Project’s operating budget includes a total $38,000 for supportive services-- $30,000 of which is 
for staff time (0.60 FTE) and $8,000 for residential activities. Chinatown CDC services staff is able to 
provide more services to residents beyond what is paid through the operating budget with the help and 
collaboration of partner organizations. 



9. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1. Proposed Loan/Grant Terms  



Financial Description of Proposed Gap Loan (CDBG-HTF Acquisition)  



Loan Amount: $14,840,000 



Loan Term: Up to 55 years 



Loan Maturity Date: 2077 



Loan Repayment Type: Residual Receipts 



Loan Interest Rate: 3% 



Date Loan Committee approves prior 
expenses can be paid: 



January 1, 2019 



 
Financial Description of Preservation and Seismic Safety (PASS) Loan 
Loan Amount: $8,499,000 



Loan Term: 40 years 



Loan Maturity Date: 2062  



Loan Repayment Type: Monthly payments on the Market Rate and Below 
Market Rate portions of the PASS loan. Payment on 
portion of Deferred Loan due at maturity.  



Loan Interest Rate:  2.742% blended, compounding monthly 



Date Loan Committee approves prior 
expenses can be paid: 



October 15, 2021 



 
9.2. Recommended Loan Conditions  



Prior to Closing: 
• Sponsor will work with MOHCD construction team to refine rehabilitation scope prior to executing 



the GMP. 
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• Sponsor to submit the final GMP contract prior to execution for MOHCD’s review and approval. 
• Sponsor must provide an updated appraisal prior to closing. 
• Sponsor must forgive a portion of the existing $309,523 CCDC loan at Tower Hotel should the final 



appraisal sales price decrease to ensure sufficient seller grant funds for the Project. 
• Sponsor must allow MOHCD’s review and approval of each grant disbursement request made by 



Chinatown CDC and Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation to the LLC for the Project. 
• Sponsor to provide a community outreach plan for the period of January 2019 through construction 



completion. The plan should identify key community stakeholders, description of the relocation team’s 
community and resident relocation outreach strategy, and overall outreach timeline.  



• Sponsor to submit a relocation plan, schedule, and budget for MOHCD review and approval. 
• Sponsor must provide MOHCD the opportunity to comment on HUD and SFHA documents. 
• Sponsor must provide bi-weekly progress updates to MOHCD on HUD and SFHA approvals. 
• Sponsor to submit a commercial leasing plan describing the proposed legal structure of the 



Project’s commercial component, the Project’s desired use of commercial cash flow, and the 
Sponsor’s plan to fill commercial vacancies and loss of commercial revenue due to the COVID-19 
small business impacts. 



• Sponsor must provide MOHCD Asset Management the opportunity to comment on the final 
commercial leases with the LLC. 



• Sponsor must apply to AHP in March 2022 and again in March 2023 if initial application is 
unsuccessful. 



 
Post-closing: 
• Sponsor must provide initial draft marketing plan within 8 months of anticipated TCO, prior to 



lease-up of the 9 vacant units. The plan should outline Chinatown CDC’s plan to lease up vacant 
units at the maximum allowed rent; and the affirmative steps they will take to market the project to 
the City’s preference program participants, including COP Holders and Displaced Tenants, as well 
as how the marketing is consistent with the Mayor’s Racial Equity statement and promotion of 
positive outcomes for African American San Franciscans. 



• Sponsor must continue to apply tiered rent increases to the Project without harming over-burdened 
tenants within 8 months of anticipated TCO. 



• Sponsor must repay MOHCD’s loan should there be excess proceeds after the rehabilitation. 
 
10. LOAN COMMITTEE MODIFICATIONS 
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LOAN COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 



Approval indicates approval with modifications, when so determined by the Committee. 



[    ] APPROVE.   [    ]     DISAPPROVE. [    ] TAKE NO ACTION. 



 
________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 
Eric D. Shaw, Director 
Mayor’s Office of Housing 
 
[    ] APPROVE.   [    ]     DISAPPROVE. [    ] TAKE NO ACTION. 
 



________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 
Salvador Minibar, Director of Housing 
Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing 
 
[    ] APPROVE.   [    ]     DISAPPROVE. [    ] TAKE NO ACTION. 
 



________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 
Sally Oerth, Interim Executive Director 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure 
 
[    ] APPROVE.   [    ]     DISAPPROVE. [    ] TAKE NO ACTION. 
 



________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 
Anna Van Degna, Director 
Controller’s Office of Public Finance 
 
 
Attachments:   A. Project Milestones/Schedule 
  B. Borrower Org Chart 
  C. Developer Resumes 
  D. Asset Management Analysis of Sponsor 
  E. Threshold Eligibility Requirements and Ranking Criteria 
  F. Site Map with amenities  
  G. Elevations and Floor Plans, if available 
  H. Comparison of City Investment in Other Housing Developments 
  I. N/A 
  J. Development Budget 
  K. 1st Year Operating Budget 
  L. 20-year Operating Pro Forma 
  M. 20-year Commercial Operating Pro Forma 
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Attachment A: Project Milestones and Schedule 
 



No. Performance Milestone Estimated or 
Actual Date 



Contractual 
Deadline 



A.  Prop I Noticing (if applicable) N/A  



1 Acquisition/Predev Financing Commitment 6/19/2020  



2. Site Acquisition 11/01/2021       



3. Development Team Selection   



  a.     Architect 8/1/2019  



  b.     General Contractor 11/1/2019  



  c.     Owner’s Representative 10/1/2021  



  d.     Property Manager N/A  



  e.     Service Provider N/A  



4. Design   



  a.     Submittal of Schematic Design & Cost Estimate 10/30/2019       



  b.     Submittal of Design Development & Cost Estimate 7/02/2020  



  c.    Submittal of 50% CD Set & Cost Estimate 9/22/2020  



  d.     Submittal of Pre-Bid Set & Cost Estimate (75%-80% 
CDs) 



10/04/2021  



5. Environ Review/Land-Use Entitlements   



  a.     CEQA Environ Review Submission N/A  



  b.     NEPA Environ Review Submission 1/31/2022  



  c.     CUP/PUD/Variances Submission N/A  



6. Permits   



  a.1.   Bayside Building / Site Permit Application Submitted 10/1/2020       



  a.2.   Consorcia Building / Site Permit Application Submitted 10/28/2020       



  a.3.   Tower Building / Site Permit Application Submitted 10/21/2020       



  b.     Addendum #1 Submitted N/A  



  c.     Addendum #2 Submitted N/A  



7. Request for Bids Issued 10/2021  



8. Service Plan Submission N/A  



  a.     Preliminary N/A  



  b.     Interim N/A  



  c.     Update N/A  



9. Additional City Financing   



  a.     Predevelopment Financing Application #2 N/A  



  b.     Gap Financing Application  10/15/2021  
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10. Other Financing   



  a.     Construction Financing RFP  N/A  



  b.     HUD 202 or 811 Application N/A  



  c.     Other Financing Application  N/A  



11. Closing   



  a.     Construction Closing 3/15/2022  



  b. 



    Permanent Financing Closing 



3/15/2022 
PASS loan will close 



at construction 
closing. 



 



12. Construction   



  a.     Notice to Proceed 4/1/2022       



  b.     Temporary Certificate of Occupancy/Cert of Substantial 
Completion 



6/1/2023       



13. Marketing/Rent-up   



  a.     Marketing Plan Submission 1/2023       



  b.     Commence Marketing  4/2023  



  c.     95% Occupancy 9/1/2023       



14. Cost Certification/8609 N/A  



15. Close Out MOH/OCII Loan(s) N/A  
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Attachment B: Borrower Org Chart  
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Attachment C: Development Staff Resumes  
 



 
Chinatown CDC has developed over 2,730 units of affordable housing over the course of its 40-year history 
and has another 765 units in the development pipeline (see below). In addition, San Francisco will release 
approximately 4 projects under RFPs every year; we plan to submit proposals for many if not all. We are also 
actively seeking small sites (5- to 25-unit buildings) currently housing low-income residents at risk of 
displacement to acquire, rehabilitate and maintain as affordable housing to help stabilize households and 
neighborhoods facing evictions and gentrification. 
 
Development Pipeline: 



 Swiss American - 534 Broadway; soft-story only ($6.2MM rehab); in process of securing funding 
 Notre Dame – 1590 Broadway; ($27.8MM rehab); in process of securing funding 
 Hamlin - 385 Eddy St ($13.6MM rehab); construction started beginning of 2020 
 Larkin Pine (estimated $11.1MM refinancing/rehab) 
 Golden Gate Apartments (estimated $22MM refinancing/rehab) 
 Small Sites (4 buildings rehab projects) 



1535 Jackson – $4M rehab, in construction; 99% complete 
1201 Powell/900 Jackson – $2M rehab, in construction; 64% complete. 
289 9th/800-810 Clement, $1M rehab, in construction; 28% complete. 
 



 937 Clay – $1.5M rehab, in construction; 44% complete 
 1005 Powell - $7.2M rehab, in pre-acquisition with acquisition target date of Nov 30, 2021 & 



construction to start Jan. 2021. 
 1590 Broadway – under renovation 
 Maceo May; construction loan closed April 2020 
 Throughline (777 Broadway, 1204 Mason, 1525-1529 Grant Ave.) major rehab permitting completed for 



777 Broadway & 1204 Mason, and waiting on 1525 Grant Avenue. 
 730 Stanyan; predevelopment 
 Transbay Block 2 Senior; predevelopment 
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Attachment D: Asset Management Evaluation of Project Sponsor   
 



• # of projects and avg. # of units/project currently in sponsor’s asset management portfolio 
33 Projects, 84 average units per project 
 



• Sponsor’s current asset management staffing – job titles, FTEs, org chart and status of each  
 The Asset Management Department (AM) is comprised of 4.625 FTE: 
 Director of Asset Management 
 Senior Asset Manager 
 Asset Manager 
 Asset Management Coordinator 
 Asset Management Assistant (25 hours per week) 
Their duties are outlined in the job descriptions included at the end of the document. All positions are filled. 



 
• Description of scope and range of duties of sponsor’s asset management team 



AM monitors the financial and physical health of the portfolio.  They produce financial projections for each 
building in order to monitor the long-term viability of the property.  They commission capital needs analyses for 
each building every five years and monitor the process of getting all called for repairs and replacements done.  
They collaborate with the Housing Development Department to develop work-out plans for troubled properties.  
With the Property Management Department, they set rents at each building according to the various programs 
and funding sources in place.  They are the main point of contact between CCDC and the lenders, partners, and 
regulators of the portfolio.  This includes all periodic reporting. 



 
• Description of sponsor’s coordination between asset management and other functional teams, 



including property management, accounting, compliance, facilities management, etc. 
AM meets twice-monthly with the Housing Development, Property Management, and Fiscal departments to 
discuss cross-department topics and coordinate the organization’s approach to property and portfolio issues.  
The Director of Property Management, Compliance Managers, and Property Supervisors, and Fiscal 
Department are located in the same building as AM, which allows for easy communication and an awareness of 
each other’s roles and challenges. 



 
• Sponsor’s budget for asset management team – shown as cost center for projects in SF 



CCDC does not maintain a separate budget for the Asset Management team since it is part of their Fiscal 
Department. 



 
• # of projects expected to be in sponsor’s AM portfolio in 5 years and, if applicable, plans to augment 



staffing to manage growing portfolio 
With respect to the number of projects the Sponsor expects to have in its asset management portfolio in the 
coming five years, CCDC has provided its Real Estate Owned schedule (“REO schedule.”  In the next 
five years, CCDC will add the following projects to the portfolio:   



  
 2060 Folsom (127 units)  
 1150 3rd Street a.k.a. Mission Bay Block 3E (101 units)  
 Treasure Island, with Sword to Plowshares (100 units)  
 730 Stanyan with TNDC (150+units to be determined) 



  
A number of other projects are under consideration and may be added to the portfolio.  In addition, through the 
Small Sites program we expect to add 15 to 20 new properties totaling between 60 and 400 units.  
  
AM is a relatively new department and has spent considerable time in the past two years developing and 
implementing policies and procedures that are improving the quality and efficiency of our work.  We expect to be 
able to add these projects without increasing staffing. The asset management activity that creates spikes in our 
regular work flow is refinancing.  If these should prove too great a strain on staffing, we have relationships with 
very competent consultants who can perform the work for us and charge their time to the project.  
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Attachment E: Threshold Eligibility Requirements and Ranking Criteria 
 



N/A. 
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Attachment F: Site Map with amenities 
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Attachment G: Elevations and Floor Plans 
 



N/A. 
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Attachment H: Comparison of City Investment in Other Housing Developments 
 
 



See attached.











10/8/2021



Updated 10/8/2021



Square Footage



Project Name Address Contract Date Population Type #  of Units # of BR 1 Total Acq. Cost 3 Constr. Cost 4 Soft Cost 5 Local Subsidy 6 Total Dev. Cost



Robert B Pitts 1150 Scott Street Dec-17 Family 203 543 80,251 36,224,828 42,170,436$                 8,989,530$                   -$                           87,384,794$                 
Westside Courts 2501 Sutter Street Dec-18 Family 136 224 106,953 26,920,000                  51,531,653 17,457,234$                 10,189,576$              95,908,887$                 
Hunters Point East and West 1068 Palou Jun-18 Family 213 532 258,406 47,300,000 64,008,965$                 22,576,070$                 845,790$                   133,885,035$               
Westbrook Apartments 40 Harbor Road Jul-19 Family 223 656 233,493 42,570,000 102,555,121$               7,281,442$                   16,705,632$              152,406,563$               
Ping Yuen 655, 711, 895 Pacific Mar-19 Family 234 539 238,081 67,240,000 70,327,265$                 35,351,530$                 5,787,522$                172,918,795$               
Alemany Apartments 951 Ellsworth Nov-19 Family 150 340 137,652 51,008,000 69,106,493$                 25,518,895$                 3,828,778$                145,633,388$               
Completed Projects: Average: 193 472 175,806 45,210,471$               66,616,655$                19,529,117$                6,226,216$               131,356,244$               



Square Footage



Project Name Address Compl. Date Population Type #  of Units # of BR 1 Total Acq. Cost 3 Constr. Cost 4 Soft Cost 5 Local Subsidy 6 Total Dev. Cost



Bernal Dwellings 3138 Kamille Court Oct-21 Family 160 391 170,280 41,929,181$                50,124,996 21,330,207$                 0 113,384,384$               
Hayes Valley South 401 Rose Dec-21 Family 110 236 132,658 35,344,033$                45,312,032$                 19,355,350$                 7,207,832$                100,011,415$               
Hayes Valley North 650 - 667 Linden Jul-22 Family 84 211 100,376 30,387,921$                42,248,048$                 19,517,405$                 8,854,288$                92,153,374$                 
Gran Oriente 106 South Park Dec-21 Senior 24 24
Park View 102 South Park Jan-22 Senior 39 39
Hotel Madrid 22 South Park Dec-21 Senior 44 44
Under Construction: Average: 77 158 108,841 32,177,784 40,147,842 18,287,480 8,787,373 60,408,737



Square Footage



Project Name Address Start Date (anticipated) Population Type #  of Units # of BR 1 Total Acq. Cost 3 Constr. Cost 4 Soft Cost 5 Local Subsidy 6 Total Dev. Cost



San Cristina 1000 Market Street Jan-22 Senior 58 58 34,500 17,400,000$                16,918,502$                 18,862,448$                 2,566,506$                52,508,176$                 
480 Eddy Street - Yosemite Nov-21 Mixed 32 32 20,178 5,619,999$                  15,166,293$                 9,429,056$                   1,800,000$                30,215,348$                 
Mariposa Gardens 2425 Mariposa Family 63 150 56,163 -$                             8,875,320$                   8,875,320$                   
2800 Bryant Street 2800 Bryant Street Sep-21 Family 7 16 7,350 -$                             1,848,641$                   1,848,641$                   
3019 23rd Street 3019 23rd Street Family 6 10 4,780 -$                             3,212,038$                   3,212,038$                   
3434 18th Street 3434 18th Street Family 11 11 4,202 -$                             3,639,756$                   3,639,756$                   
Dunleavy Plaza 36 Hoff St Family 49 81 29,000 -$                             1,669,405$                   1,669,405$                   
Maria Alicia Apts 3092 16th Street Family 20 157 17,857 -$                             3,420,592$                   3,420,592$                   
SFHA Scatterred Sites 200 Randolph St.,2006 Great Highway        Jan-22 Family 70 67 68,915 17,592,500$                43,470,283$                 17,140,072$                 31,377,832$              78,202,855$                 
75 Dore - Folsom Dore Apts 75 Dore
Ambassador / Ritz 55 Mason & 216 Eddy Streets Jan-22 Sr. Disabled 186 186 102,109 30,841,633$                41,100,938$                 24,215,585$                 1,424,514$                96,158,156$                 
The Knox 241 6th Street Jul-22 SRO 140 140 54,450                               11,550,000$                12,375,137$                 9,385,429$                   8,072,019$                33,310,566$                 
In Predevelopment Average: 35 65 36,319 7,545,830$                 13,790,628$                15,806,518$                9,048,174$               28,460,078$                 



ALL PROJECTS Average: 102 232 106,988 28,311,362$            40,185,042$             17,874,372$             8,020,588$            73,408,353$             



SUBJECT PROPERTY 777 Bdwy, 1204 Mason, 1525 
Grant Apr-22 Mixed 88 88 49,870                       -$                      22,753,459$          8,470,608$            13,519,791$        31,224,067$          



Subsidy



Project Name Contract Date Const/unit Const/Bedroom Const / SF Gross TDC / unit TDC/Bedroom Gross TDC/sq.ft 7 Subsidy / unit
Robert B Pitts Dec-17  $                  207,736  $                 77,662  $          525 430,467$                 $                          160,930 1,089$                         -$                              
Westside Courts Dec-18  $                  378,909  $               230,052  $          482 705,212$                 $                          428,165 897$                            74,923$                        
Hunters Point East and West Jun-18  $                  300,512  $               120,318  $          248 628,568$                 $                          251,664 518$                            3,971$                          
Westbrook Apartments Jul-19  $                  459,888  $               156,334  $          439 683,438$                 $                          232,327 653$                            74,913$                        
Ping Yuen Mar-19  $                  300,544  $               130,477  $          295 738,969$                 $                          320,814 726$                            24,733$                        
Alemany Apartments Nov-19 460,710$                  203,254$                502$          970,889$                 $                          428,333 1,058$                         25,525$                        
Completed Projects: Average: 351,383$                  153,016$               415$         692,924$               303,705$                          823$                           34,011$                       



Subsidy



Project Name Contract Date Const/unit Const/Bedroom Const / SF Gross TDC / unit TDC/Bedroom Gross TDC/sq.ft 7 Subsidy  / unit
Bernal Dwellings Oct-21  $                  313,281  $               128,197  $          294 708,652$                 $                          289,986 666$                            -
Hayes Valley South Dec-21  $                  411,928  $               192,000  $          342 909,195$                 $                          423,777 754$                            65,526$                        
Hayes Valley North Jul-22  $                  502,953  $               200,228  $          421 1,097,064$              $                          436,746 918$                            105,408$                      
Gran Oriente
Park View
Hotel Madrid
Under Construction: Average: 545,648$                  368,713$               443$         1,271,470$            880,369$                          1,028$                        200,034$                     



Subsidy



Project Name Start Date (anticipated) Const/unit Const/Bedroom Const / SF Gross TDC / unit TDC/Bedroom Gross TDC/sq.ft 7 Subsidy     /unit
San Cristina Jan-22 291,698$                  291,698$                490$          905,313$                 $                          905,313  $                        1,522  $                       44,250 
480 Eddy Street- Yoseomite Apr-21 473,947$                  473,947$                752$          944,230$                 $                          944,230 1,497$                          $                       56,250 
Mariposa Gardens 140,878$                  59,169$                  158$          140,878$                 $                            59,169 158$                             $                               -   
2800 Bryant Street 264,092$                  115,540$                252$          264,092$                 $                          115,540 252$                             $                               -   
3019 23rd Street 535,340$                  321,204$                672$          535,340$                 $                          321,204 672$                             $                               -   
3434 18th Street 330,887$                  330,887$                866$          330,887$                 $                          330,887 866$                             $                               -   
Dunleavy Pl. 36 Hoff Street 34,069$                    20,610$                  58$            34,069$                   $                            20,610 58$                               $                               -   
Maria Alicia Apts 3092 16th St. 171,030$                  21,787$                  192$          171,030$                 $                            21,787 192$                             $                               -   
SFHA Scatterred Sites Jan-22 621,004$                  648,810$                631$          1,117,184$              $                       1,167,207 1,135$                          $                     448,255 
75 Dore - Folsom Dore
Ambassador / Ritz Jan-22 220,973$                  220,973$                403$          516,979$                 $                          516,979 942$                             $                         7,659 
The Knox Jul-22 88,394$                    88,394$                  227$          237,933$                 $                          237,933 612$                             $                       57,657 
In Predevelopment Average: 288,392$                     235,729$                   427$            472,539$                  421,896$                              719$                               55,825$                           



All Projects: AVERAGE 395,141$           252,486$         428$      812,311$         535,324$                  857$                     96,623$                



Throughline (Grant, Mason, 
Bdwy) Apr-22 258,562.03$          258,562$             456$        354,819$              $                 354,818.94 626$                          $                  153,634 



  0 items highlighted in yellow represent gaps in information
  1 includes studios as 1BRs
  2 Residential sq. ft.  includes circulation, recreation, parking, office space and common areas; excludes day care centers, and commercial (non-res.)
   3 Acquisition  includes cost of buying land/building including costs if City buys site; excludes demotion of existing building
   4 Construction  includes unit construction, site preparation/demolition (if applicable), site improvements, environmental remediation and hard cost contingency for Predev & During Construction. Completed projects include used Contingency and are escalated per ENR CCI data
   5 Soft Cost = TDC less Acquisition and Hard Costs
   6 All non-amortized local funds
   7 Total  square footage
   8 Leveraging = subsidy/unit as % of TDC/uni Cost cert values



4 Story partial basement, SRO modest rehab & seismic



 $                       2,370,969 



PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION



Total Dev Costs by Unit / Bed / SF



PROJECTS IN PREDEVELOPMENT



Comments



DEVELOPMENT COSTS



RAD Phase IV - significant rehab large site, 2 story townhomes
RAD Phase IV - significant rehab large site, 2 story townhomes



32,049 21,050,000$                22,906,291$                 



RAD Phase IV - significant rehab large site, 3 story tnhms (predev LE 4/20)



12,946,956$                 10,300,000$              56,903,247$                 
3 Story over basement, SRO major rehab & seismic



3 Story over basement, SRO modest rehab & seismic



3 Buildings, 3-4 stories plus 59 pkg Community Rm Playground



4 story, type III UMB (TCAC App 5/20/21)



PROJECTS IN PREDEVELOPMENT Total Dev Costs by Unit / Bed / SFConstruction Costs



Construction Costs



Total Dev Costs by Unit / Bed / SF



PROJECTS COMPLETED



1,776$                         429,167$                       $                  954,429  $               954,429  $          715 2,370,969$             



REHABILITATION COST COMPARISON (25 Units and Larger or Scattered)



PROJECTS COMPLETED



             PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION 



Comments



DEVELOPMENT COSTS



DEVELOPMENT COSTS



RAD Phase II - significant rehab
RAD Phase II - significant rehab



RAD Phase I - significant rehab
RAD Phase II - significant rehab
RAD Phase I - significant rehab



RAD Phase II - significant rehab



Comments



8 story Type I SRO constructed 1994 (May 21 Eval data)



Bayside: 3+ 1- pkg; Consorcia: 4+ prtl. bsmt; Tower: 3+ 
prtl. bsmt (9/28/21)



2 bldgs 4-6 story SRO significant rehab (MOHCD app 5/26/20)



5 Scattered Sites various ages, types and size properties



Construction Costs



6 story masonry and steel blgd., significant rehab with seismic 



3 story wood framed mixed siding



4 story wood framed 



3 story wood framed wood siding + comml.  GMP pricing 9/8/21



3 story wood framed. 8 Units + 3 ADU
4 story wood framed 49 units + 22 parking
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MOHCD Proforma - Permanent Financing Sources Uses of Funds



Application Date: 9/28/21 # Units: 88
Project Name: Throughline Apartments # Bedrooms: 88
Project Address: 777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, Ave.# Beds: 88
Project Sponsor: Chinatown Community Development Center



Total Sources Comments
SOURCES 13,519,791      8,031,555        467,445           317                  2,500,000        3,255,600        3,323,968        125,391           -                   31,224,067      



Name of Sources: MOHCD/OCII  PASS Loan 
 PASS Deferred 
Loan 



 Accrued Def 
Interest - PASS 



 Community 
Project Fund 



 Existing 
Consorcia, 
Bayside + 
Tower CDBG 
debts & 
Accrued Def 
Interests 



 GP Capital - 
Proj Reserves 



 Predev Exp 
from RR up to 
12/31/2019 



USES



ACQUISITION
Acquisition cost or value 0
Legal / Closing costs / Broker's Fee 0
Holding Costs 0
Transfer Tax 0



TOTAL ACQUISITION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



CONSTRUCTION (HARD COSTS)



* Unit Construction/Rehab 11,369,884 6,559,784 2,500,000 20,429,668 Include FF&E
* Commercial Shell Construction 0
* Demolition 0



Environmental Remediation 0
* Onsight Improvements/Landscaping 0
* Offsite Improvements 0
* Infrastructure Improvements 0 HOPE SF/OCII costs for streets etc.



Parking 0
GC Bond Premium/GC Insurance/GC Taxes 0 0.0%
GC Overhead & Profit 0 0.0%
CG General Conditions 0 0.0%



Sub-total Construction Costs 11,369,884 6,559,784 0 0 2,500,000 0 0 0 0 20,429,668



Design Contingency (remove at DD) 0 5% up to $30MM HC, 4% $30-$45MM, 3% $45MM+ 0.0%
Bid Contingency (remove at bid) 0 5% up to $30MM HC, 4% $30-$45MM, 3% $45MM+ 0.0%
Plan Check Contingency (remove/reduce during Plan Review) 0 4% up to $30MM HC, 3% $30-$45MM, 2% $45MM+ 0.0%
Hard Cost Construction Contingency 569,501 1,471,771 282,519 2,323,791 5% new construction / 15% rehab 11.4%



Sub-total Construction Contingencies 569,501 1,471,771 0 0 0 0 282,519 0 0 2,323,791



TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 11,939,385 8,031,555 0 0 2,500,000 0 282,519 0 0 22,753,459



SOFT COSTS
Architecture & Design



Architect design fees 400,000 400,000
See MOHCD A&E Fee Guidelines: 
http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms



Design Subconsultants to the Architect (incl. Fees) 0
Architect Construction Admin 300,000 300,000
Reimbursables 0
Additional Services 0



Sub-total Architect Contract 0 0 400,000 0 0 0 300,000 0 0 700,000



Other Third Party design consultants (not included under 
Architect contract)



195,000 195,000
Consultants not covered under architect contract; 
name consultant type and contract amount



Total Architecture & Design 195,000 0 400,000 0 0 0 300,000 0 0 895,000
Engineering & Environmental Studies



Survey 2,555 7,445 10,000
Geotechnical studies 20,000 20,000
Phase I & II Reports 60,000 60,000
CEQA / Environmental Review consultants 0
NEPA / 106 Review 0
CNA/PNA (rehab only) 0
Other environmental consultants 15,000 15,000 Name consultants & contract amounts



Total Engineering & Environmental Studies 37,555 0 67,445 0 0 0 0 0 0 105,000
Financing Costs



Construction Financing Costs
Construction Loan Origination Fee 0
Construction Loan Interest 0
Title & Recording 40,000 40,000
CDLAC & CDIAC fees 0
Bond Issuer Fees 0
Other Bond Cost of Issuance 0
Construction/Perm Closing, Construcion/Perm Lender Ex 47,513 24,237 71,750



Sub-total Const. Financing Costs 47,513 0 0 0 0 0 64,237 0 0 111,750



Permanent Financing Costs
Permanent Loan Origination Fee 106,238 106,238
Credit Enhance. & Appl. Fee 0
Title & Recording 0



Sub-total Perm. Financing Costs 106,238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 106,238



Total Financing Costs 153,751 0 0 0 0 0 64,237 0 0 217,988
Legal Costs



Borrower Legal fees 0
Land Use / CEQA Attorney fees 0
Tax Credit Counsel 0
Bond Counsel 0
Construction Lender Counsel 50,000 50,000
Permanent Lender Counsel 15,000 15,000



* Other Legal (specify) 0
Total Legal Costs 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 15,000 0 0 65,000



Other Development Costs
Appraisal 30,000 30,000
Market Study 0



* Insurance 300,000 300,000
* Property Taxes 0



Accounting / Audit 10,000 10,000
* Organizational Costs 0



Entitlement / Permit Fees 83,785 136,215 220,000
* Marketing / Rent-up 50,000 50,000



* Furnishings 76,800 76,800
$2,000/unit; See MOHCD U/W Guidelines on: 
http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms



PGE / Utility Fees 0
TCAC App / Alloc / Monitor Fees 0



* Financial Consultant fees 50,000 50,000
Construction Management fees / Owner's Rep 90,000 90,000
Security during Construction 0



* Relocation 1,927,997 1,927,997
Other - Accrued Interest - PASS Deferred Loan 317 317
Other - Existing Consorcia, Bayside + Tower + CCDC Debts 3,255,600 3,255,600
Other - Predev Expenses from RR prior to 12/31/2019 125,391 125,391



Total Other Development Costs 680,585 0 0 317 0 3,255,600 2,074,212 125,391 0 6,136,105
Soft Cost Contingency



Contingency (Arch, Eng, Fin, Legal  & Other Dev) 163,565 0 163,565 Should be either 10% or 5% of total soft costs. 2.2%
TOTAL SOFT COSTS 1,280,456 0 467,445 317 0 3,255,600 2,453,449 125,391 0 7,582,658



RESERVES
* Operating Reserves 299,950 299,950



Replacement Reserves 88,000 88,000
* Tenant Improvements Reserves 0
* Other (specify) 0
* Other (specify) 0
* Other (specify) 0



TOTAL RESERVES 299,950 0 0 0 0 0 88,000 0 0 387,950



DEVELOPER COSTS
Developer Fee - Cash-out Paid at Milestones 500,000 500,000
Developer Fee - Cash-out At Risk 0
Commercial Developer Fee 0
Developer Fee - GP Equity (also show as source) 0
Developer Fee - Deferred (also show as source) 0



Development Consultant Fees 0
Need MOHCD approval for this cost, N/A for most 
projects



Other (specify) 0
TOTAL DEVELOPER COSTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 500,000 0 0 500,000



TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST 13,519,791 8,031,555 467,445 317 2,500,000 3,255,600 3,323,968 125,391 0 31,224,067
Development Cost/Unit by Source 153,634 91,268 5,312 4 28,409 36,995 37,772 1,425 0 354,819
Development Cost/Unit as % of TDC by Source 43.3% 25.7% 1.5% 0.0% 8.0% 10.4% 10.6% 0.4% 0.0% 100.0%



Acquisition Cost/Unit by Source 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/Unit By Source 135,675 91,268 0 0 28,409 0 3,210 0 0 258,562
Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/SF 239.41 161.05 0.00 0.00 50.13 0.00 5.67 0.00 0.00 456.26



*Possible non-eligible GO Bond/COP Amount: 12,146,634



City Subsidy/Unit 153,634           



Tax Credit Equity Pricing: N/A
Construction Bond Amount: N/A
Construction Loan Term (in months): N/A
Construction Loan Interest Rate (as %): N/A



Total Soft Cost 
Contingency 
as % of Total 



Soft Costs



Construction 
line item costs 
as a % of hard 



costs



1 of 1
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MOHCD Proforma - Year 1 Operating Budget



Application Date: 9/28/2021 Project Name:
Total # Units: 88 Project Address:
First Year of Operations (provide data assuming that 
Year 1 is a full year, i.e. 12 months of operations): 2023 Project Sponsor:



INCOME Total Comments
327,876
866,988
163,428



0
640



0
1,500



0
0



14,832



Gross Potential Income 1,375,264
(16,394)
(43,349)
(32,686)



EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME 1,282,835 PUPA: 14,578



OPERATING EXPENSES
Management



72,405
22,670



Sub-total Management Expenses 95,075 PUPA: 1,080



Salaries/Benefits
42,715
61,250
44,721



3,914
0



Sub-total Salaries/Benefits 152,600 PUPA: 1,734



Administration
3,000



29,626



3,000
23,570
10,032



8,393
11,377



Sub-total Administration Expenses 88,998 PUPA: 1,011



Utilities
35,166
27,523
15,749
37,850



Sub-total Utilities 116,288 PUPA: 1,321



Taxes and Licenses



6,778
12,926



5,149
Sub-total Taxes and Licenses 24,853 PUPA: 282



Insurance
87,012



Sub-total Insurance 87,012 PUPA: 989



Maintenance & Repair
65,000



101,892
38,498



Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses 205,390 PUPA: 2,334



38,000
7,446



815,662 PUPA: 9,269



Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees
0



Ground lease with Air Rights 
lease with SFHA paid w/ 



5,000
52,800



0
Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees 57,800 PUPA: 657 Min DSCR: 1.2



Mortgage Rate: 5.00%



873,462 PUPA: 9,926 Term (Years): 30
Supportable 1st Mortgage Pmt: 341,144               



NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES) 409,373 PUPA: 4,652 Supportable 1st Mortgage Amt: $5,295,742
Proposed 1st Mortgage Amt: $8,031,555



DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)
321,924 MOHCD PASS Loan



0
0
0
0



TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE 321,924 PUPA: 3,658



CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE) 87,449
USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       1.27



USES THAT PRECEDE MOHCD DEBT SERVICE IN WATERFALL



15,750 SFHA Air Rights lease paid from residual cash (1.4% of effective gross income)



Def. Develop. Fee split: 0%



TOTAL PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD 15,750 PUPA: 179



71,699
Residual Receipts Calculation 



Yes Project has MOHCD ground lease? No
No



Max Deferred Developer Fee/Borrower % of Residual Receipts in Yr 1: 33%
67%



Soft Debt Lenders with Residual Receipts Obligations (Select lender name/program from drop down) Total Principal Amt
Distrib. of Soft 



Debt Loans
$13,839,707 100.00%



MOHCD/OCII - Ground Lease Value or Land Acq Cost 0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%



MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE
47,799
47,799



0



23,900



NON-MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE
0
0
0



Total Non-MOHCD Residual Receipts Debt Service 0



REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are 
distributions below) 23,900



23,900
0



Final Balance (should be zero) 0



Other Salaries/Benefits
Administrative Rent-Free Unit



Advertising and Marketing
Office Expenses
Office Rent



Management Fee
Asset Management Fee



Office Salaries
Manager's Salary
Health Insurance and Other Benefits



Misc Taxes, Licenses, Permits & Insurance



Legal Expense - Property



Bad Debts



Electricity



Audit Expense
Bookkeeping/Accounting Services



Miscellaneous



Water
Gas
Sewer



Real Estate Taxes



Interest Income - Project Operations



Other Commercial Income



Laundry and Vending
Tenant Charges
Miscellaneous Residential Income



Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account)



Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents
Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments
Vacancy Loss - Commercial



Residential - Tenant Rents
Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP)
Commercial Space
Residential Parking
Miscellaneous Rent Income
Supportive Services Income



100% of Borrower share of 33% of residual receipts



All MOHCD/OCII Loans payable from res. rects



If applicable, MOHCD residual receipts amt due LESS amt proposed for loan repymt. 



Provide additional comments here, if needed.



Enter/override amount of residual receipts proposed for loan repayment.



Janitor, Janitor Supplies, Elev Maint, Extermin, Deco, Repairs



Provide additional comments here, if needed.
Provide additional comments here, if needed.
Provide additional comments here, if needed.



67% of residual receipts, multiplied by 100% -- MOHCD's pro rata share of all soft debt



Tenant Services & Activities



from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



1st Year to be set according to HUD schedule. 



Links from 'Existing Proj - Rent Info' Worksheet
Links from 'Existing Proj - Rent Info' Worksheet
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet



Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet
Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet
Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet
Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



Office supplies, Other Renting ex, Computer services, Telephone service



Vacancy loss is 5% of Tenant Rents.
Vacancy loss is 5% of Tenant Assistance Payments.
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet



TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 



TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond 
Fees)



REMAINING BALANCE AFTER MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS 
DEBT SERVICE



from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



See line 118
PASS LOAN FEE



Ground Lease Base Rent 
Bond Monitoring Fee 
Replacement Reserve Deposit
Operating Reserve Deposit
Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit



Provide additional comments here, if needed.



Ground Lease Value



HVAC Repairs and Maintenance
Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs
Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses



Supportive Services



Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance



Payroll



Contracts
Garbage and Trash Removal
Security Payroll/Contract



Supplies



Payroll Taxes
Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits



Property and Liability Insurance
Fidelity Bond Insurance
Worker's Compensation



Will Project Defer Developer Fee? 



Commercial Expenses



Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 
Commercial Hard Debt Service



Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from cell I130)



"Below-the-line" Asset Mgt fee (uncommon in new projects, see policy)
Partnership Management Fee (see policy for limits)



Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit
Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial



Hard Debt - First Lender
Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender)
Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender)



Investor Service Fee (aka "LP Asset Mgt Fee") (see policy for limits)
Other Payments
Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1 (select lender in comments field) 
Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 (select lender in comments field) 



Provide additional comments here, if needed.



Throughline Apartments777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, 
Ave.



Chinatown Community Development Center



Other Distributions/Uses



Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Residual Ground Lease



HCD Residual Receipts Amount Due
Lender 4 Residual Receipts Due
Lender 5 Residual Receipts Due



Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee



Provide additional comments here, if needed.



HCD (soft debt loan) - Lender 3
Other Soft Debt Lender - Lender 4 
Other Soft Debt Lender - Lender 5 



MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount Due
Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Loan Repayment



MOHCD/OCII - Soft Debt Loans



Does Project have a MOHCD Residual Receipt Obligation?



% of Residual Receipts available for distribution to soft debt lenders in Yr 1:



RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS 
PRECEDING MOHCD)



1 of 1
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MOHCD Proforma - 20 Year Cash Flow



Throughline Apartments
Total # Units: 88          



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10



Total # Units:
Non-LOSP 



Units 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032



INCOME
% annual 
increase



Comments 
(related to annual inc assumptions) Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total 



Residential - Tenant Rents 2.0% 327,876       334,434       341,122       347,945        354,904        362,002        369,242        376,626        384,159         391,842        
Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP) 2.0% 866,988       884,328       902,014       920,055        938,456        957,225        976,369        995,897        1,015,815      1,036,131     



Commercial Space 2.0%
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100% 163,428       163,428       163,428       166,697        170,030        173,431        176,900        180,438        184,046         187,727        



Residential Parking -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Miscellaneous Rent Income 2.0% 640              653              666              679               693               707               721               735               750                765               
Supportive Services Income 2.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Interest Income - Project Operations 2.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Laundry and Vending 2.0% 1,500           1,530           1,561           1,592            1,624            1,656            1,689            1,723            1,757             1,793            
Tenant Charges 2.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Miscellaneous Residential Income 2.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Other Commercial Income 3.0%
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100% 14,832         15,277         15,277         15,277          15,277          15,277          15,735          15,735          15,735           15,735          



Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account) n/a
Link from Reserve Section below, as 
applicable -               



Gross Potential Income 1,375,264    1,399,649    1,424,068    1,452,244     1,480,983     1,510,297     1,540,656     1,571,154     1,602,263      1,633,993     
Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents n/a (16,394)        (6,689)          (6,822)          (6,959)           (7,098)           (7,240)           (7,385)           (7,533)           (7,683)           (7,837)          
Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments n/a (43,349)        (17,687)        (18,040)        (18,401)         (18,769)         (19,144)         (19,527)         (19,918)         (20,316)         (20,723)        
Vacancy Loss - Commercial n/a (32,686)        (81,714)        (81,714)        (83,348)         (85,015)         (86,716)         (88,450)         (90,219)         (92,023)         (93,864)        



EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME 1,282,835    1,293,560    1,317,491    1,343,535     1,370,101     1,397,197     1,425,294     1,453,485     1,482,240      1,511,570     
OPERATING EXPENSES
Management



Management Fee 3.0%
1st Year to be set according to HUD 
schedule. 72,405         74,577         76,814         79,119          81,492          83,937          86,455          89,049          91,720           94,472          



Asset Management Fee 3.0% per MOHCD policy 22,670         23,350         24,051         24,772          25,515          26,281          27,069          27,881          28,718           29,579          
Sub-total Management Expenses 95,075         97,927         100,865       103,891        107,008        110,218        113,525        116,930        120,438         124,051        



Salaries/Benefits
Office Salaries 3.0% 42,715         43,996         45,316         46,676          48,076          49,518          51,004          52,534          54,110           55,733          
Manager's Salary 3.0% 61,250         63,088         64,980         66,930          68,937          71,006          73,136          75,330          77,590           79,917          
Health Insurance and Other Benefits 3.0% 44,721         46,063         47,445         48,868          50,334          51,844          53,399          55,001          56,651           58,351          
Other Salaries/Benefits 3.0% 3,914           4,031           4,152           4,277            4,405            4,537            4,674            4,814            4,958             5,107            
Administrative Rent-Free Unit 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Sub-total Salaries/Benefits 152,600       157,178       161,893       166,750        171,753        176,905        182,212        187,679        193,309         199,108        
Administration
Advertising and Marketing 3.0% 3,000           3,090           3,183           3,278            3,377            3,478            3,582            3,690            3,800             3,914            
Office Expenses 3.0% 29,626         30,515         31,430         32,373          33,344          34,345          35,375          36,436          37,529           38,655          
Office Rent 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Legal Expense - Property 3.0% 3,000           3,090           3,183           3,278            3,377            3,478            3,582            3,690            3,800             3,914            
Audit Expense 3.0% 23,570         24,277         25,005         25,756          26,528          27,324          28,144          28,988          29,858           30,754          
Bookkeeping/Accounting Services 3.0% 10,032         10,333         10,643         10,962          11,291          11,630          11,979          12,338          12,708           13,089          
Bad Debts 3.0% 8,393           8,645           8,904           9,171            9,446            9,730            10,022          10,322          10,632           10,951          
Miscellaneous 3.0% 11,377         11,718         12,070         12,432          12,805          13,189          13,585          13,992          14,412           14,844          



Sub-total Administration Expenses 88,998         91,668         94,418         97,251          100,168        103,173        106,268        109,456        112,740         116,122        
Utilities
Electricity 3.0% 35,166         36,221         37,308         38,427          39,580          40,767          41,990          43,250          44,547           45,884          
Water 3.0% 27,523         28,349         29,199         30,075          30,977          31,907          32,864          33,850          34,865           35,911          
Gas 3.0% 15,749         16,221         16,708         17,209          17,726          18,257          18,805          19,369          19,950           20,549          
Sewer 3.0% 37,850         38,986         40,155         41,360          42,601          43,879          45,195          46,551          47,947           49,386          



Sub-total Utilities 116,288       119,777       123,370       127,071        130,883        134,810        138,854        143,020        147,310         151,729        
Taxes and Licenses
Real Estate Taxes 3.0% 6,778           6,981           7,191           7,407            7,629            7,858            8,093            8,336            8,586             8,844            
Payroll Taxes 3.0% 12,926         13,314         13,713         14,125          14,548          14,985          15,434          15,897          16,374           16,865          
Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits 3.0% 5,149           5,303           5,463           5,626            5,795            5,969            6,148            6,333            6,523             6,718            



Sub-total Taxes and Licenses 24,853         25,599         26,367         27,158          27,972          28,811          29,676          30,566          31,483           32,428          
Insurance
Property and Liability Insurance 3.0% 87,012         89,622         92,311         95,080          97,933          100,871        103,897        107,014        110,224         113,531        
Fidelity Bond Insurance 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Worker's Compensation 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Sub-total Insurance 87,012         89,622         92,311         95,080          97,933          100,871        103,897        107,014        110,224         113,531        
Maintenance & Repair
Payroll 3.0% 65,000         66,950         68,959         71,027          73,158          75,353          77,613          79,942          82,340           84,810          
Supplies 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Contracts 3.0% 101,892       104,949       108,097       111,340        114,680        118,121        121,664        125,314        129,074         132,946        
Garbage and Trash Removal 3.0% 38,498         39,653         40,843         42,068          43,330          44,630          45,969          47,348          48,768           50,231          
Security Payroll/Contract 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
HVAC Repairs and Maintenance 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses 3.0% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses 205,390       211,552       217,898       224,435        231,168        238,103        245,246        252,604        260,182         267,987        



Supportive Services 3.0% 38,000         39,140         40,314         41,524          42,769          44,052          45,374          46,735          48,137           49,581          



Commercial Expenses
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100% -               7,669           7,899           8,136            8,381            8,632            8,891            9,158            9,432             9,715            



TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 815,662      840,132       865,336       891,296        918,035        945,576        973,943        1,003,161     1,033,256      1,064,254     
PUPA (w/o Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees) 9,269          



Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 



Ground Lease Base Rent -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Bond Monitoring Fee 5,000           5,000           5,000           5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000             5,000            
Replacement Reserve Deposit 52,800         52,800         52,800         52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800           52,800          
Operating Reserve Deposit -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees 57,800         57,800         57,800         57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800           57,800          



TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond Fees) 873,462       897,932       923,136       949,096        975,835        1,003,376     1,031,743     1,060,961     1,091,056      1,122,054     
PUPA (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees) 9,926          



NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES) 409,373       395,628       394,355       394,440        394,266        393,821        393,551        392,524        391,184         389,516        



DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans) Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 



Hard Debt - First Lender Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 321,924       321,924       321,924       321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924         321,924        
Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender) Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender) Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Hard Debt - Fourth Lender Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Commercial Hard Debt Service
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE 321,924       321,924       321,924       321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924         321,924        



CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE) 87,449         73,704         72,431         72,516          72,342          71,897          71,627          70,600          69,260           67,592          



USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       DSCR: 1.272 1.229 1.225 1.225 1.225 1.223 1.222 1.219 1.215 1.21



USES THAT PRECEDE MOHCD DEBT SERVICE IN WATERFALL Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 



"Below-the-line" Asset Mgt fee (uncommon in new projects, see policy) 3.5% per MOHCD policy -               23,460         24,280         25,130          26,000          26,900          27,840          28,800          29,800           30,840          
Partnership Management Fee (see policy for limits) 0.0% per MOHCD policy -               
Investor Service Fee (aka "LP Asset Mgt Fee") (see policy for limits) per MOHCD policy no annual increase -               
Other Payments 2% 15,750         
Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1 Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. -               
Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. -               
Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from row 131) -               



TOTAL PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD 15,750         23,460        24,280        25,130          26,000          26,900          27,840          28,800          29,800          30,840         



RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD) 71,699         50,244         48,151         47,386          46,342          44,997          43,787          41,800          39,460           36,752          



Does Project have a MOHCD Residual Receipt Obligation? Yes



Will Project Defer Developer Fee? No



Residual Receipts split for all years. - Lender/Owner 67% / 33%



Dist. Soft -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE Debt Loans



MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount Due 100.00%
Allocation per pro rata share of all soft debt 
loans, and MOHCD residual receipts policy 47,799         33,496         32,101         31,590          30,895          29,998          29,191          27,866          26,306           24,501          



Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Loan Repayment 47,799         33,496         32,101         31,590          30,895          29,998          29,191          27,866          26,306           24,501          
Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Residual Ground 
Lease



Proposed Total MOHCD Amt Due less Loan 
Repayment -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



NON-MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE
HCD Residual Receipts Amount Due 0.00% No HCD Financing -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Lender 4 Residual Receipts Due 0.00% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Lender 5 Residual Receipts Due 0.00% -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



Total Non-MOHCD Residual Receipts Debt Service -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are distributions 
below) 23,900         16,748         16,050         15,795          15,447          14,999          14,596          13,933          13,153           12,251          
Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee 23,900         16,748         16,050         15,795          15,447          14,999          14,596          13,933          13,153           12,251          
Other Distributions/Uses -               
Final Balance (should be zero) -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



REPLACEMENT RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE
Replacement Reserve Starting Balance -               52,800         105,600       158,400        211,200        264,000        316,800        369,600        422,400         475,200        
Replacement Reserve Deposits 52,800         52,800         52,800         52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800           52,800          
Replacement Reserve Withdrawals (ideally tied to CNA) -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Replacement Reserve Interest



RR Running Balance 52,800         105,600       158,400       211,200        264,000        316,800        369,600        422,400        475,200         528,000        
RR Balance/Unit $600 $1,200 $1,800 $2,400 $3,000 $3,600 $4,200 $4,800 $5,400 $6,000



OPERATING RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE
Operating Reserve Starting Balance -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Operating Reserve Deposits -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Operating Reserve Withdrawals
Operating Reserve Interest



OR Running Balance -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
OR Balance as a % of Prior Yr Op Exps + Debt Service 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%



OTHER REQUIRED RESERVE 1 - RUNNING BALANCE
Other Reserve 1 Starting Balance -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Other Reserve 1  Deposits -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Other Reserve 1 Withdrawals 
Other Reserve 1  Interest



Other Required Reserve 1 Running Balance -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               



OTHER RESERVE 2 - RUNNING BALANCE
Other Reserve 2 Starting Balance -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Other Reserve 2  Deposits -               -               -               -                -                -                -                -                -                -               
Other Reserve 2 Withdrawals 



Enter formulas manually per relevant MOH 
policy; annual incrementing usually not 
appropriate
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MOHCD Proforma - 20 Year Cash Flow



Throughline Apartments
Total # Units: 88          



Total # Units:
Non-LOSP 



Units



INCOME
% annual 
increase



Comments 
(related to annual inc assumptions)



Residential - Tenant Rents 2.0%
Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP) 2.0%



Commercial Space 2.0%
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



Residential Parking
Miscellaneous Rent Income 2.0%
Supportive Services Income 2.0%
Interest Income - Project Operations 2.0%
Laundry and Vending 2.0%
Tenant Charges 2.0%
Miscellaneous Residential Income 2.0%



Other Commercial Income 3.0%
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account) n/a
Link from Reserve Section below, as 
applicable



Gross Potential Income
Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents n/a
Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments n/a
Vacancy Loss - Commercial n/a



EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
OPERATING EXPENSES
Management



Management Fee 3.0%
1st Year to be set according to HUD 
schedule. 



Asset Management Fee 3.0% per MOHCD policy
Sub-total Management Expenses



Salaries/Benefits
Office Salaries 3.0%
Manager's Salary 3.0%
Health Insurance and Other Benefits 3.0%
Other Salaries/Benefits 3.0%
Administrative Rent-Free Unit 3.0%



Sub-total Salaries/Benefits
Administration
Advertising and Marketing 3.0%
Office Expenses 3.0%
Office Rent 3.0%
Legal Expense - Property 3.0%
Audit Expense 3.0%
Bookkeeping/Accounting Services 3.0%
Bad Debts 3.0%
Miscellaneous 3.0%



Sub-total Administration Expenses
Utilities
Electricity 3.0%
Water 3.0%
Gas 3.0%
Sewer 3.0%



Sub-total Utilities
Taxes and Licenses
Real Estate Taxes 3.0%
Payroll Taxes 3.0%
Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits 3.0%



Sub-total Taxes and Licenses
Insurance
Property and Liability Insurance 3.0%
Fidelity Bond Insurance 3.0%
Worker's Compensation 3.0%
Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance 3.0%



Sub-total Insurance
Maintenance & Repair
Payroll 3.0%
Supplies 3.0%
Contracts 3.0%
Garbage and Trash Removal 3.0%
Security Payroll/Contract 3.0%
HVAC Repairs and Maintenance 3.0%
Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs 3.0%
Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses 3.0%



Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses



Supportive Services 3.0%



Commercial Expenses
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 
PUPA (w/o Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees)



Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees
Ground Lease Base Rent 
Bond Monitoring Fee 
Replacement Reserve Deposit
Operating Reserve Deposit
Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit
Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit



Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees



TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond Fees)
PUPA (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees)



NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES)



DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)
Hard Debt - First Lender Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 
Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender) Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 
Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender) Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 
Hard Debt - Fourth Lender Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 



Commercial Hard Debt Service
from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; 
Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%



TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE
CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE)



USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       DSCR: 



USES THAT PRECEDE MOHCD DEBT SERVICE IN WATERFALL
"Below-the-line" Asset Mgt fee (uncommon in new projects, see policy) 3.5% per MOHCD policy
Partnership Management Fee (see policy for limits) 0.0% per MOHCD policy
Investor Service Fee (aka "LP Asset Mgt Fee") (see policy for limits) per MOHCD policy no annual increase
Other Payments 2%
Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1 Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 
Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 
Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from row 131)



TOTAL PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD
RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD)
Does Project have a MOHCD Residual Receipt Obligation? Yes



Will Project Defer Developer Fee? No



Residual Receipts split for all years. - Lender/Owner 67% / 33%



Dist. Soft



MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE Debt Loans



MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount Due 100.00%
Allocation per pro rata share of all soft debt 
loans, and MOHCD residual receipts policy



Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Loan Repayment



Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Residual Ground 
Lease



Proposed Total MOHCD Amt Due less Loan 
Repayment



NON-MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE
HCD Residual Receipts Amount Due 0.00% No HCD Financing
Lender 4 Residual Receipts Due 0.00%



Lender 5 Residual Receipts Due 0.00%



Total Non-MOHCD Residual Receipts Debt Service



REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are distributions 
below)
Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee
Other Distributions/Uses
Final Balance (should be zero)



REPLACEMENT RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE
Replacement Reserve Starting Balance
Replacement Reserve Deposits
Replacement Reserve Withdrawals (ideally tied to CNA)
Replacement Reserve Interest



RR Running Balance



RR Balance/Unit



OPERATING RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE
Operating Reserve Starting Balance
Operating Reserve Deposits
Operating Reserve Withdrawals
Operating Reserve Interest



OR Running Balance



OR Balance as a % of Prior Yr Op Exps + Debt Service



OTHER REQUIRED RESERVE 1 - RUNNING BALANCE
Other Reserve 1 Starting Balance
Other Reserve 1  Deposits
Other Reserve 1 Withdrawals 
Other Reserve 1  Interest



Other Required Reserve 1 Running Balance



OTHER RESERVE 2 - RUNNING BALANCE
Other Reserve 2 Starting Balance
Other Reserve 2  Deposits
Other Reserve 2 Withdrawals 



Enter formulas manually per relevant MOH 
policy; annual incrementing usually not 
appropriate



Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20



2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042



Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total 
399,679        407,673        415,826        424,143        432,625        441,278        450,103        459,106        468,288       477,653       



1,056,854     1,077,991     1,099,550     1,121,541     1,143,972     1,166,852     1,190,189     1,213,993     1,238,272    1,263,038    



191,482        195,312        199,218        203,202        207,266        211,412        215,640        219,953        224,352       228,839       
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
780               796               812               828               844               861               879               896               914              932              
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



1,828            1,865            1,902            1,940            1,979            2,019            2,059            2,100            2,142           2,185           
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



15,735          16,207          16,207          16,207          16,207          16,207          16,694          16,694          16,694         16,694         



1,666,358     1,699,843     1,733,516     1,767,862     1,802,895     1,838,629     1,875,563     1,912,741     1,950,662    1,989,341    
(7,994)          (8,153)          (8,317)          (8,483)          (8,653)          (8,826)           (9,002)           (9,182)           (9,366)          (9,553)          



(21,137)        (21,560)        (21,991)        (22,431)        (22,879)        (23,337)         (23,804)         (24,280)         (24,765)        (25,261)        
(95,741)        (97,656)        (99,609)        (101,601)      (103,633)      (105,706)       (107,820)       (109,976)       (112,176)      (114,419)      



1,541,487     1,572,474     1,603,599     1,635,347     1,667,730     1,700,760     1,734,937     1,769,302     1,804,355    1,840,108    



97,306          100,225        103,232        106,329        109,519        112,805        116,189        119,674        123,265       126,963       
30,467          31,381          32,322          33,292          34,290          35,319          36,379          37,470          38,594         39,752         



127,773        131,606        135,554        139,621        143,809        148,124        152,567        157,144        161,859       166,715       



57,405          59,128          60,901          62,728          64,610          66,549          68,545          70,601          72,719         74,901         
82,315          84,784          87,328          89,948          92,646          95,426          98,288          101,237        104,274       107,402       
60,101          61,904          63,761          65,674          67,645          69,674          71,764          73,917          76,135         78,419         
5,260            5,418            5,580            5,748            5,920            6,098            6,281            6,469            6,663           6,863           



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
205,082        211,234        217,571        224,098        230,821        237,746        244,878        252,225        259,791       267,585       



4,032            4,153            4,277            4,406            4,538            4,674            4,814            4,959            5,107           5,261           
39,815          41,009          42,240          43,507          44,812          46,156          47,541          48,967          50,436         51,949         



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
4,032            4,153            4,277            4,406            4,538            4,674            4,814            4,959            5,107           5,261           



31,676          32,626          33,605          34,613          35,652          36,721          37,823          38,958          40,126         41,330         
13,482          13,887          14,303          14,732          15,174          15,630          16,098          16,581          17,079         17,591         
11,279          11,618          11,966          12,325          12,695          13,076          13,468          13,872          14,289         14,717         
15,290          15,748          16,221          16,708          17,209          17,725          18,257          18,804          19,369         19,950         



119,606        123,194        126,890        130,697        134,617        138,656        142,816        147,100        151,513       156,059       



47,260          48,678          50,138          51,642          53,192          54,787          56,431          58,124          59,868         61,664         
36,989          38,098          39,241          40,418          41,631          42,880          44,166          45,491          46,856         48,262         
21,165          21,800          22,454          23,128          23,822          24,536          25,273          26,031          26,812         27,616         
50,867          52,393          53,965          55,584          57,252          58,969          60,738          62,560          64,437         66,370         



156,281        160,970        165,799        170,773        175,896        181,173        186,608        192,206        197,973       203,912       



9,109            9,382            9,664            9,954            10,252          10,560          10,877          11,203          11,539         11,885         
17,371          17,893          18,429          18,982          19,552          20,138          20,742          21,365          22,006         22,666         
6,920            7,127            7,341            7,561            7,788            8,022            8,263            8,511            8,766           9,029           



33,400          34,402          35,434          36,497          37,592          38,720          39,882          41,078          42,311         43,580         



116,937        120,445        124,058        127,780        131,613        135,562        139,629        143,818        148,132       152,576       
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



116,937        120,445        124,058        127,780        131,613        135,562        139,629        143,818        148,132       152,576       



87,355          89,975          92,674          95,455          98,318          101,268        104,306        107,435        110,658       113,978       
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



136,934        141,042        145,274        149,632        154,121        158,744        163,507        168,412        173,464       178,668       
51,738          53,290          54,889          56,536          58,232          59,979          61,778          63,631          65,540         67,506         



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



276,027        284,308        292,837        301,622        310,671        319,991        329,591        339,478        349,663       360,153       



51,069          52,601          54,179          55,804          57,478          59,203          60,979          62,808          64,692         66,633         



10,007          10,307          10,616          10,935          11,263          11,601          11,949          12,307          12,676         13,057         



1,096,182     1,129,067     1,162,939     1,197,827     1,233,762     1,270,775     1,308,898     1,348,165     1,388,610    1,430,268    



Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000           5,000           



52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800         52,800         
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800          57,800         57,800         



1,153,982     1,186,867     1,220,739     1,255,627     1,291,562     1,328,575     1,366,698     1,405,965     1,446,410    1,488,068    



387,505        385,607        382,860        379,720        376,168        372,185        368,239        363,337        357,945       352,039       



Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 



321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924       321,924       
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924        321,924       321,924       



65,581          63,683          60,936          57,796          54,244          50,261          46,315          41,413          36,021         30,115         



1.204 1.198 1.189 1.18 1.168 1.156 1.144 1.129 1.112 1.094



Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 



31,900          33,000          34,150          35,340          36,570          37,850          39,170          40,540          41,950         43,410         



31,900         33,000         34,150         35,340         36,570         37,850         39,170         40,540         41,950        43,410        



33,681          30,683          26,786          22,456          17,674          12,411          7,145            873               (5,929)          (13,295)        



-               -               -               -               -               



22,454          20,455          17,857          14,971          11,783          8,274            4,764            582               -               -               
22,454          20,455          17,857          14,971          11,783          8,274            4,764            582               -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



11,227          10,228          8,929            7,485            5,891            4,137            2,382            291               -               -               
11,227          10,228          8,929            7,485            5,891            4,137            2,382            291               -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



528,000        580,800        633,600        686,400        739,200        792,000        844,800        897,600        950,400       1,003,200    
52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800          52,800         52,800         



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



580,800        633,600        686,400        739,200        792,000        844,800        897,600        950,400        1,003,200    1,056,000    
$6,600 $7,200 $7,800 $8,400 $9,000 $9,600 $10,200 $10,800 $11,400 $12,000



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               



-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
-               -               -               -               -               -                -                -                -               -               
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See attached. 
 











MOHCD Proforma - Commercial Operating Budget



Throughline Apartments



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20
Total # Units: 88 Business Year 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042



COMMERCIAL INCOME
% annual 
increase Comments



Commercial Space 1 2.0% Tower Office (3) 87,060         87,060         87,060         88,801         90,577         92,389         94,237         96,121         98,044         100,005       102,005       104,045       106,126       108,248       110,413       112,621       114,874       117,171       119,515       121,905       
Commercial Space 2 2.0% Consorcia - Gallery Café 36,000         36,000         36,000         36,720         37,454         38,203         38,968         39,747         40,542         41,353         42,180         43,023         43,884         44,761         45,657         46,570         47,501         48,451         49,420         50,409         
Commercial Space 3 2.0% Consorcia - Dewey Xu (Laundromat) 24,720         24,720         24,720         25,214         25,719         26,233         26,758         27,293         27,839         28,396         28,963         29,543         30,134         30,736         31,351         31,978         32,618         33,270         33,935         34,614         
Commercial Space 4 2.0% Consorcia - NICOS (nonprofit office) 15,648         15,648         15,648         15,961         16,280         16,606         16,938         17,277         17,622         17,975         18,334         18,701         19,075         19,456         19,845         20,242         20,647         21,060         21,481         21,911         
Commercial Space 5 2.0%
Other Commercial Income 3.0% Cellphone Tower Lease 14,832         15,277         15,277         15,277         15,277         15,277         15,735         15,735         15,735         15,735         15,735         16,207         16,207         16,207         16,207         16,207         16,694         16,694         16,694         16,694         



Gross Potential Income 178,260       178,705       178,705       181,974       185,307       188,708       192,635       196,173       199,782       203,463       207,217       211,519       215,425       219,410       223,474       227,619       232,333       236,646       241,045       245,532       



Rent/SF/Month: $1.66 $1.66 $1.66 $1.69 $1.73 $1.76 $1.80 $1.83 $1.87 $1.91 $1.94 $1.98 $2.02 $2.06 $2.11 $2.15 $2.19 $2.23 $2.28 $2.32



Vacancy Loss - Commercial n/a



First Year assumes 20%; enter negative # if need 
to override. For out years, manually enter per 
MOHCD policy; annual incrementing usually not 
appropriate. Indicate if market study or other source 
if using "actual projected vacancy." (32,686)        (81,714)        (81,714)        (83,348)        (85,015)        (86,716)        (88,450)        (90,219)        (92,023)        (93,864)        (95,741)        (97,656)        (99,609)        (101,601)      (103,633)      (105,706)      (107,820)      (109,976)      (112,176)      (114,419)      



EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME 145,574       96,991         96,991         98,625         100,292       101,993       104,185       105,954       107,759       109,599       111,476       113,863       115,816       117,808       119,840       121,913       124,513       126,670       128,869       131,113       



COMMERCIAL OPERATING EXPENSES



Management
Commercial Management Fee 3.0% per agreement with Ventura Partners 7,446           7,669           7,899           8,136           8,381           8,632           8,891           9,158           9,432           9,715           10,007         10,307         10,616         10,935         11,263         11,601         11,949         12,307         12,676         13,057         



Sub-total Management Expenses 7,446           7,669           7,899           8,136           8,381           8,632           8,891           9,158           9,432           9,715           10,007         10,307         10,616         10,935         11,263         11,601         11,949         12,307         12,676         13,057         
Utilities
Electricity 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Water 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Gas 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Sewer 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



Sub-total Utilities -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Taxes and Licenses
Real Estate Taxes 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Payroll Taxes 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



Sub-total Taxes and Licenses -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Insurance
Property and Liability Insurance 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Fidelity Bond Insurance 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Worker's Compensation 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



Sub-total Insurance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Maintenance & Repair
Payroll 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Supplies 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Contracts 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Garbage and Trash Removal 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Security Payroll/Contract 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
HVAC Repairs and Maintenance 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses 3.0% -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees
Replacement Reserve Deposit
Operating Reserve Deposit
Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit
Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit



Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



TOTAL COMMERCIAL OPERATING EXPENSES 7,446           7,669           7,899           8,136           8,381           8,632           8,891           9,158           9,432           9,715           10,007         10,307         10,616         10,935         11,263         11,601         11,949         12,307         12,676         13,057         



NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES) 138,128       89,322         89,091         90,489         91,912         93,361         95,294         96,796         98,326         99,884         101,469       103,556       105,200       106,874       108,578       110,312       112,565       114,363       116,193       118,056       



DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)
Hard Debt - First Lender
Hard Debt - Second Lender 
Hard Debt - Third Lender 
Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 



TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE) 138,128       89,322         89,091         90,489         91,912         93,361         95,294         96,796         98,326         99,884         101,469       103,556       105,200       106,874       108,578       110,312       112,565       114,363       116,193       118,056       



REPLACEMENT RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE
Replacement Reserve Starting Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Replacement Reserve Deposits -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Replacement Reserve Withdrawals (ideally tied to CNA)
Replacement Reserve Interest



RR Running Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
OPERATING RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE
Operating Reserve Starting Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Operating Reserve Deposits -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Operating Reserve Withdrawals
Operating Reserve Interest



OR Running Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



OTHER REQUIRED RESERVE 1 - RUNNING BALANCE
Other Reserve 1 Starting Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Other Reserve 1  Deposits -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Other Reserve 1 Withdrawals 
Other Reserve 1  Interest



Other Required Reserve 1 Running Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



OTHER RESERVE 2 - RUNNING BALANCE
Other Reserve 2 Starting Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Other Reserve 2  Deposits -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               
Other Reserve 2 Withdrawals 
Other Reserve 2  Interest



Other Required Reserve 2 Running Balance -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               



Drop down menu to the right controls how much Net Commerical Revenue is 



contributed to the Residential Operating Budget. (100% is default, select 



another choice only if allowed by MOHCD policy.)



100%
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			Attachments:   A. Project Milestones/Schedule


			B. Borrower Org Chart


			F. Site Map with amenities


			Performance Milestone


			1





			No.















04. Throughline DEV FEE AGMT FINAL.docx

DEVELOPER FEE AGREEMENT


(1204 Mason Street, 1525 Grant Avenue, 777 Broadway)





THIS DEVELOPER FEE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is dated for reference purposes only as of ______________, 2022, by and between the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation represented by the Mayor, acting by and through the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development (the "City"), and CHINATOWN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CENTER, INC., a California nonprofit corporation ("Developer").





RECITALS





A. [bookmark: _Hlk93522020]CCDC Throughline LLC, a California Limited Liability Corporation ("Borrower"), has acquired or is about to acquire a fee interest in real property located at 1204 Mason Street, 1525 Grant Avenue, and 777 Broadway, San Francisco, California (collectively, the "Land").  Borrower intends to rehabilitate three buildings located on the Land, comprised of 88 units, affordable to low-income households, including three commercial spaces located at 1200, 1206, and 1208 Mason Street below apartments at 1204 Mason Street and a commercial space at 1525 and 1529 Grant Avenue below the 1527 Grant Avenue SRO units (the "Project").  





B. Under an agreement with Borrower, Developer will perform services for the development of the Project, for which Developer will receive developer fees for the Project (the "Developer Fees") in the allowed amounts set forth below. 





C. The City is providing financing for a portion of the rehabilitation costs of the Project, including financing to cover related soft costs (the "Loan ").  The City's financing is or will be evidenced by, among other documents, a Loan Agreement dated as of the date of this Agreement (the "Loan Agreement").  Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Loan Agreement apply to this Agreement.





D. As a condition to the City's financing for the Project, Developer has agreed with the City to restrict the use of Developer Fees in accordance with this Agreement.





AGREEMENT





NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the City's agreement to provide financing for the Project, the parties agree as follows:





1. Amount and Payment Schedule.  





		(a)	Developer shall be entitled to receive a maximum of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00) (the “Developer Fee”) from the proceeds of the Loan Agreement, for the services it shall render for the development and completion of the Project, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.





(b)	Developer shall receive payment of the Developer Fee as specified below: 








			Residential Developer Fee Disbursement Schedule





			Payment Milestone


			% of Project Mgmt Fee


			Amount





			PM Fee: At closing of initial predevelopment financing


			15%


			$75,000 





			PM Fee: Permanent Loan Close


			85%


			$425,000 





			Total Developer Fee from Proceeds of this Loan Agreement


			$500,000 








	


2. [bookmark: _GoBack]Eligible Uses of Developer Fee.  Developer agrees to limit the use of Developer Fee to pay only for eligible activities according to the guidelines for program income under the Community Development Block Grant ("CDBG") Program administered by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD"), as set forth in OMB Circular A-122 (available at www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/circulars) and any other applicable federal, state or local requirements.  Examples of eligible activities include, to the extent authorized under applicable requirements:





(a) 	Developer’s organizational capacity building and maintenance programs; working capital; housing development production and related programs; physical improvements to existing housing owned or sponsored by Developer; increasing housing operations and asset management activities; improving tenant improvements or commercial space in existing housing owned or sponsored by Developer; funding community facilities associated with existing housing owned or sponsored by Developer providing supplemental tenant rental assistance for existing housing owned or sponsored by Developer; or programs supporting the welfare of residents residing in existing housing owned or sponsored by Developer; and





(b) 	predevelopment, preconstruction and construction costs, including reasonable administrative expenses, of future affordable housing development sponsored by Developer in San Francisco.





3. Disallowed Developer Fees.  Under the circumstances set forth below, all or a portion of the amount of the Developer Fees that have been paid to Developer must be paid to the City or, with the City's prior written consent, used for the Project.





(a) 	Developer must pay to the City the amount equal to the portion of the Developer Fee, if any, used in violation of this Agreement within three (3) years of the date of final disbursement.





(b) 	Reserved.





4. Reporting Requirement.  Developer must provide the City with an annual report no later than 120 days after the end of Borrower's fiscal year providing specific detail as to the use of any portion of the Restricted Fees that was paid during the reporting period. The use of Developer Fee must be included in Borrower's annual CDBG/OMB audit report.





5. Term.  This Agreement will terminate five (5) years after the City has approved Developer's accounting of its use of Developer Fees.





6. Public Disclosure.  


(a) 	Developer understands and agrees that under the City's Sunshine Ordinance (S.F. Admin. Code, Chapter 67) and the State Public Records Law (Cal. Gov. Code §§ 6250 et seq.), this Agreement and any and all records, information and materials submitted to the City hereunder are public records subject to public disclosure.  Developer hereby authorizes the City to disclose any records, information and materials submitted to the City in connection with this Agreement.  Further, Developer specifically agrees to conduct any meeting of its governing board that addresses any matter relating to the Project or to Developer’s performance under this Agreement as a passive meeting. 


	(b)	By executing this Agreement, Developer agrees to comply with the provisions of Chapter 12L of the San Francisco Administrative Code.  Developer agrees to open its meetings and records to the public in the manner set forth in Sections 12L.4 and 12L.5 of the San Francisco Administrative Code.  Developer further agrees to make good faith efforts to promote community membership on its Board of Directors in the manner set forth in Section 12L.6 of the Administrative Code.  Developer acknowledges that its failure to comply with any of the provisions of this Section will constitute an event of default under this Agreement. 





7. Amendment.  This Agreement may not be amended except by an instrument in writing signed by the parties.





8. Controlling Document.  In the event of any inconsistency between this Agreement and the terms of any financing from the City with respect to the Project, this Agreement will control.


























IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.





			"DEVELOPER"





Chinatown Community Development Center, Inc., a California nonprofit public benefit corporation 











By: ________________________________


Malcom Yeung
Executive Director











			


			"CITY"





CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation








By: ________________________________


	Eric D. Shaw, Director


	Mayor's Office of Housing and  


            Community Development








APPROVED AS TO FORM:





David Chiu


City Attorney








By: ________________________________


	Heidi J. Gewertz
Deputy City Attorney
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05. HTF-CDBG Throughline NOTE Final.docx

GB Comments 1.24.22


SECURED PROMISSORY NOTE


(Housing Trust Fund)





			Principal Amount: $ 17,786,077.00


			San Francisco, CA





			Date: _____________, 2022


			








FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, CCDC THROUGHLINE LLC,  a California limited liability corporation ("Maker"), hereby promises to pay to the order of the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation, or holder (as the case may be, "Holder"), the principal sum of Seventeen Million Seven Hundred Eighty Six Thousand Seventy Seven and No/100 Dollars ($17,786,077.00) (the "Funding Amount"), or so much of the Funding Amount as may be disbursed from time to time pursuant to the Agreement described in Section 1 below, together with interest thereon, as provided in this Note.


1.	Agreement.  This Secured Promissory Note ("Note") is given under the terms of a Loan Agreement by and between Maker and Holder (the "Agreement") dated as of the date set forth above, which Agreement is incorporated herein by reference.  Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Agreement apply to this Note.  In the event of any inconsistency between the Agreement and this Note, this Note will control.


	2.	Interest.  Interest will accrue on the principal balance outstanding under this Note from time to time at the rate of three percent (3.0%) per annum, simple interest, from the date of disbursement of funds by Holder through the date of full payment of all amounts owing under the City Documents; provided, however, that prior to the date Maker acquires Control of the Site, the Director of MOHCD shall have the right, in his or her reasonable discretion, to reduce the interest rate to as low as zero percent (0%) upon receipt of adequate documentation supporting the need for such reduction in order to make the Project financially feasible.  Interest will be calculated on the basis of actual days elapsed and a 360-day year, which will result in higher interest charges than if a 365-day year were used.


[bookmark: _GoBack]3.	Default Interest Rate.  Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, interest will be deemed to have accrued on the outstanding principal balance of the Loan at a compounded annual rate equal to the lesser of:  (a) ten percent (10%); or (b) the maximum lawful rate of interest, commencing on the date the Funding Amount is disbursed through the earlier of:  (x) the date on which the Event of Default is cured; or (y) the date on which all amounts due under the City Documents are paid to Holder.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that the default interest that must be paid in the event of an Event of Default pursuant to this Section represents a reasonable sum considering all the circumstances existing on the date of this Note and represents a fair and reasonable estimate of the costs that will be sustained by Holder if Maker defaults.  Maker further agrees that proof of actual damages would be costly and inconvenient and that default interest will be paid without prejudice to Holder's right to collect any other amounts to be paid or to exercise any of its other rights or remedies under any City Document.


4.	Repayment of Funding Amount.


	4.1	Subject to Section 13.4 of the Agreement, Maker must make annual payments of principal and interest (each, a "Payment") in an amount equal to the Residual Receipts, if any, attributable to the prior calendar year, beginning on the first June 30th  after the end of the calendar year of the Completion Date, and continuing each June 30th thereafter up to and including the Maturity Date, as defined below (each, a "Payment Date").  All Payments will be applied to the following in the following order: (a) costs and fees incurred and unpaid; (b) accrued and unpaid interest; and (c) reduction of the principal balance of the Loan.  The unpaid principal balance of the Loan, together with all accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid costs and fees incurred, will be due and payable on the date that is the later of (a) the Fifty-Seventh (57th) anniversary of the date the Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County or (b) the Fifty-Fifth (55th) anniversary of the Conversion Date (the "Maturity Date"), provided however that if Maker fails to acquire Control of the Site on or before March 22, 2022 (the "Outside Acquisition Date"), the Maturity Date shall be the Outside Acquisition Date. Any Payment Date, including any Excess Proceeds Payment Date and the Maturity Date, that falls on a weekend or holiday will be deemed to fall on the next succeeding business day. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Borrower's failure to acquire Control of the Site by the Outside Acquisition Date is not caused by Borrower's acts or omissions, whether direct or indirect, and if Borrower has acted in good faith and no event has occurred and is continuing that constitutes an Event of Default or, with the passage of time would become an Event of Default under any of the City Documents, then in such an event, Borrower shall deliver to City all of the Work Product, the Agreement shall be deemed satisfied in full and Borrower shall be deemed to be released from all obligation or liability with respect to this Agreement and the Loan


4.2	Subject to Section 13.4 of the Agreement, Maker must make payments of principal and interest (each, an “Excess Proceeds Payment") in an amount equal to the Excess Proceeds, if any, on the date that is thirty (30) days after the later of the date on which Maker receives its Form 8609 from the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee or the date on which Maker receives Excess Proceeds from its limited partner or other financing sources (the "Excess Proceeds Payment Date").  All Excess Proceeds Payments will be applied to the following in the following order: (a) costs and fees incurred and unpaid; (b) accrued and unpaid interest; and (c) reduction of the principal balance of the Loan.


5.	Security.   Maker's obligations under this Note and the Agreement are secured by the pledge of Work Product contained in the Agreement and, if Maker (or its affiliate) acquires Control of the Site, by that certain Deed Of Trust, Assignment Of Rents, Security Agreement And Fixture Filing to be recorded pursuant to the Agreement, made by Maker for the benefit of Holder.


6.	Terms of Payment.


	6.1	All Payments must be made in currency of the United States of America then lawful for payment of public and private debts.


	6.2	All Payments must be made payable to Holder and mailed or delivered in person to Holder's office at One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103, or to any other place Holder from time to time designates.


	6.3	In no event will Maker be obligated under the terms of this Note to pay interest exceeding the lawful rate.  Accordingly, if the payment of any sum by Maker pursuant to the terms of this Note would result in the payment of interest exceeding the amount that Holder may charge legally under applicable state and/or federal law, the amount by which the payment exceeds the amount payable at the lawful interest rate will be deducted automatically from the principal balance owing under this Note.


	6.4	Maker waives the right to designate how Payments will be applied pursuant to California Civil Code Sections 1479 and 2822.  Holder will have the right in its sole discretion to determine the order and method of application of Payments to obligations under this Note.


	6.6	Except as otherwise set forth herein or in the Agreement, no prepayment of this Note shall be permitted without Holder’s prior written consent.





7.	Default.


	7.1	Any of the following will constitute an Event of Default under this Note: 


		(a)	Maker fails to make any Payment required under this Note within ten (10) days of the date it is due; or


		(b)	the occurrence of any other Event of Default under the Agreement or other instrument securing the obligations of Maker under this Note or under any other agreement between Maker and Holder with respect to the Project.


	7.2	Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, without notice to or demand upon Maker, which are expressly waived by Maker (except for notices or demands otherwise required by applicable laws to the extent not effectively waived by Maker and any notices or demands specified in the City Documents), Holder may exercise all rights and remedies available under this Note, the Agreement or otherwise available to Holder at law or in equity.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that Holder's remedies include the right to accelerate the Maturity Date by declaring the outstanding principal balance of the Loan, together with all accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred, due and payable immediately, in which case, the Maturity Date will be superseded and replaced by the date established by Holder.


8.	Waivers.


	8.1	Maker expressly agrees that the term of this Note or the date of any payment due hereunder may be extended from time to time with Holder's consent, and that Holder may accept further security or release any security for this Note, all without in any way affecting the liability of Maker.


	8.2	No extension of time for any Payment made by agreement by Holder with any person now or hereafter liable for the payment of this Note will operate to release, discharge, modify, change or affect the original liability of Maker under this Note, either in whole or in part.


	8.3	The obligations of Maker under this Note are absolute, and Maker waives any and all rights to offset, deduct or withhold any Payments or charges due under this Note for any reason whatsoever.


9.	Miscellaneous Provisions.


	9.1	All notices to Holder or Maker must be given in the manner and at the addresses set forth in the Agreement, or to the addresses Holder and/or Maker hereafter designate in accordance with the Agreement.


	9.2	In the event of any legal proceedings arising from the enforcement of or a default under this Note or in any bankruptcy proceeding of Maker, the non-prevailing party promises to pay all reasonable costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by the prevailing party in the proceeding, as provided in the Agreement.


	9.3	This Note may be amended only by an agreement in writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, modification or discharge is sought.


	9.4	This Note is governed by and must be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California, without regard to the choice of law rules of the State.


	9.5	Time is of the essence in the performance of any obligations hereunder.








"MAKER"


CCDC Throughline LLC,


a California limited partnership











By:  Chinatown Community Development Center, Inc.,  


a California nonprofit public benefit corporation,


its managing member





By: _____________________________


Malcolm Yeung


Executive Director
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06. DOT-PASS.docx




Free Recording Requested Pursuant to


Government Code Section 27383





When recorded, mail to:


Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development


City and County of San Francisco


1 South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor


San Francisco, California   94103


Attn:	[Name]





---------------------Space Above This Line for Recorder's Use---------------------





777 Broadway


San Francisco, CA 94133


Assessor's Lot 0160 , Block 031-032





1525-1529 Grant Avenue


San Francisco, CA 94133


Assessor's Lot 0103, Block 004





1204 Mason Street


San Francisco, CA 94133


Assessor's Lot 0191, Block 016





DEED OF TRUST, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS,


SECURITY AGREEMENT AND FIXTURE FILING


(Property Address: 777 Broadway, 1525-1529 Grant Avenue, and 1204 Mason Street


(PASS Program)





THIS DEED OF TRUST, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS, SECURITY AGREEMENT AND FIXTURE FILING ("Deed of Trust") is made as of January 19, 2022, by CCDC THROUGHLINE, LLC, a California limited liability company ("Trustor"), whose address is 1525 Grant Avenue, San Francisco, California 94133, to OLD REPUBLIC TITLE COMPANY ("Trustee"), whose address is  275 Battery Street, Suite 1500, San Francisco, California, 94111, for the benefit of the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation, represented by the Mayor, acting through the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development ("Beneficiary").  This Deed of Trust is executed pursuant to a Loan Agreement by and between Trustor and Beneficiary dated as of the date of this Deed of Trust, as it may be amended from time to time (the "Agreement"), the provisions of which are incorporated herein by reference.  Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Agreement apply to this Deed of Trust.





1. Grant in Trust.  For valuable consideration, Trustor hereby grants, transfers and assigns to Trustee, in trust, with power of sale, for the benefit of Beneficiary, all right, title and interest Trustor now has or may have in the future in the following (all or any part of the following, or any interest in all or any part of it, as the context requires, the "Property"):


	


(a) [bookmark: _GoBack]that real property situated in the City and County of San Francisco, State of California, described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference (the "Land"), on which Trustor intends to acquire and rehabilitate property including 88 units of multifamily rental housing affordable to low- to moderate-income households and, 4 units of commercial space under the City’s Preservation and Seismic Safety (PASS) Program which will be known as Throughline Apartments (the "Project"); and





(b) all buildings, structures and other improvements now or in the future located or to be constructed on the Land (the "Improvements"); and





(c) all existing and future leases, subleases, tenancies, subtenancies, licenses, occupancy agreements and concessions ("Leases") relating to the use and enjoyment of all or any part of the Land and Improvements, and any and all guaranties and other agreements relating to or made in connection with any of the Leases; and





(d)	except for personal property and removable fixtures installed by tenants or subtenants, all goods, materials, supplies, chattels, furniture, fixtures, equipment and machinery now or later to be attached to, placed in or on, or used in connection with the use, enjoyment, occupancy or operation of all or any part of the Land and Improvements, whether stored on the Land or elsewhere, including all pumping plants, engines, pipes, ditches and flumes, and also all gas, electric, cooking, heating, cooling, air conditioning, lighting, refrigeration and plumbing fixtures and equipment, all of which will be considered to the fullest extent of the law to be real property for purposes of this Deed of Trust; and 





(e) all building materials, equipment, work in process or other personal property of any kind, whether stored on the Land or elsewhere, that have been or later will be acquired for the purpose of being delivered to, incorporated into or installed in or about the Land or Improvements; and





(f) all Market Rate Loan, BMR Loan and Deferred Loan funds, whether disbursed or not, and all funds now or in the future on deposit in the Replacement Reserve Account, the Operating Reserve Account and any other account required or authorized for the Project; and





(g) all proceeds, including proceeds of all present and future fire, hazard or casualty insurance policies and all condemnation awards or payments now or later to be made by any public body or decree by any court of competent jurisdiction for any taking or in connection with any condemnation or eminent domain proceeding, and all causes of action and their proceeds for any damage or injury to the Land, Improvements or the other property described above or any part of them, or breach of warranty in connection with the construction of the Improvements; and





(h) all books and records pertaining to any and all of the property described above, including records relating to tenants under any Leases, the qualifications of any tenants and any certificates, vouchers and other documents in any way related thereto and records relating to the application and allocation of any federal, state or local tax credits or benefits; and 





(i) all rents, revenues, issues, royalties, proceeds and profits, including prepaid rent and security deposits ("Rents"), from the Land and the Improvements, subject to:  (i) Trustor's right to collect and retain the same as they become due and payable; and (ii) Beneficiary's rights under Section 3(d); and





(j) all intangible personal property and rights relating to the Property or its operation or used in connection with it, including, without limitation, permits, licenses, plans, specifications, construction contracts, subcontracts, bids, soils reports, engineering reports, land planning maps, drawings, construction contracts, notes, drafts, documents, engineering and architectural drawings, deposits for utility services, installations, refunds due Trustor, trade names, trademarks, and service marks; and





(k) all proceeds of, interest accrued on, additions and accretions to, substitutions and replacements for, and changes in any of the property described above.





This Deed of Trust constitutes a security agreement under, and a fixture filing in accordance with, the California Uniform Commercial Code, as it may be amended from time to time.  The filing of a financing statement pertaining to personal property may not be construed in any way as derogating from or impairing the lien of, or the rights or obligations of the parties under, this Deed of Trust.





2. Obligations Secured.  This Deed of Trust is given for the purpose of securing the following (collectively, the "Secured Obligations"):


	


(a) performance of all present and future obligations of Trustor set forth in the Agreement related to the Market Rate Loan, the BMR Loan and the Deferred Loan, specifically compliance with certain restrictions on the use of the Property recited in that certain Declaration of Restrictions executed by Trustor, dated as of the date of and being recorded concurrently with this Deed of Trust, as it may be amended from time to time, the market rate promissory note dated the date of this Deed of Trust made by Trustor to the order of Beneficiary (as it may be amended from time to time, the "Market Rate Note"), the below market rate promissory note dated the date of this Deed of Trust made by Trustor to the order of Beneficiary (as it may be amended from time to time, the “BMR Note”), the deferred promissory note dated the date of this Deed of Trust made by Trustor to the order of Beneficiary (as it may be amended from time to time, the "Deferred Note"), and performance of each agreement incorporated by reference, contained therein, or entered into in connection with the Agreement;





(b) payment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Agreement and the Market Rate Note in the original principal amount of Five Million One Hundred Seventy Five Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety One and No/100 Dollars ($5,175,891.00), with interest, according to the terms of the Agreement and the Market Rate Note; 





(c) [bookmark: _Hlk93517978]payment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Agreement and the BMR Note in the original principal amount of Two Million Eight Hundred Fifty Five Thousand Six Hundred Sixty Four and No/100 Dollars ($2,855,664.00), with interest, according to the terms of the Agreement and the BMR Note;





(d) payment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Agreement and the Deferred Note in the original principal amount of Four Hundred Sixty Seven Thousand Four Hundred Forty Five and No/100 ($467,445.00), with interest, according to the terms of the Agreement and the Deferred Note; and





(e) payment of any additional sums Trustor may borrow or receive from Beneficiary, when evidenced by another note (or any other instrument) reciting that payment is secured by this Deed of Trust.





3. Assignment of Rents.





(a)  Assignment as Additional Security. Trustor hereby irrevocably grants, transfers, and assigns to Beneficiary all of its right, title, and interest in and to the Rents as additional security for the Secured Obligations. Subject to the provisions of subsection 3(d) below, Beneficiary hereby confers upon Trustor a license ("License") to collect and retain the Rents as they become due and payable, so long as no Event of Default exists and is continuing. If an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, Beneficiary shall have the right, which it may choose to exercise in its sole discretion, to terminate this License without notice to or demand upon Trustor, and without regard to the adequacy of Beneficiary's security under this Deed of Trust.





(b)	Collection and Application of Rents. Subject to the License granted to Trustor under subsection 3(a) above, Beneficiary has the right, power, and authority to collect any and all Rents. Subject to the License granted to Trustor under subsection 3(a) above, Trustor hereby appoints Beneficiary its attorney-in-fact to perform any and all of the following acts, if and at the times when Beneficiary in its sole discretion may so choose:


1.	Demand, receive, and enforce payment of any and all Rents; or


2.	Give receipts, releases, and satisfactions for any and all Rents; or


3.	Sue either in the name of Trustor or in the name of Beneficiary for any and all Rents.


Beneficiary's right to the Rents does not depend on whether or not Beneficiary takes possession of the Property. In Beneficiary's sole discretion, it may choose to collect Rents either with or without taking possession of the Property. Beneficiary shall apply all Rents collected by it in the manner provided under this Deed of Trust. If an Event of Default occurs while Beneficiary is in possession of all or part of the Property and is collecting and applying Rents as permitted under this Deed of Trust, Beneficiary, Trustee and any receiver shall nevertheless be entitled to exercise and invoke every right and remedy afforded any of them under this Deed of Trust and at law or in equity, including the right to exercise the power of sale granted hereunder.



(c)	Beneficiary Not Responsible. Under no circumstances shall Beneficiary have any duty to produce Rents from the Property. Regardless of whether or not Beneficiary, in person or by agent, takes actual possession of the Real Property and Improvements, Beneficiary is not and shall not be deemed to be:


1.	A "mortgagee in possession" for any purpose; or


2.	Responsible for performing any of the obligations of the lessor under any lease; or


3.	Responsible for any waste committed by lessees or any other parties, any dangerous or defective condition of the Property, or any negligence in the management, upkeep, repair, or control of the Property; or


4.	Liable in any manner for the Property or the use, occupancy, enjoyment or operation of all or any part of it.


(d)	Election by Beneficiary. Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, Beneficiary, at its option, may exercise its rights under this Section or otherwise provided under applicable law (including, but not limited to, under Section 2938 of the California Civil Code).





4. Trustor's Covenants.  To protect the security of this Deed of Trust, Trustor agrees as follows:





(a) to perform the Secured Obligations in accordance with their respective terms;





(b) to keep the Land and the Improvements in good condition and repair, normal wear and tear and acts of God excepted; not to remove or demolish any Improvements without Beneficiary's prior written consent; to complete or restore promptly and in good and workmanlike manner any Improvement constructed, damaged or destroyed on the Land; to pay when due all claims for labor performed and materials furnished therefor, subject to Trustor's right to contest any claim in good faith; to comply with all laws affecting the Project, subject to Trustor's right to contest any claim in good faith; not to commit or permit waste with respect to the Land or the Improvements; not to commit, suffer or permit any act upon the Land or the Improvements in violation of law, including Environmental Laws; and to do all other acts made reasonably necessary by the character or use of the Land and the Improvements;





(c) to provide, maintain and deliver to Beneficiary property and liability insurance as required under the Agreement and apply any insurance proceeds as provided below;





(d) to appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in any such action or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear and in any suit brought by Beneficiary to foreclose this Deed of Trust following an Event of Default;





(e) to pay in accordance with the Agreement, but in each case prior to delinquency:  (i) all taxes and assessments affecting the Property, including assessments on appurtenant water stock; and (ii) all encumbrances, charges and liens, with interest, on the Property or any part thereof that appear to be prior or superior hereto;





(f) should Trustor fail to make any payment or to do any act as herein provided, then, without:  (i) obligation to do so; (ii) notice to or demand upon Trustor; or (iii) releasing Trustor from any obligation hereof, Beneficiary or Trustee may:  (A) make or do the same in any manner and to the extent as it deems necessary to protect the security hereof; (B) appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; (C) pay, purchase, contest or compromise any encumbrance, charge or lien that in its judgment appears to be prior or superior hereto; and (D) in exercising these powers, pay necessary expenses, employ counsel and pay reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, and Trustor consents to Beneficiary's and/or Trustee's entry upon the Land and Improvements for any purpose set forth in this Subsection, including Beneficiary's exercise of its rights under California Code of Civil Procedure Section 564(c); and





(g) to reimburse within five (5) days of demand all sums expended by Beneficiary or Trustee pursuant to this Deed of Trust, with interest at an annual rate of interest equal to the lesser of:  (i) ten percent (10%); or (ii) the maximum lawful rate from date of expenditure to the date of payment.





5. Insurance and Condemnation Proceeds.  





(a) Trustor hereby assigns to Beneficiary any award of damages arising from the condemnation of all or any part of the Property for public use and any insurance proceeds arising from injury to all or any part of the Property or the Project.  





(b) Any condemnation award or insurance proceeds must be paid to Beneficiary or, if Beneficiary has consented to subordinate the lien of this Deed of Trust to the lien of another lender for the Project, according to the provisions in the senior lender's loan documents.





(c) [bookmark: _Hlk434867730]If a condemnation award or insurance proceeds are paid to Beneficiary, Beneficiary will release or authorize the release of funds to Trustor, provided that the funds will be used for the reconstruction of the Project in accordance with:  (i) projections demonstrating that reconstruction is economically feasible; and (ii) Trustor's construction budget, each of which must be satisfactory to Beneficiary in its reasonable discretion.  In all other cases, Beneficiary may choose in its discretion to apply funds to Trustor's obligations under the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, the Deferred Note, and the Agreement or to any senior obligations, in accordance with the respective priorities of the approved lienholders as their interests may appear of record, with the remaining funds, if any, released to Trustor.





(d) Trustor agrees that Beneficiary's application or release of funds pursuant to this Section will not cure or waive any default or Notice of Default (as defined below) or invalidate any act by Beneficiary performed following a default pursuant to any City Document unless the default has been cured by the application or release of funds.





6. Further Agreements.  Trustor further acknowledges and agrees as follows:





(a) Beneficiary does not waive its right either to require prompt payment when due of all other sums secured by this Deed of Trust or to declare Trustor in default for failure to pay timely by accepting payment of any sum secured hereby after its due date.





(b) Trustee may reconvey any part of the Property at any time or from time to time, without liability therefor and without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, and the Deferred Note for endorsement without affecting the liability of any entity or person for payment of the indebtedness secured hereby.





(c) Upon:  (i) written request of Beneficiary stating that all obligations secured hereby have been paid or performed; (ii) Beneficiary's surrender of this Deed of Trust and the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, and the Deferred Note to Trustee for cancellation and retention or other disposition as Trustee in its sole discretion may choose; and (iii) payment of its fees, if any, Trustee shall reconvey the Property then held hereunder without covenant or warranty.





(d) As additional security, Trustor hereby irrevocably, absolutely and unconditionally assigns to Beneficiary all Rents, whether now due, past due or to become due, subject to Beneficiary's grant to Trustor of a license to collect and retain Rents as they become due and payable so long as Trustor has not defaulted in performance of the Secured Obligations. 





(e) Any voluntary or involuntary conveyance, sale, encumbrance, pledge or other transfer of all or any interest in the Property or in Trustor, including a security interest, in violation of the Agreement will constitute an Event of Default (as defined below) giving Beneficiary the right to exercise its remedies at law or in equity.  





(f) For the purposes of this Deed of Trust, Beneficiary from time to time may substitute a successor or successors to Trustee named herein or acting hereunder by instrument in writing executed by Beneficiary and duly acknowledged and recorded in the office of the recorder of San Francisco County, which instrument shall be conclusive proof of proper substitution of a successor trustee or trustees.  Without conveyance from Trustee, any successor or substitute trustee will succeed to all title, estate, rights, powers and duties of Trustee.  The instrument must contain the name of the original Trustor, Trustee and Beneficiary hereunder, the recording information for this Deed of Trust and the name and address of the new Trustee.





(g) This Deed of Trust applies to, inures to the benefit of, and binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, devisees, administrators, executors, successors and assigns, provided that this subsection does not constitute Beneficiary's consent to any transfer in violation of this Deed of Trust.  The term Beneficiary shall mean the holder of the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, or the Deferred Note, whether or not named as Beneficiary herein.  In this Deed of Trust, whenever the context so requires, the masculine gender includes the feminine and/or the neuter, and the singular number includes the plural. 





(h) Trustee accepts this Trust when this duly executed and acknowledged Deed of Trust is made a public record as provided by law.  Trustee is not obligated to notify any party hereto of pending sale under any other deed of trust or of any action or proceeding in which Trustor, Beneficiary or Trustee shall be a party unless brought by Trustee.





7. Beneficiary's Rights Following Default.  Upon any default by Trustor in performance of the Secured Obligations following expiration of any applicable notice and cure periods ("Event of Default"): 





(a) Trustor's license to collect and retain Rents will terminate automatically.  





(b) Trustor consents to Beneficiary's entry upon and taking possession of the Property or any part thereof, at any time after the occurrence of an Event of Default without notice, either in person, by agent or by a receiver to be appointed by a court without regard to the adequacy of any security for the indebtedness hereby secured to sue for or otherwise collect and apply Rents, less costs and expenses of operation and collection, including those of the Property, in its own name or in the name of Trustor.  Beneficiary's collection and application of Rents shall not cure or waive any Event of Default or Notice of Default or invalidate any act done pursuant to any notice.





(c) Beneficiary may declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable by delivery to Trustee of written declaration of default and demand for sale and of written notice of default and of election to cause to be sold the Property ("Notice of Default"), and:





i. Trustee shall cause the Notice of Default to be filed for record.  Beneficiary also shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trust, the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, the Deferred Note, and all documents evidencing expenditures secured hereby.





ii. After the lapse of time then required by law following the recordation of a Notice of Default, and notice of sale ("Notice of Sale") having been given as then required by law, Trustee without demand on Trustor may sell the Property at the time and place fixed in the Notice of Sale either as a whole or in separate parcels in any order at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in lawful money of the United States payable at time of sale.  Trustee may postpone sale of all or any portion of the Property by public announcement at the time and place of sale and from time to time thereafter may postpone the sale by public announcement at the time fixed by the preceding postponement.  Trustee shall deliver to any purchaser a trustee's deed conveying the property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied.  The recitals in the trustee's deed of any matters of facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof.  Any person, including Trustor, Trustee or Beneficiary, may purchase at the sale.





iii. After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Trust, including cost of evidence of title in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment of:  (A) all sums expended under the terms of this Deed of Trust not then repaid, with accrued interest at the highest rate allowed by law in effect at the date hereof; (B) all other sums then secured hereby; and (C) the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.








8. Notice of Default to Trustor.  The undersigned Trustor requests that a copy of any Notice of Default and of any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to it at its address set forth above or any succeeding address given by notice in accordance with the Agreement.






TRUSTOR:





CCDC THROUGHLINE, LLC, 


a California limited liability company





By:	Chinatown Community Development Center 


a California limited liability company] 





Its:	Managing Member





By:	__________________________


Name:	__________________________ 


Title:	__________________________
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EXHIBIT A


Legal Description of the Property


THE FOLLOWING LAND SITUATED IN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:





Commencing at the point of intersection of the Northerly line of Washington Street and the


Easterly line of Mason Street; running thence Easterly and along said line of Washington Street


46 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly 68 feet 9 inches; thence at a right angle Easterly 22


feet 9 inches, thence at a right angle Northerly 22 feet 11 inches; thence at a right angle


Westerly 68 feet 9 inches to the Easterly line of Mason Street; thence at a right angle Southerly


along said line of Mason Street 91 feet 8 inches to the to the point of commencement.





Being part of 50 Vara Lot No. 338 in Block No. 160.





Assessor's Lot 016; Block 0191


























Street Address:


1204 Mason Street































































EXHIBIT B


(Legal Description of the Property)








THE FOLLOWING LAND SITUATED IN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:





Beginning at a point on the westerly line of Grant Avenue (formerly Dupont Street), distant


thereon 97 feet, 6 inches Northerly from the Northerly line of Union Street; running thence


along said Westerly line of Grant Avenue 40 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly 98 feet, 9


inches; thence at a right angle Southerly and parallel with said Westerly line of Grant Avenue 40


feet; thence at a right angle Easterly 98 feet, 9 inches to said Westerly line of Grant Avenue


and the point of beginning.





Being a portion of Vera Lot No. 413, in Block No. 106





Assessor’s Lot 004; Block 0103


























Street Address:


1525 Grant Avenue































































EXHIBIT C


(Legal Description of the Property)








THE FOLLOWING LAND SITUATED IN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:





Leasehold estate as created by that certain lease dated September 26, 1989, made by and


between The Housing Authority of the City and County of San Francisco, as lessor, and Bayside


Elderly Housing Corporation, a California non-profit public benefit corporation, as lessee, for the


term of 75 years and upon the terms and conditions contained in said lease and subject to


provisions contained in the lease which limit the right of possession, Memorandum of Lease


thereof recorded September 28, 1989 in Reel E966 of Official Records, Image 1481 under


Recorder's Serial Number E441261, in and to the following:





PARCEL 1;





All of that certain Lot 32 (Parcel B) as shown on Map entitled, "Parcel Map Showing the


Subdivision of Lot 29" which Map was filed for record, in theOffice of the Recorder of the City


and County of San Francisco, California, on April 7, 1989, in Book 39 of Parcel Maps, Pages 21


and 22.





PARCEL 2;





Easements for the benefit and use of Parcel 1 over Lot 31 (Parcel A) as shown on that certain


Map entitled, "Parcel Map Showing the Subdivision of a Portion of Lot 29" which Map was filed


for record, in the Office of the Recorder of the City and County of San Francisco, State of


California, on April 7, 1989, in Book 39 of Parcel Maps, at Page 23 and 22, described as follows;





EASEMENT B-1 (Lobby Area)





Beginning at the intersection of the Southerly line of Broadway and the Westerly line of Cordelia


Street, which point is hereinafter referred to as Point "A"; thence Southerly along said Westerly


line of Cordelia Street, 29.00 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly 22.996 feet; thence


deflecting 45° to the right, 3.30 feet; thence deflecting 45° to the right and proceeding


Northerly 4.335 feet; thence deflecting 45° to the right, 2.83 feet; thence deflecting 45° to the


left and proceeding Northerly, 20.33 feet to the Southerly line of Broadway; thence Easterly


along said Southerly line, 23.33 feet to the point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-2 (Refuse Area)





Commencing Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line of


Cordelia Street, 45.67 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said Westerly


line 10.00 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 22.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly,


10.00 feet; thence at a right angle Easterly, 22.00 feet to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-3 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 72.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle 8.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-4 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A” as hereinbefore described; thence Southerly along the Westerly line of


Cordelia Street, 72.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 11.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-5 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 99.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence et a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-6 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 19.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 11.50 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-7 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-8 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 18.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.50 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-9 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence rat a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-10 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 10.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.50 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-11 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A" as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line of


Cordelia Street, 10.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.3, feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-12 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 11.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-13(Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 45.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.23 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-14 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 45.50 feet; .thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly, parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle 6.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-15 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence .Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 72.00 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 46.03 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.50 feet; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.50 feet; thence at a


right angle, 3.50 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-16 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly alone the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 72.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 6.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-17 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 09.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.22 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence et a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-18 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 14.40 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-19 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A". as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.83 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-20 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 6.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-21 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 46.03 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.59 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-22 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


et a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





The bottom elevation of all easements, B-1 through B-22, as described above, is elevation


89.00; and the elevation of the top all easements is elevation 98.00. Elevations are on City of


San Francisco Datum.





Assessor's Lot 032; Block 0160




















Street Address:


777 Broadway
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DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS


777 Broadway, 1525-1529 Grant Avenue, and 1204 Mason Street





THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS ("Declaration") is made as of January 19, 2022, by CCDC THROUGHLINE LLC, a California limited liability company("Borrower"), in favor of the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, represented by the Mayor, acting through the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development (the "City").


RECITALS





A.	The City is making a loan (the "Loan") to Borrower of Housing Trust Funds (“HTF”) and Preservation and Seismic Safety (“PASS”) funds to finance costs associated with the acquisition and rehabilitation of the real property described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference (the "Property") as low- to moderate-income housing (the “Project”). The Loan is evidenced by, among other documents, a Loan Agreement between the City and Borrower dated as of the date of this Declaration, as it may be amended from time to time (the "Agreement").  The Agreement is incorporated by reference in this Declaration as though fully set forth in this Declaration and is available through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development (“MOHCD”) at the address first specified in the recording request set forth above.  Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Agreement apply to this Declaration.


B.	Pursuant to the Agreement, Borrower has agreed to comply with certain affordability and other use and occupancy restrictions (collectively, the "Regulatory Obligations"), commencing on the Agreement Date, and continuing for as long as the Project or any modification of the Project remains in existence, but in any event no event less than seventy five (75) years from the date the Deed of Trust is recorded in the Official Records of San Francisco County (the "Compliance Term"), even if the Loan is repaid or otherwise satisfied or the Deed of Trust is reconveyed.  Borrower’s covenants and agreements described in this Declaration are a material part of the consideration for the City in making the Loan, and without Borrower’s agreement to subject the Property to the Regulatory Obligations even after the Loan is satisfied, the City would be unwilling to make the Loan to Borrower.


AGREEMENT


Now, therefore, in consideration of the City's providing the Loan in accordance with the City Documents, Borrower agrees as follows:


1.  Definitions.  Any capitalized terms in this Declaration that are not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Agreement.  In the event of any conflict between the terms of this Declaration and the terms of the Agreement, the terms of the Agreement (including the following defined terms) shall control unless otherwise expressly stated.  As used in this Declaration, the following words and phrases have the following meanings:


(a) “CDBG” means Community Development Block Grant funds contracted with the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") pursuant to Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. §§ 5301 et seq.).


(b) “HTF” means Housing Trust Funds as approved by 2012 Proposition C.


(c) "Median Income" means median income as published annually by MOHCD, derived from the Income Limits determined by HUD for the San Francisco area, adjusted solely for household size, but not high housing cost area, also referred to as “Unadjusted Median Income”.


(d) “PASS” means the Preservation and Seismic Safety program


(e)  "Qualified Tenant" means a household occupying of the Project that has certified and been approved as earning no more than the maximum permissible annual income level allowed by the Agreement and that has entered into a lease with Borrower in a form approved by City.   


(f)  "Rent" means the monthly sum charged to Qualified Tenants for rent in accordance with this Declaration.


(g) “Severely Rent Burdened” means a Qualified Tenant household paying monthly Rent that is fifty percent (50%) or more of its gross monthly income (as shown on the Qualified Tenant’s income certification required by Section 5 and confirmed by MOHCD).


(h) “Unit” means any residential rental unit within the Project.  


2.  Regulatory Obligations.  Borrower must comply with the Regulatory Obligations through the expiration of the Compliance Term, including without limitation those described in this Declaration, regardless of any reconveyance of the Deed of Trust.


3.  Affordability and Restrictions.  


(a) Restrictions.  The Project may be occupied only by Qualified Tenants and their households.  As provided in Section 7.2(b) of the Agreement, a Qualified Tenant may not be required to vacate the Unit due to subsequent rises in household income.  In no event shall any Qualified Tenant be required to pay Rent in excess of 30% of 120% Median Income except as provided in Section 4(c).


(b) Rents on Agreement Date.  Required Rents for the Units as of the Agreement Date shall be as follows: 


			Unit Number


			Unit Size


			Rent (monthly payments) as of the Agreement Date





			Bayside 


102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310


			Studio


			30% of Median Income





			Tower 


2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35


			SRO


			50% of Median Income





			Consorcia 


1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25


			Studio


			60% of Median Income





			Consorcia 


2, 8, 10, 17, 20, 26


			1BR


			60% of Median Income











(c) Vacancies after the Agreement Date.  After the Agreement Date, the Rent for each Unit that becomes vacant shall be set at the amount necessary to bring the Project’s combined average Rents for all Units as close as is possible to the amount calculated as 30% of 80% Median Income, but no more than 30% of 120% Median Income. 


4.  Rent Adjustments and Restrictions.  Rent for all Units shall be increased annually on the anniversary of the Agreement Date by the greater of: (x) the percentage change in annual operating expenses, up to a maximum of 3.5%; or (y) 2%, except as follows:


	(a)  Severely Rent Burdened Qualified Tenants.  If the Rent increase described in this Section 4 results in any Qualified Tenant household becoming Severely Rent Burdened, Borrower is not required to increase the Rent of the Severely Rent Burdened Qualified Tenant until such time as the Qualified Tenant is no longer Severely Rent Burdened, provided that:  (i) Borrower first demonstrates to the satisfaction of MOHCD, in MOHCD’s sole discretion, that the Project maintains short- and long-term financial sustainability in the form of positive cash flow, adequately funded reserves, and other indicators as MOHCD may reasonably request; (ii) at each annual income recertification, the ability of all households to pay required rent increases will be reassessed, as will the Borrower cash flow, to ensure short- and long-term financial sustainability if Borrower elects not to impose the required annual Rent increase for any Severely Rent Burdened Qualified Tenant; and (iii) all Regulatory Obligations continue to be met.  Similarly, if the circumstances described in this subsection are met, a Unit becomes vacant and a Qualified Tenant demonstrates to Borrower that it is Severely Rent Burdened, Borrower may reduce such Qualified Tenant’s Rent to a level no lower than 40% of that Qualified Tenant’s gross monthly income, thus resulting in a higher Rent that will be required for the vacant Unit.  If more than one Qualified Tenant is eligible for such a Rent reduction, the reduction shall be equally distributed among such eligible Qualified Tenants.


	(b)  Recovery of Project Expenses.  With the City's prior written approval, Rent increases for Units exceeding the amounts permitted under the first sentence of Section 4 may be permitted once annually in order to recover increases in approved Project Expenses, provided that: (i) in no event may single or aggregate Rent increases exceed ten percent (10%) per year unless such an increase is contemplated in a City-approved temporary relocation plan or is necessary due to the expiration of Section 8 or other rental subsidies; and (ii) Rents for each Unit may in no event exceed 30% of 120% Median Income.  The City’s approval for such Rent increases under this subsection shall not be unreasonably withheld.


	(c)  Rent Subsidy Programs.  For those households that hold rent subsidy vouchers, such as Section 8 and VASH, on an annual basis Borrower shall request and use best efforts to receive an increase in contract rent equivalent to the percentage change in Fair Market Rent or equivalent payment standard, whichever is greater.  For any Qualified Tenant participating in a rent or operating subsidy program where the rent charged is calculated as a percentage of household income, adjustments to Rent charged may be made according to the rules of the relevant subsidy program, provided that the Qualified Tenant paid portion of Rent does not exceed 30% of 120% Median Income.  For any Qualified Tenant that becomes ineligible to continue participating in a rent or operating subsidy program, there is no limit on the increase in Rent charged as long as it does not exceed 30% of 120% Median Income. 


	(d)  Recovery of Property Tax Increases.  In addition to the Rent increases contemplated in this Section 4 and with the City’s prior written approval, if a Qualified Tenant’s household income exceeds eighty percent (80%) of California Median Income (as published by the California Department of Housing and Community Development) during occupancy of a Unit, Borrower may adjust the charges for Rent for such Qualified Tenant to absorb the amount of property taxes attributable to the Qualified Tenant’s Unit as a result of the loss of the State of California’s welfare exemption for low-income housing properties. The City may, in its sole discretion, require that Rent increases allowed under this subsection be implemented over a period of time in order to reduce the burden on an existing Qualified Tenant.  Rents charged under this subsection may not exceed 30% of 120% Median Income. The City’s approval for such Rent increases shall not be unreasonably withheld.  If such Qualified Tenant’s household income subsequently decreases and the Unit becomes eligible for the California welfare property tax exemption, Borrower may reduce such Qualified Tenant’s Rent by the amount of property tax savings attributable to the Qualified Tenant’s Unit, as provided in Section 4(b).


	(e)  Excess Rent.  If Borrower increases Rents or offers a vacant Unit for rent at a rate that exceeds the rules described in this Declaration, the resulting excess cash flow will be paid by Borrower to the Qualified Tenants who were overcharged, and Borrower’s actions will constitute an Event of Default pursuant to Section 19 of the Agreement.


5.  Certification.  


	(a)  As a condition to initial occupancy, each person who desires to be a Qualified Tenant in the Project must sign and deliver to Borrower a certification in the form attached to the Loan Agreement as Exhibit C, in which the prospective Qualified Tenant certifies that he/she or his/her household qualifies as a Qualified Tenant, which certification is reviewed and approved by Borrower and the City.  In addition, each person must provide any other information, documents or certifications deemed necessary by the City to substantiate the prospective tenant's income.  Certifications provided to and accepted by the San Francisco Housing Authority will satisfy this requirement.


	(b)  Each Qualified Tenant in the Project must recertify its household income to Borrower annually.


	(c)  Income certifications with respect to each Qualified Tenant who resides in a Unit or resided therein during the immediately preceding calendar year must be maintained on file at Borrower's principal office, and Borrower must file copies thereof with the City promptly upon request by the City. 


6.  Nondiscrimination.  Borrower agrees not to discriminate against or permit discrimination against any person or group of persons because of race, color, creed, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability, gender identity, height, weight, source of income or acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) or AIDS related condition (ARC) in the operation and use of the Project except to the extent permitted by law or required by any other funding source for the Project.  Borrower agrees not to discriminate against or permit discrimination against Qualified Tenants using Section 8 certificates or vouchers or assistance through other rental subsidy programs.


7.  Remedies.  During the Compliance Term the City may rely on the Deed of Trust and/or this Declaration, in the City's discretion, to enforce any of the City's rights under the City Documents.  


8.  Covenants Run with the Land.  This Declaration and the Regulatory Obligations constitute covenants running with the land and bind successors and assigns of Borrower and any non-borrower owner of the Property.  In the event that Borrower fails to comply with the Regulatory Obligations to the City's satisfaction, in its sole discretion, within thirty (30) days of Borrower's receipt of notice from the City to so comply, the City at its option may exercise any rights available at equity or in law, including, without limitation, institute an action for specific performance.  Borrower shall pay the City's costs in connection with the City's enforcement of the terms of this Declaration, including, without limitation, the City's attorneys' fees and costs.  


Borrower has executed this Declaration as of the date first written above.


















BORROWER





  CCDC THROUGHLINE, LLC,


  	a California limited liability company





By:	Chinatown Community Development Center 


	a California nonprofit public benefit corporation


Its:	Managing Member








By:	__________________________


Name:	__________________________ 


Title:	__________________________




























































ALL SIGNATURES MUST BE NOTARIZED
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EXHIBIT A


Legal Description of the Property


THE FOLLOWING LAND SITUATED IN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:





Commencing at the point of intersection of the Northerly line of Washington Street and the


Easterly line of Mason Street; running thence Easterly and along said line of Washington Street


46 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly 68 feet 9 inches; thence at a right angle Easterly 22


feet 9 inches, thence at a right angle Northerly 22 feet 11 inches; thence at a right angle


Westerly 68 feet 9 inches to the Easterly line of Mason Street; thence at a right angle Southerly


along said line of Mason Street 91 feet 8 inches to the to the point of commencement.





Being part of 50 Vara Lot No. 338 in Block No. 160.





Assessor's Lot 016; Block 0191


























Street Address:


1204 Mason Street































































EXHIBIT B


(Legal Description of the Property)








THE FOLLOWING LAND SITUATED IN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:





Beginning at a point on the westerly line of Grant Avenue (formerly Dupont Street), distant


thereon 97 feet, 6 inches Northerly from the Northerly line of Union Street; running thence


along said Westerly line of Grant Avenue 40 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly 98 feet, 9


inches; thence at a right angle Southerly and parallel with said Westerly line of Grant Avenue 40


feet; thence at a right angle Easterly 98 feet, 9 inches to said Westerly line of Grant Avenue


and the point of beginning.





Being a portion of Vera Lot No. 413, in Block No. 106





Assessor’s Lot 004; Block 0103


























Street Address:


1525 Grant Avenue































































EXHIBIT C


(Legal Description of the Property)








THE FOLLOWING LAND SITUATED IN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:





Leasehold estate as created by that certain lease dated September 26, 1989, made by and


between The Housing Authority of the City and County of San Francisco, as lessor, and Bayside


Elderly Housing Corporation, a California non-profit public benefit corporation, as lessee, for the


term of 75 years and upon the terms and conditions contained in said lease and subject to


provisions contained in the lease which limit the right of possession, Memorandum of Lease


thereof recorded September 28, 1989 in Reel E966 of Official Records, Image 1481 under


Recorder's Serial Number E441261, in and to the following:





PARCEL 1;





All of that certain Lot 32 (Parcel B) as shown on Map entitled, "Parcel Map Showing the


Subdivision of Lot 29" which Map was filed for record, in theOffice of the Recorder of the City


and County of San Francisco, California, on April 7, 1989, in Book 39 of Parcel Maps, Pages 21


and 22.





PARCEL 2;





Easements for the benefit and use of Parcel 1 over Lot 31 (Parcel A) as shown on that certain


Map entitled, "Parcel Map Showing the Subdivision of a Portion of Lot 29" which Map was filed


for record, in the Office of the Recorder of the City and County of San Francisco, State of


California, on April 7, 1989, in Book 39 of Parcel Maps, at Page 23 and 22, described as follows;





EASEMENT B-1 (Lobby Area)





Beginning at the intersection of the Southerly line of Broadway and the Westerly line of Cordelia


Street, which point is hereinafter referred to as Point "A"; thence Southerly along said Westerly


line of Cordelia Street, 29.00 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly 22.996 feet; thence


deflecting 45° to the right, 3.30 feet; thence deflecting 45° to the right and proceeding


Northerly 4.335 feet; thence deflecting 45° to the right, 2.83 feet; thence deflecting 45° to the


left and proceeding Northerly, 20.33 feet to the Southerly line of Broadway; thence Easterly


along said Southerly line, 23.33 feet to the point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-2 (Refuse Area)





Commencing Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line of


Cordelia Street, 45.67 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said Westerly


line 10.00 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 22.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly,


10.00 feet; thence at a right angle Easterly, 22.00 feet to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-3 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 72.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle 8.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-4 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A” as hereinbefore described; thence Southerly along the Westerly line of


Cordelia Street, 72.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 11.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-5 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 99.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence et a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-6 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 19.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 11.50 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-7 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-8 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 18.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.50 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-9 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet to the true point of beginning; thence Southerly along said


Westerly line, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence rat a right angle


Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-10 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 10.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 3.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 3.50 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-11 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A" as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line of


Cordelia Street, 10.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.3, feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-12 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 11.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-13(Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 45.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.23 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-14 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 45.50 feet; .thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly, parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle 6.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-15 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence .Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 72.00 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 46.03 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.50 feet; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.50 feet; thence at a


right angle, 3.50 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-16 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point “A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly alone the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 72.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 6.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-17 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 09.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.22 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence et a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-18 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 14.40 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-19 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A". as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 47.83 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-20 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 126.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 6.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 6.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-21 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A", as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 46.03 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


at a right angle Westerly, 2.50 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 2.59 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





EASEMENT B-22 (Structural Support)





Commencing at Point "A”, as hereinbefore described, thence Southerly along the Westerly line


of Cordelia Street, 153.50 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly, 59.00 feet to the true point of


beginning; thence Southerly parallel with the Westerly line of Cordelia Street, 1.00 foot; thence


et a right angle Westerly, 4.00 feet; thence at a right angle Northerly, 1.00 foot; thence at a


right angle, 4.00 feet Easterly to the true point of beginning.





The bottom elevation of all easements, B-1 through B-22, as described above, is elevation


89.00; and the elevation of the top all easements is elevation 98.00. Elevations are on City of


San Francisco Datum.





Assessor's Lot 032; Block 0160




















Street Address:


777 Broadway








		






08. PASS Note-BMR.docx




SECURED PROMISSORY NOTE


PASS – BMR Loan


 (Throughline Apartments








			Principal Amount: 2,855,664 $__________


			San Francisco, CA





			Date: ___. ____, 2022


			











FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, CCDC THROUGHLINE LLC, a California limited liability company ("Maker"), hereby promises to pay to the order of the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation, or holder (as the case may be, "Holder"), the principal sum of Two Million Eight Hundred Fifty Five Thousand Six Hundred Sixty Four ________________ and No/100 Dollars (2,855,664.00) (the "BMR Loan Amount"), or so much of the BMR Loan Amount as may be disbursed from time to time pursuant to the Agreement described in Section 1 below, together with interest thereon, as provided in this Note.





	1.	Agreement.  This Secured Promissory Note ("Note") is given under the terms of a Loan Agreement by and between Maker and Holder dated as of the date of this Note, as it may be amended from time to time (the "Agreement"), which Agreement is incorporated herein by reference.  Maker's obligations under this Note and the Agreement are secured by that certain Deed Of Trust, Assignment Of Rents, Security Agreement And Fixture Filing (PASS Program) dated as of the date of this Note, made by Maker for the benefit of Holder (the "PASS Deed of Trust"). Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Agreement apply to this Note.  In the event of any inconsistency between the Agreement and this Note, this Note will control.





[bookmark: _GoBack]	2.	Interest.  Interest will accrue on the principal balance outstanding under this Note from time to time at the rate of 0.95763% per annum from the date of  the close of escrow through the date of full payment of all amounts owing under the City Documents.  Interest will be compounded monthly and computed on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of 12 months of 30 days each, which will result in higher interest charges than if a 365-day year were used.





3.	Default Interest Rate.  Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, interest will be deemed to have accrued on the outstanding principal balance of the BMR Loan at a compounded annual rate equal to the Prime Rate most recently announced by Bank of America, for the immediately preceding month, plus four percent (4%), which rate will automatically be reduced if it is higher than the rate an individual is permitted to legally charge, commencing on the date the BMR Loan Amount is disbursed through the earlier of:  (x) the date on which the Event of Default is cured; or (y) the date on which all amounts due under the City Documents are paid to Holder.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that the default interest that must be paid in the event of an Event of Default pursuant to this Section represents a reasonable sum considering all the circumstances existing on the date of this Note and represents a fair and reasonable estimate of the costs that will be sustained by Holder if Maker defaults.  Maker further agrees that proof of actual damages would be costly and inconvenient and that default interest will be paid without prejudice to Holder's right to collect any other amounts to be paid or to exercise any of its other rights or remedies under any City Document.





4.	Repayment of BMR Loan Amount.  Maker must make payments of principal and interest in monthly installments (each, a "Payment") equal to the amount specified by the amortization schedule attached as Exhibit A. All Payments will be applied to the following in the following order: (a) costs and fees incurred and unpaid; (b) accrued and unpaid interest; and (c) reduction of the principal balance of the BMR Loan.  The unpaid principal balance of the BMR Loan, together with accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred, will be due and payable on the date that is the fortieth (40th) anniversary of the First Payment Date as defined in Section 6.5 (the "Maturity Date").  Any Payment Date, including the Maturity Date, that falls on a weekend or holiday will be deemed to fall on the next succeeding business day.





5.	Security.  Maker's obligations under this Note are secured by the PASS Deed of Trust.





6.	Terms of Payment.


	6.1	All Payments must be made in currency of the United States of America then lawful for payment of public and private debts.


	6.2	All Payments must be made payable to Holder and mailed or delivered in person to Holder's office at One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103, or to any other place Holder from time to time designates.


	6.3	In no event will Maker be obligated under the terms of this Note to pay interest exceeding the lawful rate.  Accordingly, if the payment of any sum by Maker pursuant to the terms of this Note would result in the payment of interest exceeding the amount that Holder may charge legally under applicable state and/or federal law, the amount by which the payment exceeds the amount payable at the lawful interest rate will be deducted automatically from the principal balance owing under this Note.


	6.4	Maker waives the right to designate how Payments will be applied pursuant to California Civil Code Sections 1479 and 2822.  Holder will have the right in its sole discretion to determine the order and method of application of Payments to obligations under this Note as set forth in Section 4 of this Note.


	6.5	No prepayment of this Note shall be permitted except as otherwise set forth in this Note or in the Agreement.  This Note may be prepaid on or after the tenth anniversary of the first day of the first full month following the date that the PASS Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County (the “First Payment Date”).  On or after the tenth anniversary of the First Payment Date, the BMR Loan may be prepaid, in whole but not in part, and the Maker shall be required to pay a premium of: (i) 2% of the total amount being prepaid if the BMR Loan is prepaid prior to the eleventh anniversary of the First Payment Date; (ii) 1% of the total amount being prepaid if the BMR Loan is prepaid on or after the eleventh anniversary of the First Payment Date and prior to the twelfth anniversary of the First Payment Date; or (iii) no prepayment premium if the BMR Loan is prepaid on or after the twelfth anniversary of the First Payment Date.  The BMR Loan may not be prepaid unless the Deferred Loan and the Market Rate Loan, and in Holder’s sole discretion, the SSP Loan, are also all paid in full. Maker shall provide the Holder with at least thirty (30) days’ prior written notice of any intended prepayments. Maker shall be required to pay any premiums, and proportionate costs and expenses associated with the redemption of the Bonds which would result from a prepayment of the BMR Loan including, but not limited to, accrued interest on the Bonds from the date of such prepayment to the date of redemption of the Bonds.


	6.6	To compensate Holder for continued monitoring of compliance with the Declaration of Restrictions and/or the Agreement after a prepayment in full of the BMR Loan, Maker shall pay to the Holder $2,500 per year for each remaining year of the Compliance Term.  In connection with a prepayment of the BMR Loan, in its sole discretion Holder may require Maker to prepay such annual monitoring fees through the end of the Compliance Term. In such event, the prepayment amount will be calculated as the present value of the stream of annual monitoring fee payments through the end of the Compliance Term discounted at a rate not to exceed 2%.





7.	Default.


	7.1	Any of the following will constitute an Event of Default under this Note: 


		(a)	Maker fails to make any Payment required under this Note within ten (10) days of the date it is due; or


		(b)	the occurrence of any other Event of Default under the Agreement or other instrument securing the obligations of Maker under this Note or under any other agreement between Maker and Holder with respect to the Project, including without limitation, the Market Rate Note, the Deferred Note, and the SSP Note.


	7.2	Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, without notice to or demand upon Maker, which are expressly waived by Maker (except for notices or demands otherwise required by applicable laws to the extent not effectively waived by Maker and any notices or demands specified in the City Documents), Holder may exercise all rights and remedies available under this Note, the Agreement or otherwise available to Holder at law or in equity.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that Holder's remedies include the right to accelerate the Maturity Date by declaring the outstanding principal balance of the BMR Loan (along with the Market Rate Loan, the Deferred Loan, and the SSP Loan), together with all accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred, due and payable immediately, in which case, the Maturity Date will be superseded and replaced by the date established by Holder.





8.	Waivers.


	8.1	Maker expressly agrees that the term of this Note or the date of any payment due hereunder may be extended from time to time with Holder's consent, and that Holder may accept further security or release any security for this Note, all without in any way affecting the liability of Maker.


	8.2	No extension of time for any Payment made by agreement by Holder with any person now or hereafter liable for the payment of this Note will operate to release, discharge, modify, change or affect the original liability of Maker under this Note, either in whole or in part.


	8.3	The obligations of Maker under this Note are absolute, and Maker waives any and all rights to offset, deduct or withhold any Payments or charges due under this Note for any reason whatsoever.





9.	Miscellaneous Provisions.


	9.1	All notices to Holder or Maker must be given in the manner and at the addresses set forth in the Agreement, or to the addresses Holder and/or Maker hereafter designate in accordance with the Agreement.


	9.2	In the event of any legal proceedings arising from the enforcement of or a default under this Note or in any bankruptcy proceeding of Maker, the non-prevailing party promises to pay all reasonable costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by the prevailing party in the proceeding, as provided in the Agreement.


	9.3	This Note may be amended only by an agreement in writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, modification or discharge is sought.


	9.4	This Note is governed by and must be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California, without regard to the choice of law rules of the State.


	9.5	Time is of the essence in the performance of any obligations hereunder.









"MAKER"





CCDC Throughline LLC


a California limited liability corporation] 





By:	Chinatown Community Development Center 


	a California nonprofit public benefit corporation


Its:	Managing Member





By:	__________________________


Name:	__________________________ 


Title:	__________________________












EXHIBIT A





Amortization Schedule Attached.
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09.PASS Note-Deferred.docx




SECURED PROMISSORY NOTE


PASS – Deferred Loan


(Throughline Apartments)





			Principal Amount: $467,445


			San Francisco, CA





			Date: ____, ___ 2022


			











FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, CCDC THROUGHLINE LLC a California limited liability company ("Maker"), hereby promises to pay to the order of the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation, or holder (as the case may be, "Holder"), the principal sum of Four Hundred Sixty Seven Thousand Four Hundred Forty Five________________ and No/100 Dollars ($467,445) (the "Deferred Loan Amount"), or so much of the Deferred Loan Amount as may be disbursed from time to time pursuant to the Agreement described in Section 1 below, together with interest thereon, as provided in this Note.





	1.	Agreement.  This Secured Promissory Note ("Note") is given under the terms of a Loan Agreement by and between Maker and Holder dated as of the date of this Note, as it may be amended from time to time (the "Agreement"), which Agreement is incorporated herein by reference.  Maker's obligations under this Note and the Agreement are secured by that certain Deed Of Trust, Assignment Of Rents, Security Agreement And Fixture Filing (PASS Program) dated as of the date of this Note, made by Maker for the benefit of Holder (the "PASS Deed of Trust"). Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Agreement apply to this Note.  In the event of any inconsistency between the Agreement and this Note, this Note will control.





[bookmark: _GoBack]	2.	Interest.  Interest will accrue on the principal balance outstanding under this Note from time to time at the rate of (0.95763%) per annum, from the date the close of escrow through the date of full payment of all amounts owing under the City Documents.  Interest will be compounded monthly and computed on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of 12 months of 30 days each, which will result in higher interest charges than if a 365-day year were used.





3.	Default Interest Rate.  Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, interest will be deemed to have accrued on the outstanding principal balance of the Deferred Loan at a compounded annual rate equal to the Prime Rate most recently announced by Bank of America, for the immediately preceding month, plus four percent (4%), which rate will automatically be reduced if it is higher than the rate an individual is permitted to legally charge, commencing on the date the Deferred Loan Amount is disbursed through the earlier of:  (x) the date on which the Event of Default is cured; or (y) the date on which all amounts due under the City Documents are paid to Holder.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that the default interest that must be paid in the event of an Event of Default pursuant to this Section represents a reasonable sum considering all the circumstances existing on the date of this Note and represents a fair and reasonable estimate of the costs that will be sustained by Holder if Maker defaults.  Maker further agrees that proof of actual damages would be costly and inconvenient and that default interest will be paid without prejudice to Holder's right to collect any other amounts to be paid or to exercise any of its other rights or remedies under any City Document.





4.	Repayment of Deferred Loan Amount. Provided that no uncured Event of Default exists under any City Document, the entire principal balance of the Deferred Loan, together with all interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred (all together, the "Payment"), will be due and payable on the date that is the fortieth (40th) anniversary of the First Month Date as defined in Section 6.5 (the “Maturity Date”). If the Maturity Date falls on a weekend or holiday, it will be deemed to fall on the next succeeding business day.  Any Payments will be applied to the following in the following order: (a) costs and fees incurred and unpaid; (b) accrued and unpaid interest; and (c) reduction of the principal balance of the Deferred Loan.





5.	Security.  Maker's obligations under this Note are secured by the PASS Deed of Trust.





6.	Terms of Payment.


	6.1	All Payments must be made in currency of the United States of America then lawful for payment of public and private debts.


	6.2	All Payments must be made payable to Holder and mailed or delivered in person to Holder's office at One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103, or to any other place Holder from time to time designates.


	6.3	In no event will Maker be obligated under the terms of this Note to pay interest exceeding the lawful rate.  Accordingly, if the payment of any sum by Maker pursuant to the terms of this Note would result in the payment of interest exceeding the amount that Holder may charge legally under applicable state and/or federal law, the amount by which the payment exceeds the amount payable at the lawful interest rate will be deducted automatically from the principal balance owing under this Note.


	6.4	Maker waives the right to designate how Payments will be applied pursuant to California Civil Code Sections 1479 and 2822.  Holder will have the right in its sole discretion to determine the order and method of application of Payments to obligations under this Note as set forth in Section 4 of this Note.


	6.5	No prepayment of this Note shall be permitted except as otherwise set forth in this Note or in the Agreement.  This Note may be prepaid on or after the tenth anniversary of the first day of the first full month following the date that the PASS Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County (the “First Month Date”).  On or after the tenth anniversary of the First Month Date, the Deferred Loan may be prepaid, in whole but not in part, and Maker shall be required to pay a premium of: (i) 2% of the total amount being prepaid if the Deferred Loan is prepaid prior to the eleventh anniversary of the First Month Date; (ii) 1% of the total amount being prepaid if the Deferred Loan is prepaid on or after the eleventh anniversary of the First Month Date and prior to the twelfth anniversary of the First Month Date; or (iii) no prepayment premium if the Deferred Loan is prepaid on or after the twelfth anniversary of the First Month Date. The Deferred Loan may not be prepaid unless the Market Rate Loan and the BMR Loan, and, in Holder’s sole discretion, the SSP Loan, are also all paid in full.  Maker shall provide Holder with at least thirty (30) days’ prior written notice of any intended prepayments. Maker shall be required to pay any premiums, and proportionate costs and expenses associated with the redemption of the Bonds which would result from prepayment of the Deferred Loan including, but not limited to, accrued interest on the Bonds from the date of such prepayment to the date of redemption of the Bonds. 





7.	Default.


	7.1	Any of the following will constitute an Event of Default under this Note: 


		(a)	Maker fails to make any Payment required under this Note within ten (10) days of the date it is due; or


		(b)	the occurrence of any other Event of Default under the Agreement or other instrument securing the obligations of Maker under this Note or under any other agreement between Maker and Holder with respect to the Project, including without limitation, the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, and the SSP Note.


	7.2	Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, without notice to or demand upon Maker, which are expressly waived by Maker (except for notices or demands otherwise required by applicable laws to the extent not effectively waived by Maker and any notices or demands specified in the City Documents), Holder may exercise all rights and remedies available under this Note, the Agreement or otherwise available to Holder at law or in equity.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that Holder's remedies include the right to accelerate the Maturity Date by declaring the outstanding principal balance of the Deferred Loan (along with the Market Rate Loan, the BMR Loan, and the SSP Loan), together with all accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred, due and payable immediately, in which case, the Maturity Date will be superseded and replaced by the date established by Holder.





8.	Waivers.


	8.1	Maker expressly agrees that the term of this Note or the date of any payment due hereunder may be extended from time to time with Holder's consent, and that Holder may accept further security or release any security for this Note, all without in any way affecting the liability of Maker.


	8.2	No extension of time for any Payment made by agreement by Holder with any person now or hereafter liable for the payment of this Note will operate to release, discharge, modify, change or affect the original liability of Maker under this Note, either in whole or in part.


	8.3	The obligations of Maker under this Note are absolute, and Maker waives any and all rights to offset, deduct or withhold any Payments or charges due under this Note for any reason whatsoever.





9.	Miscellaneous Provisions.


	9.1	All notices to Holder or Maker must be given in the manner and at the addresses set forth in the Agreement, or to the addresses Holder and/or Maker hereafter designate in accordance with the Agreement.


	9.2	In the event of any legal proceedings arising from the enforcement of or a default under this Note or in any bankruptcy proceeding of Maker, the non-prevailing party promises to pay all reasonable costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by the prevailing party in the proceeding, as provided in the Agreement.


	9.3	This Note may be amended only by an agreement in writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, modification or discharge is sought.


	9.4	This Note is governed by and must be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California, without regard to the choice of law rules of the State.


	9.5	Time is of the essence in the performance of any obligations hereunder.

















"MAKER"





CCDC THROUGHLINE LLC, 


a California limited liability corporation] 





By:	 Chinatown Community Development Center


	a California nonprofit public benefit corporation


Its:	Managing Member





By:	__________________________


Name:	__________________________ 


Title:	__________________________
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SECURED PROMISSORY NOTE


PASS – Market Rate Loan


(Throughline Apartments)





			Principal Amount: $5,175,891


			San Francisco, CA





			Date: ____, ___, 2022


			











FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, CCDC Throughline LLC, a California limited liability company] ("Maker"), hereby promises to pay to the order of the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation, or holder (as the case may be, "Holder"), the principal sum of Five Million One Hundred Seventy Five Eight Hundred and Ninety One________________ and No/100 Dollars (5,175,891) (the "Market Rate Loan Amount"), or so much of the Market Rate Loan Amount as may be disbursed from time to time pursuant to the Agreement described in Section 1 below, together with interest thereon, as provided in this Note.





	1.	Agreement.  This Secured Promissory Note ("Note") is given under the terms of a Loan Agreement by and between Maker and Holder dated as of the date of this Note, as it may be amended from time to time (the "Agreement"), which Agreement is incorporated herein by reference.  Maker's obligations under this Note and the Agreement are secured by that certain Deed Of Trust, Assignment Of Rents, Security Agreement And Fixture Filing (PASS Program) dated as of the date of this Note, made by Maker for the benefit of Holder (the "PASS Deed of Trust"). Definitions and rules of interpretation set forth in the Agreement apply to this Note.  In the event of any inconsistency between the Agreement and this Note, this Note will control.





[bookmark: _GoBack]	2.	Interest.  Interest will accrue on the principal balance outstanding under this Note from time to time at the rate of 3.87289% per annum, from the date of the close of escrow through the date of full payment of all amounts owing under the City Documents.  Interest will be compounded monthly and computed on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of 12 months of 30 days each, which will result in higher interest charges than if a 365-day year were used.





3.	Default Interest Rate.  Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, interest will be deemed to have accrued on the outstanding principal balance of the Market Rate Loan at a compounded annual rate equal to the Prime Rate most recently announced by Bank of America for the immediately preceding month, plus four percent (4%), which rate will automatically be reduced if it is higher than the rate an individual is permitted to legally charge, commencing on the date of the Event of Default through the earlier of:  (x) the date on which the Event of Default is cured; or (y) the date on which all amounts due under the City Documents are paid to Holder.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that the default interest that must be paid in the event of an Event of Default pursuant to this Section represents a reasonable sum considering all the circumstances existing on the date of this Note and represents a fair and reasonable estimate of the costs that will be sustained by Holder if Maker defaults.  Maker further agrees that proof of actual damages would be costly and inconvenient and that default interest will be paid without prejudice to Holder's right to collect any other amounts to be paid or to exercise any of its other rights or remedies under any City Document.





4.	Repayment of Market Rate Loan Amount.  Maker must make payments of principal and interest in monthly installments (each, a "Payment") equal to the amount specified by the amortization schedule attached as Exhibit A. All Payments will be applied to the following in the following order: (a) costs and fees incurred and unpaid; (b) accrued and unpaid interest; and (c) reduction of the principal balance of the Market Rate Loan.  The unpaid principal balance of the Market Rate Loan, together with accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred, will be due and payable on the date that is the fortieth (40th) anniversary of the First Payment Date as defined in Section 6.5 (the "Maturity Date").  Any Payment Date, including the Maturity Date, that falls on a weekend or holiday will be deemed to fall on the next succeeding business day.





5.	Security.  Maker's obligations under this Note are secured by the PASS Deed of Trust.





6.	Terms of Payment.


	6.1	All Payments must be made in currency of the United States of America then lawful for payment of public and private debts.


	6.2	All Payments must be made payable to Holder and mailed or delivered in person to Holder's office at One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103, or to any other place Holder from time to time designates.


	6.3	In no event will Maker be obligated under the terms of this Note to pay interest exceeding the lawful rate.  Accordingly, if the payment of any sum by Maker pursuant to the terms of this Note would result in the payment of interest exceeding the amount that Holder may charge legally under applicable state and/or federal law, the amount by which the payment exceeds the amount payable at the lawful interest rate will be deducted automatically from the principal balance owing under this Note.


	6.4	Maker waives the right to designate how Payments will be applied pursuant to California Civil Code Sections 1479 and 2822.  Holder will have the right in its sole discretion to determine the order and method of application of Payments to obligations under this Note as set forth in Section 4 of this Note.


	6.5	No prepayment of this Note shall be permitted except as otherwise set forth in this Note or in the Agreement.  This Note may be prepaid on or after the tenth anniversary of the first day of the first full month following the date that the PASS Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County (the “First Payment Date”).  On or after the tenth anniversary of the First Payment Date, the Market Rate Loan may be prepaid, in whole but not in part, and Maker shall be required to pay a premium of: (i) 2% of the total amount being prepaid if the Market Rate Loan is prepaid prior to the eleventh anniversary of the First Payment Date; (ii) 1% of the total amount being prepaid if the Market Rate Loan is prepaid on or after the eleventh anniversary of the First Payment Date and prior to the twelfth anniversary of the First Payment Date; or (iii) no prepayment premium if the Market Rate Loan is prepaid on or after the twelfth anniversary of the First Payment Date.  The Market Rate Loan may not be prepaid unless the Deferred Loan and the BMR Loan, and in Holder’s sole discretion, the SSP Loan, are also all paid in full.  Maker shall provide Holder with at least thirty (30) days’ prior written notice of any intended prepayments. Maker shall be required to pay any premiums, and proportionate costs and expenses associated with the redemption of the Bonds which would result from a prepayment of the Market Rate Loan including, but not limited to, accrued interest on the Bonds from the date of such prepayment to the date of redemption of the Bonds.





7.	Default.


	7.1	Any of the following will constitute an Event of Default under this Note: 


		(a)	Maker fails to make any Payment required under this Note within ten (10) days of the date it is due; or


		(b)	the occurrence of any other Event of Default under the Agreement or other instrument securing the obligations of Maker under this Note or under any other agreement between Maker and Holder with respect to the Project, including without limitation, the SSP Note, the Deferred Note, and the BMR Note.


	7.2	Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, without notice to or demand upon Maker, which are expressly waived by Maker (except for notices or demands otherwise required by applicable laws to the extent not effectively waived by Maker and any notices or demands specified in the City Documents), Holder may exercise all rights and remedies available under this Note, the Agreement or otherwise available to Holder at law or in equity.  Maker acknowledges and agrees that Holder's remedies include the right to accelerate the Maturity Date by declaring the outstanding principal balance of the Market Rate Loan (along with the BMR Loan, the Deferred Loan, and the SSP Loan), together with all accrued and unpaid interest and unpaid fees and costs incurred, due and payable immediately, in which case, the Maturity Date will be superseded and replaced by the date established by Holder.





8.	Waivers.


	8.1	Maker expressly agrees that the term of this Note or the date of any payment due hereunder may be extended from time to time with Holder's consent, and that Holder may accept further security or release any security for this Note, all without in any way affecting the liability of Maker.


	8.2	No extension of time for any Payment made by agreement by Holder with any person now or hereafter liable for the payment of this Note will operate to release, discharge, modify, change or affect the original liability of Maker under this Note, either in whole or in part.


	8.3	The obligations of Maker under this Note are absolute, and Maker waives any and all rights to offset, deduct or withhold any Payments or charges due under this Note for any reason whatsoever.





9.	Miscellaneous Provisions.


	9.1	All notices to Holder or Maker must be given in the manner and at the addresses set forth in the Agreement, or to the addresses Holder and/or Maker hereafter designate in accordance with the Agreement.


	9.2	In the event of any legal proceedings arising from the enforcement of or a default under this Note or in any bankruptcy proceeding of Maker, the non-prevailing party promises to pay all reasonable costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by the prevailing party in the proceeding, as provided in the Agreement.


	9.3	This Note may be amended only by an agreement in writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, modification or discharge is sought.


	9.4	This Note is governed by and must be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California, without regard to the choice of law rules of the State.


	9.5	Time is of the essence in the performance of any obligations hereunder.



"MAKER"





CCDC Throughline LLC, 


a California limited liability corporation] 





By:	 Chinatown Community Development Center	a California nonprofit public benefit corporation


Its:	Managing Member





By:	__________________________


Name:	__________________________ 


Title:	__________________________















EXHIBIT A





Amortization Schedule Attached.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN AGREEMENT


(CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO)











By and Between











THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO,


a municipal corporation, represented by the Mayor,


acting by and through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development,








and








CCDC THROUGHLINE, LLC


a California limited liability corporation








for





THROUGHLINE APARTMENTS


777 Broadway


1525 Grant Avenue


1204 Mason Street








Total Loan: $26,286,000


MOHCD CDBG Housing Trust Fund Gap: $14,840,000


CDBG Consolidated Debt: $2,946,077


2016 G.O. Bond (PASS-Series 2020C): $8,499,000


PASS - Market Rate Loan: $5,175,891


PASS - Market Rate Loan: $2,855,664


PASS - Deferred Loan: $467,445





Dated as of March 22, 2022
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AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN AGREEMENT


(City and County of San Francisco)


(777 Broadway)


(1525 Grant Avenue)


(1204 Mason Street)


 


THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is entered into as of March 22, 2022, by and between the CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation (the "City"), represented by the Mayor, acting by and through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development ("MOHCD"), and CCDC THROUHGLINE, LLC, a California limited liability corporation ("Borrower"). 





RECITALS








A.   	In November 1996, the voters of the City approved Proposition A, which provided for the issuance of general obligation bonds to fund, among other things, the development of housing in the City affordable to low-income households (the “1996 GO Bond”).  Under Chapter 43, Article III of the San Francisco Administrative Code and the regulations approved by the City's Board of Supervisors, the City is authorized to provide funds under this Agreement (the "Funds") to Borrower for the development of affordable housing. 	





B.	The City is authorized under a contract with the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") pursuant to Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. §§ 5301 et seq.), to distribute Community Development Block Grant ("CDBG") funds under this Agreement (the "CDBG Funds") for the specific and special purpose of increasing the housing stock in the City for low- and very low-income persons.





C.   	 In November 2012, the voters of the City approved Proposition C, which established a Housing Trust Fund to provide funds for the creation, acquisition, and rehabilitation of rental and ownership housing affordable to households earning up to 120% of the area median income, including, without limitation, the acquisition of land for such purpose (the “HTF Funds”).  Under Section 16.110 et seq. of the San Francisco City Charter, the City is authorized to provide funds from the Housing Trust Fund under this Agreement to Borrower for the development of affordable housing.  The funds provided from the Housing Trust Fund under this Agreement shall be referred to herein as the “HTF Funds.”





[bookmark: _GoBack]D. 	On November 3, 1992, the voters of the City and County of San Francisco approved Proposition A, which provided for the issuance of up to $350 million in general obligation bonds to establish and fund a Seismic Safety Loan Program.  On November 8, 2016, the voters of the City and County of San Francisco approved Proposition C expanding the permitted use of the bonds to finance the costs to acquire, improve, rehabilitate and convert at-risk multi-unit residential buildings to permanent affordable housing.  Under Chapter 66 of the San Francisco Administrative Code and the Preservation and Seismic Safety (“PASS”) Program Regulations adopted by MOHCD, the City is authorized to provide a portion of proceeds of the bonds (the “2016 GO Bond (Series 2020C)” or the “PASS Bonds”) under this Agreement to Borrower for the preservation of affordable housing. The proceeds of the PASS Bonds and the Fees are collectively referred to as the "PASS Funds.”  The 1996 GO Bonds, the CDBG Funds, the HOME Funds, the OFT Proceeds Funds, and the PASS Funds, are collectively referred to as the “Funds.”





E.	CCDC Throughline, LLC, a California Limited Liability Corporation ("Borrower"), will acquire a fee interest in real property located at 1204 Mason Street (the “Consorcia Apartments”), 1525 Grant Avenue (the “Tower Hotel”), and 777 Broadway (the “Bayside Elderly Housing”), all in San Francisco, California (collectively, the "Site").  Borrower intends to rehabilitate three buildings located on the Site, comprised of 88 units, affordable to low-income households, including three commercial spaces located at 1200, 1206, and 1208 Mason Street  below apartments at 1204 Mason Street (2,945 SF) and a commercial space at 1525 and 1529 Grant Avenue below the 1527 Grant Avenue SRO units (5,260 SF) (the “Commercial Spaces”) which will be known collectively as Throughline Apartments (the "Project").  





	F.	Borrower’s affiliates secured prior loans or grants from the City and outstanding loans from other sources in connection with the Site as described below:


 


1. An Agreement for 1204 Mason Street dated November 16, 1981, amended on April 12, 1999, pursuant to which the City loaned Chinatown Community Development Center (“CCDC”) (the “First Borrower”) Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety-Eight and No/100 Dollars ($330,898.00) of Community Development Block Grant (“CDBG”) funds (“First CDBG Loan”), which is evidenced by that certain second amended Promissory Note dated April 12, 1999 (“First CDBG Note”) and secured by a Deed of Trust recorded in the City and County of San Francisco as Document number 99-G551746-00 (“First CDBG Deed of Trust”) executed by Borrower’s affiliate in Favor of the City;


2. A Community Housing Rehabilitation Program Agreement for 1525 Grant Avenue dated August 15, 1983, amended on March 23, 1984, March 22, 1985, and April 12, 1999, pursuant to which the City loaned Tower Hotel Partners Limited, Ltd. , the predecessor in interest to CCDC (the “Second Borrower”), Six Hundred Forty Five Thousand Two Hundred Eighty Six and No/100 Dollars ($645,286) of CDBG funds the (“Second CDBG Loan”), which is evidenced by that certain amended Promissory Note dated April 12, 1999 (“Second CDBG Note”) and secured by a Deed of Trust recorded in the City and County of San Francisco as Document number 99-G551749-00 (“Second CDBG Deed of Trust”) executed by Borrower’s affiliate in Favor of the City;


3. An Agreement for 777 Broadway dated September 25, 1989 pursuant to which the City loaned Bayside Elderly Housing Corporation (the “Third Borrower”) Eight Hundred Twenty-Nine Thousand Three Hundred Eighty-Seven and No/100 Dollars ($829,387.00) of San Francisco Hotel Room Tax Funds and CDBG Site Acquisition Pool funds (“Third CDBG Loan”), which is evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust dated September 25, 1989 (“Third CDBG Deed of Trust”) executed by Borrower’s affiliate in Favor of the City.


4. An Agreement for 1204 Mason Street dated December 9, 2004 pursuant to which the City loaned CCDC (the “Fourth Borrower”). One Hundred One Thousand Four Hundred Twenty-Three and No/100 Dollars ($101,423.00) of CDBG funds (“Fourth CDBG Loan”), which is evidenced by that certain Promissory Note dated December 9, 2004 (“Fourth CDBG Note”) and secured by a Deed of Trust recorded in the City and County of San Francisco as Document number 2004-H879036-00 (“Fourth CDBG Deed of Trust”) executed by Borrower’s affiliate in Favor of the City; and


5. A Predevelopment Loan Agreement for the Project dated September 11, 2020 pursuant to which the City loaned CCDC (the “Fifth Borrower”). Eight Hundred Thousand and No/100 Dollars ($800,000.00) of Prop C Housing Trust Funds (“Predevelopment Loan”), which is evidenced by that certain Promissory Note dated September 11, 2020 (“Predevelopment Loan Note”) executed by Borrower’s affiliate in Favor of the City.





The First CDBG Loan, Second CDBG Loan, Third CDBG Loan, Fourth CDBG Loan, and Predevelopment Loan are hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Original City Loans.”





The First Borrower, Second Borrower, Third Borrower, Fourth Borrower and Fifth Borrower are herein collectively referred to as the “Original Borrowers”.








G.          The Borrower intends to acquire, from the Original Borrowers the fee interest in the real property and improvements commonly known as the Consorcia Apartments and the Tower Hotel, each pursuant to a Purchase and Sale Agreement, and a ground leasehold interest in the underlying fee plus a fee interest in the improvements commonly known as Bayside Elderly Housing pursuant to an option to lease and purchase agreement for a total of 88 residential units and four commercial spaces, which will be known collectively as Throughline Apartments (the "Project"). 





H.          Original Borrowers also intend to assign to Borrower, and Borrower intends to assume, all of Original Borrowers’ rights and duties with respect to the existing loans described in Recital F (the “Assignment and Assumption”). Borrower has also requested that the City modify certain terms of the existing loans, including consolidation of the Original City Loans, interest rate, term, and affordability restrictions associated with each of the Original City Loans (the “Loan Modifications”).  





I.	The consent of the City is required for the Assignment and Assumption and the Loan Modifications. The City has reviewed Borrower's request for the Assignment and Assumption and Loan Modifications and, in reliance on the accuracy of the information provided by Borrower, has consented to these requests. The City and Borrower have agreed to the following: (1)  Forgive Two Million Three Hundred Ninety Eight Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty one and No/100 Dollars ($2,398,821) in accrued interest on the Third CDBG Loan reducing the balance of the Third CDBG Loan to One Million One Hundred Sixty Two Thousand Seven Hundred and Four No/100 ($1,162,704.64) (2) and consolidate the remaining principal and accrued interest associated with the Original City Loans for a total consolidated loan of Funds to the Borrower in an amount equal to Two Million Nine Hundred Forty Six Thousand Seventy Seven and No/100 Dollars ($2,946,077)  (“Consolidated Loan Amount”) be governed by the terms of this Agreement. 





J.	The City will make a new loan of CDBG and HTF Funds (“CDBG-HTF Loan”) to the Borrower in an amount equal to Fourteen Million Eight Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars ($14,840,000). The Borrower will pay off (1) an existing HUD 202 Mortgage in the approximate amount of Nine Hundred Eighty-Seven Thousand Two Hundred and Nine No/100 Dollars ($987,209) to acquire Bayside Elderly Housing and (2) the balance of City and County of San Francisco transfer taxes. The remaining balance of the CDBG-HTF Loan will be used as a construction loan to fund the rehabilitation of the Project.





[bookmark: _Hlk90914598]K.	In addition, the City has reviewed Borrower's application for PASS Funds under the PASS Program, and in reliance on the accuracy of the statements in that application, has agreed to make a new aggregate total loan of PASS Funds (the “PASS Loan,” and together with the Consolidated Loan, the “Loan”) to Borrower in an amount equal to Eight Million Four Hundred Ninety Nine Thousand Dollars ($8,499,000) (the “PASS Loan Amount,” and together with the Consolidated Loan Amount and CDBG-HTF Loan Amount, the “Funding Amount”) for permanent financing of the Project under this Agreement comprised of the following:  





	(1)	a market rate loan of PASS Funds to Borrower (the “Market Rate Loan”) in the amount of Five Million One Hundred Seventy Five Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety One and No/100 Dollars ($5,175,891) (the “Market Rate Loan Amount”), 








	(2)	a below market rate loan of PASS Funds to Borrower ( the “BMR Loan”) in the amount of Two Million Eight Hundred Fifty Five Thousand Six Hundred Sixty Four and No/100 Dollars ($2,855,664) (the “BMR Loan Amount”), 








	(3)	a deferred loan of PASS Funds to Borrower (the Deferred Loan”) in the amount of Four Hundred Sixty Seven Thousand Four Hundred Forty Five and No/100 Dollars ($467,445) (the “Deferred Loan Amount”).





The Market Rate Loan, the BMR Loan, and the Deferred Loan will collectively be known as the “PASS Loans.”  





L.	In addition, Borrower has secured the following additional financing sources to fund the rehabilitation of the Project: (1) approximately Two Million Seven Hundred Twenty Four Thousand Dollars ($2,724,000) in existing Bayside Elderly Housing replacement reserves previously approved by HUD; (2) a HUD-Economic Development Initiative Grant (“HUD-EDIG”) in the amount of Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000) federally appropriated by Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi’s Office ; (3) Six Hundred Thousand Dollars ($600,000) in excess rent proceeds from Section 8 subsidies as a result of the 2019 Rental Assistance Demonstration program transfer of an existing property located at 385 Eddy Street (the “Hamlin Hotel”) ; (4) a Deferred Developer Fee of $500,000; 





M.	 On the Agreement Date, this Agreement will amend, restate, supersede and replace the First CDBG Loan Agreement, the Second CDBG Loan Agreement, the Third CDBG Loan Agreement, the Fourth CDBG Loan Agreement, and the Predevelopment Loan Agreement. Concurrently herewith, Borrower will also (i) execute an amended and restated promissory note in favor of the City to supersede and replace the First CDBG Note, the Second CDBG Note, the Third CDBG Note, the Fourth CDBG Note, and Predevelopment Loan Note, (ii) reconvey the existing deeds of trust and enter into and record new Deeds of Trust against the Site to secure such amended and restated note, and (iii) execute and record a new declaration of restrictions against the Site. As of the Agreement Date, the City will (i) cancel and return the First CDBG Note, the Second CDBG Note, the Third CDBG Note, the Fourth CDBG Note, and the Predevelopment Loan Note; (ii) reconvey the First CDBG Deed of Trust, The Second CDBG Deed of Trust, the Third CDBG Deed of Trust, and the Fourth CDBG Deed of Trust; and (iii) reconvey the existing declaration of restrictions. 





	


AGREEMENT





NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth in this Agreement, the parties agree as follows:
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[bookmark: _Toc504966372][bookmark: _Toc73690313]	1.1	Defined Terms	.  As used in this Agreement, the following words and phrases have the following meanings:





	"Accounts" means all depository accounts, including reserve and trust accounts, required or authorized under this Agreement or otherwise by the City in writing.  All Accounts must be maintained in accordance with Section 2.3.





	"Agreement" means this Loan Agreement.





	"Agreement Date" means the date first written above.





"Annual Monitoring Report" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.3.





“Annual Operating Budget” means an annual operating budget for the Project attached hereto as Exhibit B-2, which may not be adjusted without the City's prior written approval.





“Approved Plans” has the meaning set for in Section 5.2.





“Approved Specifications” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.2.





	"Authorizing Resolutions" means:  (a) in the case of a corporation, a certified copy of resolutions adopted by its board of directors; (b) in the case of a partnership (whether general or limited), a certificate signed by all of its general partners; and (c) in the case of a limited liability company, a certified copy of resolutions adopted by its board of directors or members, satisfactory to the City and evidencing Borrower's authority to execute, deliver and perform the obligations under the City Documents to which Borrower is a party or by which it is bound.





	"Borrower" means CCDC THROUHGLINE, LLC, a California limited liability company, whose sole member and manager, CCDC, is a California nonprofit public benefit corporation, and its authorized successors and assigns.





	“CCDC” means Chinatown Community Development Center, a California public benefit nonprofit corporation.





"CDBG" has the meaning set forth in Recital B. 





"CFR" means the Code of Federal Regulations.





"Charter Documents" means:  (a) in the case of a corporation, its articles of incorporation and bylaws; (b) in the case of a partnership, its partnership agreement and any certificate or statement of partnership; and (c) in the case of a limited liability company, its operating agreement and any LLC certificate or statement.  The Charter Documents must be delivered to the City in their original form and as amended from time to time and be accompanied by a certificate of good standing for Borrower issued by the California Secretary of State and, if Borrower is organized under the laws of a state other than California, a certificate of good standing issued by the Secretary of State of the state of organization, issued no more than ninety (90) days before the Agreement Date.





	"City" means the City and County of San Francisco, a municipal corporation, represented by the Mayor, acting by and through MOHCD.  Whenever this Agreement provides for a submission to the City or an approval or action by the City, this Agreement refers to submission to or approval or action by MOHCD unless otherwise indicated.





"City Documents" means this Agreement, the Notes, the Deeds of Trust, the Declarations of Restrictions, and any other documents executed or, delivered in connection with this Agreement. 





"CNA" means a 20year capital needs assessment or analysis of replacement reserve requirements, as further described under the CNA Policy.





“CNA Policy” means MOHCD’s Policy For Capital Needs Assessments dated November 5, 2013, as it may be amended from time to time.








“Commercial Income” means all receipts received by Borrower from the operation of the Commercial Space, including rents, fees, deposits (other than security deposits), any accrued interest disbursed from any reserve account authorized under this Agreement for a purpose other than that for which the reserve account was established, reimbursements and other charges paid to Borrower in connection with the Commercial Space.





“Commercial Shell” means all components of an unfinished Commercial Space as further defined by MOHCD’s commercial space policy, as it may be amended from time to time.





"Commercial Space" has the meaning set forth in Recital E and further defined in MOHCD’s commercial space policy as it may be amended from time to time. As used in this Agreement, the term excludes non-residential space in the Project to be used primarily for the benefit of the Tenants.





"Completion Date" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.6.





"Compliance Term" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.2.





“Consolidated Loan” has the meaning set forth in Recital I.





“Consolidated Loan Amount” has the meaning set forth in Recital I.





“Construction Contract” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.2.





“Contracting Manual” means the Contracting Manual (2006 Amendment) for Federally Funded Construction Projects Financed by the Mayor’s Office of Housing, issued by MOHCD on November 18, 2002, as amended on May 22, 2007, as the same may be further amended from time to time.





“Conversion Date” means the date on which construction financing for the Project is converted into permanent financing, if applicable. 





"Declarations of Restrictions" means a recorded declaration of restrictions in form and substance acceptable to the City that requires Borrower and the Project to comply with the use restrictions in this Agreement for the Compliance Term, even if the Loan is repaid or otherwise satisfied, this Agreement terminates or the Deeds of Trust are reconveyed. 





	"Deeds of Trust" means, collectively, the deeds of trust executed by Borrower granting the City a lien on the Site and the Project to secure Borrower's performance under this Agreement and the Notes, in form and substance acceptable to the City.





	“Deferred Loan” has the same meaning set forth in Recital K.





	“Deferred Loan Amount” has the same meaning set forth in Recital K.





	“Deferred Note” means the promissory note executed by Borrower in favor of the City in the original principal amount of the Deferred Loan Amount in the form attached hereto as Exhibit N.





“Department of Building Inspection” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.2.





	"Developer" means Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation, a California nonprofit public benefit corporation, and its authorized successors and assigns.





"Developer Fees" has the meaning set forth in Section 15.1.





“Developer Fee Policy” means the MOHCD Policy on Development Fees for Tax Credit Projects dated October 16, 2020, as amended from time to time, attached hereto as Exhibit J. 





"Disbursement" means the disbursement of all or a portion of the Funding Amount by the City as described in Article 4.





"Distributions" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.1.





	“Early Retention Release Contractors” means contractors who will receive retention payments upon satisfaction of requirements set forth in Section 4.7.





"Environmental Activity" means any actual, proposed or threatened spill, leak, pumping, discharge, leaching, storage, existence, release, generation, abatement, removal, disposal, handling or transportation of any Hazardous Substance from, under, into or on the Site.





"Environmental Laws" means all present and future federal, state, local and administrative laws, ordinances, statutes, rules and regulations, orders, judgments, decrees, agreements, authorizations, consents, licenses, permits and other governmental restrictions and requirements relating to health and safety, industrial hygiene or the environment or to any Hazardous Substance or Environmental Activity, including the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (commonly known as the "Superfund" law) (42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq.), the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended by the Solid Waste and Disposal Act of 1984 (42 U.S.C. §§ 6901 et seq.); the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (“NEPA”) (24 CFR §§ 92 and 24 CFR §§ 58); the California Hazardous Substance Account Act (also known as the Carpenter-Presley-Tanner Hazardous Substance Account Law and commonly known as the "California Superfund" law) (Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 25300 et seq.); and the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (commonly known as "Proposition 65") (Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 25249.2 et seq.); and Sections 25117 and 25140 of the California Health & Safety Code.





"Escrow Agent" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.





"Event of Default" has the meaning set forth in Section 19.1.





"Expenditure Request" means a written request by Borrower for a Disbursement from the Funding Amount, which must certify that the Project costs covered by the Expenditure Request have been paid or incurred by Borrower.





	“Federal Funding” means funding provided by the federal government for capital improvements, operations or other direct financial assistance of the Project.





"Funding Amount" has the meaning set forth in Recital K.





"Funds" has the meaning set forth in Recital D.





"GAAP" means generally accepted accounting principles in effect on the date of this Agreement and at the time of any required performance.





"Governmental Agency" means:  (a) any government or municipality or political subdivision of any government or municipality; (b) any assessment, improvement, community facility or other special taxing district; (c) any governmental or quasi-governmental agency, authority, board, bureau, commission, corporation, department, instrumentality or public body; or (d) any court, administrative tribunal, arbitrator, public utility or regulatory body.





"Hazardous Substance" means any material that, because of its quantity, concentration or physical or chemical characteristics, is deemed by any Governmental Agency to pose a present or potential hazard to human health or safety or to the environment.  Hazardous Substance includes any material or substance listed, defined or otherwise identified as a "hazardous substance," "hazardous waste," "hazardous material," "pollutant," "contaminant," "pesticide" or is listed as a chemical known to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity or is otherwise identified as "hazardous" or "toxic" under any Environmental Law, as well as any asbestos, radioactive materials, polychlorinated biphenyls and any materials containing any of them, and petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction, and natural gas or natural gas liquids.  Materials of a type and quantity normally used in the rehabilitation, operation or maintenance of developments similar to the Project will not be deemed "Hazardous Substances" for the purposes of this Agreement if used in compliance with applicable Environmental Laws.





	“Hold Harmless Policy” means the Hold Harmless Policy for MOHCD’s Income Limits & Maximum Rents dated May 3, 2019, as amended from time to time, attached hereto as Exhibit K.





"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development acting by and through the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and any authorized agents.





“HUD-EDIG” means a HUD-Economic Development Initiative Grant (“HUD-EDIG”).





"In Balance" means that the sum of undisbursed Funds and any other sources of funds that Borrower has closed or for which Borrower has firm commitments will be sufficient to complete acquisition/construction/rehabilitation of the Project, as determined by the City in its sole discretion.





"Income Restrictions" means the maximum household income limits for Qualified Tenants, as set forth in Exhibit A.





	"Indemnitee" means, individually or collectively, (i) City, including MOHCD and all commissions, departments, agencies and other subdivisions of City; (ii) City's elected officials, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors and assigns; and (iii) all persons or entities acting on behalf of any of the foregoing.





"Laws" means all statutes, laws, ordinances, regulations, orders, writs, judgments, injunctions, decrees or awards of the United States or any state, county, municipality or Governmental Agency.





[bookmark: _Hlk58579909]	“Life of the Project” means the period of time in which the Project continues to operate as a multi-family apartment project substantially similar to its current condition in terms of square footage and number of units, and in the event the Project is substantially damaged or destroyed by fire, the elements, an act of any public authority or other casualty, and is subsequently replaced by a multi-family residential project substantially similar to its current condition in terms of square footage and number of units, the life of such replacement project will be deemed to be a continuation of the life of the Project.





"Loan" has the meaning set forth in Recital K.  





"Loss" or "Losses" includes any and all loss, liability, damage, obligation, penalty, claim, action, suits, judgment, fee, cost, expense or charge and reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, including those incurred in an investigation or a proceeding in court or by mediation or arbitration, on appeal or in the enforcement of the City's rights or in defense of any action in a bankruptcy proceeding.





“Manager” means CCDC.





	“Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.1.





"Maturity Date" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.1.





"Median Income" means median income as published annually by MOHCD for the City and County of San Francisco, derived in part from the income limits and area median income determined by HUD for the San Francisco area, adjusted solely for household size, but not high housing cost area, also referred to as “Unadjusted Median Income.” 





	"Member" means CCDC.





“Modified Loan” has the meaning set forth in Recital H.





	“Modified Loan Amount” has the meaning set forth in Recital H.





	“Modified Note” means the promissory note executed by Borrower in favor of the City in the original principal amount of the Modified Loan Amount, in form and substance acceptable to the City.





"MOHCD" means the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development or its successor. 





	“MOHCD Monthly Project Update” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.2.





 "Notes" means, collectively, the promissory notes executed by Borrower in favor of the City in the original principal amount of the Funding Amount, in form and substance acceptable to the City.  





	“Official Records” means the official records of San Francisco County.





"Operating Reserve Account" has the meaning set forth in Section 12.2.





"Opinion" means an opinion of Borrower's California legal counsel, satisfactory to the City and its legal counsel, that Borrower is a duly formed, validly existing California limited liability company in good standing under the laws of the State of California, has the power and authority to enter into the City Documents and will be bound by their terms when executed and delivered, and that addresses any other matters the City reasonably requests.





	“Original Borrowers” means the entities in which Borrower’s affiliates secured prior loans or grants from the City and outstanding loans from other sources in connection with the Site and includes Original City Loans.





"Out of Balance" means that the sum of undisbursed Funds and any other sources of funds that Borrower has closed or for which Borrower has firm commitments will not be sufficient to complete acquisition/construction/rehabilitation of the Project, as determined by the City in its sole discretion.





“Original City Loans” has the meaning set forth in Recital F. 





“PASS BMR Note” means the promissory note executed by Borrower in favor of the City in the original principal amount of the BMR Loan Amount in the form attached hereto as Exhibit M.





“PASS Deferred Note” means the promissory note executed by Borrower in favor of the City in the original principal amount of the Deferred Loan Amount in the form attached hereto as Exhibit M.





“PASS Market Rate Note” means the promissory note executed by Borrower in favor of the City in the original principal amount of the Market Rate Loan Amount in the form attached hereto as Exhibit M.





"PASS Loans” has the meaning set forth in Recital K.





	“PASS Deed of Trust" means the deed of trust executed by Borrower granting the City a lien on the Ambassador Site and the Project to secure Borrower's performance under this Agreement, the Declaration of Restrictions, the Market Rate Notes, the BMR Note, and the Deferred Note, in form attached hereto as Exhibit N.





 	“PASS Program Regulations” means the Preservation and Seismic Safety Program (PASS) Regulations attached hereto as Exhibit O.





"Payment Date" means the first June 30th following the Completion Date and each succeeding June 30th until the Maturity Date.





"Permitted Exceptions" means liens in favor of the City, real property taxes and assessments that are not delinquent, and any other liens and encumbrances the City expressly approves in writing in its escrow instructions.





“Preferences and Lottery Manual” means MOHCD’s Housing Preferences and Lottery Procedures Manual dated March 31, 2017, as amended from time to time.





“Preferences Ordinance” means Chapter 47 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, as amended from time to time. 





"Project" means the development described in Recital G.  If indicated by the context, "Project" means the Site and the improvements developed on the Site.





"Project Expenses" means the following costs, which may be paid from Project Income in the following order of priority to the extent of available Project Income:  (a) all charges incurred in the operation of the Project for utilities, real estate taxes and assessments and premiums for insurance required under this Agreement or by other lenders providing secured financing for the Project; (b) salaries, wages and any other compensation due and payable to the employees or agents of Borrower employed in connection with the Project, including all related withholding taxes, insurance premiums, Social Security payments and other payroll taxes or payments; (c) required payments of interest and principal, if any, on any junior or senior financing secured by the Site and used to finance the Project that has been approved by the City; (d) all other expenses actually incurred to cover operating costs of the Project, including maintenance and repairs and the fee of any managing agent as indicated in the Annual Operating Budget; (e) required deposits to the Replacement Reserve Account, Operating Reserve Account and any other reserve account required under this Agreement; (f) the approved annual asset management fees indicated in the Annual Operating Budget and approved by the City; (g) any extraordinary expenses approved in advance by the City (other than expenses paid from any reserve account); and (h) the approved annual Supportive Services indicated in the Annual Operating Budget.Project Fees are not Project Expenses. 





"Project Income" means all income and receipts in any form received by Borrower from the operation of the Project, including rents, fees, deposits (other than tenant security deposits), any accrued interest disbursed from any reserve account required under this Agreement for a purpose other than that for which the reserve account was established, reimbursements and other charges paid to Borrower in connection with the Project.  Interest accruing on any portion of the Funding Amount is not Project Income. 





"Project Operating Account" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.1.





“Public Benefit Purposes” means activities or programs that primarily benefit low-income persons, are implemented by one or more nonprofit 501(c)(3) public benefit organizations, or have been identified by a City agency or a community planning process as a priority need in the neighborhood in which the Project is located.





"Qualified Tenant" means a Tenant household earning no more than the maximum permissible annual income level allowed under this Agreement as set forth in Exhibit A.  The term "Qualified Tenant" includes each category of Tenant designated in Exhibit A.





"Rent" means the aggregate annual sum charged to Tenants for rent and utilities in compliance with Article 7, with utility charges to Qualified Tenants limited to an allowance determined by the SFHA. 





"Replacement Reserve Account" has the meaning set forth in Section 12.1.





"Residual Receipts" means Project Income remaining after payment of Project Expenses and Project Fees.  The amount of Residual Receipts must be based on figures contained in audited financial statements.





[bookmark: _Hlk58581844]“Residual Receipts Policy” means the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development Residual Receipts Policy effective April 1, 2016, as amended from time to time, attached hereto as Exhibit P.





"Retention" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.7.





“SBE Manual” means that certain Small Business Enterprise Program manual dated July 1, 2015, as the same may be amended from time to time. 





"Section 8" means rental assistance provided under Section 8(c)(2)(A) of the United States Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. § 1437f) or any successor or similar rent subsidy programs.





"Senior Lien" has the meaning set forth in Section 22.1.





"SFHA" means the San Francisco Housing Authority.





"Site" means, the real property described in Recital B of this Agreement.





	"Supportive Services" means services provided by the Borrower or service partners for low income adults to offer linkages, service coordination, case management, health and wellness advocacy and referrals, employment coaching and resources, and community building; see also Section 3.9.





	“Surplus Cash” means Commercial Income remaining after payment of the sum of commercial debt service, operating expenses for the Commercial Space and reserve deposits for the Commercial Space but excludes depreciation, amortization, depletion, other non-cash expenses or expenditures from reserve accounts.





"Table" means: (a) the Table of Sources and Uses, (b) the Annual Operating Budget, and (c) the 20-Year Cash Flow Proforma.





"Table of Sources and Uses" means a table of sources and uses of funds attached hereto as Exhibit B1, including a line item budget for the use of the Funding Amount, which table may not be adjusted without the City’s prior written approval. 





"TCAC" means the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee. 





"Tenant" means any residential household in the Project, whether or not a Qualified Tenant.





“Tenant Screening Criteria Policy” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.3.





"Title Policy" means an ALTA extended coverage lender's policy of title insurance in form and substance satisfactory to the City, issued by an insurer selected by Borrower and satisfactory to the City, together with any endorsements and policies of coinsurance and/or reinsurance required by the City, in a policy amount equal to the Funding Amount, insuring the Deed of Trust and indicating the Declaration of Restrictions as valid liens on the Site, each subject only to the Permitted Exceptions.	





“20-Year Cash Flow Proforma” means the 20year cash flow proforma for the Project attached as Exhibit B3.





"Unit" means a residential rental unit within the Project.





“Waiting List” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.5.





[bookmark: _Toc504966373][bookmark: _Toc73690314]1.2	Interpretation	. The following rules of construction will apply to this Agreement and the other City Documents.





		(a)	The masculine, feminine or neutral gender and the singular and plural forms include the others whenever the context requires.  The word "include(s)" means "include(s) without limitation" and "include(s) but not limited to," and the word "including" means "including without limitation" and "including but not limited to" as the case may be.  No listing of specific instances, items or examples in any way limits the scope or generality of any language in this Agreement.  References to days, months and years mean calendar days, months and years unless otherwise specified.  References to a party mean the named party and its successors and assigns.


	


		(b)	Headings are for convenience only and do not define or limit any terms.  References to a specific City Document or other document or exhibit mean the document, together with all exhibits and schedules, as supplemented, modified, amended or extended from time to time in accordance with this Agreement.  References to Articles, Sections and Exhibits refer to this Agreement unless otherwise stated.





		(c)	Accounting terms and financial covenants will be determined, and financial information must be prepared, in compliance with GAAP as in effect on the date of performance.  References to any Law, specifically or generally, will mean the Law as amended, supplemented or superseded from time to time.  





		(d)	The terms and conditions of this Agreement and the other City Documents are the result of arms'-length negotiations between and among sophisticated parties who were represented by counsel, and the rule of construction to the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party will not apply to the construction and interpretation of the City Documents.  The language of this Agreement must be construed as a whole according to its fair meaning.





[bookmark: _Toc73690315]	1.3	Contracting Manual. 	  Borrower shall use the Contracting Manual as a guide to Borrower’s responsibilities under Laws and regulations regarding soliciting, awarding and administering contracts associated with projects assisted by Federal Funds and some City funds.  In the event of a conflict between the terms of the Contracting Manual and this Agreement, the terms of the Agreement shall prevail.





[bookmark: _Toc476129606][bookmark: _Toc476392092][bookmark: _Toc480957338][bookmark: _Toc488557062][bookmark: _Toc488557303][bookmark: _Toc488664000][bookmark: _Toc504903358][bookmark: _Toc504903572][bookmark: _Toc504903788][bookmark: _Toc504903923][bookmark: _Toc504904058][bookmark: _Toc504904256][bookmark: _Toc504966375][bookmark: _Toc73690316]ARTICLE 2	FUNDING	.





[bookmark: _Toc473541363][bookmark: _Toc473541567][bookmark: _Toc473628966][bookmark: _Toc476129607][bookmark: _Toc476392093][bookmark: _Toc480957339][bookmark: _Toc488557063][bookmark: _Toc488557304][bookmark: _Toc488664001][bookmark: _Toc504903359][bookmark: _Toc504903573][bookmark: _Toc504903789][bookmark: _Toc504903924][bookmark: _Toc504904059][bookmark: _Toc504904257][bookmark: _Toc504966376][bookmark: _Toc73690317]2.1	Funding Amount	.  The City agrees to lend to Borrower a maximum principal amount equal to the Funding Amount in order to refinance and consolidate the Original City Loans, and permanently finance the acquisition and rehabilitation of the Project. The PASS Funding Amount will be disbursed according to the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Agreement.  





[bookmark: _Toc504966377][bookmark: _Toc73690318]	2.2	Use of Funds	.  Borrower acknowledges that the City's agreement to make the Loan is based in part on Borrower's agreement to use the Funds solely for the purpose set forth in Section 2.1 and agrees to use the Funds solely for that purpose in accordance with the approved Table of Sources and Uses.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, City will not approve expenditure of Funds for expenses incurred by Borrower prior to the Agreement Date. 





[bookmark: _Toc504903361][bookmark: _Toc504903575][bookmark: _Toc504903791][bookmark: _Toc504903926][bookmark: _Toc504904061][bookmark: _Toc504904259][bookmark: _Toc504966378][bookmark: _Toc73690319]2.3	Accounts; Interest	.  Each Account to be maintained by Borrower under this Agreement must be held in a bank or savings and loan institution acceptable to the City as a segregated account that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or other comparable federal insurance program.  With the exception of tenant security deposit trust accounts, any interest earned on funds in any Account must be used for the benefit of the Project. 





[bookmark: _Toc504966379][bookmark: _Toc73690320]2.4	Records	.  Borrower must maintain and provide to the City upon request records that accurately and fully show the date, amount, purpose and payee of all expenditures from each Account authorized under this Agreement or by the City in writing and keep all estimates, invoices, receipts and other documents related to expenditures from each Account.  In addition Borrower must provide to the City promptly following Borrower's receipt, complete copies of all monthly bank statements, together with a reconciliation, for each Account until all funds (including accrued interest) in each Account have been disbursed for eligible uses.





[bookmark: _Toc73690321]	2.5	 Conditions to Additional Financing	.  The City may grant or deny any application by Borrower for additional financing for the Project in its sole discretion.  





[bookmark: _Toc504966382][bookmark: _Toc73690322]ARTICLE 3	TERMS	.  Borrower's repayment obligations with respect to the Funding Amount will be evidenced and governed by the Note, which will govern in the event of any conflicting provision in this Agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc73690323]3.1	Maturity Date	.  





	(a)	Consolidated Loan.  For the Consolidated Loan, Borrower must repay all amounts owing under the Modified Note on the date that is the later of (a) the Fifty-Seventh (57th) anniversary of the date the Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County or (b) the Fifty Fifth (55th) Anniversary of the Conversion Date (the “Consolidated Loan Maturity Date”). 





	(b)	PASS Loans.  For the PASS Loans, (i) Borrower must repay all amounts owing under the Market Rate Note, BMR Note, and Deferred Note on the date that is the fortieth (40th) anniversary of the date that is the first day of the first full month following the date the PASS Deed of Trust is recorded in the Official Records (the " Maturity Date").





[bookmark: _Toc473541366][bookmark: _Toc473541570][bookmark: _Toc473628969][bookmark: _Toc476129610][bookmark: _Toc476392097][bookmark: _Toc480957344][bookmark: _Toc488557068][bookmark: _Toc488557309][bookmark: _Toc488664006][bookmark: _Toc504903367][bookmark: _Toc504903581][bookmark: _Toc504903797][bookmark: _Toc504903932][bookmark: _Toc504904067][bookmark: _Toc504904265][bookmark: _Toc504966384][bookmark: _Toc73690324]3.2	Compliance Term; Declaration of Restrictions	.  If the Borrower acquires Control of the Site, Borrower must comply with all provisions of the City Documents relating to the use of the Site and the Project as set forth in the Declarations of Restrictions to be recorded in the Official Records, for the period commencing on the date the Consolidated Deed of Trust is recorded in the Official Records and continue for the Life of the Project (the “Compliance Term”), even if the Loans are repaid or otherwise satisfied or the Deed of Trust is reconveyed before the end of the Compliance Term. 





[bookmark: _Toc41490216][bookmark: _Toc73690325]	3.3	Interest	.  





(a) Consolidated Loan.  The outstanding principal balance of the Consolidated Loan will bear interest as follows: (1) the Modified Loan Amount will bear interest at the rate of One and 73/100 percent (1.73%) per annum, for the balance of the Modified Loan, as provided in the Modified Note.





		(b)	PASS Loans.  The PASS Loans will bear interest rates as follows: 





(i) The outstanding principal balance of the Market Rate Loan will bear interest at a rate of 3.87289%% per annum, compounding monthly, as provided in the Market Rate Note; 





(ii) The outstanding principal balance of the BMR Loan will bear interest at a rate of 0.95763% per annum, compounding monthly, as provided in the Tranche A BMR Note;





(iii) The outstanding principal balance of the Deferred Loan will bear interest at a rate of 0.95763% per annum compounding monthly, as provided in the Deferred Note.


	


[bookmark: _Toc473541368][bookmark: _Toc473541572][bookmark: _Toc473628971][bookmark: _Toc476129612][bookmark: _Toc476392099][bookmark: _Toc480957346][bookmark: _Toc488557070][bookmark: _Toc488557311][bookmark: _Toc488664008][bookmark: _Toc504903369][bookmark: _Toc504903583][bookmark: _Toc504903799][bookmark: _Toc504903934][bookmark: _Toc504904069][bookmark: _Toc504904267][bookmark: _Toc504966386][bookmark: _Toc73690326]3.4	Default Interest Rate	.  Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, the principal balance of the Loan will bear interest at the default interest rate set forth in the Note, with such default interest rate commencing as of the date an Event of Default occurs and continuing until such Event of Default is fully cured.  In addition, the default interest rate will apply to any amounts to be reimbursed to the City under any City Document if not paid when due or as otherwise provided in any City Document.





[bookmark: _Toc476392100][bookmark: _Toc480957347][bookmark: _Toc488557071][bookmark: _Toc488557312][bookmark: _Toc488664009][bookmark: _Toc504903370][bookmark: _Toc504903584][bookmark: _Toc504903800][bookmark: _Toc504903935][bookmark: _Toc504904070][bookmark: _Toc504904268][bookmark: _Toc504966387][bookmark: _Toc73690327]3.5	Repayment of Principal and Interest	.  The outstanding principal balance of the Loan, together with all accrued and unpaid interest, if any, will be due and payable on the Maturity Date according to the terms set forth in full in the Note.  





[bookmark: _Toc73690328]3.6	Changes In Funding Streams	.  The City’s agreement to make the Loan on the terms set forth in this Agreement and the Note is based in part on Borrower’s projected sources and uses of all funds for the Project, as set forth in the Table of Sources and Uses.  Borrower covenants to give written notice to the City within thirty (30) days of any significant changes in budgeted funding or income set forth in documents previously provided to the City.  Examples of significant changes include loss or adjustments (other than regular annual adjustments) in funding under CoC, Section 8 or similar programs.  





[bookmark: _Toc73690329]3.9	Failure to Provide Budgeted Supportive Services	.  If Borrower fails to provide Supportive Services in the amount shown in the approved 20-Year Cash Flow Proforma, Borrower shall provide notice to the City within 10 business days of the date the Supportive Services were terminated, which notice shall include, at a minimum, a proposed plan to restore the Supportive Services within a reasonable period of time.  If at the time such notice is provided, Borrower is unable to propose a feasible plan for restoring the Supportive Service, Borrower shall include in the notice a detailed explanation as to the cause of the termination of Supportive Services and the reasons why it would not be feasible to restore the Supportive Services within a reasonable period of time. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Borrower is responsible for insuring that residents or clients residing in the HOPWA Units have access to appropriate case management, psychosocial supportive services, and other support services, as well as to health care, where required. For any Person with HIV/AIDS who requires more intensive care than can be provided at the Project, Borrower shall use its best efforts to locate a care provider who can appropriately care for the individual and shall refer the individual to the care provider.





[bookmark: _Toc274143436][bookmark: _Toc73690330]	3.10 	Default Requires Repayment of Loan and Payment of Liquidated Damages.	   





	3.10.1	Repayment of Loan.  Following the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, the City will have the right to repayment of the Loan in full from Borrower, together with liquidated damages, as provided in Section 3.10.2 below.





	3.10.2	Liquidated Damages.  





(a) Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under any City Document, without waiving any other remedy of the City, interest will be deemed to have accrued on the t Loan at a compounded annual rate equal to the lesser of:  (a) ten percent (10%); or (b) the maximum lawful rate of interest, commencing on the date of the Event of Default through the earlier of:  (x) the date on which the Event of Default is cured; or (y) the date on which all amounts due under the City Documents are paid to the City.  





(b) Borrower acknowledges and agrees that the default interest that must be paid in the event of an Event of Default under this Section represents a reasonable sum considering all the circumstances existing on the date of this Agreement and represents a fair and reasonable estimate of the costs that will be sustained by the City if Borrower defaults.  Borrower further agrees that proof of actual damages would be costly and inconvenient and that default interest will be paid without prejudice to the City’s right to collect any other amounts to be paid or to exercise any of its other rights or remedies under any City Document.  In addition, the default interest rate will apply to any amounts to be reimbursed to the City under any City Document if not paid when due or as otherwise provided in any City Document.





[bookmark: _Toc73690331]	3.11	Additional City Approvals. 	  	Borrower understands and agrees that City is entering into this Agreement in its proprietary capacity and not as a regulatory agency with certain police powers. Borrower understands and agrees that neither entry by City into this Agreement nor any approvals given by City under this Agreement shall be deemed to imply that Borrower will obtain any required approvals from City departments, boards or commissions which have jurisdiction over the Property.  By entering into this Agreement, City is in no way modifying or limiting the obligations of Borrower to develop the Property in accordance with all local laws.  Borrower understands that any development of the Property shall require approvals, authorizations and permits from governmental agencies with jurisdiction over the Property, which may include, without limitation, the San Francisco City Planning Commission and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, no party is in any way limiting its discretion or the discretion of any department, board or commission with jurisdiction over the Project, including but not limited to a party hereto, from exercising any discretion available to such department, board or commission with respect thereto, including but not limited to the discretion to (i) make such modifications deemed necessary to mitigate significant environmental impacts, (ii) select other feasible alternatives to avoid such impacts, including the “No Project” alternative; (iii) balance the benefits against unavoidable significant impacts prior to taking final action if such significant impacts cannot otherwise be avoided, or (iv) determine not to proceed with the proposed Project. 





[bookmark: _Toc504966391][bookmark: _Toc73690332]ARTICLE 4	CLOSING; DISBURSEMENTS	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966392][bookmark: _Toc73690333]4.1	Generally	.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, the City will make Disbursements in an aggregate sum not to exceed the Funding Amount to or for the account of Borrower in accordance with this Agreement and the approved line item budget contained in the Table of Sources and Uses. 





[bookmark: _Toc504966393][bookmark: _Toc73690334]4.2	Closing	.  Unless otherwise agreed by the City and Borrower in writing, Borrower will establish an escrow account with the title company issuing the Title Policy, or any other escrow agent Borrower chooses, subject to the City’s approval (the “Escrow Agent”).  The parties will execute and deliver to the Escrow Agent written instructions consistent with the terms of this Agreement.  In the event the escrow does not close on or before the expiration date of escrow instructions signed by the City, or any other mutually agreed date, the City may declare this Agreement to be null and void.  





[bookmark: _Toc504966394][bookmark: _Toc73690335]4.3	Conditions Precedent to Closing	.  The City will authorize the close of the Loan upon satisfaction of the conditions in this Section. 





		(a)	Borrower must have delivered to the City fully executed (and for documents to be recorded, acknowledged) originals of the following documents, in form and substance satisfactory to the City:  (i) the Modified Note; (ii) this Agreement (in duplicate); (iii) the Consolidated Deed of Trust; (iv)  the Declaration of Restrictions; (v) the Opinion; (vi) the Authorizing Resolutions; (vii) the Developer Fee Agreement; (viii) subordination, nondisturbance and attornment agreements from any commercial tenant in possession, or holding any right of possession, of any portion of the Site; and (ix) any other City Documents reasonably requested by the City.  





		(b)	Borrower must have delivered to the City:  (i) Borrower's Charter Documents; (ii) a comprehensive maintenance and operating plan for the Project duly approved by Borrower's governing body that includes, but is not limited to, plans for emergencies and emergency maintenance, vacant unit turnover, preventive maintenance and inspection schedule, and marketing and resident selection; and (iii) a CNA that has been duly approved by Borrower's governing body. 





		(c)	Borrower must have delivered to the City insurance endorsements and, if requested by the City, copies of policies for all insurance required under Exhibit L of this Agreement. 





		(d)	Borrower must have delivered to the City satisfactory evidence that Borrower has obtained commitments for any additional financing that may be required for the Project, in amounts and from lenders or investors satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion, including, but not limited to, the following:





    (1)	Withdrawal of existing Bayside Elderly Housing project reserves in the amount of $2,7223,968;


    (2)	Federal appropriations grant in the form of a HUD-EDIG award in the amount of $2,500,000;


    (3)	Deferred Developer fee in the amount of $500,000


    (4)	Withdrawal of Hamlin Hotel Funds in the amount of $600,000;


    (5)	CCDC 1985 Tower Loan in the amount of $309,523; and


    (6) 	Withdrawal of Predevelopment Loan Project Reserves in the amount of $125,391; 





		(e)	Borrower must have delivered to the City a preliminary report on title for the Site dated no earlier than thirty (30) days before the Agreement Date.  





		(f)	Borrower must have submitted a "Phase I" environmental report for the Site, or any other report reasonably requested by the City, prepared by a professional hazardous materials consultant acceptable to the City.





		(g)	The Declaration of Restrictions and the Consolidated Deed of Trust must have been recorded as valid liens in the Official Records, subject only to the Permitted Exceptions, at the close of construction financing.





		(h)	The Escrow Agent must have committed to provide to the City the Title Policy in form and substance satisfactory to the City. 





	(j)	Borrower must have submitted into escrow for disbursement to the City the following PASS program costs and fees associated with the PASS Loans: - this section under CCDC AM review.





		(i)	Borrower will pay the City an origination fee equal to the greater $15,000 or 1.25% of the total PASS Loan funds disbursed (“Origination Fee”).





		(ii)	Borrower will pay MOHCD a fee equal to $15,000 for the City Attorney expenses.





		(iii)	Borrower will pay the initial installment of the compliance monitoring fee of $2,500 (“Compliance Fee”), to cover the first year of monitoring under this Agreement. Thereafter, the compliance monitoring fee for the coming year, which is due on the anniversary of the Agreement Date, is $2,500. For Properties subject to City-imposed affordability restrictions, the fee is payable annually in advance for the duration of the Compliance Term. For Properties not subject to such restrictions, the fee is payable annually in advance through Loan maturity or prepayment.





		(iv)	Borrower will pay the first installment of the loan servicing fee of $2,500 annually for the PASS loans in advance, which covers the first year of servicing.  Thereafter, the loan servicing fee for the coming year is due on the anniversary of the Agreement Date through Loan maturity or prepayment.





The Origination Fee and Compliance Fee will be increased proportionately in the event of an increase in the PASS Loans, but shall not be decreased in the event of a reduction in the PASS Loans.


	


[bookmark: _Toc504966395][bookmark: _Toc73690336]4.4	Disbursement of Funds	.  Following satisfaction of the conditions in Section 4.3, the City will authorize the Escrow Agent to disburse Funds as provided in the City's escrow instructions. 





[bookmark: _Toc73690337]4.5	Disbursements	.  The City's obligation to approve any expenditure of PASS Funds after Loan closing is subject to Borrower’s satisfaction of the following conditions precedent.





		(a)	Borrower must have delivered to the City an Expenditure Request in form and substance satisfactory to the City, together with:  (i) copies of invoices, contracts or other documents covering all amounts requested; (ii) a line item breakdown of costs to be covered by the Expenditure Request; and (iii) copies of checks issued to pay expenses covered in the previous Expenditure Request.  The City may grant or withhold its approval of any line item contained in the Expenditure Request that, if funded, would cause it to exceed the budgeted line item as previously approved by the City. Additionally, the City must approve all requested reallocations of Funds for line items previously approved by the City.  





		(b)	No Event of Default, or event that with notice or the passage of time or both could constitute an Event of Default, may have occurred that remains uncured as of the date of the Expenditure Request.





		(c)	With respect to any Expenditure Request that covers rehabilitation or construction costs, Borrower must have certified to the City that the Project complies with the labor standards set forth in Exhibit E, Section 1, if applicable.





(d)	With respect to any Expenditure Request that covers travel expenses, Borrower’s travel expenses must be reasonable and must comply with the following:





(i)	Lodging, meals and incidental expenses shall not exceed the then-current per diem rates set forth by the United States General Services Administration for the County of San Francisco found at: https://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/104711.





(ii)	Air transportation expenses must use fares for coach-class accommodations, provided that purchases for air travel must occur no less than one week before the travel day.





(iii)	If ground transportation is required, the City urges the use of public transit or courtesy shuttles if provided by a lodging.  If courtesy transportation is not provided by a lodging, ground transportation expenses for travel to or from regional airports must not exceed Fifty Dollars ($50.00) each way.  Other ground transportation expenses must not exceed then-current San Francisco taxi rates found at: https://www.sfmta.com/getting-around/taxi/taxi-rates.  Ground transportation must not include any expenses for luxury transportation services, such as a limousine, or any expenses related to travel to or from Project site meetings by Borrower’s employees.





(iv)	Miscellaneous travel expenses must not exceed Fifty Dollars ($50.00) without prior written approval of the City.





			(v)	Any Expenditure Request for travel expenses must include supporting documentation, including, without limitation, original itemized receipts showing rates and cost, air travel itinerary, proof of payment, and any written justification requested by the City. For the purpose of this Section, the terms “lodging,” “meals” and “incidental expenses” shall have the same meanings defined in 41 CFR Part 300-3; the term “coach-class” shall have the same meaning defined in 41 CFR Part 301-10.121(a); and the term “miscellaneous” means copying services, printing services, communication services, or other services reasonably related to travel for the Project and approved by the City.





		(e)	The Loan must be In Balance. 


	


	(f)	The Project has achieved substantial completion pursuant to the Plans and Specifications, as evidenced by a certificate of occupancy or equivalent certification provided by the City’s Department of Building Inspection. 





	(g)	A certificate, satisfactory to MOHCD, from either the Borrower’s architect or engineer, stating that (i) the Project has been constructed substantially in accordance with the Plans and Specifications and is free from defects in materials and workmanship, and (ii) the construction of the Project and the intended operation of the Project are in substantial compliance with the applicable zoning, environmental, preservation and all other applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, restrictions and governmental requirements. 





	(h)	The construction lender shall have delivered to MOHCD an estoppel certificate that states that no Event of Default of which it has given written notice remains uncured (or has not otherwise been waived by the Construction Lender) under their construction loan mortgage.





	(i)	The Borrower shall provide MOHCD with a certificate, substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit R and satisfactory to MOHCD stating that the Project meets the requirements of the PASS Program Regulations underwriting guidelines including, but not limited to, the following: 


	(i) Loan-to-value ratio (“LTV”) that does not exceed the lesser of (a) 90% of appraised value or (b) 80% of total development costs 


	(ii) Debt service coverage ratio (“DSC”) of at least 1.15x 


	(iii) Budgets must assume no more than 2.0% annual growth in operating income and no less than 3.0% annual growth in operating expenses. 


	(iv) Residential Vacancy Loss assumption of 10% 


	(v) Tenant Assistance Vacancy Loss assumption of 10%


	(j)	Omitted. 


	(k)	All escrows, reserves and accounts for the Project required as of such date to be funded shall be fully funded in their required amounts, as evidenced by bank statements.


	(l)	Borrower must have delivered to the City sufficient evidence that all additional permanent sources of financing have been secured including the following: 


		(1) Income from Operations in the anticipated amount of $409,373; and 


	(2) Member equity Contribution of $3,324,000.


	(m)	Borrower shall have delivered a final 95/5 Certification (including the qualified guaranty summary). 


	(n)	Borrower delivered the PASS Deed of Trust to the City, duly executed and acknowledged by Borrower.  The PASS Deed of Trust must have been recorded as a valid lien in the Official Records, subject only to the Permitted Exceptions.  A title company shall have committed to issue the Title Policy to City, and Borrower shall have delivered all documents reasonably required by such title company to issue the Title Policy, including, but not limited to, subordination agreements with HCD and Borrower.  Borrower shall pay all amounts charged by the title company for the issuance of the Title Policy; provided that such amounts may be included in the Expenditure Request.


	(o)	Borrower delivered to City the Market Rate Note, the BMR Note, and the Deferred Note, each duly executed and acknowledged by Borrower.


		(p)	The Borrower has delivered to the City a current certificate of insurance acceptable to the City evidencing satisfaction of the insurance requirements under Exhibit L.  








[bookmark: _Toc504903386][bookmark: _Toc504903600][bookmark: _Toc504903816][bookmark: _Toc504903951][bookmark: _Toc504904086][bookmark: _Toc504904284][bookmark: _Toc504966403][bookmark: _Toc73690338]ARTICLE 5	DEMOLITION, REHABILITATION OR CONSTRUCTION	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966404][bookmark: _Toc73690339]	5.1	Selection Requirements	.  In the selection of all contractors and professional consultants for the Project, Borrower must comply with the City’s procurement requirements and procedures as described in the Contracting Manual and with the requirements of the Small Business Enterprise Program (“SBE Program”) as set forth in the SBE Manual according to the procedures established by the City's Contract Monitoring Division. 





[bookmark: _Toc504903388][bookmark: _Toc504903602][bookmark: _Toc504903818][bookmark: _Toc504903953][bookmark: _Toc504904088][bookmark: _Toc504904286][bookmark: _Toc504966405][bookmark: _Toc73690340]	5.2	Plans and Specifications	.  Before starting any demolition, rehabilitation or construction on the Site, Borrower must have delivered to the City, and the City must have reviewed and approved, plans and specifications and the construction contract for the Project entered into between Borrower and Borrower’s general contractor and approved by the City (the “Construction Contract”).  The plans approved by the City must also be approved by the City and County of San Francisco’s Department of Building Inspection (the “Department of Building Inspection”) (collectively, the “Approved Plans”) prior to the start of any demolition, rehabilitation or construction on the Site.  The Approved Plans must be explicitly identified in the Construction Contract.  The specifications approved by the City, including the funder requirements and the technical specifications (the “Approved Specifications”) must also be explicitly identified in the Construction Contract.  The Construction Contract may include funder requirements not otherwise addressed in the Approved Specifications.  The Contracting Manual provides further guidance to Borrower regarding the City’s policies for the review and approval of plans, specifications and construction contracts.  After completion of the Project, Borrower must retain the Approved Plans as well as "as-built" plans for the Project, the Approved Specifications and the Construction Contract, all of which Borrower must make available to the City upon request.  





[bookmark: _Toc504903389][bookmark: _Toc504903603][bookmark: _Toc504903819][bookmark: _Toc504903954][bookmark: _Toc504904089][bookmark: _Toc504904287][bookmark: _Toc504966406][bookmark: _Toc73690341]5.3	Change Orders	.  Borrower may not approve or permit any change orders to the plans and specifications approved by the City without the City's prior written consent.  Borrower must provide adequate and complete justification for analysis of any change order request to the City.  The City will provide any questions, comments or requests for additional information to Borrower within five (5) business days of receipt of a change order request.  City will review and approve or disapprove of a change order request within ten (10) business days of a complete submission by Borrower. In the event the City fails to approve or disapprove the change order request within such ten (10) business day period, the change order shall be deemed approved.  Borrower acknowledges that the City's approval of any change order will not constitute an agreement to amend the Table of Sources and Uses or to provide additional Funds for the Project, unless the City agrees in its sole discretion to amend the Table of Sources and Uses or provide additional Funds for that purpose.





[bookmark: _Toc73690342]	5.4	Insurance, Bonds and Security	.  Before starting any demolition, rehabilitation or construction on the Site, Borrower must deliver to the City insurance endorsements and bonds as described in Exhibit L.  At all times, Borrower must take prudent measures to ensure the security of the Site.





[bookmark: _Toc504903391][bookmark: _Toc504903605][bookmark: _Toc504903821][bookmark: _Toc504903956][bookmark: _Toc504904091][bookmark: _Toc504904289][bookmark: _Toc504966408][bookmark: _Toc73690343]	5.5	Notice to Proceed	.  No demolition, rehabilitation or construction may commence until Borrower has issued a written notice to proceed with the City's approval.





[bookmark: _Toc504903392][bookmark: _Toc504903606][bookmark: _Toc504903822][bookmark: _Toc504903957][bookmark: _Toc504904092][bookmark: _Toc504904290][bookmark: _Toc504966409][bookmark: _Toc73690344]	5.6	Commencement and Completion of Project	. Unless otherwise extended in writing by the City, Borrower must:  (a) commence demolition, rehabilitation or construction by a date no later than September 15, 2021 ; (b) complete demolition, rehabilitation or construction by a date no later than December 1, 2023 , in accordance with the plans and specifications approved by the City, as evidenced by a certificate of occupancy or equivalent certification provided by the City's Department of Building Inspection, and an architect's or engineer's certificate of completion (the "Completion Date"); and (c) achieve occupancy of ninety five percent (95%%) of the Units by a date no later than February 1, 2024. 





[bookmark: _Toc504903393][bookmark: _Toc504903607][bookmark: _Toc504903823][bookmark: _Toc504903958][bookmark: _Toc504904093][bookmark: _Toc504904291][bookmark: _Toc504966410][bookmark: _Toc73690345]5.7	Rehabilitation/Construction Standards	.  All rehabilitation or construction must be performed in a first class manner, substantially in accordance with final plans and specifications approved by the City and in accordance with all applicable codes.  All newly constructed Units must meet the requirements of the Model Energy Code most recently published by the Council of American Building Officials.  All Units must meet the accessibility requirements under 24 CFR part 8, implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. § 794) and the design and construction requirements under 24 CFR § 100.205, implementing the Fair Housing Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 3601-3619).








[bookmark: _Hlk58583099][bookmark: _Toc73690346]ARTICLE 6 	MARKETING	.





[bookmark: _Toc73690347]	6.1	Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan	.  No later than six (6) months before the Completion Date, Borrower must deliver to the City for the City's review and approval an affirmative plan for ongoing marketing of the Units and a written Tenant selection procedure for initial and ongoing renting of the Units based on MOHCD’s then-current form of marketing and tenant selection plan (the “Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan”), all in compliance with the restrictions set forth in Exhibit A and in form and substance acceptable to the City.  Borrower must obtain the City's approval of reasonable alterations to the Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan.  Borrower must market and rent the Units in the manner set forth in the Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan, as approved by the City.  





[bookmark: _Toc73690348]	6.2	Affirmative Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan Requirements	.  Borrower's Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan must address how Borrower intends to market vacant Units and any opportunity for placement on the Waiting List, as defined in 6.5.  The Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan shall include as many of the following elements as are appropriate to the Project, as determined by the City:  





		(a)	A reasonable accommodations policy that indicates how Borrower intends to market Units to disabled individuals, including an indication of the types of accessible Units in the Project, the procedure for applying, and a policy giving disabled individuals a priority in the occupancy of accessible Units.





		(b) 	A plan that satisfies the requirement to give preference in occupying units in accordance with the Preferences and Lottery Manual and the Preferences Ordinance.





		(c)	Advertising in local neighborhood newspapers, community-oriented radio stations, on the internet and in other media that are likely to reach low-income households.  All advertising must display the Equal Housing Opportunity logo.





		(d)	Notices to neighborhood-based, nonprofit housing corporations and other low-income housing advocacy organizations that maintain waiting lists or make referrals for below-market-rate housing.





		(e)	Notices to SFHA.





		(f)	Notices to MOHCD.





		(g)       Notices to HSH. 





		(h)	To the extent practicable, without holding Units off the market, the community outreach efforts listed above must take place before advertising vacant Units or open spots on the Waiting List to the general public.





		(i)	An acknowledgement that, with respect to vacant Units, the marketing elements listed above shall only be implemented if there are no qualified applicants interested or available from the Waiting List.





[bookmark: _Toc73690349]	6.3	Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan & Tenant Screening Criteria Requirements	: 





(a)	Borrower’s Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan shall comply with the requirements of the Tenant Selection Plan Policy as set forth in the attached Exhibit H.  The Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan must be kept on file at the Project at all times.





(b)	Borrower’s tenant screening criteria must comply with the Tenant Screening Criteria Policy set forth in the attached Exhibit I. 





[bookmark: _Toc73690350]	6.4	Marketing Records	.  Borrower must keep records of:  (a) activities implementing the Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan; (b) advertisements; and (c) other community outreach efforts. 





[bookmark: _Toc73690351]	6.5	Waiting List	. Borrower's Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan must contain, at a minimum, policies and criteria that provide for the selection of tenants from a written waiting list that complies with the Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan (the "Waiting List"). The Marketing and Tenant Selection Plan may allow an applicant to refuse an available Unit for good cause without losing standing on the Waiting List but shall limit the number of refusals without cause as approved by the City.  Borrower shall at all times maintain the Waiting List.  Upon the vacancy of any Unit, Borrower shall first attempt to select the new Tenant for such Unit from the Waiting List, and shall only market the Unit to the general public after determining that no applicants from the Waiting List qualify for such Unit.  The Waiting List must be kept on file at the Project at all times.








[bookmark: _Toc504966416][bookmark: _Toc73690352]ARTICLE 7	AFFORDABILITY AND OTHER LEASING RESTRICTIONS	.





[bookmark: _Toc73690353]7.1	Term of Leasing Restrictions	.  If Borrower obtains an allocation of low income housing tax credits for the Project, then Borrower will acknowledge and agree that the covenants and other leasing restrictions set forth in this Article will remain in full force and effect if Borrower obtains Control over the Site  (a) for the Compliance Term and survive the prior repayment or other satisfaction of the Loan, termination of this Agreement or reconveyance of the Deed of Trust; (b) for any Unit that has been subject to a regulatory agreement with TCAC, for a period ending three (3) years after the date of any transfer of the Project by foreclosure or deed-in-lieu of foreclosure; and (c) with respect to any Unit occupied by a Qualified Tenant at expiration of either the Compliance Term or the 3-year period referred to in Subsection (b) above, until the Qualified Tenant voluntarily vacates his/her Unit or is evicted lawfully for just cause.  The requirements to comply with the provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section 42, including Section 42(h)(6)(E)(ii), are hereby acknowledged.





[bookmark: _Toc73690354]7.2	Borrower's Covenant	.  





		(a)	Borrower covenants to rent all at all times to households certified as Qualified Tenants at initial occupancy, as set forth in Exhibit A.  In addition, eighty eight (88) units at the Ritz Site must be rented to holders of Section 8 certificates or similar subsidy benefits pursuant to the terms and conditions of the HAP; thirty-one (31) units must be rented to holders of subsidy benefits pursuant to the terms and conditions of that certain Grant Agreement (CoC) between the Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation and HSH and that certain Assignment of Grant Funds dated as of September 1, 2021; and two units (2) at the Ritz Site must be rented to holders of subsidy benefits pursuant to that certain Agreement (Direct Access to Housing) between the City and the Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation dated as of June 1, 2021. Further, Borrower acknowledges that sixteen (16) units will be rented to Qualified HOPWA tenants.





		(b)	A Tenant who is a Qualified Tenant at initial occupancy may not be required to vacate the Unit due to subsequent rises in household income, except as provided in Section 7.3.  After the over-income Tenant vacates the Unit, the vacant Unit must be rented only to Qualified Tenants as provided in this Article 7.





[bookmark: _Toc504966419][bookmark: _Toc73690355]7.3	Rent Restrictions	.  





(a)	 Rent charged to each Qualified Tenant may not exceed the amounts set forth in Exhibit A, provided that Rents may be adjusted annually, subject to the limitations below. 





	(b)	Subject to the Hold Harmless Policy, rents for all Units may be increased once annually up to the maximum monthly rent by unit type as published by MOHCD.





(c)	With the City's prior written approval, Rent increases for Units exceeding the amounts permitted under Section 7.3(b) may be permitted once annually in order to recover increases in approved Project Expenses, provided that: (i) in no event may single or aggregate increases exceed ten percent (10%) per year unless such an increase is contemplated in a City-approved temporary relocation plan or is necessary due to the expiration of Section 8 or other rental subsidies; and (ii) Rents for each Unit may in no event exceed the maximum Rent permitted under Section 7.3(a).  City approval for such Rent increases that are necessary to meet all approved Project Expenses shall not be unreasonably withheld.





		(d)	For any Qualified Tenant participating in a Rent or operating subsidy program where the Rent charged is calculated as a percentage of household income, adjustments to Rent charged may be made according to the rules of the relevant subsidy program. There is no limit on the increase/decrease in Rent charged under this provision, as long as it does not exceed the maximum Rent permitted under Section 7.3(a). There is no limit on the number of Rent adjustments that can be made in a year under this provision.





		(e)	For any Qualified Tenant that becomes ineligible to continue participating in a rent or operating subsidy program, there is no limit on the increase in Rent charged as long as it does not exceed the maximum Rent permitted under Section 7.3(a). 





(f)	Unless prohibited under any applicable Laws, including without limitation Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, if the household income of a Qualified Tenant exceeds the maximum permissible income during occupancy of a Unit, then, upon no less than thirty (30) days' prior written notice to the Tenant or as otherwise required under the Tenant's lease or occupancy agreement, Borrower may adjust the charges for Rent for the previously Qualified Tenant to be equal to thirty percent (30%) of the Tenant's adjusted household income.  Rents charged under this provision may exceed the Maximum Rent permitted under Section 7.3(a).


	


[bookmark: _Toc504966420][bookmark: _Toc73690356]	7.4	Certification	.  





		(a)	As a condition to initial occupancy, each person who desires to be a Qualified Tenant in the Project must be required to sign and deliver to Borrower a certification in the form shown in Exhibit C in which the prospective Qualified Tenant certifies that he/she or his/her household qualifies as a Qualified Tenant.  In addition, each person must be required to provide any other information, documents or certifications deemed necessary by the City to substantiate the prospective Tenant's income.  Certifications provided to and accepted by the SFHA will satisfy this requirement.





		(b)	Each Qualified Tenant in the Project must recertify his/her household income to Borrower one time in the year after the first year of tenancy in accordance with tax credit requirements.  Each Qualified Tenant in the Project must also recertify his/her household income to Borrower one time in every 6th year of the project’s affordability period using the full recertification method required by the HOME program. Interim recertifications are also required annually but may be done using the abbreviated annual income recertification method which requires Tenants to submit income certification forms but does not require verification of income or assets.





		(c)	Income certifications with respect to each Qualified Tenant who resides in a Unit or resided therein during the immediately preceding calendar year must be maintained on file at Borrower's principal office, and Borrower must file or cause to be filed copies thereof with the City promptly upon request by the City. 





[bookmark: _Toc504966421][bookmark: _Toc73690357]	7.5	Form of Lease	.  The form of lease for Tenants must provide for termination of the lease and consent to immediate eviction for failure to qualify as a Qualified Tenant if the Tenant has made any material misrepresentation in the initial income certification. The form of lease used for the HOPWA Units must also comply with the HOPWA Regulations.  The form of lease must also comply with 24 CFR § 92.253.The term of the lease must be for a period of not less than one (1) year.  Borrower may not terminate the tenancy or refuse to renew any lease of a Unit except for serious or repeated violation of the terms and conditions of the lease, for violation of applicable Laws or other good cause.  Any termination or refusal to renew the lease for a Unit must be preceded by not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to the Tenant specifying the grounds for the action. 





[bookmark: _Toc504966423][bookmark: _Toc73690358]	7.6	Nondiscrimination	.  Borrower agrees not to discriminate against or permit discrimination against any person or group of persons because of race, color, creed, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability, gender identity, height, weight, source of income or acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) or AIDS related condition (ARC) in the operation and use of the Project except to the extent permitted by law or required by any other funding source for the Project.  Borrower agrees not to discriminate against or permit discrimination against Tenants using Section 8 certificates or vouchers or assistance through other rental subsidy programs.





[bookmark: _Toc504966424][bookmark: _Toc73690359]	7.7	Security Deposits	.  Security deposits may be required of Tenants only in accordance with applicable state law and this Agreement.  Any security deposits collected must be segregated from all other funds of the Project in an Account held in trust for the benefit of the Tenants and disbursed in accordance with California law.  The balance in the trust Account must at all times equal or exceed the aggregate of all security deposits collected plus accrued interest thereon, less any security deposits returned to Tenants.





[bookmark: _Toc504966425][bookmark: _Toc73690360]	7.8	Commercial Space	. At least sixty (60) days prior to the date that build-out of the Commercial Space begins, MOHCD must have reviewed and approved any proposed subleases under the Prime Commercial Lease and development plans for the Commercial Space. With the exception of the Prime Commercial Lease, which the City hereby approves, all leases and subleases of Commercial Space must be to bona fide third party tenants capable of performing their financial obligations under their leases, which must reflect arms'-length transactions at the then-current market rental rate for comparable space, provided that, leases for Public Benefit Purposes may be at below-market rates so long as the sum of Project Income and Commercial Income meets approved cash flow requirements for the Project. Allowed uses of Commercial Space must be consistent with all applicable redevelopment plans and local planning and building codes and be reasonably compatible with the design and purpose of the Project. Each lease and sublease of Commercial Space must comply with the MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines as set forth in Exhibit T herein.  





[bookmark: _Toc504966428][bookmark: _Toc73690361]ARTICLE 8	MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966429][bookmark: _Toc73690362]8.1	Borrower's Responsibilities	.  





	(a)	Subject to the rights set forth in Section 8.2, Borrower will be specifically and solely responsible for causing all maintenance, repair and management functions performed in connection with the Project, including selection of tenants, recertification of income and household size, evictions, collection of rents, routine and extraordinary repairs and replacement of capital items.  Borrower must maintain or cause to be maintained the Project, including the Units and common areas, in a safe and sanitary manner in accordance with local health, building and housing codes, California Health and Safety Code 17920.10 and the applicable provisions of 24 CFR Part 35 and all applicable federal requirements.





[bookmark: _Toc504966430][bookmark: _Toc73690363]	8.2	Contracting With Management Agent	.  





		(a)	Borrower may contract or permit contracting with a management agent for the performance of the services or duties required in Section 8.1(a), subject to the City's prior written approval of both the management agent and, at the City's discretion, the management contract between Borrower and the management agent, provided, however, that the arrangement will not relieve Borrower of responsibility for performance of those duties.  Any management contract must contain a provision allowing Borrower to terminate the contract without penalty upon no more than thirty (30) days' notice.  





		(b)	The City will provide written notice to Borrower of any determination that the contractor performing the functions required in Section 8.1(a) has failed to operate and manage the Project in accordance with this Agreement.  If the contractor has not cured the failure within a reasonable time period, as determined by the City, Borrower must exercise its right of termination immediately and make immediate arrangements for continuous and continuing performance of the functions required in Section 8.1(a), subject to the City's approval. As of the Agreement Date, the City has approved Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation as Borrower’s management agent, subject to approval of the management contract.   





[bookmark: _Toc504966431][bookmark: _Toc73690364]	8.3	Borrower Management	.  Borrower may manage the Project itself only with the City's prior written approval.  The City will provide written notice to Borrower of any determination that Borrower has failed to operate and manage the Project in accordance with this Agreement, in which case, the City may require Borrower to contract or cause contracting with a management agent to operate the Project, or to make other arrangements the City deems necessary to ensure performance of the functions required in Section 8.1(a).





[bookmark: _Toc473629007][bookmark: _Toc476129648][bookmark: _Toc476392136][bookmark: _Toc480957383][bookmark: _Toc488557109][bookmark: _Toc488557350][bookmark: _Toc488664051][bookmark: _Toc504903414][bookmark: _Toc504903628][bookmark: _Toc504903844][bookmark: _Toc504903979][bookmark: _Toc504904114][bookmark: _Toc504904312][bookmark: _Toc504966432][bookmark: _Toc73690365]ARTICLE 9	GOVERNMENTAL APPROVALS AND REQUIREMENTS 	.





[bookmark: _Toc73690366]	9.1	Approvals	.  Borrower covenants that it has obtained or will obtain in a timely manner and comply with all federal, state and local governmental approvals required by Law to be obtained for the Project.  Subject to Section 17.2, this Section does not prohibit Borrower from contesting any interpretation or application of Laws in good faith and by appropriate proceedings. 





[bookmark: _Toc473541405][bookmark: _Toc473541609][bookmark: _Toc473629008][bookmark: _Toc476129649][bookmark: _Toc476392137][bookmark: _Toc480957384][bookmark: _Toc488557110][bookmark: _Toc488557351][bookmark: _Toc488664052][bookmark: _Toc504903415][bookmark: _Toc504903629][bookmark: _Toc504903845][bookmark: _Toc504903980][bookmark: _Toc504904115][bookmark: _Toc504904313][bookmark: _Toc504966433][bookmark: _Toc73690367]	9.2	Borrower Compliance	.  Borrower must comply, and where applicable, require its contractors to comply, with all applicable Laws governing the use of Funds for the construction, rehabilitation and/or operation of the Project, including those set forth in Exhibit E and Exhibit L. Additionally, Borrower must comply with all applicable HOPWA Regulations, but only with respect to any HOPWA Units for which Borrower has not received a waiver from the City of Borrower’s obligations set forth in Exhibit A. Borrower acknowledges that its failure to comply with any of these requirements will constitute an Event of Default under this Agreement.  Subject to Section 17.2, this Section does not prohibit Borrower from contesting any interpretation or application of Laws in good faith and by appropriate proceedings.  





[bookmark: _Toc473541420][bookmark: _Toc473541624][bookmark: _Toc473629023][bookmark: _Toc476129664][bookmark: _Toc476392152][bookmark: _Toc480957398][bookmark: _Toc488557123][bookmark: _Toc488557364][bookmark: _Toc488664065][bookmark: _Toc504903416][bookmark: _Toc504903630][bookmark: _Toc504903846][bookmark: _Toc504903981][bookmark: _Toc504904116][bookmark: _Toc504904314][bookmark: _Toc504966434][bookmark: _Toc73690368]	9.3	Additional Federal Requirements	.   The following provision shall apply as long as Federal Funds are used to finance the Project. 





		(a)	Compliance With Laws Borrower agrees to abide by all applicable Laws, including HUD regulations, pertaining to  this Agreement and to any contracts pertaining to the Project.  In the event HUD formally amends, waives or repeals any HUD administrative regulation previously applicable to Borrower's performance under this Agreement, MOHCD expressly reserves the right, upon giving notice to HUD and Borrower, to require Borrower's performance as though the regulation were not amended, waived or repealed, subject only to written and binding objection by HUD.  Borrower further acknowledges that the City may impose more stringent requirements with regard to affordability restrictions than those required by HUD and agrees to comply with the City's requirements as set forth in this Agreement.  





		(b)	Drug-Free Workplace  Borrower acknowledges that under the Federal Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (41 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq.), the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited on its premises.  Borrower agrees that any violation of this prohibition by Borrower, its employees, agents or assigns will be deemed an Event of Default under this Agreement.





		(c)	Restrictions on Lobbying Activities





			(i)	This Agreement is subject to 31 U.S.C. Section 1352, which provides in part that, with specified exceptions, no appropriated funds may be expended by the recipient of a federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative agreement to pay any person for influencing, or attempting to influence, an officer or employee of any agency, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with any of the following covered federal actions:  the awarding of any federal contract, the making of any federal grant, the making of any federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment or modification of any federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative agreement.





			(ii)	If the Funding Amount exceeds $100,000, Borrower must file with MOHCD at the beginning of the Compliance Term and promptly after the occurrence of any change in the facts certified or disclosed:





				(A)	a certification substantially the same as that attached hereto as Exhibit F, and otherwise, in form and content satisfactory to the City and to HUD, that Borrower, its employees, officers and agents have not made, and will not make, any payment prohibited by Subsection (i) above; and





				(B)	a disclosure form, Federal Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure of Lobbying Activities," if Borrower, its employees, officers or agents have made or agreed to make any payment using funds from a source other than the Funds that would be prohibited under Subsection (i) above if payment were made with Funds.  The City will file the disclosure form with HUD and retain the certification for the City's records as required by Law.





		(d)	Debarment or Suspension  Borrower must certify in form and content substantially the same as that attached hereto as Exhibit F that neither it nor any of its principals is listed by the General Services Administration as debarred, suspended, ineligible or voluntarily excluded from receiving the Funds on the Agreement Date.  In addition, Borrower will review the list to ensure that any contractor or subcontractor who bids for a contract in excess of $100,000 is not debarred, suspended, ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participating in federal programs and activities in addition to obtaining the certification of each contractor or subcontractor whose bid is accepted.





		(e)	Single Audit.  If Borrower cumulatively expends $750,000.00 or more in Federal Funds during Borrower’s fiscal year, Borrower must conduct a single audit or program-specific audit by an independent auditor in accordance with OMB Uniform Guidance requirements in 2 CFR part 200 subpart F (§200.500 et seq.), as it may be amended from time to time (“Single Audit”).  Borrower must submit a copy of the Single Audit report to MOHCD within nine (9) months after the end of Borrower’s fiscal year or thirty (30) days after receiving the Single Audit report from the auditor. 


		


		(f)	Other HUD Requirements The following federal requirements are applicable to all activities funded under this Agreement:





			(i)	the requirements of  the “Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements For Federal Awards,” 2 CFR part 200, relating to allowable costs chargeable to the Funds and contractual requirements for nonprofit organizations, as applicable; and





			(ii)	the provisions of 2 CFR part 200, "Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements For Federal Awards," and 24 CFR part 570, "Community Development Block Grants."








[bookmark: _Toc504903422][bookmark: _Toc504903636][bookmark: _Toc504903852][bookmark: _Toc504903987][bookmark: _Toc504904122][bookmark: _Toc504904320][bookmark: _Toc504966440][bookmark: _Toc73690369]ARTICLE 10	PROJECT MONITORING, REPORTS, BOOKS AND RECORDS	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966441][bookmark: _Toc73690370]	10.1	Generally	.  





		(a)	Borrower understands and agrees that it will be monitored by the City from time to time to assure compliance with all terms and conditions in this Agreement and all Laws.  Borrower acknowledges that, after the Borrower acquires Control of the Site, the City may also conduct periodic on-site inspections of the Project.  Borrower must cooperate with the monitoring by the City and ensure full access to the Project and all information related to the Project as reasonably required by the City.





		(b)	Borrower must keep and maintain books, records and other documents relating to the receipt and use of all Funds, including all documents evidencing any Project Income and Project Expenses.  Borrower must maintain records of all income, expenditures, assets, liabilities, contracts, operations, tenant eligibility and condition of the Project.  All financial reports must be prepared and maintained in accordance with GAAP as in effect at the time of performance.





		(c)	Borrower must provide written notice of the replacement of its executive director, director of housing development, director of property management and/or any equivalent position within thirty (30) days after the effective date of such replacement.





[bookmark: _Toc73690371]	10.2	Monthly Reporting	.  Borrower must submit monthly reports (the “MOHCD Monthly Project Update”) describing progress toward developing the Project with respect to obtaining necessary approvals from other City departments, procuring architects, consultants and contractors, changes in scope, cost or schedule and significant milestones achieved in the past month and expected to be achieved in the coming month.  The MOHCD Monthly Project Update must be submitted by email in substantially the form to be found in the Contracting Manual until such time as the Project Completion Report is submitted to the City pursuant to Section 10.5 below.





[bookmark: _Toc473629030][bookmark: _Toc476129672][bookmark: _Toc476392160][bookmark: _Toc480957406][bookmark: _Toc488557132][bookmark: _Toc488557373][bookmark: _Toc488664074][bookmark: _Toc504903424][bookmark: _Toc504903638][bookmark: _Toc504903854][bookmark: _Toc504903989][bookmark: _Toc504904124][bookmark: _Toc504904322][bookmark: _Toc504966442][bookmark: _Toc73690372]	10.3	Annual Reporting	.  





		(a)	From and after the Completion Date, Borrower must file with the City annual report forms (the "Annual Monitoring Report") that include audited financial statements with an income and expense statement for the Project covering the applicable reporting period, a statement of balances, deposits and withdrawals from all Accounts, line item statements of Project Expenses, Project Income, Project Fees (if any), Residual Receipts and any Distributions made, evidence of required insurance, a description of marketing activities and a rent roll, no later than one hundred fifty (150) days after the end of Borrower's fiscal year.  The Annual Monitoring Report must be in substantially the form attached as Exhibit G or as later modified during the Compliance Term. 





		(b)	If the source of Funds is Federal Funding, Borrower must also provide an annual accounting of program income, as defined in applicable federal regulations.





[bookmark: _Toc73690373]	10.4	Capital Needs Assessment	.  In accordance with the CNA Policy, Borrower must deliver to MOHCD an updated CNA every five (5) years after the Completion Date for approval.  .





[bookmark: _Toc73690374]	10.5	Project Completion Report	.  Within the specific time periods set forth below after the completion of rehabilitation or construction, the lease-up and/or permanent financing of the Project, as applicable, Borrower must provide to the City the reports listed below certified by Borrower to be complete and accurate.  Subsequent to the required submission of the reports listed below, Borrower must provide to the City information or documents reasonably requested by the City to assist in the City’s review and analysis of the submitted reports:





		(a)	within ninety (90) days after the Completion Date, a draft cost certification (or other similar project audit performed by an independent certified public accountant identifying the sources and uses of all Project funds including the Funds;





		(b)	within one hundred-eighty (180) days after the Completion Date, a report on use of Small Disadvantaged Business Enterprises as defined in the SBE Manual, including the type of work and the dollar value of such work; 





		(c)	within ninety (90) days after seventy-five percent (75%) occupancy, and one hundred percent (100%) occupancy, respectively, a report on the lease-up of the Units including number of leases by race, ethnicity and single-headed household by gender, to the extent available, location of previous residence, and also indicating the Units by income category; and





		(d)	within ninety (90) days after the Completion Date, a report demonstrating compliance with all requirements regarding relocation, including the names of all individuals or businesses occupying the Site on the date of the submission of the application for Funds, those moving in after that date, and those occupying the Site upon completion of the Project. 





		(e)	within one hundred-eighty (180) days after the Completion Date, and if the Project has used Federal Funds, a report demonstrating compliance with all requirements regarding HUD Section 3, including documentation of total labor hours worked on the Project, total Section 3 hours worked, total wages paid, total Section 3 wages paid, and the names of all individuals employed to comply with the Section 3 and Section 3 goals, including the total hours worked for each individual and total wages paid to each individual.





[bookmark: _Toc73690375]	10.6	Response to Inquiries	.  At the request of the City, its agents, employees or attorneys, Borrower must respond promptly and specifically to questions relating to the income, expenditures, assets, liabilities, contracts, operations and condition of the Project, the status of any mortgage encumbering the Project and any other requested information with respect to Borrower or the Project.





[bookmark: _Toc73690376]	10.7	Delivery of Records	.  At the request of the City, made through its agents, employees, officers or attorneys, Borrower must provide the City with copies of each of the following documents, certified in writing by Borrower to be complete and accurate:





		(a)	all tax returns filed with the United States Internal Revenue Service, the California Franchise Tax Board and/or the California State Board of Equalization on behalf of Borrower and any member or manager of Borrower; 





		(b)	all certified financial statements of Borrower and, if applicable, its member or manager, the accuracy of which must be certified by an auditor satisfactory to the City; and





		(c)	any other records related to Borrower's ownership structure and the use and occupancy of the Site.





[bookmark: _Toc504903428][bookmark: _Toc504903642][bookmark: _Toc504903858][bookmark: _Toc504903993][bookmark: _Toc504904128][bookmark: _Toc504904326][bookmark: _Toc504966446][bookmark: _Toc73690377]	10.8	Access to the Project and Other Project Books and Records	.  In addition to Borrower's obligations under Sections 2.4, 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7 and any other obligations to provide reports or maintain records in any City Document, Borrower agrees that duly authorized representatives of the City will have:  (a) access to the Project throughout the Compliance Term to monitor the progress of work on the Project and compliance by Borrower with the terms of this Agreement; and (b) access to and the right to inspect, copy, audit and examine all books, records and other documents Borrower is required to keep at all reasonable times, following reasonable notice, for the retention period required under Section 10.9. 





[bookmark: _Toc73690378]	10.9	Records Retention	.  Borrower must retain all records required for the periods required under applicable Laws. 





[bookmark: _Toc473629032][bookmark: _Toc476129674][bookmark: _Toc476392162][bookmark: _Toc480957408][bookmark: _Toc488557134][bookmark: _Toc488557375][bookmark: _Toc488664076][bookmark: _Toc504903430][bookmark: _Toc504903644][bookmark: _Toc504903860][bookmark: _Toc504903995][bookmark: _Toc504904130][bookmark: _Toc504904328][bookmark: _Toc504966448][bookmark: _Toc73690379]ARTICLE 11	USE OF INCOME FROM OPERATIONS	.





[bookmark: _Toc488664077][bookmark: _Toc504903431][bookmark: _Toc504903645][bookmark: _Toc504903861][bookmark: _Toc504903996][bookmark: _Toc504904131][bookmark: _Toc504904329][bookmark: _Toc504966449][bookmark: _Toc73690380]	11.1	Project Operating Account	.  





	(a)	Borrower must deposit all Project Income promptly after receipt into a segregated depository account (the "Project Operating Account") established exclusively for the Project.  Withdrawals from the Project Operating Account may be made only in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and the approved Annual Operating Budget, as it may be revised from time to time with the City's approval.  Borrower may make withdrawals from the Project Operating Account solely for the payment of Project Expenses and Project Fees.  Withdrawals from the Project Operating Account (including accrued interest) for other purposes may be made only with the City's express prior written approval.  





		(b)	Borrower must keep accurate records indicating the amount of Project Income deposited into and withdrawn from the Project Operating Account and the use of Project Income.  Borrower must provide copies of the records to the City upon request.





[bookmark: _Toc473629034][bookmark: _Toc476129676][bookmark: _Toc476392164][bookmark: _Toc480957410][bookmark: _Toc488557136][bookmark: _Toc488557377][bookmark: _Toc488664078][bookmark: _Toc504903432][bookmark: _Toc504903646][bookmark: _Toc504903862][bookmark: _Toc504903997][bookmark: _Toc504904132][bookmark: _Toc504904330][bookmark: _Toc504966450][bookmark: _Toc73690381]ARTICLE 12	REQUIRED RESERVES.	  





[bookmark: _Toc473541430][bookmark: _Toc473541634][bookmark: _Toc473629035][bookmark: _Toc476129677][bookmark: _Toc476392165][bookmark: _Toc480957411][bookmark: _Toc488557137][bookmark: _Toc488557378][bookmark: _Toc488664079][bookmark: _Toc504903433][bookmark: _Toc504903647][bookmark: _Toc504903863][bookmark: _Toc504903998][bookmark: _Toc504904133][bookmark: _Toc504904331][bookmark: _Toc504966451][bookmark: _Toc73690382]	12.1	Replacement Reserve Account	.  





		(a)	Commencing no later than the Conversion Date, or any other date the City designates in writing, Borrower must establish or cause to be established a segregated interest-bearing replacement reserve depository account (the "Replacement Reserve Account").  On or before the 15th day of each month following establishment of the Replacement Reserve Account, Borrower must make monthly deposits from Project Income into the Replacement Reserve Account in the amount necessary to meet the requirements of this Section.  The City may review the adequacy of deposits to the Replacement Reserve Account periodically and require adjustments as it deems necessary.





		(b)	Borrower must make an initial deposit into the Replacement Reserve Account in an amount equal to $1,000 per Unit.  Thereafter, monthly deposits must equal the higher of (i) the amount needed under Borrower's approved CNA, or (ii) 1/12th of the following amount: $XXXXX. 





Borrower may request adjustments every five (5) years based on its most recently approved CNA.  If the Project is unable to make a required replacement reserve deposit due to unavailable cash flow, the Borrower must submit a plan for review and approval to MOHCD that addresses the cash flow shortfall.  





		(c)	Borrower may withdraw funds from the Replacement Reserve Account solely to fund capital improvements for the Project, such as replacing or repairing structural elements, furniture, fixtures or equipment of the Project that are reasonably required to preserve the Project.  Borrower may not withdraw funds (including any accrued interest) from the Replacement Reserve Account for any other purpose without the City's prior written approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.  





[bookmark: _Toc473541431][bookmark: _Toc473541635][bookmark: _Toc473629036][bookmark: _Toc476129678][bookmark: _Toc476392166][bookmark: _Toc480957412][bookmark: _Toc488557138][bookmark: _Toc488557379][bookmark: _Toc488664080][bookmark: _Toc504903434][bookmark: _Toc504903648][bookmark: _Toc504903864][bookmark: _Toc504903999][bookmark: _Toc504904134][bookmark: _Toc504904332][bookmark: _Toc504966452][bookmark: _Toc73690383]	12.2	Operating Reserve Account	.





		(a)	Commencing no later than the Conversion Date, or any other date the City designates in writing, Borrower must establish or cause to be established a segregated interest-bearing operating reserve depository account (the "Operating Reserve Account") by depositing funds in an amount equal to twenty-five percent (25%) of the approved budget for Project Expenses for the first full year of operation of the Project.  The City may review the adequacy of deposits to the Operating Reserve Account periodically and require adjustments as it deems necessary.





		(b)	No less than annually after establishing the Operating Reserve Account and continuing until the Compliance Term has expired, Borrower must make additional deposits, if necessary, to bring the balance in the Operating Reserve Account to an amount equal to twenty-five percent (25%) of the prior year's actual Project Expenses.





		(c)	Borrower may withdraw funds from the Operating Reserve Account solely to alleviate cash shortages resulting from unanticipated and unusually high maintenance expenses, seasonal fluctuations in utility costs, abnormally high vacancies and other expenses that vary seasonally or from month to month in the Project.  Borrower may not withdraw funds (including any accrued interest) from the Operating Reserve Account for any other purpose without the City's prior written approval. 


 


[bookmark: _Toc473629038][bookmark: _Toc476129680][bookmark: _Toc476392168][bookmark: _Toc480957414][bookmark: _Toc488557140][bookmark: _Toc488557381][bookmark: _Toc488664082][bookmark: _Toc504903436][bookmark: _Toc504903650][bookmark: _Toc504903866][bookmark: _Toc504904001][bookmark: _Toc504904136][bookmark: _Toc504904334][bookmark: _Toc504966454][bookmark: _Toc73690384]ARTICLE 13	DISTRIBUTIONS	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966455][bookmark: _Toc73690385]	13.1	Definition	.  "Distributions" refers to cash or other benefits received as Project Income from the operation of the Project and available to be distributed to Borrower or any party having a beneficial interest in the Project, but does not include reasonable payments for property management, asset management or other services performed in connection with the Project.  Distributions must be used for activities in San Francisco that would be eligible uses of Project Income under program regulations for the CDBG Program.  Distributions may also be used for new construction if the activity is otherwise allowable under CDBG regulations.





[bookmark: _Toc473541435][bookmark: _Toc473541639][bookmark: _Toc473629040][bookmark: _Toc476129682][bookmark: _Toc476392170][bookmark: _Toc480957416][bookmark: _Toc488557142][bookmark: _Toc488557383][bookmark: _Toc488664084][bookmark: _Toc504903438][bookmark: _Toc504903652][bookmark: _Toc504903868][bookmark: _Toc504904003][bookmark: _Toc504904138][bookmark: _Toc504904336][bookmark: _Toc504966456][bookmark: _Toc73690386]	13.2	Conditions to Distributions	.  The 20-Year Cash Flow Proforma attached hereto as Exhibit B-2 includes projections of annual Distributions.  Exhibit B-2 is not intended to impose limits on the amounts to be annually distributed. Distributions for a particular fiscal year may be made only following:  (a) City approval of the Annual Monitoring Report submitted for that year; (b) the City's determination that Borrower is not in default under this Agreement or any other agreement entered into with the City and County of San Francisco or the City for the Project; and (c) the City's determination that the amount of the proposed Distribution satisfies the conditions of this Agreement.  The City will be deemed to have approved Borrower's written request for approval of a proposed Distribution unless the City delivers its disapproval or request for more information to Borrower within thirty (30) business days after the City's receipt of the request for approval.





[bookmark: _Toc473541436][bookmark: _Toc473541640][bookmark: _Toc473629041][bookmark: _Toc476129683][bookmark: _Toc476392171][bookmark: _Toc480957417][bookmark: _Toc488557143][bookmark: _Toc488557384][bookmark: _Toc488664085][bookmark: _Toc504903439][bookmark: _Toc504903653][bookmark: _Toc504903869][bookmark: _Toc504904004][bookmark: _Toc504904139][bookmark: _Toc504904337][bookmark: _Toc504966457][bookmark: _Toc73690387]	13.3	Prohibited Distributions	.  No Distribution may be made in the following circumstances:





		(a)	when a written notice of default has been issued by any entity with an equitable or beneficial interest in the Project and the default is not cured within the applicable cure periods; or





		(b)	when the City determines that Borrower or Borrower's management agent has failed to comply with this Agreement; or





		(c)	if required debt service on all loans secured by the Project and all operating expenses have not been paid current; or





		(d)	if the Replacement Reserve Account, Operating Reserve Account or any other reserve account required for the Project is not fully funded under this Agreement; or





		(e)	if the Loan is to be repaid from Residual Receipts, Borrower failed to make a payment when due on a Payment Date and the sum remains unpaid; or





		(f)	during the pendency of an uncured Event of Default (including Borrower's failure to provide its own funds at any time the City determines the Loan is out of balance) under any City Document.





[bookmark: _Toc73690388]	13.4	Borrower's Use of Residual Receipts for Development	.  To the extent that making a Distribution is not inconsistent with any other financing agreement for the Project, and subject to the limitations in this Article, with the City’s prior written approval Borrower may retain a portion of Residual Receipts in lieu of using them to repay the Loan in an amount consistent with the Residual Receipts Policy attached hereto as Exhibit P.   Borrower acknowledges that the City may withhold its consent to a Distribution in any year in which Residual Receipts are insufficient to meet Borrower's payment obligations under the City Note.





[bookmark: _Toc473629043][bookmark: _Toc476129684][bookmark: _Toc476392172][bookmark: _Toc480957418][bookmark: _Toc488557144][bookmark: _Toc488557385][bookmark: _Toc488664086][bookmark: _Toc504903440][bookmark: _Toc504903654][bookmark: _Toc504903870][bookmark: _Toc504904005][bookmark: _Toc504904140][bookmark: _Toc504904338][bookmark: _Toc504966458][bookmark: _Toc73690389]ARTICLE 14	SYNDICATION PROCEEDS	.





[bookmark: _Toc473541439][bookmark: _Toc473541643][bookmark: _Toc473629044][bookmark: _Toc476129685][bookmark: _Toc476392173][bookmark: _Toc480957419][bookmark: _Toc488557145][bookmark: _Toc488557386][bookmark: _Toc488664087][bookmark: _Toc504903441][bookmark: _Toc504903655][bookmark: _Toc504903871][bookmark: _Toc504904006][bookmark: _Toc504904141][bookmark: _Toc504904339][bookmark: _Toc504966459][bookmark: _Toc73690390]	14.1	Distribution and Use	.  If Borrower is a limited partnership or limited liability company, and unless otherwise approved by the City in writing, Borrower must allocate, distribute and pay or cause to be allocated, distributed and paid all net syndication proceeds and all loan and grant funds as specified in the Table.  Borrower must notify the City of the receipt and disposition of any net syndication proceeds received by Borrower during the term of this Agreement.  





[bookmark: _Toc473629045][bookmark: _Toc476129686][bookmark: _Toc476392174][bookmark: _Toc480957420][bookmark: _Toc488557146][bookmark: _Toc488557387][bookmark: _Toc488664088][bookmark: _Toc504903442][bookmark: _Toc504903656][bookmark: _Toc504903872][bookmark: _Toc504904007][bookmark: _Toc504904142][bookmark: _Toc504904340][bookmark: _Toc504966460][bookmark: _Toc73690391]ARTICLE 15	DEVELOPER FEES	.  





[bookmark: _Toc504966461][bookmark: _Toc73690392]	15.1	Amount	.  The City has approved the payment of development fees to the Developer in an amount not to exceed Five Hundred Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($500,000.00) for developing the Project (“Developer Fees”), subject to the Developer Fee Policy and the terms and conditions set forth in full in the Developer Fee Agreement between the City and Developer.  





[bookmark: _Toc73690393]	15.2	Fee Payment Schedule	.  Developer will receive payment of the Developer Fees pursuant to Section 2(b) of the Developer Fee Agreement, provided, however, if there is any conflict between the Borrower’s Development Services Agreement and the Developer Fee Agreement, the Borrower’s Development Services Agreement will control. 





[bookmark: _Toc473629048][bookmark: _Toc476129689][bookmark: _Toc476392177][bookmark: _Toc480957423][bookmark: _Toc488557151][bookmark: _Toc488557392][bookmark: _Toc488664094][bookmark: _Toc504903445][bookmark: _Toc504903659][bookmark: _Toc504903875][bookmark: _Toc504904010][bookmark: _Toc504904145][bookmark: _Toc504904343][bookmark: _Toc504966463][bookmark: _Toc73690394]ARTICLE 16	TRANSFERS	.





[bookmark: _Toc473541444][bookmark: _Toc473541648][bookmark: _Toc473629049][bookmark: _Toc476129690][bookmark: _Toc476392178][bookmark: _Toc480957424][bookmark: _Toc488557152][bookmark: _Toc488557393][bookmark: _Toc488664095][bookmark: _Toc504903446][bookmark: _Toc504903660][bookmark: _Toc504903876][bookmark: _Toc504904011][bookmark: _Toc504904146][bookmark: _Toc504904344][bookmark: _Toc504966464][bookmark: _Toc73690395]	16.1	Permitted Transfers/Consent.  	Borrower may not cause or permit any voluntary transfer, assignment or encumbrance of its interest in the Site or Project or of any ownership interests in Borrower, or lease or permit a sublease on all or any part of the Project, other than:  (a) leases, subleases or occupancy agreements to occupants of Units and/or Commercial Space in the Project; or (b) security interests for the benefit of lenders securing loans for the Project as approved by the City on terms and in amounts as approved by City in its reasonable discretion (c) transfers from Borrower to a limited partnership or limited liability company formed for the tax credit syndication of the Project, where Borrower or an affiliated nonprofit public benefit corporation is the sole general partner or manager of that entity or is the manager of a limited liability company that is the sole general partner or manager of that entity; (d) transfers of the general partnership or manager's interest in Borrower to a nonprofit public benefit corporation approved in advance by the City; (e) transfers of any limited partnership or membership interest in Borrower to an investor pursuant to the tax credit syndication of the Project;  (f) the grant or exercise of an option agreement between Borrower and Borrower's general partner or manager or any of its affiliates in connection with the tax credit syndication of the Project where such agreement has been previously approved in writing by the City; or (g) to remove or replace the General Partner in accordance with the terms of the Borrower’s Partnership Agreement, a transfer of any general partnership interest to a new general partner approved in advance by the City. such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. Any other transfer, assignment, encumbrance or lease without the City's prior written consent will be voidable and, at the City's election, constitute an Event of Default under this Agreement.  The City's consent to any specific assignment, encumbrance, lease or other transfer will not constitute its consent to any subsequent transfer or a waiver of any of the City's rights under this Agreement.  





[bookmark: _Toc473629050][bookmark: _Toc476129691][bookmark: _Toc476392179][bookmark: _Toc480957425][bookmark: _Toc488557153][bookmark: _Toc488557394][bookmark: _Toc488664096][bookmark: _Toc504903447][bookmark: _Toc504903661][bookmark: _Toc504903877][bookmark: _Toc504904012][bookmark: _Toc504904147][bookmark: _Toc504904345][bookmark: _Toc504966465][bookmark: _Toc73690396]ARTICLE 17	INSURANCE AND BONDS; INDEMNITY	.





[bookmark: _Toc488557154][bookmark: _Toc488557395][bookmark: _Toc488664097][bookmark: _Toc504903448][bookmark: _Toc504903662][bookmark: _Toc504903878][bookmark: _Toc504904013][bookmark: _Toc504904148][bookmark: _Toc504904346][bookmark: _Toc504966466][bookmark: _Toc73690397]	17.1	Borrower's Insurance	.  Subject to approval by the City's Risk Manager of the insurers and policy forms, Borrower must obtain and maintain, or cause to be obtained and maintained, insurance and bonds as set forth in Exhibit L from the date the Deed of Trust is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of San Francisco County until the expiration of the Compliance Term at no expense to the City. 





[bookmark: _Toc504903464][bookmark: _Toc504903678][bookmark: _Toc504903894][bookmark: _Toc504904029][bookmark: _Toc504904164][bookmark: _Toc504904362][bookmark: _Toc504966482][bookmark: _Toc73690398]17.2	Borrower's Indemnity Obligations	.  Borrower must indemnify, protect, defend and hold harmless each of the Indemnitees from and against any and all Losses arising out of:  (a) any default by Borrower in the observance or performance of any of Borrower's obligations under the City Documents (including those covenants set forth in Article 18 below); (b) any failure of any representation by Borrower to be correct in all respects when made; (c) injury or death to persons or damage to property or other loss occurring on or in connection with the Site or the Project, whether caused by the negligence or any other act or omission of Borrower or any other person or by negligent, faulty, inadequate or defective design, building, construction, rehabilitation or maintenance or any other condition or otherwise; (d) any claim of any surety in connection with any bond relating to the construction or rehabilitation of any improvements or offsite improvements; (e) any claim, demand or cause of action, or any action or other proceeding, whether meritorious or not, brought or asserted against any Indemnitee that relates to or arises out of the City Documents, the Loan, the Site or the Project or any transaction contemplated by, or the relationship between Borrower and the City or any action or inaction by the City under, the City Documents; (f) the occurrence, until the expiration of the Compliance Term, of any Environmental Activity or any failure of Borrower or any other person to comply with all applicable Environmental Laws relating to the Project or the Site; (g) the occurrence, after the Compliance Term, of any Environmental Activity resulting directly or indirectly from any Environmental Activity occurring before the expiration of the Compliance Term; (h) any liability of any nature arising from Borrower’s contest of or relating to the application of any Law, including any contest permitted under Sections 9.1, 9.2 and 18.2; or (i) any claim, demand or cause of action, or any investigation, inquiry, order, hearing, action or other proceeding by or before any Governmental Agency, whether meritorious or not, that directly or indirectly relates to, arises from or is based on the occurrence or allegation of any of the matters described in clauses (a) through (h) above, provided that no Indemnitee will be entitled to indemnification under this Section for matters caused solely by its own gross negligence or willful misconduct.  





	17.3	Duty to Defend.  Borrower acknowledges and agrees that its obligation to defend the Indemnitees under Section 17.2:  (a) is an immediate obligation, independent of its other obligations hereunder; (b) applies to any Loss which actually or potentially falls within the scope of Section 17.2, regardless of whether the allegations asserted in connection with such Loss are or may be groundless, false or fraudulent; and (c) arises at the time the Loss is tendered to Borrower by the Indemnitee and continues at all times thereafter.  In the event any action or proceeding is brought against an Indemnitee by reason of a claim arising out of any Loss for which Borrower has indemnified the Indemnitees, upon written notice, Borrower must answer and otherwise defend the action or proceeding using counsel approved in writing by the Indemnitee at Borrower's sole expense.  Each Indemnitee will have the right, exercised in its sole discretion, but without being required to do so, to defend, adjust, settle or compromise any claim, obligation, debt, demand, suit or judgment against the Indemnitee in connection with the matters covered by this Agreement.  The Indemnitee must give Borrower prompt notice of any Loss and Borrower has the right to defend, settle and compromise any such Loss; provided, however, that the Indemnitee has the right to retain its own counsel at the expense of Borrower if representation of such Indemnitee by the counsel retained by Borrower would be inappropriate due to conflicts of interest between such Indemnitee and Borrower.  An Indemnitee’s failure to notify Borrower promptly of any Loss does not relieve Borrower of any liability to such Indemnity under Section 17.2, unless such failure materially impairs Borrower’s ability to defend such Loss.  Borrower must seek the Indemnitee’s prior written consent to settle or compromise any Loss if Borrower contends that such Indemnitee shares in liability with respect thereto.





[bookmark: _Toc504966483][bookmark: _Toc73690399]	17.4	No Limitation	.  Borrower's obligations under Section 17.2 are not limited by the insurance requirements under this Agreement.





	17.5	Survival.  The provisions of this Section will survive the repayment of the Loan and/or termination of this Agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc504903460][bookmark: _Toc504903674][bookmark: _Toc504903890][bookmark: _Toc504904025][bookmark: _Toc504904160][bookmark: _Toc504904358][bookmark: _Toc504966478][bookmark: _Toc73690400]ARTICLE 18	HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES	.





[bookmark: _Toc504903461][bookmark: _Toc504903675][bookmark: _Toc504903891][bookmark: _Toc504904026][bookmark: _Toc504904161][bookmark: _Toc504904359][bookmark: _Toc504966479][bookmark: _Toc73690401]	18.1	Borrower's Representations	.  Borrower represents and warrants to the City that, to the best of Borrower's actual knowledge, without independent investigation or inquiry as of the Agreement Date, the following statements are true and correct except as disclosed in the Phase I and Phase II environmental reports dated June 26, 2020, June 11, 2021, and June 23, 2021 by AEW Engineering, Inc., or otherwise in writing:  (a) the Site is not in violation of any Environmental Laws; (b) the Site is not now, nor has it been, used for the manufacture, use, storage, discharge, deposit, transportation or disposal of any Hazardous Substances, except in limited quantities customarily used in residences and offices and in compliance with Environmental Laws; (c) the Site does not consist of any landfill or contain any underground storage tanks; (d) the improvements on the Site do not consist of any asbestos-containing materials or building materials that contain any other Hazardous Substances; (e) no release of any Hazardous Substances in the improvements on the Site has occurred or in, on, under or about the Site; and (f) the Site is not subject to any claim by any Governmental Agency or third party related to any Environmental Activity or any inquiry by any Governmental Agency (including the California Department of Toxic Substances Control and the Regional Water Quality Control Board) with respect to the presence of Hazardous Substances in the improvements on the Site or in, on, under or about the Site, or the migration of Hazardous Substances from or to other real property.  





[bookmark: _Toc504966480][bookmark: _Toc73690402]	18.2	Covenant	.  Unless the City otherwise consents in writing, at all times from and after the date of this Agreement, at its sole expense, Borrower must:  (a) comply with all applicable Environmental Laws relating to the Site and the Project, and not engage in or otherwise permit the occurrence of any Environmental Activity in violation of any applicable Environmental Laws or that is not customary and incidental to the intended use of the Site, provided that nothing contained in this Section will prevent Borrower from contesting, in good faith and by appropriate proceedings, any interpretation or application of Environmental Laws; and (b) deliver to the City notice of the discovery by Borrower of any event rendering any representation contained in this Section incorrect in any respect promptly following Borrower's discovery. 





[bookmark: _Toc73690403]	18.3	Survival 	.  Borrower and City agree that this Article 18 is intended as City’s written request for information (and Borrower’s response) concerning the environmental condition of the Site as security as required by California Code of Civil Procedure § 726.5; and each provision in this Article (together with any indemnity applicable to a breach of any such provision) with respect to the environmental condition of the Site as security is intended by City and Borrower to be an “environmental provision” for purposes of California Code of Civil Procedure § 736, and as such it is expressly understood that Borrower’s duty to indemnify City hereunder shall survive: (a) any judicial or non-judicial foreclosure under the Deed of Trust, or transfer of the Property in lieu thereof, (b) the release and reconveyance or cancellation of the Deed of Trust; and (c) the satisfaction of all of Borrower’s obligation under the City Documents.





[bookmark: _Toc473629056][bookmark: _Toc476129697][bookmark: _Toc476392185][bookmark: _Toc480957433][bookmark: _Toc488557160][bookmark: _Toc488557401][bookmark: _Toc488664103][bookmark: _Toc504903451][bookmark: _Toc504903665][bookmark: _Toc504903881][bookmark: _Toc504904016][bookmark: _Toc504904151][bookmark: _Toc504904349][bookmark: _Toc504966469][bookmark: _Toc73690404]ARTICLE 19	DEFAULT	.





[bookmark: _Toc473541452][bookmark: _Toc473541656][bookmark: _Toc473629057][bookmark: _Toc476129698][bookmark: _Toc476392186][bookmark: _Toc480957434][bookmark: _Toc488557161][bookmark: _Toc488557402][bookmark: _Toc488664104][bookmark: _Toc504903452][bookmark: _Toc504903666][bookmark: _Toc504903882][bookmark: _Toc504904017][bookmark: _Toc504904152][bookmark: _Toc504904350][bookmark: _Toc504966470][bookmark: _Toc73690405]	19.1	Event of Default	.  Any material breach by Borrower of any covenant, agreement, provision or warranty contained in this Agreement or in any of the City Documents that remains uncured upon the expiration of any applicable notice and cure periods contained in any City Document will constitute an "Event of Default," including the following:





		(a)	Borrower fails to make any payment required under this Agreement within ten (10) days after the date when due; or 





		(b)	Any lien is recorded against all or any part of the Site or the Project without the City's prior written consent, whether prior or subordinate to the lien of the Deed of Trust or Declaration of Restrictions, and the lien is not removed from title or otherwise remedied to the City's satisfaction within thirty (30) days after Borrower's receipt of written notice from the City to cure the default, or, if the default cannot be cured within a 30-day period, Borrower will have sixty (60) days to cure the default, or any longer period of time deemed necessary by the City, provided that Borrower commences to cure the default within the 30-day period and diligently pursues the cure to completion; or 





		(c)	Borrower fails to perform or observe any other term, covenant or agreement contained in any City Document, and the failure continues for thirty (30) days after Borrower's receipt of written notice from the City to cure the default, or, if the default cannot be cured within a 30-day period, Borrower will have sixty (60) days to cure the default, or any longer period of time deemed necessary by the City, provided that Borrower commences to cure the default within the 30-day period and diligently pursues the cure to completion; or 





		(d)	Any representation or warranty made by Borrower in any City Document proves to have been incorrect in any material respect when made; or





		(e)	All or a substantial or material portion of the improvements on the Site is damaged or destroyed by fire or other casualty, and the City has determined upon restoration or repair that the security of the Deed of Trust has been impaired or that the repair, restoration or replacement of the improvements in accordance with the requirements of the Deed of Trust is not economically practicable or is not completed within two (2) years of the receipt of insurance proceeds; or all or a substantial or material portion of the improvements is condemned, seized or appropriated by any non-City Governmental Agency or subject to any action or other proceeding instituted by any non-City Governmental Agency for any purpose with the result that the improvements cannot be operated for their intended purpose; or 





		(f)	Borrower is dissolved or liquidated or merged with or into any other entity; or, if Borrower is a corporation, partnership, limited liability company or trust, Borrower ceases to exist in its present form and (where applicable) in good standing and duly qualified under the laws of the jurisdiction of formation and California for any period of more than ten (10) days; or, if Borrower is an individual, Borrower dies or becomes incapacitated; or all or substantially all of the assets of Borrower are sold or otherwise transferred except as permitted under Section 16.1; or





		(g)	Without the City's prior written consent, Borrower assigns or attempts to assign any rights or interest under any City Document, whether voluntarily or involuntarily, except as permitted under Section 16.1; or





		(h)	Without the City's prior written consent, Borrower voluntarily or involuntarily assigns or attempts to sell, lease, assign, encumber or otherwise transfer all or any portion of the ownership interests in Borrower or of its right, title or interest in the Project or the Site except as permitted under Article 16; or





		(i)	Without the City’s prior written consent, Borrower transfers, or authorizes the transfer of, funds in any Account required or authorized under this Agreement; or





		(j)	Either the Deed of Trust or the Declaration of Restrictions ceases to constitute a valid and indefeasible perfected lien on the Site and improvements, subject only to Permitted Exceptions; or 





		(k)	Borrower is subject to an order for relief by the bankruptcy court, or is unable or admits in writing its inability to pay its debts as they mature or makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; or Borrower applies for or consents to the appointment of any receiver, trustee or similar official for Borrower or for all or any part of its property (or an appointment is made without its consent and the appointment continues undischarged and unstayed for sixty (60) days); or Borrower institutes or consents to any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, arrangement, readjustment of debt, dissolution, custodianship, conservatorship, liquidation, rehabilitation or similar proceeding relating to Borrower or to all or any part of its property under the laws of any jurisdiction (or a proceeding is instituted without its consent and continues undismissed and unstayed for more than sixty (60) days); or any judgment, writ, warrant of attachment or execution or similar process is issued or levied against the Site, the improvements or any other property of Borrower and is not released, vacated or fully bonded within sixty (60) days after its issue or levy; or 





		(l)	Any material adverse change occurs in the financial condition or operations of Borrower, such as a loss of services funding or rental subsidies, that has a material adverse impact on the Project; provided, however, that if Borrower provides an alternate funding source to cover a loss of funding or rental subsidy that is reasonably satisfactory to the City, a material adverse impact shall not be deemed to have occurred; or





		(m)	Borrower fails to make any payments or disbursements required to bring the Loan In Balance after the City determines that the Loan is Out of Balance ; or





	(n)	Before a certificate of occupancy or equivalent certification is issued for the Project, Borrower ceases rehabilitation or construction of the Project for a period of twenty five (25) consecutive calendar days, and the cessation is not excused under Section 19.3; or





		(o)	Borrower is in default of its obligations with respect to any funding obligation (other than the Loan) for the Project, and the default remains uncured following the expiration of any applicable cure periods; or





(p) Borrower is in default of its obligations under any other agreement, with respect to the Project entered into with the City and County of San Francisco, and the default remains uncured following the expiration of any applicable cure periods.








[bookmark: _Toc504966471][bookmark: _Toc73690406]	19.2	Remedies	.  During the pendency of an uncured Event of Default, the City may exercise any right or remedy available under this Agreement or any other City Document or at law or in equity.  All of the City’s rights and remedies following an Event of Default are cumulative, including:





		(a)	The City at its option may declare the unpaid principal balance of the Note, together with default interest as provided in the Note and any other charges due under the Note and the other City Documents, immediately due and payable without protest, presentment, notice of dishonor, demand or further notice of any kind, all of which Borrower expressly waives.  





		(b)	The City at its option may terminate all commitments to make Disbursements or to release the Site from the Deed of Trust or Declaration of Restrictions, or, without waiving the Event of Default, the City may determine to make further Disbursements or to release all or any part of the Site from the Deed of Trust or Declaration of Restrictions upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion.





		(c)	The City may perform any of Borrower's obligations in any manner, in the City's reasonable discretion.





		(d)	The City, either directly or through an agent or court-appointed receiver, may take possession of the Project and enter into contracts and take any other action the City deems appropriate to complete or construct all or any part of the improvements, subject to modifications and changes in the Project the City deems appropriate.





		(e)	The City may apply to any court of competent jurisdiction for specific performance, or an injunction against any violation, of this Agreement or for any other remedies or actions necessary or desirable to correct Borrower's noncompliance with this Agreement.





		(f)	Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default described in Section 19.1(k), the unpaid principal balance of the Note, together with default interest as provided in the Note and any other charges due under the Note and the other City Documents, will become due and payable automatically.  





		(g)	All costs, expenses, charges and advances of the City in exercising its remedies or to protect the Project will be deemed to constitute a portion of the principal balance of the Note, even if it causes the principal balance to exceed the face amount of the Note, unless Borrower reimburses the City within ten (10) days of the City’s demand for reimbursement.





[bookmark: _Toc504966472][bookmark: _Toc73690407]	19.3	Force Majeure	.  The occurrence of any of the following events will excuse performance of any obligations of the City or Borrower rendered impossible to perform while the event continues: strikes; lockouts; labor disputes; acts of God; inability to obtain labor, materials or reasonable substitutes for either; governmental restrictions, regulations or controls; judicial orders; enemy or hostile governmental actions; civil commotion; fire or other casualty and other causes beyond the control of the party obligated to perform.  The occurrence of a force majeure event will excuse Borrower's performance only in the event that Borrower has provided notice to the City within thirty (30) days after the occurrence or commencement of the event or events, and Borrower's performance will be excused for a period ending thirty (30) days after the termination of the event giving rise to the delay. 





[bookmark: _Toc73690408]	19.4	City's Recourse	.  The City's recourse against Borrower following an Event of Default is limited as set forth more specifically in the Note.





[bookmark: _Toc504903455][bookmark: _Toc504903669][bookmark: _Toc504903885][bookmark: _Toc504904020][bookmark: _Toc504904155][bookmark: _Toc504904353][bookmark: _Toc504966473][bookmark: _Toc73690409]ARTICLE 20	REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES	.





[bookmark: _Toc504903456][bookmark: _Toc504903670][bookmark: _Toc504903886][bookmark: _Toc504904021][bookmark: _Toc504904156][bookmark: _Toc504904354][bookmark: _Toc504966474][bookmark: _Toc73690410]	20.1	Borrower Representations and Warranties	.  As a further inducement for the City to enter into this Agreement, Borrower represents and warrants as follows:  





		(a)	The execution, delivery and performance of the City Documents will not contravene or constitute a default under or result in a lien upon assets of Borrower under any applicable Law, any Charter Document of Borrower or any instrument binding upon or affecting Borrower, or any contract, agreement, judgment, order, decree or other instrument binding upon or affecting Borrower.





		(b)	When duly executed, the City Documents will constitute the legal, valid and binding obligations of Borrower.  Borrower hereby waives any defense to the enforcement of the City Documents related to alleged invalidity of the City Documents.





		(c)	No action, suit or proceeding is pending or threatened that might affect Borrower or the Project adversely in any material respect.





		(d)	Borrower is not in default under any agreement to which it is a party, including any lease of real property.





		(e)	None of Borrower, Borrower's principals or Borrower's general contractor has been suspended or debarred by the Department of Industrial Relations or any Governmental Agency, nor has Borrower, any of its principals or its general contractor been suspended, disciplined or prohibited from contracting with any Governmental Agency.  





		(f)	The Loan is In Balance, and the Funding Amount, together with all other committed sources of financing for the Project, are sufficient to complete the Project in accordance with this Agreement.





		(g)	All statements and representations made by Borrower in connection with the Loan remain true and correct as of the date of this Agreement.





		(h)	The Borrower is duly organized and in good standing under applicable laws of the State of California and is qualified to do business in the City and County of San Francisco. 





[bookmark: _Toc504903457][bookmark: _Toc504903671][bookmark: _Toc504903887][bookmark: _Toc504904022][bookmark: _Toc504904157][bookmark: _Toc504904355][bookmark: _Toc504966475][bookmark: _Toc73690411]ARTICLE 21	NOTICES	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966476][bookmark: _Toc73690412]	21.1	Written Notice	.  All notices required by this Agreement must be made in writing and may be communicated by personal delivery, by a nationally recognized courier that obtains receipts, facsimile (if followed within one (1) business day by first class mail) or by United States certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested.  Delivery will be deemed complete as of the earlier of actual receipt (or refusal to accept proper delivery) or five (5) days after mailing, provided that any notice that is received after 5 p.m. on any day or on any weekend or holiday will be deemed to have been received on the next succeeding business day.  Notices must be addressed as follows:


	


To the City:			Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development


				1 South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor


				San Francisco, CA   94103


				Attn:  Director of Portfolio Management and Preservation





	To Borrower:		Chinatown Community Development Center 


1525 Grant Avenue


San Francisco, CA   94133


				Attn: Housing Development


	





	With a copy to:	Gubb & Barshay LLP


				505 14th Street, Suite 450


				Oakland, CA 94612


				Attn: Sarah C. Perez, Esq.





or any other address a party designates from time to time by written notice sent to the other party in manner set forth in this Section.





[bookmark: _Toc504903459][bookmark: _Toc504903673][bookmark: _Toc504903889][bookmark: _Toc504904024][bookmark: _Toc504904159][bookmark: _Toc504904357][bookmark: _Toc504966477][bookmark: _Toc73690413]	21.2	Required Notices	.  Borrower agrees to provide notice to the City in accordance with Section 21.1 of the occurrence of any change or circumstance that:  (a) will have an adverse effect on the physical condition or intended use of the Project; (b)  causes the Loan to be out of balance; or (c) will have a material adverse effect on Borrower's operation of the Property or ability to repay the Loan.





[bookmark: _Toc504903467][bookmark: _Toc504903681][bookmark: _Toc504903897][bookmark: _Toc504904032][bookmark: _Toc504904167][bookmark: _Toc504904365][bookmark: _Toc504966485][bookmark: _Toc73690415]ARTICLE 22	GENERAL PROVISIONS	.





[bookmark: _Toc504966486][bookmark: _Toc73690416]	22.1	Subordination	.  The Deed of Trust may be subordinated to other financing secured by and used for development of the Project (in each case, a "Senior Lien"), but only if MOHCD determines in its sole discretion that subordination is necessary to secure adequate acquisition, construction, rehabilitation and/or permanent financing to ensure the viability of the Project. Following review and approval by MOHCD and approval as to form by the City Attorney's Office, the Director of MOHCD or his/her successor or designee will be authorized to execute any approved subordination agreement without the necessity of any further action or approval. 





[bookmark: _Toc504903469][bookmark: _Toc504903683][bookmark: _Toc504903899][bookmark: _Toc504904034][bookmark: _Toc504904169][bookmark: _Toc504904367][bookmark: _Toc504966487][bookmark: _Toc73690417]	22.2	No Third Party Beneficiaries	.  Nothing contained in this Agreement, nor any act of the City, may be interpreted or construed as creating the relationship of third party beneficiary, limited or general partnership, joint venture, employer and employee, or principal and agent between the City and Borrower or Borrower's agents, employees or contractors.  





[bookmark: _Toc504903470][bookmark: _Toc504903684][bookmark: _Toc504903900][bookmark: _Toc504904035][bookmark: _Toc504904170][bookmark: _Toc504904368][bookmark: _Toc504966488][bookmark: _Toc73690418]	22.3	No Claims by Third Parties	.  Nothing contained in this Agreement creates or justifies any claim against the City by any person or entity with respect to the purchase of materials, supplies or equipment, or the furnishing or the performance of any work or services with respect to the Project.  Borrower must include this requirement as a provision in any contracts for the development of the Project.





[bookmark: _Toc504903471][bookmark: _Toc504903685][bookmark: _Toc504903901][bookmark: _Toc504904036][bookmark: _Toc504904171][bookmark: _Toc504904369][bookmark: _Toc504966489][bookmark: _Toc73690419]	22.4	Entire Agreement	.  This Agreement and its Exhibits incorporate the terms of all agreements made by the City and Borrower with regard to the subject matter of this Agreement.  No alteration or variation of the terms of this Agreement will be valid unless made in writing and signed by the parties hereto.  No oral understandings or agreements not incorporated herein will be binding on the City or Borrower.  





[bookmark: _Toc504903472][bookmark: _Toc504903686][bookmark: _Toc504903902][bookmark: _Toc504904037][bookmark: _Toc504904172][bookmark: _Toc504904370][bookmark: _Toc504966490][bookmark: _Toc73690420]	22.5	City Obligations	.  The City's sole obligation under this Agreement is limited to providing the Funds as described in this Agreement, up to the Funding Amount.  Under no circumstances, including breach of this Agreement, will the City be liable to Borrower for any special or consequential damages arising out of actions or failure to act by the City in connection with any of the City Documents.





[bookmark: _Toc504903473][bookmark: _Toc504903687][bookmark: _Toc504903903][bookmark: _Toc504904038][bookmark: _Toc504904173][bookmark: _Toc504904371][bookmark: _Toc504966491][bookmark: _Toc73690421]	22.6	Borrower Solely Responsible	.  Borrower is an independent contractor with the right to exercise full control of employment, direction, compensation and discharge of all persons assisting in the performance contemplated under this Agreement.  Borrower is solely responsible for:  (a) its own acts and those of its agents, employees and contractors and all matters relating to their performance, including compliance with Social Security, withholding and all other Laws governing these matters and requiring that contractors include in each contract that they will be solely responsible for similar matters relating to their employees; (b) any losses or damages incurred by Borrower, any of its contractors or subcontractors and the City and its officers, representatives, agents and employees on account of any act, error or omission of Borrower in the performance of this Agreement or any other City Document and the development and operation of the Project; and (c) all costs and expenses relating to Borrower's performance of obligations under the City Documents, the delivery to the City of documents, information or items under or in connection with any of the City Documents and taxes, fees, costs or other charges payable in connection with the execution, delivery, filing and/or recording of any City Document or document required under any City Document.  





[bookmark: _Toc504903474][bookmark: _Toc504903688][bookmark: _Toc504903904][bookmark: _Toc504904039][bookmark: _Toc504904174][bookmark: _Toc504904372][bookmark: _Toc504966492][bookmark: _Toc73690422]	22.7	No Inconsistent Agreements	.  Borrower warrants that it has not executed and will not execute any other agreement(s) with provisions materially contradictory or in opposition to the provisions of this Agreement.  





[bookmark: _Toc504903475][bookmark: _Toc504903689][bookmark: _Toc504903905][bookmark: _Toc504904040][bookmark: _Toc504904175][bookmark: _Toc504904373][bookmark: _Toc504966493][bookmark: _Toc73690423]	22.8	Inconsistencies in City Documents	.  In the event of any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and any other City Document, the terms of this Agreement control unless otherwise stated; provided, however, that any provision in this Agreement in conflict with any Law will be interpreted subject to that Law.





[bookmark: _Toc504903476][bookmark: _Toc504903690][bookmark: _Toc504903906][bookmark: _Toc504904041][bookmark: _Toc504904176][bookmark: _Toc504904374][bookmark: _Toc504966494][bookmark: _Toc73690424]	22.9	Governing Law	.  This Agreement is governed by California law without regard to its choice of law rules.





[bookmark: _Toc504903477][bookmark: _Toc504903691][bookmark: _Toc504903907][bookmark: _Toc504904042][bookmark: _Toc504904177][bookmark: _Toc504904375][bookmark: _Toc504966495][bookmark: _Toc73690425]	22.10	Joint and Several Liability	.  If Borrower consists of more than one person or entity, each is jointly and severally liable to the City for the faithful performance of this Agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc504966496][bookmark: _Toc73690426]	22.11	Successors	.  Except as otherwise limited herein, the provisions of this Agreement bind and inure to the benefit of the undersigned parties and their heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives, successors and assigns.  This provision does not relieve Borrower of its obligation under the City Documents to obtain the City's prior written consent to any assignment or other transfer of Borrower's interests in the Loan, the Site or the ownership interests in Borrower except as permitted under the provisions of this Agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc504903479][bookmark: _Toc504903693][bookmark: _Toc504903909][bookmark: _Toc504904044][bookmark: _Toc504904179][bookmark: _Toc504904377][bookmark: _Toc504966497][bookmark: _Toc73690427]	22.12	Attorneys' Fees	.  If any legal action is commenced to enforce any of the terms of this Agreement or rights arising from any party's actions in connection with this Agreement, the prevailing party will have the right to recover its reasonable attorneys' fees (including allocated fees of the City Attorney's Office) and costs of suit from the other party, whether incurred in a judicial, arbitration, mediation or bankruptcy proceeding or on appeal.  For the purposes of this Agreement, reasonable fees of attorneys in the City Attorney's office will be based on the fees regularly charged by private attorneys with the equivalent number of years of experience in the subject matter of law for which the City Attorney's services were rendered, who practice in the City of San Francisco in law firms with approximately the same number of attorneys as employed by the City Attorney's Office.  An award of attorneys' fees and costs will bear interest at the default rate under the Note from the date of the award until paid.





[bookmark: _Toc504966498][bookmark: _Toc73690428]	22.13	Severability	.  The invalidity or unenforceability of any one or more provisions of this Agreement will in no way affect any other provision.





[bookmark: _Toc504966499][bookmark: _Toc73690429]	22.14	Time	.  Time is of the essence in this Agreement.  Whenever the date on which an action must be performed falls on a Saturday, Sunday or federal holiday, the date for performance will be deemed to be the next succeeding business day.





[bookmark: _Toc504903482][bookmark: _Toc504903696][bookmark: _Toc504903912][bookmark: _Toc504904047][bookmark: _Toc504904182][bookmark: _Toc504904380][bookmark: _Toc504966500][bookmark: _Toc73690430]	22.15	Further Assurances	.  Borrower agrees to:  (a) pursue in an effective and continuous manner; (b) use best efforts to achieve; and (c) take all actions reasonably required by the City from time to time to confirm or otherwise carry out the purpose of this Agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc504903483][bookmark: _Toc504903697][bookmark: _Toc504903913][bookmark: _Toc504904048][bookmark: _Toc504904183][bookmark: _Toc504904381][bookmark: _Toc504966501][bookmark: _Toc73690431]	22.16	Binding Covenants	.  The provisions of the City Documents constitute covenants running with the land and will be binding upon Borrower and Borrower's successors and assigns, and all parties having or acquiring any right, title or interest in whatever form, including leasehold interests (other than Tenants and approved commercial tenants), in or to any part of the Property, except that the same will terminate and become void automatically at the expiration of the Compliance Term of this Agreement.  Any attempt to transfer any right, title or interest in the Property in violation of these covenants will be void.





[bookmark: _Toc504966502][bookmark: _Toc73690432]	22.17	Consent	.  Except as expressly provided otherwise, whenever consent or approval of a party is required in any City Document, that party agrees not to withhold or delay its consent or approval unreasonably.





[bookmark: _Toc504966503][bookmark: _Toc73690433]	22.18	Counterparts	.  This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which will constitute but one agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc73690434]22.19	Borrower’s Personnel	.  The Project shall be implemented only by competent personnel under the direction and supervision of Borrower.





[bookmark: _Toc73690435]	22.20	Borrower’s Board of Directors	.  Borrower, or Borrower’s member, shall at all times be governed by a legally constituted and fiscally responsible board of directors.  Such board of directors shall meet regularly and maintain appropriate membership, as established in the bylaws and other governing documents of Borrower, Borrower’s manager or Borrower’s member, as applicable, and shall adhere to applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws governing nonprofit corporations.  Such board of directors shall exercise such oversight responsibility with regard to this Agreement as is necessary to ensure full and prompt performance by Borrower of its obligations under this Agreement.





[bookmark: _Toc504966504][bookmark: _Toc73690436]	22.23	Exhibits	.  The following exhibits are attached to this Agreement and incorporated by reference:





A	Schedules of Income and Rent Restrictions
B-1	Table of Sources and Uses of Funds
B-2	Annual Operating Budget
B-3	20-Year Cash Flow Proforma
C	Form of Tenant Income Certification
D	First Source Hiring Requirements and Numerical Goals 
E	Governmental Requirements
F	Lobbying/Debarment Certification Form 
G	Form of Annual Monitoring Report 
H	Tenant Selection Plan Policy 
I	MOHCD Tenant Screening Criteria Policy
J	Developer Fee Policy 
K	Hold Harmless Policy
L	Insurance Requirements 
M	Promissory Notes   
N	Deeds of Trusts 
O	PASS Program Regulations 
P	MOHCD Residual Receipts Policy 
Q	MOHCD Declaration of Restrictions  
R         PASS Debt Service Coverage Certification
T	MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines





SIGNATURES ON THE NEXT PAGE


 






IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement at San Francisco, California as of the date first written above.


			


THE CITY:





CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a municipal corporation











By: 						


	London N. Breed


	Mayor











By: 						


	Eric D. Shaw


	Director, Mayor’s Office of Housing 	and Community Development








APPROVED AS TO FORM:





DAVID CHIU


City Attorney











By: 						


	Deputy City Attorney





			  


			


BORROWER:





CCDC THROUHGLINE, LLC


a California limited liability corporation














By: 	Chinatown Community Development Center, Inc.


	a California nonprofit 


       	public benefit corporation


Its:	sole member / manager








By: 						


        Name: Malcolm Yeung


Executive Director
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EXHIBIT A


Schedules of Income and Rent Restrictions	Comment by David Le: CCDC to complete	Comment by Sarah C. Perez: Is there a form to complete? We do not know what the City wants here.





1. Income and Rent Restrictions.  Maximum rent is XX% of maximum income level.  As used in this Agreement, the term "Qualified Tenant" includes each category of Tenant included below:  





Throughline Apartments Site:





			Unit Number


			No. of Units


			Unit Size


			Maximum Income Level





			Bayside


102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310


			30


			Studio


			30% of Median Income





			Tower


2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35


			32


			SRO


			50% of Median Income





			Consorcia


1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25


			17


			Studio


			60% of Median Income





			Consorcia


2, 8, 10, 17, 20, 26


			6


			1BR


			60% of Median Income





			Bayside - Manager’s Unit


			1


			Studio


			N/A





			Consorcia – Manager’s Unit


			1


			1BR


			N/A





			Tower – Manager’s Unit


			1


			SRO


			N/A





			


			88


			


			











			Property


			No. of Units


			Maximum Income Level





			Bayside


			30


			30% of Median Income





			Tower


			32


			50% of Median Income





			Consorcia


			23


			60% of Median Income





			Manager’s Units


			3


			N/A





			


			88


			











The Project serves 88 households including three unrestricted manager units. Tower Hotel includes a mix of SROs restricted to 80% to 140% AMI (per the low- and moderate-income definitions under the CDBG program ). Consorcia Apartments is comprised of studios and one-bedrooms to accommodate individuals, couples, and families, restricted at 80% HUD AMI. Bayside Elderly Housing has 30 studios restricted to 50% HUD AMI for seniors receiving Project Based Rental Assistance with Section 8. Existing MOHCD-CDBG loans on the Projects reflect the maximum income restrictions in the table.


Consorcia Income Restrictions: 


In the 2018 Annual Monitoring Report (AMR), the Sponsor stated there is now a large discrepancy between current rents and maximum allowed rents. Rents had been set at the State of California, Housing & Community Development’s (HCD) required limit of 40% TCAC AMI. Chinatown CDC paid off the HCD loan in 2018 and the rent restrictions sunset. The maximum rent now goes to the next most restricted level as required by the MOHCD regulatory agreement which sets rents at 30% of 80% AMI. The average rent is at 23% AMI.


Chinatown CDC plans to increase revenue at the Consorcia by charging the maximum allowed rents to incoming tenants. However, there is very little turnover at the Consorcia. The last time a unit was vacated was in 2015 and currently, there are no vacancies. Chinatown CDC will use tiered rent increases to move the building toward the correct levels without harming already over-burdened tenants. 


Tower Income Restrictions:


Similar to Consorcia, there is a large discrepancy between charged rents and maximum allowed rents at Tower. The current average rent at Tower is at 13% AMI. The 1983 CHRP-CDBG loan to Tower, Section 8.15 states, “51% of the units [are] to be restricted to HUD low-income (18 units at 80% AMI) and the remaining units [are] to be moderate-income (15 units up to 140% AMI).” This is per the low- and moderate-income definitions under the CDBG program. 


Bayside Section 8 PBRA Contract Rents:


Bayside’s Section 8 PBRA contract is directly with HUD and administered through the California Affordable Housing Initiatives, Inc. (CAHI). 





2.	Rent and Utilities.  The total amount for rent and utilities (with the maximum allowance for utilities determined by the San Francisco Housing Authority) charged to a Qualified Tenant may not exceed the greater of:





(i)	thirty percent (30%) of the applicable maximum income level, adjusted for household size; or





(ii)	the tenant paid portion of the contract rent as determined by the San Francisco Housing Authority for Qualified Tenants holding Section 8 vouchers or certificates.





Rents may be increased as permitted pursuant to Section 7.3 of the Agreement.
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20-Year Cash Flow Proforma
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EXHIBIT D


First Source Hiring Requirements and Numerical Goals





Borrower's use of Funds triggers the following hiring requirements imposed by the City's First Source Hiring Ordinance (San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 83). Borrower will, or will require its general contractor to, separately execute a First Source Hiring Agreement with the City as set forth below, although the lack of such a separate execution will not affect the requirements of Chapter 83 as incorporated herein.





A.	Incorporation of Administrative Code Provisions by Reference.  The provisions of Chapter 83 of the San Francisco Administrative Code are incorporated in this Section by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth herein.  Contractor will comply fully with, and be bound by, all of the provisions that apply to this Agreement under such Chapter, including but not limited to the remedies provided therein.  Capitalized terms used in this Section and not defined in this Agreement have the meanings assigned to such terms in Chapter 83.





B.	First Source Hiring Agreement.  On or before the effective date of the Consolidated Loan, Borrower will, or will require its general contractor to, enter into a first source hiring agreement (“FSH Agreement”) with the City, that will include the terms as set forth in Section 83.9(b).  Borrower also enter into a FSH Agreement with the City for any other work that it performs in the City.





C.	Hiring Decisions.  Borrower or its general contractor will make the final determination of whether an Economically Disadvantaged Individual referred by the System is “qualified” for the position.





D.	Exceptions.  Upon application by Contractor, the First Source Hiring Administration may grant an exception to any or all of the requirements of Chapter 83 in any situation where it concludes that compliance with this Chapter would cause economic hardship.





E.	Liquidated Damages.  Borrower agrees:





	1.	To be liable to the City for liquidated damages as provided in this Section; 





2.	To be subject to the procedures governing enforcement of breaches of contracts based on violations of contract provisions required by this Chapter as set forth in this Section; 





3.	That the Borrower's commitment to comply with this Chapter is a material element of the City's consideration for this contract; that the failure of the contractor to comply with the contract provisions required by this Chapter will cause harm to the City and the public which is significant and substantial but extremely difficult to quantity; that the harm to the City includes not only the financial cost of funding public assistance programs but also the insidious but impossible to quantify harm that this community and its families suffer as a result of unemployment; and that the assessment of liquidated damages of up to $5,000 for every notice of a new hire for an entry level position improperly withheld by the contractor from the first source hiring process, as determined by the FSHA during its first investigation of a contractor, does not exceed a fair estimate of the financial and other damages that the City suffers as a result of the contractor's failure to comply with its first source referral contractual obligations. 





4.	That the continued failure by a contractor to comply with its first source referral contractual obligations will cause further significant and substantial harm to the City and the public, and that a second assessment of liquidated damages of up to $10,000 for each entry level position improperly withheld from the FSHA, from the time of the conclusion of the first investigation forward, does not exceed the financial and other damages that the City suffers as a result of the contractor's continued failure to comply with its first source referral contractual obligations; 





5.	That in addition to the cost of investigating alleged violations under this Section, the computation of liquidated damages for purposes of this Section is based on the following data: 





a.	The average length of stay on public assistance in San Francisco's County Adult Assistance Program is approximately 41 months at an average monthly grant of $348 per month, totaling approximately $14,379; and 





b.	In 2004, the retention rate of adults placed in employment programs funded under the Workforce Investment Act for at least the first six months of employment was 84.4%.  Since qualified individuals under the First Source program face far fewer barriers to employment than their counterparts in programs funded by the Workforce Investment Act, it is reasonable to conclude that the average length of employment for an individual whom the First Source Program refers to a contractor and who is hired in an entry level position is at least one year; therefore, liquidated damages that total $5,000 for first violations and $10,000 for subsequent violations as determined by FSHA constitute a fair, reasonable, and conservative attempt to quantify the harm caused to the City by the failure of a contractor to comply with its first source referral contractual obligations. 





6.	That the failure of contractors to comply with this Chapter, except property contractors, may be subject to the debarment and monetary penalties set forth in Sections 6.80 et seq. of the San Francisco Administrative Code, as well as any other remedies available under the contract or at law; and 





7.	That in the event the City is the prevailing party in a civil action to recover liquidated damages for breach of a contract provision required by this Chapter, the contractor will be liable for the City's costs and reasonable attorneys fees. 





Violation of the requirements of Chapter 83 is subject to an assessment of liquidated damages in the amount of $5,000 for every new hire for an Entry Level Position improperly withheld from the first source hiring process.  The assessment of liquidated damages and the evaluation of any defenses or mitigating factors shall be made by the FSHA.





F.	Subcontracts.  Any subcontract entered into by Borrower or its general contractor will require the subcontractor to comply with the requirements of Chapter 83 and will contain contractual obligations substantially the same as those set forth in this Section.
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EXHIBIT E


Governmental Requirements





1.	Prevailing Wages and Working Conditions.  Any undefined, initially-capitalized term used in this Section shall have the meaning given to such term in San Francisco Administrative Code Section 6.1.  Every contract for the rehabilitation or construction of housing assisted with Funds must contain a provision requiring: (1) the payment of not less than the Prevailing Rate of Wage in accordance with Administrative Code Section 6.22(e)(3) to all laborers and mechanics employed in the development of any part of the housing, (2) provide the same hours, working conditions and benefits as in each case are provided for similar work performed in San Francisco County, and (3) employ Apprentices in accordance with San Francisco Administrative Code Section 6.22(n) (collectively, “Prevailing Wage Requirements”).  The Prevailing Wage Requirements of this Section apply to all laborers and mechanics employed in the development of the Project, including portions other than the assisted Units.  Borrower agrees to cooperate with the City in any action or proceeding against a Contractor or Subcontractor that fails to comply with the Prevailing Wage Requirements.  If applicable, Borrower must include, and require its Contractors and Subcontractors (regardless of tier) to include, the Prevailing Wage Requirements and the agreement to cooperate in City enforcement actions in any Construction Contract with specific reference to San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 6.





2.	Environmental Review.  The Project must meet the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 2100 et seq.) and implementing regulations.





3.	Conflict of Interest. 





		(a)	Except for approved eligible administrative or personnel costs, no employee, agent, consultant, officer or official of Borrower or the City who exercises or has exercised any function or responsibilities with respect to activities assisted by Funds, in whole or in part, or who is in a position to participate in a decision-making process or gain inside information with regard to such activities, may obtain a financial interest in or benefit from the activities assisted under this Agreement, or have an interest, direct or indirect, in any contract, subcontract or agreement with respect thereto, or in the proceeds thereunder either for himself/herself or for those with whom he/she has family or business ties, during his/her tenure and for one year thereafter.  In order to carry out the purpose of this Section, Borrower must incorporate, or cause to be incorporated, in all contracts, subcontracts and agreements relating to activities assisted under the Agreement, a provision similar to that of this Section.  Borrower will be responsible for obtaining compliance with conflict of interest provisions by the parties with whom it contracts and, in the event of a breach, Borrower must take prompt and diligent action to cause the breach to be remedied and compliance to be restored.





		(b)	Borrower represents that it is familiar with the provisions of 24 CFR § 84.42, Section 15.103 of the San Francisco Charter, Article III, Chapter 2 of the San Francisco Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code, and Sections 1090 through 1097 and 87100 et seq. of the California Government Code, all of which relate to prohibited conflicts of interest in connection with government contracts.  Borrower certifies that it knows of no facts that constitute a violation of any of these provisions and agrees to notify the City immediately if Borrower at any time obtains knowledge of facts constituting a violation.





		(c)	In the event of any violation of the conflict of interest prohibitions, Borrower agrees that the City may refuse to consider any future application for funding from Borrower or any entity related to Borrower until the violation has been corrected to the City's satisfaction, in the City's sole discretion.





4.	Disability Access.  Borrower must comply with all applicable disability access Laws, including the Americans With Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 1201 et seq.), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794) and the Fair Housing Amendments Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 3601 et seq.).  Borrower is responsible for determining which disability access Laws apply to the Project, including those applicable due to the use of Funds.  In addition, before occupancy of the Project, Borrower must provide to the City a written reasonable accommodations policy that indicates how Borrower will respond to requests by disabled individuals for accommodations in Units and common areas of the Project.





5.	Lead-Based Paint.  Borrower must satisfy the requirements of Chapter 36 of the San Francisco Building Code ("Work Practices for Exterior Lead-Based Paint") and the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 4821 et seq.) and implementing regulations at 24 CFR part 35.  Borrower must also comply with the provisions contained in 17 CCR 350000 et seq., and 8 CCR 1532.1 and all other applicable Laws governing lead-based hazards.





6.	Relocation.  Borrower must meet any applicable requirements of the California Relocation Assistance Act (Cal. Gov. Code §§ 7260 et seq.) and implementing regulations in Title 25, Chapter 6 of the California Administrative Code and similar Laws.





7.	Low-Income Hiring Requirements.  The use of Funds triggers compliance with certain hiring requirements imposed by the City's First Source Hiring Ordinance (S.F. Admin. Code Chapter 83),.  To ensure compliance with those requirements, Borrower must include the provisions attached as Exhibit D in its contract with the general contractor for the Project.  Borrower will be responsible to the City for ensuring compliance with the requirements listed on Exhibit D.  





8.	Non-Discrimination in City Contracts and Benefits Ordinance.





		(a)	Borrower Shall Not Discriminate.  In the performance of this Agreement, Borrower agrees not to discriminate against any employee, City and County employee working with Borrower or any subcontractor, applicant for employment with Borrower or any subcontractor, or against any person seeking accommodations, advantages, facilities, privileges, services or membership in all business, social or other establishments or organizations operated by Borrower.on the basis of the fact or perception of a person's race, color, creed, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, domestic partner status, marital status, height, weight, disability or Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome or HIV status (AIDS/HIV status), or association with members of such protected classes, or in retaliation for opposition to discrimination against such classes. 





		(b)	Subcontracts.  Borrower shall incorporate by reference in all subcontracts the provisions of Sections 12B.2(a), 12B.2(c)-(k), and 12C.3 of the San Francisco Administrative Code.  Borrower’s failure to comply with the obligations in this subsection shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.





		(c)	Non-Discrimination in Benefits.  Borrower does not as of the date of this Agreement and will not during the term of this Agreement, in any of its operations in San Francisco or where the work is being performed for the City or elsewhere within the United States, discriminate in the provision of bereavement leave, family medical leave, health benefits, membership or membership discounts, moving expenses, pension and retirement benefits or travel benefits, as well as any benefits other than the benefits specified above, between employees with domestic partners and employees with spouses, and/or between the domestic partners and spouses of such employees, where the domestic partnership has been registered with a governmental entity pursuant to state or local law authorizing such registration, subject to the conditions set forth in Section 12B.2(b) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.





		(d)	Condition to Contract. As a condition to this Agreement, Borrower shall execute the "Chapter 12B Declaration: Nondiscrimination in Contracts and Benefits" form (Form CMD-12B-101) with supporting documentation and secure the approval of the executed form by the San Francisco Contract Monitoring Division.





		(e)	Incorporation of Administrative Code Provisions by Reference.  The provisions of Chapters 12B ("Nondiscrimination in Contracts") and 12C ("Nondiscrimination in Property Contracts") of the San Francisco Administrative Code are incorporated in this Section by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth herein.  Borrower shall comply fully with and be bound by all of the provisions that apply to this Agreement under such Chapters of the Administrative Code, including the remedies provided in such Chapters.  Without limiting the foregoing, Borrower understands that pursuant to Sections 12B.2(h) and 12C.3(g) of the San Francisco Administrative Code, a penalty of $50 for each person for each calendar day during which such person was discriminated against in violation of the provisions of this Agreement may be assessed against Borrower and/or deducted from any payments due Borrower.





9.	MacBride Principles.  Pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 12F.5, City urges companies doing business in Northern Ireland to move towards resolving employment inequities, and encourages such companies to abide by the MacBride Principles.  The City urges San Francisco companies to do business with corporations that abide by the MacBride Principles. By signing below, the person executing this agreement on behalf of Borrower acknowledges and agrees that he or she has read and understood this Section.





10.	Tropical Hardwood & Virgin Redwood Ban.  Pursuant to § 804(b) of the San Francisco Environment Code, City urges all grantees and borrowers not to import, purchase, obtain or use for any purpose, any tropical hardwood, tropical hardwood wood product, virgin redwood or virgin redwood wood product.





11.	Preservative-Treated Wood Containing Arsenic.  Borrower may not purchase preservative-treated wood products containing arsenic until the Deed of Trust has been fully reconveyed unless an exemption from the requirements of Chapter 13 of the San Francisco Environment Code is obtained from the Department of Environment under Section 1304 of the Code.  The term "preservative-treated wood containing arsenic" shall mean wood treated with a preservative that contains arsenic, elemental arsenic, or an arsenic copper combination, including, but not limited to, chromated copper arsenate preservative, ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate preservative, or ammoniacal copper arsenate preservative.  Borrower may purchase preservative-treated wood products on the list of environmentally preferable alternatives prepared and adopted by the Department of the Environment.  This provision does not preclude Borrower from purchasing preservative-treated wood containing arsenic for saltwater immersion.  The term "saltwater immersion" shall mean a pressure-treated wood that is used for construction purposes or facilities that are partially or totally immersed in saltwater.





12.	Submitting False Claims; Monetary Penalties.  Any borrower, grantee, contractor, subcontractor or consultant who submits a false claim shall be liable to the City for the statutory penalties set forth in that section.  A borrower, grantee, contractor, subcontractor or consultant will be deemed to have submitted a false claim to the City if the borrower, grantee, contractor, subcontractor or consultant: 





		(a)	knowingly presents or causes to be presented to an officer or employee of the City a false claim or request for payment or approval; 





		(b)	knowingly makes, uses or causes to be made or used a false record or statement to get a false claim paid or approved by the City; 





		(c)	conspires to defraud the City by getting a false claim allowed or paid by the City;





		(d)	knowingly makes, uses or causes to be made or used a false record or statement to conceal, avoid or decrease an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the City; or





		(e)	is a beneficiary of an inadvertent submission of a false claim to the City, subsequently discovers the falsity of the claim, and fails to disclose the false claim to the City within a reasonable time after discovery of the false claim.





13.	Sunshine Ordinance.





		(a)	Borrower acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement and the Application Documents are subject to Section 67.24(e) of the San Francisco Administrative Code, which provides that contracts, including this Agreement, grantee's bids, responses to Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and all other records of communications between City and persons or entities seeking contracts, shall be open to inspection immediately after a contract has been awarded.  Nothing in such Section 67.24(e) (as it exists on the date hereof) requires the disclosure of a private person’s or organization’s net worth or other proprietary financial data submitted for qualification for a contract or other benefit until and unless that person or organization is awarded the contract or benefit.  All information provided by Borrower that is covered by such Section 67.24(e) (as it may be amended from time to time) will be made available to the public upon request. Further, Borrower specifically agrees to conduct any meeting of its governing board that addresses any matter relating to the Project or to Borrower's performance under this Agreement as a passive meeting.  Further, Borrower specifically agrees that any meeting of the governing body of its member/manager that addresses any matter relating to the Project or to Borrower's performance under this Agreement will be conducted as a passive meeting.





		(b)	By executing this Agreement, Borrower agrees to comply with the provisions of Chapter 12L of the San Francisco Administrative Code to the extent applicable.  





		(c)	In accordance with the Citizen's Right to Know Act of 1998 (S. F. Admin. Code Chapter 79), no officer, department, board or commission of the City may approve a City Project, as defined in Chapter 79, unless a sign has been posted on the applicable property at least fifteen (15) days before approval.  A City Project is a project that involves new construction, a change in use or a significant expansion of an existing use where the City funding for the project is $50,000 or more.  If the Loan will be used for a City Project, this Agreement will not become effective until fifteen (15) days following the posting of the requisite sign, or, in the alternative, thirty (30) days following the delivery of written notices to residents and owners within 300 feet of the Site, and the City will have the right to nullify or revoke this Agreement without cost or liability of any sort whatsoever at any time before that date.  If Borrower believes that this Agreement relates to a City Project and that the requisite sign has not been posted, Borrower must notify the City so that the City may determine the applicability of Chapter 79, and, if necessary, post the requisite sign.





14. Prohibition on Use of Public Funds for Political Activities.  Borrower shall comply with San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 12G, which prohibits funds appropriated by the City for this Agreement from being expended to participate in, support, or attempt to influence any political campaign for a candidate or for a ballot measure. Borrower is subject to the enforcement and penalty provisions in Chapter 12G.





15. Nondisclosure of Private Information.  Borrower has read and agrees to the terms set forth in San Francisco Administrative Code Sections 12.M.2, "Nondisclosure of Private Information", and 12M.3, “Enforcement” of Administrative Code Chapter 12M, “Protection of Private Information,” which are incorporated herein as if fully set forth.  Borrower agrees that any failure of Borrower to comply with the requirements of Section 12M.2 of this Chapter shall be a material breach of the Agreement.  In such an event, in addition to any other remedies available to it under equity or law, the City may terminate the Agreement, bring a false claim action against Borrower pursuant to Chapter 6 or Chapter 21 of the Administrative Code, or debar Borrower.


16.	Graffiti Removal.  Graffiti is detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of the community in that it promotes a perception in the community that the laws protecting public and private property can be disregarded with impunity. This perception fosters a sense of disrespect of the law that results in an increase in crime; degrades the community and leads to urban blight; is detrimental to property values, business opportunities and the enjoyment of life; is inconsistent with the City's property maintenance goals and aesthetic standards; and results in additional graffiti and in other properties becoming the target of graffiti unless it is quickly removed from public and private property.  Graffiti results in visual pollution and is a public nuisance. Graffiti must be abated as quickly as possible to avoid detrimental impacts on the City and County and its residents, and to prevent the further spread of graffiti.  


	(a)	Borrower shall remove all graffiti from any real property owned or leased by Borrower in the City and County of San Francisco within forty eight (48) hours of the earlier of Borrower's (a) discovery or notification of the graffiti or (b) receipt of notification of the graffiti from the Department of Public Works.  This section is not intended to require a Borrower to breach any lease or other agreement that it may have concerning its use of the real property.  The term "graffiti" means any inscription, word, figure, marking or design that is affixed, marked, etched, scratched, drawn or painted on any building, structure, fixture or other improvement, whether permanent or temporary, including by way of example only and without limitation, signs, banners, billboards and fencing surrounding construction sites, whether public or private, without the consent of the owner of the property or the owner's authorized agent, and which is visible from the public right-of-way.  "Graffiti" shall not include: (1) any sign or banner that is authorized by, and in compliance with, the applicable requirements of the San Francisco Public Works Code, the San Francisco Planning Code or the San Francisco Building Code; or (2) any mural or other painting or marking on the property that is protected as a work of fine art under the California Art Preservation Act (California Civil Code Sections 987 et seq.) or as a work of visual art under the Federal Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (17 U.S.C. §§ 101 et seq.). 


	(b)	Any failure of Borrower to comply with this section of this Agreement shall constitute an Event of Default of this Agreement.





17.	Resource-Efficient Building Ordinance.  Borrower acknowledges that the City and County of San Francisco has enacted San Francisco Environment Code Chapter 7 relating to resource-efficient City buildings and resource-efficient pilot projects.  Borrower hereby agrees it shall comply with the applicable provisions of such code sections as such sections may apply to the Property.





18.	Consideration of Criminal History in Hiring and Employment Decisions.





	(a)	Borrower agrees to comply fully with and be bound by all of the provisions of Chapter 12T “City Contractor/Subcontractor Consideration of Criminal History in Hiring and Employment Decisions,” of the San Francisco Administrative Code (Chapter 12T), including the remedies provided, and implementing regulations, as may be amended from time to time. The provisions of Chapter 12T are incorporated by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth herein.  The text of the Chapter 12T is available on the web at www.sfgov.org/olse/fco.  A partial listing of some of Borrower’s obligations under Chapter 12T is set forth in this Section.  Borrower is required to comply with all of the applicable provisions of 12T, irrespective of the listing of obligations in this Section.  Capitalized terms used in this Section and not defined in this Agreement shall have the meanings assigned to such terms in Chapter 12T.





	(b)	The requirements of Chapter 12T shall only apply to a Borrower’s or Subcontractor’s operations to the extent those operations are in furtherance of the performance of this Agreement, shall apply only to applicants and employees who would be or are performing work in furtherance of this Agreement, shall apply only when the physical location of the employment or prospective employment of an individual is wholly or substantially within the City of San Francisco, and shall not apply when the application in a particular context would conflict with federal or state law or with a requirement of a government agency implementing federal or state law. 





	(c)	Borrower shall incorporate by reference in all subcontracts the provisions of Chapter 12T, and shall require all subcontractors to comply with such provisions.  Borrower’s failure to comply with the obligations in this subsection shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.





	(d)	Borrower or Subcontractor shall not inquire about, require disclosure of, or if such information is received base an Adverse Action on an applicant’s or potential applicant for employment, or employee’s: (1) Arrest not leading to a Conviction, unless the Arrest is undergoing an active pending criminal investigation or trial that has not yet been resolved; (2) participation in or completion of a diversion or a deferral of judgment program; (3) a Conviction that has been judicially dismissed, expunged, voided, invalidated, or otherwise rendered inoperative; (4) a Conviction or any other adjudication in the juvenile justice system; (5) a Conviction that is more than seven years old, from the date of sentencing; or (6) information pertaining to an offense other than a felony or misdemeanor, such as an infraction.





	(e)	Borrower or Subcontractor shall not inquire about or require applicants, potential applicants for employment, or employees to disclose on any employment application the facts or details of any conviction history, unresolved arrest, or any matter identified in subsection 16.16(d), above.  Borrower or Subcontractor shall not require such disclosure or make such inquiry until either after the first live interview with the person, or after a conditional offer of employment. 





	(f)	Borrower or Subcontractor shall state in all solicitations or advertisements for employees that are reasonably likely to reach persons who are reasonably likely to seek employment to be performed under this Agreement, that the Borrower or Subcontractor will consider for employment qualified applicants with criminal histories in a manner consistent with the requirements of Chapter 12T.





	(g)	Borrower and Subcontractors shall post the notice prepared by the Office of Labor Standards Enforcement (OLSE), available on OLSE’s website, in a conspicuous place at every workplace, job site, or other location under the Borrower or Subcontractor’s control at which work is being done or will be done in furtherance of the performance of this Agreement.  The notice shall be posted in English, Spanish, Chinese, and any language spoken by at least 5% of the employees at the workplace, job site, or other location at which it is posted.





	(h)	Borrower understands and agrees that if it fails to comply with the requirements of Chapter 12T, the City shall have the right to pursue any rights or remedies available under Chapter 12T, including but not limited to, a penalty of $50 for a second violation and $100 for a subsequent violation for each employee, applicant or other person as to whom a violation occurred or continued, termination or suspension in whole or in part of this Agreement.





19.	Food Service Waste Reduction Requirements.  Borrower agrees to comply fully with and be bound by all of the provisions of the Food Service Waste Reduction Ordinance, as set forth in San Francisco Environment Code Chapter 16, including the remedies provided, and implementing guidelines and rules.  The provisions of Chapter 16 are incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth.  This provision is a material term of this Agreement.  By entering into this Agreement, Borrower agrees that if it breaches this provision, City will suffer actual damages that will be impractical or extremely difficult to determine; further, Borrower agrees that the sum of one hundred dollars ($100) liquidated damages for the first breach, two hundred dollars ($200) liquidated damages for the second breach in the same year, and five hundred dollars ($500) liquidated damages for subsequent breaches in the same year is reasonable estimate of the damage that City will incur based on the violation, established in light of the circumstances existing at the time this Agreement was made.  Such amount shall not be considered a penalty, but rather agreed monetary damages sustained by City because of Borrower’s failure to comply with this provision.





20.	Bottled Drinking Water.  Unless exempt, Borrower agrees to comply fully with and be bound by all of the provisions of the San Francisco Bottled Water Ordinance, as set forth in San Francisco Environment Code Chapter 24, including the administrative fines, remedies, and implementing regulations provided therein, as the same may be amended from time to time.  The provisions of Chapter 24 are incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth. 


. 
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EXHIBIT F


Lobbying/Debarment Certification Form





The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:





1. No federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any federal contract, the making of any federal grant, the making of any federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment or modification of any federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative agreement.





2. If any funds other than federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with this federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure of Lobbying Activities,” in accordance with its instructions.








This lobbying certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or entered into.  Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed under Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code.  Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for such failure.





3. Neither the undersigned nor its principals is listed by the General Services Administration as debarred, suspended, ineligible or voluntarily excluded from receiving the Funds on the Agreement Date.  The undersigned will review the list to ensure that any contractor or subcontractor who bids for a contract in excess of $100,000 is not debarred, suspended, ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participating in federal programs and activities and will obtain the certification of each contractor or subcontractor whose bid is accepted that such contractor or subcontractor is not debarred, suspended, ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participating in federal programs and activities.








BY:	___________________________________





NAME:	Malcolm Yeung





TITLE:	Executive Director of Chinatown Community Development Center, Inc., sole member/manager of CCDC Throughline LLC





DATE:	___________________________________
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Form of Annual Monitoring Report









































































































































EXHIBIT H


Tenant Selection Plan Policy





This policy is in addition to the obligations to comply with applicable federal, state and local civil rights laws, including laws pertaining to reasonable accommodation and limited English proficiency (LEP),[footnoteRef:1] and the applicable provision of the Violence Against Women Act, Pub. Law 109-62 (January 5, 2006), as amended.   [1: See for e.g., Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Fair Housing Act), 42 U.S.C. §§ 3601, et seq.; 24 C.F.R. Part 100; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d-2000d-7; Executive Order 13,166, Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency (August 11, 2000); Department of Housing and Urban Development Limited English Proficiency Guidance, 72 Fed. Reg. 2732 (Jan. 22, 2007); Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. § 794; 24 C.F.R. Parts 8 and 9; Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended; California Fair Employment and Housing Act, Gov’t Code §§ 12,955-12,956.2; Unruh Civil Rights Act, Civil Code § 51; California Disabled Persons Act, Civil Code § 51.4; Dymally-Alatorre Bilingual Services Act, Gov’t Code §7290-7299.8; San Francisco Language Access Ordinance, No. 202-09 (April 14, 2009)] 






Application Process





· Application Materials.  MOHCD shall provide an application to be used prior to the housing lottery. The housing provider agrees to use this application to determine lottery eligibility. The housing provider’s written and/or electronic application materials should:


· outline the screening criteria that the housing provider will use;


· be in compliance with San Francisco Police Code Article 49 or the Fair Chance Ordinance, 


· outline how an applicant may request a modification of the admission process and/or a change in admission policies or practices as a reasonable accommodation;  


· be written in language that is clear and readily understandable,


 .


· First Interview.  In accordance with the housing provider policies, an initial interview is required to assess each applicant’s minimum eligibility requirements for housing units. All applicants shall be offered the opportunity for an interview in lottery rank order.  


· Second Interview.  Before issuing a denial, the housing provider should consider offering a second interview to resolve issues and inconsistencies, gather additional information, and assist as much as possible with a determination to admit the applicant.  


· Confidentiality.  All information provided will be kept confidential and be used only by the housing provider, the referring agency and the funding agency for the purpose of assisting and evaluating the applicant in the admission process. All applicant information shall be retained for 12 months after the final applicant interview.


· Delays in the Process.  If delays have occurred or are likely to occur in the application and screening process or the process exceeds the housing provider’s normal timeline for application and screening, the housing provider must immediately inform the referring agency and the funding agency, of the status of the application, the reason for the delay and the anticipated time it will take to complete the application process. 


· Problems with the Referring Agency.  If at any point the housing provider has difficulty reaching or getting a response from the applicant and referring agency, the housing provider must immediately contact the referring agency, if possible, and the funding agency, DPH or HSA. 


· Limited English Proficiency Policy. Throughout the application process, the housing provider must comply with City policy for language access requirements for applicants with limited English proficiency.








Reasonable Accommodation and Modification Policy





Reasonable Accommodation: The application process should provide information about how an applicant may make a reasonable accommodation request.  At any stage in the admission process, an applicant may request a reasonable accommodation, if the applicant has a disability and as a result of the disability needs a modification of the provider’s rules, policies or practices, including a change in the way that the housing provider communicates with or provides information to the applicant that would give the applicant an equal chance to be selected by the housing provider to live in the unit.  





Reasonable Modification: Applicant may request a reasonable modification if he or she has a disability and as a result of the disability needs:


· a physical change to the room or housing unit that would give the applicant an equal chance to live at the development and use the housing facilities or take part in programs on site;


· a physical change in some other part of the housing site that would give the applicant an equal chance to live at the development and use the housing facilities or take part in programs on site.





Response to Request: The housing provider shall respond to a request for reasonable accommodation or modification within ten (10) business days.  The response may be to grant, deny, or modify the request, or seek additional information in writing or by a meeting with the applicant.  The housing provider will work with the applicant and referring agency to determine if there are ways to accommodate the applicant.  





The housing provider shall grant the request if the provider determines that: 


· the applicant has a disability;


· reasonable accommodation or modification is necessary because of the disability; and


· the request is reasonable (i.e., does not impose an undue financial or administrative burden or fundamentally alter the nature of the housing program.)





If the reasonable accommodation request is denied, the rejection must explain the reasons in writing.  If the denial of the reasonable accommodation request results in the applicant being denied admission to the unit, the provisions of the section on Notice of Denial and Appeal Process apply.  











Notice of Denial and Appeal Process


 


· The housing provider shall: 


· Hold a comparable unit for the household during the entire appeal process.


· promptly send a written and electronic notice (to the addresses provided) to each applicant denied admission with a written and/or electronic copy to the referring agency and the funding agency.  The notice should:


· list all the reasons for the rejection, including the particular conviction or convictions that led to the decision in cases where past criminal offenses were a reason for rejection;


· explain how the applicant can request an in person appeal to contest the decision;


· state that an applicant with a disability is entitled to request a reasonable accommodation to participate in the appeal;  


· inform the applicant that he or she is entitled to bring an advocate or attorney to the in person appeal;


· provide referral information for local legal services and housing rights organizations;


· describe the evidence that the applicant can present at the appeal;  


· give applicants denied admission a date within which to file the appeal, which shall be at least ten (10) business days from the date of the notice; 


· unless an extension is agreed to by the applicant and the housing provider, hold the appeal within ten (10) business days of the request for the appeal;


· confine the subject of the appeal to the reason for denial listed in the notice;  


· give the applicant a chance to present documents and/or witnesses showing that he or she will be a suitable tenant;


· have an impartial supervisor or manager from the housing provider, but who is not the person who made the initial decision or a subordinate of the person who made the initial decision, conduct the appeal; 


· within 5 business days of the in person appeal, provide the applicant with a written decision that states the reason for the decision and the evidence relied upon.  A copy of the written decision must be sent (electronically or otherwise) to the referring agency and the funding agency.  





· If the rejection is based on a criminal background check obtained from a tenant screening agency, the Fair Chance Ordinance imposes additional notice requirements.















Exhibit H


														


EXHIBIT I


Tenant Screening Criteria Policy





The screening criteria and considerations outlined below encourage providers to “screen in” rather than “screen out” applicants.  These requirements are also designed to satisfy the requirements of San Francisco Police Code Article 49, Sections 4901-4920 or the Fair Chance Ordinance. This policy describes a minimum level of leniency; providers are encouraged to adopt less restrictive policies and processes whenever appropriate. For example, providers may opt not to review or consider applicant criminal records at all. 





Screening Criteria





· Housing providers shall not automatically bar applicants who have a criminal record[footnoteRef:2] in recognition of the fact that past offenses do not necessarily predict future behavior, and many applicants with a criminal record are unlikely to re-offend.  [2:  The policy recognizes that some housing may be subject to mandatory laws that require the exclusion of an applicant based upon certain types of criminal activity.  ] 



· Housing providers shall not consider:


· arrests that did not result in convictions, except for an open arrest warrant;  


· convictions that have been expunged or dismissed under Cal. Penal Code § 1203.4 or 1203.4a;[footnoteRef:3]   [3:  The purpose of the statute is allow a petitioner to request a dismissal of the criminal accusations, a change in plea or setting aside of a verdict and to seek to have certain criminal records sealed or expunged and a release “from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the offense.”
] 



· juvenile adjudications.


· Housing providers shall consider:


· the individual circumstances of each applicant; and


· the relationship between the offense, and 


· (1) the safety and security of other tenants, staff and/or the property; and 


· (2) mitigating circumstances such as those listed below.     


· only those offenses that occurred in the prior 7 years, except in exceptional situations, which must be documented and justified, such as where the housing provider staff is aware that the applicant engaged in violent criminal activity against staff, residents or community members and/or that the applicant intentionally submitted an application with materially false information regarding criminal activity.  


· mitigating factors, including, but not limited to: 


· (1) the seriousness of the offense; 


· (2) the age and/or circumstances of the applicant at the time of the offense; 


· (3) evidence of rehabilitation, such as employment, participation in a job training program, continuing education, participation in a drug or alcohol treatment program, or letters of support from a parole or probation officer, employer, teacher, social worker, medical professional, or community leader; 


· (4) if the offense is related to acts of domestic violence committed against the applicant; 


· (5) if the offense was related to a person’s disability.
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EXHIBIT J





Developer Fee Policy
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EXHIBIT K





Hold Harmless Policy























			


			


			











EXHIBIT L


Insurance Requirements – Under Review





Subject to approval by the City's Risk Manager of the insurers and policy forms, Borrower must obtain and maintain, or caused to be maintained, the insurance and bonds as set forth below from the date of this Agreement or other applicable date set forth below throughout the Compliance Term at no expense to the City:  





1.	Liability Insurance.  Borrower must obtain and maintain, or cause its contractors, subcontractors, property managers and/or agents, as appropriate for each, to obtain and maintain, insurance and bonds as follows:





		(a)	to the extent Borrower or its contractors and subcontractors have "employees" as defined in the California Labor Code, workers' compensation insurance with employer's liability limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each accident, injury or illness;





		(b)	commercial general liability insurance, with limits no less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) combined single limit per occurrence and Four Million Dollars ($4,000,000) annual aggregate limit for bodily injury and property damage, including coverage for contractual liability; personal injury; fire damage legal liability; advertisers' liability; owners' and contractors' protective liability; products and completed operations; broad form property damage; and explosion, collapse and underground (XCU) coverage during any period in which Borrower is conducting any activity on, alteration or improvement to the Site with risk of explosions, collapse, or underground hazards; 





		(c)	business automobile liability insurance, with limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence, combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including owned, hired and non-owned auto coverage, as applicable;





		(d)	professional liability insurance of no less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) per claim and Four Million Dollars ($4,000,000) annual aggregate limit covering all negligent acts, errors and omissions of Borrower’s architects, engineers and surveyors.  If the professional liability insurance provided by the architects, engineers , or surveryors is “Claims made” coverage, Borrower shall assure that these minimum limits are maintained for no less than three (3) years beyond completion of the constructions or remodeling. Any deductible over Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) each claim must be reviewed by Risk Management; and





		(e)	a crime policy or fidelity bond covering Borrower's officers and employees against dishonesty with respect to the Funds of no less than Seventy Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000) each loss, with any deductible not to exceed Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) each loss, including the City as additional obligee or loss payee;





		(f)	as applicable, pollution liability and/or asbestos pollution liability covering the work being performed with a limit no less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) per claim or occurrence and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) annual aggregate per policy.  This coverage shall be endorsed to include Non-Owned Disposal Site coverage.  This policy may be provided by the Borrower’s contractor, provided that the policy must be “claims made” coverage and Borrower must require Borrower’s contractor to maintain these minimum limits for no less than three (3) years beyond completion of the construction or remodeling.





2.	Property Insurance.  Borrower must maintain, or cause its contractors and property managers, as appropriate for each, to maintain, insurance and bonds as follows:





(a) Prior to construction: 





(i)  Property insurance, excluding earthquake and flood, in the amount no less than One Hundred Percent (100%) of the replacement value of all improvements prior to commencement of construction and City property in the care, custody and control of the Borrower or its contractor, including coverage in transit and storage off-site; the cost of debris removal and demolition as may be made reasonably necessary by such perils, resulting damage and any applicable law, ordinance or regulation; start up, testing and machinery breakdown including electrical arcing; and with a deductible not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) each loss, including the City and all subcontractors as loss payees.





(b)	During the course of construction:





(i) Builder’s risk insurance, special form coverage, excluding earthquake and flood, for one hundred percent (100%) of the replacement value of all completed improvements and City property in the care, custody and control of the Borrower or its contractor, including coverage in transit and storage off-site; the cost of debris removal and demolition as may be made reasonably necessary by such covered perils, resulting damage and any applicable law, ordinance or regulation; start up, testing and machinery breakdown including electrical arcing, copy of the applicable endorsement to the Builder’s Risk policy, if the Builder’s Risk policy is issued on a declared-project basis; and with a deductible not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) each loss, including the City and all subcontractors as loss payees. 





(ii)  Performance and payment bonds of contractors, each in the amount of One Hundred Percent (100%) of contract amounts, naming the City and Borrower as dual obligees or other completion security approved by the City in its sole discretion.





(c)	Upon completion of construction:


(i)  Property insurance, excluding earthquake and flood, in the amount no less than One Hundred Percent (100%) of the replacement value of all completed improvements and City property in the care, custody and control of the Borrower or its contractor.  For rehabilitation/construction projects that are unoccupied by residential or commercial tenants, Tenant must obtain Property Insurance by the date that the project receives a Certificate of Substantial Completion.


(ii) Boiler and machinery insurance, comprehensive form, covering damage to, loss or destruction of machinery and equipment located on the Site that is used by Borrower for heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, power generation and similar purposes, in an amount not less than one hundred percent (100%) of the actual replacement value of such machinery and equipment with a deductible not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) each loss, including the City as loss payee.





The following notice is provided in accordance with the provisions of California Civil Code Section 2955.5:  Under California law, no lender shall require a borrower, as a condition of receiving or maintaining a loan secured by real property, to provide hazard insurance coverage against risks to the improvements on that real property in an amount exceeding the replacement value of the improvements on the property.





3.	Commercial Space.  Borrower must require that all nonresidential tenants' liability insurance policies include Borrower and the City as additional insureds, as their respective interests may appear.  Throughout the term of any lease of Commercial Space in the Project, Borrower must require commercial tenants to maintain insurance as follows:





		(a)	to the extent the tenant has "employees" as defined in the California Labor Code, workers' compensation insurance with employer's liability limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each accident;





		(b)	commercial general liability insurance, with limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence, combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including coverage for contractual liability; personal injury; advertisers' liability; including coverage for loss of income due to an insured peril for twelve (12) months; owners' and contractors' protective; broadform property damage; explosion, collapse and underground (XCU); products and completed operations coverage;





		(c)	business automobile liability insurance, with limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence, combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including owned, hired and non-owned auto coverage, as applicable;





		(d)	with respect to any tenant who has (or is required by Law to have) a liquor license and who is selling or distributing alcoholic beverages and/or food products on the leased premises, to maintain liquor and/or food products liability coverage with limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000), as appropriate;





		(e)	special form coverage insurance, including vandalism and malicious mischief, in the amount of 100% of the full replacement cost thereof, covering all furnishings, fixtures, equipment, leasehold improvements, alterations and property of every kind of the tenant and of persons claiming through the tenant; and





		(f)	full coverage plate glass insurance covering any plate glass on the commercial space.





4.	General Requirements.





		


(a)	General and automobile liability policies of Borrower, contractors, commercial tenants and property managers must include the City, including its Boards, commissions, officers, agents and employees, as an additional insured by endorsement acceptable to the City.  





		(b)	All policies required by this Agreement must be endorsed to provide no less than thirty (30) days' written notice to the City before cancellation or intended non-renewal is effective.  The endorsement must provide the City with the same rights as the named insured in the event of cancellation or intended non-renewal.





		(c)	With respect to any property insurance, Borrower hereby waives all rights of subrogation against the City to the extent of any loss covered by Borrower's insurance, except to the extent subrogation would affect the scope or validity of insurance.





		(d)	Approval of Borrower's insurance by the City will not relieve or decrease the liability of Borrower under this Agreement.





		(e)	Any and all insurance policies called for herein must contain a clause providing that the City and its officers, agents and employees will not be liable for any required premium.





		(f)	The City reserves the right to require an increase in insurance coverage in the event the City determines that conditions show cause for an increase, unless Borrower demonstrates to the City’s satisfaction that the increased coverage is commercially unreasonable and unavailable to Borrower.





		(g)	All liability policies must provide that the insurance is primary to any other insurance available to the additional insureds with respect to claims arising out of this Agreement, and that insurance applies separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought and that an act of omission of one of the named insureds that would void or otherwise reduce coverage will not void or reduce coverage as to any other insured, but the inclusion of more than one insured will not operate to increase the insurer's limit of liability.





		(h)	Any policy in a form of coverage that includes a general annual aggregate limit or provides that claims investigation or legal defense costs are included in the general annual aggregate limit must be in amounts that are double the occurrence or claims limits specified above.





		(i)	All claims based on acts, omissions, injury or damage occurring or arising in whole or in part during the policy period must be covered.  If any required insurance is provided under a claims-made policy, coverage must be maintained continuously for a period ending no less than three (3) years after recordation of a notice of completion for builder's risk or the Compliance Term for general liability and property insurance.





		(j)	Borrower must provide the City with copies of endorsements for each required insurance policy and make each policy available for inspection and copying promptly upon request.
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Exhibit M


Form of PASS Notes 
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EXHIBIT N


Form of PASS Deeds of Trust















EXHIBIT O


PASS Program Regulations











			


			


			











EXHIBIT P


Residual Receipts Policy






































































































































EXHIBIT Q


MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines






































































































































EXHIBIT R


PASS Debt Service Coverage Certification








Project Name: Throughline Apartments


Project Owner: CCDC Throughline LLC


Project Sponsor: CCDC 


Total Units: 88 


Total Occupied Units: 88


Percentage Occupied: 100% 





			INCOME


			


			Total





			Residential - Tenant Rents


			327,876 





			Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP)


			866,988 





			Commercial Space


			163,428 





			Residential Parking


			0 





			Miscellaneous Rent Income


			640 





			Supportive Services Income


			 





			Interest Income - Project Operations


			0 





			Laundry and Vending


			1,500 





			Tenant Charges


			0 





			Miscellaneous Residential Income


			0 





			Other Commercial Income


			14,832 





			Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account)


			 





			


			Gross Potential Income


			1,375,264 





			Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents


			(16,394)





			Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments


			(43,349)





			Vacancy Loss - Commercial


			(32,686)





			


			EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME


			1,282,835 





			


			


			





			OPERATING EXPENSES


			


			





			Management


			


			 





			Management Fee


			72,405 





			Asset Management Fee


			22,670 





			


			Sub-total Management Expenses


			95,075 





			Salaries/Benefits


			


			 





			Office Salaries


			42,715 





			Manager's Salary


			61,250 





			Health Insurance and Other Benefits


			44,721 





			Other Salaries/Benefits


			3,914 





			Administrative Rent-Free Unit


			0 





			


			Sub-total Salaries/Benefits


			152,600 





			Administration


			


			 





			Advertising and Marketing


			3,000 





			Office Expenses


			29,626 





			Office Rent


			 





			Legal Expense - Property


			3,000 





			Audit Expense


			23,570 





			Bookkeeping/Accounting Services


			10,032 





			Bad Debts


			8,393 





			Miscellaneous


			11,377 





			


			Sub-total Administration Expenses


			88,998 





			Utilities


			


			 





			Electricity


			35,166 





			Water


			27,523 





			Gas


			15,749 





			Sewer


			37,850 





			


			Sub-total Utilities


			116,288 





			Taxes and Licenses


			


			 





			Real Estate Taxes


			6,778 





			Payroll Taxes


			12,926 





			Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits


			5,149 





			


			Sub-total Taxes and Licenses


			24,853 





			Insurance


			


			 





			Property and Liability Insurance


			87,012 





			Fidelity Bond Insurance


			 





			Worker's Compensation


			 





			Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance


			 





			


			Sub-total Insurance


			87,012 





			Maintenance & Repair


			


			 





			Payroll


			65,000 





			Supplies


			 





			Contracts


			101,892 





			Garbage and Trash Removal


			38,498 





			Security Payroll/Contract


			 





			HVAC Repairs and Maintenance


			 





			Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs


			 





			Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses


			 





			


			Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses


			205,390 





			


			


			 





			Supportive Services


			38,000 





			Commercial Expenses


			7,446 





			


			


			 





			TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 


			815,662 





			


			


			





			Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees


			


			





			Ground Lease Base Rent 


			0 





			Bond Monitoring Fee 


			5,000 





			Replacement Reserve Deposit


			52,800 





			Operating Reserve Deposit


			 





			Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit


			 





			Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit


			 





			Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial


			0 





			


			Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees


			57,800 





			


			


			





			TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond Fees)


			873,462 





			


			


			





			NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES)


			409,373 





			


			


			





			DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)





			Hard Debt - First Lender


			321,924 


			


			


			





			Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender)


			0 


			


			


			





			Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender)


			0 


			


			


			





			Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 


			0 


			


			


			





			Commercial Hard Debt Service


			0 


			


			


			





			


			TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE


			321,924 


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			





			CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE)


			


			87,449 


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			





			Debt Service Coverage Ration  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       


			1.27








 


I certify that the information contained herein is true and accurate.  


Authorized signatory: _______________________________________ 


Name: ______________________________________________ 


Date: ________________ 
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			MOHCD - DEVELOPMENT & OPERATING BUDGET PROFORMA TEMPLATE -- INSTRUCTIONS 						Last Mod


									8/5/21			2.63


			This file may open in Protected view. If the warning message below appears, click "Enable Editing" in order to proceed.





			This file contains macros. When first opening the file, the Security Warning below may first appear. Click "Enable Content" in order to use macros. 





			This workbook contains worksheets colored red (Instructions), blue (data entry), and green (output only - no data entry). Data entry is allowed only in the yellow highlighted cells on the blue worksheets. Instructions are also provided in the data entry worksheets.  Throughout the workbook, red error messages will appear if data has not been correctly entered. Once corrected, red error messages will disappear. 





			DATA ENTRY WORKSHEETS


			Worksheet: 1.GeneralProjectInfo


						Begin here. Input to this worksheet will flow into the other worksheets in this file. Therefore, it is very important that this worksheet is completed with all errors fixed before moving onto the other blue worksheets. This worksheet collects general project information, information about target populations, rental subsidies, as well as project financing information. If applicable, be sure to select the local funding program (Small Sites or LOSP) at the top of the page. This will ensure that the appropriate format of the following worksheets is displayed for data entry and printing. 





						Project Neighborhood, Supervisorial District, and Real Estate Districts should be identified using the San Francisco Property Information Map here: 








			Worksheet: 2.Utilities&OtherIncome


						Next, enter assumptions about utilities and other project income here. Input to this worksheet will flow into the other worksheets in this file.





			Worksheets: 3a.NewProj-Rent&UnitMix/3b.ExistingProj-RentRoll


						Fill out only one worksheet, not both. For new developments, provide rent and unit information on the worksheet "3a.New Proj-Rent&UnitMix". 
For existing developments, provide rent and unit information on the worksheet "3b.ExistingProj-RentRoll". Input to these worksheets will flow into the other worksheets in this file. 





			Worksheets: 4a.PredevS&U/4b.PermanentS&U


						Complete either "4a.PredevS&U" or "4b.PermanentS&U" depending on the funding requested. Insert the number of bedrooms on the top right of the "Sources & Uses" worksheet. Then, insert the names of any Other Sources of funding besides MOHCD, in the yellow highlighted cells, to the right of the "MOHCD" column. If needed for a permanent financing request, insert additional columns for sources and uses. 

Use the line items to describe all the uses of funds proposed to be paid by each identified Source. Use the "Comments" column to describe how the amounts are derived, i.e., whether the costs are estimated or bid and provide any other relevant information which justifies the budgeted expenses, such as cost per square foot, an applicable percentage of other costs (e.g. construction contingency as a percentage of construction costs), or an estimated number of work hours. Explain any costs that are not consistent with MOHCD underwriting guidelines.  





			Worksheet: 4c.Commercial Sources and Uses


						If the project does not have a commercial component, skip this worksheet. Insert the number of commercial spaces on the top right of the "Sources & Uses" worksheet. Then, insert the descriptions of each commercial space, the gross square footage, and the names of the commercial development srouces, in the yellow highlighted cells.





			Worksheet: 5.CommOp.Budget


						If the project does not have a commercial component, skip this worksheet. If the project has a commercial component, enter a full year of budget data, annual increase assumptions, comments, and 20-year cashflow in the worksheet. Use the drop-down menu in cell C2 to control how much Net Commerical Revenue is contributed to the Residential Operating Budget. (100% is default, select another choice only if allowed by MOHCD policy.)





			Worksheet: 6.1stYrOpBudget


						Enter a full year of budget data, regardless of the projected start month. Data flows automatically from this worksheet into the "20Yr-Details" worksheet. Note that some data will be pulled from the worksheets 1, 2, 3, and 5, if applicable. Red error messages will appear if debt service comments have not been provided. Once corrected, red error messages will disappear. 

Supply comments explain how proposed costs were estimated or derived, what assumptions were made, what other projects were the costs based on. Please also provide comments to explain any formulas used. 

For LOSP projects, if Shelter+Care (S+C) subsidy is anticipated, 100% of S+C Subsidy should be allocated to LOSP units, per LOSP program guidelines. 





			Worksheet: 7a.20YrDetails


						Column F can be used to provide the rate of annual increase for bduget line items. Default rates have are autopopulated. 
Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees and hard debt service autopopulate based on 1st Year data entry. Update as needed. Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 
Enter uses of cash flow that preceded MOHCD debt service in water fall for years 2-20. 
Lastly, be sure to provide the starting balance, withdrawals, and interest earnings for the Replacement Reserve, Operating Reserve, and any other required reserves. 

Supply comments explain how proposed costs were estimated or derived, what assumptions were made, what other projects were the costs based on. Please also provide comments to explain any formulas used. 





			Worksheet: 8.Developer Fee Calculation


						This tab should be completed last. Input the developer fee amounts allowed under MOHCD's Developer Fee Policy in rows 1 through 7. If the project does not have a commercial component, clear contents in Cell D9 and rows 29-32.

In Cell D44, input the tax credit rate assumed in the proforma. Identify if the project is in a QCT/DDA in cell C45.





			Small Sites Program ONLY - Worksheet: CNA


						The CNA worksheet is split into two main categories, “Common Area” and “Units.”  Input improvements in clearly delineated subcategories, e.g. Electrical, Structural, Plumbing, Exterior, Interior, Grounds and by individual unit numbers.  These subcategories should be bolded and/or in CAPS to clarify the division between them.  Use “Item” column to list proposed improvements.  Use “Description” column to provide a more detailed description of items in the “Item” column, i.e. any details about the materials to be used, whether the item will be replaced or repaired, rationale for timing or treatment of individual scope items, etc.  Use the “Add Comment” button to leave a comment anywhere in the document.  Include the report name and page # of each scope item in the “Report Section #” column for reference.  The worksheet will tabulate the immediate needs scope and 10-year total which can be linked to tab 4b.PermanentS&U and each subsequent year which are automatically included in tab 7.20YrDetails as withdrawals from the project’s replacement reserves.





			PASS Program ONLY - Worksheets: 9a.PASS/9d.Refi


						Worksheet 9a.PASS is used to size a PASS loan and the associated fees.  The resulting outputs (e.g. Loan Amount, Annual Payment Amount, Origination Fee, Compliance Montoring Fees, Loan Servicing Fees, etc.) should be subsequently input in 1.GeneralProjectInfo, 4bPermS&U, and 6.1stYrOpBudget as necessary. 

Worksheet 9d.Refi is an analytical tool to evaluate a future refinancing and the capitalization of reserves over the next 20 years.





			OUTPUT WORKSHEETS


			Worksheet: 20YrSummary


						Summarizes the worksheet "7.20YrDetails". 





			Worksheet:1stYrOpBudget-LoanDoc


						Same as worksheet "6.1styrOpBudget", but prints on 8.5"x11". 





			Worksheet: 20YrDetails-LoanDoc


						Same as worksheet "7.20YrDetails", but prints on 8.5"x11".





			LOSP Projects ONLY - Worksheet: ExhibitsA1&A2


						LOSP Funding and Disbursement schedules. 





			PASS Projects ONLY - Worksheets: 9b.MR_Amort/9c.BMR_Amort


						PASS Market Rate Note and Below Market Rate Note amortization schedules.





			OTHER NOTES


			Protection: All of the worksheets in this workbook are "protected"; most of the cells are locked. The protection prevents users from overriding formulas and ensures that all projects are analyzed uniformly. 





			Printing: The worksheets have been formatted for optimal printing on MOHCD printers. Some worksheets are setup to print on legal-size paper. Please do not change the print settings without first conferring with the MOHCD staff with whom you are working. To avoid creating problems when MOHCD staff need to print, typically the best approach is to change the print settings on a copy of the file.





			MOHCD's Annual Monitoring Report ("AMR") has been designed in parallel with this Operating Budget Proforma. Please review the latest version of the AMR if you have any questions or concerns about how your project's Operating Budget Actuals will be analyzed in the future.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.GeneralProjectInfo


			GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION


																																				


			Application Date									9/28/21																					Current AMI/Rent Year:			2021


			1st Yr of Operations									2023


Jackie Tsou: enter as "YYYY"


			1st Month of Operations (1-12)									4





			This application for financing is for (select only one): 																		Financing is requested for: 									Local Funding Programs:


			New Construction									Complete 'Existing Proj - Rent Roll' Sheet									Acquisition/Predevelopment/Construction																		New Const			FALSE


			Existing Development																		Permanent/Gap																		Existing			TRUE





			PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT																																				Ac/Predev			TRUE


			Project Name 												Project Street #						Project Street Name						Project Street Suffix (St/Ave/etc.)						Project Zip Code						Perm			TRUE


			Throughline Apartments												777, 1204, 1525						Broadway, Mason, Grant						St, St, Ave.						94133, 94108, 94133


			Project Neighborhood									Supervisorial District						Real Estate District						Building Type						Gross SF						# Floors			Small Sites			FALSE


			Chinatown									3						8 - Northest						Midrise (40-85', or 4-6 stories)						49,870						4, 4, 3			LOSP			FALSE


			Total Units						# of Affordable Units						Occupancy Type						Supportive Housing? 						Transitional Housing? 						If Transitional, # Beds						PASS			TRUE


			88						88						SRO/MRO Mix						No						No						88


			# Comm Units						Comm SF			Project Sponsor (parent entit(ies), not LP)												Ownership Type						Property Owner  


			4						8,205			Chinatown Community Development Center												Non Profit Corporation						Throughline L.P.


			Property Owner Contact Name									Property Owner Contact Title									Property Owner Contact Email									Property Owner  Contact Phone 


			Bo Han									Project Manager									bo.han@chinatowncdc.org									415-722-2947


			PROPOSED UNIT DISTRIBUTION															TARGET POPULATION


			Enter the total proposed number of units, including 															Enter # of persons within each target proposed to be served: 												Narrative: Please provide summary of  


			manager units, and unrestricted units, if any. 															For persons that qualify for more than one target population												target population proposed to be served.


																		group, include the individual in each target population group. 												Bayside has 3 stories of 30 studios with Air Rights over ground floor garage structure owned by SFHA. All units are for seniors plus 1 one-bedroom manager's unit. Consorcia has 3 stories of 18 studios plus 6 one-bedroom units including 1 studio for manager's unit over ground floor commerical with 3 commercial spaces. Each one-bedroom unit can accommodate up to 3 persons. Tower Hotel has 2 stories of 33 SRO units including one for manager's unit over ground and partial basement commerical floors.





									Proposed # Units						% of			Families									55


			Unit Types						include Mgr's Unit(s)						Total Units			Persons with HIV/AIDS


			SRO						33						38%			Homeless Persons


			Studio						48						55%			Mentally or Physically Disabled


			1 BR						7						8%			Developmentally Disabled


			2 BR												0%			Seniors									30


			3 BR												0%			Persons with Substance Abuse


			4 BR												0%			Domestic Violence Survivors


			5 BR												0%			Veterans


			Total Units						88						100%			Formerly Incarcerated


																		Transition-Aged Youth ("TAY")


			PROJECT FINANCING 																																							


			In the table below, please provide information about all existing and proposed project financing, including all hard and soft debt lenders. Lenders should be listed in lien


			order with the most senior lender in the first lien position and the most junior lender in the last lien position. Enter information for all columns. If not applicable, enter "N/A."


			Data entry below is required! Drop down menus in the 1st Year Operating Budget will not work if the Project Financing Table is not completed. 


			Lien Order			Lender (and Funding Program if applicable)						Total Funding Amount			Interest Rate			First Repymt 
Due Date			Maturity Date			Hard Debt/Soft Debt/Both			Repayment Terms
(select from drop down)			Annual Payment Amount
(or N/A, if not applicable)			Notes 
(please note any anticipate changes to repayment obligations)						ProjKey			Project Name 


			1			MOHCD PASS Loan						8,031,555			2.74%			4/1/22			4/1/62			Hard			Periodic			321,924												Throughline Apartments


			2			CDBG New - MOHCD						13,519,791			3.00%			4/1/22			4/1/77			Soft			Forgivable												0			Throughline Apartments


			3			PASS Deferred Loan						467,445			0.96%			4/1/22			4/1/62			Soft			Deferred												0			Throughline Apartments


			4			  Accr Def Interest-PASS						317																											0			Throughline Apartments


			5			Community Proj Fund						2,500,000			0.00%			4/1/22			4/1/77																		0			Throughline Apartments


			6			Consorcia 1981+2004 CDBG Debt						733,877			AFR			11/1981-12/2004			11/2011-12/1954			Soft			Deferred												0			Throughline Apartments


			7			Tower 1983+Bayside CDBG debt						2,200,862			AFR			8/15/83			3/15/05			Soft			Deferred												0			Throughline Apartments


			8			2004 Consoricia CDBG						11,338			AFR																								0			Throughline Apartments


			9			Project Reserves+Hamlin+CCDC 1981 Loan						3,633,491																											0			Throughline Apartments


			10			Predev Exp from RR						125,391																											0			Throughline Apartments


									Total Funding: 			$31,224,067


															Enter Int Rate!			Enter 1st Repymt Date!			Enter Maturity Date!			Enter Debt Type!			Enter Repymt Terms!			Enter Annual Pymt Amt!


			Does the project have/will have HCD financing?						No			Acquisition cost minus the present value of 55 years of ground lease base rent payments. (This data informs the pro rata split of residual receipts, see worksheet 6, I134-I138 for detailed breakdown.)																		Does the project have/will have Federal Funding? 						Yes


			PROPOSED RENTAL SUBSIDIES 															RESIDUAL RECEIPTS/GROUND LEASE INFORMATION


			Enter # of units proposed to be supported by each rental subsidy type. 															Does/Will the project have a MOHCD/OCII Residual Receipts loan repayment obligation? 																		Yes


			LOSP


			Project-Based-Section 8 												30			Will the project defer the payment of the Developer Fee, and therefore 


			Project-Based-Section 8 (Mod Rehab SRO)															have two different Residual Receipts splits? (See Developer Fee Policy.)																		No


			HAP Contract With (Select if any PB-Sec8 Units): 															Residual Receipts split for all years.


			Section 8-Voucher															% of Residual Receipts available for distribution to all soft debt lenders:																		67%


			HOPWA															% of Residual Receipts available for distribution to Owner:																		33%


			PRAC - 202															


			PRAC - 811																																	


			S+C																																	


			VASH


			HOME TBA															


			Other: 															





																		Does/Will the project have a MOHCD/OCII ground lease? 																		No


																		Does/Will the project have a non-MOHCD/OCII ground lease? 																		Yes


																		If yes, enter Lessor name: 									Air Rights lease with SFHA paid w/ residual cash. See Tab 6 Line 118.





																		Must Pay Base Rent Amount: 						Residual Rent Amount: 						Annual Rent Amount: 			0


			FOR IMPORTING TO DATABASE - DO NO TOUCH! 


																																	Proposed Development 																																																																														Proposed Unit Distribution																					Target Population																																				Project Financing						Proposed Rental Subsidies																																							Residual Receipts/Ground Lease Information


			Title on Proforma									Application Date			1st Yr of Operations			1st Month of Operations (1-12)			New Const			Existing			Ac/Predev			Perm			Project Name 			Project Street #			Project Street Name			Project Street Suffix (St/Ave/etc.)			Project Zip Code			Project Neighborhood			Supervisorial District			Real Estate District			Building Type			Gross SF			# Floors			Total Units			# of Affordable Units			Occupancy Type			Supportive Housing? 			Transitional Housing? 			If Transitional, # Beds			# Comm Units			Comm SF			Project Sponsor (parent entit(ies), not LP)			Ownership Type			Property Owner  			Property Owner Contact Name			Property Owner Contact Title			Property Owner Contact Email			Property Owner  Contact Phone 			SRO			Studio			1 BR			2 BR			3 BR			4 BR			5 BR			Families			Persons with HIV/AIDS			Homeless Persons			Mentally or Physically Disabled			Developmentally Disabled			Seniors			Persons with Substance Abuse			Domestic Violence Survivors			Veterans			Formerly Incarcerated			Transition-Aged Youth ("TAY")			Narrative			Does the project have/will have HCD financing?			Does the project have/will have Federal Funding? 			LOSP			Project-Based-Section 8 			Project-Based-Section 8 (Mod Rehab SRO)			HAP Contract With (Select if any PB-Sec8 Units): 			Section 8-Voucher			HOPWA			PRAC - 202			PRAC - 811			S+C			VASH			HOME TBA			Other: 			Other Number			Does/Will the project have a MOHCD/OCII Residual Receipts loan repayment obligation? 			Will the project defer the payment of the Developer Fee, and therefore 			1st RR Split to Lenders			1st RR Split to Deferred Developer Fee			2nd RR Split to Lenders			2nd RR Split to Deferred Developer Fee			Total Developer Fee			Amount of Deferred Developer Fee			Does/Will the project have a MOHCD/OCII ground lease? 			Does/Will the project have a non-MOHCD/OCII ground lease? 			non-MOHCD/OCCII Ground Lease Lessor Name			Must Pay Base Rent Amount: 			Residual Rent Amount: 			Annual Rent Amount: 


			Database Fieldname						ProjKey			AppDate			Op_FirstYr			Op_FirstMonth			Proj_NewConst			Proj_Existing			Financing_AcPredev			Financing_Perm


Jackie Tsou: mmcloone:
these would likely be fields in tblLoans			Proj_Project Name			Proj_Address			Proj_Street			Proj_StreetSuffix			Proj_ZipCode			Proj_Neighborhood			Supervisoral District			Real Estate District			BuildingType			Proj_Total SF			NumFloorsInBldg			Proj_Units			Proj_AffordableUnits			Proj_Property Type			SupportiveHsg			Transitional Housing?			Proj_Beds			Proj_Comm'l Units			Comm_SF			Sponsor			Proj_Ownership Type			PPTOwnrOrgName			PPTOwnrContactName			PPTOwnrContactTitle			PPTOwnrContactEmail			PPTOwnrContactPhone			Proj_SROs			Proj_Studios			Proj_1Bdrms			Proj_2Bdrms			Proj_3BR			Proj_4BR			Proj_5+BR			Families#			Persons with HIV/AIDS#			Homeless#			Disabled#			DevelopmentallyDisabled#			Seniors#			Substance Abuse#			DV#			Veterans#			Reentry#			TAY#			Target Population Narrative			HCD?			FedFunding?			LOSP#			PBSection8#			PBSection8ModRehab#			PBSection8ModRehab#			PBSection8Voucher#			HOPWA#			PRAC-202#			PRAC-811#			S+C#			VASH#			Proj_HOME TBA			Subsidy_OtherName			Proj_Other RentAsst			ResidualReceipt?			DeferredDevtFee?			FirstResRecSplit_Lenders			FirstResRecSplit_Developer			SecondResRecSplit_Lenders			SecondResRecSplit_Developer			DeveloperFee_Total			DeveloperFee_Deferred			GL_Key			GroundLease_Other?			Ground_Lease_Other_LessorName			BaseRentAmountDueAnnually			ResidRentAmountDueAnnually			GroundLease_AnnualRent


Jackie Tsou: mmcloone:
we might not want/need to import these since the data would exist already



						


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD: 
Enter subsidy name in this box.
						


Jackie Tsou: enter as "YYYY"																		


Jackie Tsou: mmcloone:
these would likely be fields in tblLoans			Link to Proforma									9/28/21			2023			4			FALSE			TRUE			TRUE			TRUE			Throughline Apartments			777, 1204, 1525			Broadway, Mason, Grant			St, St, Ave.			94133, 94108, 94133			Chinatown			3			8 - Northest			Midrise (40-85', or 4-6 stories)			49,870			4, 4, 3			88			88			SRO/MRO Mix			No			No			88			4			8,205			Chinatown Community Development Center			Non Profit Corporation			Throughline L.P.			Bo Han			Project Manager			bo.han@chinatowncdc.org			415-722-2947			33			48			7			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			Bayside has 3 stories of 30 studios with Air Rights over ground floor garage structure owned by SFHA. All units are for seniors plus 1 one-bedroom manager's unit. Consorcia has 3 stories of 18 studios plus 6 one-bedroom units including 1 studio for manager's unit over ground floor commerical with 3 commercial spaces. Each one-bedroom unit can accommodate up to 3 persons. Tower Hotel has 2 stories of 33 SRO units including one for manager's unit over ground and partial basement commerical floors.			No			Yes			- 0			30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			0			- 0			Yes			No			67%			33%									0			0			No			Yes			Air Rights lease with SFHA paid w/ residual cash. See Tab 6 Line 118.			0			0			0





MOHCD Proforma - General Project Information	
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2.Utilities&OtherIncome


			UTILITIES AND OTHER PROJECT INCOME


			Throughline Apartments																																	


																																	Application Date: 			9/28/21


			UTILITY ALLOWANCE																																							Utility Code


			For each utility type below, select either "Tenant" or "Owner" and the type of utility source, as applicable. The selections will automatically calculate the total utility allowance by unit type, and will be used in the calculation of "Max Tenant Paid Rent" in the "New Devt - Rent & Unit Mix" and "Existing Devt - Rent Roll" worksheets.  

If using a engineer calculated utility allowance, select "Owner" for all utility types, and enter in calculated utility allowance directly in the row "Other". 


			Utility 
Allowance Year:									Who Pays?			Type


									2021			(select from drop down menu)						SRO			Studio			1BR			2BR			3BR			4BR			5BR


			Heating*									Owner			Natural Gas			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						


			Cooking*									Tenant			Electric			0			11			13			23			30			37			44						2b


			Other Electric*									Tenant						0			41			48			68			91			115			138						3


			Water Heating*									Owner			Natural Gas			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						


			Other: (please describe)


			Total Utility Allowance															0			52			61			91			121			152			182


			Utility Allowances approved for the San Francisco Housing Authority, effective 10/23/2020:





			OTHER PROJECT INCOME


			Please use the tables below to provide detailed information about other projected monthly residential and commercial income. The information provided below will link to income line items in the 1st year Operating Budget worksheet. 


			Residential Parking																					Tenant Charges


			No. of Tenant Rental Spaces																					Tenant Charges Source												Amount


			Monthly  Income Per Space


			Monthly Residential Parking Income												0


			Annual Residential Parking Income												0





			Miscellaneous Rent Income																					Monthly Tenant Charges												0


			In the table below, enter each type of anticipated rent-related income 																					Annual Tenant Charges Income												0


			not already included in the calculation of gross rental income.


			Miscellaneous Rent Income Source												Amount									Miscellaneous Residential Income


			Tenant charges												13									In the table below, itemize other revenue proposed to be generated 


			Cleaning & Damages												40									by the project and not already included in other income line items. 


																								Do not include misc. rent-related income below; enter those under 


																								Miscellaneous Rent Income. 


			Monthly Miscellaneous Rent Income												53									Miscellaneous Residential Income Source												Amount


			Annual Miscellaneous Rent Income												640





			Laundry


			No. of Units Using Central Laundry												31


			Weekly Assumed Income Per Unit												0.93									Monthly Misc Residential Income												0


			Annual Total Laundry Income												1,500									Annual Misc Residential Income												0





																								Other Commercial Income


			Interest Income - Project Operations																					In the table below, enter each type of anticipated Other Monthly Commercial Income other than commercial space rental revenue.


			Interest Income Source												Amount									Other Commercial Income Source												Amount


																								celltower lease												1236











			Monthly Interest Income												0									Monthly Other Commercial Income												1,236


			Annual Interest Income - Project Operations												0									Annual Commercial income												14,832











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MOHCD Proforma - Utilities & Other Income	



&A



&A



&P of &N






3a.NewProj-Rent&UnitMix


			RENT AND UNIT MIX INFORMATION - NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS ONLY 


			Throughline Apartments																														Skip this worksheet!


																														Application Date: 			9/28/21


																														Current AMI/Rent Year: 			2021


																														Utility Allowance Year: 			2021


			RESTRICTED UNITS - NO RENTAL SUBSIDY 


			In the four tables below, enter information for restricted units that will not receive any rental subsidy. Use one table for each AMI/rent limit level proposed for the project. First select the applicable income limit  and corresponding regulatory agency that sets the Applicable Rent Limit. Enter the number of units at the selected AMI level. The table will automatically populate with the current Maximum Gross Rent and Utility Allowance. After reviewing the Maximum Gross Rent, then enter the Proposed Tenant Paid Rents based on the most restrictive funder that are at or below the MOHCD Maximum Tenant Paid Rent. 

Note that TCAC is an available Applicable Rent Limit for analytical purposes only. The final version of the proforma must be based on MOHCD AMI/rent levels.


			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit (select from drop down)			Unit Type 			No. of Units			Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Proposed Tenant Paid Rent 
(most restrictive)			Monthly Income at Proposed Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents			Name of Most Restrictive Funder									Proposed Tenant Paid Rent & Utility Allowance expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI


												SRO																		 			 												0.0%


												Studio																		 			 												0.0%


												1BR																		 			 												0.0%																					Formula can also be stated as: 


												2BR																		 			 												0.0%																					(Proposed Tenant Rent + Utility Allowance)/((HLOOKUP(Unit Type,Range including unit types and HH Size Weight Factors)*AMI for 4 pp HH)*0.3/12)


												3BR																		 			 												0.0%																					(K42+I42)/((HLOOKUP(F42,RentsUA!$K$9:$Q$10,2,FALSE)*RentsUA!$B$5)*0.3/12)


												4BR																		 			 												0.0%


												5BR																		 			 												0.0%


			Subtotal:												0															0			0												0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit (select from drop down)			Unit Type 			No. of Units			Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Proposed Tenant Paid Rent 
(most restrictive)			Monthly Income at Proposed Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents			Name of Most Restrictive Funder									Proposed Tenant Paid Rent & Utility Allowance expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI


												SRO																		 			 												0.0%


												Studio																		 			 												0.0%


												1BR																		 			 												0.0%


												2BR																		 			 												0.0%


												3BR																		 			 												0.0%


												4BR																		 			 												0.0%


												5BR																		 			 												0.0%


			Subtotal:												0															0			0												0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit (select from drop down)			Unit Type 			No. of Units			Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Proposed Tenant Paid Rent 
(most restrictive)			Monthly Income at Proposed Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents			Name of Most Restrictive Funder									Proposed Tenant Paid Rent & Utility Allowance expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI


												SRO																		 			 												0.0%


												Studio																		 			 												0.0%


												1BR																		 			 												0.0%


												2BR																		 			 												0.0%


												3BR																		 			 												0.0%


												4BR																		 			 												0.0%


												5BR																		 			 												0.0%


			Subtotal:												0															0			0												0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit (select from drop down)			Unit Type 			No. of Units			Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Proposed Tenant Paid Rent 
(most restrictive)			Monthly Income at Proposed Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents			Name of Most Restrictive Funder									Proposed Tenant Paid Rent & Utility Allowance expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI


												SRO																		 			 												0.0%


												Studio																		 			 												0.0%


												1BR																		 			 												0.0%


												2BR																		 			 												0.0%


												3BR																		 			 												0.0%


												4BR																		 			 												0.0%


												5BR																		 			 												0.0%


			Subtotal:												0															0			0												0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit (select from drop down)			Unit Type 			No. of Units			Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Proposed Tenant Paid Rent 
(most restrictive)			Monthly Income at Proposed Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents			Name of Most Restrictive Funder									Proposed Tenant Paid Rent & Utility Allowance expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI


												SRO																		 			 												0.0%


												Studio																		 			 												0.0%


												1BR																		 			 												0.0%


												2BR																		 			 												0.0%


												3BR																		 			 												0.0%


												4BR																		 			 												0.0%


												5BR																		 			 												0.0%


			Subtotal:												0															0			0												0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit (select from drop down)			Unit Type 			No. of Units			Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Proposed Tenant Paid Rent 
(most restrictive)			Monthly Income at Proposed Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents			Name of Most Restrictive Funder									Proposed Tenant Paid Rent & Utility Allowance expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI


												SRO																		 			 												0.0%


												Studio																		 			 												0.0%


												1BR																		 			 												0.0%


												2BR																		 			 												0.0%


												3BR																		 			 												0.0%


												4BR																		 			 												0.0%


												5BR																		 			 												0.0%


			Subtotal:												0															0			0												0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI


																					Total Monthly Tenant Paid Rent from Non-Rental Subsidy Units:


												Total Restricted Non-Subsidy Units: 			0															0			AVG Tenant Paid Rent expressed as MOHCD AMI equivalent												0.0%








			RESTRICTED UNITS - WITH RENTAL SUBSIDY


			In the four tables below, only enter information for restricted units that will receive rental subsidy. Use one table for each AMI/rent limit level with subsidized units. First select the applicable income limit and Subsidy Program. Enter the Monthly Contract Rent set by the subsidy program selected. Then, enter the Estimated Tenant Paid Rent for the applicable unit size. Tenant Assistance Payment will automatically calculate as Monthly Contract Rent minus Estimated Tenant Paid Rent. Enter the number of units at the selected AMI level and subsidy program. Please also provide any notes to describe the calculation of the Tenant Assistance Payments. 

For LOSP Projects - leave "Monthly Contract Rent" blank, and enter Estimated Tenant Paid Rent and Number of Units. The amount of LOSP subsidy is calculated on the 1st Year and 20-Year Operating Budget worksheets.  


			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit			Unit Type 			Monthly Contract Rent 
(per unit)			Estimated Tenant Paid Rent Excluding Utility Allowance			Tenant Assistance Payment 
(per unit)			No. of Units			Monthly Income at Estimated Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments			Monthly Income from Contract			Tenant Assistance Payment Notes												Proposed Tenant Paid Rent (+ Utility Allowance) expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI																														Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents


												SRO									0									0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												Studio									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subsidy Program:									1BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			(select from drop down)									2BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												3BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																					0									 						 			 


												4BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												5BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subtotal																					0			0			0			0															0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI																																				0





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit			Unit Type 			Monthly Contract Rent 
(per unit)			Estimated Tenant Paid Rent Excluding Utility Allowance			Tenant Assistance Payment 
(per unit)			No. of Units			Monthly Income at Estimated Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments			Monthly Income from Contract			Tenant Assistance Payment Notes												Proposed Tenant Paid Rent (+ Utility Allowance) expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI																														Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents


												SRO									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												Studio									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subsidy Program:									1BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			(select from drop down)									2BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												3BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																					0									 						 			 


												4BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												5BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subtotal																					0			0			0			0															0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI																																				0





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit			Unit Type 			Gross Monthly Contract Rent 
(per unit)			Estimated Tenant Paid Rent Excluding Utility Allowance			Tenant Assistance Payment 
(per unit)			No. of Units			Monthly Income at Estimated Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments			Monthly Income from Contract			Tenant Assistance Payment Notes												Proposed Tenant Paid Rent (+ Utility Allowance) expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI																														Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents


												SRO									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												Studio									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subsidy Program:									1BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			(select from drop down)									2BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												3BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																					0									 						 			 


												4BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												5BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subtotal																					0			0			0			0															0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI																																				0





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit			Unit Type 			Monthly Contract Rent 
(per unit)			Estimated Tenant Paid Rent Excluding Utility Allowance			Tenant Assistance Payment 
(per unit)			No. of Units			Monthly Income at Estimated Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments			Monthly Income from Contract			Tenant Assistance Payment Notes												Proposed Tenant Paid Rent (+ Utility Allowance) expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI																														Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents


												SRO									0						 			0																		0.0%																																				 			 


												Studio									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subsidy Program:									1BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			(select from drop down)									2BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												3BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																					0									 						 			 


												4BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												5BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subtotal																					0			0			0			0															0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI																																				0





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit			Unit Type 			Monthly Contract Rent 
(per unit)			Estimated Tenant Paid Rent Excluding Utility Allowance			Tenant Assistance Payment 
(per unit)			No. of Units			Monthly Income at Estimated Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments			Monthly Income from Contract			Tenant Assistance Payment Notes												Proposed Tenant Paid Rent (+ Utility Allowance) expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI																														Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents


												SRO									0						 			0																		0.0%																																				 			 


												Studio									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subsidy Program:									1BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			(select from drop down)									2BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												3BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																					0									 						 			 


												4BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												5BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subtotal																					0			0			0			0															0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI																																				0





			Income Limit 
(% AMI)
(select from drop down)						Applicable Rent Limit			Unit Type 			Monthly Contract Rent 
(per unit)			Estimated Tenant Paid Rent Excluding Utility Allowance			Tenant Assistance Payment 
(per unit)			No. of Units			Monthly Income at Estimated Tenant Paid Rents			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments			Monthly Income from Contract			Tenant Assistance Payment Notes												Proposed Tenant Paid Rent (+ Utility Allowance) expressed as a % of rent based on 100% unadjusted (MOHCD) AMI																														Max Gross Rent 			Less Utility Allowance			Max Tenant Paid Rent			Monthly Income at Maximum Tenant Paid Rents


												SRO									0						 			0																		0.0%																																				 			 


												Studio									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subsidy Program:									1BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			(select from drop down)									2BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												3BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																					0									 						 			 


												4BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


												5BR									0						 			0																		0.0%																														 						 			 


			Subtotal																					0			0			0			0															0.0%			<Average Calculated AMI																																				0





																					Total Restricted Units with Rent Subsidy: 			0			Total Monthly Income From Rent-Subsidized Units: 									AVG Tenant Paid Rent expressed as MOHCD AMI equivalent												0.0%





																											Tenant Paid Rent			Tenant Asst. Payments


																											0			0





			UNRESTRICTED UNITS																					RENTAL INCOME SUMMARY 


			In the table below, enter in information for non-restricted units. Rents entered below will																					Monthly Tenant Paid Rental Income - Restricted Units


			flow into the calculation of total Tenant Rents in the 1st Year Operating Budget. 																					Tenant Paid Rent from Restricted Non-Subsidy Units																					0


																					Monthly			Tenant Paid Rent from Restricted Subsidized Units																					0


																					Income at			Subtotal Monthly Tenant Paid Rent - Restricted Units																					0


																		Proposed			Proposed			Monthly Tenant Paid Rental Income - Unrestricted Units


			Unrestricted Units 															Tenant			Tenant			Tenant Paid Rent from Unrestricted Units																					0


			(indicate if Mgr's unit)									Unit Size 			No. of Units			Paid Rent			Paid Rents			Total Monthly Tenant Paid Rental Income - Restricted and Unrestricted Units																					0


			Manager Unit																		0			Total Annual Tenant Paid Rental Income - Restricted and Unrestricted Units (O138 x 12)																					0


			Manager Unit																		0			Annual Tenant Paid Rent - Rent Adjustments:																																							Do not delete! Message below is used for comment section for Rent adjustment


			Manager Unit																		0			Rent adjustments are not typically applicable. If rent adjustment is entered, please provide description of rent adjustment here.																																							Rent adjustments are not typically applicable. If rent adjustment is entered, please provide description of rent adjustment here.


			Non-Mgr Unit									SRO									0


			Non-Mgr Unit									Studio									0


			Non-Mgr Unit									1BR									0			Total Residential Tenant Paid Rents (Annual Rental Income + Rent Adjustments):																					0


			Non-Mgr Unit									2BR									0																								(Number above will link to 1st Year Op. Budget, cell F9)


			Non-Mgr Unit									3BR									0			Income from Tenant Assistance Payments


			Non-Mgr Unit									4BR									0			Monthly Income from Tenant Assistance Payments																					0


			Non-Mgr Unit									5BR									0			Annual Income from Tenant Assistance Payments (O147 x 12)																					0


												Total for Unrestricted Units: 			0						0																								(Number above will link to 1st Year Op. Budget, cell F10)








			SUMMARY OF PROPOSED UNIT TYPES BY INCOME CATEGORIES


			Unit distribution by AMI level will auto-populate when detailed information is entered above. No data entry is needed in the table below. If unit count information does not match the total numbers provided in the Proposed Unit Distribution table above, red error messages will appear. When unit information above has been corrected, red error messages will disappear. If you don't understand the  cause for an error message, please check with MOHCD asset management staff.


			Restricted Units - No Subsidy 


			Unit Types												Total Restricted Units - No Subsidy																		


			SRO												0																																	unit count by unit types does not match


			Studio												0																																	unit count by unit types does not match


			1BR												0																																	unit count by type does not match


			2BR												0																																	


			3BR												0																																	


			4BR												0																																	


			5BR												0																																	


			Total Units												0																		


			Restricted Units - With Rental Subsidy


			Unit Types															Total Restricted Units - With Subsidy																		


			SRO															0																		


			Studio															0																		


			1BR															0																		


			2BR															0																		


			3BR															0																		


			4BR															0																		


			5BR															0																		


			Total Units															0																		





			Summary


			Unit Types						Total Proposed # Units 
(inc. Mgr's Unit)			Unrestricted Units			Total Restricted Units - No Subsidy			Total Restricted Units - With Subsidy


			SRO						33						0			0


			Studio						48						0			0


			1BR						7						0			0


			2BR						0						0			0


			3BR						0						0			0


			4BR						0						0			0


			5BR						0						0			0


			Total Units						88						0			0








MOHCD Proforma - New Project Rent & Unit Mix	



&A



&A



&P of &N







3b.ExistingProj-RentRoll


			Column Displays for SSP and non-SSP: 												SSP			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			NON			NON			SSP			NON			NON			NON			NON			NON			NON			BOTH			BOTH			NON			NON			SSP			SSP			SSP			BOTH			BOTH			BOTH			NON			BOTH			NON			SSP			NON			SSP			SSP			SSP			SSP			SSP			SSP			SSP			SSP


			RENT AND UNIT MIX INFORMATION - EXISTING PROJECTS ONLY																																																																																																																											Application Date:			9/28/21


																																																																		Throughline Apartments																																				Application Date:			9/28/21																					Current AMI/Rent Year: 			2021


			Throughline Apartments															Complete this worksheet!																																										Application Date:						9/28/21																																				Current AMI/Rent Year:			2021																					Utility Allowance Year:			2021


			Application Date:						9/28/21																																																			Current AMI/Rent Year: 						2021																																				UA Year:			2021																					Rent Roll Date:			12/31/20									% Tenants			% Tenants


			Current AMI/Rent Year: 						2021																																																			Utility Allowance Year:						2021									Monthly Proposed Max Tenant Rent: 			$142,399															Monthly Proposed Tenant Rent:			$27,323						Rent Roll Date:			12/31/20																					Total Units: 			88			As-Restricted Rental Income						<= 80% AMI			<= 80% AMI


			Utility Allowance Year:						2021															Average Household AMI: 			18%			Monthly Rental Assistance:			$72,249																											Rent Roll Date:						12/31/20									Annual Proposed Max Tenant Rent: 			$1,708,788						Avg Pre-Acq Rent by AMI: 			58.3%						Annual Proposed Tenant Rent:			$327,876						Total Units:			88									Monthly Proposed Tenant Rent: 			$27,323			$27,869			$28,427			$28,995			$29,575			Monthly:			ERROR:#N/A			96.6%			86.4%


			Rent Roll Date:						12/31/20																					Annual Rental Assistance:			$866,988																											Total Units: 						88																					52.6%									(# above links to 1stYearOpBudget, cell F9)																		Annual Proposed Tenant Rent: 			$327,876			$334,434			$341,122			$347,945			$354,904			Annual:			ERROR:#N/A			OK			OK						Throughline Apartments


			Total Units: 						88																								(Number above links to 1st Year Op. Budget, cell F10)																																																																																				( Yr 1 links to 1stYrOpBudget, row 9)			(Annual Proposed Tenant Rent for Yrs 2-5 links to 20YrDetails, row 9)																																																																								Current AMI/Rent Year: 									2021


			Row Num			Unit No.
			Current Unit Restriction
(select below)


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD: 
Once Unit Restriction has been selected for a unit, you may cut and paste for units below it, rather than selecting for each unit.
			Unit Type
(select below)						Date Of Most Recent Income Recertification 			Household Annual Income as of Most Recent Recertification 			Household Size as of Most Recent Recertification 
(select below)			Household Income AMI			Rental Assistance Type 
(select below)			Amount of Monthly Rental Assistance			Utility Allowance 
			Current Tenant Paid Rent and Affordability Restrictions																														Proposed Tenant Paid Rent and Affordability Restrictions																																																															Small Sites						PASS Program									Summary of Current and Proposed Affordability Limits																																													Rent Roll Date:									12/31/20


																																							Current Tenant Rent (monthly)			Current Tenant Gross Rent (Tenant Paid Rent + Utility Allowance)			Calculated Unadjusted MOHCD AMI 
(Current Tenant Gross Rent expressed as % of rent based on 100% AMI.)			Calculated Unadjusted MOHCD AMI 
(Current Tenant Rent + Monthly Rental Assistance + Utility Allowance expressed as % of rent based on 100% AMI.)			MOHCD 						Other									Current Max Tenant Rent 
(Max Gross Rent per Income Limit - Utility Allowance)
			Proposed Unit Restriction
(select below)
If no change from current, press button below to copy Col C.


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD: For Small Sites, do not use "No Change" button below. 
			Proposed Income Limit 
(% MOHCD AMI) 
If no change from current, press button below to copy Col O.


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD: For Small Sites, do not use "No Change" button below. 
			Proposed Max Gross Rent 
			Proposed Max Tenant Rent 
(Max Gross Rent per Income Limit - Utility Allowance)			Household Income Relative to 2021 80% State AMI			Property Tax Payment (Small Sites)
Enter "Exempt" if unit is exempt. Otherwise, provide Property Tax Payment Amount. 						Proposed Rent Type
(Select from below)

Proposed Rent Types selected below will determine the amount of Tenant Rent in the 1st yr. Operating Budget. 
			Other Tenant Rent Amount 
(Enter only if proposing tenant rent different from Current Tenant Paid Rent, Current Max Tenant Rent, or Proposed Max Tenant Rent)


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
For Small Sites, add current tenant rent, any property tax payment and proposed increase in tenant paid rent to determine "Other Tenant Rent Amount". 			


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD: 
Once Unit Restriction has been selected for a unit, you may cut and paste for units below it, rather than selecting for each unit.
																																																																																							Proposed Tenant Rent Amount 
			Proposed Tenant Gross Rent			% Change (Proposed Tenant Rent vs. Current Tenant Rent)			Calculated Unadjusted MOHCD AMI 
(Proposed Tenant Gross Rent expressed as % of rent based on 100% AMI.)			Calculated Unadjusted MOHCD AMI 
(Proposed Tenant Rent + Monthly Renatl Assistance + Utility Allowance expressed as % of rent based on 100% AMI.)			Rent Burden @ Proposed Tenant Gross Rent			Rent Burden @ Proposed Tenant Rent			Proposed Tenant Rent Amount 
(Year 1)			Proposed Tenant Rent Amount 
(Year 2)			Proposed Tenant Rent Amount 
(Year 3)			Proposed Tenant Rent Amount 
(Year 4)			Proposed Tenant Rent Amount 
(Year 5)			As-Restricted 
(for Modeling Purposes Only)																								Current Affordability Restrictions																								Proposed Affordability Restrictions


															Unit Size
(square feet)																																				Current Income Limit 
(% MOHCD AMI) 
Leave blank for unrestricted units			Maximum Tenant Gross Rent			Applicable Rent Limit 
(Select if not MOHCD, otherwise leave blank)			Income Limit
(Select below if cell is highlighted yellow.)			Max Gross Rent
(Enter if cell is highlighted yellow.)																								Increase in Tenant Rent (Small Sites)
Enter additional amount tenant rent will increase.																																													Target AMI%			Target Tenant Rent 
(excludes Utility Allowance)			Rent
TCAC AMI			Income
TCAC AMI						Unit Types						Total # Units 
(inc. Mgr's Unit)			Unrestricted/ Manager Units			Unrestricted Units			Manger Units			Total Restricted Units						Other 0%									Unrestricted/ Manager Units			Unrestricted Units			Manger Units			Total Restricted Units						MOHCD 80%															Current Affordability			Current Affordability - Unique Values			Proposed Affordability			Proposed Affordability - Unique Values


			1			Bayside 101			Manager			1BR																								$61						$61																											Manager																																																															80%			$2,070												SRO						33			1			0			1			0															1			0			1			32						32																								


			2			Bayside 102			Restricted			Studio						7/1/20			$43,824			1			47%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$1,667			$52			$1,064			$1,116			47.9%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$1,064			$1,116			0.0%			47.9%			119.4%			30.6%			29.1%			$1,064			$1,085			$1,107			$1,129			$1,152			80%			$1,813			35%			34%						Studio						48			1			0			1			30						30									1			0			1			47						47															Other 0%			Other 0%			MOHCD 80%			MOHCD 80%


			3			Bayside 103			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$19,470			2			18%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,276			$52			$455			$507			21.7%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$455			$507			0.0%			21.7%			119.4%			31.2%			28.0%			$455			$464			$473			$483			$493			80%			$1,813			16%			13%						1BR						7			1			0			1			0															1			0			1			6						6															Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			4			Bayside 104			Restricted			Studio						1/1/20			$11,351			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,479			$52			$252			$304			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$252			$304			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$252			$257			$262			$267			$273			80%			$1,813			10%			9%						2BR						0			0			0			0			0															0			0			0			0																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			5			Bayside 105			Restricted			Studio						1/1/20			$19,288			2			18%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,281			$52			$450			$502			21.5%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$450			$502			0.0%			21.5%			119.4%			31.2%			28.0%			$450			$459			$468			$478			$487			80%			$1,813			16%			13%						3BR						0			0			0			0			0															0			0			0			0																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			6			Bayside 106			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$18,960			2			18%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,289			$52			$442			$494			21.2%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$442			$494			0.0%			21.2%			119.4%			31.3%			28.0%			$442			$451			$460			$469			$478			80%			$1,813			15%			13%						4BR						0			0			0			0			0															0			0			0			0																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			7			Bayside 107			Restricted			Studio						11/1/20			$11,316			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%						5BR						0			0			0			0			0															0			0			0			0																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			8			Bayside 108			Restricted			Studio						1/1/20			$11,964			2			11%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,464			$52			$267			$319			13.7%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$267			$319			0.0%			13.7%			119.4%			32.0%			26.8%			$267			$272			$278			$283			$289			80%			$1,813			10%			8%						Total Units						88			3						3			30						30									3									85						85															Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			9			Bayside 109			Restricted			Studio						7/1/20			$613			1			1%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,728			$52			$3			$55			2.4%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$3			$55			0.0%			2.4%			119.4%			107.7%			5.9%			$3			$3			$3			$3			$3			80%			$1,813			2%			0%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			10			Bayside 110			Restricted			Studio						2/1/20			$11,566			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,474			$52			$257			$309			13.3%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$257			$309			0.0%			13.3%			119.4%			32.1%			26.7%			$257			$262			$267			$273			$278			80%			$1,813			10%			9%						Calculated Unadjusted MOHCD AMI per Current Gross Rents:																								18.1%																																							Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			11			Bayside 201			Restricted			Studio						10/1/20			$8,964			1			10%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,539			$52			$192			$244			10.5%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$192			$244			0.0%			10.5%			119.4%			32.7%			25.7%			$192			$196			$200			$204			$208			80%			$1,813			8%			7%						Calculated Unadjusted MOHCD AMI per Proposed Gross Rents:																								16.2%																																							Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			12			Bayside 202			Restricted			Studio						4/1/20			$11,325			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			13			Bayside 203			Restricted			Studio						2/1/20			$17,559			2			16%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,324			$52			$407			$459			19.7%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$407			$459			0.0%			19.7%			119.4%			31.4%			27.8%			$407			$415			$423			$432			$441			80%			$1,813			14%			12%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			14			Bayside 204			Restricted			Studio						5/1/20			$11,325			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			15			Bayside 205			Restricted			Studio						11/1/20			$11,316			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			16			Bayside 206			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$11,316			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			17			Bayside 207			Restricted			Studio						3/1/20			$11,172			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.5%			27.0%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			18			Bayside 208			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$11,317			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			19			Bayside 209			Restricted			Studio						11/1/20			$11,316			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			20			Bayside 210			Restricted			Studio						12/5/20			$11,557			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,474			$52			$257			$309			13.3%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$257			$309			0.0%			13.3%			119.4%			32.1%			26.7%			$257			$262			$267			$273			$278			80%			$1,813			10%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			21			Bayside 211			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$18,960			2			18%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,289			$52			$442			$494			21.2%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$442			$494			0.0%			21.2%			119.4%			31.3%			28.0%			$442			$451			$460			$469			$478			80%			$1,813			15%			13%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			22			Bayside 301			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$18,960			2			18%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,289			$52			$442			$494			21.2%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$442			$494			0.0%			21.2%			119.4%			31.3%			28.0%			$442			$451			$460			$469			$478			80%			$1,813			15%			13%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			23			Bayside 302			Restricted			Studio						9/1/20			$11,556			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,474			$52			$257			$309			13.3%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$257			$309			0.0%			13.3%			119.4%			32.1%			26.7%			$257			$262			$267			$273			$278			80%			$1,813			10%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			24			Bayside 303			Restricted			Studio						10/1/20			$11,532			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,475			$52			$256			$308			13.2%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$256			$308			0.0%			13.2%			119.4%			32.0%			26.6%			$256			$261			$266			$272			$277			80%			$1,813			10%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			25			Bayside 304			Restricted			Studio						4/4/20			$11,326			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272			80%			$1,813			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			26			Bayside 305			Restricted			Studio						8/1/20			$18,960			2			18%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,289			$52			$442			$494			21.2%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$442			$494			0.0%			21.2%			119.4%			31.3%			28.0%			$442			$451			$460			$469			$478						ERROR:#N/A			15%			13%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			27			Bayside 306			Restricted			Studio						2/1/20			$20,534			2			19%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,345			$52			$386			$438			18.8%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$386			$438			0.0%			18.8%			119.4%			25.6%			22.6%			$386			$394			$402			$410			$418						ERROR:#N/A			14%			14%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			28			Bayside 307			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$11,556			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,474			$52			$257			$309			13.3%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$257			$309			0.0%			13.3%			119.4%			32.1%			26.7%			$257			$262			$267			$273			$278						ERROR:#N/A			10%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			29			Bayside 308			Restricted			Studio						8/1/20			$11,316			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,480			$52			$251			$303			13.0%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$251			$303			0.0%			13.0%			119.4%			32.1%			26.6%			$251			$256			$261			$266			$272						ERROR:#N/A			9%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			30			Bayside 309			Restricted			Studio						6/1/20			$16,704			2			16%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,345			$52			$386			$438			18.8%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$386			$438			0.0%			18.8%			119.4%			31.5%			27.7%			$386			$394			$402			$410			$418						ERROR:#N/A			14%			11%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			31			Bayside 310			Restricted			Studio						7/1/20			$11,556			1			12%			Section 8 - Project-Based			$2,474			$52			$257			$309			13.3%			119.4%									Other						$2,400			$2,348			Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$913			$257			$309			0.0%			13.3%			119.4%			32.1%			26.7%			$257			$262			$267			$273			$278						ERROR:#N/A			10%			9%																																																																					Other 0%						MOHCD 80%			


			32			Tower 1			Manager			SRO																								$0			$252			$252			14.4%			14.4%																					Manager																																																																		ERROR:#N/A																																																																																				


			33			Tower 2			Restricted			SRO						11/1/20			$11,325			1			12%			none						$0			$281			$281			16.1%			16.1%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$281			$281			0.0%			16.1%			16.1%			29.8%			29.8%			$281			$287			$292			$298			$304						ERROR:#N/A			9%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			34			Tower 3			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						ERROR:#N/A			0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			35			Tower 5			Restricted			SRO						1/1/20			$18,986			2			18%			none						$0			$324			$324			18.5%			18.5%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$324			$324			0.0%			18.5%			18.5%			20.5%			20.5%			$324			$330			$337			$344			$351						ERROR:#N/A			10%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			36			Tower 6			Restricted			SRO						11/1/20			$9,758			1			10%			none						$0			$439			$439			25.1%			25.1%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$439			$439			0.0%			25.1%			25.1%			54.0%			54.0%			$439			$448			$457			$466			$475						ERROR:#N/A			14%			8%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			37			Tower 7			Restricted			SRO						2/1/20			$9,493			1			10%			none						$0			$331			$331			18.9%			18.9%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$331			$331			0.0%			18.9%			18.9%			41.8%			41.8%			$331			$338			$344			$351			$358						ERROR:#N/A			10%			7%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			38			Tower 8			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						ERROR:#N/A			0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			39			 Tower 9			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						ERROR:#N/A			0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			40			Tower 10			Restricted			SRO						9/1/20			$11,325			1			12%			none						$0			$295			$295			16.9%			16.9%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$295			$295			0.0%			16.9%			16.9%			31.3%			31.3%			$295			$301			$307			$313			$319						ERROR:#N/A			9%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			41			Tower 11			Restricted			SRO						4/1/20			$10,192			1			11%			none						$0			$192			$192			11.0%			11.0%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$192			$192			0.0%			11.0%			11.0%			22.6%			22.6%			$192			$196			$200			$204			$208						ERROR:#N/A			6%			8%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			42			Tower 12			Restricted			SRO						3/1/20			$12,204			1			13%			none						$0			$248			$248			14.2%			14.2%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$248			$248			0.0%			14.2%			14.2%			24.4%			24.4%			$248			$253			$258			$263			$268						ERROR:#N/A			8%			10%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			43			Twoer 14			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						ERROR:#N/A			0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			44			Tower 15			Restricted			SRO						8/1/20			$24,367			2			23%			none						$0			$265			$265			15.2%			15.2%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$265			$265			0.0%			15.2%			15.2%			13.1%			13.1%			$265			$270			$276			$281			$287						ERROR:#N/A			8%			17%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			45			Tower 16			Restricted			SRO						1/1/20			$20,521			1			22%			none						$0			$257			$257			14.7%			14.7%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$257			$257			0.0%			14.7%			14.7%			15.0%			15.0%			$257			$262			$267			$273			$278						ERROR:#N/A			8%			16%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			46			Tower 17			Restricted			SRO						6/1/20			$11,325			1			12%			none						$0			$265			$265			15.2%			15.2%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$265			$265			0.0%			15.2%			15.2%			28.1%			28.1%			$265			$270			$276			$281			$287						ERROR:#N/A			8%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			47			Tower 18			Restricted			SRO						2/1/20			$10,432			1			11%			none						$0			$258			$258			14.8%			14.8%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$258			$258			0.0%			14.8%			14.8%			29.7%			29.7%			$258			$263			$268			$274			$279						ERROR:#N/A			8%			8%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			48			Tower 19			Restricted			SRO						8/1/20			$15,120			1			16%			none						$0			$426			$426			24.4%			24.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$426			$426			0.0%			24.4%			24.4%			33.8%			33.8%			$426			$435			$443			$452			$461						ERROR:#N/A			13%			12%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			49			Tower 20			Restricted			SRO						10/1/20			$23,684			1			25%			none						$0			$232			$232			13.3%			13.3%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$232			$232			0.0%			13.3%			13.3%			11.8%			11.8%			$232			$237			$241			$246			$251						ERROR:#N/A			7%			19%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			50			Tower 21			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$474			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						ERROR:#N/A			0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			51			Tower 22			Restricted			SRO						5/1/20			$11,569			1			12%			none						$0			$307			$307			17.6%			17.6%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$307			$307			0.0%			17.6%			17.6%			31.8%			31.8%			$307			$313			$319			$326			$332									10%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			52			Tower 23			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			53			Tower 24			Restricted			SRO						2/1/20			$13,104			1			14%			none						$0			$302			$302			17.3%			17.3%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$302			$302			0.0%			17.3%			17.3%			27.7%			27.7%			$302			$308			$314			$320			$327									9%			10%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			54			Tower 25			Restricted			SRO						3/1/20			$11,575			1			12%			none						$0			$331			$331			18.9%			18.9%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$331			$331			0.0%			18.9%			18.9%			34.3%			34.3%			$331			$338			$344			$351			$358									10%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			55			Tower 26			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			56			Tower 27			Restricted			SRO						9/1/20			$11,567			1			12%			none						$0			$448			$448			25.6%			25.6%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$448			$448			0.0%			25.6%			25.6%			46.5%			46.5%			$448			$457			$466			$475			$485									14%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			57			Tower 28			Restricted			SRO						7/1/20			$13,918			1			15%			none						$0			$270			$270			15.4%			15.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$270			$270			0.0%			15.4%			15.4%			23.3%			23.3%			$270			$275			$281			$287			$292									8%			11%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			58			Tower 29			Restricted			SRO						12/1/20			$11,325			1			12%			none						$0			$427			$427			24.4%			24.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$427			$427			0.0%			24.4%			24.4%			45.2%			45.2%			$427			$436			$444			$453			$462									13%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			59			Tower 30			Restricted			SRO						7/1/20			$4,880			1			5%			none						$0			$237			$237			13.6%			13.6%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$237			$237			0.0%			13.6%			13.6%			58.3%			58.3%			$237			$242			$247			$252			$257									7%			4%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			60			Tower 31			Restricted			SRO						12/1/20			$50,884			1			55%			none						$0			$435			$435			24.9%			24.9%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$435			$435			0.0%			24.9%			24.9%			10.3%			10.3%			$435			$444			$453			$462			$471									14%			40%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			61			Tower 32			Restricted			SRO						12/1/20			$7,848			1			8%			none						$0			$274			$274			15.7%			15.7%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$274			$274			0.0%			15.7%			15.7%			41.9%			41.9%			$274			$279			$285			$291			$297									9%			6%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			62			Tower 33			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			63			Tower 34			Restricted			SRO						3/1/20			$12,331			1			13%			none						$0			$338			$338			19.3%			19.3%																					Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$338			$338			0.0%			19.3%			19.3%			32.9%			32.9%			$338			$345			$352			$359			$366									11%			10%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			64			Tower 35			Restricted			SRO												vacant						none						$0			$0			$0																											Restricted			80%			$1,399			$1,399			ERROR:#N/A									Current Tenant Rent			$645			$0			$0						0.0%			0.0%									$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									0%																																																																														MOHCD 80%			


			65			Consor 1			Restricted			Studio						8/1/19			$47,092			1			51%			none						$52			$273			$325			13.9%			13.9%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$273			$325			0.0%			13.9%			13.9%			8.3%			7.0%			$273			$278			$284			$290			$296									10%			37%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			66			Consor 2			Restricted			1BR						7/1/20			$33,516			1			36%			none						$61			$583			$644			24.2%			24.2%																					Restricted			80%			$2,131			$2,070			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$630			$583			$644			0.0%			24.2%			24.2%			23.1%			20.9%			$583			$595			$607			$619			$631									19%			26%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			67			Consor 3			Restricted			Studio						2/1/20			$19,070			2			18%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			31.3%			28.1%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			68			Consor 4			Restricted			Studio						11/1/20			$19,236			2			18%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			31.1%			27.8%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			69			Consor 5			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$49,200			1			53%			none						$52			$448			$500			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$448			$500			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			12.2%			10.9%			$448			$457			$466			$475			$485									16%			38%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			70			Consor 6			Restricted			Studio						7/1/20			$18,986			2			18%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			31.5%			28.2%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			71			Consor 7			Manager			Studio																								$52						$52																											Manager																																																																																																																																																						


			72			Consor 8			Restricted			1BR						12/1/20			$12,252			1			13%			none						$61			$573			$634			23.8%			23.8%																					Restricted			80%			$2,131			$2,070			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$630			$573			$634			0.0%			23.8%			23.8%			62.1%			56.1%			$573			$584			$596			$608			$620									19%			10%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			73			Consor 9			Restricted			Studio						9/1/20			$43,482			2			41%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			13.7%			12.3%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			30%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			74			Consor 10			Restricted			1BR						3/1/20			$19,241			2			18%			none						$61			$460			$521			19.6%			19.6%																					Restricted			80%			$2,131			$2,070			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$630			$460			$521			0.0%			19.6%			19.6%			32.5%			28.7%			$460			$469			$479			$488			$498									15%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			75			Consor 11			Restricted			Studio						3/1/20			$16,666			1			18%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			35.9%			32.1%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			76			Consor 12			Restricted			Studio						6/1/20			$34,213			1			37%			none						$52			$397			$449			19.3%			19.3%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$397			$449			0.0%			19.3%			19.3%			15.7%			13.9%			$397			$405			$413			$421			$430									14%			27%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			77			Consor 14			Restricted			Studio						8/1/20			$18,985			2			18%			none						$52			$412			$464			19.9%			19.9%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$412			$464			0.0%			19.9%			19.9%			29.3%			26.0%			$412			$420			$429			$437			$446									15%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			78			Consor 15			Restricted			Studio						3/1/20			$9,516			1			10%			none						$52			$433			$485			20.8%			20.8%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$433			$485			0.0%			20.8%			20.8%			61.2%			54.6%			$433			$442			$450			$460			$469									15%			7%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			79			Consor 16			Restricted			Studio						8/1/20			$17,208			1			18%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			34.7%			31.1%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			80			Consor 17			Restricted			1BR						3/1/20			$58,661			3			49%			none						$61			$590			$651			24.4%			24.4%																					Restricted			80%			$2,131			$2,070			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$630			$590			$651			0.0%			24.4%			24.4%			13.3%			12.1%			$590			$602			$614			$626			$639									19%			36%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			81			Consor 18			Restricted			Studio						12/1/20			$14,861			2			14%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			40.2%			36.0%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			10%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			82			Consor 19			Restricted			1BR						4/1/20			$19,235			2			18%			none						$61			$611			$672			25.2%			25.2%																					Restricted			80%			$2,131			$2,070			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$630			$611			$672			0.0%			25.2%			25.2%			41.9%			38.1%			$611			$623			$636			$648			$661									20%			13%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			83			Consor 20			Restricted			Studio						9/1/20			$11,324			1			12%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			52.8%			47.3%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			9%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			84			Consor 21			Restricted			Studio						7/1/20			$18,940			1			20%			none						$52			$380			$432			18.5%			18.5%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$380			$432			0.0%			18.5%			18.5%			27.4%			24.1%			$380			$388			$395			$403			$411									14%			15%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			85			Consor 22			Restricted			Studio						6/23/20			$11,024			2			10%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			54.2%			48.5%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			8%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			86			Consor 24			Restricted			Studio						10/1/20			$7,124			1			8%			none						$52			$380			$432			18.5%			18.5%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$380			$432			0.0%			18.5%			18.5%			72.8%			64.0%			$380			$388			$395			$403			$411									14%			6%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			87			Consor 25			Restricted			Studio						5/1/20			$52,581			1			56%			none						$52			$446			$498			21.4%			21.4%																					Restricted			80%			$1,865			$1,813			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$484			$446			$498			0.0%			21.4%			21.4%			11.4%			10.2%			$446			$455			$464			$473			$483									16%			41%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			


			88			Consor 26			Restricted			1BR						8/1/20			$50,655			2			48%			none						$61			$460			$521			19.6%			19.6%																					Restricted			80%			$2,131			$2,070			<= 80%									Current Tenant Rent			$630			$460			$521			0.0%			19.6%			19.6%			12.3%			10.9%			$460			$469			$479			$488			$498									15%			35%																																																																											MOHCD 80%			
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			298																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			299																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			300																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			301																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			302																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			303																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			304																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			305																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			306																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			307																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			308																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			309																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			310																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			311																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			312																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			313																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			314																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			315																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			316																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			317																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			318																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			319																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			320																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			321																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			322																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			323																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			324																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			325																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			326																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			327																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			328																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			329																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			330																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			331																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			332																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			333																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			334																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			335																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			336																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			337																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			338																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			339																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			340																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			341																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			342																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			343																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			344																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			345																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			346																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			347																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			348																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			349																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			350																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			351																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			352																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			353																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			354																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			355																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			356																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			357																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			358																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			359																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			360																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			361																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			362																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			363																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			364																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			365																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			366																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			367																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			368																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			369																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			370																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			371																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			372																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			373																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			374																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			375																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			376																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			377																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			378																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			379																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			380																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			381																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			382																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			383																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			384																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			385																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			386																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			387																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			388																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			389																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			390																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			391																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			392																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			393																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			394																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			395																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			396																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			397																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			398																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																														


			399																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																																	


			400																																	$0						$0																																																																																																																																																																																	











MOHCD Proforma - Exisitng Project Rent Roll	



&P of &N



No Change


No Change





x4a.PredevS&U


			Application Date:									9/28/21									# Units:			88			


			Project Name:									Throughline Apartments									# Bedrooms: 						


			Project Address:									777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, Ave.									# Beds: 			88


			Project Sponsor:									Chinatown Community Development Center





																								Total Sources			Comments


			SOURCES									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Name of Sources:			MOHCD/OCII


			USES





			ACQUISITION


									Acquisition cost or value															0


									Demolition															0


									Legal/Closing costs															0


									Broker's fee															0


									TOTAL ACQUISITION			0			0			0			0			0





			CONSTRUCTION (HARD COSTS)


						Site Work


									Environmental Remediation															0


									Grading/Earthwork															0


									Underpinning/shoring															0


									Total Site Work			0			0			0			0			0


									Unit Construction/Rehab															0


									Parking															0


									Landscaping															0


									Overhead/Profit/Gen'l Conditions															0


									TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS			0			0			0			0			0





									Construction Contingency															0						ERROR:#DIV/0!





			SOFT COSTS


						Architecture/Engineering


									Design


									Construction Administration


									Printing


									Total Arch./Engineer. Fees			0			0			0			0			0						ERROR:#DIV/0!


						Survey & Engineering Studies


									Survey															0


									Geotechnical studies															0


									Phase I & II Reports															0


									Total Survey & Engineering			0			0			0			0			0


						Financing Costs


									Predevelopment Financing Costs


									Predev. Loan Application Fee															0


									Predev. Loan Interest															0


									Title & Recording															0


									Sub-total Predev. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0


									Construction Financing Costs


									Construction Loan Origination Fee															0


									Construction Loan Interest															0


									Title & Recording 															0


									Sub-total Const. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0


									Premanent Financing Costs


									Permanent Loan Origination Fee															0


									Credit Enhance. & Appl. Fee															0


									Title & Recording 															0


									Sub-total Perm. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0


									Total Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0


						Legal Costs


									Lender Legal Pd. By Applicant															0


									Tax Credit Attorney															0


									Developer Legal Counsel															0


									Total Legal Costs			0			0			0			0			0


									Appraisal															0


									Property Taxes															0


									Insurance															0


									Relocation															0


									TCAC App/Alloc/Monitor Fees															0


									CEQA Environmental Review															0


									Entitlement/Permit Fees															0


									Marketing/Rent-up															0


									Furnishings															0


									Market Study															0


									NEPA/106 Review															0


									Other (specify)															0


									Sub-total Soft Costs			0			0			0			0			0


									Soft Cost Contingency															0						ERROR:#DIV/0!


									TOTAL SOFT COSTS			0			0			0			0			0


			RESERVES


									Operating Reserves															0


									Replacement Reserves															0


									Other (specify)															0


									Other (specify)															0


									Other (specify)															0


									Other (specify)															0


									TOTAL RESERVES			0			0			0			0			0





			DEVELOPER COSTS


									Developer Overhead/Profit (Fee)															0


									Development Consultant Fees															0


									Financial Consultant Fees															0


									Construction Management Fee															0


									Project Administration															0


									Other (specify)															0


									TOTAL DEVELOPER COSTS			0			0			0			0			0


									Syndication Costs															0





			TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST									0			0			0			0			0


									Development Cost/Unit			0			0			0			0			0





									Construction Cost (including Construction Contingency)/SF															0





			Tax Credit Equity Pricing:

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Times New Roman,Bold"&14Application for Housing Development Funds
Sources and Uses Table		&"Times New Roman,Bold"&14____________________ NOFA
SF Mayor's Office of Housing



MOHCD Proforma - Predevelopment Sources and Uses of Funds	



&P of &N






4a.PredevS&U


			Application Date:									9/28/21									# Units:			88									


			Project Name:									Throughline Apartments									# Bedrooms: 			88									


			Project Address:									777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, Ave.									# Beds: 									88


			Project Sponsor:									Chinatown Community Development Center


															


																														Total Sources			Comments


			SOURCES									800,000			125,391			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			925,391


									Name of Sources:			MOHCD/OCII			Predev Exp from RR up to 12/31/2019


			USES						


												


			ACQUISITION


									Acquisition cost or value																					0


									Legal / Closing costs / Broker's Fee																					0


									Holding Costs																					0


									Transfer Tax																					0


									TOTAL ACQUISITION			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			CONSTRUCTION (HARD COSTS)





									Unit Construction/Rehab																					0			Include FF&E


									Commercial Shell Construction																					0


									Demolition																					0


									Environmental Remediation																					0


									Onsight Improvements/Landscaping																					0						Construction line item costs as a % of hard costs


									Offsite Improvements																					0


									Infrastructure Improvements																					0			HOPE SF/OCII costs for streets etc.


									Parking																					0


									GC Bond Premium/GC Insurance/GC Taxes																					0						


									GC Overhead & Profit																					0						


									CG General Conditions																					0						


									Sub-total Construction Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Design Contingency (remove at DD)																					0			5% up to $30MM HC, 4% $30-$45MM, 3% $45MM+			


									Bid Contingency (remove at bid)																					0			5% up to $30MM HC, 4% $30-$45MM, 3% $45MM+			


									Plan Check Contingency (remove/reduce during Plan Review)																					0			4% up to $30MM HC, 3% $30-$45MM, 2% $45MM+			


									Hard Cost Construction Contingency																					0			5% new construction / 15% rehab			


									Sub-total Construction Contingencies			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			SOFT COSTS


						Architecture & Design


									Architect design fees			300,000			115,141															415,141			See MOHCD A&E Fee Guidelines: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms


									Design Subconsultants to the Architect (incl. Fees)																					0


									Architect Construction Admin																					0


									Reimbursables																					0


									Additional Services																					0


									Sub-total Architect Contract			300,000			115,141			0			0			0			0			415,141


									Other Third Party design consultants (not included under Architect contract)																					0			Consultants not covered under architect contract; name consultant type and contract amount


									Total Architecture & Design			300,000			115,141			0			0			0			0			415,141


						Engineering & Environmental Studies


									Survey			19,500																		19,500


									Geotechnical studies																					0


									Phase I & II Reports			65,000																		65,000


									CEQA / Environmental Review consultants			10,000																		10,000


									NEPA / 106 Review																					0


									CNA/PNA (rehab only)																					0


									Other environmental consultants																					0			Name consultants & contract amounts


									Total Engineering & Environmental Studies			94,500			0			0			0			0			0			94,500


						Financing Costs


									Construction Financing Costs


									Construction Loan Origination Fee																					0


									Construction Loan Interest																					0


									Title & Recording 																					0


									CDLAC & CDIAC fees																					0


									Bond Issuer Fees																					0


									Other Bond Cost of Issuance 																					0


									Other Lender Costs (specify)																					0


									Sub-total Const. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Permanent Financing Costs


									Permanent Loan Origination Fee																					0


									Credit Enhance. & Appl. Fee																					0


									Title & Recording 																					0


									Sub-total Perm. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Total Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Legal Costs


									Borrower Legal fees			10,000																		10,000


									Land Use / CEQA Attorney fees																					0


									Tax Credit Counsel			15,000			5,000															20,000


									Bond Counsel			20,000																		20,000


									Construction Lender Counsel																					0


									Permanent Lender Counsel																					0


									Other Legal (HUD Loan)			4,750			5,250															10,000


									Total Legal Costs			49,750			10,250			0			0			0			0			60,000


						Other Development Costs


									Appraisal			20,000																		20,000


									Market Study			19,500																		19,500


						*			Insurance																					0


						*			Property Taxes																					0


									Accounting / Audit																					0


						*			Organizational Costs			5,000																		5,000


									Entitlement / Permit Fees			20,000																		20,000


						*			Marketing / Rent-up																					0


						*			Furnishings																					0			$2,000/unit; See MOHCD U/W Guidelines: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms


									PGE / Utility Fees																					0


									TCAC App / Alloc / Monitor Fees			54,581																		54,581


						*			Financial Consultant fees			25,000																		25,000


									Construction Management fees / Owner's Rep			40,000																		40,000


									Security during Construction																					0


						*			Relocation			71,669																		71,669


									Other (Special Inspection / Testing)			20,000																		20,000


									Other (specify)																					0						Total Soft Cost Contingency as % of Total Soft Costs


									Other (specify)																					0


									Total Other Development Costs			275,750			0			0			0			0			0			275,750


						Soft Cost Contingency


									Contingency (Arch, Eng, Fin, Legal  & Other Dev)			80,000			0			0			0			0			0			80,000			Should be either 10% or 5% of total soft costs. 			9.5%


									TOTAL SOFT COSTS			800,000			125,391			0			0			0			0			925,391





			RESERVES


						*			Operating Reserves																					0


									Replacement Reserves																					0


						*			Tenant Improvements Reserves																					0


									Other (specify)																					0


									Other (specify)																					0


									Other (specify)																					0


									TOTAL RESERVES			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			DEVELOPER COSTS


									Developer Fee - Cash-out Paid at Milestones																					0


									Developer Fee - Cash-out At Risk																					0


									Commercial Developer Fee


									Developer Fee - GP Equity (also show as source)


									Developer Fee - Deferred (also show as source)																					0


									Development Consultant Fees																					0			Need MOHCD approval for this cost, N/A for most projects


									Other (specify)																					0


									TOTAL DEVELOPER COSTS			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST									800,000			125,391			0			0			0			0			925,391


									Development Cost/Unit by Source			9,091			1,425			0			0			0			0			10,516


									Development Cost/Unit as % of TDC by Source			86.4%			13.6%			0.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0.0%			100.0%





			Acquisition Cost/Unit by Source									0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/Unit By Source									0			0			0			0			0			0			0


			Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/SF									0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00





			*Possible non-eligible GO Bond/COP Amount:									101,669


			City Subsidy/Unit									9,091





			Tax Credit Equity Pricing:									N/A			


			Construction Bond Amount:									N/A			


			Construction Loan Term (in months):									N/A			


			Construction Loan Interest Rate (as %):									N/A			





			


																														


																														





															


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MOHCD Proforma - Predevelopment Financing Sources & Uses of Funds	



&P of &N



Add Column





4b.PermS&U


			Application Date:									9/28/21									# Units:			88																		


			Project Name:									Throughline Apartments									# Bedrooms: 			88																		


			Project Address:									777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, Ave.									# Beds: 																		88


			Project Sponsor:									Chinatown Community Development Center


															


																																							Total Sources			Comments


			SOURCES									13,519,791			8,031,555			467,445			317			2,500,000			3,255,600			3,323,968			125,391			- 0			31,224,067


									Name of Sources:			MOHCD/OCII			PASS Loan			PASS Deferred Loan			Accrued Def Interest - PASS			Community Project Fund			Existing Consorcia, Bayside + Tower CDBG debts & Accrued Def Interests			GP Capital - Proj Reserves			Predev Exp from RR up to 12/31/2019


			USES									


																																										


			ACQUISITION																																							


									Acquisition cost or value																														0


									Legal / Closing costs / Broker's Fee																														0


									Holding Costs																														0


									Transfer Tax																														0


									TOTAL ACQUISITION			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			CONSTRUCTION (HARD COSTS)





						*			Unit Construction/Rehab			11,369,884			6,559,784									2,500,000															20,429,668			Include FF&E


						*			Commercial Shell Construction																														0


						*			Demolition																														0


									Environmental Remediation																														0


						*			Onsight Improvements/Landscaping																														0						Construction line item costs as a % of hard costs


						*			Offsite Improvements																														0


						*			Infrastructure Improvements																														0			HOPE SF/OCII costs for streets etc.


									Parking																														0


									GC Bond Premium/GC Insurance/GC Taxes																														0						0.0%


									GC Overhead & Profit																														0						0.0%


									CG General Conditions																														0						0.0%


									Sub-total Construction Costs			11,369,884			6,559,784			0			0			2,500,000			0			0			0			0			20,429,668


									Design Contingency (remove at DD)																														0			5% up to $30MM HC, 4% $30-$45MM, 3% $45MM+			0.0%


									Bid Contingency (remove at bid)																														0			5% up to $30MM HC, 4% $30-$45MM, 3% $45MM+			0.0%


									Plan Check Contingency (remove/reduce during Plan Review)																														0			4% up to $30MM HC, 3% $30-$45MM, 2% $45MM+			0.0%


									Hard Cost Construction Contingency			569,501			1,471,771															282,519									2,323,791			5% new construction / 15% rehab			11.4%


									Sub-total Construction Contingencies			569,501			1,471,771			0			0			0			0			282,519			0			0			2,323,791


									TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS			11,939,385			8,031,555			0			0			2,500,000			0			282,519			0			0			22,753,459





			SOFT COSTS


						Architecture & Design


									Architect design fees									400,000																					400,000			See MOHCD A&E Fee Guidelines: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms


									Design Subconsultants to the Architect (incl. Fees)																														0


									Architect Construction Admin																					300,000									300,000


									Reimbursables																														0


									Additional Services																														0


									Sub-total Architect Contract			0			0			400,000			0			0			0			300,000			0			0			700,000


									Other Third Party design consultants (not included under Architect contract)			195,000																											195,000			Consultants not covered under architect contract; name consultant type and contract amount


									Total Architecture & Design			195,000			0			400,000			0			0			0			300,000			0			0			895,000


						Engineering & Environmental Studies


									Survey			2,555						7,445																					10,000


									Geotechnical studies			20,000																											20,000


									Phase I & II Reports									60,000																					60,000


									CEQA / Environmental Review consultants																														0


									NEPA / 106 Review																														0


									CNA/PNA (rehab only)																														0


									Other environmental consultants			15,000																											15,000			Name consultants & contract amounts


									Total Engineering & Environmental Studies			37,555			0			67,445			0			0			0			0			0			0			105,000


						Financing Costs


									Construction Financing Costs


									Construction Loan Origination Fee																														0


									Construction Loan Interest																														0


									Title & Recording 																					40,000									40,000


									CDLAC & CDIAC fees																														0


									Bond Issuer Fees																														0


									Other Bond Cost of Issuance 																														0


									Construction/Perm Closing, Construcion/Perm Lender Ex 			47,513																		24,237									71,750


									Sub-total Const. Financing Costs			47,513			0			0			0			0			0			64,237			0			0			111,750


									Permanent Financing Costs


									Permanent Loan Origination Fee			106,238																											106,238


									Credit Enhance. & Appl. Fee																														0


									Title & Recording 																														0


									Sub-total Perm. Financing Costs			106,238			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			106,238


									Total Financing Costs			153,751			0			0			0			0			0			64,237			0			0			217,988


						Legal Costs


									Borrower Legal fees																														0


									Land Use / CEQA Attorney fees																														0


									Tax Credit Counsel																														0


									Bond Counsel																														0


									Construction Lender Counsel			50,000																											50,000


									Permanent Lender Counsel																					15,000									15,000


						*			Other Legal (specify)																														0


									Total Legal Costs			50,000			0			0			0			0			0			15,000			0			0			65,000


						Other Development Costs


									Appraisal			30,000																											30,000


									Market Study																														0


						*			Insurance			300,000																											300,000


						*			Property Taxes																														0


									Accounting / Audit																					10,000									10,000


						*			Organizational Costs																														0


									Entitlement / Permit Fees			83,785																		136,215									220,000


						*			Marketing / Rent-up			50,000																											50,000


						*			Furnishings			76,800																											76,800			$2,000/unit; See MOHCD U/W Guidelines on: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms


									PGE / Utility Fees																														0


									TCAC App / Alloc / Monitor Fees																														0


						*			Financial Consultant fees			50,000																											50,000


									Construction Management fees / Owner's Rep			90,000																											90,000


									Security during Construction																														0


						*			Relocation																					1,927,997									1,927,997


									Other - Accrued Interest - PASS Deferred Loan												317																		317


									Other - Existing Consorcia, Bayside + Tower + CCDC Debts																		3,255,600												3,255,600						Total Soft Cost Contingency as % of Total Soft Costs


									Other - Predev Expenses from RR prior to 12/31/2019																								125,391						125,391


									Total Other Development Costs			680,585			0			0			317			0			3,255,600			2,074,212			125,391			0			6,136,105


						Soft Cost Contingency


									Contingency (Arch, Eng, Fin, Legal  & Other Dev)			163,565			0																								163,565			Should be either 10% or 5% of total soft costs. 			2.2%


									TOTAL SOFT COSTS			1,280,456			0			467,445			317			0			3,255,600			2,453,449			125,391			0			7,582,658





			RESERVES


						*			Operating Reserves			299,950																											299,950


									Replacement Reserves																					88,000									88,000


						*			Tenant Improvements Reserves																														0


						*			Other (specify)																														0


						*			Other (specify)																														0


						*			Other (specify)																														0


									TOTAL RESERVES			299,950			0			0			0			0			0			88,000			0			0			387,950





			DEVELOPER COSTS


									Developer Fee - Cash-out Paid at Milestones																					500,000									500,000


									Developer Fee - Cash-out At Risk																														0


									Commercial Developer Fee																														0


									Developer Fee - GP Equity (also show as source)																														0


									Developer Fee - Deferred (also show as source)																														0


									Development Consultant Fees																														0			Need MOHCD approval for this cost, N/A for most projects


									Other (specify)																														0


									TOTAL DEVELOPER COSTS			0			0			0			0			0			0			500,000			0			0			500,000





			TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST									13,519,791			8,031,555			467,445			317			2,500,000			3,255,600			3,323,968			125,391			0			31,224,067


									Development Cost/Unit by Source			153,634			91,268			5,312			4			28,409			36,995			37,772			1,425			0			354,819


									Development Cost/Unit as % of TDC by Source			43.3%			25.7%			1.5%			0.0%			8.0%			10.4%			10.6%			0.4%			0.0%			100.0%





			Acquisition Cost/Unit by Source									0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





			Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/Unit By Source									135,675			91,268			0			0			28,409			0			3,210			0			0			258,562


			Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/SF									239.41			161.05			0.00			0.00			50.13			0.00			5.67			0.00			0.00			456.26





			*Possible non-eligible GO Bond/COP Amount:									12,146,634


			City Subsidy/Unit									153,634





			Tax Credit Equity Pricing:									N/A			


			Construction Bond Amount:									N/A			


			Construction Loan Term (in months):									N/A			


			Construction Loan Interest Rate (as %):									N/A			
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MOHCD Proforma - Permanent Financing Sources & Uses of Funds	



&P of &N



Add Column





CNA


			Application Date: 			9/28/21


			Date of CNA: 									


																																							REPLACEMENT RESERVE STUDY


			Sponsor: 			Chinatown Community Development Center						EUL= Average Estimated Useful Life																																													10-Year Inflated Total: 			$   - 0


			Project Name: 			Throughline Apartments						RUL= Remaining Useful Life


			HIDE THIS ROW!! Used for calculating last row in list of CNA scope items. 																											0			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136			136


																								Required Expenditures from Reserves									$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


			88 Residential Units 4/ Commercial Units																					Inflated Expeditures from Reserves			% annual increase			1.0%			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0





									Report									Replacement Cost						AVG			# of			Immediate			2023			2024			2025			2026			2027			2028			2029			2030			2031			2032			2033			2034			2035			2036			2037			2038			2039			2040			2041			2042			TOTAL


			ITEM			DESCRIPTION			Section #			EUL			RUL			Low			High			COST			Units			Needs			1			2			3			4			5			6			7			8			9			10			11			12			13			14			15			16			17			18			19			20			Years 1 - 20


			Common Area															(To add row for Common Area Improvements, click button to left. Be sure to keep row 63 blank. New rows will be inserted after row 63.)


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0





			Units (Group improvements by unit number below)															(To add row for Unit Improvements, click button to left. Be sure to keep row 136 blank. New rows will be inserted after row 136.)


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0


																																	$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0			$   - 0
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Add Row: Common Area


Add Row: Units 





4c.CommS&U


			Application Date:									9/28/21									# Commercial Spaces:									


			Project Name:									Throughline Apartments																		


			Project Address:									777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, Ave.


			Project Sponsor:									Chinatown Community Development Center


															Don't forget to fill in D138:D140!


			COMMERCIAL SPACE									Space 1			Space 2			Space 3			Space 4			Space 5


									Commercial Use - Description																					%age Total Building Costs in Commercial Budget


									Gross SF																		- 0			Total Commercial SF





																											Total Sources			Comments


			SOURCES									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Name of Sources:


			USES									


																														


			ACQUISITION																											


									Acquisition cost or value																		0


									Legal / Closing costs / Broker's Fee																		0


									Holding Costs																		0


									Transfer Tax																		0


									TOTAL ACQUISITION			0			0			0			0			0			0





			CONSTRUCTION (HARD COSTS)





									Unit Construction/Rehab																		0


									Commercial Warm Shell Construction																		0			See MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms


									Commercial Cold Shell Construction																		0


									Demolition																		0


									Environmental Remediation																		0


									Onsight Improvements/Landscaping																		0						Construction line item costs as a % of hard costs


									Offsite Improvements																		0


									Infrastructure Improvements																		0


									Parking																		0


									GC Bond Premium/GC Insurance/GC Taxes																		0						


									GC Overhead & Profit																		0						


									CG General Conditions																		0						


									Sub-total Construction Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Design Contingency (remove at DD)																		0						


									Bid Contingency (remove at bid)																		0						


									Plan Check Contingency (remove/reduce during Plan Review)																		0						


									Hard Cost Construction Contingency																		0						


									Sub-total Construction Contingencies			0			0			0			0			0			0


									TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS			0			0			0			0			0			0





			SOFT COSTS


						Architecture & Design


									Architect design fees			0									0						0			See MOHCD A&E Fee Guidelines: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms


									Architecture design fees for Schematic Drawings for tenant-paid tenant improvements																		0


									Design Subconsultants to the Architect (incl. Fees)																		0


									Architect Construction Admin																		0


									Reimbursables																		0


									Additional Services																		0


									Sub-total Architect Contract			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Other Third Party design consultants (not included under Architect contract)																		0


									Total Architecture & Design			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Engineering & Environmental Studies


									Survey																		0


									Geotechnical studies																		0


									Phase I & II Reports																		0


									CEQA / Environmental Review consultants																		0


									NEPA / 106 Review																		0


									CNA/PNA (rehab only)																		0


									Other environmental consultants																		0			Name consultants & contract amounts


									Total Engineering & Environmental Studies			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Financing Costs


									Construction Financing Costs


									Construction Loan Origination Fee																		0


									Construction Loan Interest																		0


									Title & Recording 																		0


									CDLAC & CDIAC fees																		0


									Bond Issuer Fees																		0


									Other Bond Cost of Issuance 																		0


									Other Lender Costs (specify)																		0


									Sub-total Const. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Permanent Financing Costs


									Permanent Loan Origination Fee																		0


									Credit Enhance. & Appl. Fee																		0


									Title & Recording 																		0


									Commercial Loan Origination Fee																		0


									Sub-total Perm. Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Total Financing Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Legal Costs


									Borrower Legal fees																		0


									Land Use / CEQA Attorney fees																		0


									Tax Credit Counsel																		0


									Bond Counsel																		0


									Construction Lender Counsel																		0


									Permanent Lender Counsel																		0


									Other Legal (specify)																		0


									Total Legal Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Development Costs


									Appraisal																		0


									Market Study																		0


									Insurance																		0


									Property Taxes																		0


									Accounting / Audit																		0


									Organizational Costs																		0


									Entitlement / Permit Fees																		0


									Marketing / Lease-up																		0


									Furnishings																		0


									PGE / Utility Fees																		0


									TCAC App / Alloc / Monitor Fees																		0


									Financial Consultant fees																		0


									Construction Management fees / Owner's Rep																		0


									Security during Construction																		0


									Relocation																		0


									Other (specify)																		0


									Other (specify)																		0						Total Soft Cost Contingency as % of Total Soft Costs


									Other (specify)																		0


									Total Other Development Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Soft Cost Contingency


									Contingency (Arch, Eng, Fin, Legal  & Other Dev)																		0			5%			


									TOTAL SOFT COSTS			0			0			0			0			0			0





			RESERVES


									Operating Reserves																		0


									Replacement Reserves																		0


									Tenant Improvements Reserves																		0


									Commercial Lease-Up Reserves																		0


									Other (specify)																		0


									TOTAL RESERVES			0			0			0			0			0			0





			DEVELOPER COSTS


									Commercial Developer Fee - Cash-out Paid at Milestones																		0


									Other (specify)																		0


									Other (specify)																		0


									TOTAL DEVELOPER COSTS			0			0			0			0			0			0





			TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST									0			0			0			0			0			0


									Development Cost/SF by Source																		


									Development Cost/Unit as % of TDC by Source																		





			Acquisition Cost/SF by Source																								





			Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/SF By Source																								


			Construction Cost (inc Const Contingency)/SF																								0.00








			Commercial Loan Amount:												Fill in with value or 'N/A' if not applicable.


			Commercial Loan Term (in years):												Fill in with value or 'N/A' if not applicable.


			Commercial Interest Rate (as %):												Fill in with value or 'N/A' if not applicable.





			


																											


																											





															





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.CommOp.Budget


			Throughline Apartments									


			Drop down menu to the right controls how much Net Commerical Revenue is contributed to the Residential Operating Budget. (100% is default, select another choice only if allowed by MOHCD policy.)						100%


															Year 1			Year 2			Year 3			Year 4			Year 5			Year 6			Year 7			Year 8			Year 9			Year 10			Year 11			Year 12			Year 13			Year 14			Year 15			Year 16			Year 17			Year 18			Year 19			Year 20			Year 21									Year 22									Year 23									Year 24									Year 25									Year 26									Year 27									Year 28									Year 29									Year 30


			Total # Units:						88			Business Year			2023			2024			2025			2026			2027			2028			2029			2030			2031			2032			2033			2034			2035			2036			2037			2038			2039			2040			2041			2042			2043									2044									2045									2046									2047									2048									2049									2050									2051									2052





			COMMERCIAL INCOME						% annual increase			Comments


			Commercial Space 1			5140			2.0%			Tower Office (3)			87,060			87,060			87,060			88,801			90,577			92,389			94,237			96,121			98,044			100,005			102,005			104,045			106,126			108,248			110,413			112,621			114,874			117,171			119,515			121,905


			Commercial Space 2						2.0%			Consorcia - Gallery Café			36,000			36,000			36,000			36,720			37,454			38,203			38,968			39,747			40,542			41,353			42,180			43,023			43,884			44,761			45,657			46,570			47,501			48,451			49,420			50,409


			Commercial Space 3						2.0%			Consorcia - Dewey Xu (Laundromat)			24,720			24,720			24,720			25,214			25,719			26,233			26,758			27,293			27,839			28,396			28,963			29,543			30,134			30,736			31,351			31,978			32,618			33,270			33,935			34,614


			Commercial Space 4						2.0%			Consorcia - NICOS (nonprofit office)			15,648			15,648			15,648			15,961			16,280			16,606			16,938			17,277			17,622			17,975			18,334			18,701			19,075			19,456			19,845			20,242			20,647			21,060			21,481			21,911


			Commercial Space 5						2.0%


			Other Commercial Income						3.0%			Cellphone Tower Lease			14,832			15,277			15,277			15,277			15,277			15,277			15,735			15,735			15,735			15,735			15,735			16,207			16,207			16,207			16,207			16,207			16,694			16,694			16,694			16,694


			Gross Potential Income												178,260			178,705			178,705			181,974			185,307			188,708			192,635			196,173			199,782			203,463			207,217			211,519			215,425			219,410			223,474			227,619			232,333			236,646			241,045			245,532


												Rent/SF/Month: 			$1.66			$1.66			$1.66			$1.69			$1.73			$1.76			$1.80			$1.83			$1.87			$1.91			$1.94			$1.98			$2.02			$2.06			$2.11			$2.15			$2.19			$2.23			$2.28			$2.32


			Vacancy Loss - Commercial						n/a			First Year assumes 20%; enter negative # if need to override. For out years, manually enter per MOHCD policy; annual incrementing usually not appropriate. Indicate if market study or other source if using "actual projected vacancy." 			(32,686)			(81,714)			(81,714)			(83,348)			(85,015)			(86,716)			(88,450)			(90,219)			(92,023)			(93,864)			(95,741)			(97,656)			(99,609)			(101,601)			(103,633)			(105,706)			(107,820)			(109,976)			(112,176)			(114,419)


			EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME												145,574			96,991			96,991			98,625			100,292			101,993			104,185			105,954			107,759			109,599			111,476			113,863			115,816			117,808			119,840			121,913			124,513			126,670			128,869			131,113





			COMMERCIAL OPERATING EXPENSES





			Management


			Commercial Management Fee			6320			3.0%			per agreement with Ventura Partners			7,446			7,669			7,899			8,136			8,381			8,632			8,891			9,158			9,432			9,715			10,007			10,307			10,616			10,935			11,263			11,601			11,949			12,307			12,676			13,057


			Asset Management Fee						3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Management Expenses												7,446			7,669			7,899			8,136			8,381			8,632			8,891			9,158			9,432			9,715			10,007			10,307			10,616			10,935			11,263			11,601			11,949			12,307			12,676			13,057


			Salaries/Benefits


			Office Salaries			6310			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Manager's Salary			6330			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Health Insurance and Other Benefits			6723			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Other Salaries/Benefits						3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Administrative Rent-Free Unit			6331			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Salaries/Benefits															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Administration


			Advertising and Marketing			6210			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Office Expenses			6311			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Office Rent			6312			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Legal Expense - Property			6340			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Audit Expense			6350			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Bookkeeping/Accounting Services			6351			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Bad Debts			6370			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Miscellaneous			6390			3.5%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Administration Expenses															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Utilities


			Electricity			6450			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Water			6451			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Gas			6452			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sewer			6453			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Utilities												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Taxes and Licenses


			Real Estate Taxes			6710			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Payroll Taxes			6711			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits			6790			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Taxes and Licenses												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Insurance


			Property and Liability Insurance			6720			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Fidelity Bond Insurance			6721			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Worker's Compensation			6722			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance			6722			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Insurance												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Maintenance & Repair


			Payroll			6510			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Supplies			6515			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Contracts			6520			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Garbage and Trash Removal			6525			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Security Payroll/Contract			6530			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			HVAC Repairs and Maintenance			6546			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs			6570			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses			6590			3.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Supportive Services			6900


			Commercial Expenses





			Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees


			Ground Lease Base Rent 


			Bond Monitoring Fee 


			Replacement Reserve Deposit


			Operating Reserve Deposit


			Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit


			Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit


			Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





			TOTAL COMMERCIAL OPERATING EXPENSES												7,446			7,669			7,899			8,136			8,381			8,632			8,891			9,158			9,432			9,715			10,007			10,307			10,616			10,935			11,263			11,601			11,949			12,307			12,676			13,057





			NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES)												138,128			89,322			89,091			90,489			91,912			93,361			95,294			96,796			98,326			99,884			101,469			103,556			105,200			106,874			108,578			110,312			112,565			114,363			116,193			118,056





			DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)


			Hard Debt - First Lender


			Hard Debt - Second Lender 


			Hard Debt - Third Lender 


			Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 


			ERROR:#REF!


			TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0





			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!			1320									ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!			1365									ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!			1365									ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!												ERROR:#REF!			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0





			CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE)												138,128			89,322			89,091			90,489			91,912			93,361			95,294			96,796			98,326			99,884			101,469			103,556			105,200			106,874			108,578			110,312			112,565			114,363			116,193			118,056			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0








			USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       												1.272																																																																																																																																													


			USES OF CASH FLOW














			ERROR:#REF!


			Other Payments


			Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1 (select lender in comments field) 


			Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 (select lender in comments field) 


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			TOTAL USES OF CASH FLOW												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





			RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD)															89,322			89,091			90,489			91,912			93,361			95,294			96,796			98,326			99,884			101,469			103,556			105,200			106,874			108,578			110,312			112,565			114,363			116,193			118,056			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			REMAINING BALANCE AFTER MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE															89,322			89,091			90,489			91,912			93,361			95,294			96,796			98,326			99,884			101,469			103,556			105,200			106,874			108,578			110,312			112,565			114,363			116,193			118,056			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are distributions below)															89,322			89,091			90,489			91,912			93,361			95,294			96,796			98,326			99,884			101,469			103,556			105,200			106,874			108,578			110,312			112,565			114,363			116,193			118,056			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Other Distributions/Uses


			Final Balance (should be zero)															89,322			89,091			90,489			91,912			93,361			95,294			96,796			98,326			99,884			101,469			103,556			105,200			106,874			108,578			110,312			112,565			114,363			116,193			118,056			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!															FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE			FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE									FALSE


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			ERROR:#REF!


			ERROR:#REF!															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





			REPLACEMENT RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE


			Replacement Reserve Starting Balance															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Replacement Reserve Deposits												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Replacement Reserve Withdrawals (ideally tied to CNA)


			Replacement Reserve Interest


			RR Running Balance												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			OPERATING RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE


			Operating Reserve Starting Balance															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Operating Reserve Deposits												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Operating Reserve Withdrawals


			Operating Reserve Interest


			OR Running Balance												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





			OTHER REQUIRED RESERVE 1 - RUNNING BALANCE


			Other Reserve 1 Starting Balance															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Other Reserve 1  Deposits												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Other Reserve 1 Withdrawals 


			Other Reserve 1  Interest


			Other Required Reserve 1 Running Balance												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





			OTHER RESERVE 2 - RUNNING BALANCE


			Other Reserve 2 Starting Balance															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Other Reserve 2  Deposits												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


			Other Reserve 2 Withdrawals 


			Other Reserve 2  Interest


			Other Required Reserve 2 Running Balance												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0
















































































MOHCD Operating Budget - Commercial Operating Budget	



MOHCD Operating Budget - Commercial Operating Budget	



MOHCD Operating Budget - Commercial Operating Budget	



MOHCD Operating Budget - Commercial Operating Budget	



MOHCD Operating Budget - Commercial Operating Budget	



MOHCD Operating Budget - Commercial Operating Budget	



MOHCD Proforma - Commercial Operating Budget	



&F Tab: &A		



&F Tab: &A		



&F Tab: &A		



&F Tab: &A		



&F Tab: &A		



&F Tab: &A		



&P of &N






6.1stYrOpBudget











			Application Date:			9/28/21						LOSP Units			Non-LOSP Units						Project Name:			Throughline Apartments																																										Total Income Variance			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Total # Units:			88			Account Number			0			88						Project Address:			777, 1204, 1525 Broadway, Mason, Grant St, St, Ave.																																										Total Expenses Variance			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			First Year of Operations (provide data assuming that Year 1 is a full year, i.e. 12 months of operations):			2023						LOSP/non-LOSP Allocation									Project Sponsor:			Chinatown Community Development Center																																							Most Current AMR Data 
(RY )


												0%			100%																																										<If RAD project, type "RAD" in I5, otherwise delete!									Variance Amount (1st Year Op MINUS AMR actuals)			Variance (AMR-1st year Op)


			INCOME									LOSP			non-LOSP			Total			Comments																					PUPA 			PUPM																														AMdb Field Name


			Residential - Tenant Rents						5120						327,876			327,876			Links from 'Existing Proj - Rent Info' Worksheet									Alternative LOSP Split						non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)			3,726			310																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_RentalIncom_Resid


			Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP)									0			866,988			866,988			Links from 'Existing Proj - Rent Info' Worksheet									Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP)												9,852			821																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_TenantAssistance_Amount


			Residential - LOSP Tenant Assistance Payments									0						0																																																- 0


			Commercial Space						5140									163,428			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%																					1,857																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_RentalIncome_Commercial


			Residential Parking						5170			0			0			0			Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet																					- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_ParkingSpaces


			Miscellaneous Rent Income						5190			0			640			640			Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet									Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)			7																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_MiscRentIncome


			Supportive Services Income						5300			0			0															Supportive Services Income												- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_SuppServices_Income


			Interest Income - Project Operations						5400			0			0			0			Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet																					- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_IntIncome_ProjOps


			Laundry and Vending						5910			0			1,500			1,500			Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet									Projected LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			(only acceptable if LOSP-specific expenses are being tracked at entry level in the project's accounting system)			17																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_LaundryVending


			Tenant Charges						5920			0			0			0			Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet									Tenant Charges												- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_TenantCharges


			Miscellaneous Residential Income						5990			0			0			0			Links from 'Utilities & Other Income' Worksheet																					- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_MiscOtherIncome


			Other Commercial Income															14,832			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%									Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)			169																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_sub_OtherCmmerclInc


			Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account)									0			0															Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account)												- 0


			Other Income															For summary tab: do not delet this row! And HIDE!																																																ERROR:#VALUE!


						Gross Potential Income						0			1,197,004			1,375,264																																													ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents									0


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.			(16,394)


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.			(16,394)


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.			Vacancy loss is 5% of Tenant Rents.																					(186)																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						INCM_VacLossHousingUnits


			Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments									0


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.						


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.			(43,349)


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.			(43,349)


Jackie Tsou: MOHCD:
Enter Negative # if need to override.			Vacancy loss is 5% of Tenant Assistance Payments.																					(493)


			Vacancy Loss - Commercial															(32,686)			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%																					(371)																								(32,686)			ERROR:#DIV/0!						INCM_VacLossCommercial


						EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME						0			1,137,261			1,282,835			PUPA:			14,578																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!





			OPERATING EXPENSES


			Management																											Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Management Fee						6320			0			72,405			72,405			1st Year to be set according to HUD schedule. 									Management Fee												823			69																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_MgtFee


			Asset Management Fee									0			22,670			22,670												Asset Management Fee												258																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_AssetMgtFee


						Sub-total Management Expenses						0			95,075			95,075			PUPA:			1,080																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Salaries/Benefits																											Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Office Salaries						6310			0			42,715			42,715												Office Salaries												485																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_OfficeSalaries


			Manager's Salary						6330			0			61,250			61,250												Manager's Salary												696																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_MgrSalary


			Health Insurance and Other Benefits						6723			0			44,721			44,721												Health Insurance and Other Benefits												508																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_HelthInsOtherBenefits


			Other Salaries/Benefits									0			3,914			3,914												Other Salaries/Benefits												44																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_OthersalaryBenefits


			Administrative Rent-Free Unit						6331			0			0			0												Administrative Rent-Free Unit												- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_AdminRentFreeUnit


						Sub-total Salaries/Benefits						0			152,600			152,600			PUPA:			1,734																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Administration


			Advertising and Marketing						6210			0			3,000			3,000																								34																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_AdvertMarketing


			Office Expenses						6311			0			29,626			29,626			Office supplies, Other Renting ex, Computer services, Telephone service																					337																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_OfficeExp


			Office Rent						6312			0			0															Projected LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			(only acceptable if LOSP-specific expenses are being tracked at entry level in the project's accounting system)			- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_OfficeRent


			Legal Expense - Property						6340			0			3,000			3,000												Legal Expense - Property			0.00%			100.00%						34						- 0															ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_LegalExp-PPT


			Audit Expense						6350			0			23,570			23,570																								268																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Audit


			Bookkeeping/Accounting Services						6351			0			10,032			10,032												Projected LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			(only acceptable if LOSP-specific expenses are being tracked at entry level in the project's accounting system)			114																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_BookkeepingAccntngSvcs


			Bad Debts						6370			0			8,393			8,393												Bad Debts			0.00%			100.00%						95																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_BadDebts


			Miscellaneous						6390			0			11,377			11,377																								129																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_MiscAdminExp


						Sub-total Administration Expenses						0			88,998			88,998			PUPA:			1,011																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Utilities																											Projected LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			(only acceptable if LOSP-specific expenses are being tracked at entry level in the project's accounting system)


			Electricity						6450			0			35,166			35,166												Electricity			0.00%			100.00%						400			33																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Electricity


			Water						6451			0			27,523			27,523																								313			26																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Water


			Gas						6452			0			15,749			15,749																								179			15																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Gas


			Sewer						6453			0			37,850			37,850																								430			36																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Sewer


						Sub-total Utilities						0			116,288			116,288			PUPA:			1,321																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Taxes and Licenses																											Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Real Estate Taxes						6710			0			6,778			6,778												Real Estate Taxes												77																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_RealEstateTaxes


			Payroll Taxes						6711			0			12,926			12,926												Payroll Taxes												147																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_PayrollTaxes


			Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits						6790			0			5,149			5,149			Misc Taxes, Licenses, Permits & Insurance																					59																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_MiscTaxesLicensesPermits


						Sub-total Taxes and Licenses						0			24,853			24,853			PUPA:			282																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Insurance


			Property and Liability Insurance						6720			0			87,012			87,012																								989																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_PropertyAndLiabInsur


			Fidelity Bond Insurance						6721			0			0															Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)			- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_FidelityBondInsur


			Worker's Compensation						6722			0			0															Worker's Compensation												- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_WorkersComp


			Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance						6722			0			0																											- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_DirectorOfficerLiabInsur


						Sub-total Insurance						0			87,012			87,012			PUPA:			989																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			Maintenance & Repair																											Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Payroll						6510			0			65,000			65,000												Payroll												739																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_MaintRepairPayroll


			Supplies						6515			0			0															Supplies									(LOSP-specific expenses must be tracked at entry level in project's accounting)			- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Supplies


			Contracts						6520			0			101,892			101,892			Janitor, Janitor Supplies, Elev Maint, Extermin, Deco, Repairs									Contracts												1,158																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_Contracts


			Garbage and Trash Removal						6525			0			38,498			38,498												Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)			437																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_GarbageTrashRemoval


			Security Payroll/Contract						6530			0			0															Security Payroll/Contract												- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_SecurityPayrollAndOrContract


			HVAC Repairs and Maintenance						6546			0			0																											- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_HVACRepairsMaint


			Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs						6570			0			0																											- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_VehicleAndMaintEquipmtOpsAndRepairs


			Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses						6590			0			0																											- 0																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_MiscOpsMaintExpenses


						Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses						0			205,390			205,390			PUPA:			2,334																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


																														Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Supportive Services						6900			0			38,000			38,000			Tenant Services & Activities									Supportive Services												432																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_SuppSvcs


			Commercial Expenses															7,446			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%																					85																					ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						EXP_sub_NonResidentialExps





			TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 									0			808,216			815,662			PUPA:			9,269																																							ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						TotOpExp-New_TOT





			Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees


			Ground Lease Base Rent 									0			0			0			Ground lease with Air Rights lease with SFHA paid w/ residual cash. See Tab 6 Line 118.			See line 118																		- 0																					ERROR:#REF!												GroundLessorBaseRent_Res


			Bond Monitoring Fee 									0			5,000			5,000			PASS LOAN FEE									Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)			57


			Replacement Reserve Deposit						1320			0			52,800			52,800												Replacement Reserve Deposit												600																					ERROR:#REF!												ReplRsrv_MinReqdAnnlDep


			Operating Reserve Deposit						1365			0			0															Operating Reserve Deposit												- 0																					ERROR:#REF!												OpRsrv_MinReqdAnnlDep


			Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit						1365			0			0															Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit												- 0												


			Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit									0			0																											- 0												


			Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial															0			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%																					- 0


						Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees						0			57,800			57,800			PUPA: 657			Min DSCR:			1.2


																								Mortgage Rate:			5.00%


			TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond Fees)									0			866,016			873,462			PUPA: 9,926			Term (Years):			30


																								Supportable 1st Mortgage Pmt:			341,144


			NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES)									0			271,245			409,373			PUPA: 4,652			Supportable 1st Mortgage Amt:			$5,295,742


																								Proposed 1st Mortgage Amt:			$8,031,555


			DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)																											Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Hard Debt - First Lender									0			321,924			321,924			MOHCD PASS Loan			Provide additional comments here, if needed.						Hard Debt - First Lender			0.00%			100.00%																					0


			Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender)									0			0			0						Provide additional comments here, if needed.						Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender)																											0


			Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender)									0			0			0						Provide additional comments here, if needed.						Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender)																											0


			Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 									0			0			0						Provide additional comments here, if needed.						Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 																											0


			Commercial Hard Debt Service															0			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%


						TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE						0			321,924			321,924			PUPA:			3,658





			CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE)									0			(50,679)			87,449





			Commercial Only Cash Flow															138,128


																														Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)


			Allocation of Commercial Surplus to LOPS/non-LOSP (residual income)									0			138,128															Allocation of Commercial Surplus to LOPS/non-LOSP (residual income)						


			AVAILABLE CASH FLOW									0			87,449			87,449





			USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       															1.27


			USES THAT PRECEDE MOHCD DEBT SERVICE IN WATERFALL


			"Below-the-line" Asset Mgt fee (uncommon in new projects, see policy)									0			0																																										0


			Partnership Management Fee (see policy for limits)									0			0																																										0


			Investor Service Fee (aka "LP Asset Mgt Fee") (see policy for limits)									0			0															Alternative LOSP Split			LOSP			non-LOSP			Approved By (reqd)																		0


			Other Payments									0			15,750			15,750			SFHA Air Rights lease paid from residual cash (1.4% of effective gross income)									Other Payments																											0


			Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1 (select lender in comments field) 									0			0									Provide additional comments here, if needed.						Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1 (select lender in comments field) 																											0


			Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 (select lender in comments field) 									0			0									Provide additional comments here, if needed.																																	0


			Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from cell I130)									0			0						Def. Develop. Fee split: 0%			Provide additional comments here, if needed.						Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from cell I130)			0.00%			100.00%																					0


																		


						TOTAL PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD						0			15,750			15,750			PUPA:			179





			RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD)									0			71,699			71,699





			Residual Receipts Calculation 


			Does Project have a MOHCD Residual Receipt Obligation?															Yes			Project has MOHCD ground lease?						No


			Will Project Defer Developer Fee? 															No


			Max Deferred Developer Fee/Borrower % of Residual Receipts in Yr 1:															33%												Sum of DD F from LOSP and non-LOSP:			0


			% of Residual Receipts available for distribution to soft debt lenders in Yr 1:															67%												Ratio of Sum of DDF and calculated 50%: 			ERROR:#VALUE!





			Soft Debt Lenders with Residual Receipts Obligations 															(Select lender name/program from drop down)						Total Principal Amt			Distrib. of Soft Debt Loans


			MOHCD/OCII - Soft Debt Loans															All MOHCD/OCII Loans payable from res. rects						$13,839,707			100.00%																														0


			MOHCD/OCII - Ground Lease Value or Land Acq Cost															Ground Lease Value									0.00%


			HCD (soft debt loan) - Lender 3																								0.00%


			Other Soft Debt Lender - Lender 4 																								0.00%


			Other Soft Debt Lender - Lender 5 																								0.00%





			MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE


			MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount Due												47,799			47,799			67% of residual receipts, multiplied by 100% -- MOHCD's pro rata share of all soft debt


			Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Loan Repayment												47,799			47,799			Enter/override amount of residual receipts proposed for loan repayment.


			Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Residual Ground Lease												0			0			If applicable, MOHCD residual receipts amt due LESS amt proposed for loan repymt. 																					


			Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Replacement Reserve															0			MOHCD res rects to Rep Res (RR) until RR balance >= 1.5 Original Capitalized RR amt. 


			REMAINING BALANCE AFTER MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE															23,900			





			NON-MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE


			HCD Residual Receipts Amount Due															0			


			Lender 4 Residual Receipts Due															0			


			Lender 5 Residual Receipts Due															0			


			Total Non-MOHCD Residual Receipts Debt Service															0





			REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are distributions below)															23,900


			Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee															23,900			100% of Borrower share of 33% of residual receipts


			Other Distributions/Uses															0


			Final Balance (should be zero)															0																																							0
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MOH Operating Budget - Year 1	



MOH Operating Budget - Year 1	



MOHCD Proforma - Year 1 Operating Budget	



&P of &N






7a.20YrDetails





									Throughline Apartments																																							


									Total # Units:									88


																														Year 1									Year 2									Year 3									Year 4									Year 5									Year 6									Year 7									Year 8									Year 9									Year 10									Year 11									Year 12									Year 13									Year 14									Year 15									Year 16									Year 17									Year 18									Year 19									Year 20


									Total # Units:						LOSP Units			Non-LOSP Units												2023									2024									2025									2026									2027									2028									2029									2030									2031									2032									2033									2034									2035									2036									2037									2038									2039									2040									2041									2042


									88						0			88						Year 1									Year 2									Year 3									Year 4									Year 5									Year 6									Year 7									Year 8									Year 9									Year 10									Year 11									Year 12									Year 13									Year 14									Year 15									Year 16									Year 17									Year 18									Year 19									Year 20


															0.00%			100.00%						2023									2024									2025									2026									2027									2028									2029									2030									2031									2032									2033									2034									2035									2036									2037									2038									2039									2040									2041									2042


			Alternative LOSP Split						INCOME						% annual inc LOSP			% annual increase			Comments 
(related to annual inc assumptions)			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 


			LOSP			non-LOSP			Residential - Tenant Rents			5120			1.0%			2.0%						- 0			327,876			327,876			- 0			334,434			334,434			- 0			341,122			341,122			- 0			347,945			347,945			- 0			354,904			354,904			- 0			362,002			362,002			- 0			369,242			369,242			- 0			376,626			376,626			- 0			384,159			384,159			- 0			391,842			391,842			- 0			399,679			399,679			- 0			407,673			407,673			- 0			415,826			415,826			- 0			424,143			424,143			- 0			432,625			432,625			- 0			441,278			441,278			- 0			450,103			450,103			- 0			459,106			459,106			- 0			468,288			468,288			- 0			477,653			477,653


									Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP)						n/a			2.0%


mmcloone: Years 2 thru 20 need to be entered manually. You may use a formula to increment but should only do so if the rent/operating subsidy contract provides for such increases.
						- 0			866,988			866,988			- 0			884,328			884,328			- 0			902,014			902,014			- 0			920,055			920,055			- 0			938,456			938,456			- 0			957,225			957,225			- 0			976,369			976,369			- 0			995,897			995,897			- 0			1,015,815			1,015,815			- 0			1,036,131			1,036,131			- 0			1,056,854			1,056,854			- 0			1,077,991			1,077,991			- 0			1,099,550			1,099,550			- 0			1,121,541			1,121,541			- 0			1,143,972			1,143,972			- 0			1,166,852			1,166,852			- 0			1,190,189			1,190,189			- 0			1,213,993			1,213,993			- 0			1,238,272			1,238,272			- 0			1,263,038			1,263,038


									Residential - LOSP Tenant Assistance Payments						n/a			n/a						- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0


									Commercial Space			5140			n/a			2.0%			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%									163,428									163,428									163,428									166,697									170,030									173,431									176,900									180,438									184,046									187,727									191,482									195,312									199,218									203,202									207,266									211,412									215,640									219,953									224,352									228,839


									Residential Parking			5170			0.0%									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			LOSP			non-LOSP			Miscellaneous Rent Income			5190			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			640			640			- 0			653			653			- 0			666			666			- 0			679			679			- 0			693			693			- 0			707			707			- 0			721			721			- 0			735			735			- 0			750			750			- 0			765			765			- 0			780			780			- 0			796			796			- 0			812			812			- 0			828			828			- 0			844			844			- 0			861			861			- 0			879			879			- 0			896			896			- 0			914			914			- 0			932			932


									Supportive Services Income			5300			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Interest Income - Project Operations			5400			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			LOSP			non-LOSP			Laundry and Vending			5910			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			1,500			1,500			- 0			1,530			1,530			- 0			1,561			1,561			- 0			1,592			1,592			- 0			1,624			1,624			- 0			1,656			1,656			- 0			1,689			1,689			- 0			1,723			1,723			- 0			1,757			1,757			- 0			1,793			1,793			- 0			1,828			1,828			- 0			1,865			1,865			- 0			1,902			1,902			- 0			1,940			1,940			- 0			1,979			1,979			- 0			2,019			2,019			- 0			2,059			2,059			- 0			2,100			2,100			- 0			2,142			2,142			- 0			2,185			2,185


									Tenant Charges			5920			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Miscellaneous Residential Income			5990			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Other Commercial Income						n/a			3.0%			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%									14,832									15,277									15,277									15,277									15,277									15,277									15,735									15,735									15,735									15,735									15,735									16,207									16,207									16,207									16,207									16,207									16,694									16,694									16,694									16,694


									Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account)						n/a			n/a			Link from Reserve Section below, as applicable			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0


									Other Income


									Gross Potential Income															- 0			1,197,004			1,375,264			- 0			1,220,944			1,399,649			- 0			1,245,363			1,424,068			- 0			1,270,270			1,452,244			- 0			1,295,676			1,480,983			- 0			1,321,589			1,510,297			- 0			1,348,021			1,540,656			- 0			1,374,981			1,571,154			- 0			1,402,481			1,602,263			- 0			1,430,530			1,633,993			- 0			1,459,141			1,666,358			- 0			1,488,324			1,699,843			- 0			1,518,090			1,733,516			- 0			1,548,452			1,767,862			- 0			1,579,421			1,802,895			- 0			1,611,010			1,838,629			- 0			1,643,230			1,875,563			- 0			1,676,094			1,912,741			- 0			1,709,616			1,950,662			- 0			1,743,809			1,989,341


									Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents						n/a			n/a			Enter formulas manually per relevant MOH policy; annual incrementing usually not appropriate			- 0			(16,394)			(16,394)			- 0			(16,722)			(6,689)			- 0			(17,056)			(6,822)			- 0			(17,397)			(6,959)			- 0			(17,745)			(7,098)			- 0			(18,100)			(7,240)			- 0			(18,462)			(7,385)			- 0			(18,831)			(7,533)			- 0			(19,208)			(7,683)			- 0			(19,592)			(7,837)			- 0			(19,984)			(7,994)			- 0			(20,384)			(8,153)			- 0			(20,791)			(8,317)			- 0			(21,207)			(8,483)			- 0			(21,631)			(8,653)			- 0			(22,064)			(8,826)			- 0			(22,505)			(9,002)			- 0			(22,955)			(9,182)			- 0			(23,414)			(9,366)			- 0			(23,883)			(9,553)


									Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments						n/a			n/a						- 0			(43,349)			(43,349)			- 0			(44,216)			(17,687)			- 0			(45,101)			(18,040)			- 0			(46,003)			(18,401)			- 0			(46,923)			(18,769)			- 0			(47,861)			(19,144)			- 0			(48,818)			(19,527)			- 0			(49,795)			(19,918)			- 0			(50,791)			(20,316)			- 0			(51,807)			(20,723)			- 0			(52,843)			(21,137)			- 0			(53,900)			(21,560)			- 0			(54,978)			(21,991)			- 0			(56,077)			(22,431)			- 0			(57,199)			(22,879)			- 0			(58,343)			(23,337)			- 0			(59,509)			(23,804)			- 0			(60,700)			(24,280)			- 0			(61,914)			(24,765)			- 0			(63,152)			(25,261)


									Vacancy Loss - Commercial						n/a			n/a												(32,686)									(81,714)									(81,714)									(83,348)									(85,015)									(86,716)									(88,450)									(90,219)									(92,023)									(93,864)									(95,741)									(97,656)									(99,609)									(101,601)									(103,633)									(105,706)									(107,820)									(109,976)									(112,176)									(114,419)


									EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME															- 0			1,137,261			1,282,835			- 0			1,160,006			1,293,560			- 0			1,183,206			1,317,491			- 0			1,206,870			1,343,535			- 0			1,231,008			1,370,101			- 0			1,255,628			1,397,197			- 0			1,280,740			1,425,294			- 0			1,306,355			1,453,485			- 0			1,332,482			1,482,240			- 0			1,359,132			1,511,570			- 0			1,386,314			1,541,487			- 0			1,414,041			1,572,474			- 0			1,442,322			1,603,599			- 0			1,471,168			1,635,347			- 0			1,500,591			1,667,730			- 0			1,530,603			1,700,760			- 0			1,561,215			1,734,937			- 0			1,592,440			1,769,302			- 0			1,624,288			1,804,355			- 0			1,656,774			1,840,108





			Alternative LOSP Split						OPERATING EXPENSES


			LOSP			non-LOSP			Management


									Management Fee			6320			3.0%			3.0%			1st Year to be set according to HUD schedule. 			- 0			72,405			72,405			- 0			74,577			74,577			- 0			76,814			76,814			- 0			79,119			79,119			- 0			81,492			81,492			- 0			83,937			83,937			- 0			86,455			86,455			- 0			89,049			89,049			- 0			91,720			91,720			- 0			94,472			94,472			- 0			97,306			97,306			- 0			100,225			100,225			- 0			103,232			103,232			- 0			106,329			106,329			- 0			109,519			109,519			- 0			112,805			112,805			- 0			116,189			116,189			- 0			119,674			119,674			- 0			123,265			123,265			- 0			126,963			126,963


									Asset Management Fee						3.0%			3.0%			per MOHCD policy			- 0			22,670			22,670			- 0			23,350			23,350			- 0			24,051			24,051			- 0			24,772			24,772			- 0			25,515			25,515			- 0			26,281			26,281			- 0			27,069			27,069			- 0			27,881			27,881			- 0			28,718			28,718			- 0			29,579			29,579			- 0			30,467			30,467			- 0			31,381			31,381			- 0			32,322			32,322			- 0			33,292			33,292			- 0			34,290			34,290			- 0			35,319			35,319			- 0			36,379			36,379			- 0			37,470			37,470			- 0			38,594			38,594			- 0			39,752			39,752


									Sub-total Management Expenses															- 0			95,075			95,075			- 0			97,927			97,927			- 0			100,865			100,865			- 0			103,891			103,891			- 0			107,008			107,008			- 0			110,218			110,218			- 0			113,525			113,525			- 0			116,930			116,930			- 0			120,438			120,438			- 0			124,051			124,051			- 0			127,773			127,773			- 0			131,606			131,606			- 0			135,554			135,554			- 0			139,621			139,621			- 0			143,809			143,809			- 0			148,124			148,124			- 0			152,567			152,567			- 0			157,144			157,144			- 0			161,859			161,859			- 0			166,715			166,715


									Salaries/Benefits


									Office Salaries			6310			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			42,715			42,715			- 0			43,996			43,996			- 0			45,316			45,316			- 0			46,676			46,676			- 0			48,076			48,076			- 0			49,518			49,518			- 0			51,004			51,004			- 0			52,534			52,534			- 0			54,110			54,110			- 0			55,733			55,733			- 0			57,405			57,405			- 0			59,128			59,128			- 0			60,901			60,901			- 0			62,728			62,728			- 0			64,610			64,610			- 0			66,549			66,549			- 0			68,545			68,545			- 0			70,601			70,601			- 0			72,719			72,719			- 0			74,901			74,901


									Manager's Salary			6330			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			61,250			61,250			- 0			63,088			63,088			- 0			64,980			64,980			- 0			66,930			66,930			- 0			68,937			68,937			- 0			71,006			71,006			- 0			73,136			73,136			- 0			75,330			75,330			- 0			77,590			77,590			- 0			79,917			79,917			- 0			82,315			82,315			- 0			84,784			84,784			- 0			87,328			87,328			- 0			89,948			89,948			- 0			92,646			92,646			- 0			95,426			95,426			- 0			98,288			98,288			- 0			101,237			101,237			- 0			104,274			104,274			- 0			107,402			107,402


									Health Insurance and Other Benefits			6723			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			44,721			44,721			- 0			46,063			46,063			- 0			47,445			47,445			- 0			48,868			48,868			- 0			50,334			50,334			- 0			51,844			51,844			- 0			53,399			53,399			- 0			55,001			55,001			- 0			56,651			56,651			- 0			58,351			58,351			- 0			60,101			60,101			- 0			61,904			61,904			- 0			63,761			63,761			- 0			65,674			65,674			- 0			67,645			67,645			- 0			69,674			69,674			- 0			71,764			71,764			- 0			73,917			73,917			- 0			76,135			76,135			- 0			78,419			78,419


									Other Salaries/Benefits						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			3,914			3,914			- 0			4,031			4,031			- 0			4,152			4,152			- 0			4,277			4,277			- 0			4,405			4,405			- 0			4,537			4,537			- 0			4,674			4,674			- 0			4,814			4,814			- 0			4,958			4,958			- 0			5,107			5,107			- 0			5,260			5,260			- 0			5,418			5,418			- 0			5,580			5,580			- 0			5,748			5,748			- 0			5,920			5,920			- 0			6,098			6,098			- 0			6,281			6,281			- 0			6,469			6,469			- 0			6,663			6,663			- 0			6,863			6,863


									Administrative Rent-Free Unit			6331			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Salaries/Benefits															- 0			152,600			152,600			- 0			157,178			157,178			- 0			161,893			161,893			- 0			166,750			166,750			- 0			171,753			171,753			- 0			176,905			176,905			- 0			182,212			182,212			- 0			187,679			187,679			- 0			193,309			193,309			- 0			199,108			199,108			- 0			205,082			205,082			- 0			211,234			211,234			- 0			217,571			217,571			- 0			224,098			224,098			- 0			230,821			230,821			- 0			237,746			237,746			- 0			244,878			244,878			- 0			252,225			252,225			- 0			259,791			259,791			- 0			267,585			267,585


									Administration


									Advertising and Marketing			6210			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			3,000			3,000			- 0			3,090			3,090			- 0			3,183			3,183			- 0			3,278			3,278			- 0			3,377			3,377			- 0			3,478			3,478			- 0			3,582			3,582			- 0			3,690			3,690			- 0			3,800			3,800			- 0			3,914			3,914			- 0			4,032			4,032			- 0			4,153			4,153			- 0			4,277			4,277			- 0			4,406			4,406			- 0			4,538			4,538			- 0			4,674			4,674			- 0			4,814			4,814			- 0			4,959			4,959			- 0			5,107			5,107			- 0			5,261			5,261


									Office Expenses			6311			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			29,626			29,626			- 0			30,515			30,515			- 0			31,430			31,430			- 0			32,373			32,373			- 0			33,344			33,344			- 0			34,345			34,345			- 0			35,375			35,375			- 0			36,436			36,436			- 0			37,529			37,529			- 0			38,655			38,655			- 0			39,815			39,815			- 0			41,009			41,009			- 0			42,240			42,240			- 0			43,507			43,507			- 0			44,812			44,812			- 0			46,156			46,156			- 0			47,541			47,541			- 0			48,967			48,967			- 0			50,436			50,436			- 0			51,949			51,949


									Office Rent			6312			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			0.00%			100.00%			Legal Expense - Property			6340			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			3,000			3,000			- 0			3,090			3,090			- 0			3,183			3,183			- 0			3,278			3,278			- 0			3,377			3,377			- 0			3,478			3,478			- 0			3,582			3,582			- 0			3,690			3,690			- 0			3,800			3,800			- 0			3,914			3,914			- 0			4,032			4,032			- 0			4,153			4,153			- 0			4,277			4,277			- 0			4,406			4,406			- 0			4,538			4,538			- 0			4,674			4,674			- 0			4,814			4,814			- 0			4,959			4,959			- 0			5,107			5,107			- 0			5,261			5,261


									Audit Expense			6350			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			23,570			23,570			- 0			24,277			24,277			- 0			25,005			25,005			- 0			25,756			25,756			- 0			26,528			26,528			- 0			27,324			27,324			- 0			28,144			28,144			- 0			28,988			28,988			- 0			29,858			29,858			- 0			30,754			30,754			- 0			31,676			31,676			- 0			32,626			32,626			- 0			33,605			33,605			- 0			34,613			34,613			- 0			35,652			35,652			- 0			36,721			36,721			- 0			37,823			37,823			- 0			38,958			38,958			- 0			40,126			40,126			- 0			41,330			41,330


									Bookkeeping/Accounting Services			6351			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			10,032			10,032			- 0			10,333			10,333			- 0			10,643			10,643			- 0			10,962			10,962			- 0			11,291			11,291			- 0			11,630			11,630			- 0			11,979			11,979			- 0			12,338			12,338			- 0			12,708			12,708			- 0			13,089			13,089			- 0			13,482			13,482			- 0			13,887			13,887			- 0			14,303			14,303			- 0			14,732			14,732			- 0			15,174			15,174			- 0			15,630			15,630			- 0			16,098			16,098			- 0			16,581			16,581			- 0			17,079			17,079			- 0			17,591			17,591


			0.00%			100.00%			Bad Debts			6370			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			8,393			8,393			- 0			8,645			8,645			- 0			8,904			8,904			- 0			9,171			9,171			- 0			9,446			9,446			- 0			9,730			9,730			- 0			10,022			10,022			- 0			10,322			10,322			- 0			10,632			10,632			- 0			10,951			10,951			- 0			11,279			11,279			- 0			11,618			11,618			- 0			11,966			11,966			- 0			12,325			12,325			- 0			12,695			12,695			- 0			13,076			13,076			- 0			13,468			13,468			- 0			13,872			13,872			- 0			14,289			14,289			- 0			14,717			14,717


									Miscellaneous			6390			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			11,377			11,377			- 0			11,718			11,718			- 0			12,070			12,070			- 0			12,432			12,432			- 0			12,805			12,805			- 0			13,189			13,189			- 0			13,585			13,585			- 0			13,992			13,992			- 0			14,412			14,412			- 0			14,844			14,844			- 0			15,290			15,290			- 0			15,748			15,748			- 0			16,221			16,221			- 0			16,708			16,708			- 0			17,209			17,209			- 0			17,725			17,725			- 0			18,257			18,257			- 0			18,804			18,804			- 0			19,369			19,369			- 0			19,950			19,950


									Sub-total Administration Expenses															- 0			88,998			88,998			- 0			91,668			91,668			- 0			94,418			94,418			- 0			97,251			97,251			- 0			100,168			100,168			- 0			103,173			103,173			- 0			106,268			106,268			- 0			109,456			109,456			- 0			112,740			112,740			- 0			116,122			116,122			- 0			119,606			119,606			- 0			123,194			123,194			- 0			126,890			126,890			- 0			130,697			130,697			- 0			134,617			134,617			- 0			138,656			138,656			- 0			142,816			142,816			- 0			147,100			147,100			- 0			151,513			151,513			- 0			156,059			156,059


									Utilities


			0.00%			100.00%			Electricity			6450			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			35,166			35,166			- 0			36,221			36,221			- 0			37,308			37,308			- 0			38,427			38,427			- 0			39,580			39,580			- 0			40,767			40,767			- 0			41,990			41,990			- 0			43,250			43,250			- 0			44,547			44,547			- 0			45,884			45,884			- 0			47,260			47,260			- 0			48,678			48,678			- 0			50,138			50,138			- 0			51,642			51,642			- 0			53,192			53,192			- 0			54,787			54,787			- 0			56,431			56,431			- 0			58,124			58,124			- 0			59,868			59,868			- 0			61,664			61,664


									Water			6451			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			27,523			27,523			- 0			28,349			28,349			- 0			29,199			29,199			- 0			30,075			30,075			- 0			30,977			30,977			- 0			31,907			31,907			- 0			32,864			32,864			- 0			33,850			33,850			- 0			34,865			34,865			- 0			35,911			35,911			- 0			36,989			36,989			- 0			38,098			38,098			- 0			39,241			39,241			- 0			40,418			40,418			- 0			41,631			41,631			- 0			42,880			42,880			- 0			44,166			44,166			- 0			45,491			45,491			- 0			46,856			46,856			- 0			48,262			48,262


									Gas			6452			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			15,749			15,749			- 0			16,221			16,221			- 0			16,708			16,708			- 0			17,209			17,209			- 0			17,726			17,726			- 0			18,257			18,257			- 0			18,805			18,805			- 0			19,369			19,369			- 0			19,950			19,950			- 0			20,549			20,549			- 0			21,165			21,165			- 0			21,800			21,800			- 0			22,454			22,454			- 0			23,128			23,128			- 0			23,822			23,822			- 0			24,536			24,536			- 0			25,273			25,273			- 0			26,031			26,031			- 0			26,812			26,812			- 0			27,616			27,616


									Sewer			6453			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			37,850			37,850			- 0			38,986			38,986			- 0			40,155			40,155			- 0			41,360			41,360			- 0			42,601			42,601			- 0			43,879			43,879			- 0			45,195			45,195			- 0			46,551			46,551			- 0			47,947			47,947			- 0			49,386			49,386			- 0			50,867			50,867			- 0			52,393			52,393			- 0			53,965			53,965			- 0			55,584			55,584			- 0			57,252			57,252			- 0			58,969			58,969			- 0			60,738			60,738			- 0			62,560			62,560			- 0			64,437			64,437			- 0			66,370			66,370


			Alternative LOSP Split						Sub-total Utilities															- 0			116,288			116,288			- 0			119,777			119,777			- 0			123,370			123,370			- 0			127,071			127,071			- 0			130,883			130,883			- 0			134,810			134,810			- 0			138,854			138,854			- 0			143,020			143,020			- 0			147,310			147,310			- 0			151,729			151,729			- 0			156,281			156,281			- 0			160,970			160,970			- 0			165,799			165,799			- 0			170,773			170,773			- 0			175,896			175,896			- 0			181,173			181,173			- 0			186,608			186,608			- 0			192,206			192,206			- 0			197,973			197,973			- 0			203,912			203,912


			LOSP			non-LOSP			Taxes and Licenses


									Real Estate Taxes			6710			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			6,778			6,778			- 0			6,981			6,981			- 0			7,191			7,191			- 0			7,407			7,407			- 0			7,629			7,629			- 0			7,858			7,858			- 0			8,093			8,093			- 0			8,336			8,336			- 0			8,586			8,586			- 0			8,844			8,844			- 0			9,109			9,109			- 0			9,382			9,382			- 0			9,664			9,664			- 0			9,954			9,954			- 0			10,252			10,252			- 0			10,560			10,560			- 0			10,877			10,877			- 0			11,203			11,203			- 0			11,539			11,539			- 0			11,885			11,885


									Payroll Taxes			6711			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			12,926			12,926			- 0			13,314			13,314			- 0			13,713			13,713			- 0			14,125			14,125			- 0			14,548			14,548			- 0			14,985			14,985			- 0			15,434			15,434			- 0			15,897			15,897			- 0			16,374			16,374			- 0			16,865			16,865			- 0			17,371			17,371			- 0			17,893			17,893			- 0			18,429			18,429			- 0			18,982			18,982			- 0			19,552			19,552			- 0			20,138			20,138			- 0			20,742			20,742			- 0			21,365			21,365			- 0			22,006			22,006			- 0			22,666			22,666


									Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits			6790			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			5,149			5,149			- 0			5,303			5,303			- 0			5,463			5,463			- 0			5,626			5,626			- 0			5,795			5,795			- 0			5,969			5,969			- 0			6,148			6,148			- 0			6,333			6,333			- 0			6,523			6,523			- 0			6,718			6,718			- 0			6,920			6,920			- 0			7,127			7,127			- 0			7,341			7,341			- 0			7,561			7,561			- 0			7,788			7,788			- 0			8,022			8,022			- 0			8,263			8,263			- 0			8,511			8,511			- 0			8,766			8,766			- 0			9,029			9,029


									Sub-total Taxes and Licenses															- 0			24,853			24,853			- 0			25,599			25,599			- 0			26,367			26,367			- 0			27,158			27,158			- 0			27,972			27,972			- 0			28,811			28,811			- 0			29,676			29,676			- 0			30,566			30,566			- 0			31,483			31,483			- 0			32,428			32,428			- 0			33,400			33,400			- 0			34,402			34,402			- 0			35,434			35,434			- 0			36,497			36,497			- 0			37,592			37,592			- 0			38,720			38,720			- 0			39,882			39,882			- 0			41,078			41,078			- 0			42,311			42,311			- 0			43,580			43,580


									Insurance


									Property and Liability Insurance			6720			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			87,012			87,012			- 0			89,622			89,622			- 0			92,311			92,311			- 0			95,080			95,080			- 0			97,933			97,933			- 0			100,871			100,871			- 0			103,897			103,897			- 0			107,014			107,014			- 0			110,224			110,224			- 0			113,531			113,531			- 0			116,937			116,937			- 0			120,445			120,445			- 0			124,058			124,058			- 0			127,780			127,780			- 0			131,613			131,613			- 0			135,562			135,562			- 0			139,629			139,629			- 0			143,818			143,818			- 0			148,132			148,132			- 0			152,576			152,576


									Fidelity Bond Insurance			6721			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Worker's Compensation			6722			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance			6722			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Insurance															- 0			87,012			87,012			- 0			89,622			89,622			- 0			92,311			92,311			- 0			95,080			95,080			- 0			97,933			97,933			- 0			100,871			100,871			- 0			103,897			103,897			- 0			107,014			107,014			- 0			110,224			110,224			- 0			113,531			113,531			- 0			116,937			116,937			- 0			120,445			120,445			- 0			124,058			124,058			- 0			127,780			127,780			- 0			131,613			131,613			- 0			135,562			135,562			- 0			139,629			139,629			- 0			143,818			143,818			- 0			148,132			148,132			- 0			152,576			152,576


									Maintenance & Repair


									Payroll			6510			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			65,000			65,000			- 0			66,950			66,950			- 0			68,959			68,959			- 0			71,027			71,027			- 0			73,158			73,158			- 0			75,353			75,353			- 0			77,613			77,613			- 0			79,942			79,942			- 0			82,340			82,340			- 0			84,810			84,810			- 0			87,355			87,355			- 0			89,975			89,975			- 0			92,674			92,674			- 0			95,455			95,455			- 0			98,318			98,318			- 0			101,268			101,268			- 0			104,306			104,306			- 0			107,435			107,435			- 0			110,658			110,658			- 0			113,978			113,978


									Supplies			6515			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Contracts			6520			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			101,892			101,892			- 0			104,949			104,949			- 0			108,097			108,097			- 0			111,340			111,340			- 0			114,680			114,680			- 0			118,121			118,121			- 0			121,664			121,664			- 0			125,314			125,314			- 0			129,074			129,074			- 0			132,946			132,946			- 0			136,934			136,934			- 0			141,042			141,042			- 0			145,274			145,274			- 0			149,632			149,632			- 0			154,121			154,121			- 0			158,744			158,744			- 0			163,507			163,507			- 0			168,412			168,412			- 0			173,464			173,464			- 0			178,668			178,668


									Garbage and Trash Removal			6525			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			38,498			38,498			- 0			39,653			39,653			- 0			40,843			40,843			- 0			42,068			42,068			- 0			43,330			43,330			- 0			44,630			44,630			- 0			45,969			45,969			- 0			47,348			47,348			- 0			48,768			48,768			- 0			50,231			50,231			- 0			51,738			51,738			- 0			53,290			53,290			- 0			54,889			54,889			- 0			56,536			56,536			- 0			58,232			58,232			- 0			59,979			59,979			- 0			61,778			61,778			- 0			63,631			63,631			- 0			65,540			65,540			- 0			67,506			67,506


									Security Payroll/Contract			6530			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									HVAC Repairs and Maintenance			6546			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs			6570			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses			6590			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses															- 0			205,390			205,390			- 0			211,552			211,552			- 0			217,898			217,898			- 0			224,435			224,435			- 0			231,168			231,168			- 0			238,103			238,103			- 0			245,246			245,246			- 0			252,604			252,604			- 0			260,182			260,182			- 0			267,987			267,987			- 0			276,027			276,027			- 0			284,308			284,308			- 0			292,837			292,837			- 0			301,622			301,622			- 0			310,671			310,671			- 0			319,991			319,991			- 0			329,591			329,591			- 0			339,478			339,478			- 0			349,663			349,663			- 0			360,153			360,153





									Supportive Services			6900			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			38,000			38,000			- 0			39,140			39,140			- 0			40,314			40,314			- 0			41,524			41,524			- 0			42,769			42,769			- 0			44,052			44,052			- 0			45,374			45,374			- 0			46,735			46,735			- 0			48,137			48,137			- 0			49,581			49,581			- 0			51,069			51,069			- 0			52,601			52,601			- 0			54,179			54,179			- 0			55,804			55,804			- 0			57,478			57,478			- 0			59,203			59,203			- 0			60,979			60,979			- 0			62,808			62,808			- 0			64,692			64,692			- 0			66,633			66,633


									Commercial Expenses												from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%									- 0									7,669									7,899									8,136									8,381									8,632									8,891									9,158									9,432									9,715									10,007									10,307									10,616									10,935									11,263									11,601									11,949									12,307									12,676									13,057





									TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 															- 0			808,216			815,662			- 0			832,462			840,132			- 0			857,436			865,336			- 0			883,159			891,296			- 0			909,654			918,035			- 0			936,944			945,576			- 0			965,052			973,943			- 0			994,004			1,003,161			- 0			1,023,824			1,033,256			- 0			1,054,539			1,064,254			- 0			1,086,175			1,096,182			- 0			1,118,760			1,129,067			- 0			1,152,323			1,162,939			- 0			1,186,892			1,197,827			- 0			1,222,499			1,233,762			- 0			1,259,174			1,270,775			- 0			1,296,949			1,308,898			- 0			1,335,858			1,348,165			- 0			1,375,934			1,388,610			- 0			1,417,212			1,430,268


									PUPA (w/o Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees)																					9,269


									Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees																														Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 


									Ground Lease Base Rent 															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Bond Monitoring Fee 															- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000			- 0			5,000			5,000


									Replacement Reserve Deposit															- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800			- 0			52,800			52,800


									Operating Reserve Deposit															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial												from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees															- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800			- 0			57,800			57,800





									TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond Fees)															- 0			866,016			873,462			- 0			890,262			897,932			- 0			915,236			923,136			- 0			940,959			949,096			- 0			967,454			975,835			- 0			994,744			1,003,376			- 0			1,022,852			1,031,743			- 0			1,051,804			1,060,961			- 0			1,081,624			1,091,056			- 0			1,112,339			1,122,054			- 0			1,143,975			1,153,982			- 0			1,176,560			1,186,867			- 0			1,210,123			1,220,739			- 0			1,244,692			1,255,627			- 0			1,280,299			1,291,562			- 0			1,316,974			1,328,575			- 0			1,354,749			1,366,698			- 0			1,393,658			1,405,965			- 0			1,433,734			1,446,410			- 0			1,475,012			1,488,068


									PUPA (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees)																					9,926


									NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES)															- 0			271,245			409,373			- 0			269,743			395,628			- 0			267,970			394,355			- 0			265,911			394,440			- 0			263,553			394,266			- 0			260,884			393,821			- 0			257,888			393,551			- 0			254,551			392,524			- 0			250,858			391,184			- 0			246,793			389,516			- 0			242,340			387,505			- 0			237,481			385,607			- 0			232,199			382,860			- 0			226,476			379,720			- 0			220,292			376,168			- 0			213,629			372,185			- 0			206,466			368,239			- 0			198,782			363,337			- 0			190,555			357,945			- 0			181,762			352,039





									DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)																														Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 


			0.00%			100.00%			Hard Debt - First Lender												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924


									Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender)												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender)												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Commercial Hard Debt Service												from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE															- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924





									CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE)															- 0			(50,679)			87,449			- 0			(52,181)			73,704			- 0			(53,954)			72,431			- 0			(56,013)			72,516			- 0			(58,371)			72,342			- 0			(61,040)			71,897			- 0			(64,036)			71,627			- 0			(67,373)			70,600			- 0			(71,066)			69,260			- 0			(75,131)			67,592			- 0			(79,584)			65,581			- 0			(84,443)			63,683			- 0			(89,725)			60,936			- 0			(95,448)			57,796			- 0			(101,632)			54,244			- 0			(108,295)			50,261			- 0			(115,458)			46,315			- 0			(123,142)			41,413			- 0			(131,369)			36,021			- 0			(140,162)			30,115





									Commercial Only Cash Flow																					138,128									89,322									89,091									90,489									91,912									93,361									95,294									96,796									98,326									99,884									101,469									103,556									105,200									106,874									108,578									110,312									112,565									114,363									116,193									118,056





									Allocation of Commercial Surplus to LOPS/non-LOSP (residual income)															- 0			138,128						- 0			89,322						- 0			89,091						- 0			90,489						- 0			91,912						- 0			93,361						- 0			95,294						- 0			96,796						- 0			98,326						- 0			99,884						- 0			101,469						- 0			103,556						- 0			105,200						- 0			106,874						- 0			108,578						- 0			110,312						- 0			112,565						- 0			114,363						- 0			116,193						- 0			118,056


									AVAILABLE CASH FLOW															- 0			87,449			87,449			- 0			37,141			73,704			- 0			35,137			72,431			- 0			34,476			72,516			- 0			33,541			72,342			- 0			32,320			71,897			- 0			31,258			71,627			- 0			29,424			70,600			- 0			27,260			69,260			- 0			24,753			67,592			- 0			21,885			65,581			- 0			19,113			63,683			- 0			15,475			60,936			- 0			11,425			57,796			- 0			6,946			54,244			- 0			2,017			50,261			- 0			(2,893)			46,315			- 0			(8,780)			41,413			- 0			(15,176)			36,021			- 0			(22,105)			30,115





									USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       												DSCR: 									1.272									1.229									1.225									1.225									1.225									1.223									1.222									1.219									1.215									1.21									1.204									1.198									1.189									1.18									1.168									1.156									1.144									1.129									1.112									1.094


									USES THAT PRECEDE MOHCD DEBT SERVICE IN WATERFALL																														Note: Hidden columns are in between total columns. To update/delete values in yellow cells, manipulate each cell rather than dragging across multiple cells. 


									"Below-the-line" Asset Mgt fee (uncommon in new projects, see policy)						3.5%			3.5%			per MOHCD policy			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			23,460			23,460			- 0			24,280			24,280			- 0			25,130			25,130			- 0			26,000			26,000			- 0			26,900			26,900			- 0			27,840			27,840			- 0			28,800			28,800			- 0			29,800			29,800			- 0			30,840			30,840			- 0			31,900			31,900			- 0			33,000			33,000			- 0			34,150			34,150			- 0			35,340			35,340			- 0			36,570			36,570			- 0			37,850			37,850			- 0			39,170			39,170			- 0			40,540			40,540			- 0			41,950			41,950			- 0			43,410			43,410


									Partnership Management Fee (see policy for limits)						0.0%			0.0%			per MOHCD policy			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0


									Investor Service Fee (aka "LP Asset Mgt Fee") (see policy for limits)												per MOHCD policy no annual increase			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0


									Other Payments												2%			- 0			15,750			15,750			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0


									Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0


									Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0


			0.00%			100.00%			Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from row 131)															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0						- 0			- 0





									TOTAL PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD															- 0			15,750			15,750			- 0			23,460			23,460			- 0			24,280			24,280			- 0			25,130			25,130			- 0			26,000			26,000			- 0			26,900			26,900			- 0			27,840			27,840			- 0			28,800			28,800			- 0			29,800			29,800			- 0			30,840			30,840			- 0			31,900			31,900			- 0			33,000			33,000			- 0			34,150			34,150			- 0			35,340			35,340			- 0			36,570			36,570			- 0			37,850			37,850			- 0			39,170			39,170			- 0			40,540			40,540			- 0			41,950			41,950			- 0			43,410			43,410





									RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD)															- 0			71,699			71,699			- 0			13,681			50,244			- 0			10,857			48,151			- 0			9,346			47,386			- 0			7,541			46,342			- 0			5,420			44,997			- 0			3,418			43,787			- 0			624			41,800			- 0			(2,540)			39,460			- 0			(6,087)			36,752			- 0			(10,015)			33,681			- 0			(13,887)			30,683			- 0			(18,675)			26,786			- 0			(23,915)			22,456			- 0			(29,624)			17,674			- 0			(35,832)			12,411			- 0			(42,063)			7,145			- 0			(49,320)			873			- 0			(57,126)			(5,929)			- 0			(65,515)			(13,295)





									don't delete - rows inserted to match row # in 1st Yr Op Budget


									Does Project have a MOHCD Residual Receipt Obligation?									Yes			


									Will Project Defer Developer Fee? 									No																																																																																																																																																																																							


									Residual Receipts split for all years. - Lender/Owner									67% / 33%			


																					


																								Max Deferred Developer Fee Amt:																																																																																																																																																																																	


																		Dist. Soft						Cum. Deferred Developer Fee:						- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									don't delete - rows inserted to match row # in 1st Yr Op Budget


									don't delete - rows inserted to match row # in 1st Yr Op Budget


									don't delete - rows inserted to match row # in 1st Yr Op Budget


									don't delete - rows inserted to match row # in 1st Yr Op Budget


									don't delete - rows inserted to match row # in 1st Yr Op Budget


																		Dist. Soft																																																																																																																																										


									MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE									Debt Loans


									MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount Due									100.00%			Allocation per pro rata share of all soft debt loans, and MOHCD residual receipts policy									47,799									33,496									32,101									31,590									30,895									29,998									29,191									27,866									26,306									24,501									22,454									20,455									17,857									14,971									11,783									8,274									4,764									582									- 0									- 0


									Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Loan Repayment																					47,799									33,496									32,101									31,590									30,895									29,998									29,191									27,866									26,306									24,501									22,454									20,455									17,857									14,971									11,783									8,274									4,764									582									- 0									- 0


									Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Residual Ground Lease												Proposed Total MOHCD Amt Due less Loan Repayment									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Replacement Reserve																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									REMAINING BALANCE AFTER MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE																					23,900									16,748									16,050									15,795									15,447									14,999									14,596									13,933									13,153									12,251									11,227									10,228									8,929									7,485									5,891									4,137									2,382									291									- 0									- 0





									NON-MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE


									HCD Residual Receipts Amount Due									0.00%			No HCD Financing									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Lender 4 Residual Receipts Due									0.00%												- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Lender 5 Residual Receipts Due									0.00%												- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Total Non-MOHCD Residual Receipts Debt Service																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are distributions below)


Scott Madden: Scott Madden:
Remove bold from text in parentheses.									


mmcloone: Years 2 thru 20 need to be entered manually. You may use a formula to increment but should only do so if the rent/operating subsidy contract provides for such increases.
												23,900									16,748									16,050									15,795									15,447									14,999									14,596									13,933									13,153									12,251									11,227									10,228									8,929									7,485									5,891									4,137									2,382									291									- 0									- 0


									Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee																					23,900									16,748									16,050									15,795									15,447									14,999									14,596									13,933									13,153									12,251									11,227									10,228									8,929									7,485									5,891									4,137									2,382									291									- 0									- 0


									Other Distributions/Uses																					- 0


									Final Balance (should be zero)																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									REPLACEMENT RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE												


									Replacement Reserve Starting Balance																					- 0									52,800									105,600									158,400									211,200									264,000									316,800									369,600									422,400									475,200									528,000									580,800									633,600									686,400									739,200									792,000									844,800									897,600									950,400									1,003,200


									Replacement Reserve Deposits																					52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800


									City Share Replacement Reserve Deposit (Small Sites Only)																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Repayment of City Loan from Cash Out (Small Sites Only)


									Replacement Reserve Deposits (Non-Operating Account) 


									Replacement Reserve Withdrawals (ideally tied to CNA)																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Replacement Reserve Interest


									RR Running Balance																					52,800									105,600									158,400									211,200									264,000									316,800									369,600									422,400									475,200									528,000									580,800									633,600									686,400									739,200									792,000									844,800									897,600									950,400									1,003,200									1,056,000


																					RR Balance/Unit									$600									$1,200									$1,800									$2,400									$3,000									$3,600									$4,200									$4,800									$5,400									$6,000									$6,600									$7,200									$7,800									$8,400									$9,000									$9,600									$10,200									$10,800									$11,400									$12,000


									OPERATING RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE


									Operating Reserve Starting Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Operating Reserve Deposits																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Operating Reserve Withdrawals


									Operating Reserve Interest


									OR Running Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


																					OR Balance as a % of Prior Yr Op Exps + Debt Service																		0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%									0.0%


									OTHER REQUIRED RESERVE 1 - RUNNING BALANCE


									Other Reserve 1 Starting Balance																														- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 1  Deposits																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 1 Withdrawals 


									Other Reserve 1  Interest


									Other Required Reserve 1 Running Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									OTHER RESERVE 2 - RUNNING BALANCE


									Other Reserve 2 Starting Balance																														- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 2  Deposits																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 2 Withdrawals 


									Other Reserve 2  Interest


									Other Required Reserve 2 Running Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									DEFERRED DEVELOPER FEE - RUNNING BALANCE


									Developer Fee Starting Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Deferred Developer Fee Earned in Year																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Developer Fee Remaining Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									Deferred Developer Fee % Split																					0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%									0%


									Owner Distribution % Split																					33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									33%									0%									0%


									Soft Debt Lender % Split																					67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									67%									0%									0%





									MOHCD Base Rent Due																					- 0									- 0									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									MOHCD Base Rent Proposed to be Paid																					- 0									- 0									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Balance - MOHCD Base Rent Accrued																					- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Cumulative Balance - MOHCD Base Rent Accrued																					- 0									- 0									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									MOHCD Residual Rent Due																					- 0									- 0									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									MOHCD Residual Rent Proposed to be Paid																					- 0									- 0									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Balance - MOHCD Residual Rent Accrued																					- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Cumulative Balance - MOHCD Residual Rent Accrued																					- 0									- 0									- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0





			HIDE THIS ROW						Year																					2023			2024			2025			2026			2027			2028			2029			2030			2031			2032			2033			2034			2035			2036			2037			2038			2039			2040			2041			2042


			HIDE THIS ROW						Deferred Developer Fee Remaining Balance																					- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


																																				Sum of DD F from LOSP and non-LOSP:			- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


																																				Ratio of Sum of DDF and calculated 50%: 			ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!									ERROR:#VALUE!








MOHCD Proforma - 20 Year Cash Flow	
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									Throughline Apartments									


									Total # Units:									88


									Throughline Apartments						LOSP Units			Non-LOSP Units												Year 1									Year 2									Year 3									Year 4									Year 5									Year 6									Year 7									Year 8									Year 9									Year 10									Year 11									Year 12									Year 13									Year 14									Year 15									Year 16									Year 17									Year 18									Year 19									Year 20


									Total # Units:																					2023									2024									2025									2026									2027									2028									2029									2030									2031									2032									2033									2034									2035									2036									2037									2038									2039									2040									2041									2042


									88						0			88						Year 1									Year 2									Year 3									Year 4									Year 5									Year 6									Year 7									Year 8									Year 9									Year 10									Year 11									Year 12									Year 13									Year 14									Year 15									Year 16									Year 17									Year 18									Year 19									Year 20


															0.00%			100.00%						2023									2024									2025									2026									2027									2028									2029									2030									2031									2032									2033									2034									2035									2036									2037									2038									2039									2040									2041									2042


									INCOME			0			% annual inc LOSP			% annual increase			Comments 
(related to annual inc assumptions)			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 			LOSP			non-LOSP			Total 


									Residential - Tenant Rents			5120			1.0%			2.0%						- 0			327,876			327,876			- 0			334,434			334,434			- 0			341,122			341,122			- 0			347,945			347,945			- 0			354,904			354,904			- 0			362,002			362,002			- 0			369,242			369,242			- 0			376,626			376,626			- 0			384,159			384,159			- 0			391,842			391,842			- 0			399,679			399,679			- 0			407,673			407,673			- 0			415,826			415,826			- 0			424,143			424,143			- 0			432,625			432,625			- 0			441,278			441,278			- 0			450,103			450,103			- 0			459,106			459,106			- 0			468,288			468,288			- 0			477,653			477,653


									Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments (Non-LOSP)			0			n/a			2.0%						- 0			866,988			866,988			- 0			884,328			884,328			- 0			902,014			902,014			- 0			920,055			920,055			- 0			938,456			938,456			- 0			957,225			957,225			- 0			976,369			976,369			- 0			995,897			995,897			- 0			1,015,815			1,015,815			- 0			1,036,131			1,036,131			- 0			1,056,854			1,056,854			- 0			1,077,991			1,077,991			- 0			1,099,550			1,099,550			- 0			1,121,541			1,121,541			- 0			1,143,972			1,143,972			- 0			1,166,852			1,166,852			- 0			1,190,189			1,190,189			- 0			1,213,993			1,213,993			- 0			1,238,272			1,238,272			- 0			1,263,038			1,263,038


									Residential - LOSP Tenant Assistance Payments			0			n/a			n/a						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Commercial Space			5140			n/a			2.0%			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%			- 0			- 0			163,428			- 0			- 0			163,428			- 0			- 0			163,428			- 0			- 0			166,697			- 0			- 0			170,030			- 0			- 0			173,431			- 0			- 0			176,900			- 0			- 0			180,438			- 0			- 0			184,046			- 0			- 0			187,727			- 0			- 0			191,482			- 0			- 0			195,312			- 0			- 0			199,218			- 0			- 0			203,202			- 0			- 0			207,266			- 0			- 0			211,412			- 0			- 0			215,640			- 0			- 0			219,953			- 0			- 0			224,352			- 0			- 0			228,839


									Residential Parking			5170			0.0%			0.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Miscellaneous Rent Income			5190			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			640			640			- 0			653			653			- 0			666			666			- 0			679			679			- 0			693			693			- 0			707			707			- 0			721			721			- 0			735			735			- 0			750			750			- 0			765			765			- 0			780			780			- 0			796			796			- 0			812			812			- 0			828			828			- 0			844			844			- 0			861			861			- 0			879			879			- 0			896			896			- 0			914			914			- 0			932			932


									Supportive Services Income			5300			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Interest Income - Project Operations			5400			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Laundry and Vending			5910			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			1,500			1,500			- 0			1,530			1,530			- 0			1,561			1,561			- 0			1,592			1,592			- 0			1,624			1,624			- 0			1,656			1,656			- 0			1,689			1,689			- 0			1,723			1,723			- 0			1,757			1,757			- 0			1,793			1,793			- 0			1,828			1,828			- 0			1,865			1,865			- 0			1,902			1,902			- 0			1,940			1,940			- 0			1,979			1,979			- 0			2,019			2,019			- 0			2,059			2,059			- 0			2,100			2,100			- 0			2,142			2,142			- 0			2,185			2,185


									Tenant Charges			5920			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Miscellaneous Residential Income			5990			2.0%			2.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Other Commercial Income			0			n/a			3.0%			from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%			- 0			- 0			14,832			- 0			- 0			15,277			- 0			- 0			15,277			- 0			- 0			15,277			- 0			- 0			15,277			- 0			- 0			15,277			- 0			- 0			15,735			- 0			- 0			15,735			- 0			- 0			15,735			- 0			- 0			15,735			- 0			- 0			15,735			- 0			- 0			16,207			- 0			- 0			16,207			- 0			- 0			16,207			- 0			- 0			16,207			- 0			- 0			16,207			- 0			- 0			16,694			- 0			- 0			16,694			- 0			- 0			16,694			- 0			- 0			16,694


									Withdrawal from Capitalized Reserve (deposit to operating account)			0			n/a			n/a			Link from Reserve Section below, as applicable			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Other Income			0												- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Gross Potential Income															- 0			1,197,004			1,375,264			- 0			1,220,944			1,399,649			- 0			1,245,363			1,424,068			- 0			1,270,270			1,452,244			- 0			1,295,676			1,480,983			- 0			1,321,589			1,510,297			- 0			1,348,021			1,540,656			- 0			1,374,981			1,571,154			- 0			1,402,481			1,602,263			- 0			1,430,530			1,633,993			- 0			1,459,141			1,666,358			- 0			1,488,324			1,699,843			- 0			1,518,090			1,733,516			- 0			1,548,452			1,767,862			- 0			1,579,421			1,802,895			- 0			1,611,010			1,838,629			- 0			1,643,230			1,875,563			- 0			1,676,094			1,912,741			- 0			1,709,616			1,950,662			- 0			1,743,809			1,989,341


									Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Rents			0			n/a			n/a			Enter formulas manually per relevant MOH policy; annual incrementing usually not appropriate			- 0			(16,394)			(16,394)			- 0			(16,722)			(6,689)			- 0			(17,056)			(6,822)			- 0			(17,397)			(6,959)			- 0			(17,745)			(7,098)			- 0			(18,100)			(7,240)			- 0			(18,462)			(7,385)			- 0			(18,831)			(7,533)			- 0			(19,208)			(7,683)			- 0			(19,592)			(7,837)			- 0			(19,984)			(7,994)			- 0			(20,384)			(8,153)			- 0			(20,791)			(8,317)			- 0			(21,207)			(8,483)			- 0			(21,631)			(8,653)			- 0			(22,064)			(8,826)			- 0			(22,505)			(9,002)			- 0			(22,955)			(9,182)			- 0			(23,414)			(9,366)			- 0			(23,883)			(9,553)


									Vacancy Loss - Residential - Tenant Assistance Payments			0			n/a			n/a			0			- 0			(43,349)			(43,349)			- 0			(44,216)			(17,687)			- 0			(45,101)			(18,040)			- 0			(46,003)			(18,401)			- 0			(46,923)			(18,769)			- 0			(47,861)			(19,144)			- 0			(48,818)			(19,527)			- 0			(49,795)			(19,918)			- 0			(50,791)			(20,316)			- 0			(51,807)			(20,723)			- 0			(52,843)			(21,137)			- 0			(53,900)			(21,560)			- 0			(54,978)			(21,991)			- 0			(56,077)			(22,431)			- 0			(57,199)			(22,879)			- 0			(58,343)			(23,337)			- 0			(59,509)			(23,804)			- 0			(60,700)			(24,280)			- 0			(61,914)			(24,765)			- 0			(63,152)			(25,261)


									Vacancy Loss - Commercial			0			n/a			n/a			0			- 0			- 0			(32,686)			- 0			- 0			(81,714)			- 0			- 0			(81,714)			- 0			- 0			(83,348)			- 0			- 0			(85,015)			- 0			- 0			(86,716)			- 0			- 0			(88,450)			- 0			- 0			(90,219)			- 0			- 0			(92,023)			- 0			- 0			(93,864)			- 0			- 0			(95,741)			- 0			- 0			(97,656)			- 0			- 0			(99,609)			- 0			- 0			(101,601)			- 0			- 0			(103,633)			- 0			- 0			(105,706)			- 0			- 0			(107,820)			- 0			- 0			(109,976)			- 0			- 0			(112,176)			- 0			- 0			(114,419)


									EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME															- 0			1,137,261			1,282,835			- 0			1,160,006			1,293,560			- 0			1,183,206			1,317,491			- 0			1,206,870			1,343,535			- 0			1,231,008			1,370,101			- 0			1,255,628			1,397,197			- 0			1,280,740			1,425,294			- 0			1,306,355			1,453,485			- 0			1,332,482			1,482,240			- 0			1,359,132			1,511,570			- 0			1,386,314			1,541,487			- 0			1,414,041			1,572,474			- 0			1,442,322			1,603,599			- 0			1,471,168			1,635,347			- 0			1,500,591			1,667,730			- 0			1,530,603			1,700,760			- 0			1,561,215			1,734,937			- 0			1,592,440			1,769,302			- 0			1,624,288			1,804,355			- 0			1,656,774			1,840,108





									OPERATING EXPENSES


									Management						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			95,075			95,075			- 0			97,927			97,927			- 0			100,865			100,865			- 0			103,891			103,891			- 0			107,008			107,008			- 0			110,218			110,218			- 0			113,525			113,525			- 0			116,930			116,930			- 0			120,438			120,438			- 0			124,051			124,051			- 0			127,773			127,773			- 0			131,606			131,606			- 0			135,554			135,554			- 0			139,621			139,621			- 0			143,809			143,809			- 0			148,124			148,124			- 0			152,567			152,567			- 0			157,144			157,144			- 0			161,859			161,859			- 0			166,715			166,715


									Management Fee			6320			3.0%			3.0%			1st Year to be set according to HUD schedule. 			- 0			72,405			72,405			- 0			74,577			74,577			- 0			76,814			76,814			- 0			79,119			79,119			- 0			81,492			81,492			- 0			83,937			83,937			- 0			86,455			86,455			- 0			89,049			89,049			- 0			91,720			91,720			- 0			94,472			94,472			- 0			97,306			97,306			- 0			100,225			100,225			- 0			103,232			103,232			- 0			106,329			106,329			- 0			109,519			109,519			- 0			112,805			112,805			- 0			116,189			116,189			- 0			119,674			119,674			- 0			123,265			123,265			- 0			126,963			126,963


									Asset Management Fee			0			3.0%			3.0%			per MOHCD policy			- 0			22,670			22,670			- 0			23,350			23,350			- 0			24,051			24,051			- 0			24,772			24,772			- 0			25,515			25,515			- 0			26,281			26,281			- 0			27,069			27,069			- 0			27,881			27,881			- 0			28,718			28,718			- 0			29,579			29,579			- 0			30,467			30,467			- 0			31,381			31,381			- 0			32,322			32,322			- 0			33,292			33,292			- 0			34,290			34,290			- 0			35,319			35,319			- 0			36,379			36,379			- 0			37,470			37,470			- 0			38,594			38,594			- 0			39,752			39,752


									Sub-total Management Expenses															- 0			95,075			95,075			- 0			97,927			97,927			- 0			100,865			100,865			- 0			103,891			103,891			- 0			107,008			107,008			- 0			110,218			110,218			- 0			113,525			113,525			- 0			116,930			116,930			- 0			120,438			120,438			- 0			124,051			124,051			- 0			127,773			127,773			- 0			131,606			131,606			- 0			135,554			135,554			- 0			139,621			139,621			- 0			143,809			143,809			- 0			148,124			148,124			- 0			152,567			152,567			- 0			157,144			157,144			- 0			161,859			161,859			- 0			166,715			166,715


									Salaries/Benefits						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			152,600			152,600			- 0			157,178			157,178			- 0			161,893			161,893			- 0			166,750			166,750			- 0			171,753			171,753			- 0			176,905			176,905			- 0			182,212			182,212			- 0			187,679			187,679			- 0			193,309			193,309			- 0			199,108			199,108			- 0			205,082			205,082			- 0			211,234			211,234			- 0			217,571			217,571			- 0			224,098			224,098			- 0			230,821			230,821			- 0			237,746			237,746			- 0			244,878			244,878			- 0			252,225			252,225			- 0			259,791			259,791			- 0			267,585			267,585


									Office Salaries			6310			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			42,715			42,715			- 0			43,996			43,996			- 0			45,316			45,316			- 0			46,676			46,676			- 0			48,076			48,076			- 0			49,518			49,518			- 0			51,004			51,004			- 0			52,534			52,534			- 0			54,110			54,110			- 0			55,733			55,733			- 0			57,405			57,405			- 0			59,128			59,128			- 0			60,901			60,901			- 0			62,728			62,728			- 0			64,610			64,610			- 0			66,549			66,549			- 0			68,545			68,545			- 0			70,601			70,601			- 0			72,719			72,719			- 0			74,901			74,901


									Manager's Salary			6330			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			61,250			61,250			- 0			63,088			63,088			- 0			64,980			64,980			- 0			66,930			66,930			- 0			68,937			68,937			- 0			71,006			71,006			- 0			73,136			73,136			- 0			75,330			75,330			- 0			77,590			77,590			- 0			79,917			79,917			- 0			82,315			82,315			- 0			84,784			84,784			- 0			87,328			87,328			- 0			89,948			89,948			- 0			92,646			92,646			- 0			95,426			95,426			- 0			98,288			98,288			- 0			101,237			101,237			- 0			104,274			104,274			- 0			107,402			107,402


									Health Insurance and Other Benefits			6723			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			44,721			44,721			- 0			46,063			46,063			- 0			47,445			47,445			- 0			48,868			48,868			- 0			50,334			50,334			- 0			51,844			51,844			- 0			53,399			53,399			- 0			55,001			55,001			- 0			56,651			56,651			- 0			58,351			58,351			- 0			60,101			60,101			- 0			61,904			61,904			- 0			63,761			63,761			- 0			65,674			65,674			- 0			67,645			67,645			- 0			69,674			69,674			- 0			71,764			71,764			- 0			73,917			73,917			- 0			76,135			76,135			- 0			78,419			78,419


									Other Salaries/Benefits			0			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			3,914			3,914			- 0			4,031			4,031			- 0			4,152			4,152			- 0			4,277			4,277			- 0			4,405			4,405			- 0			4,537			4,537			- 0			4,674			4,674			- 0			4,814			4,814			- 0			4,958			4,958			- 0			5,107			5,107			- 0			5,260			5,260			- 0			5,418			5,418			- 0			5,580			5,580			- 0			5,748			5,748			- 0			5,920			5,920			- 0			6,098			6,098			- 0			6,281			6,281			- 0			6,469			6,469			- 0			6,663			6,663			- 0			6,863			6,863


									Administrative Rent-Free Unit			6331			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Salaries/Benefits															- 0			152,600			152,600			- 0			157,178			157,178			- 0			161,893			161,893			- 0			166,750			166,750			- 0			171,753			171,753			- 0			176,905			176,905			- 0			182,212			182,212			- 0			187,679			187,679			- 0			193,309			193,309			- 0			199,108			199,108			- 0			205,082			205,082			- 0			211,234			211,234			- 0			217,571			217,571			- 0			224,098			224,098			- 0			230,821			230,821			- 0			237,746			237,746			- 0			244,878			244,878			- 0			252,225			252,225			- 0			259,791			259,791			- 0			267,585			267,585


									Administration						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			88,998			88,998			- 0			91,668			91,668			- 0			94,418			94,418			- 0			97,251			97,251			- 0			100,168			100,168			- 0			103,173			103,173			- 0			106,268			106,268			- 0			109,456			109,456			- 0			112,740			112,740			- 0			116,122			116,122			- 0			119,606			119,606			- 0			123,194			123,194			- 0			126,890			126,890			- 0			130,697			130,697			- 0			134,617			134,617			- 0			138,656			138,656			- 0			142,816			142,816			- 0			147,100			147,100			- 0			151,513			151,513			- 0			156,059			156,059


									Advertising and Marketing			6210			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			3,000			3,000			- 0			3,090			3,090			- 0			3,183			3,183			- 0			3,278			3,278			- 0			3,377			3,377			- 0			3,478			3,478			- 0			3,582			3,582			- 0			3,690			3,690			- 0			3,800			3,800			- 0			3,914			3,914			- 0			4,032			4,032			- 0			4,153			4,153			- 0			4,277			4,277			- 0			4,406			4,406			- 0			4,538			4,538			- 0			4,674			4,674			- 0			4,814			4,814			- 0			4,959			4,959			- 0			5,107			5,107			- 0			5,261			5,261


									Office Expenses			6311			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			29,626			29,626			- 0			30,515			30,515			- 0			31,430			31,430			- 0			32,373			32,373			- 0			33,344			33,344			- 0			34,345			34,345			- 0			35,375			35,375			- 0			36,436			36,436			- 0			37,529			37,529			- 0			38,655			38,655			- 0			39,815			39,815			- 0			41,009			41,009			- 0			42,240			42,240			- 0			43,507			43,507			- 0			44,812			44,812			- 0			46,156			46,156			- 0			47,541			47,541			- 0			48,967			48,967			- 0			50,436			50,436			- 0			51,949			51,949


									Office Rent			6312			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Legal Expense - Property			6340			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			3,000			3,000			- 0			3,090			3,090			- 0			3,183			3,183			- 0			3,278			3,278			- 0			3,377			3,377			- 0			3,478			3,478			- 0			3,582			3,582			- 0			3,690			3,690			- 0			3,800			3,800			- 0			3,914			3,914			- 0			4,032			4,032			- 0			4,153			4,153			- 0			4,277			4,277			- 0			4,406			4,406			- 0			4,538			4,538			- 0			4,674			4,674			- 0			4,814			4,814			- 0			4,959			4,959			- 0			5,107			5,107			- 0			5,261			5,261


									Audit Expense			6350			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			23,570			23,570			- 0			24,277			24,277			- 0			25,005			25,005			- 0			25,756			25,756			- 0			26,528			26,528			- 0			27,324			27,324			- 0			28,144			28,144			- 0			28,988			28,988			- 0			29,858			29,858			- 0			30,754			30,754			- 0			31,676			31,676			- 0			32,626			32,626			- 0			33,605			33,605			- 0			34,613			34,613			- 0			35,652			35,652			- 0			36,721			36,721			- 0			37,823			37,823			- 0			38,958			38,958			- 0			40,126			40,126			- 0			41,330			41,330


									Bookkeeping/Accounting Services			6351			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			10,032			10,032			- 0			10,333			10,333			- 0			10,643			10,643			- 0			10,962			10,962			- 0			11,291			11,291			- 0			11,630			11,630			- 0			11,979			11,979			- 0			12,338			12,338			- 0			12,708			12,708			- 0			13,089			13,089			- 0			13,482			13,482			- 0			13,887			13,887			- 0			14,303			14,303			- 0			14,732			14,732			- 0			15,174			15,174			- 0			15,630			15,630			- 0			16,098			16,098			- 0			16,581			16,581			- 0			17,079			17,079			- 0			17,591			17,591


									Bad Debts			6370			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			8,393			8,393			- 0			8,645			8,645			- 0			8,904			8,904			- 0			9,171			9,171			- 0			9,446			9,446			- 0			9,730			9,730			- 0			10,022			10,022			- 0			10,322			10,322			- 0			10,632			10,632			- 0			10,951			10,951			- 0			11,279			11,279			- 0			11,618			11,618			- 0			11,966			11,966			- 0			12,325			12,325			- 0			12,695			12,695			- 0			13,076			13,076			- 0			13,468			13,468			- 0			13,872			13,872			- 0			14,289			14,289			- 0			14,717			14,717


									Miscellaneous			6390			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			11,377			11,377			- 0			11,718			11,718			- 0			12,070			12,070			- 0			12,432			12,432			- 0			12,805			12,805			- 0			13,189			13,189			- 0			13,585			13,585			- 0			13,992			13,992			- 0			14,412			14,412			- 0			14,844			14,844			- 0			15,290			15,290			- 0			15,748			15,748			- 0			16,221			16,221			- 0			16,708			16,708			- 0			17,209			17,209			- 0			17,725			17,725			- 0			18,257			18,257			- 0			18,804			18,804			- 0			19,369			19,369			- 0			19,950			19,950


									Sub-total Administration Expenses															- 0			88,998			88,998			- 0			91,668			91,668			- 0			94,418			94,418			- 0			97,251			97,251			- 0			100,168			100,168			- 0			103,173			103,173			- 0			106,268			106,268			- 0			109,456			109,456			- 0			112,740			112,740			- 0			116,122			116,122			- 0			119,606			119,606			- 0			123,194			123,194			- 0			126,890			126,890			- 0			130,697			130,697			- 0			134,617			134,617			- 0			138,656			138,656			- 0			142,816			142,816			- 0			147,100			147,100			- 0			151,513			151,513			- 0			156,059			156,059


									Utilities						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			116,288			116,288			- 0			119,777			119,777			- 0			123,370			123,370			- 0			127,071			127,071			- 0			130,883			130,883			- 0			134,810			134,810			- 0			138,854			138,854			- 0			143,020			143,020			- 0			147,310			147,310			- 0			151,729			151,729			- 0			156,281			156,281			- 0			160,970			160,970			- 0			165,799			165,799			- 0			170,773			170,773			- 0			175,896			175,896			- 0			181,173			181,173			- 0			186,608			186,608			- 0			192,206			192,206			- 0			197,973			197,973			- 0			203,912			203,912


									Electricity			6450			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			35,166			35,166			- 0			36,221			36,221			- 0			37,308			37,308			- 0			38,427			38,427			- 0			39,580			39,580			- 0			40,767			40,767			- 0			41,990			41,990			- 0			43,250			43,250			- 0			44,547			44,547			- 0			45,884			45,884			- 0			47,260			47,260			- 0			48,678			48,678			- 0			50,138			50,138			- 0			51,642			51,642			- 0			53,192			53,192			- 0			54,787			54,787			- 0			56,431			56,431			- 0			58,124			58,124			- 0			59,868			59,868			- 0			61,664			61,664


									Water			6451			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			27,523			27,523			- 0			28,349			28,349			- 0			29,199			29,199			- 0			30,075			30,075			- 0			30,977			30,977			- 0			31,907			31,907			- 0			32,864			32,864			- 0			33,850			33,850			- 0			34,865			34,865			- 0			35,911			35,911			- 0			36,989			36,989			- 0			38,098			38,098			- 0			39,241			39,241			- 0			40,418			40,418			- 0			41,631			41,631			- 0			42,880			42,880			- 0			44,166			44,166			- 0			45,491			45,491			- 0			46,856			46,856			- 0			48,262			48,262


									Gas			6452			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			15,749			15,749			- 0			16,221			16,221			- 0			16,708			16,708			- 0			17,209			17,209			- 0			17,726			17,726			- 0			18,257			18,257			- 0			18,805			18,805			- 0			19,369			19,369			- 0			19,950			19,950			- 0			20,549			20,549			- 0			21,165			21,165			- 0			21,800			21,800			- 0			22,454			22,454			- 0			23,128			23,128			- 0			23,822			23,822			- 0			24,536			24,536			- 0			25,273			25,273			- 0			26,031			26,031			- 0			26,812			26,812			- 0			27,616			27,616


									Sewer			6453			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			37,850			37,850			- 0			38,986			38,986			- 0			40,155			40,155			- 0			41,360			41,360			- 0			42,601			42,601			- 0			43,879			43,879			- 0			45,195			45,195			- 0			46,551			46,551			- 0			47,947			47,947			- 0			49,386			49,386			- 0			50,867			50,867			- 0			52,393			52,393			- 0			53,965			53,965			- 0			55,584			55,584			- 0			57,252			57,252			- 0			58,969			58,969			- 0			60,738			60,738			- 0			62,560			62,560			- 0			64,437			64,437			- 0			66,370			66,370


									Sub-total Utilities															- 0			116,288			116,288			- 0			119,777			119,777			- 0			123,370			123,370			- 0			127,071			127,071			- 0			130,883			130,883			- 0			134,810			134,810			- 0			138,854			138,854			- 0			143,020			143,020			- 0			147,310			147,310			- 0			151,729			151,729			- 0			156,281			156,281			- 0			160,970			160,970			- 0			165,799			165,799			- 0			170,773			170,773			- 0			175,896			175,896			- 0			181,173			181,173			- 0			186,608			186,608			- 0			192,206			192,206			- 0			197,973			197,973			- 0			203,912			203,912


									Taxes and Licenses						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			24,853			24,853			- 0			25,599			25,599			- 0			26,367			26,367			- 0			27,158			27,158			- 0			27,972			27,972			- 0			28,811			28,811			- 0			29,676			29,676			- 0			30,566			30,566			- 0			31,483			31,483			- 0			32,428			32,428			- 0			33,400			33,400			- 0			34,402			34,402			- 0			35,434			35,434			- 0			36,497			36,497			- 0			37,592			37,592			- 0			38,720			38,720			- 0			39,882			39,882			- 0			41,078			41,078			- 0			42,311			42,311			- 0			43,580			43,580


									Real Estate Taxes			6710			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			6,778			6,778			- 0			6,981			6,981			- 0			7,191			7,191			- 0			7,407			7,407			- 0			7,629			7,629			- 0			7,858			7,858			- 0			8,093			8,093			- 0			8,336			8,336			- 0			8,586			8,586			- 0			8,844			8,844			- 0			9,109			9,109			- 0			9,382			9,382			- 0			9,664			9,664			- 0			9,954			9,954			- 0			10,252			10,252			- 0			10,560			10,560			- 0			10,877			10,877			- 0			11,203			11,203			- 0			11,539			11,539			- 0			11,885			11,885


									Payroll Taxes			6711			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			12,926			12,926			- 0			13,314			13,314			- 0			13,713			13,713			- 0			14,125			14,125			- 0			14,548			14,548			- 0			14,985			14,985			- 0			15,434			15,434			- 0			15,897			15,897			- 0			16,374			16,374			- 0			16,865			16,865			- 0			17,371			17,371			- 0			17,893			17,893			- 0			18,429			18,429			- 0			18,982			18,982			- 0			19,552			19,552			- 0			20,138			20,138			- 0			20,742			20,742			- 0			21,365			21,365			- 0			22,006			22,006			- 0			22,666			22,666


									Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses and Permits			6790			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			5,149			5,149			- 0			5,303			5,303			- 0			5,463			5,463			- 0			5,626			5,626			- 0			5,795			5,795			- 0			5,969			5,969			- 0			6,148			6,148			- 0			6,333			6,333			- 0			6,523			6,523			- 0			6,718			6,718			- 0			6,920			6,920			- 0			7,127			7,127			- 0			7,341			7,341			- 0			7,561			7,561			- 0			7,788			7,788			- 0			8,022			8,022			- 0			8,263			8,263			- 0			8,511			8,511			- 0			8,766			8,766			- 0			9,029			9,029


									Sub-total Taxes and Licenses															- 0			24,853			24,853			- 0			25,599			25,599			- 0			26,367			26,367			- 0			27,158			27,158			- 0			27,972			27,972			- 0			28,811			28,811			- 0			29,676			29,676			- 0			30,566			30,566			- 0			31,483			31,483			- 0			32,428			32,428			- 0			33,400			33,400			- 0			34,402			34,402			- 0			35,434			35,434			- 0			36,497			36,497			- 0			37,592			37,592			- 0			38,720			38,720			- 0			39,882			39,882			- 0			41,078			41,078			- 0			42,311			42,311			- 0			43,580			43,580


									Insurance						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			87,012			87,012			- 0			89,622			89,622			- 0			92,311			92,311			- 0			95,080			95,080			- 0			97,933			97,933			- 0			100,871			100,871			- 0			103,897			103,897			- 0			107,014			107,014			- 0			110,224			110,224			- 0			113,531			113,531			- 0			116,937			116,937			- 0			120,445			120,445			- 0			124,058			124,058			- 0			127,780			127,780			- 0			131,613			131,613			- 0			135,562			135,562			- 0			139,629			139,629			- 0			143,818			143,818			- 0			148,132			148,132			- 0			152,576			152,576


									Property and Liability Insurance			6720			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			87,012			87,012			- 0			89,622			89,622			- 0			92,311			92,311			- 0			95,080			95,080			- 0			97,933			97,933			- 0			100,871			100,871			- 0			103,897			103,897			- 0			107,014			107,014			- 0			110,224			110,224			- 0			113,531			113,531			- 0			116,937			116,937			- 0			120,445			120,445			- 0			124,058			124,058			- 0			127,780			127,780			- 0			131,613			131,613			- 0			135,562			135,562			- 0			139,629			139,629			- 0			143,818			143,818			- 0			148,132			148,132			- 0			152,576			152,576


									Fidelity Bond Insurance			6721			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Worker's Compensation			6722			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Director's & Officers' Liability Insurance			6722			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Insurance															- 0			87,012			87,012			- 0			89,622			89,622			- 0			92,311			92,311			- 0			95,080			95,080			- 0			97,933			97,933			- 0			100,871			100,871			- 0			103,897			103,897			- 0			107,014			107,014			- 0			110,224			110,224			- 0			113,531			113,531			- 0			116,937			116,937			- 0			120,445			120,445			- 0			124,058			124,058			- 0			127,780			127,780			- 0			131,613			131,613			- 0			135,562			135,562			- 0			139,629			139,629			- 0			143,818			143,818			- 0			148,132			148,132			- 0			152,576			152,576


									Maintenance & Repair						3.0%			3.0%						- 0			205,390			205,390			- 0			211,552			211,552			- 0			217,898			217,898			- 0			224,435			224,435			- 0			231,168			231,168			- 0			238,103			238,103			- 0			245,246			245,246			- 0			252,604			252,604			- 0			260,182			260,182			- 0			267,987			267,987			- 0			276,027			276,027			- 0			284,308			284,308			- 0			292,837			292,837			- 0			301,622			301,622			- 0			310,671			310,671			- 0			319,991			319,991			- 0			329,591			329,591			- 0			339,478			339,478			- 0			349,663			349,663			- 0			360,153			360,153


									Payroll			6510			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			65,000			65,000			- 0			66,950			66,950			- 0			68,959			68,959			- 0			71,027			71,027			- 0			73,158			73,158			- 0			75,353			75,353			- 0			77,613			77,613			- 0			79,942			79,942			- 0			82,340			82,340			- 0			84,810			84,810			- 0			87,355			87,355			- 0			89,975			89,975			- 0			92,674			92,674			- 0			95,455			95,455			- 0			98,318			98,318			- 0			101,268			101,268			- 0			104,306			104,306			- 0			107,435			107,435			- 0			110,658			110,658			- 0			113,978			113,978


									Supplies			6515			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Contracts			6520			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			101,892			101,892			- 0			104,949			104,949			- 0			108,097			108,097			- 0			111,340			111,340			- 0			114,680			114,680			- 0			118,121			118,121			- 0			121,664			121,664			- 0			125,314			125,314			- 0			129,074			129,074			- 0			132,946			132,946			- 0			136,934			136,934			- 0			141,042			141,042			- 0			145,274			145,274			- 0			149,632			149,632			- 0			154,121			154,121			- 0			158,744			158,744			- 0			163,507			163,507			- 0			168,412			168,412			- 0			173,464			173,464			- 0			178,668			178,668


									Garbage and Trash Removal			6525			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			38,498			38,498			- 0			39,653			39,653			- 0			40,843			40,843			- 0			42,068			42,068			- 0			43,330			43,330			- 0			44,630			44,630			- 0			45,969			45,969			- 0			47,348			47,348			- 0			48,768			48,768			- 0			50,231			50,231			- 0			51,738			51,738			- 0			53,290			53,290			- 0			54,889			54,889			- 0			56,536			56,536			- 0			58,232			58,232			- 0			59,979			59,979			- 0			61,778			61,778			- 0			63,631			63,631			- 0			65,540			65,540			- 0			67,506			67,506


									Security Payroll/Contract			6530			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									HVAC Repairs and Maintenance			6546			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Vehicle and Maintenance Equipment Operation and Repairs			6570			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses			6590			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Sub-total Maintenance & Repair Expenses															- 0			205,390			205,390			- 0			211,552			211,552			- 0			217,898			217,898			- 0			224,435			224,435			- 0			231,168			231,168			- 0			238,103			238,103			- 0			245,246			245,246			- 0			252,604			252,604			- 0			260,182			260,182			- 0			267,987			267,987			- 0			276,027			276,027			- 0			284,308			284,308			- 0			292,837			292,837			- 0			301,622			301,622			- 0			310,671			310,671			- 0			319,991			319,991			- 0			329,591			329,591			- 0			339,478			339,478			- 0			349,663			349,663			- 0			360,153			360,153





									Supportive Services			6900			3.0%			3.0%						- 0			38,000			38,000			- 0			39,140			39,140			- 0			40,314			40,314			- 0			41,524			41,524			- 0			42,769			42,769			- 0			44,052			44,052			- 0			45,374			45,374			- 0			46,735			46,735			- 0			48,137			48,137			- 0			49,581			49,581			- 0			51,069			51,069			- 0			52,601			52,601			- 0			54,179			54,179			- 0			55,804			55,804			- 0			57,478			57,478			- 0			59,203			59,203			- 0			60,979			60,979			- 0			62,808			62,808			- 0			64,692			64,692			- 0			66,633			66,633


									Commercial Expenses			0									from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			7,669			- 0			- 0			7,899			- 0			- 0			8,136			- 0			- 0			8,381			- 0			- 0			8,632			- 0			- 0			8,891			- 0			- 0			9,158			- 0			- 0			9,432			- 0			- 0			9,715			- 0			- 0			10,007			- 0			- 0			10,307			- 0			- 0			10,616			- 0			- 0			10,935			- 0			- 0			11,263			- 0			- 0			11,601			- 0			- 0			11,949			- 0			- 0			12,307			- 0			- 0			12,676			- 0			- 0			13,057





									TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 															- 0			808,216			815,662			- 0			832,462			840,132			- 0			857,436			865,336			- 0			883,159			891,296			- 0			909,654			918,035			- 0			936,944			945,576			- 0			965,052			973,943			- 0			994,004			1,003,161			- 0			1,023,824			1,033,256			- 0			1,054,539			1,064,254			- 0			1,086,175			1,096,182			- 0			1,118,760			1,129,067			- 0			1,152,323			1,162,939			- 0			1,186,892			1,197,827			- 0			1,222,499			1,233,762			- 0			1,259,174			1,270,775			- 0			1,296,949			1,308,898			- 0			1,335,858			1,348,165			- 0			1,375,934			1,388,610			- 0			1,417,212			1,430,268


									PUPA (w/o Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees)																					9,269																																																																																																																																																																											


									Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees																																																																																																																																																																																																


									Ground Lease Base Rent 															0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Bond Monitoring Fee 															0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000			0			5000			5,000


									Replacement Reserve Deposit															0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800			0			52800			52,800


									Operating Reserve Deposit															0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Other Required Reserve 1 Deposit															0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Other Required Reserve 2 Deposit															0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Required Reserve Deposit/s, Commercial												from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


									Sub-total Reserves/Ground Lease Base Rent/Bond Fees												ERROR:#REF!			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800			0			57,800			57,800





									TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/ Bond Fees)															- 0			866,016			873,462			- 0			890,262			897,932			- 0			915,236			923,136			- 0			940,959			949,096			- 0			967,454			975,835			- 0			994,744			1,003,376			- 0			1,022,852			1,031,743			- 0			1,051,804			1,060,961			- 0			1,081,624			1,091,056			- 0			1,112,339			1,122,054			- 0			1,143,975			1,153,982			- 0			1,176,560			1,186,867			- 0			1,210,123			1,220,739			- 0			1,244,692			1,255,627			- 0			1,280,299			1,291,562			- 0			1,316,974			1,328,575			- 0			1,354,749			1,366,698			- 0			1,393,658			1,405,965			- 0			1,433,734			1,446,410			- 0			1,475,012			1,488,068


									PUPA (w/ Reserves/GL Base Rent/Bond Fees)																					9,926																																																																																																																																																																											


									NET OPERATING INCOME (INCOME minus OP EXPENSES)															- 0			271,245			409,373			- 0			269,743			395,628			- 0			267,970			394,355			- 0			265,911			394,440			- 0			263,553			394,266			- 0			260,884			393,821			- 0			257,888			393,551			- 0			254,551			392,524			- 0			250,858			391,184			- 0			246,793			389,516			- 0			242,340			387,505			- 0			237,481			385,607			- 0			232,199			382,860			- 0			226,476			379,720			- 0			220,292			376,168			- 0			213,629			372,185			- 0			206,466			368,239			- 0			198,782			363,337			- 0			190,555			357,945			- 0			181,762			352,039





									DEBT SERVICE/MUST PAY PAYMENTS ("hard debt"/amortized loans)


									Hard Debt - First Lender												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924


									Hard Debt - Second Lender (HCD Program 0.42% pymt, or other 2nd Lender)												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Hard Debt - Third Lender (Other HCD Program, or other 3rd Lender)												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Hard Debt - Fourth Lender 												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Commercial Hard Debt Service												from 'Commercial Op. Budget' Worksheet; Commercial to Residential allocation: 100%			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									TOTAL HARD DEBT SERVICE															- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924			- 0			321,924			321,924





									CASH FLOW (NOI minus DEBT SERVICE)															- 0			(50,679)			87,449			- 0			(52,181)			73,704			- 0			(53,954)			72,431			- 0			(56,013)			72,516			- 0			(58,371)			72,342			- 0			(61,040)			71,897			- 0			(64,036)			71,627			- 0			(67,373)			70,600			- 0			(71,066)			69,260			- 0			(75,131)			67,592			- 0			(79,584)			65,581			- 0			(84,443)			63,683			- 0			(89,725)			60,936			- 0			(95,448)			57,796			- 0			(101,632)			54,244			- 0			(108,295)			50,261			- 0			(115,458)			46,315			- 0			(123,142)			41,413			- 0			(131,369)			36,021			- 0			(140,162)			30,115





									Commercial Only Cash Flow																					138,128									89,322									89,091									90,489									91,912									93,361									95,294									96,796									98,326									99,884									101,469									103,556									105,200									106,874									108,578									110,312									112,565									114,363									116,193									118,056





									Allocation of Commercial Surplus to LOPS/non-LOSP (residual income)															- 0			138,128						- 0			89,322						- 0			89,091						- 0			90,489						- 0			91,912						- 0			93,361						- 0			95,294						- 0			96,796						- 0			98,326						- 0			99,884						- 0			101,469						- 0			103,556						- 0			105,200						- 0			106,874						- 0			108,578						- 0			110,312						- 0			112,565						- 0			114,363						- 0			116,193						- 0			118,056


									AVAILABLE CASH FLOW															- 0			87,449			87,449			- 0			37,141			73,704			- 0			35,137			72,431			- 0			34,476			72,516			- 0			33,541			72,342			- 0			32,320			71,897			- 0			31,258			71,627			- 0			29,424			70,600			- 0			27,260			69,260			- 0			24,753			67,592			- 0			21,885			65,581			- 0			19,113			63,683			- 0			15,475			60,936			- 0			11,425			57,796			- 0			6,946			54,244			- 0			2,017			50,261			- 0			(2,893)			46,315			- 0			(8,780)			41,413			- 0			(15,176)			36,021			- 0			(22,105)			30,115





									USES OF CASH FLOW BELOW  (This row also shows DSCR.)                       									DSCR:												1.272									1.229									1.225									1.225									1.225									1.223									1.222									1.219									1.215									1.21									1.204									1.198									1.189									1.18									1.168									1.156									1.144									1.129									1.112									1.094


									USES THAT PRECEDE MOHCD DEBT SERVICE IN WATERFALL


									Deferred Developer Fee (Enter amt <= Max Fee from row 131)															- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									"Below-the-line" Asset Mgt fee (uncommon in new projects, see policy)						3.5%			3.5%			per MOHCD policy			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			23,460			23,460			- 0			24,280			24,280			- 0			25,130			25,130			- 0			26,000			26,000			- 0			26,900			26,900			- 0			27,840			27,840			- 0			28,800			28,800			- 0			29,800			29,800			- 0			30,840			30,840			- 0			31,900			31,900			- 0			33,000			33,000			- 0			34,150			34,150			- 0			35,340			35,340			- 0			36,570			36,570			- 0			37,850			37,850			- 0			39,170			39,170			- 0			40,540			40,540			- 0			41,950			41,950			- 0			43,410			43,410


									Partnership Management Fee (see policy for limits)						0.0%			0.0%			per MOHCD policy			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Investor Service Fee (aka "LP Asset Mgt Fee") (see policy for limits)												per MOHCD policy no annual increase			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Other Payments												0.02			- 0			15,750			15,750			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 1												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									Non-amortizing Loan Pmnt - Lender 2 												Enter comments re: annual increase, etc. 			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									TOTAL PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD															- 0			15,750			15,750			- 0			23,460			23,460			- 0			24,280			24,280			- 0			25,130			25,130			- 0			26,000			26,000			- 0			26,900			26,900			- 0			27,840			27,840			- 0			28,800			28,800			- 0			29,800			29,800			- 0			30,840			30,840			- 0			31,900			31,900			- 0			33,000			33,000			- 0			34,150			34,150			- 0			35,340			35,340			- 0			36,570			36,570			- 0			37,850			37,850			- 0			39,170			39,170			- 0			40,540			40,540			- 0			41,950			41,950			- 0			43,410			43,410





									RESIDUAL RECEIPTS (CASH FLOW minus PAYMENTS PRECEDING MOHCD)															- 0			71,699			71,699			- 0			13,681			50,244			- 0			10,857			48,151			- 0			9,346			47,386			- 0			7,541			46,342			- 0			5,420			44,997			- 0			3,418			43,787			- 0			624			41,800			- 0			(2,540)			39,460			- 0			(6,087)			36,752			- 0			(10,015)			33,681			- 0			(13,887)			30,683			- 0			(18,675)			26,786			- 0			(23,915)			22,456			- 0			(29,624)			17,674			- 0			(35,832)			12,411			- 0			(42,063)			7,145			- 0			(49,320)			873			- 0			(57,126)			(5,929)			- 0			(65,515)			(13,295)








									Does Project have a MOHCD Residual Receipt Obligation?									Yes


									Will Project Defer Developer Fee? 									No


									Residual Receipts split for all years. - Lender/Owner									67% / 33%


																		


																		














																		Dist. Soft











									MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE									Debt Loans


									MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount Due									100.00%												47,799									33,496									32,101									31,590									30,895									29,998									29,191									27,866									26,306									24,501									22,454									20,455									17,857									14,971									11,783									8,274									4,764									582									- 0									- 0


									Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Loan Repayment																					47,799									33,496									32,101									31,590									30,895									29,998									29,191									27,866									26,306									24,501									22,454									20,455									17,857									14,971									11,783									8,274									4,764									582									- 0									- 0


									Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Residual Ground Lease												Proposed Total MOHCD Amt Due less Loan Repayment									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Proposed MOHCD Residual Receipts Amount to Replacement Reserve																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									REMAINING BALANCE AFTER MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE																					23,900									16,748									16,050									15,795									15,447									14,999									14,596									13,933									13,153									12,251									11,227									10,228									8,929									7,485									5,891									4,137									2,382									291									- 0									- 0





									NON-MOHCD RESIDUAL RECEIPTS DEBT SERVICE


									HCD Residual Receipts Amount Due									0.00%												- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Lender 4 Residual Receipts Due									0.00%												- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Lender 5 Residual Receipts Due									0.00%												- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Total Non-MOHCD Residual Receipts Debt Service																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									REMAINDER (Should be zero unless there are distributions below)																					23,900									16,748									16,050									15,795									15,447									14,999									14,596									13,933									13,153									12,251									11,227									10,228									8,929									7,485									5,891									4,137									2,382									291									- 0									- 0


									Owner Distributions/Incentive Management Fee																					23,900									16,748									16,050									15,795									15,447									14,999									14,596									13,933									13,153									12,251									11,227									10,228									8,929									7,485									5,891									4,137									2,382									291									- 0									- 0


									Other Distributions/Uses																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Final Balance (should be zero)																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									REPLACEMENT RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE


									Replacement Reserve Starting Balance																					- 0									52,800									105,600									158,400									211,200									264,000									316,800									369,600									422,400									475,200									528,000									580,800									633,600									686,400									739,200									792,000									844,800									897,600									950,400									1,003,200


									Replacement Reserve Deposits																					52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800									52,800


									City Share Replacement Reserve Deposit (Small Sites Only)																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Repayment of City Loan from Cash Out (Small Sites Only)


									Replacement Reserve Deposits (Non-Operating Account) 


									Replacement Reserve Withdrawals (ideally tied to CNA)																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Replacement Reserve Interest																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									RR Running Balance																					52,800									105,600									158,400									211,200									264,000									316,800									369,600									422,400									475,200									528,000									580,800									633,600									686,400									739,200									792,000									844,800									897,600									950,400									1,003,200									1,056,000





									OPERATING RESERVE - RUNNING BALANCE


									Operating Reserve Starting Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Operating Reserve Deposits																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Operating Reserve Withdrawals																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Operating Reserve Interest																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									OR Running Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									OTHER REQUIRED RESERVE 1 - RUNNING BALANCE


									Other Reserve 1 Starting Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 1  Deposits																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 1 Withdrawals 																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 1  Interest																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Required Reserve 1 Running Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									OTHER RESERVE 2 - RUNNING BALANCE


									Other Reserve 2 Starting Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 2  Deposits																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 2 Withdrawals 																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Reserve 2  Interest																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Other Required Reserve 2 Running Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0





									DEFERRED DEVELOPER FEE - RUNNING BALANCE


									Developer Fee Starting Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Deferred Developer Fee Earned in Year																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0


									Developer Fee Remaining Balance																					- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0									- 0
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Exhibit A


			MOHCD STAFF: Exhibit A (right side) is intended to replace Exhibit A1-A2, but there may be instances where we must still use A1-A2. Please check with Mike & Anne for additional information and Guidance. 
Schedule A is set as the print area. Reset if Exhibit A1-A2 is used. 																																																															DO NOT EDIT BELOW


			LOSP FUNDING SCHEDULE																																				LOSP FUNDING SCHEDULE																											3/31/23


																		Project  Address: 			Throughline Apartments																					Project  Address: 						Throughline Apartments																		3			3/31						Use this version for CY projects that are estimating a start month of July or later															Use this version for CY projects that are estimating a start month of June or earlier


			Projected Start Date (must be on 1st of the month!):																		4/1/23


mmcloone: DON'T FORGET TO ENTER A DATE, MUST BE 1ST OF THE MONTH!																					Project Start Date:						4/1/23																		31


			FOR REFERENCE ONLY																																																															2


			Exhibit A-2: LOSP Funding By Calendar Year																		Exhibit A-2: LOSP Funding By Calendar Year																		Exhibit A																														ERROR:#DIV/0!						For LOSP Budget Data Entry -- copy this data and then use Paste Special --> Values to enter into LOSP tracking sheet															For LOSP Budget Data Entry -- copy this data and then use Paste Special --> Values to enter into LOSP tracking sheet


						4/1-6/30			7/1-12/31			TOT			Total Months									4/1-6/30			7/1-12/31			TOT			Total Months						Calendar Year						Full Year 
Funding Amount			# Months to Fund 			Total Disbursement for 
Calendar Year			Estimated Disbursement Date						FY Budgeted
(for Disbursement) 												FY Year			FY Budget Year			ProjectKey (enter in cell Z9)			LOSP Operating - Extra Amount needed for year one only (up to 6 months) (Col K shows full amount to be budgeted for the city's FY)			LOSP Operating - Current Contract Amount						FY Year			FY Budget Year			ProjectKey (enter in cell AF8)			LOSP Operating - Extra Amount needed for year one only (up to 6 months) (Col K shows full amount to be budgeted for the city's FY)			LOSP Operating - Current Contract Amount


			CY-1			A			B			A+B			9						2023			$0			$0			$0			9						CY-1			2023			$0			9			$0			3/1/2023						FY2022/23																														1			FY2022/23									$0


						1/1-6/30			7/1-12/31			TOT			Total Months									1/1-6/30			7/1-12/31			TOT			Total Months						CY-2			2024			$0			12			$0			1/1/2024						FY2023/24												1			FY2023/24						$0			$0						2			FY2023/24			0						$0


			CY-2			C			D			C+D			12						2024			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-3			2025			$0			12			$0			1/1/2025						FY2024/25												2			FY2024/25			0						$0						3			FY2024/25			0						$0


			CY-3			E			F			E+F			12						2025			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-4			2026			$0			12			$0			1/1/2026						FY2025/26												3			FY2025/26			0						$0						4			FY2025/26			0						$0


			CY-4			G			H			G+H			12						2026			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-5			2027			$0			12			$0			1/1/2027						FY2026/27												4			FY2026/27			0						$0						5			FY2026/27			0						$0


			CY-5			I			J			I+J			12						2027			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-6			2028			$0			12			$0			1/1/2028						FY2027/28												5			FY2027/28			0						$0						6			FY2027/28			0						$0


			CY-6			K			L			K+L			12						2028			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-7			2029			$0			12			$0			1/1/2029						FY2028/29												6			FY2028/29			0						$0						7			FY2028/29			0						$0


			CY-7			M			N			M+N			12						2029			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-8			2030			$0			12			$0			1/1/2030						FY2029/30												7			FY2029/30			0						$0						8			FY2029/30			0						$0


			CY-8			O			P			O+P			12						2030			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-9			2031			$0			12			$0			1/1/2031						FY2030/31												8			FY2030/31			0						$0						9			FY2030/31			0						$0


			CY-9			Q			R			Q+R			12						2031			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-10			2032			$0			12			$0			1/1/2032						FY2031/32												9			FY2031/32			0						$0						10			FY2031/32			0						$0


			CY-10			S			T			S+T			12						2032			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-11			2033			$0			12			$0			1/1/2033						FY2032/33												10			FY2032/33			0						$0						11			FY2032/33			0						$0


			CY-11			U			V			U+V			12						2033			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-12			2034			$0			12			$0			1/1/2034						FY2033/34												11			FY2033/34			0						$0						12			FY2033/34			0						$0


			CY-12			W			X			W+X			12						2034			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-13			2035			$0			12			$0			1/1/2035						FY2034/35												12			FY2034/35			0						$0						13			FY2034/35			0						$0


			CY-13			Y			Z			Y+Z			12						2035			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-14			2036			$0			12			$0			1/1/2036						FY2035/36												13			FY2035/36			0						$0						14			FY2035/36			0						$0


			CY-14			AA			BB			AA+BB			12						2036			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-15			2037			$0			12			$0			1/1/2037						FY2036/37												14			FY2036/37			0						$0						15			FY2036/37			0						$0


			CY-15			CC			DD			CC+DD			12						2037			$0			$0			$0			12						CY-16			2038			$0			12			$0			1/1/2038						FY2037/38												15			FY2037/38			0						$0						16			FY2037/38			0						$0


						1/1-3/31			n/a															1/1-3/31			n/a																					Total Contract Amount: 			$0																					start month is June or earlier, use the other chart!																		


			CY-10			EE			FF			EE+FF			3						2038			ERROR:#VALUE!			n/a						3


															180															$0			180


																																																																											To load LOSP RevenueFor AMRs:


			Exhibit A-1: LOSP Disbursement Schedule By Fiscal Year																		Exhibit A-1: LOSP Disbursement Schedule By Fiscal Year																																																						Projkey			2023			2024			2025			2026			2027			2028			2029			2030			2031			2032			2033			2034			2035			2036			2037			2038


									4/1-6/30			TOT			Total Months												4/1-6/30			TOT			Total Months																																													$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


			disb-1						A			A			3						2022-23						$0			$0			3


						7/1-12/31			1/1-6/30			TOT			Total Months						sent to sponsor btwn 7/1 & 9/1			7/1-12/31			1/1-6/30			TOT			Total Months


			disb-2			B			C			B+C			12						2023-24			$0			$0			$0			12


						7/1-12/31			1/1-6/30															7/1-12/31			1/1-6/30


			disb-3			D			E			D+E			12						2024-25			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-4			F			G			F+G			12						2025-26			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-5			H			I			H+I			12						2026-27			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-6			J			K			J+K			12						2027-28			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-7			L			M			L+M			12						2028-29			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-8			N			O			N+O			12						2029-30			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-9			P			Q			P+Q			12						2030-31			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-10			R			S			R+S			12						2031-32			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-11			T			U			T+U			12						2032-33			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-12			V			W			V+W			12						2033-34			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-13			X			Y			X+Y			12						2034-35			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-14			Z			AA			Z+AA			12						2035-36			$0			$0			$0			12


			disb-15			BB			CC			BB+CC			12						2036-37			$0			$0			$0			12


						7/1-12/31			1/1-3/31															7/1-12/31			1/1-3/31


			disb-10			DD			EE			DD+EE			9						2037-38			$0			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			9


						n/a																		n/a


			n/a			FF						FF			0						n/a			n/a						n/a			0


															180															ERROR:#VALUE!			180











MOHCD Proforma - Exhibit A	



&P of &N






Lists


			General Project Input 																											Misc						New Devt												Existing Devt																					Commercial Operating Budget - Amount Flowing to Residential			PASS


			Neighborhood			Supe District			Real Estate District			Building Type			Occupancy Type			Ownership Type			Debt Type			Repayment Terms			PB-Sec 8 Contract			Who Pays			Utility Type			Income Levels			AMI Standard			Subsidy Program			Unit Size			Restriction			RentLimit			UnitType			HHSize			RentalSubsidy			ProposedRentTypes			Yes/No 			100%			BondSeries			TIC			MR%			BMR%			D%			ClosingDate


			Bayview / Hunters Point			1			1 - Northwest			Tower (85' or >7 stories)			Condominium			Non Profit Corporation			Hard			Residual receipts			HUD			Owner			Natural Gas			15%			MOHCD			LOSP			SRO			Restricted			TCAC			SRO			vacant			none			Current Tenant Rent			Yes			40%			2019 Series A			4.16725%			57.10%			36.90%			6.00%			1/1/19


			Bernal Heights			2			2 - Central West			Midrise (40-85', or 4-6 stories)			Single Room Occupancy (SRO)			For Profit Corporation			Soft			Periodic			SFHA			Tenant			Electric			20%			TCAC			Sec 8-Project-Based			Studio			Manager			State 			Studio			1			Section 8 - Project-Based			Current Max Tenant Rent			No			0%			2020 Series C			2.87289%			60.90%			33.60%			5.50%			1/1/29


			Castro			3			3 - Southwest			Lowrise (1-3 stories)			Multi-Room Occupancy (MRO)			Partnership			Both			Deferred												25%						Sec 8-Project-Based (Mod Rehab SRO)			1 Bdrm			Unrestricted			Other			1BR			2			Sec 8-Project-Based (Mod Rehab SRO)			Proposed Max Tenant Rent									2023 Series X			4.07354%			60.90%			33.60%			5.50%


			Chinatown			4			4 - Twin Peaks West						SRO/MRO Mix			Publicly Owned						Forgivable												30%						Sec 8-Voucher			2 Bdrm									2BR			3			Section 8 - Tenant Voucher			Other Tenant Rent Amount


			Citywide			5			5 - Central						Single Family Detached			Private Individual																		35%						HOPWA			3 Bdrm									3BR			4			PRAC - 202


			Confidential			6			6 - Central North						Co-op																					40%						PRAC-202			4 Bdrm									4BR			5			PRAC - 811


			Diamond Heights			7			7 - North 						Group/shared																					45%						PRAC-811			5 Bdrm									5BR			6			S+C


			Excelsior			8			8 - Northest						Other																					50%						S+C															7			HOPWA


			Glen Park			9			9 - Central East																											55%						VASH															8			VASH


			Haight Ashbury			10			10 - Southeast																											60%						HOME TBA																		LOSP


			Hayes Valley			11																														70%						Other																		DAH (DPH)


			Ingleside																																	72%																								HSA Master Lease


			Laurel Heights																																	73%																								HOME TBA


			Marina																																	75%																								Rent Supplement


			Mission																																	80%																								Other


			Mission Bay																																	90%


			Nob Hill																																	100%


			Noe Valley																																	110%


			North Beach																																	120%


			North of Market																																	135%


			Oceanview																																	140%


			Outer Mission																																	150%


			Pacific Heights


			Parkside


			Portola


			Potrero Hill


			Presidio


			Richmond


			Russian Hill


			South Beach


			South of Market


			St. Francis Wood


			Sunnyside


			Sunset


			Telegraph Hill


			Tenderloin


			Treasure Island


			Twin Peaks


			Upper Market


			Visitacion Valley


			West Portal


			Western Addition


			Westwood








RentsUA


			MOHCD Maximum Rents									Instructions for MOHCD: 


												When AMI data is published, update the Maximum Rents below by changing the AMI Year and AMI for a 4-person household. Maximum rents will automatically update. 


												Confirm Maximum Rent amounts with schedules published by MOHCD. For Small Sites Projects, also update Low Income limits published by HCD. 


			AMI Year			2021


			AMI for 4-per HH			133200						For utilities, paste new utility allowance numbers over existing values. Do no overwrite the "Utility Code" - they are needed to pull the correct UA into the input tab. 


			Max Rent %			30%																														State AMI - For Small Sites Program --- HUD Adjusted 80%!


																																				AMI Year			2021


			100% AMI			1			2			3			4			5			6			7			8			9						HH Size			1			2			3			4			5			6			7			8


						93,250			106,550			119,900			133,200			143,850			154,500			165,150			175,800			186,500						Low Income (80%)			102450			117100			131750			146350			158100			169800			181500			193200





			MOHCD Maximum Gross Rents									ROUNDED																					CALCULATED FORMULAS THAT MATCH PUBLISHED AMI SCHEDULE																								Current UA Chart									2021


						SRO			STUDIO			1BR			2BR			3BR			4BR			5BR									SRO			STUDIO			1BR			2BR			3BR			4BR			5BR


																														HH Size Weight Factors>>						0.7			0.8			0.9			1			1.08			1.16						Allowances for Tenant-Furnished Utilities


			15%			263			350			400			450			500			540			580						15%			263			350			400			450			500			540			580


			20%			350			466			533			600			666			719			773						20%			350			466			533			600			666			719			773						Utility or Service												Monthly Dollar Allowances


			25%			437			583			666			750			833			899			966						25%			437			583			666			750			833			899			966												Utility Code			SRO


Jackie Tsou: Jackie Tsou:
Utilities for SRO units should be included in rent, so always keep at $0.			STUDIO			1BR			2BR			3BR			4BR			5BR


			30%			525			700			799			899			999			1,079			1,159						30%			525			700			799			899			999			1,079			1,159						Heating			Natural Gas			1a			$0			$27			$33			$40			$46			$52			$59


			35%			612			816			933			1,049			1,165			1,259			1,353						35%			612			816			933			1,049			1,165			1,259			1,353									Electric			1b			$0			$35			$41			$53			$65			$80			$103


			40%			699			933			1,065			1,199			1,333			1,439			1,545						40%			699			933			1,065			1,199			1,333			1,439			1,545


			45%			787			1,049			1,199			1,349			1,499			1,619			1,739						45%			787			1,049			1,199			1,349			1,499			1,619			1,739						Cooking			Natural Gas			2a			$0			$5			$5			$8			$10			$13			$15


			50%			875			1,166			1,333			1,499			1,665			1,799			1,931						50%			875			1,166			1,333			1,499			1,665			1,799			1,931									Electric			2b			$0			$11			$13			$23			$30			$37			$44


			55%			962			1,283			1,465			1,649			1,831			1,978			2,125						55%			962			1,283			1,465			1,649			1,831			1,978			2,125


			60%			1,049			1,399			1,599			1,799			1,998			2,158			2,318						60%			1,049			1,399			1,599			1,799			1,998			2,158			2,318						Other Electric						3			$0			$41			$48			$68			$91			$115			$138


			70%			1,224			1,633			1,865			2,099			2,331			2,518			2,704						70%			1,224			1,633			1,865			2,099			2,331			2,518			2,704


			72%			1,259			1,679			1,918			2,159			2,398			2,589			2,781						72%			1,259			1,679			1,918			2,159			2,398			2,589			2,781						Water Heating			Natural Gas			4a			$0			$10			$12			$18			$24			$31			$37


			73%			1,276			1,701			1,945			2,189			2,431			2,625			2,820						73%			1,276			1,701			1,945			2,189			2,431			2,625			2,820									Electric			4b			$0			$29			$37			$48			$59			$69			$80


			75%			1,312			1,749			1,998			2,249			2,498			2,698			2,898						75%			1,312			1,749			1,998			2,249			2,498			2,698			2,898


			80%			1,399			1,865			2,131			2,398			2,664			2,878			3,090						80%			1,399			1,865			2,131			2,398			2,664			2,878			3,090						Utility Allowances approved for the San Francisco Housing Authority, effective 10/23/2020:


			90%			1,574			2,099			2,398			2,698			2,998			3,236			3,476						90%			1,574			2,099			2,398			2,698			2,998			3,236			3,476


			100%			1,748			2,331			2,664			2,998			3,330			3,596			3,863						100%			1,748			2,331			2,664			2,998			3,330			3,596			3,863						2015 Utility Allowance Chart


			110%			1,924			2,565			2,930			3,298			3,663			3,956			4,249						110%			1,924			2,565			2,930			3,298			3,663			3,956			4,249


			120%			2,098			2,798			3,196			3,598			3,996			4,315			4,635						120%			2,098			2,798			3,196			3,598			3,996			4,315			4,635						Allowances for Tenant-Furnished Utilities


			135%			2,361			3,148			3,596			4,046			4,495			4,855			5,215						135%			2,361			3,148			3,596			4,046			4,495			4,855			5,215


			140%			2,448			3,264			3,729			4,196			4,663			5,035			5,408						140%			2,448			3,264			3,729			4,196			4,663			5,035			5,408						Utility or Service												Monthly Dollar Allowances


			150%			2,623			3,498			3,996			4,496			4,995			5,395			5,794						150%			2,623			3,498			3,996			4,496			4,995			5,395			5,794												Utility Code			SRO


Jackie Tsou: Jackie Tsou:
Utilities for SRO units should be included in rent, so always keep at $0.			STUDIO			1BR			2BR			3BR			4BR			5BR


																																																									Heating			Natural Gas			1a			$0			$13			$15			$18			$21			$24			$26


			2021												Instructions for MOHCD: 																																													Electric			1b			$0			$15			$18			$23			$28			$33			$38


			TCAC Income Limits and Gross Rents												Change year and type in all income limits from TCAC schedule and rents in black font below. 


			HH Size Weight Factors>>			0.7005119454			0.8003412969			0.9001706485			1			1.0802047782			1.1604095563			1.2406143345			1.3208191126																														Cooking			Natural Gas			2a			$0			$5			$5			$6			$8			$9			$11


			HH Size >>			1			2			3			4			5			6			7			8																																	Electric			2b			$0			$8			$10			$12			$14			$17			$19


			100%			$127,900			$146,200			$164,500			$182,700			$197,400			$212,000			$226,600			$241,200


			80%			$102,320			$116,960			$131,600			$146,160			$157,920			$169,600			$181,280			$192,960																														Other Electric						3			$0			$22			$27			$38			$54			$72			$90


			70%			$89,530			$102,340			$115,150			$127,890			$138,180			$148,400			$158,620			$168,840


			60%			$76,740			$87,720			$98,700			$109,620			$118,440			$127,200			$135,960			$144,720																														Water Heating			Natural Gas			4a			$0			$11			$13			$19			$23			$26			$30


			55%			$70,345			$80,410			$90,475			$100,485			$108,570			$116,600			$124,630			$132,660																																	Electric			4b			$0			$17			$20			$29			$36			$43			$48


			50%			$63,950			$73,100			$82,250			$91,350			$98,700			$106,000			$113,300			$120,600


			45%			$57,555			$65,790			$74,025			$82,215			$88,830			$95,400			$101,970			$108,540																														*As published by the San Francisco Housing Authority on 12/01/2014


			40%			$51,160			$58,480			$65,800			$73,080			$78,960			$84,800			$90,640			$96,480


			35%			$44,765			$51,170			$57,575			$63,945			$69,090			$74,200			$79,310			$84,420


			30%			$38,370			$43,860			$49,350			$54,810			$59,220			$63,600			$67,980			$72,360





						0.600			0.600			0.600			0.600			0.600			0.600			0.600			0.600


						0.550			0.550			0.550			0.550			0.550			0.550			0.550			0.550


						0.500			0.500			0.500			0.500			0.500			0.500			0.500			0.500


						0.450			0.450			0.450			0.450			0.450			0.450			0.450			0.450


						0.400			0.400			0.400			0.400			0.400			0.400			0.400			0.400


						0.350			0.350			0.350			0.350			0.350			0.350			0.350			0.350








									Efficiency			1BD			2BD			3BD			4BD			5BD


						SRO			STUDIO			1BR			2BR			3BR			4BR			5BR


			100%			$3,196			$3,196			$3,426			$4,112			$4,750			$5,300			$5,846


			90%			$2,876			$2,876			$3,083			$3,701			$4,275			$4,770			$5,261


			80%			$2,558			$2,558			$2,741			$3,290			$3,801			$4,240			$4,678


			75%			$2,397			$2,397			$2,570			$3,084			$3,563			$3,975			$4,385


			72%			$2,301			$2,301			$2,467			$2,961			$3,420			$3,816			$4,209


			70%			$2,238			$2,238			$2,398			$2,878			$3,325			$3,710			$4,093


			60%			$1,918			$1,918			$2,055			$2,467			$2,850			$3,180			$3,508


			55%			$1,758			$1,758			$1,884			$2,261			$2,613			$2,915			$3,216


			50%			$1,598			$1,598			$1,713			$2,056			$2,375			$2,650			$2,923


			45%			$1,438			$1,438			$1,541			$1,850			$2,138			$2,385			$2,631


			40%			$1,279			$1,279			$1,370			$1,645			$1,900			$2,120			$2,339


			35%			$1,119			$1,119			$1,199			$1,439			$1,662			$1,855			$2,046


			30%			$959			$959			$1,027			$1,233			$1,425			$1,590			$1,754


			25%			$799			$799			$857			$1,028			$1,188			$1,325			$1,462


			20%			$639			$639			$685			$822			$950			$1,060			$1,169


			15%			$479			$479			$514			$617			$713			$795			$877


















































































































































Fiscal Staging Area


			Name for the CY AMR WS2 fields = CYAMR




















			DON'T TOUCH - CELLS AUTO SUM!


			Other Commercial Income			ERROR:#REF!


			INCM_ParkingSpaces_cmmercl			ERROR:#REF!


			INCM_MiscRentIncome_cmmercl			ERROR:#REF!


			INCM_SuppServices_Income_cmmercl


			INCM_IntIncome_ProjOps_cmmercl			ERROR:#REF!


			INCM_TenantCharges_cmmercl			ERROR:#REF!


			INCM_MiscOtherIncome_cmmercl			ERROR:#REF!





			Non-Residential Expenses			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_MgtFee_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_AssetMgtFee_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_OfficeSalaries_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_MgrSalary_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_HelthInsOtherBenefits_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_OthersalaryBenefits_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_AdminRentFreeUnit_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_AdvertMarketing_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_OfficeExp_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_OfficeRent			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_LegalExp-PPT_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Audit_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_BookkeepingAccntngSvcs_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_BadDebts_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_MiscAdminExp_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Electricity_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Water_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Gas_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Sewer_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_RealEstateTaxes_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_PayrollTaxes_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_MiscTaxesLicensesPermits_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_PropertyAndLiabInsur_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_FidelityBondInsur_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_WorkersComp_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_DirectorOfficerLiabInsur_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_MaintRepairPayroll_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Supplies_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_Contracts_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_GarbageTrashRemoval_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_SecurityPayrollAndOrContract_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_HVACRepairsMaint_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_VehicleAndMaintEquipmtOpsAndRepairs_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_MiscOpsMaintExpenses_commercial			ERROR:#REF!


			EXP_SuppSvcs_commercial			ERROR:#REF!





			Net Reserve Activity			$0.00





Paste AMR Fiscal Data





8.DevFeeCalc


						TOAL DEVELOPER FEE BREAKDOWN 


			RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPER FEE						Fee Percentage			Amount			Comments


						Project Management Fee available during predevelopment and construction:			0%			$0


						Project Management Fee available at risk (the "At Risk Fee"):			0%			$0


						Additional Project Management Fee that is available at risk (the "At Risk Fee") to large projects over 100 units:			0%			$0			$10K per unit over 100 units allowed.  If taking + $1.1MM at risk fee for large projects, Sponsor to provide analysis that additional fee does not increase MOHCD loan.


						General Partner Equity			100%			$3,041,449			Minimum $500K. +$500k encouraged.


						Deferred Developer Fee			0%			$0			Deferred fee allowed when distribution changed to 50% and taking higher fee doesn't increase MOHCD's loan (see analysis below.)


			TOTAL RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPER FEE						100%			$3,041,449


			TOTAL COMMERCIAL DEVELOPER FEE									$0						Note: PM needs to change the distribution cell if developer is opting to take deferred dev fee.


						TOTAL DEVELOPER FEE IN DEVELOPMENT BUDGET						$3,041,449						Match Total Developer Fee Costs in S&U tab?									NO





						DISBURSEMENT MILESTONES FOR CASH-OUT DEVELOPER FEE


			Milestones for Disbursement for Residential Developer Fee payable for Project Management and At-Risk Fee						Fee Percentage			Amount Paid at Milestone			Comments


			Project Management Fee:  Acquisition/Predev						15%			$0			Gray areas show the totals in the MOHCD Developer Fee Policy


			Project Management Fee:  Predev with no more than 35% of total Project Management Fee to be disbursed prior to construction closing (see breakdown below)						35%						Gray areas show the totals in the MOHCD Developer Fee Policy


						Proj Mgt Fee portion 1 of 3: Predevelopment - Close of predevelopment financing			15%			$0			This amount will be part of this predev request and in the Developer Fee Agreement.


						Proj Mgt Fee portion 2 of 3:Predevelopment - Submission of HCD funding application			10%			$0			This amount will be part of this predev request and in the Developer Fee Agreement.


						Proj Mgt Fee portion 3 of 3: Predevelopment - Submission of joint CDLAC and TCAC application			10%			$0			This amount will be part of this predev request and in the Developer Fee Agreement.			Meet max. $550K paid by MOHCD during predevelopment?									NO


			Project Management Fee:  At Construction Closing						20%			$0			These amounts are shown for possible disbursement of the overall project developer fee.  


			Project Management Fee:  During Construction (disbursed upon request depending on % of construction completion) or Completion of Construction						20%			$0			Same as above.


			Project Management:  Project Close-Out - Placed-In-Service application; 100% lease-up; City approval of sponsor's project completion report and documents; and City acceptance of final cost certification.						10%			$0			Same as above.


						TOTAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT FEE			100%			$0


			At Risk Fee:  95% Leased Up and Draft Cost Certification						20%			$0			These amounts are shown for possible disbursement of the overall project.


			At Risk Fee:  Permanent Loan Closing/Conversion (Final Cost Certification)						50%			$0


			At Risk Fee:  Project Close Out (See Project Management Project Close-Out milestone activities)						30%			$0


						TOTAL AT-RISK FEE			100%			$0





			Milestones for Disbursement Payable for Commercial Developer Fee						Fee Percentage			Amount Paid at Milestone			Comments


			At completion of condominium subdivision mapping						25%			$0


			Executed LOI with commercial tenant						25%			$0


			Executed lease with commercial tenant						25%			$0			Conditional and will not be paid no earlier than TCO.


			Occupancy by commercial tenant provider						25%			$0


						TOTAL COMMERCIAL DEVELOPER FEE			100%			$0			See MOHCD Commercial Underwriting Guidelines for Total Allowed Commercial Developer Fee: http://sfmohcd.org/documents-reports-and-forms





						TOTAL CASH-OUT DEVELOPER FEE						$0





			ADDITIONAL DEVELOPER FEE ANALYSIS ON MOHCD/OCII GAP LOAN


			RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPER FEE									Amount			Comments


						Additional Project Management Fee that is available at risk (the "At Risk Fee") to large projects over 100 units:						$0						Total Unit Count			88


						General Partner Equity						$3,041,449


						Deferred Developer Fee						$0


												$3,041,449			SUBTOTAL OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPER FEE


						Credit Rate						4.00%


						Pay-In						N/A


						QCT/DDA						100%


						Tax Credit Equity						ERROR:#VALUE!


						Tax Credit Delivery Years						10


												ERROR:#VALUE!			ADDITIONAL EQUITY GENERATED


																		Y1			Y2			Y3			Y4			Y5			Y6			Y7			Y8			Y9			Y10			Y11


			NET PRESENT VALUE OF CASH FLOW LOSS									Amount			Comments			2023			2024			2025			2026			2027			2028			2029			2030			2031			2032			2033


						10 Year Surplus Cash (no developer fee)						$290,700						$15,750			$23,460			$24,280			$25,130			$26,000			$26,900			$27,840			$28,800			$29,800			$30,840			$31,900			$290,700


						Developer fee Generated through Year 11						$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Upon Full Payment of Deferred Developer Fee - Surplus Cash Flow Split			66%			$191,862						$10,395			$15,484			$16,025			$16,586			$17,160			$17,754			$18,374			$19,008			$19,668			$20,354			$21,054			$191,862


						Deferred Developer Fee - Surplus Cash Flow Split			50%			$145,350						$7,875			$11,730			$12,140			$12,565			$13,000			$13,450			$13,920			$14,400			$14,900			$15,420			$15,950			$145,350


						Loss of Residual ReceIpts to MOHCD						$46,512						$2,520			$3,754			$3,885			$4,021			$4,160			$4,304			$4,454			$4,608			$4,768			$4,934			$5,104			$46,512


												$46,491			NET PRESENT VALUE OF CASH FLOW LOSS





						Additional Equity generated after paying for additional developer fee and loss of cash flow						ERROR:#VALUE!


						DOES ADDITIONAL DEVELOPER FEE INCREASE THE MOHCD/OCII GAP LOAN?						ERROR:#VALUE!








9a.PASS


			PASS LOAN SCHEDULE & FEES																																				Errors





												


			PROJECT INFO


			Project Name:			Throughline Apartments									Closing Date:			3/1/22


			Sponsor:			Chinatown Community Development Center									First Payment Date:			4/1/22


			Total # Units:			88									Maturity Date:			3/1/62





			LOAN SIZING


			Net Operating Income (NOI)						409,373												Below 																		0


			Total Development Cost (TDC)						31,224,067									Market Rate			Market Rate			Deferred			PASS												0


			Appraised Value						-									Note			Note			Note			Loan												0


															Allocation %			60.90%			33.60%			5.50%			100.00%


			Maximum Loan based on DSCR, LTV and LTC sizing Constraints:												Loan Amount			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Minimum DSCR			1.100			9,284,000.00						Term			40			40			40															0


			Maximum LTV			90.00%			- 0						Amort			40			40			40															0


			Maximum LTC			80.00%			24,979,000.00						Rate			3.87289%			0.95763%			0.95763%															0


						Maximum PASS Loan			- 0						Annual Payment			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						U/W PASS Loan ($1,000 denominations)			-						Monthly Payment			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0												0


															Amortized			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			CCSF TIC			2020 Series C			2.87289%						Balloon			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			PASS Sizing TIC						2.57661%						DSCR																								0


			Loan Term (years)						40.00						per unit			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0												0


			Loan Amortization (years)						40.00																														0





			LOAN FEES AND FEE ALLOCATION


			Upfront Fees (capitalize in 4b.PermS&U)												Allocation %			0.00%			100.00%			0.00%			100.00%


			Origination			a)    1.25%  of PASS Loan			b)    15,000.00			greater of a) or b)						- 0			15,000.00			- 0			15,000.00


			City Attorney						15,000.00									- 0			15,000.00			- 0			15,000.00


			Initial Compliance Monitoring			a)    0.05%  of PASS Loan			b)    2,500.00			greater of a) or b)						- 0			2,500.00			- 0			2,500.00


			First Year Loan Servicing						2,500.00									- 0			2,500.00			- 0			2,500.00


																		- 0			35,000.00			- 0			35,000.00





			Ongoing Fees (include in 6.1stYrOpBudget)												Allocation %			0.00%			100.00%			0.00%			100.00%


			Compliance Monitoring						2,500.00			per annum						- 0			2,500.00			- 0			2,500.00


			Loan Servicing						2,500.00			per annum						- 0			2,500.00			- 0			2,500.00


																		- 0			5,000.00			- 0			5,000.00





			INTERIM INTEREST DUE AT CLOSING


			Start Date			3/1/22


			End Date			3/31/22


			# Days Interest			30


																					Interest			Interest


						Note Amount			Rate			Pier Diem			# Days Interest			Amount Due			(Cost of Funds)			(Admin Fees)			Principal


			Market Rate Note			- 0			3.87289%			- 0			30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Below Market Rate Note			- 0			0.95763%			- 0			30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Deferred Note			- 0			0.95763%			- 0			30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Totals			- 0						- 0						- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0

















9b.MR_Amort


			Project Name:			Throughline Apartments


			Sponsor:			Chinatown Community Development Center





			Loan Amount			- 0


			Rate			3.87289%


			Term			40


			Amortization			40


			Monthly Payment			- 0





			MARKET RATE LOAN AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE


									Beginning			Monthly			Interest			Interest						Ending


			Period			Date			Balance			Payment			(Cost of Funds)			(Admin Fees)			Principal			Balance


			1			4/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			2			5/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			3			6/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			4			7/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			5			8/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			6			9/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			7			10/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			8			11/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			9			12/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			10			1/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			11			2/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			12			3/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			13			4/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			14			5/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			15			6/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			16			7/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			17			8/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			18			9/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			19			10/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			20			11/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			21			12/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			22			1/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			23			2/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			24			3/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			25			4/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			26			5/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			27			6/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			28			7/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			29			8/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			30			9/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			31			10/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			32			11/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			33			12/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			34			1/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			35			2/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			36			3/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			37			4/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			38			5/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			39			6/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			40			7/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			41			8/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			42			9/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			43			10/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			44			11/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			45			12/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			46			1/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			47			2/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			48			3/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			49			4/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			50			5/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			51			6/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			52			7/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			53			8/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			54			9/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			55			10/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			56			11/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			57			12/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			58			1/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			59			2/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			60			3/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			61			4/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			62			5/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			63			6/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			64			7/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			65			8/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			66			9/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			67			10/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			68			11/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			69			12/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			70			1/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			71			2/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			72			3/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			73			4/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			74			5/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			75			6/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			76			7/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			77			8/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			78			9/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			79			10/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			80			11/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			81			12/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			82			1/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			83			2/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			84			3/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			85			4/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			86			5/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			87			6/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			88			7/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			89			8/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			90			9/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			91			10/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			92			11/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			93			12/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			94			1/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			95			2/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			96			3/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			97			4/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			98			5/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			99			6/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			100			7/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			101			8/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			102			9/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			103			10/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			104			11/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			105			12/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			106			1/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			107			2/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			108			3/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			109			4/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			110			5/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			111			6/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			112			7/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			113			8/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			114			9/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			115			10/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			116			11/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			117			12/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			118			1/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			119			2/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			120			3/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			121			4/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			122			5/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			123			6/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			124			7/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			125			8/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			126			9/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			127			10/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			128			11/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			129			12/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			130			1/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			131			2/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			132			3/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			133			4/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			134			5/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			135			6/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			136			7/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			137			8/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			138			9/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			139			10/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			140			11/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			141			12/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			142			1/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			143			2/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			144			3/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			145			4/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			146			5/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			147			6/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			148			7/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			149			8/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			150			9/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			151			10/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			152			11/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			153			12/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			154			1/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			155			2/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			156			3/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			157			4/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			158			5/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			159			6/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			160			7/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			161			8/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			162			9/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			163			10/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			164			11/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			165			12/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			166			1/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			167			2/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			168			3/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			169			4/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			170			5/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			171			6/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			172			7/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			173			8/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			174			9/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			175			10/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			176			11/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			177			12/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			178			1/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			179			2/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			180			3/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			181			4/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			182			5/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			183			6/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			184			7/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			185			8/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			186			9/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			187			10/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			188			11/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			189			12/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			190			1/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			191			2/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			192			3/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			193			4/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			194			5/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			195			6/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			196			7/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			197			8/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			198			9/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			199			10/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			200			11/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			201			12/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			202			1/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			203			2/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			204			3/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			205			4/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			206			5/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			207			6/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			208			7/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			209			8/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			210			9/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			211			10/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			212			11/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			213			12/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			214			1/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			215			2/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			216			3/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			217			4/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			218			5/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			219			6/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			220			7/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			221			8/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			222			9/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			223			10/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			224			11/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			225			12/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			226			1/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			227			2/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			228			3/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			229			4/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			230			5/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			231			6/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			232			7/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			233			8/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			234			9/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			235			10/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			236			11/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			237			12/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			238			1/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			239			2/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			240			3/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			241			4/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			242			5/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			243			6/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			244			7/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			245			8/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			246			9/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			247			10/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			248			11/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			249			12/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			250			1/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			251			2/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			252			3/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			253			4/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			254			5/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			255			6/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			256			7/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			257			8/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			258			9/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			259			10/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			260			11/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			261			12/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			262			1/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			263			2/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			264			3/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			265			4/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			266			5/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			267			6/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			268			7/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			269			8/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			270			9/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			271			10/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			272			11/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			273			12/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			274			1/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			275			2/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			276			3/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			277			4/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			278			5/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			279			6/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			280			7/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			281			8/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			282			9/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			283			10/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			284			11/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			285			12/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			286			1/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			287			2/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			288			3/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			289			4/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			290			5/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			291			6/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			292			7/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			293			8/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			294			9/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			295			10/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			296			11/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			297			12/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			298			1/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			299			2/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			300			3/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			301			4/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			302			5/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			303			6/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			304			7/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			305			8/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			306			9/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			307			10/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			308			11/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			309			12/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			310			1/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			311			2/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			312			3/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			313			4/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			314			5/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			315			6/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			316			7/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			317			8/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			318			9/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			319			10/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			320			11/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			321			12/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			322			1/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			323			2/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			324			3/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			325			4/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			326			5/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			327			6/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			328			7/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			329			8/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			330			9/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			331			10/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			332			11/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			333			12/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			334			1/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			335			2/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			336			3/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			337			4/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			338			5/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			339			6/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			340			7/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			341			8/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			342			9/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			343			10/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			344			11/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			345			12/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			346			1/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			347			2/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			348			3/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			349			4/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			350			5/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			351			6/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			352			7/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			353			8/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			354			9/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			355			10/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			356			11/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			357			12/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			358			1/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			359			2/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			360			3/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			361			4/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			362			5/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			363			6/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			364			7/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			365			8/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			366			9/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			367			10/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			368			11/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			369			12/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			370			1/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			371			2/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			372			3/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			373			4/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			374			5/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			375			6/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			376			7/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			377			8/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			378			9/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			379			10/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			380			11/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			381			12/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			382			1/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			383			2/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			384			3/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			385			4/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			386			5/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			387			6/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			388			7/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			389			8/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			390			9/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			391			10/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			392			11/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			393			12/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			394			1/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			395			2/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			396			3/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			397			4/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			398			5/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			399			6/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			400			7/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			401			8/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			402			9/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			403			10/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			404			11/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			405			12/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			406			1/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			407			2/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			408			3/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			409			4/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			410			5/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			411			6/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			412			7/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			413			8/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			414			9/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			415			10/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			416			11/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			417			12/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			418			1/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			419			2/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			420			3/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			421			4/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			422			5/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			423			6/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			424			7/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			425			8/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			426			9/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			427			10/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			428			11/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			429			12/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			430			1/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			431			2/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			432			3/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			433			4/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			434			5/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			435			6/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			436			7/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			437			8/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			438			9/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			439			10/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			440			11/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			441			12/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			442			1/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			443			2/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			444			3/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			445			4/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			446			5/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			447			6/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			448			7/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			449			8/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			450			9/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			451			10/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			452			11/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			453			12/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			454			1/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			455			2/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			456			3/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			457			4/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			458			5/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			459			6/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			460			7/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			461			8/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			462			9/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			463			10/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			464			11/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			465			12/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			466			1/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			467			2/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			468			3/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			469			4/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			470			5/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			471			6/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			472			7/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			473			8/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			474			9/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			475			10/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			476			11/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			477			12/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			478			1/1/62			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			479			2/1/62			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			480			3/1/62			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0
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			Project Name:			Throughline Apartments


			Sponsor:			Chinatown Community Development Center





			Loan Amount			- 0


			Rate			0.95763%


			Term			40


			Amortization			40


			Monthly Payment			- 0





			BELOW MARKET RATE LOAN AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE


									Beginning			Monthly									Ending


			Period			Date			Balance			Payment			Interest			Principal			Balance


			1			4/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			2			5/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			3			6/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			4			7/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			5			8/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			6			9/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			7			10/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			8			11/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			9			12/1/22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			10			1/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			11			2/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			12			3/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			13			4/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			14			5/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			15			6/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			16			7/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			17			8/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			18			9/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			19			10/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			20			11/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			21			12/1/23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			22			1/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			23			2/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			24			3/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			25			4/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			26			5/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			27			6/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			28			7/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			29			8/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			30			9/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			31			10/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			32			11/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			33			12/1/24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			34			1/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			35			2/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			36			3/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			37			4/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			38			5/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			39			6/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			40			7/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			41			8/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			42			9/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			43			10/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			44			11/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			45			12/1/25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			46			1/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			47			2/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			48			3/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			49			4/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			50			5/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			51			6/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			52			7/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			53			8/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			54			9/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			55			10/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			56			11/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			57			12/1/26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			58			1/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			59			2/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			60			3/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			61			4/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			62			5/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			63			6/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			64			7/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			65			8/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			66			9/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			67			10/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			68			11/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			69			12/1/27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			70			1/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			71			2/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			72			3/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			73			4/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			74			5/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			75			6/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			76			7/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			77			8/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			78			9/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			79			10/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			80			11/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			81			12/1/28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			82			1/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			83			2/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			84			3/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			85			4/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			86			5/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			87			6/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			88			7/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			89			8/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			90			9/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			91			10/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			92			11/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			93			12/1/29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			94			1/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			95			2/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			96			3/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			97			4/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			98			5/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			99			6/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			100			7/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			101			8/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			102			9/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			103			10/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			104			11/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			105			12/1/30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			106			1/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			107			2/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			108			3/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			109			4/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			110			5/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			111			6/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			112			7/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			113			8/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			114			9/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			115			10/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			116			11/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			117			12/1/31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			118			1/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			119			2/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			120			3/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			121			4/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			122			5/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			123			6/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			124			7/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			125			8/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			126			9/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			127			10/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			128			11/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			129			12/1/32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			130			1/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			131			2/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			132			3/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			133			4/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			134			5/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			135			6/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			136			7/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			137			8/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			138			9/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			139			10/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			140			11/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			141			12/1/33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			142			1/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			143			2/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			144			3/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			145			4/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			146			5/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			147			6/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			148			7/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			149			8/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			150			9/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			151			10/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			152			11/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			153			12/1/34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			154			1/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			155			2/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			156			3/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			157			4/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			158			5/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			159			6/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			160			7/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			161			8/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			162			9/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			163			10/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			164			11/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			165			12/1/35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			166			1/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			167			2/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			168			3/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			169			4/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			170			5/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			171			6/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			172			7/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			173			8/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			174			9/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			175			10/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			176			11/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			177			12/1/36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			178			1/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			179			2/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			180			3/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			181			4/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			182			5/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			183			6/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			184			7/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			185			8/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			186			9/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			187			10/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			188			11/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			189			12/1/37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			190			1/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			191			2/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			192			3/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			193			4/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			194			5/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			195			6/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			196			7/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			197			8/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			198			9/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			199			10/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			200			11/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			201			12/1/38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			202			1/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			203			2/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			204			3/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			205			4/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			206			5/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			207			6/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			208			7/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			209			8/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			210			9/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			211			10/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			212			11/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			213			12/1/39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			214			1/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			215			2/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			216			3/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			217			4/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			218			5/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			219			6/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			220			7/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			221			8/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			222			9/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			223			10/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			224			11/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			225			12/1/40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			226			1/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			227			2/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			228			3/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			229			4/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			230			5/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			231			6/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			232			7/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			233			8/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			234			9/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			235			10/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			236			11/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			237			12/1/41			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			238			1/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			239			2/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			240			3/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			241			4/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			242			5/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			243			6/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			244			7/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			245			8/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			246			9/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			247			10/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			248			11/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			249			12/1/42			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			250			1/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			251			2/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			252			3/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			253			4/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			254			5/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			255			6/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			256			7/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			257			8/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			258			9/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			259			10/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			260			11/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			261			12/1/43			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			262			1/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			263			2/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			264			3/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			265			4/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			266			5/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			267			6/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			268			7/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			269			8/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			270			9/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			271			10/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			272			11/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			273			12/1/44			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			274			1/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			275			2/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			276			3/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			277			4/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			278			5/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			279			6/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			280			7/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			281			8/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			282			9/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			283			10/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			284			11/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			285			12/1/45			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			286			1/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			287			2/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			288			3/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			289			4/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			290			5/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			291			6/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			292			7/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			293			8/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			294			9/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			295			10/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			296			11/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			297			12/1/46			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			298			1/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			299			2/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			300			3/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			301			4/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			302			5/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			303			6/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			304			7/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			305			8/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			306			9/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			307			10/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			308			11/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			309			12/1/47			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			310			1/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			311			2/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			312			3/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			313			4/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			314			5/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			315			6/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			316			7/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			317			8/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			318			9/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			319			10/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			320			11/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			321			12/1/48			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			322			1/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			323			2/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			324			3/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			325			4/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			326			5/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			327			6/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			328			7/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			329			8/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			330			9/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			331			10/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			332			11/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			333			12/1/49			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			334			1/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			335			2/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			336			3/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			337			4/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			338			5/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			339			6/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			340			7/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			341			8/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			342			9/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			343			10/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			344			11/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			345			12/1/50			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			346			1/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			347			2/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			348			3/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			349			4/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			350			5/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			351			6/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			352			7/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			353			8/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			354			9/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			355			10/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			356			11/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			357			12/1/51			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			358			1/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			359			2/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			360			3/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			361			4/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			362			5/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			363			6/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			364			7/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			365			8/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			366			9/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			367			10/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			368			11/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			369			12/1/52			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			370			1/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			371			2/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			372			3/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			373			4/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			374			5/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			375			6/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			376			7/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			377			8/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			378			9/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			379			10/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			380			11/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			381			12/1/53			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			382			1/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			383			2/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			384			3/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			385			4/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			386			5/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			387			6/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			388			7/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			389			8/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			390			9/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			391			10/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			392			11/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			393			12/1/54			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			394			1/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			395			2/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			396			3/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			397			4/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			398			5/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			399			6/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			400			7/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			401			8/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			402			9/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			403			10/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			404			11/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			405			12/1/55			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			406			1/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			407			2/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			408			3/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			409			4/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			410			5/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			411			6/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			412			7/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			413			8/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			414			9/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			415			10/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			416			11/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			417			12/1/56			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			418			1/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			419			2/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			420			3/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			421			4/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			422			5/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			423			6/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			424			7/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			425			8/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			426			9/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			427			10/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			428			11/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			429			12/1/57			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			430			1/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			431			2/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			432			3/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			433			4/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			434			5/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			435			6/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			436			7/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			437			8/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			438			9/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			439			10/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			440			11/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			441			12/1/58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			442			1/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			443			2/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			444			3/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			445			4/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			446			5/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			447			6/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			448			7/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			449			8/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			450			9/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			451			10/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			452			11/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			453			12/1/59			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			454			1/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			455			2/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			456			3/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			457			4/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			458			5/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			459			6/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			460			7/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			461			8/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			462			9/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			463			10/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			464			11/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			465			12/1/60			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			466			1/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			467			2/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			468			3/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			469			4/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			470			5/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			471			6/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			472			7/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			473			8/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			474			9/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			475			10/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			476			11/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			477			12/1/61			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			478			1/1/62			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			479			2/1/62			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			480			3/1/62			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0








&"-,Bold"EXHIBIT A	
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9d.Refi


			PASS REFI ANALYSIS


			Payments and Equity Balance															PASS Loan Amortization


																		Market Rate Loan			BMR Loan			Deferred Loan			Total PASS						Refi			Refi			Refi			Refi			Refi			Refi			RFR


			PASS LOAN												Yr			Prin Bal			Prin Bal			Prin Bal			Prin Bal			Equity			Rate			Term			DSCR			Prin			Costs			Proceeds			Balance/Unit


			Market Rate Note			- 0									1			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,525,992			82,890			5,443,102			600


			Below Market Rate Note			- 0									2			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,340,449			80,107			5,260,343			1,200


			Deferred Note			- 0									3			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,323,271			79,849			5,243,422			1,800


			Total PASS Loan			- 0									4			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,324,408			79,866			5,244,542			2,400


															5			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,322,063			79,831			5,242,232			3,000


			Market Rate Interest Rate			3.87289%									6			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,316,062			79,741			5,236,321			3,600


			Below Market Rate Interest Rate			0.95763%									7			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,312,410			79,686			5,232,724			4,200


			Deferred Interest Rate			0.95763%									8			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,298,545			79,478			5,219,067			4,800


			True Interest Cost												9			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,280,459			79,207			5,201,252			5,400


															10			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,257,948			78,869			5,179,079			6,000


			Market Rate Note Payment			- 0									11			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,230,804			78,462			5,152,342			6,600


			Below Market Rate Note Payment			- 0									12			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,205,178			78,078			5,127,101			7,200


			Deferred Note Payment			- 0									13			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,168,102			77,522			5,090,580			7,800


			Total PASS Annual Payment			- 0									14			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,125,712			76,886			5,048,826			8,400


															15			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,077,764			76,166			5,001,598			9,000


			REFI ASSUMPTIONS												16			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			5,024,007			75,360			4,948,647			9,600


			Refi Year												17			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			4,970,741			74,561			4,896,180			10,200


			Refi Debt Service			- 0									18			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			4,904,570			73,569			4,831,002			10,800


			Refi Proceeds			- 0									19			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			4,831,775			72,477			4,759,298			11,400


															20			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			5.00000%			30.00			1.150			4,752,064			71,281			4,680,783			12,000


			Replacement Reserve Starting Balance			- 0									21			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			10-year inflated CNA total			- 0									22			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															23			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			SMALL SITES PROGRAM												24			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			SSP Loan			13,519,791.00									25			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			Total Subsidy Loans			13,519,791.00									26			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															27			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															28			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															29			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															30			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			 												31			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			 												32			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															33			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															34			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															35			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															36			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															37			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															38			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															39			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


															40			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0








LC Eval


						Sources & Uses Summary (page 3 of Eval)





			from worksheet 4a			Predevelopment Sources			Amount			Terms			Status


			col D			MOHCD/OCII			$800,000			XX yrs/mth @ XX% Def			Committed/Not Com						these are instructions, do not print or copy


			source 2, col E			Predev Exp from RR up to 12/31/2019			$125,391			XX yrs/mth @ XX% Def			Committed/Not Com						this data flows from ws4a


			source 3, col F			0			$0			XX yrs/mth @ XX% Def			Committed/Not Com						delete any rows that do not show a source name and an amount


			source 4, col G			0			$0			XX yrs/mth @ XX% Def			Committed/Not Com						if more columns were added to worksheet 4a


			source 4, col H			0			$0			XX yrs/mth @ XX% Def			Committed/Not Com						 - insert one row for each additional column/source


			source 5, col I			0			$0			XX yrs/mth @ XX% Def			Committed/Not Com						 - add formulas to pull the data from ws4a


			col J			Total			$925,391												 - note: columns noted to the left of this chart may becomg inaccurate if any columns are added to ws4a








			from worksheet 4b			Permanent Sources			Amount			Terms			Status						these are instructions, do not print or copy


			col D			MOHCD/OCII			$13,519,791			XX yrs @ XX% / Res Rec			Committed/Not Com						this data flows from ws4b


			source 2, col E			PASS Loan			$8,031,555			XX yrs @ XX% / Res Rec			Committed/Not Com						For row showing TC Equity, Terms should = Price per credit 


			source 3, col F			PASS Deferred Loan			$467,445			XX yrs @ XX% / Res Rec			Committed/Not Com						delete any rows that do not show a source name and an amount


			source 4, col G			Accrued Def Interest - PASS			$317			XX yrs @ XX% / Res Rec			Committed/Not Com						if more columns were added to worksheet 4b


			source 4, col H			Community Project Fund			$2,500,000			XX yrs @ XX% / Res Rec			Committed/Not Com						 - insert one row for each additional column/source


			source 5, col I			0			$0			TC Equity: Price per credit			Committed/Not Com						 - add formulas to pull the data from ws4b


			col J			Total			$31,224,067												 - note: columns noted to the left of this chart may becomg inaccurate if any columns are added to ws4b





			from worksheet 4b			Permanent Uses			Amount			Per Unit			Per SF


			row 16			Acquisition			$0			$0			$0.00


			row 37			Hard Costs			$22,753,459			$258,562			$456.26


			row 105			Soft Costs			$7,582,658			$86,167			$152.05


			row 124			Developer Fee			$500,000			$5,682			$10.03


						Total			$30,836,117			$350,410			$618.33


						Square Footage Summary (Section 4.2 of Eval)





			calculated: Building Total SF minus Commercial SF			Residential SF: 			41,665


			from worksheet 1, c19			Commercial SF: 			8,205


			from worksheet 1, j15			Building Total SF: 			49,870





						UNIT TYPES			Avg Unit SF - This Project			CTCAC-Required Minimum SF


			Rows 39-45: data entry needed Col C if a Unit Type is shown in Col B			SRO:						200


						Studio:						200


						1BR:						450


												


												


																		CTCAC unit size minimums found here:


																		https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/programreg/regulations.asp


			Answer Yes in C46 if #s in D39-D45 are all >= #s in C39-C45, or answer No and describe waiver requested 			Do all units meet CTCAC minimum SF? 			Y/N [If N, describe the wavier being requested of CTCAC.]  





https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/programreg/regulations.asp


Staffing -TBD


															Non-Services Staffing:





															Title			FTE			% of Salary in this Budget			FTE allocated to Project			Salary			Exp allocated to Project


															Office Salaries


															Site Supervisor			0.25			100%			0.3			$74,784			$18,696


															Facilities Manager			0.09			100%			0.1			$82,683			$7,441


															Compliance Spe.			0.09			100%			0.1			$72,707			$6,544


															Compliance Mananger			0.17			100%			0.2			$63,309			$10,762


															Subtotal			0.60						0.7			$293,483			$43,444			<---amount must match cell F35 on ws6												42,715





															Manager Salaries


															Program Assistant			1.00			100%			1.0			$52,667			$52,667


															Program Manager			1.00			100%			1.0			$62,287			$62,287


															Subtotal			2.00						2.0			$114,954			$114,954			<---amount must match cell F36 on ws6												61,250





															Janitorial


															Custodian A			1.00			100%			1.0			$43,053			$43,053


															Custodian B			0.52			100%			0.5			$43,053			$22,388


															Subtotal			1.52						1.5			$86,106			$65,441


															Maintenance


															Maintenance Technician A			1.00			100%			1.0			$40,242			$40,242


															Maintenance Technician B			1.00			100%			0.0			$63,796			$63,796


															Facilities Assistant			1.00			25%			0.3			$69,749			$17,437


															Subtotal			3.00						1.3			$173,787			$121,475


															Total, Janitorial & Maintenance:									2.8						$186,916			<---amount must match cell F69 on ws6												65,000


															Security


															Desk Clerk			1.00			100%			1.0			$34,674			$34,674


															Desk Clerk			1.00			100%			1.0			$34,674			$34,674


															Desk Clerk			1.00			100%			1.0			$34,674			$34,674


															Desk Clerk			1.00			100%			1.0			$34,674			$34,674


															Desk Clerk			1.00			100%			1.0			$34,674			$34,674


															Desk Clerk - Contract												$8,000			$8,000


															Subtotal			5.00						5.0			$181,372			$181,372			<---amount must match cell F73 on ws6												0





															Total FTEs and Expenses			12.12						10.5			$849,702			$526,685


															Mike 7/13/21: the above is a paste from the stand-alone staffing chart (see recent LOSP renewal evals folders for some originals). Need to decide if we will be requiring this as precursor to entering the staffing data on ws6. If does, then amounts form here flow there. If does not, then we need to pull data from ws6 to make sure that the amounts entered here match the budget amounts.
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